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Preface
This dictionary provides the user with a comprehensive vocabulary of terms
used in human resource management. It covers all aspects of the subject
including recruitment and selection, appraisals, payment systems, dismissals
and other aspects of industrial relations.
The main words are explained in simple English, and pronunciations are
given in the International Phonetic Alphabet. Where appropriate, examples
are included to show how the words are used in context. Quotations are also
given from various magazines and newspapers, which give an idea of how
the terms are used in real life. The supplement at the back of the book gives
various documents which provide useful guidelines as to how a company’s
own documents can be constructed.
We are grateful to the following for their valuable comments on the text:
Dena Michelli, Michael Furlong, Yvonne Quinn, Stephen Curtis, Margaret
Jull Costa, Georgia Hole, Dinah Jackson and Sandra Anderson.

Pronunciation Guide
The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.
Stress is indicated by a main stress mark (  ) and a secondary stress mark (  ). Note
that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to its position
in the sentence.
Vowels

ɑ
ɒ
a
aυ
aə
aυə
ɔ
ɔ
e
eə
e
eυ

i
i
ə
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u
u
υ
υə
'

back
harm
stop
type
how
hire
hour
course
annoy
head
fair
make
go
word
keep
happy
about
fit
near
annual
pool
book
tour
shut

Consonants
b
d
ð
d
f
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ʃ
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θ
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x

z

buck
dead
other
jump
fare
gold
head
yellow
cab
leave
mix
nil
sing
print
rest
save
shop
take
change
theft
value
work
loch
measure
zone
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acceptance bonus

A
AA /e e/ same as attendance
allowance

absenteeism. 쑗 Absenteeism is high in
the week before Christmas.

ability /əblti/ noun the capacity or
power to do something 쑗 Ability to sell
is essential for the job.

‘…but the reforms still hadn’t fundamentally
changed conditions on the shop floor:
absenteeism was as high as 20% on some days’
[Business Week]

ability test /əblti test/ noun same

rate
/ bsəntiz(ə)m ret/ noun the percentage of
the workforce which is away from work
with no good excuse 쑗 The rate of absenteeism or the absenteeism rate always increases in fine weather.
ACAS /eks/ abbr Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service
accept /əksept/ verb 1. to take something which is being offered 왍 to accept
delivery of a shipment to take goods
into the warehouse officially when they
are delivered 2. to say ‘yes’ or to agree
to something 쑗 She accepted the offer of
a job in Australia. 쑗 He accepted £2000
in lieu of notice.
acceptable /əkseptəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be accepted 쑗 Both parties
found the offer acceptable. 쑗 The terms
of the contract of employment are not
acceptable to the candidate.
acceptance /əkseptəns/ noun 왍 acceptance of an offer the act of agreeing
to an offer 왍 to give an offer a conditional acceptance to accept an offer
provided that specific things happen or
that specific terms apply 왍 we have
their letter of acceptance we have received a letter from them accepting the
offer
acceptance bonus /ək septəns
bəυnəs/ noun a bonus paid to a new
employee when they agree to join an organisation (NOTE: an acceptance bonus

as aptitude test

able /eb(ə)l/ adjective capable or
working well 쑗 She’s a very able
manager.

able-bodied / eb(ə)l bɒdid/ adjec-

tive with no physical handicap 쑗 The
work is strenuous and only suitable for
the young and able-bodied.

abroad /əbrɔd/ adverb to or in another country 쑗 The consignment of
cars was shipped abroad last week. 쑗
The chairman is abroad on business. 쑗
He worked abroad for ten years. 쑗 Half
of our profit comes from sales abroad.

absence /bsəns/ noun the fact of
not being at work or at a meeting 왍 in
the absence of when someone is not
there 쑗 In the absence of the chairman,
his deputy took the chair. 왍 unauthorised absence from work, absence
without leave being away from work
without permission and without a good
reason
absent /bsənt/ adjective not at
work or not at a meeting 쑗 He was absent owing to illness. 쑗 Ten of the workers are absent with flu. 쑗 The chairman
is absent in Holland on business.

absentee / bsənti/ noun a person
who is absent or an employee who stays
away from work for no good reason

/ bs(ə)ntiz(ə)m/
noun the practice of staying away from
work for no good reason 쑗 Low productivity is largely due to the high level of

absenteeism

absenteeism

can be a feature of a golden hello and
is designed both to attract and to retain
staff)

acceptance sampling
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acceptance sampling /əkseptəns

sɑmplŋ/ noun the process of testing a
small sample of a batch to see if the
whole batch is good enough to be
accepted
access /kses/ noun 왍 to have access to something to be able to obtain
or reach something 쑗 She has access to
large amounts of venture capital. 쐽 verb
to call up data which is stored in a computer 쑗 She accessed the address file on
the computer.
accession /əkseʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of joining an organisation
accession rate /əkseʃ(ə)n ret/
noun 1. the percentage of employees in
an organisation who have joined it during a particular period of time 2. a rate
of pay for employees when first hired 쑗
After the first year, pay went up considerably despite the low accession rate. 쑗
The accession rate depends on whether
the entrants are skilled or unskilled.
access time /kses tam/ noun the
time taken by a computer to find data
stored in it
accident /ksd(ə)nt/ noun something unpleasant which can be caused
by carelessness or which happens by
chance such as a plane crash
COMMENT: Fatal accidents and accidents

which cause major injuries or which prevent an employee from working for more
than three days must be reported to the
Health and Safety Executive.

accidental / ksdent(ə)l/ adjective

happening by chance, not done intentionally 쑗 accidental destruction of the
computer files
accident book /ksd(ə)nt bυk/
noun a book in which details of accidents at work are noted down

accident

frequency

rate

/ ksd(ə)nt frikwənsi ret/ noun the
number of accidents involving injury or
death during a specified number of
man-hours 쑗 The accident frequency
rate has risen since the new machinery
was installed.
accident prevention / ksd(ə)nt
prvenʃən/ noun measures taken to
prevent accidents

account

accident-prone

worker

/ ksd(ə)nt prəυn wkə/ noun a

worker who is more likely to have accidents than other workers
accident report /ksd(ə)nt rpɔt/ noun a report of an accident
which has taken place at work
accommodate /əkɒmədet/ verb to
provide someone with a place to live in
쑗 The company accommodates its employees near their workplace.
accommodation /ə kɒmədeʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. money lent for a short time 2. a
place to stay temporarily or live in 쑗
Visitors have difficulty in finding hotel
accommodation during the summer.
‘…any non-resident private landlord can let
furnished or unfurnished accommodation to a
tenant’ [Times]
‘…the airline providing roomy accommodations
at below-average fares’ [Dun’s Business Month]

address /əkɒmədeʃ(ə)n ə dres/ noun an address used for receiving messages but
which is not the real address of the
company
accordance /əkɔdns/ noun 왍 in accordance with in agreement with, according to, as someone says or writes 쑗
In accordance with your instructions we
have deposited the money in your current account. 쑗 I am submitting the
claim for damages in accordance with
the advice of our legal advisers.
accordingly /əkɔdŋli/ adverb in
agreement with what has been decided
쑗 We have received your letter and have
altered the contract accordingly.
according to /əkɔdŋ tu/ preposition as stated or shown by someone 쑗
The computer was installed according
to the manufacturer’s instructions.
accommodation

‘…the budget targets for employment and
growth are within reach according to the latest
figures’ [Australian Financial Review]

account /əkaυnt/ noun 1. a record of
financial transactions over a period of
time, such as money paid, received, borrowed or owed 쑗 Please send me your
account or a detailed or an itemized account. 2. 왍 accounts of a business, a
company’s accounts a detailed record
of a company’s financial affairs 3. a
customer who does a large amount of

accountability
business with a firm and has an account
with it 쑗 Smith Brothers is one of our
largest accounts. 쑗 Our sales people
call on their best accounts twice a
month. 4. 왍 to keep the accounts to
write each sum of money in the account
book 쑗 The bookkeeper’s job is to enter
all the money received in the accounts.
5. notice 왍 to take account of inflation,
to take inflation into account to assume that there will be a specific percentage of inflation when making
calculations 쐽 verb 왍 to account for to
explain and record a money transaction
쑗 to account for a loss or a discrepancy
쑗 The reps have to account for all their
expenses to the sales manager.
accountability
/ə kaυntəblti/
noun the fact of being responsible to
someone for something (such as the accountability of directors to the
shareholders)
accountable /əkaυntəb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a person who has to explain what has taken place or who is
responsible for something (NOTE: you
are accountable to someone for
something)
accountancy /əkaυntənsi/ noun the

work of an accountant 쑗 They are studying accountancy or They are accountancy students. (NOTE: American

English is accounting in this meaning)
accountant /əkaυntənt/ noun a per-

son who keeps a company’s accounts 쑗
The chief accountant of a manufacturing group. 쑗 The accountant has shown
a sharp variance in our labour costs.
account director /əkaυnt darektə/ noun a person who works in an
advertising agency and who oversees
various account managers who are each
responsible for specific clients
account executive /əkaυnt  zekjυtv/ noun an employee of an organisation such as a bank, public relations firm, or advertising agency who is
responsible for looking after particular
clients and handling their business with
the organisation
accounting /əkaυntŋ/ noun the
work of recording money paid, received, borrowed or owed 쑗 accounting
methods 쑗 accounting procedures 쑗 an
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accrue
accounting system 쑗 an accounting
machine
‘…applicants will be professionally qualified
and have a degree in Commerce or Accounting’
[Australian Financial Review]

period /əkaυntŋ
pəriəd/ noun a period of time at the
end of which the firm’s accounts are
made up
accounts department /əkaυnts
d pɑtmənt/ noun a department in a
company which deals with money paid,
received, borrowed or owed
accounts manager /əkaυnts
mnd"ə/ noun the manager of an accounts department
accounts
payable
/ə kaυnts
peəb(ə)l/ noun money owed by a
company
accounts receivable /ə kaυnts rsivəb(ə)l/ noun money owed to a
company
accreditation
/ə kredteʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of certifying the competence of a person in a certain area 왍
accreditation of union officials official
recognition by a company that certain
employees are representatives of a trade
union and are treated as such by the
company
accounting

accreditation of prior learning

/əkred teʃ(ə)n əv praə lnŋ/
noun a process that enables people to

obtain formal recognition of qualifications and experience that they have
gained before joining an organisation

(NOTE: accreditation of prior learning
may be used to support the award of a
vocational qualification)
accredited /əkredtd/ adjective re-

ferring to an agent who is appointed by
a company to act on its behalf
accrual /əkruəl/ noun a gradual increase by addition 왍 accrual of interest
automatic addition of interest to capital
accrual rate /əkruəl ret/ noun the
rate at which an employee’s pension increases as each year of service is completed, so forming the basis for
calculating their pension
accrue /əkru/ verb 1. to record a financial transaction in accounts when it
takes place, and not when payment is

accurate
made or received 2. to increase and be
due for payment at a later date 쑗 Interest accrues from the beginning of the
month.
accurate /kjυrət/ adjective correct
쑗 The sales department made an accurate forecast of sales. 쑗 The designers
produced an accurate copy of the plan.
accurately /kjυrətli/ adverb correctly 쑗 The second quarter’s drop in
sales was accurately forecast by the
computer.
accuse /əkjuz/ verb to say that
someone has committed a crime 쑗 She
was accused of stealing from the petty
cash box. 쑗 He was accused of industrial espionage. (NOTE: you accuse
someone of a crime or of doing
something)
achieve /ətʃiv/ verb to succeed in

doing something, to do something successfully 쑗 He has achieved his
long-term training objectives. 쑗 The
company has achieved great success in
the Far East. 쑗 We achieved all our objectives in 2001.
‘…the company expects to move to profits of
FFr 2m next year and achieve equally rapid
growth in following years’ [Financial Times]

achievement /ətʃivmənt/ noun

success or something that has been
achieved
achievement test /ətʃivmənt
test/ noun a test designed to measure
the skills which someone is currently
using (as opposed to an aptitude test,
which measures the skills a person
could use in the future) (NOTE: also
called attainment test)
achiever /ətʃivə/ noun a person who

is successful or who tends to achieve his
or her objectives 쑗 It was her reputation
as a high achiever that made us think of
headhunting her.
across-the-board /ə krɒs ðə bɔd/
adjective applying to everything or
everyone 쑗 an across-the-board price
increase 쑗 an across-the-board wage
increase
act /kt/ noun a law passed by parliament which must be obeyed by the people 쐽 verb 1. to work 쑗 He has agreed
to act as an agent for an American company. 쑗 The solicitor is acting for us or
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Action Programme
on our behalf. 왍 to act as someone to
do someone’s job while he is away 쑗
She will act as marketing manager
while Mr Smith is on holiday. 2. to do
something 쑗 The board will have to act
quickly if the company’s losses are going to be reduced. 쑗 The lawyers are
acting on our instructions. 왍 to act on a
letter to do what a letter asks to be done
acting /ktŋ/ adjective working in
place of someone for a short time 쑗 acting manager 쑗 the Acting Chairman
action /kʃən/ noun 1. a thing which
has been done 왍 actions short of dismissal ways of disciplining an employee who has committed an offence,
which stop short of dismissing them
(such as demotion, removal of privileges, etc.) 2. 왍 to take industrial action to do something (usually to go on
strike) to show that you are not happy
with conditions at work 3. a case in a
law court where a person or company
sues another person or company 왍 to
take legal action to sue someone 쑗 an
action for libel or a libel action 쑗 an action for damages 쑗 She brought an action for wrongful dismissal against her
former employer.
actionable /kʃənəb(ə)l/ adjective
referring to writing, speech or an act
which could provide the grounds for
bringing an action against someone 쑗
Was the employer’s treatment of the employee actionable?

action-centred

leadership

/ kʃən sentəd lidəʃp/ noun a

theory of leadership which focuses on
what leaders actually have to do in order
to be effective, rather than on the personal qualities that they need to be good
leaders, and which believes that leadership can be taught (NOTE: ac-

tion-centred leadership is usually
illustrated by three overlapping circles,
which represent the three key activities
undertaken by leaders: achieving the
task, building and maintaining the
team and developing the individual)
action learning /kʃən lnŋ/
noun the process of learning by doing or

participating in an activity

Programme
/kʃən
prəυ rm/ noun an EU initiative con-

Action

active
taining various draft directives to implement the Social Charter
active /ktv/ adjective involving
many transactions or activities 쑗 an active demand for oil shares 쑗 Computer
shares are very active. 쑗 an active day
on the Stock Exchange
active interview / ktv ntəvju/
noun an interview where the interviewee is encouraged to answer fully
the questions asked (as in an open-end
interview)
active listening / ktv ls(ə)nŋ/
noun a technique which involves not
only listening to the words someone
uses, but also taking into account their
tone of voice, their body language and
other non-verbal signs in order to gain a
fuller understanding of what they are actually communicating
actively /ktvli/ adverb in a busy
way 쑗 The company is actively recruiting new personnel.
active partner / ktv pɑtnə/
noun a partner who works in a company
that is a partnership
activity /ktvti/ noun 1. the fact of
being active or busy 쑗 a low level of
business activity 쑗 There was a lot of
activity on the Stock Exchange. 왍
monthly activity report a report by a
department on what has been done during the past month 2. something which
is done 쑗 out-of-work activities
‘…preliminary indications of the level of
business investment and activity during the
March quarter will provide a good picture of
economic
activity
in
the
year’
[Australian Financial Review]

activity chart /ktvti tʃɑt/ noun

a plan showing work which has been
done so that it can be compared to the
plan of work to be done
activity
sampling
/ktvti
sɑmplŋ/ noun an observation of tasks
and their performances, carried out at
random intervals 쑗 Activity sampling
was carried out to see how fast the machinists worked.
actuarial analysis /ktʃu eəriəl ənləss/ noun a calculation carried out
by an actuary to assess somebody’s life
expectancy or the degree of risk involved in an insurance proposal
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additional award

actuary /ktʃuəri/ noun a person
employed by an insurance company or
other organisation to calculate the risk
involved in an insurance, and therefore
the premiums payable by people taking
out insurance
acute shortage /ə kjut ʃɔtd"/
noun a very severe shortage for a period
of time
ad /d/ noun same as advertisement
(informal ) 쑗 We put an ad in the paper.
쑗 She answered an ad in the paper. 쑗
He found his job through an ad in the
paper.
adaptable /ədptəb(ə)l/ adjective 1.
being able to change working practices
2. being able to change from job to job
adaptation / dpteʃ(ə)n/ noun
something which has been adapted 쑗
This machine is an adaptation of our
original model.
add /d/ verb 1. to put figures together
to make a total 쑗 If you add the interest
to the capital you will get quite a large
sum. 쑗 Interest is added monthly. 2. to
put things together to make a large
group 쑗 We are adding to the sales
force. 쑗 They have added two new products to their range. 왍 this all adds to
the company’s costs this makes the
company’s costs higher
adding machine /dŋ mə ʃin/
noun a machine which adds numbers
addition /ədʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a thing or
person added 쑗 The management has
stopped all additions to the staff. 쑗 We
are exhibiting several additions to our
product line. 쑗 The marketing director
is the latest addition to the board. 2. 왍
in addition to added to, as well as 쑗
There are twelve registered letters to be
sent in addition to this packet. 3. an act
of putting numbers together 쑗 You don’t
need a calculator to do simple addition.
additional /ədʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective extra which is added 쑗 additional costs 쑗
They sent us a list of additional charges.
쑗 Some additional clauses were added
to the contract. 쑗 Additional duty will
have to be paid.
additional award /ə dʃ(ə)nəl əwɔd/ noun an extra payment ordered
by an industrial tribunal to a dismissed
.

additional voluntary contributions 6
employee if the company refuses to reinstate them. 쏡 special award

additional voluntary contributions /ə dʃ(ə)nəl vɒlənt(ə)ri kɒntr-

bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun extra payments made voluntarily by an employee
to a pension scheme (on top of the normal contributions, up to a maximum of
15% of gross earnings). Abbr AVCs
address /ədres/ noun the details of
number, street and town where an office
is or a person lives 쑗 My business address and phone number are printed on
the card. 쐽 verb 1. to write the details of
an address on an envelope or package 쑗
a letter addressed to the managing director 쑗 an incorrectly addressed package 쑗 Please address your enquiries to
the manager. 2. to speak 쑗 The chairman addressed the meeting.
addressee / dresi/ noun a person
to whom a letter or package is addressed
addressing machine /ədresŋ məʃin/ noun a machine which puts addresses on envelopes automatically
add up / d $p/ verb 1. to put several
figures together to make a total 쑗 He
made a mistake in adding up the column
of figures. 왍 the figures do not add up
the total given is not correct 2. to make
sense 쑗 The complaints in the letter just
do not add up.
add up to / d $p tυ/ verb to make a
total of 쑗 The total expenditure adds up
to more than £1,000.
adequate /dkwət/ adjective large
enough 왍 to operate without adequate
cover to act without being completely
protected by insurance
ad hoc /d hɒk/ adjective for this
particular purpose 쑗 They run ad hoc
surveys to test customer reaction when
products are launched. 쑗 Shipping by
airfreight was an ad hoc arrangement
initially.
ad hoc decision / d hɒk ds"(ə)n/ noun a decision taken to solve
a particular problem
adhocracy /dhɒkrəsi/ noun management which works by taking
short-term decisions, but fails to make
long-term plans

admin

adjourn /əd"n/ verb to stop a meeting for a period 쑗 The chairman adjourned the meeting until three o’clock.
쑗 The meeting adjourned at midday.
adjournment /əd"nmənt/ noun an
act of adjourning 쑗 He proposed the adjournment of the meeting.
adjudicate /əd"udket/ verb to
give a judgement between two parties in
law or to decide a legal problem 쑗 to
adjudicate a claim 쑗 to adjudicate in a
dispute 왍 he was adjudicated bankrupt he was declared legally bankrupt
adjudication
/ə d"udkeʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of giving a judgement or of
deciding a legal problem
adjudication officer /ə d"udkeʃ(ə)n ɒfsə/ noun an official who
decides whether someone is qualified to
receive benefit
adjudication tribunal /ə d"udkeʃ(ə)n tra bjun(ə)l/ noun a group
which adjudicates in industrial disputes
adjudicator /əd"udketə/ noun a
person who gives a decision on a problem 쑗 an adjudicator in an industrial
dispute
adjust /əd"$st/ verb to change something to fit new conditions 쑗 Prices are
adjusted for inflation.
‘…inflation-adjusted GNP moved up at a 1.3%
annual rate’ [Fortune]
‘Saudi Arabia will no longer adjust its
production to match short-term supply with
demand’ [Economist]
‘…on a seasonally-adjusted basis, output of
trucks, electric power, steel and paper
decreased’ [Business Week]

adjuster /əd"$stə/ noun a person
who calculates losses for an insurance
company
adjustment /əd"$stmənt/ noun the
act of adjusting 쑗 to make an adjustment to salaries 쑗 adjustment of prices
to take account of rising costs 쑗 Details
of tax adjustments are set out in the enclosed document. 쑗 an adjustment of
prices to take account of rising costs
adjustor /əd"$stə/ noun same as
adjuster
admin /dmn/ noun 1. the work of

administration, especially paperwork
(informal ) 쑗 All this admin work takes a
lot of my time. 쑗 There is too much
.

administer
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admin in this job. 쑗 Admin costs seem to
be rising each quarter. 쑗 The admin
people have sent the report back. 2. administration staff or the administration
department 쑗 Admin say they need the
report immediately. 쑗 She did not answer my note but sent it on to admin.
(NOTE: no plural; as a group of people it
can have a plural verb)

administer /ədmnstə/ verb to or-

ganise, manage or direct the whole of an
organisation or part of one 쑗 She administers a large pension fund. 쑗 It will be
the HR manager’s job to administer the
induction programme.
administration /əd mnstreʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the action of organising, controlling or managing a company 쑗 He
has a qualification in business administration. 2. a person or group of people
who manage or direct an organisation 쑗
It is up to the administration to solve the
problem, not the government. 3. the running of a company in receivership by an
administrator appointed by the courts
administration costs /əd mnstreʃ(ə)n kɒsts/, administration
expenses /əd mnstreʃ(ə)n kspensz/ plural noun the costs of management, not including production, marketing or distribution costs
administrative /ədmnstrətv/ adjective referring to administration 쑗 administrative details 쑗 administrative
expenses
administrator
/ədmnstretə/
noun 1. a person who directs the work
of other employees in a business 쑗 After
several years as a college teacher, she
hopes to become an administrator. 2. a
person appointed by a court to manage
the affairs of someone who dies without
leaving a will 3. a person appointed by a
court to administer a company which is
insolvent
admonish /ədmɒnʃ/ verb to give a
warning or reprimand (formal ) 쑗 The
workers were admonished by the manager for careless work.
adoption leave /ədɒpʃən liv/ noun
time away from work allowed to an employee for dealing with matters relating
to the adoption of a child
.

adventure training

education / d$lt edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun education provided for
adults
ad valorem tax / d vəlɔrem
tks/ noun tax calculated according to
the value of the goods taxed
advance /ədvɑns/ noun 1. money
paid as a loan or as a part of a payment
to be made later 쑗 She asked if she
could have a cash advance. 쑗 We paid
her an advance on account. 쑗 Can I
have an advance of £100 against next
month’s salary? 2. an increase 3. 왍 in
advance early, before something happens 쑗 freight payable in advance 쑗
prices fixed in advance 쐽 adjective
early 쑗 advance booking 쑗 advance
payment 쑗 Advance holiday bookings
are up on last year. 쑗 You must give
seven days’ advance notice of withdrawals from the account. 쐽 verb 1. to
lend 쑗 The bank advanced him
£100,000 against the security of his
house. 2. to increase 쑗 Prices generally
advanced on the stock market. 3. to
make something happen earlier 쑗 The
date of the AGM has been advanced to
May 10th. 쑗 The meeting with the German distributors has been advanced
from 11.00 to 09.30.
advanced course /əd vɑnst kɔs/
noun a course for students who are not
beginners
advancement /ədvɑnsmənt/ noun
promotion 쑗 The only way to get advancement in this company is through
further training. 쑗 The job is attractive
because
of
the
potential
for
advancement.
advantage /ədvɑntd"/ noun something useful which may help you to be
successful 쑗 Knowledge of two foreign
languages is an advantage. 쑗 There is
no advantage in arriving at the exhibition before it opens. 쑗 Fast typing is an
advantage in a secretary. 왍 to take advantage of something to use something
which helps you
adventure training /ədventʃə
trenŋ/, adventure learning /ədventʃə lnŋ/ noun a type of
training in which employees engage
in group games and physically demanding outdoor activities such as
adult

adverse
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climbing and abseiling away from
their usual work environment (NOTE:
the aim of adventure training is to
develop skills in leadership, problem-solving, decision-making and interpersonal communication and to
build team spirit)

adverse /dvs/ adjective unfavourable 왍 adverse balance of trade a

situation in which a country imports
more than it exports
adverse action / dvs kʃən/
noun a decision which has unfavourable
consequences for employees 쑗 The new
bonus system was considered adverse
action by underachievers in the
organisation.
adverse impact / dvs mpkt/
noun an undesirable and unexpected result of an action 쑗 Offering bonuses
only for very high productivity rates had
an adverse impact, discouraging rather
than motivating workers.
advert /dvt/ noun same as advertisement (informal ) 쑗 to put an advert
in the paper 쑗 to answer an advert in
the paper 쑗 classified adverts 쑗 display
adverts
advertise /dvətaz/ verb 1. to arrange and pay for publicity designed to
help sell products or services or to find
new employees 쑗 to advertise a vacancy 쑗 to advertise for a secretary 2.
to announce that something is for sale or
that a job is vacant or that a service is
offered 쑗 to advertise a new product
advertisement
/ədvtsmənt/
noun a notice which shows that something is for sale, that a service is offered,
that someone wants something or that a
job is vacant
advertisement manager /ədvtsmənt mnd"ə/ noun the
manager in charge of the advertisement
section of a newspaper
advertiser /dvətazə/ noun a person or company that advertises 쑗 The
catalogue gives a list of advertisers.
advertising /dvətazŋ/ noun the
business of announcing that something
is for sale or of trying to persuade customers to buy a product or service 쑗 She
works in advertising or She has a job in
.

Advisory, Conciliation and
advertising. 쑗 Their new advertising
campaign is being launched next week.
쑗 The company has asked an advertising agent to prepare a presentation. 왍
to take advertising space in a paper to
book space for an advertisement in a
newspaper
advertising manager /dvətazŋ
mnd"ə/ noun the manager in charge
of advertising a company’s products
advertising space /dvətazŋ
spes/ noun a space in a newspaper set
aside for advertisements
advice /ədvas/ noun 1. a notification telling someone what has happened
2. an opinion as to what action to
take 왍 to take legal advice to ask a
lawyer to say what should be done 쑗
The accountant’s advice was to send the
documents to the police. 쑗 We sent the
documents to the police on the advice of
the accountant. 쑗 We took the accountant’s advice and sent the documents to
the police. 앳 as per advice according
to what is written on the advice note
advise /ədvaz/ verb 1. to tell someone what has happened 쑗 We have been
advised that the shipment will arrive
next week. 2. to suggest to someone
what should be done 쑗 The lawyer advised us to send the documents to the
police.
advise against /əd vaz ə enst/
verb to suggest that something should
not be done 쑗 The HR manager advised
against dismissing the staff without
notice.
adviser /ədvazə/, advisor noun a
person who suggests what should be
done 쑗 He is consulting the company’s
legal adviser.
advisory /ədvaz(ə)ri/ adjective as
an adviser 쑗 He is acting in an advisory
capacity.

Advisory, Conciliation and Arbi/əd vaz(ə)ri
tration
Service

kənsli eʃ(ə)n ənd ɑbtreʃ(ə)n
svs/ noun a British government
service which arbitrates in disputes between management and employees.
Abbr ACAS
COMMENT: ACAS has three roles: it will

conciliate in a dispute if asked; it advises
employers, trade unions and employees

advisory arbitration
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on matters concerning industrial relations;
it arbitrates in cases where industrial disputes cannot be settled inside the company’s own grievance structure.

advisory arbitration /əd vaz(ə)ri

ɑbtreʃ(ə)n/ noun arbitration which
recommends a solution to a dispute, but
is not binding on either party 쑗 The two
parties resorted to advisory arbitration
to avoid the legal process. 쑗 Though the
two parties had agreed to advisory arbitration, neither of them agreed with the
recommendation.
advisory board /ədvaz(ə)ri bɔd/
noun a group of advisors
affect /əfekt/ verb to cause some
change in or to have a bad effect on
something 쑗 The new government regulations do not affect us.
affiliated /əfletd/ adjective connected with or owned by another company 쑗 Smiths Ltd is one of our
affiliated companies.
affiliated societies /ə flietd səsaətiz/ plural noun non-profit-making
organisations which exist to provide financial support to members and their
families in sickness and old age
affiliated trade union /ə flietd
tred junjən/ noun trade unions
which a member of a larger organisation, such as a national association
affirmative /əfmətv/ adjective
meaning ‘yes’ 왍 the answer was in the
affirmative the answer was yes
affirmative action /ə fmətv
kʃən/ noun US the practice of providing opportunities for disadvantaged
groups such as ethnic minorities,
women or people with disabilities
COMMENT: Affirmative recruitment is usu-

ally carried out by central or local government organisations.

affirmative

action

group

/ə-

fmətv kʃən rup/ noun a group
of people who are eligible for or need
affirmative action 쑗 People in affirmative action groups get special consideration when applying for local
government jobs.
affirmative action program /əfmətv kʃən prəυ rm/ noun
US a programme to avoid discrimina-

agency
tion in employment (NOTE: the British
equivalent is equal opportunities)

recruitment
/əfmətv rkrutmənt/ noun recruitment which gives special consideration
to applicants from affirmative action
groups (NOTE: the British equivalent is

affirmative

equal opportunities)

afford /əfɔd/ verb to be able to pay

for or buy something 쑗 We could not afford the cost of two telephones. 쑗 The
company cannot afford the time to train
new staff. (NOTE: only used after can,
cannot, could, could not, able to)

AFL-CIO noun an organisation linking

US trade unions. Abbr of American
Federation of Labor – Congress of
Industrial Organisations
after-tax profit / ɑftə tks prɒft/
noun profit after tax has been deducted
against /ə enst/ preposition relating

to or part of 쑗 Can I have an advance
against next month’s salary? 쑗 The
bank advanced him £10,000 against the
security of his house.

‘…investment can be written off against the
marginal rate of tax’ [Investors Chronicle]

age /ed"/ noun the number of years
someone has lived
age bracket /ed" brkt/, age
group /ed" rup/ noun a group of
people of about the same age 쑗 the
25–30 age group
age
discrimination
/ed"
dskrm neʃ(ə)n/ noun unfair treatment resulting from prejudice against a
person on the grounds of their age
(NOTE: countries such as Australia and
the United States have passed laws to
make age discrimination illegal)
ageism /ed"z(ə)m/ noun unfair dis-

crimination against older people
age limit /ed" lmt/ noun the top
age at which you are allowed to do a job
쑗 There is an age limit of thirty-five on
the post of buyer.
agency /ed"əns/ noun 1. an office
or job of representing another company
in an area 쑗 They signed an agency
agreement or an agency contract. 2. an
office or business which arranges things
for other companies

agency labour

agency labour /ed"ənsi lebə/

noun staff supplied by an employment
agency
agency shop /ed"ənsi ʃɒp/ noun
US a provision that requires non-union
employees to pay union dues if they are
part of a bargaining unit
agenda /əd"endə/ noun a list of
things to be discussed at a meeting 쑗
The conference agenda or the agenda of
쑗 After two hours we were still discussing the first item on the agenda. 쑗 We
usually put put finance at the top of the
agenda. 쑗 The chair wants two items removed from or taken off the agenda.
agent /ed"ənt/ noun 1. a person
who represents a company or another
person in an area 쑗 to be the agent
for BMW cars 쑗 to be the agent for
IBM 2. a person in charge of an agency
쑗 an advertising agent 쑗 The estate
agent sent me a list of properties for
sale. 쑗 Our trip was organised through
our local travel agent. 쑗 Management
would only discuss the new payment
scheme with agents officially representing the workers. 3. a person who is
formally acting on behalf of employees
or a union 쑗 Management would only
discuss the new payment scheme with
agents officially representing the workers. 쑗 Certain workers were selected as
agents to voice the grievances of the
men and women on the shop floor. 왍
(business) agent US the chief local
official of a trade union
agent’s commission / ed"ənts
kəmʃ(ə)n/ noun money, often a percentage of sales, paid to an agent
age pension /ed" penʃən/ noun a
sum of money paid regularly by a government to people who have reached the
official age of retirement
aggrieved /ə rivd/ adjective upset
and annoyed
aggrieved party /ə rivd pɑti/
noun the person who has a grievance
AGM abbr Annual General Meeting
agree /ə ri/ verb 1. to approve 쑗 The
figures were agreed between the two
parties. 쑗 We have agreed the budgets
for next year. 쑗 The terms of the contract are still to be agreed. 2. to say yes
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aim
to something that is suggested 쑗 We all
agreed on the plan. 3. 왍 to agree to or
on something to approve something 쑗
After some discussion she agreed to our
plan. 쑗 The bank will never agree to
lend the company £250,000. 쑗 We all
agreed on the need for action. 왍 to
agree to do something to say that you
will do something 쑗 She agreed to be
chairman. 쑗 Will the finance director
agree to resign?
agreed /ə rid/ adjective which has
been accepted by everyone 쑗 We pay an
agreed amount each month. 쑗 The shop
is leased on agreed terms. 쑗 The agreed
terms of employment are laid down in
the contract.
agreement /ə rimənt/ noun 1. a
spoken or written contract between people or groups which explains how they
will act 쑗 a written agreement 쑗 an unwritten or verbal agreement 쑗 to draw
up or to draft an agreement 쑗 to break
an agreement 쑗 to sign an agreement 쑗
to reach an agreement or to come to an
agreement on something 쑗 a collective
wage agreement 2. a contract between
two parties which explains how they
will act 쑗 a written agreement 쑗 an unwritten or verbal agreement 쑗 to draw
up or to draft an agreement 쑗 to break
an agreement 쑗 to sign an agreement 쑗
to reach an agreement or to come to an
agreement on something 쑗 a collective
wage agreement
‘…after three days of tough negotiations the
company has reached agreement with its 1,200
unionized workers’ [Toronto Star]

agree with /ə ri wð/ verb 1. to say

that your opinions are the same as someone else’s 쑗 I agree with the chairman
that the figures are lower than normal.
2. to be the same as 쑗 The auditors’ figures do not agree with those of the accounts department.

agricultural

labourer

/  rk$ltʃərəl leb(ə)rə/ noun a per-

son who does heavy work on a farm
aim /em/ noun something which you
try to do 쑗 One of our aims is to increase the quality of our products. 왍 the
company has achieved all its aims the
company has done all the things it had
hoped to do 쐽 verb to try to do something 쑗 Each member of the sales team

air
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alter

must aim to double their previous year’s
sales. 쑗 We aim to be No. 1 in the market within two years.

all-out campaign to improve productivity on Friday afternoons.

air /eə/ verb 왍 to air a grievance to

a complete strike by all employees
allow /əlaυ/ verb 1. to say that someone can do something 쑗 Junior members of staff are not allowed to use the
chairman’s lift. 쑗 The company allows
all members of staff to take six days’
holiday at Christmas. 2. to give 쑗 to allow 5% discount to members of staff 쑗
We allow her a discount because she’s
the manager’s sister. 3. to agree to or
accept legally 쑗 to allow a claim or an
appeal
allowable /əlaυəb(ə)l/ adjective legally accepted
allowance /əlaυəns/ noun 1. money
which is given for a special reason 쑗 a
travel allowance or a travelling allowance 2. part of an income which is not
taxed 쑗 allowances against tax or tax
allowances 쑗 personal allowances 3.
money removed in the form of a discount 쑗 an allowance for depreciation
쑗 an allowance for exchange loss

talk about or discuss a grievance 쑗 The
management committee is useful because it allows the workers’ representatives to air their grievances.
AIRC abbr Australian Industrial Relations Commission
airmail letter /eəmel letə/ noun a
letter sent by air
alarm /əlɑm/ noun a device which
gives a loud warning
alcoholism /lkəhɒlz(ə)m/ noun
the excessive drinking of alcohol which
becomes addictive
alien /eliən/ noun 1. a person who is
not a citizen of a country 2. (in the UK)
a person who is not a citizen of the
United Kingdom, a Commonwealth
country or the Irish Republic
alienation / eliəneʃ(ə)n/ noun a
lack of a sense of fulfilment when an
employee cannot see the result of their
work 쑗 The monotony of the job created
a sense of alienation. 쑗 The management wanted to combat any sense of
alienation by involving the employees in
company decisions.
allegation / lə eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
suggestion that something has happened, without being able to prove it
allege /əled"/ verb to suggest something, without being able to prove it 쑗
The management alleged that the union
had broken the agreement.
all-in / ɔl n/ adjective including
everything 쑗 The fee payable is £150
all-in.
all-in policy / ɔl n pɒlsi/ noun insurance which covers all risks
all-in rate / ɔl n ret/, all-in
price / ɔl n pras/ noun 1. a price
which covers all items in a purchase
such as delivery, tax and insurance, as
well as the goods themselves 2. a wage
which includes all extra payments such
as bonuses and merit pay
all-out / ɔl aυt/ adjective complete or
very serious 쑗 The firm has launched an

all-out strike / ɔl aυt strak/ noun

‘…the compensation plan includes base,
incentive and car allowance totalling $50,000+’
[Globe and Mail (Toronto)]

allowed time /ə laυd tam/ noun

paid time which the management agrees
an employee can spend on rest, cleaning
or meals, not working
allow for /əlaυ fɔ/ verb to give a discount for or to add an extra sum to cover
something 쑗 to allow for money paid in
advance 쑗 Allow an extra 10% for postage and packing. 왍 delivery is not allowed for delivery charges are not
included 왍 allow 28 days for delivery
calculate that delivery will take up to 28
days
all-risks policy / ɔl rsks pɒlsi/
noun an insurance policy which covers
risks of any kind, with no exclusions
alphabetical order / lfəbetk(ə)l
ɔdə/ noun the arrangement of records
(such as files and index cards) in the order of the letters of the alphabet
(A,B,C,D, etc.)
alter /ɔltə/ verb to change 쑗 to alter
the terms of a contract

alteration
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alteration / ɔltəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a

change which has been made 쑗 He
made some alterations to the terms of a
contract. 쑗 The agreement was signed
without any alterations.
alternate /ɔltənet/ verb to do
something by turns or in rotation 쑗 Two
workers alternate on the machine.

alternating

/ ɔltənetŋ ʃft

shift

system

sstəm/ noun a
system where two groups of employees
work day or night shifts, and after a
certain period, change round
alternation ranking / ɔltəneʃ(ə)n
rŋkŋ/ noun a method of ranking,
beginning with the highest and lowest,
then the second highest and lowest, and
so on
alternative /ɔltnətv/ noun a
thing which can be done instead of another 쑗 What is the alternative to firing
half the staff? 왍 we have no alternative
there is nothing else we can do 쐽 adjective other, which can take the place of
something 왍 to find someone alternative employment to find someone another job
amalgamate /əml əmet/ verb to
join together with another group 쑗 The
amalgamated union has a total membership of 250,000.
amalgamation /ə ml əmeʃ(ə)n/
noun the joining together of several
trade unions to increase their strength
ambition /mbʃ(ə)n/ noun what
someone wants to do or achieve in their
life 쑗 We insist that our sales representatives have plenty of ambition. 쑗 Her
ambition is to become the senior partner
in the firm.
ambitious /mbʃəs/ adjective full
of ambition, wanting to do or achieve
something 쑗 He is ambitious, but not
very competent.
amend /əmend/ verb to change and
make more correct or acceptable 쑗
Please amend your copy of the contract
accordingly.
amendment /əmendmənt/ noun a
change to a document 쑗 to propose an
amendment to the constitution 쑗 to
make amendments to a contract

analytical job evaluation

amenities /əmintiz/ plural noun

services provided by an organisation for
the people who work in it 쑗 The staff
amenities included a subsidised canteen
and sports facilities.
amount /əmaυnt/ noun a quantity of
money 쑗 a small amount invested in
gilt-edged stock 쑗 A small amount has
been deducted to cover our costs. 쑗 A
large amount is still owing. 쑗 What is
the amount to be written off? 쑗 What is
the amount outstanding? 쐽 verb 왍 to
amount to to make a total of 쑗 Their
debts amount to over £1m.
analogue /n(ə)lɒ / noun a person’s
opposite in another organisation 쑗 The
conference of production managers
gave those attending the opportunity to
meet their analogues in other industries.
(NOTE: US spelling is also analog)

analyse /nəlaz/, analyze verb to

examine someone or something in detail
to analyse a statement of account 쑗 to
analyse the market potential
analysis /ənləss/ noun a detailed
examination and report 쑗 a job analysis
쑗 market analysis 쑗 Her job is to produce a regular sales analysis. (NOTE:
쑗

plural is analyses)

analyst /nəlst/ noun a person who

analyses 쑗 a market analyst 쑗 a systems
analyst
analytical / nəltk(ə)l/ adjective
using analysis

analytical

estimating

/ nəltk(ə)l

estmetŋ/ noun a
work measurement technique where the
time taken to perform a job is estimated
on the basis of prior experience 쑗
Analytical estimating was not considered a satisfactory work measurement
technique because the union complained that previously established time
period 쑗 Analytical estimating was used
on those jobs that hadn’t changed
since the original work measurement.

analytical

job

evaluation

/ nəltk(ə)l d"ɒb vlju eʃ(ə)n/
noun a method of evaluating a job using

a points system to compare one job with
another (as opposed to non-analytical
evaluation)

ancillary staff

ancillary staff /nsləri stɑf/ noun

staff who are not administrators, production staff or sales staff (such as
cleaners, porters, canteen staff, etc.)
andragogy /ndrə ɒ i/ noun the
science of adult learning, that is of
teaching adults in an adult way, as opposed to teaching them as if they were
children 쑗 Andragogy has developed in
response to the increasing number of
adults with the time and money to spend
on further education. 쑗 The training
manager was aware of the latest theories in andragogy of importance in the
training of machinists.
Anglo-Saxon work ethic / ŋ ləυ
sksən wk eθk/ noun a feeling in
Britain and the USA that work is the
most important task for an adult
anniversary /nvs(ə)ri/, anniversary date /nvs(ə)ri det/ noun
a date in a following year which is the
same as a particular occasion, e.g. the
date of joining a pension scheme
announce /ənaυns/ verb to tell
something to the public 쑗 to announce
the first year’s trading results 쑗 to announce the results for 2002 쑗 The director has announced a programme of
investment.
announcement
/ənaυnsmənt/
noun an act of telling something in public 쑗 the announcement of a cutback in
expenditure 쑗 the announcement of the
appointment of a new managing director 쑗 The managing director made an
announcement to the staff.
annual /njuəl/ adjective for one
year 쑗 an annual statement of income 쑗
They have six weeks’ annual leave. 쑗
The company has an annual growth of
5%. 쑗 We get an annual bonus. 왍 on an
annual basis each year 쑗 The figures
are revised on an annual basis.
‘…real wages have risen at an annual rate of
only 1% in the last two years’ [Sunday Times]
‘…the remuneration package will include an
attractive salary, profit sharing and a company
car together with four weeks’ annual holiday’
[Times]

Annual General Meeting / njuəl

d"en(ə)rəl mitŋ/ noun an annual
meeting of all shareholders of a company, when the company’s financial sit-
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annuity
uation is presented by and discussed
with the directors, when the accounts for
the past year are approved and when
dividends are declared and audited.
Abbr AGM (NOTE: the American equivalent is annual meeting or annual
stockholders’ meeting)

annual holiday / njuəl hɒlde/

noun a holiday which is taken once a
year
annual hours / njuəl aυəz/ plural
noun the total of all the hours worked in
a year (e.g. 1720 hours per annum), laid
out in a contract of employment, so allowing an employee more flexibility
than a weekly hour system
annual income / njuəl nk$m/
noun money received during a calendar
year
annualised /njuəlazd/, annualized adjective shown on an annual basis
‘…he believes this may have caused the
economy to grow at an annualized rate of almost
5 per cent in the final quarter of last year’
[Investors Chronicle]

annualised

percentage

rate

/ njuəlazd pəsentd" ret/ noun a

yearly percentage rate, calculated by
multiplying the monthly rate by twelve
(not as accurate as the APR, which includes fees and other charges)
annually /njuəli/ adverb each year
쑗 The figures are updated annually.
Annual Percentage Rate / njuəl
pəsentd" ret/ noun a rate of interest
(such as on a hire-purchase agreement)
shown on an annual compound basis, including fees and charges. Abbr APR
annual report / njuəl rpɔt/ noun
a report of a company’s financial situation at the end of a year, sent to all the
shareholders
annual salary / njuəl sləri/
noun a salary for one year’s work
annuitant /ənjutənt/ noun a person who receives an annuity
annuity /ənjuti/ noun money paid
each year to a retired person, usually in
return for a lump-sum payment; the
value of the annuity depends on how
long the person lives, as it usually cannot be passed on to another person; annuities are fixed payments, and lose

annuity for life
their value with inflation, whereas a
pension can be index-linked 쑗 to buy or
to take out an annuity 쑗 He has a government annuity or an annuity from the
government. 왍 contingent annuity an
annuity paid to someone on the death of
another person
COMMENT: When a person retires, he or

she is required by law to purchase a ‘compulsory purchase annuity’ with the funds
accumulated in his or her pension fund.
This gives them a taxable income for the
rest of their life, but usually it is a fixed income which does not change with
inflation.

annuity for life /ə njuti fə laf/
noun annual payments made to someone as long as they are alive

annul /ən$l/ verb to cancel or to stop
something being legal 쑗 The contract
was annulled by the court. (NOTE: annulling – annulled)

annullable /ən$ləb(ə)l/ adjective

which can be cancelled
annulling /ən$lŋ/ adjective which
cancels 쑗 an annulling clause in a contract 쐽 noun the act of cancelling 쑗 the
annulling of a contract
annulment /ən$lmənt/ noun the act
of cancelling 쑗 the annulment of a
contract
answer /ɑnsə/ verb to speak or write
after someone has spoken or written to
you 왍 to answer a letter to write a letter
in reply to a letter which you have received 왍 to answer the telephone to lift
the telephone when it rings and listen to
what the caller is saying
answerphone /ɑnsəfəυn/ noun a
machine which answers the telephone
automatically when a person is not in
the office and allows messages to be recorded 쑗 He wasn’t in when I called so I
left a message on his answerphone.
antedate / ntdet/ verb to put an
earlier date on a document 쑗 The invoice was antedated to January 1st. 쑗
The contract was antedated to January
1st.
anticipation /n tspeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of doing something before it is
due to be done
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application

anticipatory /ntspət(ə)ri/ adjective done before it is due
anticipatory
breach
/ntspət(ə)ri britʃ/ noun the refusal
by a party to a contract to perform their
obligations under the contract at a time
before they were due to be performed
anti-inflationary measure / nti
nfleʃ(ə)n(ə)ri me"ə/ noun a measure taken to reduce inflation
any other business / eni $ðə
bzns/ noun an item at the end of an
agenda, where any matter can be raised.
Abbr AOB
appeal /əpil/ noun 1. the fact of being attractive 2. the act of asking a law
court or a government department to
change its decision 쑗 He lost his appeal
for damages against the company. 왍 she
won her case on appeal her case was
lost in the first court, but the appeal
court said that she was right 쐽 verb 1. to
attract 쑗 The idea of working in Australia for six months appealed to her. 2. to
ask a law court or a government department or to alter its decision 쑗 The union
appealed against the decision of the tribunal. (NOTE: you appeal to a court or
a person against a decision)
appeal proceedings /əpil prəsidŋz/ plural noun the formal hearing
of an appeal by a tribunal
appeals procedure /əpilz prəsid"ə/ noun the way in which an employee can appeal against a decision
appendix /əpendks/ noun 1. additional sheets at the back of a contract 2.
additional pages at the back of a book
applicant /plkənt/ noun a person
who applies for something 쑗 an applicant for a job or a job applicant 쑗 an
applicant to an industrial tribunal 쑗
There were thousands of applicants for
shares in the new company.
application / plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of asking for something, usually
in writing 쑗 shares payable on application 쑗 She sent off six applications for
job or six job applications. 2. effort or
diligence 쑗 She has shown great application in her work on the project.

application blank

application blank / plkeʃ(ə)n

blŋk/ noun US a form for recording
an applicant’s qualifications for a job
application form / plkeʃ(ə)n
fɔm/ noun a form to be filled in when
applying for a new issue of shares or for
a job
apply /əpla/ verb 1. to ask for something, usually in writing 쑗 to apply in
writing 쑗 to apply in person 쑗 About
fifty people have applied so far. 쑗 The
more ambitious of the office workers
will apply for the management trainee
programme. (NOTE: applies- applyingapplied) 2. to affect or to relate to 쑗
This clause applies only to deals outside
the EU.
appoint /əpɔnt/ verb to choose
someone for a job 쑗 We have appointed
a new distribution manager. 쑗 They’ve
appointed Janet Smith (to the post of)
manager. (NOTE: you appoint a person
to a job)

appointee /əpɔnti/ noun a person
who is appointed to a job

appointment /əpɔntmənt/ noun 1.

an arrangement to meet 쑗 to make or to
fix an appointment with someone for
two o’clock 쑗 He was late for his appointment. 쑗 She had to cancel her appointment. 2. the act of being appointed
to a job 왍 on his appointment as manager when he was made manager 3. a
job
appointments book /əpɔntmənts
bυk/ noun a desk diary in which appointments are noted
appointments
vacant
/əpɔntmənts vekənt/ noun a list (in a
newspaper) of jobs which are available
apportion /əpɔʃ(ə)n/ verb to share
out costs, blame, etc. 쑗 Costs are apportioned according to projected revenue.
apportionment
/əpɔʃ(ə)nmənt/
noun the sharing out of costs
apportionment of wages /əpɔʃ(ə)nmənt əv wed"z/ noun a decision as to what payment is made to an
employee who leaves before pay day 쑗
A generous apportionment of wages was
favoured by the human resources department so that employees would not
lea 쑗 The union objected to the com-
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appropriate
pany’s apportionment of wages, claiming that employees were not receiving
amounts corresponding to days worked.

appraisal /əprez(ə)l/ noun a calculation of the value of someone or
something
‘…we are now reaching a stage in industry and
commerce where appraisals are becoming part
of the management culture. Most managers now
take it for granted that they will appraise and be
appraised’ [Personnel Management]

interview /əprez(ə)l
ntəvju/ noun an interview where the
manager (the appraiser) discusses with
the employee (the appraisee) his or her
performance
appraise /əprez/ verb to assess or to
calculate the value of something or
someone
appraisee /ə prezi/ noun an employee who is being appraised by their
manager in an appraisal interview
appraiser /əprezə/ noun a person
who conducts an appraisal inteview
appreciate /əpriʃiet/ verb 1. to notice how good something is 2. (of currency, shares, etc.) to increase in value
appreciation /ə priʃieʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. an increase in value 2. the act of valuing something highly 쑗 He was given a
rise in appreciation of his excellent
work.
apprentice /əprents/ noun a young
person who works under contract for a
period in order to be trained in a skill 쐽
verb 왍 to be apprenticed to someone
to work with a skilled worker to learn
from them
apprenticeship /əprentsʃp/ noun
the time spent learning a skilled trade 쑗
He served a six-year apprenticeship in
the steel works.
approach /əprəυtʃ/ noun an act of
getting in touch with someone with a
proposal 쑗 She has had an approach
from a firm of headhunters. 쐽 verb
to get in touch with someone with a proposal 쑗 She was approached by a headhunter with the offer of a job.
appropriate adjective /əprəυpriət/
suitable 쑗 I leave it to you to take appropriate action.
appraisal

approval

approval /əpruv(ə)l/ noun 1. agree-

ment 쑗 to submit a budget for approval
왍 to give something your approval to
approve something 2. 왍 on approval a
sale where the buyer only pays for
goods if they are satisfactory 쑗 to buy a
photocopier on approval
approve /əpruv/ verb 1. 왍 to approve of something to think something
is good 쑗 The chairman approves of the
new company letter heading. 쑗 The
sales staff do not approve of interference from the accounts division. 2. to
agree to something officially 쑗 to approve the terms of a contract 쑗 The proposal was approved by the board.
approximate /əprɒksmət/ adjective not exact, but almost correct 쑗 The
sales division has made an approximate
forecast of expenditure.
approximately /əprɒksmətli/ adverb almost correctly 쑗 Expenditure on
marketing is approximately 10% down
on the previous quarter.
approximation /ə prɒksmeʃ(ə)n/
noun a rough calculation 쑗 Each department has been asked to provide an
approximation of expenditure for next
year. 쑗 The final figure is only an
approximation.
APR abbr Annual Percentage Rate
aptitude /pttjud/ noun the ability
to do something
aptitude test /pt tjud test/ noun
test to see if a candidate is suitable for a
certain type of work. Compare attainment test

arbitrate /ɑbtret/ verb (of an out-

side party) to try to settle an industrial
dispute by talking to representatives of
both sides, who agree in advance to
abide by the arbitrator’s decision
arbitration / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n/ noun the
settling of a dispute by an outside party,
agreed on by both sides 쑗 to take a dispute to arbitration or to go to arbitration 쑗 arbitration in an industrial
dispute 쑗 The two sides decided to submit the dispute to arbitration or to refer
the question to arbitration.
arbitration agreement / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n ə rimənt/ noun an agreement between two parties that any dif-
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argue
ferences between them shall be settled
by arbitration
arbitration award / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n
ə wɔd/ noun a decision by an arbitration tribunal
arbitration board / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n
bɔd/ noun a group which arbitrates
arbitration clause / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n
klɔz/ noun a clause in a contract stating
how differences between the parties can
be settled by arbitration
arbitration tribunal / ɑbtreʃ(ə)n
tra bjun(ə)l/ noun a group which adjudicates in industrial disputes
arbitrator /ɑbtretə/ noun a person
not concerned with a dispute who is
chosen by both sides to try to settle it 쑗
an industrial arbitrator 쑗 They refused
to accept or they rejected the arbitrator’s ruling.
area /eəriə/ noun 1. a measurement of
the space taken up by something (calculated by multiplying the length by the
width) 쑗 a no-smoking area 쑗 The area
of this office is 3,400 square feet. 쑗 We
are looking for a shop with a sales area
of about 100 square metres. 2. a region
of the world 3. a subject 쑗 a problem
area or an area for concern 4. a district
or part of a town 쑗 The office is in the
commercial area of the town. 쑗 Their
factory is in a very good area for getting
to the motorways and airports. 5. a part
of a country, a division for commercial
purposes 쑗 Her sales area is the
North-West. 쑗 He finds it difficult to
cover all his area in a week. 6. part of a
room, factory, restaurant, etc. 쑗 a
no-smoking area
area code /eəriə kəυd/ noun a special telephone number which is given to
a particular area 쑗 The area code for
central London is 0207.
area manager / eəriə mnd"ə/
noun a manager who is responsible for a
company’s work in a specific part of the
country
argue /ɑ ju/ verb to discuss something about which you do not agree 쑗
The union officials argued among themselves over the best way to deal with the
ultimatum from the management. 쑗 We
spent hours arguing with the managing

argument
director about the site for the new factory.

왍 to argue against something to give

reasons why you think something
should not be done
argument /ɑ jυmənt/ noun 1. an
act of discussing something without
agreeing 쑗 She was sacked after an argument with the managing director. 2. a
reason for supporting or rejecting something 쑗 The document gives the management’s arguments in favour of
flexible working hours.
arising /ərazŋ/ adjective which comes from 쑗 differences arising from the
contract
around /əraυnd/ preposition approximately 쑗 His salary is around $85,000.
arrange /ərend"/ verb 1. to put into
a suitable or pleasing order 쑗 The office
is arranged as an open-plan area with
small separate rooms for meetings. 쑗
The files are arranged in alphabetical
order. 2. to organise 쑗 We arranged to
have the meeting in their offices. (NOTE:
you arrange for someone to do something; you arrange for something to be
done; or you arrange to do something)
arrangement /ərend"mənt/ noun
1. the way in which something is organ-

ised 쑗 The company secretary is making
all the arrangements for the meeting. 2.
the settling of a financial dispute 쑗 He
came to an arrangement with his
creditors.
arrears /ərəz/ plural noun 1. money
which is owed, but which has not been
paid at the right time 쑗 We are pressing
the company to pay arrears of interest.
2. 왍 in arrears owing money which
should have been paid earlier 쑗 The
payments are six months in arrears. 쑗
He is six weeks in arrears with his rent.
article /ɑtk(ə)l/ noun 1. a product or
thing for sale 쑗 to launch a new article
on the market 2. a section of a legal
agreement such as a contract or treaty 쑗
See article 8 of the contract. 왍 Article
117 of the Treaty of Rome an article
which requires member states to improve working conditions and workers’
living conditions 왍 Article 118(a) of
the Treaty of Rome an article which requires member states to improve health
and safety in the working environment 왍
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ascribed status
Article 119 of the Treaty of Rome an
article which requires all member states
to apply equal pay to men and women
doing equal jobs

articled clerk / ɑtk(ə)ld klɑk/

noun a clerk who is bound by contract
to work in a solicitor’s office for some
years to learn the law (NOTE: officially
now called a trainee solicitor, though
the old term is still used)
articles /ɑtk(ə)lz/ plural noun a
time when a clerk is working in a solicitor’s office learning the law (NOTE: officially now called a training contract,
though the old term is still used) 왍 to
serve articles to work in a solicitor’s office to learn the law
articles of association / ɑtk(ə)lz
əv əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ plural noun a document which lays down the rules for a
company regarding such matters as the
issue of shares, the conduct of meetings
and the appointment of directors 쑗 He is
a director appointed under the articles
of association of the company. 쑗 This
procedure is not allowed under the articles of association of the company.

articles

of

incorporation

/ ɑtk(ə)lz əv nkɔpəreʃ(ə)n/ plural
noun US a document which sets up a

company and lays down the relationship
between the shareholders and the company (NOTE: the British equivalent is
Memorandum of Association)

articles of indenture / ɑtk(ə)lz

əv ndentʃə/ plural noun a contract by
which an apprentice works for a master
for some years to learn a trade
articles of partnership / ɑtk(ə)lz
əv pɑtnəʃp/ plural noun a document
which sets up the legal conditions of a
partnership
artisan / ɑtzn/ noun a worker
who has special training in a manual
skill
asap / e es e pi, esp/, ASAP as
soon as possible
ascribed status /ə skrabd stetəs/
noun status which someone has in an organisation by right (as opposed to status
achieved by merit)

aspirations

aspirations / spreʃ(ə)nz/ plural

noun ambitions or hopes of advancement in your job

aspire /əspaə/ verb 왍 to aspire to to
have a strong ambition to

assembly line /əsembli lan/ noun

a production system where a product
such as a car moves slowly through the
factory with new sections added to it as
it goes along 쑗 She works on an assembly line or She is an assembly line
worker.
assembly point /əsembli pɔnt/,
meeting point /mitŋ pɔnt/ noun a
place where people can meet (such as at
a railway station or for checking during
fire drill)
assert /əst/ verb 왍 to assert yourself to show that you have control or can
make decisions 쑗 She doesn’t assert
herself much in public meetings, but her
sales figures are impressive.
assertiveness /əstvnəs/ noun
the ability to state opinions or show that
you can make decisions
assertiveness
training
/əstvnəs trenŋ/ noun the process
of training employees to have more confidence in themselves
assess /əses/ verb to calculate the
value of something or someone 쑗 to assess damages at £1,000 쑗 to assess a
property for the purposes of insurance
assessment /əsesmənt/ noun a calculation of value 쑗 a property assessment 쑗 a tax assessment 쑗 They made a
complete assessment of each employee’s
contribution to the organisation.
assessment centre /əsesmənt
sentə/ noun a special place which assesses the abilities of a group of employees sent by their organisations 쑗
The three days at the assessment centre
consisted of in-basket tests and personal
interviews. 쑗 The assessment centre
aims to spot those individuals with management potential.
assessment of competence /əsesmənt əv kɒmpt(ə)ns/ noun an
assessment of an employee’s ability to
do a job properly as measured by an
agreed set of standards
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associated

assessor /əsesə/ noun 1. a person

who assesses someone 2. a person who
advises a tribunal
assign /əsan/ verb 1. to give legally
쑗 to assign a right to someone 쑗 to assign shares to someone 2. to give someone something to use or a job of work to
do, and be responsible for 쑗 He was assigned the job of checking the sales
figures.
assignee / sani/ noun a person
who receives something which has been
assigned to him or her
assignment /əsanmənt/ noun 1.
the legal transfer of a property or right 쑗
the assignment of a patent or of a copyright 쑗 to sign a deed of assignment 2. a
particular task given to someone 쑗 Her
first assignment was to improve the
company’s image. 쑗 The oil team is on
an assignment in the North Sea.
assignment of wages /ə sanmənt
əv wed"z/ noun a procedure in
which a deduction is made from an employee’s wages and is paid to a third
party 쑗 An assignment of wages was arranged to pay a worker who had filled
in while the regular employee was ill.
assignor / sanɔ/ noun a person
who assigns something to someone
assist /əsst/ verb to help 쑗 Can you
assist the stock controller in counting
the stock? 쑗 She assists me with my income tax returns. (NOTE: you assist
someone in doing something or with
something)
assistance /əsst(ə)ns/ noun help 쑗

Some candidates need assistance in filling in the form.
assistant /əsst(ə)nt/ noun a person
who helps or a clerical employee
assistant manager /ə sst(ə)nt
mnd"ə/ noun a person who helps a
manager
associate /əsəυsiət/ adjective linked
쐽 noun a person who works in the same
business as someone 쑗 She is a business
associate of mine.
associate company /ə səυsiət
k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a company which is
partly owned by another company
associated /əsəυsietd/ adjective
linked

associated company

associated company /ə səυsietd
k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a company which is
partly owned by another (though less
than 50%), and where the share-owning
company exerts some management control or has a close trading relationship
with the associate 쑗 Smith Ltd and its
associated company, Jones Brothers
associate director /ə səυsiət darektə/ noun a director who attends
board meetings, but has not been elected
by the shareholders
association /ə səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a
group of people or companies with the
same interest 쑗 an employers’ association 쑗 Our company has applied to join
the trade association.
assume /əsjum/ verb 1. to suppose,
to believe something to be true 쑗 I assume you have enough money to pay
these expenses? 2. to take for yourself 쑗
He has assumed responsibility for marketing. 쑗 The company will assume all
risks.
assumption /əs$mpʃən/ noun 1. a
general belief 쑗 We are working on the
assumption that the exchange rate will
stay the same. 2. the act of taking for
yourself 쑗 assumption of risks
assurance /əʃυərəns/ noun 1. insurance, an agreement that in return for
regular payments a company will pay
compensation for loss of life 2. a firm
statement that something will happen 쑗
He received an assurance from the HR
director that he would not be demoted.
assure /əʃυə/ verb 1. to insure or to
have a contract with a company where if
regular payments are made, the company will pay compensation if you die 쑗
He has paid the premiums to have his
wife’s life assured. 2. 왍 to assure someone that to state something firmly so
that someone is sure that it is true
assurer /əʃυərə/, assuror noun an
insurer or a company which insures
(NOTE: assure, assurer, and assurance are used in Britain for insurance
policies relating to something which
will certainly happen (such as death);
for other types of policy (i.e. those
against something which may or may
not happen, such as an accident) use
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attendance money
the terms
insurance)

insure,

insurer,

and

attach /əttʃ/ verb to fasten or to link

I am attaching a copy of my previous
letter. 쑗 Please find attached a copy of
my letter of June 24th. 쑗 The company
attaches great importance to good
timekeeping.
attachment /əttʃmənt/ noun the
act of holding a debtor’s property to prevent it being sold until debts are paid
attachment of earnings order /əttʃmənt əv nŋz ɔdə/ noun a
court order to make an employer pay
part of an employee’s salary to the court
to pay off debts
attainment /ətenmənt/ noun the act
of reaching a certain standard or goal
attainment test /ətenmənt test/
noun a test designed to measure the
skills which someone is currently using.
Compare aptitude test
attend /ətend/ verb to be present at 쑗
The chairman has asked all managers to
attend the meeting. 쑗 None of the shareholders attended the AGM.
attendance /ətendəns/ noun the fact
of being present at a meeting or at work
쑗 Attendance at the staff meeting is not
compulsory. 쑗 Some of the employees
were reprimanded for poor attendance.
쑗 The supervisor kept a strict record of
the workers’ attendance. 쑗 Promotion
to the post of supervisor depends to a
certain extent on a person’s attendance
record.
attendance allowance /ətendəns
ə laυəns/ noun a benefit paid to a disabled person over 65 to cover the costs
of having someone to care for them.
Abbr AA
attendance bonus /ətendəns
bəυnəs/ noun a bonus given to employees for good attendance 쑗 You may
find that payment of an attendance bonus will motivate workers. 쑗 An attendance bonus is awarded for a 95%
attendance record.
attendance money /ətendəns
m$ni/ noun payment made to workers
who turn up even when there is no work
for them to do
쑗

attendance time

attendance time /ətendəns tam/

noun hours spent at work that are paid
for
attendant /ətendənt/ noun a
lower-level employee who is given a
measure of responsibility
attend to /ətend tu/ verb to give
careful thought to something and deal
with it 쑗 The managing director will attend to your complaint personally. 쑗 We
have brought in experts to attend to the
problem of installing the new computer.
attention /ətenʃən/ noun careful
thought or consideration 왍 to pay attention to to study carefully and follow instructions, rules, etc.
attitude /ttjud/ noun the way in
which a person behaves or thinks
attract /ətrkt/ verb to make something or someone join or come in 쑗 We
have difficulty in attracting skilled staff
to this part of the country.
attractive /ətrktv/ adjective
which attracts 왍 attractive salary a
good salary to make high-quality applicants apply for the job

attribution theory of leadership

/trbjuʃ(ə)n θəri əv lidəʃp/
noun the theory that leaders observe

the behaviour of the people they lead,
decide what it is that is causing them
to behave in that particular way, e.g.
what is causing them to perform well
or perform badly, and base their own
actions on what they believe those
causes to be
attrition /ətrʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a decrease in the loyalty of consumers to a
product, due to factors such as boredom
or desire for a change 2. loss of labour
through natural wastage
at will /ət wl/ adverb 쒁
employment-at-will
audio-typing /ɔdiəυ tapŋ/ noun

typing to dictation from a recording on a
dictating machine
audio-typist /ɔdiəυ tapst/ noun
a typist who types to dictation from a recording on a dictating machine
audit /ɔdt/ noun 1. the examination
of the books and accounts of a company
쑗 to carry out the annual audit 쑗 A
thorough job audit was needed for job
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authorise
evaluation. 2. a detailed examination of
something in order to assess it 쑗 A thorough job audit was needed for job evaluation. 쑗 A manpower audit showed up
a desperate lack of talent. 쐽 verb to examine the books and accounts of a company 쑗 Messrs Smith have been asked to
audit the accounts. 쑗 The books have
not yet been audited.

auditing /ɔdtŋ/ noun the act of ex-

amining the books and accounts of a
company
auditor /ɔdtə/ noun a person who
audits
COMMENT: Auditors are appointed by the

company’s directors and voted by the
AGM. In the USA, audited accounts are
only required by corporations which are
registered with the SEC, but in the UK all
limited companies with a turnover over a
certain limit must provide audited annual
accounts.

audit trail /ɔdt trel/ noun the

records that show all the stages of a
transaction, e.g. a purchase, a sale or
a customer complaint, in the order in
which they happened (NOTE: an audit

trail can be a useful tool for
problem-solving and, in financial
markets, may be used to ensure
that the dealers have been fair and
accurate in their proceedings.)

Aufsichtsrat /aυfzkts rɑt/ German noun a supervisory board

Australian Industrial Relations
Commission /ɒ streliən n d$striəl

rleʃ(ə)nz kə mʃ(ə)n/ noun an administrative body in Australia, established in 1988, that is responsible for
settling industrial disputes by conciliation and for setting the standards that
companies must meet to qualify for industrial awards
authorisation / ɔθərazeʃ(ə)n/,
authorization noun permission or
power to do something 쑗 Do you have
authorisation for this expenditure? 쑗
He has no authorisation to act on our
behalf.
authorise /ɔθəraz/, authorize verb
1. to give permission for something to
be done 쑗 to authorise payment of
£10,000 2. to give someone the author-

authoritarian
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ity to do something 쑗 to authorise
someone to act on the company’s behalf

authoritarian /ɔ θɒrteəriən/ adjective demanding a high level of discipline or obedience 쑗 The employees
disliked the authoritarian management
style. 쑗 The managing director is very
authoritarian and expects immediate
obedience.
authority /ɔθɒrti/ noun the power
to do something 쑗 a manager with authority to sign cheques 쑗 He has no authority to act on our behalf. 쑗 Without
the necessary authority, the manager
could not command respect. 쑗 Only senior managers have the authority to initiate these changes.
authority chart /ɔθɒrti tʃɑt/
noun a diagram that shows who has authority over whom and who is accountable to whom within an organisation
(NOTE: an authority chart is similar to
an organisation chart.)
autocratic

management

style

/ ɔtəkrtk mnd"mənt
stal/
noun a style of management where

the managers tell the employees what
to do, without involving them in the
decision-making processes (NOTE: the
opposite is democratic management
style)

automated /ɔtəmetd/ adjective

worked automatically by machines 쑗 a
fully automated car assembly plant
automatic / ɔtəmtk/ adjective
which works or takes place without any
person making it happen 쑗 There is an
automatic increase in salaries on January 1st.
automatically / ɔtəmtkli/ adverb working without a person giving
instructions 쑗 Addresses are typed in
automatically. 왍 automatically unfair
dismissals dismissals which are always
unfair, whatever the circumstances
(such as when a woman employee is
dismissed for being pregnant or someone is dismissed for belonging to a trade
union)

automatic

data

processing

/ ɔtəmtk detə prəυsesŋ/ noun

data processing done by a computer

average

automatic sanction / ɔtəmtk

sŋkʃən/ noun a penalty which is applied automatically, outside the legal
process, to an employee taking part in
industrial action 쑗 The fear of automatic
sanction stopped many employees going
on strike for better working conditions.

automatic

telling

machine

/ ɔtəmtk telŋ mə ʃin/ noun a

machine which gives out money
when a special card is inserted and
special instructions given

automatic

wage

progression

/ ɔtəmtk wed" prə reʃ(ə)n/
noun an automatic increase in wages

according to the time a person has
worked in the organisation 쑗 Automatic
wage progression was seen as a way of
motivating employees to stay in the
company.
automation / ɔtəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the use of machines to do work with
very little supervision by people
autonomous /ɔtɒnəməs/ adjective
which rules itself 쑗 The workforce in
the factory is made up of several autonomous work groups.
autonomous bargaining /ɔtɒnəməs bɑ nŋ/ noun direct bargaining between management and employees, without involving trade unions
autonomous learning /ɔ tɒnəməs
lnŋ/ noun learning by yourself,
without teachers
autonomous teamworking /ɔtɒnəməs timwkŋ/, autonomous
working group /ɔ tɒnəməs wkŋ
rup/ noun a group of employees
who can work independently, taking
decisions together as a group (NOTE:
also called self-managing team)

autonomy /ɔtɒnəmi/ noun working

by yourself, without being managed
capital /ə veləb(ə)l
kpt(ə)l/ noun capital which is ready
to be used
AVCs abbr additional voluntary
contributions
average /v(ə)rd"/ noun 1. a number calculated by adding several figures
together and dividing by the number of
figures added 쑗 the average for the last
three months or the last three months’

available

average adjustment
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average 쑗 sales average or average of
sales 2. 왍 on average, on an average in
general 쑗 On average, £15 worth of
goods are stolen every day. 3. the sharing of the cost of damage or loss of a
ship between the insurers and the owners 쐽 adjective 1. the middle of a set of
figures 쑗 the average figures for the last
three months 쑗 the average increase in
salaries 2. not very good 쑗 The company’s performance has been only average. 쑗 He’s only an average worker. 쐽
verb to produce as an average figure 쑗
Price increases have averaged 10% per
annum. 쑗 Days lost through sickness
have averaged twenty-two over the last
four years.
‘…a share with an average rating might yield 5
per cent and have a PER of about 10’
[Investors Chronicle]
‘…the average price per kilogram for this
season to the end of April has been 300 cents’
[Australian Financial Review]

average adjustment / v(ə)rd" əd"$stmənt/ noun a calculation of the
share of cost of damage or loss of a ship
average age / v(ə)rd" ed"/ noun
the age of a group of people, calculated
by adding all the ages and dividing by
the number of people in the group 쑗 The
average age of our managers is 32.
average

earnings

scheme

/ v(ə)rd" nŋz skim/ noun a

pension scheme where the benefit is
calculated annually on the earnings in
each year
average out / v(ə)rd" aυt/ verb
to come to a figure as an average 쑗 It
averages out at 10% per annum. 쑗 Sales
increases have averaged out at 15%.
average-sized / vərd" sazd/ adjective not large or small 쑗 They are an

axe
average-sized company. 쑗 He has an
average-sized office.
avert /əvt/ verb to stop something
happening 쑗 The management made an
increased offer in the hope of averting
the strike.
avoid /əvɔd/ verb to try not to do
something 쑗 My aim is to avoid paying
too much tax. 쑗 We want to avoid direct
competition with Smith Ltd. 쑗 The company is struggling to avoid bankruptcy.
(NOTE: you avoid something or avoid
doing something)
avoidance /əvɔdns/ noun trying not

to do something 쑗 avoidance of an
agreement or of a contract
await /əwet/ verb to wait for 쑗 We
are awaiting the decision of the planning department. 쑗 They are awaiting a
decision of the court. 쑗 The agent is
awaiting our instructions.
award /əwɔd/ noun a decision which
settles a dispute or claim 쑗 an award by
an industrial tribunal 쑗 The arbitrator’s
award was set aside on appeal. 쑗 The
latest pay award has been announced. 쐽
verb to decide the amount of money
to be given to someone 쑗 to award
someone a salary increase 왍 to
award a contract to someone to decide
that someone will have the contract to
do work
award wage /əwɔd wed"/ noun a
rate of pay set by an industrial court or
tribunal in Australia or New Zealand for
a particular occupation
axe /ks/ noun 왍 the project got the
axe the project was stopped 쐽 verb to
cut or to stop 쑗 to axe expenditure 쑗
Several thousand jobs are to be axed.
(NOTE: the usual US spelling is ax)

back
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backshift

B
back /bk/ noun the opposite side
to the front 쑗 Write your address on
the back of the envelope. 쐽 adjective
referring to the past 쑗 a back payment 쐽
adverb as things were before 쑗 He
will pay back the money in monthly instalments. 쑗 The store sent back the
cheque because the date was wrong. 쑗
The company went back on its agreement to supply at £1.50 a unit. 쐽
verb 왍 to back someone to help someone financially 쑗 The bank is backing us
to the tune of £10,000. 쑗 She is looking
for someone to back her project.
‘…the businesses we back range from start-up
ventures to established companies in need of
further capital for expansion’ [Times]

backdate /bkdet/ verb to put an

earlier date on a document such as a
cheque or an invoice 쑗 The pay increase
is backdated to January 1st.
back down / bk daυn/ verb to give
up something which you claimed
background /bk raυnd/ noun 1.
past work or experience 쑗 My background is in the steel industry. 쑗 The
company is looking for someone with a
background of success in the electronics
industry. 쑗 She has a publishing background. 쑗 What is his background? 쑗
Do you know anything about his background? 2. past details 쑗 He explained
the background of the claim. 쑗 I know
the contractual situation as it stands
now, but can you fill in the background
details?
backhander /bk hndə/ noun a
bribe or money given to persuade someone to do something for you (informal )
쑗 He was accused of taking backhanders from the company’s suppliers.
backing /bkŋ/ noun 1. support 쑗
He gave his backing to the proposal. 쑗
The proposal has the backing of the
.

board. 2. financial support 쑗 She has
the backing of an Australian bank. 쑗
The company will succeed only if it has
sufficient backing. 쑗 Who is providing
the backing for the project? 쑗 Where
does the backing for the project come
from? 쑗 She gave her backing to the
proposal.
‘…the company has received the backing of a
number of oil companies who are willing to pay
for the results of the survey’ [Lloyd’s List]

backlog /bklɒ / noun work which

has piled up waiting to be done, e.g. orders or letters 쑗 The warehouse is trying
to cope with a backlog of orders. 쑗
We’re finding it hard to cope with the
backlog of paperwork.
back orders /bk ɔdəz/ plural
noun orders received and not yet fulfilled, usually because the item is out of
stock 쑗 It took the factory six weeks to
clear all the accumulated back orders.
back out / bk aυt/ verb to stop being part of a deal or an agreement 쑗 The
bank backed out of the contract. 쑗 We
had to cancel the project when our German partners backed out.
back pay /bk pe/ noun a salary
which has not been paid 쑗 I am owed
£500 in back pay.
back payments /bk pemənts/
plural noun payments which are due
backpedal /bk ped(ə)l/ verb to
go back on something which was
stated earlier 쑗 When questioned by
reporters about the redundancies, the
MD
backpedalled
fast.
(NOTE:
backpedalling- backpedalled)

backshift /bkʃft/ noun the after-

noon shift in a three-shift system, working from late afternoon until late
evening (after the morning shift and before the night shift)

back tax

back tax /bk tks/ noun a tax
which is owed

back to work / bk tə wk/ noun

the act of returning to work after being
unemployed
backtrack /bktrk/ verb to go
back on what has been said before
back up / bk $p/ verb to support or
help 쑗 He brought along a file of documents to back up his claim. 쑗 The employee said his union had refused to
back him up in his argument with
management.
backup /bk$p/ adjective supporting
or helping 쑗 We offer a free backup service to customers. 쑗 After a series of
sales tours by representatives, the sales
director sends backup letters to all the
contacts.
backup copy /bk$p kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a computer disk to be kept in
case the original disk is damaged
back-up facility /bk $p fə slti/
noun something that performs the same
task or contains the same information as
something else and can replace it if it
fails
back wages /bk wed"z/ plural
noun same as back pay
bad /bd/ adjective not good
bad buy /bd ba/ noun a thing
bought which was not worth the money
paid for it
badge /bd"/ noun a piece of plastic
or card which can be clipped to a person’s shirt or coat and on which a name
can be written 쑗 All the staff at the exhibition must wear badges. 쑗 Visitors
have to sign in at reception, and will be
given visitors’ badges.
balance /bləns/ noun 1. the amount
to be put in one of the columns of an account to make the total debits and credits equal 왍 balance in hand cash held to
pay small debts 왍 balance brought
down or forward the closing balance of
the previous period used as the opening
balance of the current period 왍 balance
carried down or forward the closing
balance of the current period 2. the rest
of an amount owed 쑗 You can pay £100
deposit and the balance within 60 days.
왍 balance due to us the amount owed to
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ballot
us which is due to be paid 쐽 verb 1. (of
two sides in a balance sheet) to be
equal (i.e. the assets owned must always
equal the total liabilities plus capital) 왍
the February accounts do not balance
the two sides are not equal 2. to calculate the amount needed to make the two
sides of an account equal 쑗 I have finished balancing the accounts for March.
3. to plan a budget so that expenditure
and income are equal 쑗 The president is
planning for a balanced budget.
balance sheet /bləns ʃit/ noun a
statement of the financial position of a
company at a particular time such as the
end of the financial year or the end of a
quarter showing the company’s assets
and liabilities 쑗 Our accountant has
prepared the balance sheet for the first
half-year. 쑗 The company balance sheet
for the last financial year shows a worse
position than for the previous year. 쑗
The company balance sheet for 1984
shows a substantial loss.
COMMENT: The balance sheet shows the

state of a company’s finances at a certain
date; the profit and loss account shows
the movements which have taken place
since the end of the previous accounting
period. A balance sheet must balance,
with the basic equation that assets (i.e.
what the company owns, including money
owed to the company) must equal liabilities (i.e. what the company owes to its
creditors) plus capital (i.e. what it owes to
its shareholders). A balance sheet can be
drawn up either in the horizontal form,
with (in the UK) liabilities and capital on
the left-hand side of the page (in the USA,
it is the reverse) or in the vertical form,
with assets at the top of the page, followed by liabilities, and capital at the bottom. Most are usually drawn up in the
vertical format, as opposed to the more
old-fashioned horizontal style.

ball /bɔl/ noun 왍 the ball is in the
management’s court the management
has to make the next move
ballot /blət/ noun 1. an election
where people vote for someone by
marking a cross on a paper with a list of
names 쑗 Six names were put forward
for three vacancies on the committee so
a ballot was held. 2. a vote where voters
decide on an issue by marking a piece of
paper 3. a selection made by taking pa-

ballot box
pers at random out of a box 쑗 The share
issue was oversubscribed, so there was
a ballot for the shares. 쐽 verb to take a
vote by ballot 쑗 The union is balloting
for the post of president.

ballot box /blət bɒks/ noun a

sealed box into which ballot papers are
put
ballot paper /blət pepə/ noun a
paper on which the voter marks a cross
to show who they want to vote for
ballot-rigging /blət r ŋ/ noun
the illegal arranging of the votes in a
ballot, so that a particular candidate or
party wins
ban /bn/ noun an order which forbids
someone from doing something 왍 to impose a ban on smoking to make an order which forbids smoking 왍 to lift the
ban on smoking to allow people to
smoke 쐽 verb to forbid something 쑗
The council has banned the sale of alcohol at the sports ground. 쑗 The company has banned drinking on company
premises. (NOTE: banning – banned)
band /bnd/ noun 1. a strip of paper
or plastic or a rubber ring put round articles to attach them together 2. a range of
figures between low and high, within
which a figure can move 쑗 a salary
band 3. a grade or level 쐽 verb to divide
into bands
bandwidth /bndwdθ/ noun limits
such as upper and lower performance
levels or work hours that define a range
bank /bŋk/ noun a business which
holds money for its clients, lends money
at interest, and trades generally in
money 쑗 Lloyds Bank 쑗 the First National Bank 쑗 the Royal Bank of Scotland 쑗 She put all her earnings into her
bank. 쑗 I have had a letter from my
bank telling me my account is
overdrawn.
bank account /bŋk ə kaυnt/ noun
an account which a customer has with a
bank, where the customer can deposit
and withdraw money 쑗 to open a bank
account 쑗 to close a bank account 쑗
How much money do you have in your
bank account? 쑗 If you let the balance
in your bank account fall below £100,
you have to pay bank charges.
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bar chart

bank giro /bŋk d"arəυ/ noun a

method used by clearing banks to transfer money rapidly from one account to
another
bank holiday /bŋk hɒlde/ noun
a weekday which is a public holiday
when the banks are closed 쑗 New Year’s
Day is a bank holiday. 쑗 Are we paid
for bank holidays in this job?
banking /bŋkŋ/ noun the business
of banks 쑗 He is studying banking. 쑗
She has gone into banking. 왍 a banking
crisis a crisis affecting the banks
bank manager /bŋk mnd"ə/
noun the person in charge of a branch of
a bank 쑗 They asked their bank manager for a loan.
bankrupt /bŋkr$pt/ adjective,
noun a person who has been declared by
a court not to be capable of paying their
debts and whose affairs are put into the
hands of a receiver 쑗 a bankrupt property developer 쑗 She was adjudicated or
declared bankrupt. 쑗 He went bankrupt
after two years in business. 왍 undischarged bankrupt a person who has
been declared bankrupt and has not been
released from that state 쐽 verb to make
someone become bankrupt 쑗 The recession bankrupted my father.
bankruptcy /bŋkr$ptsi/ noun the
state of being bankrupt 쑗 The recession
has caused thousands of bankruptcies.
(NOTE: plural is bankruptcies)
COMMENT: In the UK, ‘bankruptcy’ is ap-

plied only to individual persons, but in the
USA the term is also applied to corporations. In the UK, a bankrupt cannot hold
public office (for example, they cannot be
elected an MP) and cannot be the director
of a company. They also cannot borrow
money. In the USA, there are two types of
bankruptcy: ‘involuntary’, where the creditors ask for a person or corporation to be
made bankrupt; and ‘voluntary’, where a
person or corporation applies to be made
bankrupt (in the UK, this is called ‘voluntary liquidation’).

bank transfer /bŋk

trnsf/
noun an act of moving money from a
bank account to another account
bar chart /bɑ tʃɑt/ noun a chart
where values or quantities are shown as
columns of different heights set on a

bargain
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base line, the different lengths expressing the quantity of the item or unit
bargain /bɑ n/ noun 1. an agreement on the price of something 쑗 to
strike a bargain or to make a bargain 2.
something which is cheaper than usual
쑗 That car is a (real) bargain at £500.
쐽 verb to discuss a price for something
쑗 You will have to bargain with the
dealer if you want a discount. (NOTE:
you bargain with someone over or
about or for something)
bargaining /bɑ nŋ/ noun the act
of discussing between two people or
groups, to achieve a settlement, usually
wage increases for workers 왍 to come
to, to sit round the bargaining table to
meet for negotiations
bargaining level /bɑ nŋ lev(ə)l/
noun the level at which bargaining takes
place (i.e. at department level, whole
company level, industry level, etc.)
bargaining position /bɑ nŋ pəzʃ(ə)n/ noun the statement of position
by one group during negotiations
bargaining structure /bɑ nŋ
str$ktʃə/ noun a structure of collective
bargaining negotiations, comprising the
subjects dealt with, the number of employees covered, whether the negotiations apply to a single factory or to the
whole industry, etc.
bargaining
table
/bɑ nŋ
teb(ə)l/ noun a table where negotiators sit 쑗 The arbitrators are trying to
get the parties to return to the bargaining table.

bargaining

theory

/bɑ nŋ θəri əv

of

wages

wed"z/ noun
a theory which states that the relative
bargaining power of the employers and
employees will decide wage levels
bargaining unit /bɑ nŋ junt/
noun a group of employees who
negotiate with their employer to
reach a collective agreement 쑗 The
bargaining unit had a meeting with top
management in order to thrash out their
differences. 쑗 The bargaining unit was
supported by the union in its attempt to
improve conditions.
BARS abbr behaviourally anchored
rating scales

basically

base /bes/ noun 1. the lowest or first

position 쑗 Turnover increased by 200%,
but started from a low base. 2. a place
where a company has its main office or
factory, or a place where a businessperson’s office is located 쑗 The company
has its base in London and branches in
all the European countries. 쑗 He has an
office in Madrid which he uses as a base
while travelling in Southern Europe. 왍
to touch base to get in touch with someone to see how things are going 쐽 verb
1. to start to calculate or to negotiate
from a position 쑗 We based our calculations on the forecast turnover. 왍 based
on calculating from 쑗 based on last
year’s figures 쑗 based on population
forecasts 2. to set up a company or a
person in a place 쑗 The European manager is based in our London office. 쑗
Our overseas branch is based in the
Bahamas.
‘…the base lending rate, or prime rate, is the
rate at which banks lend to their top corporate
borrowers’ [Wall Street Journal]
‘…other investments include a large stake in the
Chicago-based
insurance
company’
[Lloyd’s List]

base pay /bes pe/ noun US pay for

a job which does not include extras such
as overtime pay or bonuses
base period /bes pəriəd/ US 1. a
period against which comparisons are
made 2. the time that an employee must
work before becoming eligible for state
unemployment insurance benefits 쑗 Because he had not worked for the base
period, he had to rely on the support of
his family when he lost his job. 쑗 The
new government shortened the base period, in order to increase social service
spending.
basic /besk/ adjective 1. normal 2.
most important 3. simple, or from which
everything starts 쑗 She has a basic
knowledge of the market. 쑗 To work at
the cash desk, you need a basic qualification in maths.
BASIC /besk/ noun a simple language for writing computer programs.
Full form beginner’s all-purpose
symbolic instruction code

basically /beskli/ adverb seen from

the point from which everything starts

basic award

basic award /besk ə wɔd/ noun

an award by an industrial tribunal based
on the employee’s age, length of service
and current salary and equal to what the
employee would have received if they
had been made redundant (used in cases
of unfair dismissal)
basic education / besk edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a first level education,
giving basic skills and information
basic industry / besk ndəstri/
noun the most important industry of a
country, e.g. coal, steel or agriculture
basic pay / besk pe/ noun a normal salary without extra payments
basic rate tax /besk ret tks/
noun the lowest rate of income tax
basics /besks/ plural noun simple
and important facts 쑗 She has studied
the basics of foreign exchange dealing.
왍 to get back to basics to consider the
main facts again
basic salary / besk sləri/ noun
same as basic pay
basic time /besk tam/ noun the
normal time taken to do a job, established by work study 쑗 The basic time
for the job was not accepted by the employees who found it too demanding.
basic wage / besk wed"/ noun
same as basic pay 쑗 The basic wage is
£110 a week, but you can expect to earn
more than that with overtime.
basis /bess/ noun 1. a point or number from which calculations are made 쑗
We have calculated the turnover on the
basis of a 6% price increase. 2. general
terms of agreement or general principles
on which something is decided 왍 on a
short-term, long-term basis for a short
or long period 쑗 He has been appointed
on a short-term basis. 쑗 We have three
people working on a freelance basis.
batch /btʃ/ noun 1. a group of items
which are made at one time 쑗 This
batch of shoes has the serial number
25–02. 2. a group of documents which
are processed at the same time 쑗 Today’s batch of invoices is ready to be
mailed. 쑗 The factory is working on yesterday’s batch of orders. 쑗 The accountant signed a batch of cheques. 쑗 We
deal with the orders in batches of fifty at
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behavioural modelling
a time. 쐽 verb to put items together in
groups 쑗 to batch invoices or cheques
batch
processing
/btʃ
prəυsesŋ/ noun a system of data processing where information is collected
into batches before being loaded into the
computer
battery /bt(ə)ri/ noun 1. a small
object for storing electric power 쑗 a
battery-powered calculator 쑗 My phone
battery needs charging. 2. a series of
similar things 쑗 Candidates have to
pass a battery of tests.
beat /bit/ verb to win in a fight against
someone 쑗 They have beaten their rivals into second place in the computer
market.
beginner /b nə/ noun a person
who is starting in a job
beginners’ course /b nəz kɔs/
noun a course for students who know
nothing about the subject
behalf /bhɑf/ noun 왍 on behalf of
acting for someone or a company 쑗 solicitors acting on behalf of the American
company 쑗 I am writing on behalf of the
minority shareholders. 쑗 She is acting
on my behalf.
behaviour /bhevjə/ noun the way
in which someone behaves 쑗 The manager had to talk to him about his disruptive behaviour. (NOTE: the usual US
spelling is behavior)

behavioural /bhevjərəl/ adjective
referring to behaviour (NOTE: the usual
US spelling is behavioral)

interview
/bhevjərəl ntəvju/ noun a type of
interview that aims to find out how
applicants have behaved in the past
when faced with the kind of situations
they might meet in the job they are
being interviewed for

behavioural

behaviourally anchored rating
scales /b hevjərəli ŋkəd retŋ

skelz/ plural noun a method of
appraising performance based on typical
performance criteria set for each
individual member of staff. Abbr BARS
behavioural
modelling
/bhevjərəl mɒd(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. a
process that tries to capture skills that
people possess or use unconsciously

behavioural sciences
in a form that makes it possible to
teach those skills to others 2. a
technique used in skills training that
involves encouraging somebody to imitate what another person does and then
to retain the skill or type of behaviour
they have learned from that other person

sciences
/bhevjərəl saənsz/ plural noun
sciences which study human behaviour,
such as sociology and psychology
behaviour expectation rate /bhevjə ekspekteʃ(ə)n ret/ noun
same as behaviourally anchored
behavioural

rating scales

behind /bhand/ preposition at the

back or after 쑗 The company is No. 2 in
the market, about £4m behind their rivals. 쐽 adverb 왍 she has fallen behind
with her loan repayments she is late
with her payments
belong /blɒŋ/ verb 왍 to belong to to
be the property of 쑗 The company belongs to an old American banking
family.
belongings /blɒŋŋz/ plural noun
things which belong to someone 쑗 The
company is not responsible for personal
belongings left in the cloakrooms. 쑗
When I was sacked I had five minutes to
collect my personal belongings.
below /bləυ/ preposition lower down
than or less than 쑗 We sold the property
at below the market price. 쑗 You can get
a ticket for New York at below £150 on
the Internet. 쑗 The company has a policy of paying staff below the market
rates.
benchmark /bentʃmɑk/ noun 1. a
point or level which is important, and
can be used as a reference when making
evaluations or assessments 2. a standard
used to measure performance (NOTE: a
benchmark was originally a set of computer programs that was used to measure how well a particular computer
performed in comparison with similar
models)
/bentʃmɑkŋ/
noun the practice of measuring the performance of a company against the performance of other companies in the
same sector

benchmarking
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benefits plan

benchmark job /bentʃmɑk d"ɒbz/

noun a job used as a measure of
performance
beneficiary / benfʃəri/ noun a person who gains money from something 쑗
the beneficiaries of a will
benefit /benft/ noun 1. payments
which are made to someone under a national or private insurance scheme 쑗
She receives £75 a week as unemployment benefit. 쑗 Sickness benefit is paid
monthly. 쑗 The insurance office sends
out benefit cheques each week. 2. something of value given to an employee in
addition to their salary 쐽 verb 1. to
make better or to improve 쑗 A fall in inflation benefits the exchange rate. 2. 왍
to benefit from or by something to be
improved by something, to gain more
money because of something 쑗 Exports
have benefited from the fall in the exchange rate. 쑗 The employees have
benefited from the profit-sharing
scheme.
‘…the retail sector will also benefit from the
expected influx of tourists’ [Australian
Financial Review]
‘…what benefits does the executive derive from
his directorship? Compensation has increased
sharply in recent years and fringe benefits for
directors have proliferated’ [Duns Business
Month]
‘…salary is negotiable to £30,000, plus car and
a benefits package appropriate to this senior
post’ [Financial Times]
‘California is the latest state to enact a program
forcing welfare recipients to work for their
benefits’ [Fortune]
‘…salary range is $54,957 – $81,189, with a
competitive benefits package’ [Washington
Post]

benefit in kind / benft n kand/

noun a benefit other than money received by an employee as part of their
total compensation package, e.g. company cars or private health insurance.
Such benefits are usually subject to tax.
benefits entitlement /benfts ntat(ə)lmənt/ noun the type of social
security benefit to which someone has
the right
benefits plan /benfts pln/ noun
a Canadian government programme
intended to promote the employment
of Canadian citizens and to provide
Canadian manufacturers, consultants,

benevolent
contractors and service companies with
opportunities to compete for projects
benevolent /bənev(ə)lənt/ adjective
which does good to other people
benevolent fund /bənev(ə)lənt
f$nd/ noun a fund contributed to by employers and employees to provide employees and their families with financial
help in case of sickness, injury or death
쑗 Benevolent funds are set up to provide
employees with more security. 쑗 The
employer’s contribution to the staff benevolent fund was the most attractive of
the fringe benefits offered with the job.
best practice / best prkts/ noun
the most effective and efficient way to
do something or to achieve a particular
aim (NOTE: in business, best practice is
often determined by benchmarking,
that is by comparing the method one
organisation uses to carry out a task
with the methods used by other similar
organisations and determining which
method is most efficient and effective)
bi- /ba/ prefix twice 왍 bi-monthly

twice a month 왍 bi-annually twice a
year
bias /baəs/ noun the practice of favouring of one group or person rather
than another 쑗 A postal survey will do
away with bias. 쑗 The trainee interviewers were taught how to control bias and
its effects. 쑗 Management has shown
bias in favour of graduates in its recent
appointments.
biased /baəst/ adjective referring to
a person who favours one group rather
than another 쑗 She is biased towards
younger staff.
bid /bd/ noun 1. an offer to buy something at a specific price 왍 to make a
cash bid to offer to pay cash for something 왍 to put in or enter a bid for
something to offer to buy something,
usually in writing 2. an offer to sell
something or do a piece of work at a
specific price 쑗 She made the lowest bid
for the job. 쐽 verb to offer to buy 왍 to
bid for something (at an auction) to offer to buy something 왍 he bid £1,000
for the jewels he offered to pay £1,000
for the jewels
bidding /bdŋ/ noun 1. the act of
making offers to buy, usually at an auc-
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biological clock
tion 왍 the bidding started at £1,000 the
first and lowest bid was £1,000 왍 the
bidding stopped at £250,000 the last
bid, i.e. the successful bid, was for
£250,000 2. an attempt by an employee
to be considered for a vacant post in the
same organisation 쑗 When the vacancy
was pinned up on the notice board there
was much bidding for the job among the
staff in the department.
big business /b bzns/ noun
very large commercial firms
big picture /b pktʃə/ noun a
broad view of a subject that takes into
account all the factors that are relevant
to it and considers the future consequences of action taken now (informal )
bilateral /balt(ə)rəl/ adjective between two parties or countries 쑗 The
minister signed a bilateral trade
agreement.
bilingual /balŋ wəl/ adjective referring to a person who is able to speak
and write two languages fluently 쑗 a bilingual secretary 쑗 Secretaries working
overseas are required to be bilingual. 쑗
Having worked for a French company
for some years, he is now completely bilingual. (NOTE: in the USA, the word bi.

lingual normally means speaking
English and Spanish)
bind /band/ verb to tie or to attach 쑗

The company is bound by its articles of
association. 쑗 He does not consider
himself bound by the agreement which
was signed by his predecessor. (NOTE:
binding – bound)

binder /bandə/ noun 1. a stiff card-

board cover for papers 2. US a temporary agreement for insurance sent before
the insurance policy is issued (NOTE: the
British equivalent is cover note)

binding /bandŋ/ adjective which le-

gally forces someone to do something 쑗
a binding contract 쑗 This document is
not legally binding. 왍 the agreement is
binding on all parties all parties signing it must do what is agreed
biodata /baəυdetə/ noun biographical information about an employee and
their employment history
biological clock / baəlɒd"k(ə)l
klɒk/ noun the system inside a person’s

biorhythms
body which regulates cyclical activities
such as biorhythms and has an effect on
night-shift working
biorhythms /baəυ rðəmz/ plural
noun recurring cycles of different
lengths which some people believe affect a person’s behaviour, sensitivity
and intelligence
birth certificate /bθ sə tfkət/
noun a paper giving details of a person’s
parents and date and place of birth
black /blk/ adjective 왍 in the black,
into the black in or into credit 쑗 The
company has moved into the black. 쑗
My bank account is still in the black. 쐽
verb to forbid trading in specific goods
or with specific suppliers 쑗 Three firms
were blacked by the government. 쑗 The
union has blacked a trucking firm.
black-coated
worker
/blk
kəυtd wkə/ noun a white-collar
worker, a worker in an administrative
job, not a manual worker
blacking /blkŋ/ noun the refusal
by employees to work with materials
normally supplied by employees of another organisation who are engaged in
industrial action 쑗 Blacking of the rubber already delivered to the factory held
up tyre production for days. 쑗 Blacking
of materials was carried out by workers
in another factory who were sympathetic to the strikers’ cause.
blackleg /blkle / noun an employee who continues working when
there is a strike
black list /blk lst/ noun 1. a list of
goods, people or companies which have
been blacked 2. a list of people considered by an employer to be too dangerous
or disruptive to employ
blacklist /blklst/ verb to put
goods, people or a company on a black
list 쑗 Their firm was blacklisted by the
government.
blame /blem/ noun the act of saying
that someone has done something
wrong or that someone is responsible 쑗
The sales staff got the blame for the
poor sales figures. 쐽 verb to say that
someone has done something wrong or
is responsible for a mistake 쑗 The managing director blamed the chief accoun-
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block release
tant for not warning her of the loss. 쑗
The union is blaming the management
for poor industrial relations.
blamestorming
/blemstɔmŋ/
noun group discussion of the reasons
why a project has failed or is late and
who is to blame for it (slang) (NOTE: the
term is modelled on the word
‘brainstorming’)
blame-time /blem tam/ noun the

moment when an organisation announces publicly who or what is to
blame for the failure of a project or task
(informal )
blank /blŋk/ adjective with nothing
written 쐽 noun a space on a form which
has to be completed 쑗 Fill in the blanks
and return the form to your local office.
blank cheque /blŋk tʃek/ noun a
cheque with the amount of money and
the payee left blank, but signed by the
drawer
blanket agreement / blŋkt ə rimənt/ noun an agreement which
covers many different items
blanket dismissal / blŋkt dsms(ə)l/ noun the dismissal of a group
of employees because one unidentified
employee is suspected of having committed an offence, and the others refuse
to reveal the identity of the culprit
blank vote /blŋk vəυt/ noun a voting paper which has not been marked
block /blɒk/ noun 1. a series of items
grouped together 쑗 I bought a block of
6,000 shares. 2. a series of buildings
forming a square with streets on all
sides 쑗 They want to redevelop a block
in the centre of the town. 왍 a block of
offices, an office block a large building
which only contains offices 쐽 verb to
stop something taking place 쑗 He used
his casting vote to block the motion.
block capitals / blɒk kpt(ə)lz/,
block letters / blɒk letəz/ plural noun
capital letters such as A,B,C 쑗 Write
your name and address in block letters.
blocked mobility /blɒkt məυblti/
noun limited potential for promotion
that is not dependent on the educational
background of the employee
block release /blɒk rlis/ noun permission for an employee to attend a se.

blue circle rate
ries of courses outside their place of
work
blue circle rate /blu sk(ə)l ret/
noun US a pay rate which is below the
minimum rate of an employee’s evaluated pay level
blue-collar union /blu kɒlə
junjən/ noun a trade union formed
mainly of blue-collar workers
blue-collar worker /blu kɒlə
wkə/ noun a manual worker in a
factory
Blue Laws /blu lɔz/ plural noun
US regulations governing business activities on Sundays
blueprint /bluprnt/ noun a plan or
model of something 쑗 The agreement
will be the blueprint for other agreements in the industry.
blueshirt /bluʃt/ noun an employee of the computer company IBM
bluetooth /blutuθ/ trademark a
type of technology allowing for communication between mobile phones, computers and the Internet
board /bɔd/ noun 1. 쒁 board of directors 2. a group of people who run an
organisation, trust or society 3. an official group of people 4. an official body
5. a large flat piece of wood or card
‘CEOs, with their wealth of practical
experience, are in great demand and can pick
and choose the boards they want to serve on’
[Duns Business Month]

board interview /bɔd ntəvju/

noun an interview in which a candidate
is asked questions by several representatives of an organisation
board meeting /bɔd mitŋ/ noun
a meeting of the directors of a company
board member /bɔd membə/
noun one of the directors of a company
board of directors /bɔd əv darektəz/ noun 1. GB a group of directors elected by the shareholders to run a
company 쑗 The bank has two representatives on the board. 쑗 He sits on the
board as a representative of the bank. 쑗
Two directors were removed from the
board at the AGM. 2. US a group of
people elected by the shareholders to
draw up company policy and to appoint
the president and other executive offi-
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bonus scheme
cers who are responsible for managing
the company. See also the comment at
director
‘…a proxy is the written authorization an
investor sends to a stockholder meeting
conveying his vote on a corporate resolution or
the election of a company’s board of directors’
[Barrons]

boardroom /bɔdrum/ noun a room
where the directors of a company meet

board seat /bɔd sit/ noun a posi-

tion as a member of a board, especially a
board of directors
board secretary /bɔd sekrt(ə)ri/
noun a person who acts as secretary to a
board of directors or governors
body language /bɒd lŋ wd"/
noun gestures, expressions and movements which show what somebody’s response is to a situation 쑗 Trainee
salespeople learn how to interpret a
customer’s body language. 쑗 The interviewer of prospective marketing managers observed the body language of the
candidates very carefully. 쑗 The candidate claimed to be very confident about
taking the job, but her body language
was saying the opposite.
bogus degree / bəυ əs d ri/
noun a university degree or similar
qualification that has little or no value
because it is awarded by an organisation
that is not recognised as a genuinely educational institution by the country in
which it operates (NOTE: bogus degrees
are usually awarded by organisations
with names that are similar to those of
respected universities, which take advantage of the naivety of foreign
students)
bona fide / bəυnə fadi/ adjective

trustworthy, which can be trusted 왍 a
bona fide offer an offer which is made
honestly
bona fide union / bəυnə fadi
junjən/ noun a union which is freely
chosen by employees without any influence from the employer 쑗 Most of the
workers in the industry are members of
bona fide unions.
bonus /bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment in addition to a normal payment
bonus scheme /bəυnəs skim/, bonus system /bəυnəs sstəm/ noun a

bonus share
scheme by which workers can earn bonuses (such as for exceeding targets or
completing a task within the deadline)
bonus share /bəυnəs ʃeə/ noun an
extra share given to an existing
shareholder
book /bυk/ noun a set of sheets of paper attached together 왍 a company’s
books the financial records of a company 쐽 verb to order or to reserve something 쑗 to book a room in a hotel or a
table at a restaurant or a ticket on a
plane 쑗 I booked a table for 7.45. 쑗 He
booked a ticket through to Cairo. 왍 to
book someone into a hotel or on/onto
a flight to order a room or a plane ticket
for someone else 쑗 He was booked on
the 09.00 flight to Zurich. 왍 the hotel,
flight is fully booked or is booked up
all the rooms or seats are reserved 쑗 The
restaurant is booked up over the Christmas period.
booking /bυkŋ/ noun the act of reserving something such as a room or a
seat 쑗 Hotel bookings have fallen since
the end of the tourist season. 왍 to confirm a booking to say that a booking is
certain
booking clerk /bυkŋ klɑk/ noun a
person who sells tickets in a booking
office
bookkeeper /bυkkipə/ noun a person who keeps the financial records of a
company or an organisation
bookkeeping /bυkkipŋ/ noun the
keeping of the financial records of a
company or an organisation
booklet /bυklət/ noun a small book
with a paper cover
book sales /bυk selz/ plural noun
sales as recorded in the sales book
bookwork /bυkwk/ noun the keeping of financial records
boomerang worker /bumərŋ
wkə/ noun an employee who returns
to work for a previous employer (slang)
boom industry /bum ndəstri/
noun an industry which is expanding
rapidly
boost /bust/ noun help given to increase something 쑗 This publicity will
give sales a boost. 쑗 The government
hopes to give a boost to industrial devel-
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bottom line
opment. 쐽 verb to make something increase 쑗 We expect our publicity campaign to boost sales by 25%. 쑗 The
company hopes to boost its market
share. 쑗 Incentive schemes are boosting
production.
‘…the company expects to boost turnover this
year to FFr 16bn from FFr 13.6bn last year’
[Financial Times]

boot /but/ noun 왍 to get the boot to
be sacked (informal )
.

boot camp /but kmp/ noun US a

demanding programme for new employees, designed to teach them technical
skills and introduce them to the corporate culture of the organisation they are
joining (NOTE: boot camps are mod-

elled on the basic training of the US
Marine Corps)

border crosser /bɔdə krɒsə/ noun

an employee who has a variety of skills
and is able to move from job to job
within a company (slang)
borderline case /bɔdəlan kes/
noun 1. a situation which is not easy to
resolve, being either one way or the
other 2. a worker who may or may not
be recommended some action such as
for promotion or dismissal
borrowings /bɒrəυŋz/ plural noun
money borrowed 쑗 The company’s
borrowings have doubled.
boss /bɒs/ noun an employer or person in charge of a company or an office
(informal ) 쑗 If you want a pay rise, go
and talk to your boss. 쑗 He became a director when he married the boss’s
daughter.
bottom /bɒtəm/ noun the lowest part
or point 왍 the bottom has fallen out of
the market sales have fallen below
what previously seemed to be the lowest
point 왍 rock-bottom price the lowest
price of all 쐽 verb to reach the lowest
point 왍 the market has bottomed out
the market has reached the lowest point
and does not seem likely to fall further
bottom line / bɒtəm lan/ noun 1.
the last line on a balance sheet indicating profit or loss 2. the final decision on
a matter 쑗 The bottom line was that any
workers showing dissatisfaction with
conditions would be fired.
.

bottom price

bottom price /bɒtəm pras/ noun

the lowest price
boycott /bɔkɒt/ noun a refusal to
buy or to deal in certain products 쑗 The
union organised a boycott against or of
imported cars. 쐽 verb to refuse to buy
or deal in a product 쑗 We are boycotting
all imports from that country. 왍 the
management has boycotted the meeting the management has refused to attend the meeting
bracket /brkt/ noun a group of
items or people taken together 왍 people
in the middle-income bracket people
with average incomes, not high or low 왍
she is in the top tax bracket she pays
the highest level of tax
brain /bren/ noun a part of the body
in which decisions are taken 왍 she is the
brains behind the organisation she is
the clever person who is running the
organisation
brain drain /bren dren/ noun the
movement of clever people away from a
country to find better jobs in other
countries
brainiac /brenik/ noun a very intelligent and creative employee who is
also unpredictable and eccentric (slang)
brainstorming
/bren stɔmŋ/
noun an intensive discussion by a small
group of people as a method of producing new ideas or solving problems
brainstorming session /brenstɔmŋ seʃ(ə)n/ noun a meeting to
thrash out problems, where everyone
puts forward different ideas
branch /brɑntʃ/ noun 1. the local office of a bank or large business, or a local shop which is part of a large chain 2.
the local office of a union, based in a
factory
branch committee /brɑntʃ kəmti/ noun an elected committee of union members which deals with general
day-to-day problems
branch
manager
/brɑntʃ
mnd"ə/ noun a person in charge of a
branch of a company
‘…a leading manufacturer of business,
industrial and commercial products requires a
branch manager to head up its mid-western
Canada operations based in Winnipeg’
[Globe and Mail (Toronto)]
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branch office /brɑntʃ ɒfs/ noun a

less important office, usually in a different town or country from the main
office
breach /britʃ/ noun a failure to carry
out the terms of an agreement
breach of contract / britʃ əv
kɒntrkt/ noun the failure to do something which has been agreed in a contract 왍 the company is in breach of
contract the company has failed to do
what was agreed in the contract
breach of discipline / britʃ əv
dspln/ noun an action which goes
against the company rules or against
instructions
breadwinner /bredwnə/ noun a
person who earns the main income in a
family, and so provides food for the
others
break /brek/ verb 1. to fail to carry
out the duties of a contract 쑗 The company has broken the contract or the
agreement by selling at a lower price. 왍
to break an engagement to do something not to do what has been agreed 2.
to cancel a contract 쑗 The company is
hoping to be able to break the contract.
(NOTE: breaking – broke – broken)
break down / brek daυn/ verb 1. to

stop working because of mechanical
failure 쑗 The fax machine has broken
down. 2. to stop 쑗 Negotiations broke
down after six hours. 3. to show all the
items in a total list of costs or expenditure 쑗 We broke the expenditure down
into fixed and variable costs.
breakdown /brekdaυn/ noun 1. an
act of stopping working because of mechanical failure 2. an act of stopping
talking 쑗 a breakdown in wage negotiations 3. an act of showing details item
by item 쑗 Give me a breakdown of investment costs.
break off / brek ɒf/ verb to stop 쑗
We broke off the discussion at midnight.
쑗 Management broke off negotiations
with the union.
break point /brek pɔnt/ noun the
dividing point between one job or element and the next, or between one level
established on a job evaluation and the
next 쑗 A break point was established

break up
between unskilled and semi-skilled jobs,
separating the two categories, with different rates of pay.
break up / brek $p/ verb 1. to split
something large into small sections 쑗
The company was broken up and separate divisions sold off. 2. to come to an
end 쑗 The meeting broke up at 12.30.
bribe /brab/ noun money given to
someone in authority to get them to help
쑗 The minister was dismissed for taking
bribes. 쐽 verb to pay someone money to
get them to do something illegal or dishonest for you
bribery /brab(ə)ri/ noun the illegal
or dishonest act of offering somebody
cash or a gift in order to persuade them
to give you an unfair advantage
bridge job /brd" d"ɒb/ noun a position designed to help the movement of
employees from one job category to another 쑗 She was given a bridge job
while being considered for real promotion. 쑗 The bridge job between machinist and supervisor consisted of some
tasks from each of these posts.
brief /brif/ noun instructions given to
someone 쑗 He went into the negotiations with the brief to get a deal at any
price. 쐽 verb to explain something to
someone in detail 쑗 The salespeople
were briefed on the new product. 쑗 The
managing director briefed the board on
the progress of the negotiations.
briefing /brifŋ/ noun an act of telling someone details 쑗 All sales staff
have to attend a sales briefing on the
new product.
briefing group /brifŋ rup/ noun
a group of people who are briefed, especially a group who take part in team
briefings
briefing session /brifŋ seʃ(ə)n/
noun a meeting between managers and
staff where the staff are informed of
matters such as decisions or plans
brightsizing /bratsazŋ/ noun
the practice of reducing the size of
the workforce by making the most
capable or intelligent employees redundant (NOTE: this usually happens
accidentally when a company has
a policy of laying off its most re-
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BR tax code
cently recruited employees first,
since these are often the best
trained and best educated members
of its staff)

bring /brŋ/ verb to come to a place
with someone or something 쑗 He
brought his documents with him. 쑗 The
finance director brought her assistant to
take notes of the meeting. (NOTE: bring-

ing- brought)

bring down / brŋ daυn/ verb 1. to

reduce 쑗 Petrol companies have
brought down the price of oil. 2. to add
a figure to an account at the end of a period to balance expenditure and income
쑗 balance brought down: £365.15
bring forward / brŋ fɔwəd/ verb
1. to make earlier 쑗 to bring forward the
date of repayment 쑗 The date of the next
meeting has been brought forward to
March. 2. to take an account balance
from the end of the previous period as
the starting point for the current period
쑗 balance brought forward: £365.15
bring in / brŋ n/ verb to earn an
amount of interest 쑗 The shares bring in
a small amount.
bring out / brŋ aυt/ verb to produce
something new 쑗 They are bringing out
a new model of the car for the Motor
Show.
bring up / brŋ $p/ verb to refer to
something for the first time 쑗 The chairman brought up the question of redundancy payments.
broadbanding /brɔdbndŋ/ noun
the reorganisation of the ranges of
pay that an organisation offers for
various types of jobs, so that its pay
scale has fewer, but wider bands
(NOTE: broadbanding makes the pay
structure more flexible and is especially suited to flat organisations)

broke /brəυk/ adjective having no
money (informal ) 쑗 The company is
broke. 쑗 She cannot pay for the new car
because she is broke.
BR tax code / bi ɑ tks kəυd/
noun a number given to an employee
and sent to the employer, which allows
the employer to deduct tax from the employee’s pay at the correct rate
.

BS

BS plural noun quality standards which

apply to various products or services.
Full form British Standards
B share /bi ʃeə/ noun an ordinary
share with special voting rights (often
owned by the founder of the company
and their family)
buddy system /b$di sstəm/ noun
US an on-the-job training system, where
a trainee works with an experienced employee 쑗 The buddy system teaches the
trainee the practical realities of the job.
쑗 The company operates both a buddy
system and some off-the-job classroom
instruction for its trainees.
budget /b$d"t/ noun a plan of expected spending and income for a period
of time 쑗 to draw up a budget for salaries for the coming year 쑗 We have
agreed the budgets for next year. 쐽 verb
to plan probable income and expenditure 쑗 We are budgeting for £10,000 of
sales next year.
‘…he budgeted for further growth of 150,000
jobs (or 2.5 per cent) in the current financial
year’ [Sydney Morning Herald]
‘…the Federal government’s budget targets for
employment and growth are within reach
according to the latest figures’ [Australian
Financial Review]

budgetary /b$d"t(ə)r/ adjective
referring to a budget

policy / b$d"t(ə)ri
pɒlsi/ noun the policy of planning income and expenditure
budget
variance
/ b$d"t
veəriəns/ noun the difference between
the cost as estimated for a budget and
the actual cost
build /bld/ verb to make by putting
pieces together 쑗 The new director’s job
is to build a sales structure. 쑗 They
want to demolish the old factory and
build an office block on the site. 왍 to
build on past experience to use experience as a base on which to act in the
future
building /bldŋ/ noun a structure
such as a house, factory or office block
쑗 They have redeveloped the site of the
old office building.
building site /bldŋ sat/ noun a
place where a building is being conbudgetary
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bumping
structed 쑗 All visitors to the site must
wear safety helmets.
build into /bld ntu/ verb to add
something to something being set up 쑗
You must build all the forecasts into the
budget. 왍 we have built 10% for contingencies into our cost forecast we
have added 10% to our basic forecast to
allow for items which may appear
suddenly
build up / bld $p/ verb 1. to create
something by adding pieces together 쑗
She bought several shoe shops and
gradually built up a chain. 2. to expand
something gradually 쑗 to build up a
profitable business 쑗 to build up a team
of sales representatives
buildup /bld$p/ noun a gradual increase 쑗 a buildup in sales or a sales
buildup 쑗 There will be a big publicity
buildup before the launch of the new
model. 쑗 There has been a buildup of
complaints about customer service.
built-in /blt n/ adjective forming
part of the system or of a machine 쑗 The
PC has a built-in modem. 쑗 The accounting system has a series of built-in
checks. 쑗 The microwave has a built-in
clock.
bulletin board /bυltn bɔd/ noun
a board fixed to a wall where notices
can be put up
bully /bυli/ noun a person who is in a
powerful position and continually harasses others 쐽 verb to threaten and intimidate other members of staff 쑗 She
complained that she was being bullied
by the assistant manager. (NOTE: bullies- bullying- bullied)

bullying /bυliŋ/ noun intimidation

and harassment of someone by another
member of staff in a more powerful
position
bumping /b$mpŋ/ noun 1. US a
lay-off procedure that allows an employee with greater seniority to displace
a more junior employee 쑗 The economic
recession led to extensive bumping in
companies where only the most qualified were retained for some jobs. 쑗 The
trade unions strongly objected to bumping practices since they considered that
many employees were being laid off unfairly. 2. the situation where a senior

Bundy
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business plan

employee takes the place of a junior (in
a restaurant)

business of the meeting was finished by
3 p.m.

Bundy /b$ndi/ noun a timing system

business address /bzns ə dres/

in Australia and New Zealand that records the time at which employees arrive at and leave their place of work
Bundy off / b$ndi ɒf/ verb (in Australia and New Zealand ) to clock off
from work
Bundy on / b$ndi ɒn/ verb (in Australia and New Zealand ) to clock on for
work
burden /bdn/ noun a heavy load
which you have to carry
bureau /bjυərəυ/ noun an office
which specialises in a specific service
bureaucracy /bjυərɒkrəsi/ noun a
system of administration where an individual person’s responsibilities and
powers are strictly defined and processes are strictly followed
bureaucratic / bjυərəkrtk/ adjective following strict administrative
principles
burn out / bn aυt/ verb to become
tired and incapable for further work because of stress (NOTE: burning- burnt
.

.

or burned)

burnout /bnaυt/, burnt out case
/bnt aυt kes/ noun a case where an

employee is tired and incapable of doing
any more work as a result of overwork
쑗 He’s a burnt-out case and had to give
up his job.
business /bzns/ noun 1. work in
buying or selling 쑗 We do a lot of business with Japan. 쑗 Business is expanding. 쑗 Business is slow. 쑗 Repairing
cars is 90% of our business. 쑗 We did
more business in the week before
Christmas than we usually do in a
month. 쑗 Strikes are very bad for business. 쑗 What’s your line of business? 왍
to be in business to run a commercial
firm 왍 on business doing commercial
work 쑗 She had to go abroad on business. 쑗 The chairman is in Holland on
business. 2. a commercial company 쑗
He owns a small car repair business. 쑗
She runs a business from her home. 쑗 I
set up in business as an insurance broker. 3. affairs discussed 쑗 The main

noun the details of number, street and
town where a company is located
business agent /bzns ed"ənt/
noun US the chief local official of a
trade union
business card /bzns kɑd/ noun a
card showing a businessperson’s name
and the name and address of the company they work for
business centre /bzns sentə/
noun the part of a town where the main
banks, shops and offices are located
business class /bzns klɑs/ noun
a type of airline travel which is less expensive than first class and more comfortable than economy class
business college /bzns kɒld"/
noun same as business school

business

correspondence

/bzns kɒr spɒndəns/ noun letters

concerned with a business

business correspondent /bzns

kɒr spɒndənt/ noun a journalist who
writes articles on business news for
newspapers
business cycle /bzns sak(ə)l/
noun the period during which trade expands, slows down and then expands
again
business equipment /bzns kwpmənt/ noun the machines used in
an office
business expenses /bzns kspensz/ plural noun money spent on
running a business, not on stock or
assets
business letter /bzns letə/ noun
a letter which deals with business
matters
businessman /bznsmn/, businesswoman /bzns wυmən/ noun a
man or woman engaged in business
business plan /bzns pln/ noun a
document drawn up to show how a business is planned to work, with cash flow
forecasts, sales forecasts, etc., often
used when trying to raise a loan, or
when setting up a new business

business school

business school /bzns skul/

noun an educational institution at university level that offers courses in subjects related to business such as
management, technology, finance, and
interpersonal skills (NOTE: business
schools provide courses of varying
length and level, up to Master of Business Administration, and besides catering for full-time students, also offer
part-time courses and distance learning to people already in employment)
busy /bzi/ adjective occupied in doing something or in working 쑗 He is
busy preparing the annual accounts. 쑗
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buyout
The manager is busy at the moment, but
she will be free in about fifteen minutes.
쑗 The busiest time of year for stores is
the week before Christmas. 쑗 Summer is
the busy season for hotels. 왍 the line is
busy the telephone line is being used
busy season /bzi siz(ə)n/ noun
the period when a company is busy
buyout /baaυt/ noun the purchase of
a controlling interest in a company
‘…we also invest in companies whose growth
and profitability could be improved by a
management buyout’ [Times]
‘…in a normal leveraged buyout, the acquirer
raises money by borrowing against the assets or
cash flow of the target company’ [Fortune]

CAC
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call-in pay

C
CAC abbr
Committee

Central

Arbitration

/ kfətəriə/ noun a
self-service restaurant which belongs to
a factory or office, where the staff can
eat 쑗 Most people have lunch in the staff
cafeteria.

cafeteria

cafeteria-style

benefits

plan

/kfə təriə stal benfts pln/
noun a scheme for benefits for em-

ployees, where the employee can
choose from a range of benefits on
offer, depending on different levels of
contribution
calculate /klkjυlet/ verb 1. to find
the answer to a problem using numbers
쑗 The bank clerk calculated the rate of
exchange for the dollar. 2. to estimate 쑗
I calculate that we have six months’
stock left.

calculating

machine

/klkjυletŋ mə ʃin/ noun same as
calculator
calculation / klkjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun

the answer to a problem in mathematics
쑗 According to my calculations, we
have six months’ stock left. 왍 we are
£20,000 out in our calculations we
have £20,000 too much or too little
calculator /klkjυletə/ noun an
electronic machine which does calculations such as adding, subtracting and
multiplying 쑗 He worked out the discount on his calculator.
calendar /klndə/ noun a book or
set of sheets of paper showing the days
and months in a year, often attached to
pictures 쑗 For the New Year, the garage
sent me a calendar with photographs of
old cars.
calendar month /klndə m$nθ/
noun a whole month as on a calendar,
from the 1st to the 30th or 31st 쑗 Ninety

days’ credit is almost three calendar
months.
calendar year /klndə jə/ noun a
year from the 1st January to 31st
December
call /kɔl/ noun 1. a conversation on
the telephone 왍 to make a call to dial
and speak to someone on the telephone
왍 to log calls to note all details of telephone calls made 2. a demand for repayment of a loan by a lender 3. an official
request for something 4. a visit 쑗 The
salespeople make six calls a day. 쐽 verb
1. to telephone someone 쑗 I’ll call you
at your office tomorrow. 2. 왍 to call on
someone to visit someone 쑗 Our salespeople call on their best accounts twice
a month. 3. to ask someone to do something 왍 the union called a strike the
union told its members to go on strike
call-back pay /kɔl bk pe/ noun
pay given to an employee who has been
called back to work after their normal
working hours
call centre /kɔl sentə/ noun a department or business that operates a
large number of telephones and specialises in making calls to sell products or in
receiving calls from customers to
helplines or information or after-sales
services (NOTE: a call centre often acts
as the central point of contact between
an organisation and its customers)
caller /kɔlə/ noun 1. a person who
telephones 2. a person who visits
call in / kɔl n/ verb 1. to visit 쑗

Their sales representative called in
twice last week. 2. to telephone to make
contact 쑗 We ask the reps to call in every Friday to report the weeks’ sales. 3.
to ask for a debt to be paid
call-in pay /kɔl n pe/ noun
payment guaranteed to employees who

call off
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report for work even if there is no work
for them to do 쑗 Call-in pay is often
necessary to ensure the attendance of
workers where there is at least the possibility of work needing to be done.
call off / kɔl ɒf/ verb to ask for
something not to take place 쑗 The union
has called off the strike. 쑗 The deal was
called off at the last moment.
can /kn/ verb to dismiss somebody
from employment (informal ) (NOTE:
.

canning- canned)

cancel /knsəl/ verb to stop some-

thing which has been agreed or planned
쑗 The manager is still ill, so the interviews planned for this week have been
cancelled.
(NOTE:
cancellingcancelled)

cancellation / knsəleʃ(ə)n/ noun

the act of stopping something which has
been agreed or planned 쑗 the cancellation of an appointment 쑗 the cancellation of an agreement
cancellation clause / knsəleʃ(ə)n klɔz/ noun a clause in a contract which states the terms on which the
contract may be cancelled
cancel out / knsəl aυt/ verb (of
two things) to balance or act against
each other and so make each other invalid 쑗 The two clauses cancel each
other out. 쑗 Higher costs have cancelled out the increased sales revenue.
candidate /knddet/ noun a person who applies for or is considered
suitable for a job or for a training course
쑗 I don’t consider him as suitable candidate for management training. 쑗 Ten
out of fifty candidates were shortlisted.
쑗 The candidates for department manager were each given a personality test
and an intelligence test.
can-do /kn du/ adjective go-ahead,
liking to cope with new challenges 쑗
She’s a can-do individual.
canteen /kntin/ noun a restaurant
which belongs to a factory or office,
where the staff can eat 쑗 Most people
have lunch in the canteen.
cap /kp/ noun an upper limit placed
on something, such as an interest rate
(the opposite, i.e. a lower limit, is a
‘floor’) 쐽 verb to place an upper limit

carbonless
on something 쑗 to cap a local authority’s budget 쑗 to cap a department’s
budget (NOTE: capping – capped)

capability / kepəblti/ noun a skill
which an employee has learnt and which
can be applied to their work
capable /kepəb(ə)l/ adjective efficient 쑗 She is a very capable departmental manager. (NOTE: you are
capable of something or of doing
something)

capacity /kəpsti/ noun 1. the

amount which can be produced, or the
amount of work which can be done 쑗
industrial or manufacturing or production capacity 왍 to work at full capacity
to do as much work as possible 2. the
amount of space 왍 to use up spare or
excess capacity to make use of time or
space which is not fully used 3. ability 쑗
She has a particular capacity for detailed business deals with overseas companies. 4. 왍 in one’s capacity as acting
as 쑗 I signed the document in my capacity as chairman.
‘…analysts are increasingly convinced that the
industry simply has too much capacity’
[Fortune]

planning
/kəpsti
plnŋ/ noun forward planning to relate production needs to anticipated
demand
capital bonus / kpt(ə)l bəυnəs/
noun an extra payment by an insurance
company which is produced by a capital
gain
capital goods /kpt(ə)l υdz/ plural noun machinery, buildings and raw
materials which are used to make other
goods
captain of industry / kptnz əv
ndəstri/ noun a head of a major industrial company
car /kɑ/ noun a small motor vehicle
for carrying people
carbon copy / kɑbən kɒpi/ noun a
copy made with carbon paper 쑗 Give me
the original, and file the carbon copy.
carbonless /kɑbənləs/ adjective
which makes a copy without using carbon paper 쑗 Our reps use carbonless
order pads.
capacity

card

card /kɑd/ noun 1. stiff paper

쑗 We
have printed the instructions on thick
white card. 2. a small piece of cardboard
or plastic, usually with information
printed on it 쑗 He showed his staff card
to get a discount in the store. 3. a postcard 왍 to get one’s cards to be
dismissed
card-carrying /kɑd kriŋ/ adjective referring to a person who has a
membership card of an organisation
such as a union 쑗 The union had many
sympathisers,
but
few
actual
card-carrying members.
card vote /kɑd vəυt/ noun a vote at
a Trades Union Congress where the representatives of unions vote according to
the numbers of union members
career /kərə/ noun a job which you
are trained for and which you expect to
do all your life 쑗 He made his career in
electronics. 쑗 She has had a varied career, having worked in education and
industry. 쑗 The company offered its employees no advice on their future careers. 왍 to embark on a career to start
a career 왍 to pursue a career as to follow a career as
career anchor /kərər ŋkə/ noun
a basic, sometimes subconscious factor
that strongly influences all the choices
and decisions that people make when
shaping their careers (NOTE: a career

anchor may be a special skill that
somebody wants to use, an ambition
somebody wants to achieve, or an ethical principle that is particularly important to somebody, but it always
something that is very important to that
person’s sense of who they are)
career break /kərə brek/ noun a

period when an employee leaves a career job for several years to undertake
another activity such as studying for a
degree or having a baby and then returns
at the same level
career change /kərə tʃend"/
noun a change in a person’s profession
or in the type of job they do, that often
involves going to work for a different
employer (NOTE: career changes may

be planned as part of somebody’s
CPD or career development, or may
be forced on somebody as a result of
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careers guidance
redundancy, ill-health, or a change in
their personal circumstances.)

career development /kərə d-

veləpmənt/ noun the planning of an
employee’s future career in an organisation 쑗 a career development
programme 쑗 If the company does not
spend more time on career development,
many employees will leave. 쑗 Career
development involves a very comprehensive training programme.
career
expectations
/kərər
ekspek teʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun hopes
which an employee has of how their
career will develop in terms of matters
such as promotion or salary
career ladder /kərə ldə/ noun a
sequence of jobs within an organisation
or department, starting with the most junior and ending with most senior,
through which an employee can advance in the course of their working life
career-limiting
move
/kərə
lmtŋ muv/ noun full form of CLM
career opportunities /kərər ɒpətjuntiz/, career prospects /kərə
prɒspekts/ plural noun possibilities of
advancement in a career
career path /kərə pɑθ/ noun a
planned logical sequence of jobs within
one or more professions through which
a person can progress in the course of
their working life (NOTE: it is much easier to plan a career path when the market is stable and there is little change
in business conditions; in uncertain
times people need to be more adaptable and the idea of a planned career
path has much less value, according to
some experts)
career pattern /kərə ptn/ noun

the way in which a person has spent
their employed life (such as years employed in each firm, promotions or
salary)
career planning /kərə plnŋ/
noun the examination of the way in
which career opportunities are available,
leading to advice on which careers to
pursue or how to further an employee’s
existing career
careers guidance /kə rəz  adns/
noun professional help given to people

careers officer
in choosing their career 쑗 Many employees are in the wrong jobs due to
poor careers guidance at school.

careers officer /kərəz ɒfsə/ noun

a person who gives advice to students or
new employees on their career prospects
career structure /kərə str$ktʃə/
noun the way in which jobs in a company are planned to lead on to other
posts at a higher level 쑗 I left the company because of its poor career
structure.
career woman /kərə wυmən/
noun a woman who is working in business and does not plan to stop working
to look after the house or children
careline /keəlan/ noun a telephone
number which links people to services
which can help them such as social services departments, hospitals, or a similar service offered by shops to their
customers
caretaker /keətekə/ noun a person
who looks after a building, making sure
it is clean and that the rubbish is cleared
away (a caretaker often lives on the premises) 쑗 Go and ask the caretaker to replace the light bulb. (NOTE: American
English is janitor)

car expenses /kɑr k spensz/ plu-

ral noun money spent on a private car
used during work for a company
car-hire /kɑ haə/ noun the business
of lending cars to people for a payment
쑗 He runs a car-hire business.
car hire firm /kɑ haə fm/ noun
a company which owns cars or equipment and lends them to customers for a
payment
car insurance /kɑr n ʃυərəns/
noun the insuring of a car, the driver
and passengers in case of accident
carousel
training
/ krəsel
trenŋ/ noun training which involves
moving from job to job or from department to department in an organisation 쑗
Carousel training was instituted in order to provide trainees with a wide
range of practical experience. 쑗 During
their carousel training, trainee managers spend time in the marketing, HR and
finance departments.
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casual leave

carry /kri/ verb 1. to take from one
place to another 쑗 a tanker carrying oil
from the Gulf 쑗 The truck was carrying
goods to the supermarket. 쑗 The train
was carrying a consignment of cars for
export. 2. to vote to approve 왍 the motion was carried the motion was accepted after a vote 3. to produce 쑗 The
bonds carry interest at 10%. 4. to keep
in stock 쑗 to carry a line of goods 쑗 We
do not carry pens. (NOTE: carries – carrying – carried)
carry on / kri ɒn/ verb to continue

or to go on doing something 쑗 The staff
carried on working in spite of the fire. 왍
to carry on a business to be active in
running a business
carry out / kri aυt/ verb 왍 to carry
out one’s duties to do what one has to
do in one’s job
case /kes/ noun 1. a cardboard or
wooden box for packing and carrying
goods 왍 to state one’s case to put forward arguments which support your position 2. a typical example of something
쑗 The company has had several cases of
petty theft in the post room. 3. reasons
for doing something 쑗 The negotiations
put the union’s case for a pay rise. 4. 왍
the case is being heard next week the
case is coming to court next week
cash /kʃ/ verb 왍 to cash a cheque to
exchange a cheque for cash
cash-flow life /kʃ fləυ laf/ noun a
working life in which a person works
for fees paid for individual projects
rather than for a regular salary
cashless pay / kʃləs pe/ noun a
weekly or monthly wage paid directly
into an employee’s bank account
through an electronic transfer of funds
casual /k"uəl/ adjective 1. informal
or not serious 2. not permanent or not
regular
casual job /k"uəl d"ɒb/ noun a
job which exists for a short period only
casual labour / k"uəl lebə/ noun
workers who are hired for a short period
casual labourer / k"uəl lebərə/
noun a worker who can be hired for a
short period
casual leave /k"uəl liv/ noun
paid time off from work given to an em-

casual vacancy
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centre of excellence

ployee to deal with personal affairs 쑗
He was granted casual leave to settle
his family affairs.
casual vacancy / k"uəl vekənsi/
noun a job which has become vacant because the previous employee left
unexpectedly
casual work /k"uəl wk/ noun
work where the workers are hired for a
short period
casual worker / k"uəl wkə/
noun a worker who can be hired for a
short period
catastrophe /kətstrəfi/ noun a
sudden disaster
catastrophic / ktəstrɒfk/ adjective disastrous

ceiling /silŋ/ noun the highest point
that something can reach, e.g. the highest rate of a pay increase 쑗 What ceiling
has the government put on wage increases this year?
cell work system /sel wk
sstəm/ noun a system of working
where an item is produced within a separate production unit, and does not
move round an assembly line
central /sentrəl/ adjective organised
by one main point

catastrophic health insurance

centralisation / sentrəlazeʃ(ə)n/,

/ ktəstrɒfk helθ n ʃυərəns/ noun

health insurance which provides for the
high cost of treating severe or lengthy
illnesses 쑗 Miners are advised to take
out catastrophic health insurance since
lung diseases are expensive to treat.
categorical / ktə ɒrk(ə)l/ adjective straightforward or definite
category /kt (ə)ri/ noun a type or
sort of item 쑗 We deal only in the most
expensive categories of watches. 쑗 The
company has vacancies for most categories of office staff.
caution /kɔʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a warning
from someone in authority, telling
someone not to repeat a minor crime 쑗
The boys were let off with a caution. 2. a
warning by a police officer, that someone will be charged with a crime, and
that what he says will be used in evidence 쐽 verb 1. to warn someone that
what they have done is wrong and
should not be repeated 쑗 The manager
cautioned the clerks after she caught
them drinking beer in the office. 2. to
warn someone that they will be charged
with a crime, and that what they say will
be used as evidence at their trial 쑗 The
accused was arrested by the detectives
and cautioned.
COMMENT: The person who is cautioned

has the right not to answer any question
put to them.

CBI abbr Confederation of British
Industry

Central Arbitration Committee
/ sentrəl ɑbtreʃ(ə)n kə mti/ noun

an independent arbitration body dealing
mainly with union claims for disclosure
of information by management. Abbr
CAC
centralization noun the organisation of
everything from a central point
centralise /sentrəlaz/, centralize
verb to organise from a central point 쑗
All purchasing has been centralised in
our main office. 쑗 The group benefits
from a highly centralised organisational
structure. 쑗 The company has become
very centralised, and far more staff
work at headquarters.
central office / sentrəl ɒfs/ noun
the main office which controls all
smaller offices
Central Provident Fund / sentrəl
prɒvd(ə)nt f$nd/ noun (in Singapore) a retirement benefit scheme to
which all employees and employers
must make contributions each month
central
purchasing
/ sentrəl
ptʃsŋ/ noun purchasing organised
by a central office for all branches of a
company
centre /sentə/ noun 1. an important
town 쑗 Sheffield is a major industrial
centre. 쑗 Nottingham is the centre for
the shoe industry. (NOTE: the usual US
spelling is center) 2. a group of items
in an account (NOTE: the usual US
spelling is center)

centre of excellence / sentər əv

eksələns/ noun an organisation which
is recognised as being successful and
having a world-wide reputation in its
field, and so receives special funding

CEO
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CEO abbr chief executive officer
certificate /sətfkət/ noun an offi-

cial document carrying an official declaration by someone, and signed by that
person
certificate of approval /sə tfkət
əv əpruv(ə)l/ noun a document showing that an item has been approved
officially
certification /sə tfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of giving an official certificate of
approval
certification
officer
/ stfkeʃ(ə)n ɒfsə/ noun the official responsible for trade unions, ensuring that
they are properly registered, well conducted and that trade union legislation is
adhered to

certified

public

accountant

/ stfad p$blk əkaυntənt/ noun
US an accountant who has passed

professional examinations

certify /stfa/ verb to make an offi-

cial declaration in writing 쑗 I certify
that this is a true copy. 쑗 The document
is certified as a true copy. (NOTE: certifies – certifying – certified)
CGI Joe / si d"i a d"əυ/ noun a

computer programmer who lacks personal charm and is not very good at
communicating with other people
(slang) (NOTE: the term is modelled on
‘GI Joe’, a word for a US soldier in the
Second World War; its first part is an
abbreviation of ‘computer generated
imagery’)
chain /tʃen/ noun 1. a series of stores

or other businesses belonging to the
same company 쑗 a chain of hotels or a
hotel chain 쑗 the chairman of a large
do-it-yourself chain 쑗 He runs a chain
of shoe shops. 쑗 She bought several
garden centres and gradually built up a
chain. 2. a series of things linked together 쑗 an unfortunate chain of events

‘…the giant US group is better known for its
chain of cinemas and hotels rather than its
involvement in shipping’ [Lloyd’s List]

chain of command / tʃen əv kə-

mɑnd/ noun a series of links between
directors, management and employees,
by which instructions and information
are passed up or down

chance

chainsaw consultant /tʃensɔ

kən s$ltənt/ noun an outside expert
brought into a company to reduce the
number of its employees drastically
(slang)
chair /tʃeə/ noun the position of the
chairman, presiding over a meeting 쑗 to
be in the chair 쑗 Mr Smith was in the
chair. 쑗 Mrs Brown was voted into the
chair. 왍 Mr Jones took the chair Mr
Jones presided over the meeting 왍 to
address the chair to speak to the chairman and not to the rest of the people at
the meeting 쑗 Please address your remarks to the chair. 쐽 verb to preside
over a meeting 쑗 The meeting was
chaired by Mrs Smith.
chairman /tʃeəmən/ noun 1. a person who is in charge of a meeting 쑗 Mr
Howard was chairman or acted as
chairman 2. a person who presides over
the board meetings of a company 쑗 the
chairman of the board or the company
chairman 왍 the chairman’s report, the
chairman’s statement an annual report
from the chairman of a company to the
shareholders
‘…the corporation’s entrepreneurial chairman
seeks a dedicated but part-time president. The
new president will work a three-day week’
[Globe and Mail (Toronto)]

chairman and managing director / tʃeəmən ən mnd"ŋ da-

rektə/ noun a managing director who
is also chairman of the board of
directors
chairmanship /tʃeəmənʃp/ noun
the fact of being a chairman 쑗 The committee met under the chairmanship of
Mr Jones.
chairperson /tʃeəps(ə)n/ noun a
person who is in charge of a meeting
(NOTE: plural is chairpersons)
chairwoman /tʃeəwυmən/ noun a

woman who is in charge of a meeting

(NOTE: plural is chairwomen)
chance /tʃɑns/ noun 1. the fact of

being possible 쑗 The company has a
good chance of winning the contract. 쑗
His promotion chances are small. 2. the
opportunity to do something 쑗 She is
waiting for a chance to see the managing director. 쑗 He had his chance of
promotion when the finance director’s

change
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assistant resigned. (NOTE: you have a
chance of doing something or to do
something)

change /tʃend"/ noun 1. money in
coins or small notes 왍 to give someone
change for £10 to give someone coins
or notes in exchange for a ten pound
note 2. money given back by the seller,
when the buyer can pay only with a
larger note or coin than the amount
asked 쑗 She gave me the wrong change.
쑗 You paid the £5.75 bill with a £10
note, so you should have £4.25 change.
왍 keep the change keep it as a tip (said
to waiters, taxi-drivers, etc.) 3. an alteration of the way something is done or of
the way work is carried out 쐽 verb 1. 왍
to change a £20 note to give change in
smaller notes or coins for a £20 note 2.
to give one type of currency for another
쑗 to change £1,000 into dollars 쑗 We
want to change some traveller’s
cheques. 3. 왍 to change hands (of a
business, property, etc.) to be sold to a
new owner 쑗 The shop changed hands
for £100,000.
change of use / tʃend" əv jus/
noun permission given by a local authority for premises to be used for a different purpose (such as house to become
a shop or a shop to become a restaurant)
channel /tʃn(ə)l/ noun a means by
which information or goods pass from
one place to another 왍 to go through
the official channels to deal with government officials, especially when making a request 쐽 verb to send in a certain
direction 쑗 They are channelling their
research funds into developing European communication systems. (NOTE:
channelling – channelled)

channels

of

communication

/ tʃn(ə)lz əv kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/
noun ways in which information can be

passed (post, telephone, fax, the
Internet, newspapers, TV, etc.) 왍 to
open up new channels of communication to find new ways of communicating with someone
character /krktə/ noun 1. the general nature or qualities of a person,
which make that person different from
others 쑗 You need an easy-going character to work in this office. 2. strong

charge
will or decisiveness 쑗 a post needing
character and a willingness to work
hard
character analysis /krktə ənləss/ noun the analysis of a job applicant’s general nature and qualities 쑗
All candidates for the job underwent a
character analysis.
character assessment /krktə
ə sesmənt/ noun the process of judging
the personality of an employee
character reference /krktə
ref(ə)rəns/ noun a report showing the
strength of someone’s character
charge /tʃɑd"/ noun 1. money which
must be paid, or the price of a service 쑗
to make no charge for delivery 쑗 to
make a small charge for rental 쑗 There
is no charge for this service or No
charge is made for this service. 왍 bank
charges, service charge US charges
made by a bank for carrying out work
for a customer 2. management or control 왍 to be in charge of something to
be the manager or to deal with something 쑗 She is in charge of all our HR
documentation. 왍 to take charge of
something to start to deal with something or to become responsible for
something 쑗 When the manager was ill,
his deputy took charge of the department. 3. an official statement in a court
accusing someone of having committed
a crime 쑗 He appeared in court on a
charge of embezzling or on an embezzlement charge. 왍 to take charge of something to start to deal with something or
to become responsible for something 쑗
When the manager was ill, her deputy
took charge of the department. 왍 to be
in charge of something to be the manager or to deal with something 쑗 She is
in charge of all our personnel documentation. 쐽 verb 1. to ask someone to pay
for services later 2. to ask for money to
be paid 쑗 to charge £5 for delivery 쑗
How much does he charge? 왍 he
charges £16 an hour he asks to be paid
£16 for an hour’s work 3. to pay for
something by putting it on a charge account 쑗 Can you charge the meal to my
room? 쑗 I want to charge these purchases to the company account. 쑗 They
were charged with murder. 4. (in a
court) to accuse someone formally of

chargehand
having committed a crime 쑗 He was
charged with embezzling his clients’
money. 쑗 Reps charge their hotel expenses to the company’s account.

chargehand /tʃɑd"hnd/ noun a

senior operator in a group of workers
under a foreman who has responsibility
for seeing that day-to-day problems are
solved
chart /tʃɑt/ noun a diagram displaying information as a series of lines,
blocks, etc.
chartered accountant / tʃɑtəd əkaυntənt/ noun an accountant who has
passed the professional examinations
and is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants. Abbr CA
cheap /tʃip/ adjective, adverb not
costing a lot of money or not expensive
cheap labour /tʃip lebə/ noun
workers who do not earn much money
cheaply /tʃipli/ adverb without paying much money 쑗 The salesman was
living cheaply at home and claiming an
enormous hotel bill on expenses.
cheapness /tʃipnəs/ noun the fact
of being cheap 쑗 The cheapness of the
pound means that many more tourists
will come to London.
check /tʃek/ noun 1. a sudden stop 왍
to put a check on imports to stop some
imports coming into a country 2. investigation or examination 쑗 a routine
check of the fire equipment 쑗 The auditors carried out checks on the petty cash
book. 쐽 verb 1. to stop or to delay 쑗 to
check the entry of contraband into the
country 쑗 to check the flow of money
out of a country 2. to examine or to investigate 쑗 to check that an invoice is
correct 쑗 to check and sign for goods 왍
she checked the computer printout
against the invoices she examined the
printout and the invoices to see if the
figures were the same
checking /tʃekŋ/ noun an examination or investigation 쑗 The inspectors
found some defects during their checking of the building.
checklist /tʃeklst/ noun a list of
points which have to be checked before
something can be regarded as finished,
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chilling effect
or as part of a procedure for evaluating
something
checkoff /tʃekɒf/ noun US a system
where union dues are automatically deducted by the employer from a worker’s
paycheck 쑗 Checkoffs are seen by most
employees as worthwhile as long as
their interests are well represented by
the union. 쑗 After checkoffs and tax deductions the workers’ pay had been reduced by one third.
check time /tʃek tam/ noun the
time recorded between the start of a
work study and the start of the first element observed, plus the time recorded
between the last element observed and
the end of the study
checkup /tʃek$p/ noun a medical
examination 쑗 All staff have to have
regular checkups.
cherry-picking /tʃeri pkŋ/ noun
the practice of choosing only the best or
most valuable items from among a
group
chief /tʃif/ adjective most important
쑗 He is the chief accountant of an industrial group. 쑗 She is the chief buyer
for a department store.
chief clerk /tʃif klɑk/ noun the
most important clerk
chief executive /tʃif  zekjυtv/,
chief executive officer (CEO) /tʃif
 zekjυtv ɒfsə/ noun US the most
important director in charge of a
company
childcare provision /tʃaldkeə
prə v"(ə)n/ noun a human relations
policy designed to help employees with
the cost of paying somebody to care for
their children during working hours
(NOTE: Childcare provision is intended
to enable people who have children to
look after to return to work. Equal opportunities laws stipulate that it must
be available to both male and female
employees.)
chilling effect /tʃlŋ  fekt/ noun a

negative effect on employees of regulations or practices that limit their freedom and opportunities 쑗 the chilling
effect of punctuality checks 쑗 Too many
restrictions have a chilling effect which
is counterproductive.

Chinese walls
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Chinese walls / tʃaniz wɔlz/

plural noun imaginary barriers between
departments in the same organisation,
set up to avoid insider dealing or conflict of interest (as when a merchant
bank is advising on a planned takeover
bid, its investment department should
not know that the bid is taking place, or
they would advise their clients to invest
in the company being taken over)
choice /tʃɔs/ noun 1. a thing which is
chosen 쑗 You must give the customer
time to make their choice. 2. a range of
items to choose from 쑗 We have only a
limited choice of suppliers. 왍 the shop
carries a good choice of paper the
shop carries many types of paper to
choose from 쐽 adjective (of food ) specially selected 쑗 choice meat 쑗 choice
wines 쑗 choice foodstuffs
choose /tʃuz/ verb to decide to do a
particular thing or to buy a particular
item (as opposed to something else) 쑗
There were several good candidates to
choose from. 쑗 They chose the only
woman applicant as sales director. 쑗
You must give the customers plenty of
time to choose. (NOTE: choosing –
chose – has chosen)
Christmas /krsməs/ noun a Christian holiday celebrated on 25th December 쑗 The office closes for ten days at
Christmas. 쑗 We have allocated £50 for
organising the office Christmas party.
Christmas
bonus
/ krsməs
bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment made
to staff at Christmas
chronic illness / krɒnk lnəs/
noun an illness or condition which lasts
for a long time
chronic shortage / krɒnk ʃɔtd"/
noun a shortage which continues for a
period of time 쑗 a chronic shortage of
skilled staff
.

chronological

/ krɒnəlɒd"k(ə)l

order

ɔdə/ noun the
arrangement of records such as files and
invoices in order of their dates
circadian rhythm /s kediən
rðəmz/ plural noun 1. the rhythms of
daily activities and bodily processes
such as eating, defecating or sleeping
which are frequently controlled by hormones and which repeat every

claim
twenty-four hours 2. biorhythms, recurring cycles of different lengths which
some people believe affect a person’s
behaviour, sensitivity and intelligence
circular /skjυlə/ adjective sent to
many people 쐽 noun a leaflet or letter
sent to many people 쑗 They sent out a
circular offering a 10% discount. 쑗 Senior management sent out a circular to
all the employees explaining the
changes in the payment scheme.
circularise /skjυləraz/, circularize verb to send a circular to 쑗 The committee has agreed to circularise the
members of the society. 쑗 They circularised all their customers with a new list
of prices. 쑗 The committee has agreed
to circularise the members.
circulate /skjυlet/ verb to send information to 쑗 They circulated information about job vacancies to all colleges
in the area.
circulation / skjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the act of sending information 쑗
The company is trying to improve the
circulation of information between departments. 2. movement 3. the number
of readers of a newspaper or magazine.
It is audited and is not the same as
‘readership’.
Ciro method noun a method of assessing the value of a training
programme under the four headings of
context, input, reaction and outcome
civil /sv(ə)l/ adjective referring to ordinary people
civil rights / sv(ə)l rats/ plural
noun the rights and privileges of each
individual according to the law
civil servant / sv(ə)l svənt/ noun
a person who works in the civil service
civil service / sv(ə)l svs/ noun
the organisation and personnel which
administer a country 쑗 You have to pass
an examination to get a job in the civil
service or to get a civil service job.
claim /klem/ noun 1. an act of asking
for money 왍 the union put in a 6%
wage claim the union asked for a 6% increase in wages for its members 2. 왍 to
file or lodge a claim against someone
to make an official claim against someone 쐽 verb 1. to ask for money 쑗 She

claimant
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claimed for repairs to the car against
her insurance policy. 2. to say that
something is your property 쑗 No one
claimed the umbrella found in my office.
3. to state that something is a fact 쑗 She
claims that the shares are her property.

/ klsfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun arrangement into classes or categories according to specific characteristics 쑗 the classification of employees by
ages or skills 쑗 Jobs in this organisation fall into several classifications.

claimant /klemənt/ noun a person
who claims a state benefit such as unemployment benefit
claim back / klem bk/ verb to ask
for money to be paid back
claimer /klemə/ noun same as

classified

claimant

claiming /klemŋ/ noun the act of
making a claim
claims department /klemz dpɑtmənt/ noun a department of an insurance company which deals with
claims
claims
manager
/klemz
mnd"ə/ noun the manager of a
claims department
class /klɑs/ noun 1. a category or
group into which things are classified 2.
a group of students
Class 1 NI contributions /klɑs
w$n en a kɒntr bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun National Insurance contributions
paid by an employee
Class 2 NI contributions /klɑs
tu en a kɒntr bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun National Insurance contributions
paid by a self-employed person at a flat
rate
Class 3 NI contributions /klɑs
θri en a kɒntr bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun voluntary National Insurance contributions paid by someone who is not
earning enough to pay Class 1 contributions and is not self-employed
Class 4 NI contributions /klɑs
fɔr en a kɒntr bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun National Insurance contributions
paid by a self-employed person whose
earnings are higher than for Class 2 contributions (Class 4 contributions are a
percentage of profits, not a flat fee)
class action /klɑs kʃən/, class
suit /klɑs sut/ noun US a legal action brought on behalf of a group of
people

classification

advertisements

/ klsfad ədvtsmənts/, classified ads / klsfad dz/ plural noun

advertisements listed in a newspaper under special headings such as ‘property
for sale’ or ‘jobs wanted’ 쑗 Look in the
small ads to see if anyone has a filing
cabinet for sale.
classify /klsfa/ verb to put into
classes or categories according to specific characteristics (NOTE: classifies –

classifying – classified)
clause /klɔz/ noun a section of a con-

tract 쑗 There are ten clauses in the contract of employment. 쑗 There is a clause
in this contract concerning the employer’s right to dismiss an employee.
clear /klə/ adjective (of a period of
time) free, total 왍 three clear days three
whole working days 쑗 Allow three clear
days for the cheque to be paid into your
account. 쐽 verb 왍 to clear one’s desk
to remove personal belongings from
one’s desk when leaving a job 쑗 He was
given five minutes to clear his desk.
clerical /klerk(ə)l/ adjective (of
work) done in an office or done by a
clerk
clerical work /klerk(ə)l wk/
noun work done in an office
clerical worker /klerk(ə)l wkə/
noun a person who works in an office

clerical
work
improvement
programme / klerk(ə)l wk m-

pruvmənt prəυ rm/ noun a
programme based on data obtained by
clerical work measurement that aims to
improve the productivity and efficiency
of staff engaged in administrative and
clerical work

clerical

work

measurement

/klerk(ə)l wk me"əmənt/ noun a

form of work measurement that focuses
on the administrative and clerical tasks
such as filing and keyboarding done by
employees in order to set standard times
for these activities

clerk
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/klɑk/ noun a person who
works in an office 쐽 verb US to
work as a clerk
clerkess /klɑkes/ noun (in Scotland ) a woman clerk
clicks-and-mortar
/ klks
ən
mɔtə/ adjective conducting business
both through e-commerce and also in
the traditional way in buildings such as
shops and warehouses (NOTE: Compare

clerk

.

this term with bricks-and-mortar.)
‘…there may be a silver lining for
‘clicks-and-mortar’ stores that have both an
online and a high street presence. Many of these
are accepting returns of goods purchased online
at their traditional stores. This is a service that
may make them more popular as consumers
become more experienced online shoppers’
[Financial Times]

clipboard /klpbɔd/ noun a stiff
board with a clip at the top so that a
piece of paper can be clipped to the
board to allow you to write on it easily
CLM noun an action that could
endanger your career prospects, e.g.
criticising your boss publicly. Full form
career-limiting nerve

clock /klɒk/ noun a machine which
shows the time 쑗 The office clock is fast.
쑗 All computers have built-in clocks. 쑗
The micro has a built-in clock.
clock card /klɒk kɑd/ noun a special card which a worker puts into the
time clock when clocking on or off
clock in / klɒk n/, clock on / klɒk
ɒn/ verb (of a worker ) to record the
time of arriving for work by putting a
card into a special timing machine 쑗 If
workers do not clock in on arrival at the
factory, they may be sent a written
warning.
clocking in / klɒkŋ n/, clocking
on / klɒkŋ ɒn/ noun the act of arriving for work and recording the time on a
time-card
clocking out / klɒkŋ aυt/, clocking off / klɒkŋ ɒf/ noun the act of
leaving work and recording the time on
a time-card
clock out / klɒk aυt/, clock off
/ klɒk ɒf/ verb (of a worker ) to record
the time of leaving work by putting a
card into a special timing machine
.

.

closed system

close /kləυs/ noun the end of a day’s

trading on the Stock Exchange 쑗 At the
close of the day’s trading the shares had
fallen 20%. 쐽 adjective 왍 close to very
near, almost 쑗 The company was close
to bankruptcy. 쑗 We are close to meeting our sales targets. 쐽 verb 1. 왍 to
close the accounts to come to the end of
an accounting period and make up the
profit and loss account 2. to bring to an
end 3. to stop doing business for the day
쑗 The office closes at 5.30. 쑗 We close
early on Saturdays. 4. 왍 the shares
closed at $15 at the end of the day’s
trading the price of the shares was $15
close company / kləυs k$mp(ə)ni/
noun a privately owned company controlled by a few shareholders (in the
UK, less than five) where the public
may own a small number of the shares
(NOTE: the American equivalent is
close
corporation
or
closed
corporation)
closed /kləυzd/ adjective 1. not open

for business, or not doing business 쑗
The office is closed on Mondays. 쑗
These warehouses are usually closed to
the public. 쑗 All the banks are closed on
Christmas Day. 2. restricted
closed
interview
/ kləυzd
ntəvju/ noun an interview where the
interviewer asks only fixed questions
with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers
close down / kləυz daυn/ verb to
shut a shop, factory or service for a long
period or for ever 쑗 The company is
closing down its London office. 쑗 The
accident closed down the station for a
period.
‘…the best thing would be to have a few more
plants close down and bring supply more in line
with current demand’ [Fortune]

closed shop /kləυzd ʃɒp/ noun a

system where a company agrees to employ only union members for specific
jobs 쑗 The union is asking the management to agree to a closed shop.
COMMENT: Closed shops are illegal in

many countries.

closed system /kləυzd sstəm/

noun a work system which is inflexible
and does not allow the employees much
freedom to work in their own way
(NOTE: the opposite is open system)

closing

closing /kləυzŋ/ adjective 1. final or
coming at the end 2. at the end of an accounting period 쑗 At the end of the
quarter the bookkeeper has to calculate
the closing balance. 쐽 noun the shutting
of a shop or being shut
closing date /kləυzŋ det/ noun
the last date 쑗 The closing date for tenders to be received is May 1st.
closing session /kləυzŋ seʃ(ə)n/
noun the last part of a meeting or
conference
closing time /kləυzŋ tam/ noun
the time when a shop or office stops
work
closure /kləυ"ə/ noun the act of
closing
clothing /kləυðŋ/ noun the clothes
which a person wears 쑗 The company
provides special clothing for its
employees.
clothing allowance /kləυðŋ əlaυəns/ noun an addition to normal salary to cover the cost of buying special
clothing to wear when on duty
club /kl$b/ noun a group of people
who have the same interest, or the place
where these people meet 쑗 If you want
the managing director, you can phone
him at his club. 쑗 She has applied to
join the sports club. 왍 club membership all the members of a club 왍 club
subscription money paid to belong to a
club 쐽 verb 왍 to club together to give
money each for a special purpose 쑗
They clubbed together to buy the manager a wedding present.
co- /kəυ/ prefix working or acting
together
coaching
/kəυtʃŋ/
noun
a
face-to-face instruction where a subordinate is shown how to change their behaviour 쑗 The HR manager found
coaching useful in dealing with employers needing a more tactful approach
when attempting to change their attitude. 쑗 In our company coaching has
made management more aware of workers’ attitudes.
code /kəυd/ noun 1. a system of signs,
numbers or letters which mean something 2. a set of rules
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cold

of conduct / kəυd əv
kɒnd$kt/ noun the guideline showing
how someone (such as shop assistants or
railway station staff) should behave towards customers
code of ethics / kəυd əv eθks/
noun a code of working which shows
how a professional group should work,
and in particular what type of relationship they should have with their clients
code of practice / kəυd əv
prkts/ noun rules drawn up by an association which the members must follow when doing business
co-determination / kəυ dtmneʃ(ə)n/ noun (in Germany and some
other countries) a system where a certain percentage of representatives of the
workers must be part of the supervisory
board of a company
coding /kəυdŋ/ noun the act of putting a code on something 쑗 the coding of
invoices
co-director /kəυ da rektə/ noun a
person who is a director of the same
company as you
coercion /kəυʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of forcing someone to do something
coffee break /kɒfi brek/ noun a
rest time during work when the employees can drink coffee or tea
cognition /kɒ nʃ(ə)n/ noun thinking processes
cognitive /kɒ ntv/ adjective relating to thinking processes
cohort /kəυhɔt/ noun a group of
people who do the same thing at the
same time (such as a group of managers
who joined a company as trainees
together)
cohort study /kəυhɔt st$di/ noun
a study in which a group of individuals
who have something in common with
each other, e.g. children with the same
birth date, are observed over several
years
cold /kəυld/ adjective 1. not hot 쑗 The
machines work badly in cold weather. 쑗
The office was so cold that the staff
started complaining. 쑗 The coffee machine also sells cold drinks. 2. without
being prepared
code

cold storage training
‘…the board is considering the introduction of a
set of common provisions on unsolicited calls to
investors. The board is aiming to permit the cold
calling of customer agreements for the provision
of services relating to listed securities. Cold
calling would be allowed when the investor is
not a private investor’ [Accountancy]

storage training /kəυld
stɔrd" trenŋ/ noun the training of
employees for jobs that will be created
in the future 쑗 Cold storage training
was set up in the company based on
forecasts of future increases in productivity. 쑗 Start your cold storage training
in good time so that you have the skilled
manpower available when you need it.
collaborate /kəlbəret/ verb to
work together 쑗 We collaborated with a
French firm on a building project. 쑗
They collaborated on the new aircraft.
cold

(NOTE: you collaborate with someone
on something)
collaboration
/kə lbəreʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of working together 쑗

Their collaboration on the project was
very profitable.
collaborative
working
/kəlb(ə)rətv wkŋ/ noun a method
of working in which people at different
locations or from different organisations work together, usually using
videoconferencing, email, networks and
other electronic communications tools
collaborator /kəlbəretə/ noun a
person who works together with someone on a project
collapse /kəlps/ noun 1. a sudden
fall in price 쑗 the collapse of the market
in silver 쑗 The collapse of the dollar on
the foreign exchange markets. 2. a sudden failure 쑗 the collapse of the pay negotiations 쑗 Investors lost thousands of
pounds in the collapse of the company.
쐽 verb 1. to fall suddenly 쑗 The market
in silver collapsed. 쑗 The yen collapsed
on the foreign exchange markets. 2. to
fail suddenly 쑗 The company collapsed
with £250,000 in debts. 쑗 Talks between
management and unions collapsed last
night.
collar /kɒlə/ noun a part of a coat or
shirt which goes round the neck
colleague /kɒli / noun 1. a person
who does the same type of work as another 쑗 His colleagues gave him a pres-
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collective ownership
ent when he got married. 쑗 I know Jane
Gray – she was a colleague of mine at
my last job. 쑗 She was unpopular with
her colleagues in the machine room. 2. a
person who works in the same organisation as another

collect /kəlekt/ verb 1. to make
someone pay money which is owed 왍 to

collect a debt to go and make someone
pay a debt 2. to take things away from a
place 쑗 We have to collect the stock
from the warehouse. 쐽 adverb, adjective referring to a phone call which the
person receiving the call agrees to pay
for
collecting
agency
/kəlektŋ
ed"əns/ noun an agency which collects money owed to other companies
for a commission
collection /kəlekʃən/ noun 1. the act
of getting money together, or of making
someone pay money which is owed 쑗
tax collection or collection of tax 왍 bills
for collection bills where payment is
due 2. the fetching of goods 쑗 The stock
is in the warehouse awaiting collection.
왍 to hand something in for collection
to leave something for someone to come
and collect 3. the act of taking letters
from a letter box or mail room to the
post office for dispatch 쑗 There are four
collections a day from the letter box at
the corner of the street.
collections /kəlekʃənz/ plural noun
money which has been collected
collective /kəlektv/ adjective referring to a group of people together
collective agreement /kə lektv ə rimənt/ noun an agreement on
salaries, working conditions, etc., negotiated through collective bargaining
collective bargaining /kə lektv
bɑ ənŋ/ noun negotiations between
employers and workers’ representatives
over wage increases and conditions 쑗
The sudden wave of strikes shows that
collective bargaining is not working. 쑗
The government has put through legislation to make collective bargaining
easier.
collective ownership /kə lektv
əυnəʃp/ noun ownership of a business
by the employees who work in it

collective relations

collective relations /kə lektv r-

leʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun relations
between employers associations and
trade unions
collective wage agreement /kəlektv wed" ə rimənt/ noun an
agreement signed between management
and the trade union about wages
collectivism /kəlektvz(ə)m/ noun
the belief that society flourishes if the
individual gives up some rights to the
group of which they are a member, in
return for support and protection from
the group (NOTE: the opposite is
individualism)
college /kɒld"/ noun a place where

people can study after they have left
school
command /kəmɑnd/ noun 왍 she
has a good command of German she
speaks and writes German well
commercial college /kəmʃ(ə)l
kɒld"/ noun a college which teaches
business studies
commercial law /kə mʃ(ə)l lɔ/
noun the laws regarding business
commercial lawyer /kə mʃ(ə)l
lɔjə/ noun a person who specialises in
company law or who advises companies
on legal problems
commission /kəmʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
money paid to a salesperson or agent,
usually a percentage of the sales made 쑗
She gets 10% commission on everything
she sells. 쑗 He is paid on a commission
basis. 왍 he charges 10% commission
he asks for 10% of sales as his payment
2. a group of people officially appointed
to examine some problem 쑗 He is the
chairman of the government commission on export subsidies.
commission agent /kəmʃ(ə)n
ed"ənt/ noun an agent who is paid a
percentage of sales
commissioner /kəmʃ(ə)nə/ noun
an ombudsman

Commission for Racial Equality

/kə mʃ(ə)n fə reʃ(ə)l kwɒlti/
noun a statutory body set up to monitor

racial matters in companies, and to issue
guidelines on best practice. Abbr CRE
commission of inquiry /kəmʃ(ə)n əv nkwaəri/ noun a group
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common law
of people appointed to investigate something officially 쑗 The government has
appointed a commission of inquiry to
look into the problems of small
exporters.
commission sale /kəmʃ(ə)n sel/
noun a sale where the salesperson is
paid a commission
commit /kəmt/ verb 1. to carry out a
crime 쑗 She was accused of committing
several thefts from the storeroom. 2. to
agree to do something (NOTE: committing- committed) 왍 to commit funds
to a project to agree to spend money on
a project 왍 to commit yourself to state
publicly that you will do something 쑗
The MD refused to commit herself on
the question of redundancies.
commitment /kəmtmənt/ noun 1.
something which you have agreed to do
쑗 to make a commitment or to enter into
a commitment to do something 쑗 The
company has a commitment to provide a
cheap service. 2. money which you have
agreed to spend
commitments /kəmtmənts/ plural
noun things which you have agreed to
do, especially money which you have
agreed to spend 왍 to meet your commitments to pay money which you had
agreed to pay
committee /kəmti/ noun an official
group of people who organise or plan
for a larger group 쑗 to be a member of a
committee or to sit on a committee 쑗 He
was elected to the committee of the staff
club. 쑗 The new plans have to be approved by the committee members. 쑗 He
is the secretary of the finance committee. 왍 to chair a committee to be the
chairman of a committee
common /kɒmən/ adjective 1. which
happens frequently 쑗 Unrealistic salary
expectations in younger staff was a
common problem they had to deal with.
쑗 Being caught by the customs is very
common these days. 2. belonging to several different people or to everyone
common carrier / kɒmən kriə/
noun a firm which carries goods or passengers, and which anyone can use
common law / kɒmən lɔ/ noun 1. a
law as laid down in decisions of courts,
rather than by statute 2. a general sys-

common ownership
tem of laws which formerly were the
only laws existing in England, and
which in some cases have been superseded by statute (NOTE: you say at
common law when referring to something happening according to the principles of common law)
common ownership / kɒmən
əυnəʃp/ noun a situation where a

business is owned by the employees
who work in it
communicate /kəmjunket/ verb
to exchange views or information with
someone 쑗 We need to find better ways
of communicating with staff 쑗 In her
presentation she communicated her
knowledge of details and her enthusiasm for the project well.
communication
/kə mjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the passing on of
views or information 쑗 A house journal
was started to improve communication
between management and staff. 쑗 Customers complained about the lack of
communication about the unexpected
delay. 왍 to enter into communication
with someone to start discussing something with someone, usually in writing
쑗 We have entered into communication
with the relevant government department. 2. an official message 쑗 We have
had a communication from the local tax
inspector.
communications
/kə mjunkeʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the fact of being
able to contact people or to pass messages 쑗 After the flood all communications with the outside world were
broken. 왍 a breakdown of communications a time when people do not communicate with each other 쑗 There has
been a breakdown of communications
between management and shopfloor
workers.
communicative /kəmjunkətv/
adjective referring to a person who can
communicate easily with others
‘…that kind of approach will require a new style
of communication, both upwards and
downwards, throughout the organisation it has a
forward-looking
and
communicative
management team’ [Personnel Management]

/ kɒmjυteʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of exchanging something
for money in another form

commutation
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company

commutation of pension rights
/ kɒmjυteʃ(ə)n əv penʃən rats/
noun the act of taking a lump sum in-

stead of a pension
commute /kəmjut/ verb 1. to travel
to work from home each day 쑗 He commutes from the country to his office in
the centre of town. 쑗 She spends two
hours a day commuting to and from
work. 쑗 We have bought a house within
commuting distance of London. 2. to exchange one form of payment for another
쑗 I decided to commute part of my pension rights into a lump sum payment.
‘Commuting is never business use. A trip to
work is personal and not deductible. And
making a business phone call or holding a
business meeting in your car while you drive
will not change that fact’ [Nation’s Business]

commuter /kəmjutə/ noun a person
who commutes to work

commuter belt /kəmjutə belt/

noun an area of country where the commuters live round a town
commuter train /kəmjutə tren/
noun a train which commuters take in
the morning and evening
Companies Act /k$mp(ə)niz kt/
noun an Act of Parliament which regulates the workings of companies, stating
the legal limits within which companies
may do their business

Companies Registration Office

/ k$mp(ə)niz red"streʃ(ə)n ɒfs/
noun an office of the Registrar of Com-

panies, the official organisation where
the records of companies must be deposited, so that they can be inspected by
the public. Abbr CRO (NOTE: also
called Companies’ House)

company /k$mp(ə)ni/ noun 1. a

business, a group of people organised to
buy, sell or provide a service 2. 왍 to put
a company into liquidation to close a
company by selling its assets for cash
COMMENT: A company can be incorpo-

rated (with memorandum and articles of
association) as a private limited company,
and adds the initials ‘Ltd’ after its name, or
as a public limited company, when its
name must end in ‘Plc’. Unincorporated
companies are partnerships such as firms
of solicitors, architects, accountants, etc.,
and they add the initials ‘Co.’ after their
name.

company car
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company car / k$mp(ə)ni kɑ/

noun a car which belongs to a company
and is lent to an employee to use for
business or other purposes
company director / k$mp(ə)ni darektə/ noun a person appointed by the
shareholders to help run a company
company
doctor / k$mp(ə)ni
dɒktə/ noun 1. a doctor who works for
a company and looks after sick workers
쑗 The staff are all sent to see the company doctor once a year. 2. a specialist
businessperson who rescues businesses
which are in difficulties
company executive / k$mp(ə)ni
 zekjυtv/ noun a person in a business who takes decisions or top or senior manager or director
company handbook / k$mp(ə)ni
hndbυk/ noun a booklet containing
information about the company’s structure, employees’ rights, grievance procedure, etc.
company law / k$mp(ə)ni lɔ/ noun
laws which refer to the way companies
work
company
lawyer / k$mp(ə)ni
lɔjə/ noun a person who specialises in
company law or who advises companies
on legal problems
company loyalty / k$mp(ə)ni
lɔəlti/ noun the dedication of staff to
the company and its objectives
company newspaper / k$mp(ə)ni
njuspepə/ noun a regular news bulletin, published by a company, to keep the
workforce informed about recent developments within the company

company

/ k$mp(ə)ni

same

pension

scheme

penʃən skim/ noun

as occupational pension
scheme 쑗 He decided to join the com-

pany’s pension scheme.

company secretary / k$mp(ə)ni

sekrt(ə)ri/ noun a person who is responsible for a company’s legal and financial affairs
company town /k$mp(ə)ni taυn/
noun a town in which most of the property and shops are owned by a large
company which employs most of the
population

compatibility

union
/ k$mp(ə)ni
junjən/ noun an association of employees in a single business company
company-wide /k$mp(ə)ni wad/
adjective affecting all the employees
in a company 쑗 We are introducing a
company-wide bonus system.
comparability / kɒmp(ə)rəblti/
noun the fact of being able to be
compared
comparability claim / kɒmp(ə)rəblti klem/ noun a claim by employees to bring their wages and fringe benefits into line with those in other
industries
comparable /kɒmp(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be compared 쑗 The
two sets of figures are not comparable.
왍 which is the nearest company comparable to this one in size? which company is of a similar size and can be
compared with this one?
company

comparable

/ kɒmp(ə)rəb(ə)l

worth

wθ/ noun the
principle of paying the same rate for
jobs which are worth the same 쑗
Comparable worth is difficult to apply
to jobs of very diverse character. 쑗 The
salary scale is drawn up on the principle of comparable worth.
compare /kəmpeə/ verb to look at
several things to see how they differ 쑗
The finance director compared the figures for the first and second quarters.
compare with /kəmpeə wð/ verb
to put two things together to see how
they differ 쑗 How do the sales this year
compare with last year’s? 쑗 Compared
with the previous month, last month was
terrific.
comparison /kəmprs(ə)n/ noun
the act of comparing one thing with another 쑗 Sales are down in comparison
with last year. 왍 there is no comparison between overseas and home sales
overseas and home sales are so different
they cannot be compared
compassionate
leave
/kəmpʃ(ə)nət liv/ noun time off work
granted to an employee to deal with personal or family problems
compatibility
/kəm ptblti/
noun the ability of people to work to-

compatible
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gether 쑗 the compatibility of employees
sharing an office
compatible /kəmptb(ə)l/ adjective which can exist or function together
쑗 It soon became clear that the new
member of staff was not compatible with
his colleagues. 쑗 Are the objectives of
senior management and the interests of
the employees compatible?
compensate /kɒmpənset/ verb to
give someone money to make up for a
loss or injury 쑗 In this case we will compensate a manager for loss of commission. 쑗 The company will compensate
the employee for the burns suffered in
the accident. (NOTE: you compensate
someone for something)
compensation / kɒmpənseʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. 왍 compensation for damage

payment for damage done 왍 compensation for loss of office payment to a director who is asked to leave a company
before their contract ends 왍 compensation for loss of earnings payment to
someone who has stopped earning
money or who is not able to earn money
2. US a salary
‘…compensation can also be via the magistrates
courts
for
relatively
minor
injuries’
[Personnel Management]

compensation

/ kɒmpənseʃ(ə)n

package

pkd"/ noun a
salary, pension and other benefits offered with a job
‘…golden parachutes are liberal compensation
packages given to executives leaving a
company’ [Publishers Weekly]

competitive edge
each company is trying to win a larger
part of the market or to win the contract

competence /kɒmpt(ə)ns/ noun

the ability to do the tasks required in a
job 쑗 The training sessions are intended
to increase staff competence.

competence

framework

/kɒmpt(ə)ns fremwk/ noun the

set of duties or tasks performed as part
of a job with the standards which should
be achieved in these duties
competency /kɒmpt(ə)nsi/ noun
same as competence

competency

statement

/kɒmpt(ə)nsi stetmənt/ noun a list

of qualities which an employee needs to
do their work
competent /kɒmpt(ə)nt/ adjective
able to do the tasks required in a job
competing /kəmpitŋ/ adjective
which competes 왍 competing firms
firms which compete with each other 왍
competing products products from different companies which have the same
use and are sold in the same markets at
similar prices
competition / kɒmpətʃ(ə)n/ noun
the action of companies or individuals
who are trying to do better than others,
to win a larger share of the market, to
control the use of resources, etc.
‘…profit margins in the industries most exposed
to foreign competition are worse than usual’
[Sunday Times]

for

‘…competition is steadily increasing and could
affect profit margins as the company tries to
retain its market share’ [Citizen (Ottawa)]

compensatory award /kɒmpən-

competitive /kəmpettv/ adjective
which competes fairly 왍 competitive

compensatory / kɒmpənset(ə)ri/

adjective which
something

compensates

set(ə)ri ə wɔd/ noun an award by an
industrial tribunal based on what the tribunal considers is just compensation for
the employee’s loss of pension rights,
etc., when dismissed
compete /kəmpit/ verb 왍 to compete with someone, with a company to
try to do better than another person or
another company 쑗 We have to compete
with cheap imports from the Far East. 쑗
They were competing unsuccessfully
with local companies on their home territory. 왍 two companies are competing
for a market share or for a contract

price a low price aimed to compete with
a rival product 왍 competitive product a
product made to compete with existing
products
‘…the company blamed fiercely competitive
market conditions in Europe for a £14m
operating loss last year’ [Financial Times]

edge /kəm pettv
ed"/,
competitive
advantage
/kəm pettv ədvɑntd"/ noun an
advantage that one company or product
has over its rivals in the market 쑗 Any
competitive edge we have in this market
is due to our good after-sales service. 쑗
competitive

competitive exam
Why does this product have the competitive edge over its rivals?

competitive exam /kəm pettv  -

zm/ noun an examination (such as for
entry to the civil service) where only the
best candidates are offered jobs
competitively /kəmpettvli/ adverb 왍 competitively priced sold at a
low price which competes with the price
of similar products from other
companies
competitiveness /kəmpettvnəs/
noun the fact of being competitive
‘…farmers are increasingly worried by the
growing lack of competitiveness for their
products on world markets’ [Australian
Financial Review]

competitive pricing /kəm pettv

prasŋ/ noun the practice of putting
low prices on goods so as to compete
with other products
competitive tender /kəm pettv
tendə/ noun a form of tender where
different organisations are asked to tender for a contract, especially for government or local government work
competitor /kəmpettə/ noun a person or company that competes 쑗 Two
German firms are our main competitors.
‘…sterling labour costs continue to rise between
3% and 5% a year faster than in most of our
competitor countries’ [Sunday Times]

complain /kəmplen/ verb to say that

something is no good or does not work
properly 쑗 The office is so cold the staff
have started complaining. 쑗 She complained about the service. 쑗 They are
complaining that our prices are too
high. 쑗 If you want to complain, write to
the manager.
complaint /kəmplent/ noun a statement that you feel something is wrong 쑗
complaints from the workforce about
conditions in the factory 쑗 She sent her
letter of complaint to the managing director. 왍 to make or to lodge a complaint against someone to write and
send an official complaint to someone’s
superior 왍 to uphold a complaint to
agree that a complaint is well founded
complaints management /kəmplents mnd"mənt/ noun the management of complaints from customers
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procedure /kəmplents prə sid"ə/ noun a way of presenting complaints formally from a
trade union to a management 쑗 The
trade union has followed the correct
complaints procedure.
complete
/kəmplit/
adjective
whole, with nothing missing 쑗 The
order is complete and ready for sending.
쑗 The shipment will be delivered only if
it is complete. 쐽 verb to finish 쑗 The
factory completed the order in two
weeks. 쑗 How long will it take you to
complete the job? 쑗 He has completed
his probationary period.
completion /kəmpliʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of finishing something
completion date /kəmpliʃ(ə)n
det/ noun a date when something will
be finished
compliance /kəmplaəns/ noun
agreement to do what is ordered 왍 in
compliance with doing what has been
ordered 쑗 in compliance with EU directives on workers’ pension rights 왍 compliance with company rules obeying
the rules set out by the company for
good behaviour of employees
comply /kəmpla/ verb to agree to do
what is ordered (NOTE: complies – comcomplaints

plying – complied)
/ kɒmprhensv/
adjective which includes everything

comprehensive
compressed

(working)

time

/ kɒmprest wkŋ tam/ noun a

normal number of hours of work spread
over fewer days (such as four 10-hour
days instead of five 8-hour days) 쑗
Compressed time is popular because it
enables more people to enjoy long
weekend breaks. 쑗 Compressed time
will become more common when flexible work hours are accepted by more
organisations.
compromise /kɒmprəmaz/ noun
an agreement between two sides, where
each side gives way a little 쑗 Management offered £5 an hour, the union
asked for £9, and a compromise of
£7.50 was reached. 쐽 verb to reach an
agreement by giving way a little 쑗 He
asked £15 for it, I offered £7 and we
compromised on £10.

compulsory
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compulsory /kəmp$lsəri/ adjective

ters and words used to instruct a
computer

liquidation /kəmp$lsəri lkwdeʃ(ə)n/ noun liquidation which is ordered by a court
compulsory redundancy /kəmp$lsəri rd$ndənsi/ noun a situation
where an employee is made redundant
by the company
computer /kəmpjutə/ noun an electronic machine which calculates or
stores information and processes it
automatically
computer-based training /kəmpjutə best trenŋ/ noun training
that is carried out on computer, using
programs that are usually interactive so
that the trainees can select from multiple-choice options or key in their own
answers
computer bureau /kəmpjutə
bjυərəυ/ noun an office which offers
to do work on its computers for companies which do not own their own
computers
computer department /kəmpjutə d pɑtmənt/ noun a department in a company which manages the
company’s computers
computer error /kəm pjutər erə/
noun a mistake made by a computer
computer file /kəmpjutə fal/
noun a section of information on a computer, e.g. the payroll, list of addresses
or customer accounts
computer fraud /kəmpjutə frɔd/
noun a fraud committed by using computer files (as in a bank)
computerise
/kəmpjutəraz/,
computerize verb to change from
a manual system to one using computers 쑗 We have computerised all
our records. 쑗 Stock control is now
completely computerised. 쑗 We should
computerise the personnel records to
save time.
computerised /kəmpjutərazd/,
computerized adjective worked by
computers 쑗 a computerised invoicing
system 쑗 a computerised filing system
computer language /kəmpjutə
lŋ wd"/ noun a system of signs, let-

listing /kəm pjutə
lstŋ/ noun a printout of a list of items
taken from data stored in a computer
computer-literate
/kəm pjutə
lt(ə)rət/ adjective referring to a person who knows how to use more or less
any type of computer
computer manager /kəmpjutə
mnd"ə/ noun a person in charge of a
computer department

which is forced or ordered

compulsory

computer

computer

operating

system

/kəm pjutər ɒpəretŋ
sstəm/
noun the main program which operates

a computer

programmer /kəmpjutə prəυ rmə/ noun a person
who writes computer programs
computer-readable /kəm pjutə
ridəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be read
and understood by a computer 쑗 computer-readable codes
computer services /kəm pjutə
svsz/ plural noun work using a
computer, done by a computer bureau
computer system /kəmpjutə
sstəm/ noun a set of programs, commands, etc., which run a computer
computer time /kəmpjutə tam/
noun the time when a computer is being
used, paid for at an hourly rate
comrade /kɒmred/ noun a friend or
fellow employee or fellow member of a
union
comradeship /kɒmredʃp/ noun a
feeling of friendship and solidarity with
other employees
concentration / kɒnsəntreʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the degree to which a small
number of businesses control a large
section of the market 쑗 Too much concentration created resentment among
small businesses trying to enter the market. 쑗 Concentration has meant too little
competition and therefore higher prices
to the consumer. 2. a situation in which
members of a specific social group are
overrepresented 쑗 The high percentage
of nursery nurses who are women is an
example of concentration.
computer

concern

concern /kənsn/ noun 1. a business or company 2. the fact of being
worried about a problem 쑗 The management showed no concern at all for the
workers’ safety. 쐽 verb to deal with or
be connected with 쑗 The sales staff are
not concerned with the cleaning of the
store. 쑗 She filled in a questionnaire
concerning computer utilisation. 왍 to
whom it may concern words used at
the heading of a letter of recommendation, etc., addressed to anyone who may
be interested (such as a potential
employer)
concession /kənseʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the right to use someone else’s property
for business purposes 2. an allowance
such as a reduction of tax or price 3. the
act of allowing something to be done,
which is not normally done 쑗 The union
obtained some important concessions
from management during negotiations.
concession bargaining /kənseʃ(ə)n bɑ nŋ/ noun a situation
where a union sees that it cannot negotiate large pay increases for its members,
and so negotiates improvements in areas
such as working conditions instead
conciliation /kən slieʃ(ə)n/ noun
the practice of bringing together the parties in a dispute with an independent
third party, so that the dispute can be
settled through a series of negotiations.
conciliation
officer
/kən slieʃ(ə)n ɒfsə/ noun an official of
ACAS who tries to get the parties in an
industrial dispute to settle their
differences
Conciliation Service /kən slieʃ(ə)n svs/ noun same as Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration
Service
condition /kəndʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.

something which has to be carried
out as part of a contract or which
has to be agreed before a contract becomes valid 왍 on condition that
provided that 쑗 They were granted the
lease on condition that they paid the
legal costs. 2. a general state or the
general way of life in a certain place
쑗 The union has complained of the
bad working conditions in the factory. 쑗
Adverse trading conditions affected our
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profits. 쑗 Working in unhealthy conditions is responsible for various illnesses
after retirement.
conditional /kəndʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
provided that specific conditions are
taken into account 왍 to give a conditional acceptance to accept, provided
that specific things happen or that specific terms apply 왍 offer is conditional
on board’s acceptance the offer is
made provided the board accepts
conditional offer /kən dʃ(ə)nəl
ɒfə/ noun an offer to buy provided that
specific terms apply
conditions of employment /kəndʃ(ə)nz əv mplɔmənt/ plural noun
the terms of a contract of employment
conduct verb /kənd$kt/ to carry on
쑗 to conduct negotiations 쑗 The chairman conducted the negotiations very
negligently. 쑗 She conducted the training session very efficiently. 쐽 noun
/kɒnd$kt/ a way of behaving 쑗 He
was sacked for bad conduct at the staff
Christmas party.

Confederation of British Industry /kɒnfedə reʃ(ə)n əv brtʃ

ndəstri/ noun an organisation which
represents British employers in commerce and industry. Abbr CBI
confer /kənf/ verb to discuss a
problem with another person or within a
group 쑗 The interview board conferred
in the next room before announcing the
names of the successful candidates.
(NOTE: conferring – conferred)
conference /kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a

meeting of people to discuss problems 쑗
Many useful tips can be picked up at a
sales conference. 쑗 The conference of
HR managers included talks on payment
and recruitment policies. 왍 to be in
conference to be in a meeting 2. a meeting of an organisation such as an association, society or union
conference call /kɒnf(ə)rəns kɔl/
noun a telephone call that connects
three or more lines so that people in different places can talk to one another
(NOTE: conference calls reduce the
cost of meetings by making it unnecessary for the participants to spend time
and money on getting together in one
place)

conference delegate
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conference delegate /kɒnf(ə)rəns

del ət/ noun a person who attends a
conference as the representative of a
group
conference method /kɒnf(ə)rəns
meθəd/ noun a method of teaching using discussion or exchange of ideas
amongst students
conference phone /kɒnf(ə)rəns
fəυn/ noun a telephone arranged in such
a way that several people can speak into
it from around a table
confidence /kɒnfd(ə)ns/ noun 1.
the state of feeling sure or being certain
쑗 The sales teams do not have much
confidence in their manager. 쑗 The
board has total confidence in the
managing director. 2. 왍 in confidence
in secret 쑗 I will show you the report in
confidence.
confident /kɒnfd(ə)nt/ adjective
certain or sure 쑗 I am confident the
turnover will increase rapidly. 쑗 Are
you confident the sales team can handle
this product?
confidential / kɒnfdenʃəl/ adjective not to be told or shown to
other people 쑗 The references sent by
the applicant’s last employer were in
an envelope marked ‘Private and
Confidential’. 쑗 Whatever an employee
says in an appraisal interview should
be treated as confidential. 쑗 The
consultants sent a confidential report to
the chairman.

confidential
/ kɒnfdenʃəl

information

nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun
information which has to be kept secret
confidentiality / kɒnfdenʃilti/
noun the fact of being secret 왍 she
broke the confidentiality of the discussions she told someone about the secret discussions

confidentiality

agreement

/ kɒnfdenʃilti ə rimənt/ noun

an agreement in which an organisation that has important information
about the plans and activities of another
organisation promises not to pass that
information on to outsiders (NOTE: confidentiality agreements are often used
when someone is planning to buy a
company and is given access to confi-

conformance
dential information and in partnerships
and benchmarking programmes.)

confidential report / kɒnfdenʃəl

rpɔt/ noun a secret document which
must not be shown to other people
confirm /kənfm/ verb to say that
something is certain 쑗 to confirm a hotel reservation or a ticket or an agreement or a booking 왍 to confirm
someone in a job to say that someone is
now permanently in the job
confirmation
/ kɒnfəmeʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the act of making certain 2. a
document which confirms something
conflict /kɒnflkt/ noun antagonism
between people, e.g. between management and workers 쑗 There was conflict
between the two groups of workers.
conflict management /kɒnflkt
mnd"mənt/ noun a system of work
that involves identifying possible
sources of conflict within an organisation and dealing with and settling conflicts when they occur
conflict of interest / kɒnflkt əv
ntrəst/ noun a situation where a person or firm may profit personally from
decisions taken in an official capacity
conflict of interest(s) / kɒnflkt əv
ntrəsts/ noun a situation in which a
person or institution has difficulty in
making a fair and impartial decision on
some issue through having divided loyalties or being likely to benefit if the issue is decided in one way rather than
another, as, e.g., when someone is connected with two or more companies who
are competing with each other (NOTE:
the correct thing to do in such cases is
for the person concerned to declare
any interests, to make known the way
in which those interests conflict and to
abstain from participating in the decision-making process)
conflict of rights / kɒnflkt əv
rats/ noun a situation where it is

claimed that the terms of the employees
contracts of employment or a negotiated
agreement have not been met
conformance /kənfɔməns/ noun
the process of acting in accordance with
a rule 쑗 The machine used is not in conformance with safety regulations.

conformance quality

quality
/kənfɔməns kwɒlti/ noun (in total quality management) the way in which the
product is made to fit the desired
specifications
congratulate /kən rtʃυlet/ verb
to give someone your good wishes for
having done something well 쑗 The sales
director congratulated the sales staff on
doubling sales. 쑗 I want to congratulate
you on your promotion.
congratulations
/kən rtʃυleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun good wishes 쑗
The staff sent her their congratulations
on her promotion.
conjunctive bargaining /kənd"$ŋktv bɑ nŋ/ noun collective
bargaining where the union has to settle
on the management’s terms
conscientious / kɒnʃienʃəs/ adjective referring to a person who works
carefully and well 쑗 She’s a very conscientious worker.
consensual /kənsensjυəl/ adjective
by means of a consensus
consensual
validation /kənsensjυəl vldeʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of validating an action by agreeing
with other people’s attitudes
consensus /kənsensəs/ noun an
opinion which most people agree on 쑗
management by consensus
consent /kənsent/ noun agreement
that something should be done 쑗
Change of use requires the consent of
the local planning authorities. 왍 by mutual consent by agreement between the
parties concerned 쐽 verb to agree that
something should be done 쑗 The management consented to the union’s
proposals.
consider /kənsdə/ verb to think seriously about something 왍 to consider
the terms of a contract to examine a
contract and discuss whether the terms
are acceptable
consideration /kən sdəreʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. serious thought 쑗 We are giving
consideration to moving the head office
to Scotland. 왍 the proposal under consideration the proposal which is being
considered at the moment 2. something
valuable exchanged as part of a contract
conformance
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consist of /kənsst ɒv/ verb to be
formed of 쑗 The trade mission consists
of the sales directors of ten major
companies.
conspiracy /kənsprəsi/ noun a legal term used to describe the intention
of employees to break the law when resorting to industrial action 쑗 Sanctions
were laid down to discourage conspiracy. 쑗 The dockers resorted to conspiracy since they felt they could only
oppose the bad working conditions
through an illegal strike.
constitutional

strike

/ kɒnsttjuʃ(ə)n(ə)l strak/ noun
US a strike that takes place when all the

procedures agreed between a trade union and an employer for the avoidance
of strikes have been gone through and
the dispute has still not been resolved
construct /kənstr$kt/ verb to build
쑗 The company has tendered for the
contract to construct the new bridge.
construction site /kənstr$kʃən
sat/ noun a place where a building is
being constructed 쑗 All visitors to the
construction site must wear safety
helmets.
constructive /kənstr$ktv/ adjective which helps in the making of
something 쑗 She made some constructive suggestions for improving
management-worker relations. 쑗 We
had a constructive proposal from a
distribution company in Italy.
consult /kəns$lt/ verb to ask an expert for advice 쑗 We consulted our accountant about our tax.
consultancy /kəns$ltənsi/ noun the
act of giving specialist advice 쑗 a consultancy firm 쑗 She offers a consultancy
service.
consultant /kəns$ltənt/ noun a specialist who gives advice 쑗 an engineering consultant 쑗 a management
consultant 쑗 a tax consultant
consultant’s fee /kəns$ltənts fi/
noun money paid to a consultant
consultation
/ kɒnsəlteʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of asking other people
for advice before coming to a decision
consultation agreement / kɒnsəlteʃ(ə)n ə rimənt/ noun an agree-

consultative
ment which lays down the areas where
management commits itself to consult
the opinion of the employees
consultative /kəns$ltətv/ adjective which advises 왍 to play a consultative role in to act as consultant in
consultative committee /kəns$ltətv kə mti/ noun a committee of
representatives of the employees which
meets regularly with top management 쑗
The consultative committee was able to
keep senior management in touch with
feelings in the organisation. 쑗 Two
workers and a foreman form the workers’ part of the consultative committee.
consulting /kəns$ltŋ/ adjective
giving specialist advice 쑗 a consulting
engineer
consumer /kənsjumə/ noun a person or company that buys and uses
goods and services 쑗 Gas consumers
are protesting at the increase in prices.
쑗 The factory is a heavy consumer of
water.
‘…forecasting consumer response is one
problem which will never be finally solved’
[Marketing Week]
‘…consumer tastes in the UK are becoming
much more varied’ [Marketing]
‘…the marketing director’s brief will be to
develop the holiday villages as a consumer
brand, aimed at the upper end of the tourist
market’ [Marketing Week]

contact /kɒntkt/ noun 1. a person

you know or a person you can ask for
help or advice 쑗 He has many contacts
in the city. 쑗 Who is your contact in the
ministry? 2. the act of getting in touch
with someone 왍 I have lost contact
with them I do not communicate with
them any longer 왍 he put me in contact
with a good lawyer he told me how to
get in touch with a good lawyer 쐽 verb
/kɒntkt, kəntkt/ to get in touch
with someone, to communicate with
someone 쑗 He tried to contact his office
by phone. 쑗 Can you contact the managing director at his club?
contact effect /kɒntkt  fekt/
noun the impression received when
comparing the various performances of
candidates in interviews
contention /kəntenʃən/ noun 1. an
opinion or belief 쑗 It is our contention
that the decision of the tribunal is
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continuing education
wrong. 2. a dispute 쑗 an area of contention between management and workers
contentious /kəntenʃəs/ adjective
which is a source of dispute 쑗 Management made a series of contentious
proposals.
contingency /kəntnd"ənsi/ noun a
possible state of emergency when decisions will have to be taken quickly 왍 to
add on 10% to provide for contingencies to provide for further expenditure
which may be incurred
contingency allowance /kəntnd"ənsi ə laυəns/ noun time added
to the basic time established for a job to
allow for irregularities in the job content
쑗 A contingency allowance was necessary since the machinery used was not
wholly reliable. 쑗 The unions protested
that no contingency allowances were established in those jobs where delays
were not the fault of the workers.
contingency fund /kəntnd"ənsi
f$nd/ noun money set aside in case it is
needed urgently
contingency plan /kəntnd"ənsi
pln/ noun a plan which will be put
into action if something unexpected
happens
contingency
reserve
/kəntnd"ənsi r zv/ noun money set
aside in case it is needed urgently
contingent
expenses
/kəntnd"ənt kspensz/ plural noun expenses which will be incurred only if
something happens
continual /kəntnjuəl/ adjective
which happens again and again 쑗 Production was slow because of continual
breakdowns.
continually /kəntnjuəli/ adverb
again and again 쑗 The photocopier is
continually breaking down.
continuation
/kən tnjueʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of continuing
continue /kəntnju/ verb to go on
doing something or to do again something which you were doing earlier 쑗
The meeting started at 10 a.m. and continued until 6 p.m. 쑗 Negotiations will
continue next Monday.
continuing
education
/kəntnjuŋ edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun education

continuing
which continues after school and university or college

continuing professional development /kən tnjuŋ prə feʃ(ə)n(ə)l
dveləpmənt/ noun full form of CPD

continuous /kəntnjυəs/ adjective

with no end or with no breaks 쑗 a continuous production line 왍 in continuous
employment employed for a period of
time, without more than a week’s gap
(holidays, sickness, etc., are not counted
as gaps) 쑗 She was in continuous employment for the period 1998 to 2002.
continuous assessment /kəntnjuəs əsesmənt/ noun an assessment of a trainee’s work carried out
through the course (as opposed to terminal assessment at the end of the course)
continuous development /kəntnjuəs dveləpmənt/ noun a system
of continuous training for employees
continuous feed /kən tnjuəs fid/
noun a device which feeds continuous
stationery into a printer
continuous improvement /kəntnjuəs mpruvmənt/ noun a procedure and management philosophy that
focuses on looking all the time for ways
in which small improvements can be
made to processes and products, with
the aim of increasing quality and reducing waste and cost (NOTE: Continuous
improvement is one of the tools that
underpin the philosophies of total quality management and lean production;
in Japan it is known as kaizen.)
continuous learning /kən tnjuəs
lnŋ/ noun a system of training which

continues during an employee’s career
with a company
continuous service /kən tnjuəs
svs/ noun a period of employment
with one employer, which begins on the
day on which the employee starts work
and ends on the day which they resign
or are dismissed
continuous shift system /kəntnjuəs ʃift sstəm/ noun a system
where groups of employees work shifts
throughout the week, including
weekends
continuous
shiftwork
/kəntnjuəs ʃftwk/ noun a system of
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contract
working designed to ensure that an organisation can operate seven days a
week, 24 hours a day, e.g. in order to
make full use of expensive equipment or
to provide round-the-clock customer
service (NOTE: Continuous shiftwork
usually comprises three eight-hour or
two twelve-hour shifts, or a mix of the
two.)

contract noun /kɒntrkt/ 1. a legal
agreement between two parties 쑗 to
draw up a contract 쑗 to draft a contract
쑗 to sign a contract 왍 the contract is
binding on both parties both parties
signing the contract must do what is
agreed 왍 under contract bound by the
terms of a contract 쑗 The firm is under
contract to deliver the goods by November. 왍 to void a contract to make a contract invalid 2. 왍 by private contract
by private legal agreement 3. an agreement for the supply of a service or
goods 쑗 to enter into a contract to supply spare parts 쑗 to sign a contract for
£10,000 worth of spare parts 왍 to put
work out to contract to decide that
work should be done by another company on a contract, rather than by employing members of staff to do it 왍 to
award a contract to a company, to
place a contract with a company to
decide that a company shall have the
contract to do work for you 왍 to tender
for a contract to put forward an estimate of cost for work under contract 쐽
verb /kəntrkt/ to agree to do some
work on the basis of a legally binding
contract 쑗 to contract to supply spare
parts or to contract for the supply of
spare parts 왍 to contract out of an
agreement to withdraw from an agreement with the written permission of the
other party
COMMENT: A contract is an agreement

between two or more parties to create legal obligations between them. Some contracts are made ‘under seal’, i.e. they are
signed and sealed by the parties; most
contracts are made orally or in writing.
The essential elements of a contract are:
(a) that an offer made by one party should
be accepted by the other; (b) consideration (i.e. payment of money); (c) the intention to create legal relations. The terms
of a contract may be express or implied. A
breach of contract by one party entitles

contracted-out pension scheme
the other party to sue for damages or to
ask for something to be done.

contracted-out pension scheme

/kən trktd aυt penʃən skim/ noun

a private pension scheme which gives
benefits at least as high as the state
scheme
contract for services / kɒntrkt
fə svsz/ noun an agreement between employer and employee where
the employee is hired as an independent
party for a limited time and is not under
the control of the employer
contracting out / kɒntrktŋ aυt/
noun 1. the process, on the part of an
employee, of withdrawing from the UK
State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme
and buying an appropriate personal pension 2. the process, on the part of an employer, of withdrawing employees from
the UK’s State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme and enrolling them in an
occupational pension scheme that meets
specified standards
contracting party /kən trktŋ
pɑti/ noun a person or company that
signs a contract
contract law /kɒntrkt lɔ/ noun
laws relating to private agreements

contract

of

employment

/ kɒntrkt əv mplɔmənt/ noun a

contract between employer and an employee stating all the conditions of work
contract of service / kɒntrkt əv
svs/ noun a legal agreement between an employer and an employee
whereby the employee will work for the
employer and be directed by them, in return for payment
contractor /kəntrktə/ noun a person or company that does work according to a written agreement
contract out / kɒntrkt aυt/ verb
to hire another organisation or person to
carry out part or all of a certain piece of
work 쑗 The catering firm has contracted out the distribution of its products to a delivery firm. 쑗 We shall
contract out any work we are not specialised in. 쑗 The supply of spare parts
was contracted out to Smith Ltd.
contractual /kəntrktʃuəl/ adjective according to a contract 왍 to fulfil
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control
your contractual obligations to do
what you have agreed to do in a contract
contractual
liability
/kəntrktʃuəl laəblti/ noun a legal responsibility for something as stated in a
contract
contractually /kəntrktjuəli/ adverb according to a contract 쑗 The company is contractually bound to pay our
expenses.
contract work /kɒntrkt wk/
noun work done according to a written
agreement
contrary /kɒntrəri/ noun the opposite 왍 failing instructions to the contrary unless different instructions are
given
contribute /kəntrbjut/ verb to
give money or add to money 쑗 We
agreed to contribute 10% of the profits.
쑗 They had contributed to the pension
fund for 10 years.
contribution
/ kɒntrbjuʃ(ə)n/
noun money paid to add to a sum
contributor /kəntrbjυtə/ noun a
person who gives money
contributory /kəntrbjυt(ə)ri/ adjective which helps to cause 쑗 Falling
exchange rates have been a contributory factor in the company’s loss of
profits.
contributory fault /kən trbjυt(ə)ri
fɔlt/ noun a situation in an unfair dismissal where the employee was to a certain extent at fault
contributory negligence /kəntrbjυt(ə)ri ne ld"əns/ noun negligence partly caused by the plaintiff and
partly by the defendant, resulting in
harm done to the plaintiff
contributory pension plan /kəntrbjυt(ə)ri penʃən pln/, contributory
pension
scheme
/kəntrbjυt(ə)ri penʃən skim/ noun a
pension plan where the employee has to
contribute a percentage of salary
control /kəntrəυl/ noun 1. the
power or ability to direct something
쑗 The company is under the control of
three shareholders. 쑗 Top management
exercises tight control over spending. 왍
to lose control of a business to find
that you have less than 50% of the

control group
shares in a company, and so are no
longer able to direct it 쑗 The family
lost control of its business. 2. the
act of restricting or checking something
or making sure that something is
kept in check 왍 under control kept
in check 쑗 Expenses are kept under
tight control. 쑗 The company is trying to bring its overheads back under
control. 왍 out of control not kept in
check 쑗 Costs have got out of control.
쐽 verb 1. 왍 to control a business to
direct a business 쑗 The business is controlled by a company based in Luxembourg. 쑗 The company is controlled by
the majority shareholder. 2. to make
sure that something is kept in check
or is not allowed to develop 쑗 The
government is fighting to control inflation or to control the rise in the
cost of living. (NOTE: controlling –
controlled)

control group /kəntrəυl

rup/
noun a small group which is used to
check a sample group
controlled /kəntrəυld/ adjective
ruled or kept in check
controller /kəntrəυlə/ noun 1. a person who controls something (especially
the finances of a company) 2. US the
chief accountant in a company
controlling /kəntrəυlŋ/ adjective 왍
to have a controlling interest in a
company to own more than 50% of the
shares so that you can direct how the
company is run
convene /kənvin/ verb to ask people to come together 쑗 to convene a
meeting of shareholders 쑗 to convene a
meeting of union members
convenience /kənviniəns/ noun 왍
at your earliest convenience as soon as
you find it possible
convenor /kənvinə/ noun a trade
unionist who organises union meetings
convention /kənvenʃən/ noun an
international agreement 쑗 the Geneva
Convention on Human Rights
conversion of funds /kən vʃ(ə)n
əv f$ndz/ noun the act of using money
which does not belong to you for a purpose for which it is not supposed to be
used
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copartnership

convict /kənvkt/ verb 왍 to convict
someone of a crime to find that someone is guilty of a crime
conviction /kənvkʃən/ noun an act
of finding that someone accused of a
crime is guilty 쑗 He has had ten convictions for burglary.
cooling-off period / kulŋ ɒf
pəriəd/ noun (during an industrial
dispute) a period when negotiations
have to be carried on and no action can
be taken by either side
co-op /kəυ ɒp/ noun same as
cooperative

co-operate /kəυɒpəret/ verb to

work together 쑗 The regional governments are co-operating in the fight
against piracy. 쑗 The two firms have
co-operated on the computer project.
co-operation
/kəυ ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of working together 쑗 The
project was completed ahead of schedule with the co-operation of the
workforce.
cooperative /kəυɒp(ə)rətv/ adjective willing to work together 쑗 The
workforce has not been cooperative
over the management’s productivity
plan. 쐽 noun a business run by a group
of employees who are also the owners
and who share the profits 쑗 an industrial cooperative 쑗 The product is marketed by an agricultural cooperative. 쑗
They set up a workers’ cooperative to
run the factory.
co-opt /kəυɒpt/ verb 왍 to co-opt
someone onto a committee to ask
someone to join a committee without
being elected
co-owner /kəυəυnə/ noun a person
who owns something with another person 쑗 The two sisters are co-owners of
the property.
co-ownership /kəυəυnəʃp/ noun
an arrangement where two people own a
property or where partners or employees
have shares in a company
copartner /kəυpɑtnə/ noun a person who is a partner in a business with
another person
copartnership
/kəυpɑtnəʃp/
noun an arrangement where partners

cope
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or employees have shares in the company
cope /kəυp/ verb to manage to do

something 쑗 The new assistant manager
coped very well when the manager was
on holiday. 쑗 The warehouse is trying to
cope with the backlog of orders.
core /kɔ/ noun the central or main part
core skills /kɔ sklz/ noun basic
skills, which are needed by everyone
core time /kɔ tam/ noun a period
when people working under a flexitime
system must be present at work
core values /kɔ vljuz/ plural
noun a set of concepts and ideals that
guide someone’s life and help them to
make important decisions
core workers /kɔ wkəz/ plural
noun workers who are in full-time employment (as opposed to part-timers or
casual workers who are called ‘peripheral workers’)
corporate /kɔp(ə)rət/ adjective 1.
referring to a whole company 2. referring to a large organisation
‘…the prime rate is the rate at which banks lend
to
their
top
corporate
borrowers’
[Wall Street Journal]
‘…if corporate forecasts are met, sales will
exceed
$50
million
next
year’
[Citizen (Ottawa)]

corporate

climate

/ kɔp(ə)rət

klamət/ noun the general feeling and
atmosphere within an organisation that
is mainly created by the attitudes of its
managers towards their work, their staff
and their customers and that can affect
such things as productivity, creativity,
and customer focus

corporate

communication

/ kɔp(ə)rət kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun

the activities undertaken by an organisation to pass on information both to its
own employees and to its existing and
prospective customers and the general
public
corporate culture / kɔp(ə)rət
k$ltʃə/ noun the way of managing a
corporation, by increasing the importance of the corporation itself, and therefore the loyalty of the workforce to the
corporation
corporate ethos / kɔp(ə)rət iθɒs/
noun a company’s special way of working and thinking

corporation

corporate hospitality / kɔp(ə)rət

hɒsptlti/ noun entertainment provided by an organisation, originally intended to help salespeople build
relationships with customers, but now
increasingly used as an incentive for
staff and in team-building and training
exercises for employees
corporate
image
/ kɔp(ə)rət
md"/ noun an idea which a company
would like the public to have of it
corporate planning / kɔp(ə)rət
plnŋ/ noun the process of planning
the future work of a whole company

corporate

restructuring

/ kɔp(ə)rət ristr$ktʃərŋ/ noun a

fundamental change in the way in which
an organisation is structured that may
involve increasing or decreasing the
various layers of staff between the top
and the bottom of the hierarchy or
re-assigning roles and responsibilities
within it (NOTE: Corporate restructuring

has generally come to mean reorganising after a period of unsatisfactory
performance, and often involves the
closure of parts of the business and
the laying-off of personnel.)

strategy / kɔp(ə)rət
strtəd"i/ noun the plans for future
action by a corporation
corporate university / kɔp(ə)rət
junvsti/ noun an educational centre run by an organisation that offers opportunities for training and development
only to its own employees, especially in
skills that the organisation needs to fulfil its own needs
corporate
vision
/ kɔp(ə)rət
v"(ə)n/ noun the overall aim or purpose of an organisation that all its business activities are designed to help it
achieve (NOTE: An organisation’s corcorporate

porate vision is usually summed up in
its vision statement.)

corporation / kɔpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a

large company

COMMENT: A corporation is formed by

registration with the Registrar of Companies under the Companies Act (in the
case of public and private companies) or
other Acts of Parliament (in the case of
building societies and charities).

correct

correct /kərekt/ adjective accurate or
right 쑗 The published accounts do not
give a correct picture of the company’s
financial position. 쐽 verb to remove
mistakes from something 쑗 The accounts department have corrected the
invoice. 쑗 You will have to correct all
these typing errors before you send the
letter.
correction /kərekʃən/ noun an act of
making something correct 쑗 She made
some corrections to the text of the
speech.
‘…there were fears in October that shares were
overvalued and bears were ready to enter the
market. This only proved to be a small
correction’ [Investors Chronicle]

correspondence / kɒrspɒndəns/

noun letters, emails or other messages
exchanged

correspondence course / kɒr-

spɒndəns kɔs/ noun a course done by
mail 쑗 She learnt accountancy through
a correspondence course. 쑗 He is taking
a correspondence course in company
law.

cost /kɒst/ noun the amount of money
which has to be paid for something 쑗
Computer costs are falling each year. 쑗
We cannot afford the cost of two cars. 왍
to cover costs to produce enough
money in sales to pay for the costs of
production 쑗 The sales revenue barely
covers the costs of advertising or the advertising costs. 왍 to sell at cost to sell at
a price which is the same as the cost of
manufacture or the wholesale cost 쐽
verb 1. to have a price 쑗 How much
does the machine cost? 쑗 This cloth
costs £10 a metre. 2. 왍 to cost a product to calculate how much money will
be needed to make a product, and so
work out its selling price
cost accountant /kɒst ə kaυntənt/

noun an accountant who gives managers
information about their business costs

cost accounting /kɒst ə kaυntŋ/

noun the process of preparing special
accounts of manufacturing and sales
costs

cost analysis /kɒst ə nləss/

noun the process of calculating in advance what a new product will cost
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cost-of-living increase

analysis
/kɒst
benft ə nləss/ noun the process of
comparing the costs and benefits of different possible ways of using available
resources
cost centre /kɒst sentə/ noun a
person or group whose costs can be
itemised and to which costs can be allocated in accounts
cost-cutting /kɒst k$tŋ/ noun the
process of reducing costs 쑗 We have
made three secretaries redundant as
part of our cost-cutting programme.
cost-effective / kɒst fektv/ adjective which gives good value when compared with the original cost 쑗 We find
advertising in the Sunday newspapers
very cost-effective.
cost-effectiveness
/ kɒst
fektvnəs/, cost efficiency / kɒst fʃənsi/ noun the quality of being
cost-effective 쑗 Can we calculate the
cost-effectiveness of air freight against
shipping by sea?
cost factor /kɒst fktə/ noun the
problem of cost
costing /kɒstŋ/ noun a calculation
of the manufacturing costs, and so the
selling price of a product 쑗 The costings
give us a retail price of $2.95. 쑗 We
cannot do the costing until we have details of all the production expenditure.
costly /kɒstli/ adjective costing a lot
of money, or costing too much money 쑗
Defending the court case was a costly
process. 쑗 The mistakes were
time-consuming and costly.
cost of living / kɒst əv lvŋ/ noun
money which has to be paid for basic
items such as food, heating or rent 쑗 to
allow for the cost of living in the salary
adjustments
cost-of-living allowance / kɒst əv
lvŋ ə laυəns/ noun an addition to
normal salary to cover increases in the
cost of living (NOTE: the American
cost-benefit

equivalent is COLA)

cost-of-living bonus / kɒst əv

lvŋ bəυnəs/ noun money paid to
meet the increase in the cost of living
cost-of-living increase / kɒst əv
lvŋ nkris/ noun an increase in sal-

cost of sales
ary to allow it to keep up with the increased cost of living
cost of sales / kɒst əv selz/ noun
all the costs of a product sold, including
manufacturing costs and the staff costs
of the production department, before
general overheads are calculated
costs /kɒsts/ plural noun the expenses
involved in a court case 쑗 The judge
awarded costs to the defendant. 쑗 Costs
of the case will be borne by the prosecution. 왍 to pay costs to pay the expenses
of a court case
cottage industry / kɒtd" ndəstr/
noun the production of goods or some
other type of work, carried out by people working in their own homes
council /kaυnsəl/ noun an official
group chosen to run something or to advise on a problem
counselling /kaυnsəlŋ/ noun the
act of giving professional advice to others on personal matters 쑗 An office is
being set up for counselling employees
who have professional or social problems. 쑗 Counselling helps employees
get accustomed to their new environment, by offering advice and guidance.
(NOTE: the usual US spelling is
counseling)
counsellor /kaυnsələ/ noun a person

who gives professional advice to others
on personal matters (NOTE: the usual
US spelling is counselor)

counter- /kaυntə/ prefix against
counterbid /kaυntəbd/ noun a

higher bid in reply to a previous bid 쑗
When I bid £20 she put in a counterbid
of £25.
counter-claim /kaυntə klem/ noun
a claim for damages made in reply to a
previous claim 쑗 Jones claimed £25,000
in damages against Smith, and Smith
entered a counter-claim of £50,000 for
loss of office. 쑗 The union negotiators
entered a counter-claim for a reduction
in work hours. 쐽 verb to put in a counter-claim 쑗 Jones claimed £25,000 in
damages and Smith counter-claimed
£50,000 for loss of office.
countermand / kaυntəmɑnd/ verb
to say that an order must not be carried
out 왍 to countermand an order
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course

counter-offer /kaυntər ɒfə/ noun a
higher or lower offer made in reply to
another offer 쑗 Smith Ltd made an offer
of £1m for the property, and Blacks replied with a counter-offer of £1.4m.
‘…the company set about paring costs and
improving the design of its product. It came up
with a price cut of 14%, but its counter-offer –
for an order that was to have provided 8% of its
workload next year – was too late and too
expensive’ [Wall Street Journal]

counterpart /kaυntəpɑt/ noun a

person who has a similar job in another
company 왍 John is my counterpart in
Smith’s John has the same post as I
have here
counter-productive / kaυntə prəd$ktv/ adjective which has the opposite effect to what you expect 쑗 Increasing
overtime
pay
was
counter-productive, the workers simply
worked more slowly. 쑗 The MD’s talk
about profitability was quite counterproductive, as it encouraged the employees to ask for higher wages.
countersign /kaυntəsan/ verb to
sign a document which has already been
signed by someone else 쑗 All our
cheques have to be countersigned by the
finance director. 쑗 The sales director
countersigns all my orders.
couple /k$p(ə)l/ noun two things or
people taken together 쑗 We only have
enough stock for a couple of weeks. 쑗 A
couple of the directors were ill, so the
board meeting was cancelled.
course /kɔs/ noun 1. 왍 in the course
of during or while something is happening 쑗 In the course of the discussion, the
managing director explained the company’s expansion plans. 쑗 Sales have
risen sharply in the course of the last
few months. 2. a series of lessons or a
programme of instruction 쑗 She has finished her secretarial course. 쑗 The
company has paid for her to attend a
course for trainee sales managers. 쑗
Management trainees all took a
six-month course in business studies. 쑗
The training officer was constantly on
the lookout for new courses in management studies. 쑗 The company sent her
on a management course. 왍 she went
on a course she attended a course of
study

court

court /kɔt/ noun a place where a

judge listens to a case and decides legally which of the parties in the argument is right 왍 to take someone to
court to tell someone to appear in court
to settle an argument 왍 settlement was
reached out of court, the two parties
reached an out-of-court settlement the
dispute was settled between the two parties privately without continuing the
court case
court case /kɔt kes/ noun a legal
action or trial
court hearing /kɔt hərŋ/ noun a
court case
covenant /k$vənənt/ noun a legal
contract 쐽 verb to agree to pay a sum of
money each year by contract 쑗 to covenant to pay £10 per annum
cover noun /k$və/ something put
over a machine, etc., to keep it clean 쑗
Put a cover over your PC when the office is being redecorated. 쐽 1. protection guaranteed by insurance 왍 to
operate without adequate cover to operate without being protected by insurance 왍 to ask for additional cover to
ask the insurance company to increase
the amount for which you are insured 2.
왍 to provide cover for someone to
work in place of someone who is ill or
on holiday 쐽 noun /k$və/ 왍 to send
something under separate cover in a
separate envelope 왍 to send a magazine
under plain cover in an ordinary envelope with no company name printed on
it 쐽 verb /k$və/ 1. to put something
over a machine, etc., to keep it clean 쑗
Don’t forget to cover your PC when
they are repainting the office. 2. to protect 왍 to be fully covered to have insurance against all risks 쑗 The insurance
covers fire, theft and loss of work.
‘…three export credit agencies have agreed to
provide cover for large projects in Nigeria’
[Business Times (Lagos)]

training /k$vədel
trenŋ/ noun a system of training that
concentrates on improving teamwork
and methods of getting a job done

Coverdale

(NOTE: Coverdale training often involves asking groups of people to act
out everyday situations and experiment until they find the best way of
dealing with them)
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creativity

covering letter / k$vərŋ letə/,

covering note / k$vərŋ nəυt/ noun a
letter or note sent with documents to say
why you are sending them 쑗 He sent a
covering letter with his curriculum vitae, explaining why he wanted the job. 쑗
The job advertisement asked for a CV
and a covering letter.
CPD noun training and education that
continues throughout a person’s career
in order to improve the skills and
knowledge they use to do a job or succession of jobs. Full form continuing
personal development

CPF abbr Central Provident Fund
CPM abbr cost per mille
craft /krɑft/ noun traditional manu-

facture done by hand
craftsman /krɑftsmən/, craftswoman /krɑfts wυmən/ noun a man
or woman who works in a craft
craftsmanship
/krɑftsmənʃp/
noun skill in doing craft work
craft union /krɑft junjən/ noun
the oldest type of trade union, for skilled
workers in a particular craft or trade
craft worker /krɑft wkə/ noun a
skilled manual worker, especially one
who has been through an apprenticeship
CRE abbr Commission for Racial
Equality
create /kriet/ verb to make something new 쑗 By acquiring small unprofitable companies he soon created a
large manufacturing group. 쑗 The government scheme aims at creating new
jobs for young people.
‘…he insisted that the tax advantages he
directed towards small businesses will help
create jobs and reduce the unemployment rate’
[Toronto Star]

creation /krieʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of making something

creative director /kri etv da-

rektə/ noun an employee of an advertising agency who is in overall charge of
finding the right words and images to
promote the product during an advertising campaign
creativity / krietvti/, creative
thinking /kri etv θŋkŋ/ noun the
ability to use the imagination to produce
new ideas or things

creativity test

creativity test / krietvti test/

noun a test designed to assess the originality or imagination which someone
can apply to solving problems 쑗 Creativity tests will be given to those applying for jobs in our company where new
approaches are needed to solve old
problems. 쑗 The HR manager favours
creativity tests instead of the more traditional IQ tests.
crèche /kreʃ/ noun a special room or
building on a company’s premises
where babies and small children can be
looked after 쑗 The company provides
crèche facilities for its staff. Compare
nursery
credentials /krdenʃəlz/ plural noun
letters or documents which describe a
person’s qualities and skills 쑗 The new
production manager has very impressive credentials.
crème de la crème / krem də l
krem/ noun the elite or the very best of
a profession 쑗 It is a very exclusive recruitment agency and only looks for the
crème de la crème.
criminal
record
/ krmn(ə)l
rekɔd/ noun same as police record
crisis /krass/ noun a serious
economic situation where decisions
have to be taken rapidly 쑗 a banking
crisis 쑗 The government stepped in to
try to resolve the international crisis. 쑗
Withdrawals from the bank have
reached crisis level. 쑗 The crisis in the
mortgage banks has caused problems
for the central bank. 왍 to take crisis
measures to take severe measures rapidly to stop a crisis developing
crisis
bargaining
/krass
bɑ nŋ/ noun collective bargaining
under the threat of a strike deadline 쑗 If
crisis bargaining doesn’t produce
agreement on the 12% pay increase, a
strike will be called.
crisis
management
/krass
mnd"mənt/ noun actions taken by
an organisation to protect itself when
unexpected events or situations occur
that could threaten its success or continued operation (NOTE: Crisis situations
may result from external factors such
as the development of a new product
by a competitor or changes in legisla-
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cultural creative
tion, or from internal factors such as a
product failure or faulty decision-making, and often involve the
need to make quick decisions on the
basis of uncertain or incomplete information.)
criterion /kratəriən/ noun the stan-

dard by which something can be judged
쑗 Using the criterion of the ratio of
cases solved to cases reported, the police force is becoming more efficient.
(NOTE: plural is criteria)

critical path analysis / krtk(ə)l

pɑθ ə nləss/ noun the analysis of
the way a project is organised in terms
of the minimum time it will take to complete, calculating which parts can be delayed without holding up the rest of the
project. Abbr CPM

critical

success

factors

/ krtk(ə)l səkses fktəz/ plural
noun the aspects of a business that

are considered to be most necessary
for it to be able to achieve its aims and
continue to operate successfully over
time
criticise /krtsaz/, criticize verb to
say that something or someone is wrong
or is working badly 쑗 The MD criticised
the sales manager for not improving the
volume of sales. 쑗 The design of the new
catalogue has been criticised.
criticism /krtsz(ə)m/ noun words
showing that you consider that someone
or something is wrong 쑗 The tribunal
made some criticisms of the way in
which the company had presented its
case.
cross-functional
/krɒs
f$ŋkʃən(ə)l/ adjective referring to an
employee who can work at different and
varied tasks
cross-picketing /krɒs pktŋ/
noun picketing by more than one trade
union, when each claims to represent the
workforce 쑗 Cross-picketing damaged
the workers’ case by showing up the divisions in their ranks. 쑗 Cross-picketing
was due to the rivalry between the two
unions rather than any real attempt to
represent the workers’ interests.
cultural creative / k$ltʃərəl krietv/ noun someone who values personal and spiritual development, enjoys

culture
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change, likes learning about new cultures and, usually, wants a simpler way
of life
culture /k$ltʃə/ noun a way of living
in a society or a country
culture shock /k$ltʃə ʃɒk/ noun the
shock when a person moves from one
type of society to another (as for emigrants from European countries to the
USA)
current /k$rənt/ adjective referring
to the present time 쑗 the current round
of wage negotiations
‘…crude oil output plunged during the past
month and is likely to remain at its current level
for the near future’ [Wall Street Journal]

currently /k$rəntli/ adverb at the

present time 쑗 We are currently negotiating with the bank for a loan.
curriculum vitae /kə rkjυləm
vita/ noun a summary of a person’s
work experience and qualifications sent
to a prospective employer by someone
applying for a job 쑗 Candidates should
send a letter of application with a curriculum vitae to the HR manager. 쑗 The
curriculum vitae listed all the candidate’s previous jobs and her reasons for
leaving them. Abbr CV (NOTE: the plural
is curriculums or curricula vitae.
American English is résumé)
cushy /kυʃi/ adjective which does not
involve any effort (informal )
cushy number / kυʃi n$mbə/ noun
.

work that offers the same money for less
effort than another similar job 쑗 He
spends all his time looking for a cushy
number. (NOTE: American English is
gravy job)

customer focus / k$stəmə fəυkəs/

noun the aiming of all marketing operations towards the customer
cut /k$t/ noun 1. the sudden lowering
of a price, salary or the number of jobs
쑗 price cuts or cuts in prices 왍 he took
a cut in salary, he took a salary cut he

cycle time
accepted a lower salary 2. a share in a
payment 쑗 She introduces new customers and gets a cut of the sales rep’s commission. 쐽 verb 1. to lower suddenly 쑗
We are cutting prices on all our models.
왍 to cut (back) production to reduce
the quantity of products made 쑗 The
company has cut back its sales force. 쑗
We have taken out the second telephone
line in order to try to cut costs. 2. to reduce the number of something 왍 to cut
jobs to reduce the number of jobs by
making people redundant 왍 he cut his
losses he stopped doing something
which was creating a loss 3. 왍 to be cut
out for to be very suitable for 쑗 She was
not cut out for a post as a personal
secretary.
‘…state-owned banks cut their prime rates a
percentage point to 11%’ [Wall Street Journal]
‘…the US bank announced a cut in its prime
from 10½ per cent to 10 per cent’
[Financial Times]
‘Opec has on average cut production by one
third since 1979’ [Economist]

cutback /k$tbk/ noun a reduction
쑗

cutbacks in government spending

cut down (on) / k$t daυn ɒn/ verb

to reduce suddenly the amount of something used 쑗 The government is cutting
down on welfare expenditure. 쑗 The office is trying to cut down on electricity
consumption. 쑗 We have installed networked computers to cut down on
paperwork.
CV abbr curriculum vitae 쑗 Please apply in writing, enclosing a current CV.
cybernetics / sabənetks/ plural
noun the study of information communication systems and how they can be
improved (NOTE: takes a singular verb)
cycle /sak(ə)l/ noun a set of events
which happen in a regularly repeated
sequence
cycle time /sak(ə)l tam/ noun the
time taken to complete a job 쑗 The cycle
time for the job will decrease with the
introduction of new machinery.

daily rate
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dated

D
daily rate / deli ret/ noun money

paid for one day’s work
damaged /dmd"d/ adjective
which has suffered damage or which has
been harmed 쑗 goods damaged in
transit
damages /dmd"z/ plural noun
money claimed as compensation for
harm done 쑗 to claim £1000 in damages
쑗 to be liable for damages 쑗 to pay
£25,000 in damages 왍 to bring an action for damages against someone to
take someone to court and claim
damages
danger /dend"ə/ noun 1. the possibility of being harmed or killed 쑗 The
old machinery poses a danger to the
workforce. 쑗 The red light means danger. 2. the likelihood or possibility of
something 왍 there is no danger of the
sales force leaving it is not likely that
the sales force will leave 왍 in danger of
which may easily happen 쑗 The company is in danger of being taken over. 쑗
She is in danger of being made
redundant.
danger money /dend"ə m$ni/
noun extra money paid to employees in
dangerous jobs 쑗 The workforce has
stopped work and asked for danger
money. 쑗 He decided to go to work on
an oil rig because of the danger money
offered as an incentive.
dangerous /dend"ərəs/ adjective
which can be harmful 왍 dangerous job
a job where the workers may be hurt or
killed
danger zone bonus /dend"ə
zəυn bəυnəs/ noun a bonus for working in a particularly dangerous area 쑗
Danger-zone bonuses are awarded to
workers employed in countries experiencing civil unrest or war.

data /detə/ noun information available on computer, e.g. letters or figures
쑗 All important data on employees was
fed into the computer. 쑗 To calculate
the weekly wages, you need data on
hours worked and rates of pay. (NOTE:
takes singular or plural verb)

data bank /detə bŋk/ noun a store

of information in a computer
database /detəbes/ noun a set of
data stored in an organised way in a
computer system 쑗 We can extract the
lists of potential customers from our
database.
data protection /detə prə tekʃən/
noun the safeguards that protect people
whose personal details are held on computers or in paper-based filing systems
against improper use or storage of the
data that relates to them (NOTE: The
growing use of computers to store information about individuals has led
many countries to pass laws designed
to protect the privacy of individuals and
prevent the disclosure of information to
unauthorised people.)
Data Protection Act (1984) / detə
prətekʃən kt/ noun an Act of Parlia-

ment which prevents the use of details
of a person which are stored in a database for other uses than that for which
the record was originally made
date /det/ noun 1. the number of a
day, month and year 쑗 I have received
your letter of yesterday’s date. 왍 date of
receipt the date when something is received 2. 왍 to date up to now 왍 interest
to date interest up to the present time 쐽
verb to put a date on a document 쑗 The
cheque was dated March 24th. 쑗 You
forgot to date the cheque.
dated /detd/ adjective 1. with a date
written on it 쑗 Thank you for your letter

date of birth
dated June 15th. 2. out-of-date 쑗 The
unions have criticised management for
its dated ideas.

date of birth / det əv bθ/ noun

the day, month and year when someone
was born
date of departure / det əv dpɑtʃə/, departure date /dpɑtʃə
det/ noun the date on which an employee leaves the company
day /de/ noun 1. a period of 24 hours
쑗 There are thirty days in June. 쑗 The
first day of the month is a public holiday. 2. a period of work from morning
to night 왍 she works three days on,
two days off she works for three days,
then has two days’ holiday 왍 to work
an eight-hour day to spend eight hours
at work each day 3. one of the days of
the week
day care /de keə/ noun a provision
of care for small children while their
parents are at work 쑗 One of the fringe
benefits of the job was a free day care
centre. 쑗 The excellent day care facilities in the area have increased the availability of staff.
day of action / de əv kʃən/ noun
a day when workers do not work, but
take part in strikes or protests
day rate /de ret/ noun a payment
system where employees are paid per
day worked 쑗 Temporary workers are
paid on a day rate. 쑗 They receive a flat
day rate of £100.
day shift /de ʃft/ noun a shift
worked during the daylight hours (from
early morning to late afternoon)
day-to-day / de tə de/ adjective ordinary or going on all the time 쑗 He organises the day-to-day running of the
company. 쑗 Sales only just cover the
day-to-day expenses.
day work /de wk/ noun 1. work
done on the day shift 2. work done during a day
day worker /de wkə/ noun a person who works the day shift
dead /ded/ adjective 1. not alive 쑗 Six
people were dead as a result of the accident. 쑗 The founders of the company are
all dead. 2. not working 왍 the line went
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death duty
dead the telephone line suddenly
stopped working
dead end /ded end/ noun a point
where you cannot go any further forward 쑗 Negotiations have reached a
dead end.
dead end job / ded end d"ɒb/ noun
a job where there are no chances of
promotion
deadline /dedlan/ noun the date by
which something has to be done 왍 to
meet a deadline to finish something in
time 왍 to miss a deadline to finish
something later than it was planned 쑗
We’ve missed our October 1st deadline.
deadlock /dedlɒk/ noun a point
where two sides in a dispute cannot
agree 쑗 The negotiations have reached
deadlock or a deadlock. 왍 to break a
deadlock to find a way to start discussions again after being at a point where
no agreement was possible 쐽 verb to be
unable to agree to continue negotiations
왍 talks have been deadlocked for ten
days after ten days the talks have not
produced any agreement
dead loss /ded lɒs/ noun a total loss
쑗 The car was written off as a dead loss.
dead season /ded siz(ə)n/ noun
the time of year when there are few
tourists about
dead wood /ded wυd/ noun employees who are old or who do not work well
쑗 The new management team is weeding out the dead wood from the sales
department.
deal /dil/ noun a business agreement,
affair or contract 쑗 The sales director
set up a deal with a Russian bank. 쑗 The
deal will be signed tomorrow. 쑗 They
did a deal with an American airline. 왍
to call off a deal to stop an agreement 쑗
When the chairman heard about the
deal he called it off. 왍 to reach a deal,
to strike a deal to come to an agreement 쐽 verb 왍 to deal with to organise
something 쑗 Leave it to the filing clerk
– he’ll deal with it. 왍 to deal with a
problem to decide how to solve a
problem
death /deθ/ noun the act of dying
death duty /deθ djuti/, death tax
/deθ tks/ noun US a tax paid on the

death in service
property left by a dead person (NOTE:
the British equivalent is inheritance
tax)
death in service / deθ n svs/
noun an insurance benefit or pension

paid when someone dies while employed by a company
deauthorisation
/di ɔθərazeʃ(ə)n/, deauthorization noun US a
way in which unionised employees can
vote to determine whether or not they
want an open shop
debt collection /det kə lekʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of collecting money which
is owed
debt collection agency /det kəlekʃən ed"ənsi/ noun a company
which collects debts for other companies for a commission
debt collector /det kə lektə/ noun a
person who collects debts
decentralisation
/di sentrəlazeʃ(ə)n/, decentralization noun organisation from various points, with little power concentrated at the centre 쑗
the decentralisation of the buying
departments
decentralise /disentrəlaz/, decentralize verb to organise from various points, with little power
concentrated at the centre 쑗 Formerly,
the bank was decentralised, with many
decisions being taken by branch managers. 쑗 Since the company was decentralised, its headquarters have moved to a
tiny office. 쑗 The group has a policy of
decentralised purchasing where each
division has its own buying department.
decentralised bargaining /disentrəlazd bɑ nŋ/ noun separate
bargaining between management and
unions in different areas, not at national
or industry-wide level
decertification /di stfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun US a vote by a group of unionised
employees to take away a union’s right
to represent them in bargaining
decide /dsad/ verb to make up your
mind to do something 쑗 to decide on a
course of action 쑗 to decide to appoint a
new managing director
deciding factor /d sadŋ fktə/
noun the most important factor which
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decrease
influences a decision 쑗 A deciding factor in marketing our range of sports
goods in the country was the rising standard of living there.
deciding vote /dsadŋ vəυt/ noun
a vote which decides an issue
decision /ds"(ə)n/ noun a choice
made after thinking about what to do 쑗
It took the committee some time to come
to a decision or to reach a decision. 왍 to
put off a decision to delay deciding
something
decision-maker /ds"(ə)n mekə/
noun a person who takes decisions
decision-making
/ds"(ə)n
mekŋ/ noun the act of coming to a
decision
decisive /dsasv/ adjective referring to a person who makes up their
mind or who comes to a decision (NOTE:
the opposite is indecisive)

decisiveness /dsasvnəs/ noun

the ability to come to a decision quickly
(NOTE: opposites are indecision,
indecisiveness)
declaration / dekləreʃ(ə)n/ noun

an official statement
decline /dklan/ noun 1. a gradual
fall 쑗 the decline in the value of the dollar 쑗 a decline in buying power 쑗 The
last year has seen a decline in real
wages. 2. the final stage in the life cycle
of a product when the sales and profitability are falling off and the product is
no longer worth investing in 쐽 verb to
fall slowly or decrease 쑗 New job applications have declined over the last year.
쑗 The purchasing power of the currency
declined over the decade.
‘Saudi oil production has declined by three
quarters to around 2.5m barrels a day’
[Economist]
‘…this gives an average monthly decline of 2.15
per cent during the period’ [Business Times
(Lagos)]
‘…share prices disclosed a weak tendency right
from the onset of business and declined further,
showing losses over a broad front’ [The Hindu]

decrease noun /dikris/ a fall or re-

duction 쑗 The decrease in the prices of
consumer goods is reflected in the fall in
the cost of living. 쑗 Exports have registered a decrease. 쑗 Sales show a 10%
decrease on last year. 쐽 verb /dkris/

decruiting
to fall or to become less 쑗 Imports are
decreasing. 쑗 The value of the currency
has decreased by 5%.
decruiting /dikrutŋ/ noun the policy of replacing permanent employees
with temporary ones 쑗 Decruiting is an
important factor in running a young
industry.
deduct /dd$kt/ verb to take money
away from a total 쑗 to deduct £3 from
the price 쑗 to deduct a sum for expenses
쑗 After deducting costs the gross margin is only 23%. 쑗 Expenses are still to
be deducted.
deductible /dd$ktb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be deducted
deductible
expenses
/dd$ktb(ə)l kspensz/ plural noun
expenses which can be deducted against
tax
deduction /dd$kʃən/ noun the removing of money from a total, or the
money removed from a total 쑗 Net salary is salary after deduction of tax and
social security. 쑗 The deduction from
his wages represented the cost of repairing the damage he had caused to the
machinery. 왍 deductions from salary,
salary deductions,
deductions at
source money which a company removes from salaries to give to the government as tax, national insurance
contributions, etc.
deduction at source /d d$kʃən ət
sɔs/ noun (in the UK) a system of collecting taxes in which the organisation
or individual that pays somebody an income, e.g. an employer paying wages, a
bank paying interest or a company paying dividends, is responsible for deducting and paying tax, not the person who
receives the income
deed /did/ noun a legal document or
written agreement
defence /dfens/ noun 1. protecting
someone or something against attack 쑗
The merchant bank is organising the
company’s defence against the takeover
bid. (NOTE: the usual US spelling is defense) 2. the act of fighting a lawsuit on
behalf of a defendant (NOTE: the usual
US spelling is defense) 3. the explanation of actions 쑗 His defence was that
the expenditure had been authorised
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delay
verbally by his manager. (NOTE: the
usual US spelling is defense)

defend /dfend/ verb to fight to protect someone or something which is being attacked 쑗 The company is
defending itself against the takeover bid.
쑗 They hired the best lawyers to defend
them against the tax authorities. 왍 to
defend a lawsuit to appear in court to
state your case when accused of
something
defendant /dfendənt/ noun a person against whom a legal action is taken
or who is accused of doing something to
harm someone (NOTE: the other side in
a case is the claimant)
defer /df/ verb to put back to a later

date, or to postpone 쑗 We will have to
defer payment until January. 쑗 The decision has been deferred until the next
meeting. (NOTE: deferring – deferred)
deferred /dfd/ adjective put back
to a later date
deferred pension /d fd penʃən/
noun a pension plan where the pension
is taken late, so as to allow benefits to
accrue
deferred retirement /d fd rtaəmənt/ noun retirement which
starts later than the statutory age
degree /d ri/ noun 1. a qualification awarded to someone who has
passed a course of study at a university
or polytechnic 쑗 He has a degree in
business studies. 쑗 She has a degree in
social work. 2. an amount or level 쑗 Being promoted to a management position
means a greater degree of responsibility. 쑗 The HR director is trying to assess
the degree of discontent among the
workforce.
degree mill /d ri ml/ noun an establishment that claims to be an educational institution and offers to award a
qualification for little or no work, often
on payment of a large sum of money (informal ) (NOTE: The qualifications of.

fered by degree mills are mostly
considered worthless and are not accepted by employers.)
delay /dle/ noun the time when

someone or something is later than
planned 쑗 We are sorry for the delay in

delegate
supplying your order or in replying to
your letter. 쐽 verb to make someone or
something late 쑗 The company has delayed payment of all invoices. 쑗 She was
delayed because her taxi was involved
in an accident.

delegatenoun /del ət/ a person
who represents others at a meeting 쑗
The management refused to meet the
trade union delegates. 쐽 verb
/del et/ to pass authority or responsibility to someone else 쑗 to delegate
authority 왍 she cannot delegate she
wants to control everything herself and
refuses to give up any of her responsibilities to her subordinates
delegate conference /del ət
kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meeting of representatives from each of the main
branches of a trade union
delegation /del eʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
group of delegates 쑗 A Chinese trade
delegation is visiting the UK. 쑗 The
management met a union delegation. 2.
an act of passing authority or responsibility to someone else
demand /dmɑnd/ noun 1. the act
of asking for payment 2. asking for
something and insisting on getting it
쑗 the union’s list of demands 쑗 The
management refused to give in to union
demands for a meeting. 왍 to meet the
union’s demands to agree to what the
union is asking for 3. the requirement
by a prospective purchaser for a commodity 쑗 There was an active demand
for oil shares on the stock market. 쑗
The factory had to cut production when
demand slackened. 왍 there is not much
demand for this item not many people
want to buy it 왍 this book is in great
demand, there is a great demand for
this book many people want to buy it 왍
to meet or fill a demand to supply what
is needed 쑗 The factory had to increase
production to meet the extra demand. 쑗
The factory had to cut production when
demand slackened. 쐽 verb to ask for
something and expect to get it 쑗 She demanded a refund. 쑗 The suppliers are
demanding immediate payment of their
outstanding invoices. 쑗 The shop stewards demanded an urgent meeting with
the managing director.
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demographic time-bomb
‘…spot prices are now relatively stable in the
run-up to the winter’s peak demand’
[Economist]
‘…the demand for the company’s products
remained strong throughout the first six months
of the year with production and sales showing
significant increases’ [Business Times (Lagos)]
‘…growth in demand is still coming from the
private rather than the public sector’
[Lloyd’s List]

/ dimɑkeʃ(ə)n/
noun a clear definition of the responsibilities of each employee or category of
employment 쑗 The union insisted on
clear demarcation when tasks were assigned to different workers. 쑗 Demarcation ensures that no one does work
which is not defined in their job
description.
demerge /dimd"/ verb to separate
a company into several separate parts
demerger /dimd"ə/ noun the separation of a company into several separate parts (especially used of companies
which have grown by acquisition)
democracy /dmɒkrəsi/ noun a system of government by freely elected
representatives

demarcation

democratic management style

/ demə krtk mnd"mənt stal/
noun a management style in which

the managers involve the employees in
decision-making processes (NOTE: the
opposite is autocratic management
style)
demographic / demə rfk/ adjective referring to demography 쑗 A full

demographic study of the country must
be done before we decide how to export
there.

demographic

change

/ demə rfk tʃend"/ noun a change

in the population which may affect the
working population in the future (e.g. a
fall in the birth rate means fewer potential workers, a rise in life expectancy
means more people drawing pensions)
demographics
/demə rfks/
plural noun the details of the population of a country, in particular its age
and gender, which affect marketing
(NOTE: takes a singular verb)

demographic

time-bomb

/ demə rfk tam bɒm/ noun a cata-

strophic population trend, e.g. a sharp

demography
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increase in the number of people of pensionable age and a decrease in the number of younger people of working age
demography /dmɒ rəfi/ noun the
study of populations and population statistics such as age, sex, income and
education
demote /dməυt/ verb to give someone a less important job or to reduce an
employee to a lower rank or grade 쑗 He
was demoted from manager to salesman. 쑗 Her salary was reduced when
she was demoted.
demotion /dməυʃən/ noun the act
of reducing an employee to a lower rank
or giving someone a less important job
쑗 Demotion would mean a considerable
drop in income. 쑗 Demotion ended his
dreams of becoming managing director.
department /dpɑtmənt/ noun 1. a
specialised section of a large organisation 쑗 Trainee managers work for a
while in each department to get an idea
of the organisation as a whole. 2. a section of the British government containing several ministries
departmental
/ dipɑtment(ə)l/
adjective referring to a department

departmental

manager

/ dipɑtment(ə)l mnd"ə/ noun the

manager of a department

Department for Education and
Skills /d pɑtmənt fər edjυ keʃ(ə)n

ənd sklz/ noun a British government
department responsible for education
and training. Abbr DFES

Department for Work and Pensions /d pɑtmənt fə wk ən

penʃ(ə)nz/ noun a British government
department responsible for services to
people of working age, pensioners and
families. Abbr DWP

Department of Trade and Industry /d pɑtmənt əv tred ənd

ndəstri/ noun a British government
department which deals with areas such
as commerce, international trade and the
stock exchange. Abbr DTI
departure /dpɑtʃə/ noun 1. going
away 쑗 The plane’s departure was delayed by two hours. 2. a new venture or
new type of business 쑗 Selling records
will be a departure for the local book-

deputise
shop. 3. 왍 departure from normal
practice an act of doing something in a
different way from the usual one
depend /dpend/ verb 1. 왍 to depend
on to need someone or something to exist 쑗 The company depends on efficient
service from its suppliers. 쑗 We depend
on government grants to pay the salary
bill. 2. to happen because of something
쑗 The success of the launch will depend
on the publicity campaign. 왍 depending
on which varies according to something
쑗 Depending on the circumstances, she
may be reprimanded or have the money
docked from her pay.
dependant /dpendənt/ noun a person who depends financially on someone else 쑗 He has to provide for his
family and dependants out of a very
small salary.
dependence /dpendəns/, dependency /dpendənsi/ noun the fact of being dependent on someone or something
쑗 dependence on drugs
dependent /dpendənt/ adjective
supported financially by someone else 쑗
Employees may be granted leave to care
for dependent relatives. 쑗 Tax relief is
allowed for dependent relatives.
deploy /dplɔ/ verb to send staff to a
certain place to carry out a certain job
deployment of personnel /dplɔmənt əv psənel/ noun the sending of staff to certain places to carry out
certain jobs
depreciation /d priʃieʃ(ə)n/ noun
a reduction in value of an asset
depressed /dprest/ adjective feeling miserable and hopeless 쑗 She was
depressed when she was not promoted.
depression /dpreʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
period of economic crisis with high unemployment and loss of trade 쑗 an economic depression 쑗 The country entered
a period of economic depression. 2. a
mental state in which someone feels
miserable and hopeless 쑗 He suffers
from bouts of depression.
dept abbr department
deputise /depjυtaz/, deputize verb
왍 to deputise for someone to take the
place of someone who is absent 쑗 He
deputised for the chairman who was ill.

deputy

deputy /depjυti/ noun a person who
takes the place of another 쑗 to act as
deputy for someone or to act as someone’s deputy 쑗 He is deputy manager of
the accounts department. 쑗 Her title is
deputy managing director.
derecognise /direkə naz/ verb to
cease to recognise a union as the representative of the workers
derecognition / direkə nʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of ceasing to recognise a
union as able to represent the employees
(typical reasons are: few of the
workforce actually belong to the union,
or the company has changed owner)
describe /dskrab/ verb to say what
someone or something is like 쑗 The
leaflet describes the services the company can offer. 쑗 The managing director described the difficulties the
company was having with cash flow.
description /dskrpʃən/ noun a detailed account of what something is like
designate adjective /dez nət/ appointed to a job but not yet working 쑗
the chairman designate (NOTE: always
follows a noun) 쐽 verb /dez net/ to
appoint someone to a post
designer /dzanə/ adjective expensive and fashionable 쑗 designer jeans
desk /desk/ noun a writing table in an
office, usually with drawers for stationery 쑗 a desk diary 쑗 a desk drawer 쑗 a
desk light
deskilling /disklŋ/ noun the process of reducing the number of skilled
jobs and replacing them with unskilled
jobs
desk pad /desk pd/ noun a pad of
paper kept on a desk for writing notes
detail /ditel/ noun 1. a small part of
a description 쑗 The catalogue gives all
the details of our product range. 쑗 We
are worried by some of the details in the
contract. 왍 in detail giving many particulars 쑗 The catalogue lists all the products in detail. 2. the temporary
assignment of an employee to a different position for a specified time 쑗 The
union is complaining that employees are
being given details that were never mentioned at the time of their recruitment. 쑗
The manager was sent to another
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differ
branch on a two-week detail. 쐽 verb 1.
to list in detail 쑗 The terms of the
licence are detailed in the contract. 2. to
give someone a temporary assignment 쑗
Two men were detailed to deal with the
urgent order.
detailed /diteld/ adjective in detail
왍 detailed account an account which
lists every item
determination of salaries /dtmneʃ(ə)n əv sləriz/ noun the
process of fixing the amount of salaries
to be paid to different categories of
employees
determine /dtmn/ verb to fix, arrange or decide 쑗 to determine prices or
quantities 쑗 conditions still to be
determined
develop /dveləp/ verb 1. to plan and
produce 쑗 to develop a new product 2.
to plan and build an area 쑗 to develop
an industrial estate
DFEE abbr Department for Education
and Employment
DFES abbr Department for Education
and Skills
diagram /daə rm/ noun a drawing
which presents information visually 쑗 a
diagram showing sales locations 쑗 a diagram of the company’s organisational
structure 쑗 The first diagram shows
how our decision-making processes
work.
diagrammatic / daə rəmtk/ adjective 왍 in diagrammatic form in the
form of a diagram 쑗 The chart showed
the work flow in diagrammatic form.
diagrammatically
/ daə rəmtkli/ adverb using a diagram 쑗
The chart shows the sales pattern
diagrammatically.
dialogue /daəlɒ / noun a discussion
between two people or groups, in which
views are exchanged 쑗 The management refused to enter into a dialogue
with the strikers.
diarise /daəraz/, diarize verb to enter a date you have to remember in a
diary
differ /dfə/ verb not to be the same as
something else 쑗 The two managerial
vacancies differ considerably – one

difference
deals with product design and the other
with customer services.

difference /df(ə)rəns/ noun a way

in which two things are not the same 쑗
What is the difference between a junior
manager and a managerial assistant?
different /df(ə)rənt/ adjective not
the same 쑗 Our product range is quite
different in design from that of our rivals. 쑗 We offer ten models each in six
different colours.
differential / dfərenʃəl/ adjective
which shows a difference 쐽 noun 왍 to
erode wage differentials to reduce differences in salary gradually
differential piecework / dfərenʃəl
piswk/ noun payment for each
piece of work completed, determined
by the total number of pieces produced
over a period, with extra bonus payments for work completed more
quickly 쑗 The management decided that
differential piecework provided the best
balance between incentives and wage
security.
digerati / dd"ərɑti/ plural noun
people who claim to have a sophisticated understanding of Internet or computer technology (slang)
digithead /dd"t hed/ noun a person who is very knowledgeable about
technology and mathematics but who is
not very good at talking or relating to
people (slang)
dilberted /dlbtd/ adjective US
badly treated by your employer, like the
cartoon character Dilbert (slang) (NOTE:
see Dilbert Principle)

principle
/dlbt
prnsp(ə)l/ noun the principle that the
most inefficient employees are moved
to the place where they can do the least
damage (NOTE: Dilbert is the main char-

Dilbert

acter in a comic strip and cartoon series by Scott Adams which satirises
office and corporate life.)

dilutee / daluti/ noun an unskilled
or semi-skilled worker who has taken a
short training course, instead of a longer
full course, and is seen as someone who
is diluting the pool of skilled labour (informal )
.
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directive interview

dilution agreement /daluʃ(ə)n ə-

rimənt/ noun agreement by which
unskilled labour can be employed when
skilled workers are not available 쑗 The
dilution agreement allowed for untrained administrative workers until
more qualified manpower came to the
area.
dilution of labour /da luʃ(ə)n əv
lebə/ noun the process of deskilling,
reducing the number of skilled jobs and
replacing them with unskilled jobs
diploma /dpləυmə/ noun a document which shows that a person has
reached a certain level of skill in a subject 쑗 He is studying for a diploma in
engineering. 쑗 The new assistant HR
manager has a diploma in human resources management. 쑗 A diploma is
awarded at the end of the two-year
course in accountancy.
direct /darekt/ verb to manage or organise 쑗 He directs our South-East
Asian operations. 쑗 She was directing
the development unit until last year. 쐽
adjective straight or without interference 쐽 adverb with no third party involved 쑗 We pay income tax direct to
the government.
direct action /da rekt kʃən/ noun
a strike or go-slow by a workforce
directed interview /da rektd
ntəvju/ noun an interview built
round specific questions instead of an
open discussion 쑗 Directed interviews
are easier to conduct, but may fail to extract as much as less formal methods of
interviewing.
direction /darekʃən/ noun 1. the
process of organising or managing 쑗 He
took over the direction of a multinational group. 2. 왍 directions for use instructions showing how to use
something
directive /darektv/ noun an order
or command to someone to do something (especially an order from the
Council of Ministers or Commission of
the European Community referring to a
particular problem in certain countries)
directive interview /darektv
ntəvju/ noun an interview using preset questions and following a fixed
pattern

direct line
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direct line /da rekt lan/ noun a

telephone number which goes direct to
someone, without passing through an
operator
directly /darektl/ adverb 1. immediately 쑗 She left for the airport directly
after receiving the telephone message.
2. with no third party involved 쑗 We
deal directly with the manufacturer,
without using a wholesaler.
director /darektə/ noun the person
who is in charge of a project, an official
institute or other organisation 쑗 the director of the government research institute 쑗 She was appointed director of the
trade association.
‘…the research director will manage and direct
a team of business analysts reporting on the
latest developments in retail distribution
throughout the UK’ [Times]
COMMENT: Directors are elected by

shareholders at the AGM, though they are
usually chosen by the chairman or chief
executive. A board will consist of a chairman (who may be non-executive), a chief
executive or managing director and a series of specialist directors in charge of various activities of the company (such as a
finance director, production director or
sales director). The company secretary
will attend board meetings, but need not
be a director. Apart from the executive directors, who are in fact employees of the
company, there may be several
non-executive directors, appointed either
for their expertise and contacts, or as representatives of important shareholders
such as banks. The board of an American
company may be made up of a large
number of non-executive directors and
only one or two executive officers; a British board has more executive directors.

directorate /darekt(ə)rət/ noun a
group of directors

director’s fees /darektəz fiz/

plural noun money paid to a director
for attendance at board meetings
directorship /darektəʃp/ noun the
post of director 쑗 She was offered a directorship with Smith Ltd.
‘…what benefits does the executive derive from
his directorship? In the first place compensation
has increased sharply in recent years’
[Duns Business Month]

tkseʃ(ə)n/ noun a tax such as income tax

direct

taxation

/da rekt

disciplinary
which is paid direct to the government 쑗
The government raises more money by
direct taxation than by indirect.
disability / dsəblti/ noun a condition of being unable to use your body
properly (because you are blind or cannot walk) 쑗 The government awards
special disability allowances for handicapped people who cannot find work.

disability

working

allowance

/ dsəblti wkŋ ə laυəns/ noun a

benefit paid to people working more
than 16 hours a week who have an illness or disability. Abbr DWA
disabled /dseb(ə)ld/ adjective having a physical disability 쑗 Each company is required by law to employ a
certain percentage of disabled staff. 쑗
There are special facilities for disabled
employees. 쑗 One of our managers is
disabled and cannot travel far.
disabled person /ds eb(ə)ld
ps(ə)n/ noun a person who has a
physical disability
disablement
benefit
/dseb(ə)lmənt benft/ noun a government payment to a person who is
disabled
disadvantage
/ dsədvɑntd"/
noun something which makes you less
successful 쑗 It is a disadvantage for an
HR manager to have had no experience
of industry. 왍 to be at a disadvantage
to be in a more awkward position than
another person 쑗 Not having taken a
management course puts him at a
disadvantage.
discharge noun /dstʃɑd"/ 1. a payment of debt 왍 in full discharge of a
debt payment of a debt completely 2.
carrying out of a job 왍 in discharge of
her duties as director carrying out her
duties as director 3. dismissal from a job
쐽 verb /dstʃɑd"/ 1. 왍 to discharge a
bankrupt to release someone from
bankruptcy because they have has paid
their debts 2. to dismiss or to sack 쑗 to
discharge an employee for negligence
disciplinary /ds plnəri/ adjective
referring to punishment
‘…disciplinary action is often regarded as
synonymous with dismissal, but the new ACAS
handbook takes a more positive view’
[Employment Gazette]

disciplinary action
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disciplinary action / dsplnəri

kʃən/ noun an action taken to control
or punish bad behaviour by employees
쑗 Disciplinary action had to be taken to
prevent further disputes between workers and managers. 쑗 The union complained that the disciplinary action was
too harsh.
disciplinary board / dsplnəri
bɔd/ noun a group of people who conduct a disciplinary interview
disciplinary interview / dsplnəri
ntəvju/ noun an interview between
a manager and an employee to discuss a
breach of discipline (the worker may be
accompanied by a union representative)
disciplinary lay-off / dsplnəri
le ɒf/ noun temporary dismissal of an
employee as a punishment
disciplinary measures / dsplnəri me"əz/ plural noun same as
disciplinary action
discipline /dspln/

noun the
self-control needed to do a job 쑗
Working his way up the company ladder
gave him the discipline to take on further management responsibilities. 쑗
Lack of discipline is responsible for
poor attendance figures. 왍 to keep discipline to make sure that everyone
obeys the rules 쐽 verb to punish an employee for misconduct 쑗 Three members of staff were disciplined by the
manager.
disclosure /dskləυ"ə/ noun the act
of telling details 쑗 The disclosure of the
takeover bid raised the price of the
shares.
disclosure of information /dskləυ"ər əv nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the giving of information to someone,
such as the union representatives in
collective bargaining, so that they know
all the relevant facts about a case before
presenting the defence

discontinuous

shift

system

/dskən tnjuəs ʃft sstəm/ noun a

working system where three groups of
employees work morning, noon and
night shifts, but do not work at
weekends

discounted
/ dskaυntd

kʃ

cash

fləυ/

flow
noun

a

discussion
calculation of forecast sales of a
product in current terms with reductions for current interest rates
discretion /dskreʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability to decide correctly what should
be done 왍 I leave it to your discretion I
leave it for you to decide what to do 왍 at
the discretion of someone according to
what someone decides 쑗 Membership is
at the discretion of the committee.
discretionary /dskreʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective which can be done if someone
wants 왍 the minister’s discretionary
powers powers which the minister
could use if they thought it necessary
discriminate /dskrmnet/ verb to
treat people in different ways because of
class, religion, race, language, colour,
sex, or physical or mental ability 쑗 The
management appeared to discriminate
against handicapped applicants.
discrimination /d skrmneʃ(ə)n/
noun the practice of treating people in
different ways because of class, religion, race, language, colour or sex
discriminatory /dskrmnət(ə)ri/
adjective which shows discrimination 쑗
The appointment of only males to the
three posts was clearly discriminatory.
‘EEC legislation should formally recognize that
sexual harassment is discrimination on grounds
of sex’ [Personnel Management]
‘…she claimed she was a victim of sex
discrimination but this was rejected by the
industrial tribunal and the Court of Appeal’
[Personnel Today]
‘…discrimination in pensions is set to continue’
[Personnel Management]

discuss /dsk$s/ verb to talk about a

problem 쑗 They spent two hours discussing the details of the contract. 쑗
The committee discussed the question of
import duties on cars. 쑗 The board will
discuss wage rises at its next meeting. 쑗
We discussed delivery schedules with
our suppliers.
discussion /dsk$ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of talking about a problem 쑗 After
ten minutes’ discussion the board
agreed the salary increases. 쑗 We spent
the whole day in discussions with our
suppliers. 왍 to hold discussions to discuss formally 쑗 Management is holding
discussions with representatives of the
union.

disease

disease /dziz/ noun an illness in

which the body functions abnormally
disincentive / dsnsentv/ noun
something which discourages, especially something which discourages
people from working 쑗 The low salary
offered was a disincentive to work.
disk /dsk/ noun a round flat object,
used to store information in computers
disk drive /dsk drav/ noun a part
of a computer which makes a disk spin
round in order to read it or store information on it
diskette /dsket/ noun a small floppy
disk 쑗 He sent a diskette of the accounts
to his accountant.
dismiss /dsms/ verb 1. 왍 to dismiss an employee to remove an employee from a job 쑗 She was dismissed
for being late. 2. to refuse to accept 쑗
The court dismissed the claim.
dismissal /dsms(ə)l/ noun the removal of an employee from a job, either
by sacking or by not renewing a contract
dismissal procedures /dsms(ə)l
prə sid"əz/ plural noun the correct actions to take in order to dismiss someone, following the rules in the contract
of employment
disobedience / dsəbidiəns/ noun
the act of not doing what you are told to
do
disobey / dsəbe/ verb not to do
what someone tells you to do 쑗 The
workers disobeyed their union’s instructions and held a 24-hour strike.
disparity /dsprti/ noun a difference (NOTE: plural is disparities) 왍 disparities
between
salary
levels
differences between salaries paid to different employees at the same level of
responsibility
disposable /dspəυzəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be used and then thrown
away 쑗 The machine serves soup in disposable paper cups.
disposable
income
/dspəυzəb(ə)l nk$m/, disposable
personal income /d spəυzəb(ə)l
ps(ə)nəl nk$m/ noun the income
left after tax and national insurance have
been deducted
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disposal /dspəυz(ə)l/ noun a sale 쑗

a disposal of securities 쑗 The company
has started a systematic disposal of its
property portfolio. 왍 lease or business
for disposal a lease or business for sale
dispose /dspəυz/ verb 왍 to dispose
of to get rid of or to sell cheaply 쑗 to
dispose of excess stock 쑗 to dispose of
excess equipment 쑗 He is planning to
dispose of his business in the new year.
왍 to dispose of day-to-day matters to
deal with routine matters
dispute /dspjut, dspjut/ noun
disagreement 쑗 dispute between two departments in an organisation 왍 to adjudicate or mediate in a dispute to try to
settle a dispute between other parties
dispute benefit /dspjut benft/
noun same as strike pay
disputes procedures /dspjuts
prə sid"əz/ plural noun the correct
actions to take to deal with disputes,
following the rules agreed between
management and unions
disregard / dsr ɑd/ noun the act
of not paying any attention to something
왍 in complete disregard of regulations
without paying any attention to the regulations 쐽 verb to take no notice of or
not to obey 쑗 The workers disregarded
the instructions of the shop stewards.
dissatisfaction /ds stsfkʃən/
noun the state of being discontented or
not being satisfied 쑗 dissatisfaction with
bad working conditions 쑗 Although the
work itself was interesting, there was a
lot of dissatisfaction with the organisation and its rules.
dissociate /dsəυsiet/ verb 왍 to
dissociate oneself from a statement
not to agree with what someone has said
distance learning /dstəns lnŋ/
noun learning in one’s own time away
from the centre producing the course, by
mail, radio, television or by occasional
visits to centres
distribute /dstrbjut/ verb 1. to
share out dividends 쑗 Profits were distributed among the shareholders. 2. to
send out goods from a manufacturer’s
warehouse to retail shops 쑗 Smith Ltd
distributes for several smaller compa-

distribution
nies. 쑗 All orders are distributed from
our warehouse near Oxford.
distribution / dstrbjuʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the act of sending goods from the
manufacturer to the wholesaler and then
to retailers 쑗 Stock is held in a distribution centre which deals with all order
processing. 쑗 Distribution costs have
risen sharply over the last 18 months. 쑗
She has several years’ experience as
distribution manager. 2. sharing something among several people 왍 distribution of the workload sharing in a fair
way the work which has to be done
‘British distribution companies are poised to
capture a major share of the European market’
[Management News]

channels / dstrbjuʃ(ə)n tʃn(ə)lz/ plural noun
ways of sending goods from the manufacturer for sale by retailers
distribution of profits /dstrbjuʃ(ə)n əv prɒfts/ noun the sharing of profits between shareholders,
staff and other parties
distributive
bargaining
/dstrbjυtv bɑ nŋ/ noun collective
bargaining where the workers try to obtain as good a share of limited resources
as possible
division /dv"(ə)n/ noun 1. the main
section of a large company 쑗 the marketing division 쑗 the production division 쑗 the retail division 쑗 the hotel
division of the leisure group 2. a company which is part of a large group 쑗
Smith’s is now a division of the Brown
group of companies. 3. the act of separating a whole into parts 쑗 the division
of responsibility between managers
divisional /dv"(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a division 쑗 a divisional director 쑗 the divisional headquarters
divisional headquarters /dv"(ə)nəl hedkwɔtez/ plural noun
the main office of a division of a
company
division of labour /d v"(ə)n əv
lebə/ noun a production system where
work is split up into clearly defined
tasks and areas of responsibility
dock /dɒk/ verb to remove money
from someone’s wages 쑗 We will have
to dock your pay if you are late for work
distribution
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double
again. 쑗 He had £20 docked from his
pay for being late.
doctor /dɒktə/ noun a specialist who
examines people when they are sick to
see how they can be made well
doctor’s certificate /dɒktəz sətfkət/ noun a document written by a
doctor to say that a worker is ill and cannot work 쑗 He has been off sick for ten
days and still has not sent in a doctor’s
certificate.

documentary

/ dɒkjυment(ə)ri

evidence

evd(ə)ns/ noun
evidence in the form of documents
dogsbody /dɒ zbɒdi/ noun a person
who does all types of work in an office
for very low wages (informal )
dole /dəυl/ noun money given by the
government to unemployed people 왍 he
is receiving dole payments, he is on
the dole he is receiving unemployment
benefits
dole bludger /dəυl bl$d"ə/ noun
(in Australia and New Zealand) someone who lives off social security payments and makes no attempt to find
work
dole queue /dəυl kju/ noun a line
of people waiting to collect their unemployment money (NOTE: the American
.

term is dole line)
domicile /dɒmsal/ verb 왍 she is do-

miciled in Denmark she lives in Denmark officially 왍 bills domiciled in
France bills of exchange which have to
be paid in France
dotted-line relationships / dɒtd
lan r leʃ(ə)nʃps/ plural noun
relationships between managers and
staff whom they supervise indirectly
rather than on a day-to-day basis (NOTE:
The name comes from the fact that
these links are shown as dotted lines
on organisational charts.)
double /d$b(ə)l/ adjective twice as

large or two times the size 쑗 Their turnover is double ours. 왍 to be on double
time to earn twice the usual wages for
working on Sundays or other holidays 왍
to work double shifts to work with two
shifts of workers on duty 왍 in double
figures with two figures, from 10 to 99
쑗 Inflation is in double figures. 쑗 We

double day shift
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have had double-figure inflation for
some years. 쐽 verb to become twice as
big, or make something twice as big 쑗
We have doubled our profits this year or
our profits have doubled this year. 쑗
The company’s borrowings have
doubled.

double day shift / d$b(ə)l de ʃft/

noun a system of working two shifts
during the day time (as from 8.00 a.m.
to 2.00 p.m, and then 2.00 p.m. to 8.00
p.m.)
double dipping / d$b(ə)l dpŋ/
noun US the practice of receiving two
incomes from a government, one in the
form of a pension, the other in social security benefits
double-jobbing / d$b(ə)l d"ɒbŋ/
noun the practice of doing a second
job, usually without paying tax 쑗
Double-jobbing has become more important since inflation made it difficult
for workers to make ends meet. 쑗
She makes thousands a year from
double-jobbing. 쑗 Double-jobbing
meant that he spent almost no time
with his family. 쏡 moonlighting
double taxation / d$b(ə)l tkseʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of taxing the
same income twice

double

taxation

agreement

/ d$b(ə)l tkseʃ(ə)n ə rimənt/,
double taxation treaty / d$b(ə)l tkseʃ(ə)n triti/ noun an agreement

between two countries that a person
living in one country shall not be taxed
in both countries on the income earned
in the other country
double time / d$b(ə)l tam/ noun a
time for which work is paid at twice the
normal rate 쑗 She is on double time on
Sundays.
down /daυn/ adverb, preposition in a
lower position or to a lower position 쑗
The inflation rate is gradually coming
down. 쑗 Shares are slightly down on the
day. 쑗 The price of petrol has gone
down. 왍 to pay money down, to make
a down payment to make a deposit 쑗
He paid £50 down and the rest in
monthly instalments.
downgrade /daυn red/ verb to reduce the importance of someone or of a

downward communication
job 쑗 The post was downgraded in the
company reorganisation.
downgrading /daυn redŋ/ noun
the act of moving an employee to a
lower grade of job 쑗 The reassessment
of staff has led to some downgrading,
which is never popular. 쑗 We never resort to downgrading because it causes
too much resentment.
downloading /daυnləυdŋ/ noun
reducing the amount of work done in a
department, factory or other place of
work
down payment / daυn pemənt/
noun a part of a total payment made in
advance 쑗 We made a down payment of
$100.
downshifting /daυnʃftŋ/ noun the
process of giving up all or part of your
work and income in exchange for an improved quality of life (NOTE: Downshifting has increased in popularity
because of rising stress in the workplace and is integral to the idea of portfolio working, in which people opt out
of a formal employment to sell their
services to companies as freelances.)
downsize /daυnsaz/ verb to reduce

the number of people employed in order
to make a company more profitable
downsizing /daυnsazŋ/ noun the
process of reducing the size of something, especially reducing the number of
people employed in a company to make
it more profitable
down time /daυn tam/ noun 1. the
time when a machine is not working or
not available because it is broken or being mended 2. the time when a worker
cannot work because machines have
broken down or because components
are not available
down tools / daυn tulz/ verb to
stop working 쑗 The entire workforce
downed tools in protest.
downward /daυnwəd/ adjective towards a lower position 쑗 The downward
movement of shares continued during
the day.

downward

communication

/ daυnwəd kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun

communication from the top management to the lower levels of employee in

downwards
an organisation 쑗 More effective downward communication will be helped by
starting a house journal and by more informal talks between directors and
employees.
downwards /daυnwədz/ adverb towards a lower position 쑗 The company’s profits have moved downwards
over the last few years.
drag on / dr ɒn/ verb to continue
slowly without ending 쑗 Negotiations
dragged on into the night. (NOTE:
dragging-dragged)

draw up / drɔ $p/ verb to write a le-

gal document 쑗 to draw up a contract or
an agreement 쑗 to draw up a company’s
articles
of
association
(NOTE:
drawing-drew)

dress code /dres kəυd/ noun a pol-

icy on which type of clothes are considered suitable for a specific activity,
especially the clothes worn at work 쑗
The dress code is suit and tie for men or
smart casual clothes on Fridays. 쑗 The
company has a strict dress code for
members of staff who meet the public.
dress-down day /dres daυn de/
noun a day on which employees are allowed to wear informal clothes to work
drift /drft/ noun gradual movement
without any control 쐽 verb to move
gradually in a particular direction 쑗
Shares drifted lower in a dull market. 쑗
Strikers are drifting back to work.
drive /drav/ noun 1. an energetic way
of doing things 왍 She has a lot of drive
she is very energetic in business 2. a
part of a machine which makes other
parts work 쐽 verb 1. to make a motor
vehicle go in a specific direction 쑗 He
was driving to work when he heard the
news on the car radio. 쑗 She drives a
company car. 2. 왍 She drives a hard
bargain she is a difficult person to negotiate with
driver /dravə/ noun something or
someone that provides an impetus for
something to happen
driving licence /dravŋ las(ə)ns/
noun the official document which
shows someone is legally allowed to
drive a car, truck or other vehicle 쑗 Applicants for the job should hold a valid
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dumbsizing
driving licence. (NOTE: the American
English is driver’s license)

DTI abbr Department of Trade and

Industry
dual /djuəl/ adjective 1. referring to
two things at the same time 2. operated
by two people
dual career couple / djuəl kərə
k$p(ə)l/ noun a married couple where
both husband and wife have different
careers
dual ladder / djuəl ldə/ noun two
career paths in an organisation leading
to positions of equal importance and
open to the same type of employee 쑗
Dual ladders attract employees who
want to keep their career options open.
dual
unionism
/ djuəl
junjənz(ə)m/ noun the fact of being
a member of two trade unions 쑗 Dual
unionism is common in industries where
the workers want to be as well represented as possible.
due /dju/ adjective 1. owed 쑗 a sum
due from a debtor 왍 to fall or become
due to be ready for payment 왍 bill due
on May 1st a bill which has to be paid
on May 1st 왍 balance due to us the
amount owed to us which should be
paid 2. expected to arrive 쑗 She is due
to come for interview at 10.30. 3. 왍 in
due form written in the correct legal
form 쑗 a receipt in due form 쑗 a contract drawn up in due form 왍 after due
consideration of the problem after
thinking seriously about the problem 왍
due to caused by 쑗 The company pays
the wages of staff who are absent due to
illness.
‘…many expect the US economic indicators for
April, due out this Thursday, to show faster
economic
growth’
[Australian Financial Review]

dues /djuz/ plural noun regular subscription payments made by a union
member to the union
duly /djuli/ adverb 1. properly 쑗
duly authorised representative 2. as was
expected 쑗 We duly received his letter
of 21st October. 쑗 We duly met the union representatives to discuss the
takeover.
dumbsizing /d$msazŋ/ noun the
process of reducing the size of a com-

duration
pany to such an extent that it is no longer profitable or efficient (slang)

duration /djυreʃ(ə)n/ noun the

length of time that something lasts 쑗 the
duration of a contract of employment 쑗
The clause is binding during the duration of the contract.
duties /djutiz/ plural noun specified
tasks which have to be done 쑗 The job
description lists the duties of a director’s secretary. 쑗 His duties are onerous but he’s very well-paid.
duty /djut/ noun 1. work which has
to be done 왍 on duty doing official
work which is part of your job 쑗 She
has been on duty all day. 쑗 Two security
guards were on duty at the time of the
theft. 2. moral or legal obligation 쑗 the
employee’s duty to his employer 쑗 He
felt he had a duty to show his successor
how the job was done.
‘…the Department of Customs and Excise
collected a total of N79m under the new
advance duty payment scheme’ [Business Times
(Lagos)]
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DWP

duty of reasonable care / djuti

əv riz(ə)nəb(ə)l keə/ the duty of employers to look after the safety of their
employees and not act negligently
duty receptionist /djuti rsepʃənst/ noun the receptionist who
is working at the time
duty roster /djuti rɒstə/ noun a
list of times showing when each person
is on duty at those times
duvet day /duve de/ noun a day
on which an employer allows an employee to call in and say that they do not
feel like coming to work and will be absent (NOTE: Duvet days are more popular in the United States – where they
are called ‘personal days’ – than in the
United Kingdom. Organisations that allow them do not usually make them
part of written policy, limit them to two
or three per year and sometimes only
offer them to key employees.)
DWA abbr disability working

allowance

DWP abbr Department for Work and
Pensions

e. & o.e.
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economic model

E
excepted

e. & o.e. abbr errors and omissions

signer that her earning power is very
large.

ear candy /ə kndi/ noun pleasant

earnings /nŋz/ plural noun 1. sal-

but meaningless noise or talk

early /l/ adjective, adverb before

the usual time 쑗 The mail arrived early.
We retired early and bought a house
in Cornwall. 왍 at an early date very
soon 쐽 adjective at the beginning of a
period of time 쑗 He took an early flight
to Paris. 왍 we hope for an early resumption of negotiations we hope negotiations will start again soon
쑗

early adopter / li ədɒptə/ noun an

individual or organisation that is one of
the first to make use of a new
technology

early retirement / li rtaəmənt/

noun a scheme where a company encourages employees to retire earlier than
usual, and receive financial compensation for this 쑗 early retirement at
fifty-five 쑗 He took early retirement. 쑗
The management offered some of the senior staff early retirement.

earn /n/ verb 1. to be paid money for

working 쑗 to earn £100 a week 쑗 Our
agent in Paris certainly does not earn
his commission. 쑗 Her new job is more
of a transfer than a promotion, since she
doesn’t earn any more. 쑗 How much do
you earn in your new job? 2. to produce
interest or dividends 쑗 a building society account which earns interest at 10%
쑗 What level of dividend do these shares
earn?

earning capacity /nŋ kə psti/
noun the amount of money someone
should be able to earn

earning power /nŋ paυə/ noun
the amount of money someone should
be able to earn 쑗 She is such a fine de-

ary, wages, dividends or interest received 쑗 High earnings in top
management reflect the heavy responsibilities involved. 쑗 The calculation is
based on average earnings over three
years. 2. profit made by a company
‘…the US now accounts for more than half of
our world-wide sales. It has made a huge
contribution to our earnings turnaround’
[Duns Business Month]
‘…last fiscal year the chain reported a 116%
jump in earnings, to $6.4 million or $1.10 a
share’ [Barrons]

earnings drift /nŋz drft/ noun a

situation where an increase in pay is
greater than that of officially negotiated
rates 쑗 The earnings drift is caused by a
sudden increased demand for a certain
class of employee. (NOTE: also called
salary drift or wage drift)

earnings rule /nŋz rul/ noun a

system where retirement pensions are
reduced for those who earn more than a
specified amount when working 쑗 The
earnings rule can be considered as a
way of compensating for salary
differentials.
EAT abbr employment appeal tribunal
echelon /eʃəlɒn/ noun a group of
people of a certain grade in an organisation 쑗 the upper echelons of industry 쑗
Communications have improved between the higher and lower echelons in
the company.
economic
cycle
/ ikənɒmk
sak(ə)l/ noun a period during which
trade expands, then slows down and
then expands again
economic model / ikənɒmk
mɒd(ə)l/ noun a computerised plan of

economics
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a country’s economic system, used for
forecasting economic trends
economics / ikənɒmks/ noun the
study of the production, distribution,
selling and use of goods and services
(NOTE: takes a singular verb) 쐽 plural
noun the study of financial structures to
show how a product or service is costed
and what returns it produces 쑗 I do not
understand the economics of the coal industry. (NOTE: takes a plural verb)
‘…believers in free-market economics often
find it hard to sort out their views on the issue’
[Economist]

economic tort / ikənɒmk tɔt/

noun economic harm done to one of the
parties in an industrial dispute (such as
when shops stewards induce workers to
take industrial action and so harm the
company’s finances)
economy /kɒnəm/ noun the quality
of being careful not to waste money or
materials
‘…the European economies are being held back
by rigid labor markets and wage structures, huge
expenditures on social welfare programs and
restrictions on the free movement of goods’
[Duns Business Month]

economy class /kɒnəmi klɑs/

noun a lower quality, less expensive
way of travelling 쑗 I travel economy
class because it is cheaper. 쑗 I always
travels first class because tourist class
is too uncomfortable.
economy drive /kɒnəmi drav/
noun a vigorous effort to save money or
materials
economy measure /kɒnəmi
me"ə/ noun an action to save money or
materials
education / edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun
training of the mind, especially through
instruction at school or college 쑗 Jobs
in management require a good basic education. 쑗 People with no more than a
basic education can be considered for
manual positions.

educational

leave

/ edjυkeʃ(ə)n(ə)l liv/ noun special

leave given to employees who want to
undertake a course of study
effect /fekt/ noun 1. a result 쑗 The
effect of the pay increase was to raise
productivity levels. 2. 왍 terms of a con-

efficient
tract which take effect, come into effect from January 1st terms which
start to operate on January 1st 왍 to remain in effect to continue to be applied
왍 salaries are increased 10% with effect from January 1st a salary increase
of 10% will apply from January 1st
effective /fektv/ adjective 1. actual, as opposed to theoretical 2. which
works or produces results 쑗 Advertising
in the Sunday papers is the most effective way of selling. 쑗 She is an effective
marketing manager. 쏡 cost-effective
effective date of termination /fektv det əv tmneʃ(ə)n/ noun
on the date at which an employee’s employment ends (i.e. the date after notice,
on which they leave the company)
effective demand / fektv dmɑnd/ noun the actual demand for a
product which can be paid for
effective labour market / fektv
lebə mɑkt/ noun a labour market
from which an employer actually draws
applicants for posts, as opposed to the
labour market from which the employer
actually gets applicants
effectiveness /fektvnəs/ noun the
quality of working or producing results
쑗 I doubt the effectiveness of television
advertising. 쑗 His effectiveness as a
manager was due to his quick grasp of
detail. 쏡 cost-effectiveness
efficiency /fʃ(ə)nsi/ noun the ability to work well or to produce the right
result or the right work quickly 쑗 a
business efficiency exhibition 쑗 The bus
system is run with a high degree of efficiency. 쑗 We called in an efficiency expert to report on ways of increasing
profitability.
‘…increased control means improved efficiency
in purchasing, shipping, sales and delivery’
[Duns Business Month]

bonus
/fʃ(ə)nsi
bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment for efficiency in a job
efficiency rating /fʃ(ə)nsi retŋ/
noun an evaluation of an employee’s efficiency in performing a job 쑗 Her efficiency rating is so high she will soon be
promoted.
efficient /fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective able to
work well or to produce the right result
efficiency

efficiently
quickly 쑗 the efficient working of a system 쑗 An efficient assistant is invaluable. 쑗 An efficient new machine would
save time.

efficiently /fʃ(ə)ntli/ adverb in an
efficient way 쑗 She organised the sales
conference very efficiently.
effort /efət/ noun an act of using the
mind or body to do something 쑗 The
sales staff made great efforts to increase
sales. 쑗 Thanks to the efforts of the finance department, overheads have been
reduced. 쑗 If we make one more effort,
we should clear the backlog of orders.
e.g. /id"i/ for example or such as 쑗
The contract is valid in some countries
(e.g. France and Belgium) but not in
others.
ego drive /i əυ drav/ noun a person’s ambition or motivation to succeed
쑗 Ego drive is highly valued in sales
representatives
eighty per cent rule / eti pə sent
rul/ noun US the principle which states
that if selection of a particular ethnic,
age or sex group is less than 80% of another group, then the selection system is
defective 쑗 According to the eighty per
cent rule our recruitment practices used
to be highly discriminatory.
elasticity / lstsəti/ noun the ability to change easily in response to a
change in circumstances 왍 elasticity of
supply and demand changes in supply
and demand of an item depending on its
market price
e-learning /i lnŋ/ noun learning
by means of courses or aids to study
provided on the Internet or an intranet
(NOTE: E-learning is a development
from computer-based training and,
because it is Internet based, it is very
flexible: it allows the learner to proceed
at their own pace and can be adapted
to suit the changing needs of the company. Full form is electronic learning)

elect /lekt/ verb 1. to choose some-

one by a vote 쑗 She was elected president of the staff club. 2. to choose to do
something 쑗 He elected to take early
retirement.
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email

-elect /lekt/ suffix referring to a person who has been elected but has not yet
started the term of office
elected officer / lektd ɒfsə/
noun an official with decision-making
powers, e.g. a director or union representative, who is chosen by a vote of the
members or shareholders of an
organisation
election /lekʃən/ noun the act of
electing someone 쑗 the election of officers of an association 쑗 the election of
directors by the shareholders 왍 to stand
for election to be a candidate in an
election
electronic cottage / elktrɒnk
kɒtd"/ noun somone’s home from
which they work for a company on a
computer, usually linked to the office
via a modem
electronic learning / elktrɒnk
lnŋ/ noun same as e-learning
electronic mail / elktrɒnk mel/
noun same as email 1
element /elmənt/ noun a basic part
or the smallest unit into which something can be divided 쑗 the elements of a
settlement 쑗 Work study resulted in a
standard time for each job element.
eligibility / eld"blti/ noun the fact
of being eligible 쑗 The chairman questioned her eligibility to stand for
re-election.
eligible /eld"b(ə)l/ adjective which
can be chosen 쑗 She is eligible for
re-election.
eligible list /eld"b(ə)l lst/ noun a
list of qualified applicants in an order
based on the results of tests 쑗 After
marking the candidates’ tests, they drew
up an eligible list.
eliminate /lmnet/ verb to remove
쑗 to eliminate defects in the system 쑗
Using a computer should eliminate all
possibility of error. 쑗 We have decided
to eliminate this series of old products
from our range.
email /imel/ noun 1. a system of
sending messages from one computer
terminal to another, using a modem and
telephone lines 쑗 You can contact me by
phone or email if you want. 2. a message sent electronically 쑗 I had six

embezzle
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employee commitment

emails from him today. 쐽 verb to send a
message from one computer to another,
using a modem and telephone lines 쑗
She emailed her order to the warehouse.
쑗 I emailed him about the meeting.
embezzle /mbez(ə)l/ verb to use illegally money which is not yours, or
which you are looking after for someone
쑗 He was sent to prison for six months
for embezzling his clients’ money.
embezzlement
/mbez(ə)lmənt/
noun the act of embezzling 쑗 He was
sent to prison for six months for
embezzlement.
embezzler /mbez(ə)lə/ noun a person who embezzles
emergency exit /md"(ə)nsi
e zt/ noun the special way out of a
building, used if there is a fire or other
emergency
emigrant /em rənt/ noun a person
who emigrates. 쏡 immigrant
emigrate /em ret/ verb to go to another country to live permanently
emigration / em reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of leaving a country to go to live permanently in another country. 쏡

twenty staff to have twenty people
working for you 왍 to employ twenty
new staff to give work to twenty new
people

immigration

employee
assistance
programme /m plɔi əsst(ə)ns

emoluments /mɒljυmənts/ plural

noun pay, salary or fees, or the earnings
of directors who are not employees
(NOTE: American English uses the singular emolument)
emotional
intelligence
/məυʃ(ə)n(ə)l nteld"əns/ noun the
ability to understand your own personal feelings and those of other people,
to take other people’s feelings into
account when reaching decisions and
to respond to people’s feelings in a
restrained and thoughtful way (NOTE:
Emotional intelligence can greatly improve people’s interpersonal communication and people skills.)
empathy /empəθi/ noun the ability to
appreciate the feelings of a subordinate
in a particular situation 쑗 the need for
empathy to understand the frustration of
an employee in the wrong job 쑗 She had
little empathy with less ambitious
colleagues.
employ /mplɔ/ verb to give someone regular paid work 왍 to employ

‘70 per cent of Australia’s labour force was
employed
in
service
activity’
[Australian Financial Review]

employability /m plɔəblti/ noun
the quality of having skills that will enable you to find and keep work (NOTE:

Employability is also affected by market demand for particular skills and by
personal circumstances.)
employed /mplɔd/ adjective in reg-

ular paid work 왍 he is not gainfully employed he has no regular paid work 왍 to
be employed to be in regular paid work
쐽 plural noun people who are working
쑗 the employers and the employed
employee /mplɔi/ noun a person
employed by another 쑗 Employees of
the firm are eligible to join a
profit-sharing scheme. 쑗 Relations between management and employees are
good. 쑗 The company has decided to
take on new employees.
‘…companies introducing robotics think it
important to involve individual employees in
planning their introduction’ [Economist]

prəυ rm/ noun a programme set up
to help employees with personal problems. Abbr EAP
employee association /mplɔi
əsəυs eʃ(ə)n/ noun an association of
employees who work for the same organisation, formed to promote professional solidarity or to arrange social
activities
employee attitude survey /mplɔi ttjud sve/ noun a survey
carried out among the employees of an
organisation to discover what they think
and feel generally about the work of the
organisation and their role within it, or
about some particular issue such as a
new company policy
employee commitment /m plɔi
kəmtmənt/ noun the feeling of loyalty that employees have towards the organisation that they work for, which
largely depends on the extent to which
they believe in the values and aims of
the organisation and feel personally in-

employee communication
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employment

volved in the task of making the organisation successful

the job and a description of the ideal
candidate for the job

employee

employee referral programme

communication(s)

/m plɔi kə mjunkeʃ(ə)nz/, communication
with
employees
/kəmjun keʃ(ə)n wð mplɔiz/
noun the process of passing information

to employees and receiving information
from employees
employee development /m plɔi
dveləpmənt/ noun additional training
dedicated to increasing the skills,
knowledge and experience of employees
in order to improve their performance
employee discount /m plɔi
dskaυnt/ noun a reduction in the price
that employees have to pay for the
goods or services produced by their
company, offered as one of their fringe
benefits
employee handbook /m plɔi
hndbυk/ noun a book that gives employees the information they need on
the organisation that they work for and
the job that they do (NOTE: Employee
handbooks typically describe terms
and conditions of employment, the policies and procedures of the organisation and fringe benefits.)
employee involvement /m plɔi
nvɒlvmənt/ noun a management pol-

icy that aims to increase employee commitment by giving employees greater
individual responsibility for the work
they do and a greater share in
decision-making
employee ownership /m plɔi
əυnəʃp/ noun ownership of all or
some of the shares in a company by the
people who work for it (NOTE: Forms of
employee ownership include employee
share schemes, employee buy-outs,
co-operatives and employee trusts.)
employee participation /m plɔi
pɑtspeʃ(ə)n/ noun the practice of

employees sharing in the company’s
planning and decision-making (such as
in works councils and quality circles)
(NOTE:
also
participation)

called

worker

profile
/m plɔi
prəυfal/ noun a person specification
or form of job description which gives
the ideal personal qualities needed for
employee

/m plɔi rfrəl prəυ rm/ noun a

policy popular in the US that encourages employees, usually through cash
incentives, to nominate potential candidates for various jobs as part of the recruiting process
employee representation /mplɔi reprzenteʃ(ə)n/ noun the fact
of having representatives of the employees on committees or boards
employee retention /m plɔi rtenʃən/ noun the process of keeping
employees on the staff, and not losing
them to rival firms

employee share ownership plan

/mplɔi ʃeə əυnəʃp pln/, employee share ownership programme
/mplɔi ʃeə əυnəʃp prəυ rm/,
employee share scheme /m plɔi
ʃeə skim/ noun a plan which allows

employees to obtain shares in the company for which they work. Abbr ESOP
employee stock fund /m plɔi
stɒk f$nd/ noun (in the US) a fund
from which money is taken to buy
shares of a company’s stock for its
employees
employer /mplɔə/ noun a person or
company that has regular employees
and pays them
employer’s liability /m plɔəz
laəblti/ noun the legal responsibility
of an employer when employees suffer
accidents due to negligence on the part
of the employer

employers’ liability insurance

/m plɔəz
laəblti n ʃυərəns/
noun insurance to cover accidents

which may happen at work, and for
which the company may be responsible
employers’ organisation /mplɔəz ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/, employers’
association
/mplɔəz
əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a group of employers
with similar interests
employment /mplɔmənt/ noun
regular paid work 왍 to be without employment to have no work 왍 to be in
continuous employment to be employed for a period of time, without

employment agency
more than a week’s gap (holidays, sickness are not counted as gaps) 쑗 She was
in continuous employment for the period
1993 to 1996.
‘…the blue-collar unions are the people who
stand to lose most in terms of employment
growth’ [Sydney Morning Herald]

employment agency /mplɔmənt

ed"ənsi/ noun an office which finds
jobs for staff
employment appeal tribunal /mplɔmənt əpil tra bjun(ə)l/ noun a
tribunal which deals with appeals
against the decisions of industrial tribunals. Abbr EAT
employment-at-will /m plɔmənt
ət wl/ noun a term in common law
that a contract of employment with no
specified period of service may be terminated by either side without notice or
reason
COMMENT: This is a basic principle of US

employment law, where employers have
the right to hire workers as they feel necessary and sack them for any reason and
at any time, provided this is under the
terms of the contract of employment
agreed between the employer and the
employee.

benefits
/mplɔmənt benfts/ plural noun extra items given by a company to
workers in addition to their salaries
(such as company cars or private
health insurance) (NOTE: also called

employment

fringe benefits)

employment bureau /mplɔmənt

bjυərəυ/ noun an office which finds
jobs for people
Employment Court /mplɔmənt
kɔt/ noun a higher court in New Zealand that is responsible for settling industrial relations disputes, e.g. between
employers and employees or unions,
and for deciding on appeals referred to it
by employment tribunals
employment equity /m plɔmənt
ekwti/ noun the policy of giving preference in employment opportunities to
qualified people from sectors of society
that were previously discriminated
against, e.g., black people, women and
people with disabilities
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employment law /mplɔmənt lɔ/

noun the law as referring to workers,
employers and their rights
employment office /mplɔmənt
ɒfs/ noun an office which finds jobs
for people
employment opportunities /mplɔmənt ɒpə tjuntiz/ plural noun
new jobs being available (NOTE: also
called job opportunities)

employment pass /mplɔmənt

pɑs/ noun (in South Africa) a visa issued to a citizen of a foreign country
who is a professional earning more than
R1,500 per month
empower /mpaυə/ verb to give
someone the power to do something 쑗
She was empowered by the company to
sign the contract. 쑗 Her new position
empowers her to hire and fire at will.
empowerment /mpaυəmənt/ noun
the act of giving someone (such as an
employee) the power to take decisions
‘…a district-level empowerment programme
run in one of the government’s executive
agencies failed because middle managers
blocked it. Empowerment was officially defined
by the agency as involving delegation of
responsibility and the encouragement of
innovation’ [People Management]

empty suit / empti sut/ noun a

company executive who dresses very
smartly and follows all the procedures
exactly without actually contributing
anything important to the company
(slang)
enc, encl abbr enclosure
enclose /nkləυz/ verb to put something inside an envelope with a letter 쑗
to enclose an invoice with a letter 쑗 I
am enclosing a copy of the contract. 쑗
Please find the cheque enclosed herewith. 쑗 Please enclose a recent photograph with your CV.
enclosure /nkləυ"ə/ noun a document enclosed with a letter or package 쑗
a letter with enclosures 쑗 The enclosure
turned out to be a free sample of perfume. 쑗 Sales material on other products was sent out as an enclosure.
encounter group /nkaυntə rup/
noun a form of group psychotherapy
which encourages people with personal
problems to express their emotions 쑗

encourage
Encounter groups are used to accustom
management trainees to criticism. 쑗 The
use of encounter groups to develop assertiveness in salesmen.

encourage /nk$rd"/ verb 1. to

make it easier for something to happen
The general rise in wages encourages
consumer spending. 쑗 Leaving your
credit cards on your desk encourages
people to steal or encourages stealing.
쑗 The company is trying to encourage
sales by giving large discounts. 2. to
help someone to do something by giving
advice 쑗 He encouraged me to apply for
the job.
encouragement /nk$rd"mənt/
noun the act of giving advice to someone to help them to succeed 쑗 The designers produced a very marketable
product, thanks to the encouragement of
the sales director. 쑗 My family has been
a source of great encouragement to me.
energetic / enəd"etk/ adjective
with a lot of energy 쑗 The sales staff
have made energetic attempts to sell the
product.
energy /enəd"i/ noun a force or
strength 쑗 He hasn’t the energy to be a
good salesman. 쑗 They wasted their energies on trying to sell cars in the German market. (NOTE: plural is energies)
enforce /nfɔs/ verb to make sure
something is done or that a rule is
obeyed 쑗 to enforce the terms of a
contract
enforcement /nfɔsmənt/ noun the
act of making sure that something is
obeyed 쑗 enforcement of the terms of a
contract
engage /n ed"/ verb to arrange to
employ workers or advisors 쑗 If we increase production we will need to engage more machinists. 쑗 He was
engaged as a temporary replacement
for the marketing manager who was ill.
쑗 The company has engaged twenty new
sales representatives.
engagement /n ed"mənt/ noun
1. an agreement to do something 2. an
arrangement to employ workers, or to
re-employ them in the same job but not
necessarily under the same conditions 쑗
The engagement of two new secretaries
쑗
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enterprise zone
will relieve management of some of the
administrative duties.

English disease /ŋ lʃ d ziz/

noun industrial and economic problems
caused by workers continually going on
strike (NOTE: The term originated from
the fact that in the UK in the 1960s and
1970s workers commonly used strikes
as a way of resolving disputes with
management. Government legislation
in the 1980s, however, made striking
more difficult.)

enhance /nhɑns/ verb to make

better or more attractive 쑗 Working for
a German company enhances the value
of her work experience.
enquire, enquiry /nkwaə, nkwaəri/ same as inquire, inquiry
enter /entə/ verb 1. to go in 쑗 They
all stood up when the chairman entered
the room. 쑗 The company has spent millions trying to enter the do-it-yourself
market. 2. to write 쑗 to enter a name on
a list 쑗 The clerk entered the interest in
my bank book.
enter into / entə ntu/ verb to begin
쑗 to enter into relations with someone 쑗
to enter into negotiations with a foreign
government 쑗 to enter into a partnership with a friend 쑗 The company does
not want to enter into any long-term
agreement.
enterprise /entəpraz/ noun 1. initiative or willingness to take risks or to
take responsibility 쑗 We are looking for
enterprise and ambition in our top managers. 2. a system of carrying on a business 3. a business
enterprise culture /entəpraz
k$ltʃə/ noun a general feeling that the
commercial system works better with
free enterprise, increased share ownership, property ownership, etc.
enterprise
union
/entəpraz
junjən/ noun a single union which
represents all the workers in a company
enterprise zone /entəpraz zəυn/
noun an area of the country where businesses are encouraged to develop by offering special conditions such as easy
planning permission for buildings or a
reduction in the business rate

enterprising

enterprising /entəprazŋ/ adjective having initiative 쑗 An enterprising
sales rep can always find new sales
outlets.
entertainment
/ entətenmənt/
noun the practice of offering meals or
other recreation to business visitors
entertainment allowance / entətenmənt ə laυəns/ noun money
which managers are allowed by their
company to spend on meals with
visitors
entertainment expenses / entətenmənt k spensz/ plural noun
money spent on giving meals to business visitors
entice /ntas/ verb to try to persuade
someone to do something 쑗 The company was accused of enticing staff from
other companies by offering them
higher salaries.
enticement /ntasmənt/ noun the
act of attracting someone away from
their job to another job which is better
paid
entitle /ntat(ə)l/ verb to give the
right to someone to have something 쑗
After one year’s service the employee is
entitled to four weeks’ holiday.
entitlement /ntat(ə)lmənt/ noun a
person’s right to something
entrance /entrəns/ noun 1. a way in
쑗 The taxi will drop you at the main entrance. 2. going into a new job 쑗 Entrance to the grade is by qualifications
and several years’ experience.
entrance rate /entrəns ret/ noun a
rate of pay for employees when first
hired 쑗 Though the entrance rate is very
low, the salary goes up considerably after the first year. 쑗 The entrance rate
depends on whether the entrants are
skilled or not.
entrant /entrənt/ noun a person who
is going into a new job 쑗 There are several highly qualified people in this
month’s batch of entrants.
entrepreneur / ɒntrəprən/ noun a
person who directs a company and takes
commercial risks
entrepreneurial / ɒntrəprənriəl/
adjective taking commercial risks 쑗 an
entrepreneurial decision
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entrust /ntr$st/ verb 왍 to entrust

someone with something, to entrust
something to someone to give someone
the responsibility for looking after
something 쑗 He was entrusted with the
keys to the office safe.
entry /entri/ noun 1. an item of written information put in an accounts ledger (NOTE: plural is entries) 왍 to make
an entry in a ledger to write in details
of a transaction 2. the act of going into a
new job 쑗 entry of recruits from school
entry level job /entri lev(ə)l d"ɒb/
noun a job for which no previous experience is needed 쑗 It is only an entry
level job, but you can expect promotion
within six months.
entry level pay /entri lev(ə)l pe/
noun pay for an entry level job
entry requirement /entri rkwaəmənt/ noun the qualifications
which a beginner needs to start a job
environment /nvarənmənt/ noun
1. the area in which an organisation
works 2. internal or external surroundings 쑗 Trade unions demand a good
working environment for employees.
environmental /n varənment(ə)l/
adjective referring to the environment
environmental
audit
/nvarənment(ə)l ɔdt/ noun an assessment made by a company or organisation of the financial benefits and
disadvantages to be derived from adopting a more environmentally sound
policy

Environmental

Health

Officer

/n varənment(ə)l helθ ɒfsə/ noun

an official of a local authority who examines the environment and tests for air
pollution, bad sanitation or noise pollution etc. Abbr EHO (NOTE: also called
Public Health Inspector)
abbr Equal Opportunities

EOC

Commission

equal /ikwəl/ adjective exactly the

same 쑗 Male and female employees
have equal pay.
equality /kwɒlti/ noun the state of
being equal
equality bargaining /kwɒlti
bɑ nŋ/ noun collective bargaining
where the conditions and advantages

equality of opportunity
agreed apply to both male and female
employees equally
equality of opportunity / kwɒlti
əv ɒpətjunti/ noun a situation where
everyone, regardless of sex, race, class,
etc., has the same opportunity to get a
job
equality of treatment / kwɒlti əv
tritmənt/ noun the practice of treating
male and female employees equally
equal opportunities / ikwəl ɒpətjuntiz/ plural noun the practice of
avoiding discrimination in employment
쑗 Does the political party support equal
opportunities for women?

equal opportunities programme

/ ikwəl ɒpətjuntiz prəυ rm/
noun a programme to avoid discrimination in employment (NOTE: the American equivalent is affirmative action)
equal treatment / ikwəl tritmənt/
noun a principle of the European Union

that requires member states to ensure
that there is no discrimination with regard to employment, vocational training
and working conditions
equity /ekwti/ noun 1. a right to receive dividends as part of the profit of a
company in which you own shares 2.
fairness of treatment, e.g. equality of
pay for the same type of job 쑗 Equity
was the most important factor taken into
account in drawing up the new pay
structure.
equivalence /kwvələns/ noun the
condition of having the same value or of
being the same
equivalent /kwvələnt/ adjective 왍
to be equivalent to to have the same
value as or to be the same as 쑗 Our
managing director’s salary is equivalent to that of far less experienced employees in other organisations. 쐽 noun
a person who is the equal of someone
else
equivalent pension benefit /kwvələnt penʃən benft/ noun the
right of opted-out pensioners to receive
the same pension as they would have
done under the state graduated pension
scheme
ergonometrics /  ənəmetrks/
noun a measurement of the quantity of
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establish
work done (NOTE: takes a singular
verb)

ergonomics /  ənɒmks/ noun

the study of the relationship between
people at work and their working conditions, especially the machines they use
(NOTE: takes a singular verb)
ergonomist / ɒnəmst/ noun a

scientist who studies people at work and
tries to improve their working
conditions
erode /rəυd/ verb to wear away gradually 왍 to erode wage differentials to
reduce gradually differences in salary
between different grades
erosion /rəυ"(ə)n/ noun the gradual
wearing away 쑗 erosion of differentials
error /erə/ noun a mistake 쑗 He made
an error in calculating the total. 쑗 I
must have made a typing error. 쑗 They
made an error in calculating the tax deductions. 왍 in error, by error by mistake 쑗 The letter was sent to the London
office in error.
escalate /eskəlet/ verb to increase
steadily
escalation / eskəleʃ(ə)n/ noun a
steady increase 쑗 an escalation of wage
demands 쑗 The union has threatened an
escalation in strike action.
escalator clause /eskəletə klɔz/
noun a clause in a contract allowing for
regular price increases because of increased costs, or regular wage increases
because of the increased cost of living
escape /skep/ noun an act of getting away from a difficult situation
ESOP abbr employee share ownership
plan
essay method /ese meθəd/ noun
an evaluation method in performance
appraisal where the evaluator writes a
short description of the employee’s
performance
establish /stblʃ/ verb to set up or
to open 쑗 The company has established
a branch in Australia. 쑗 The business
was established in Scotland in 1823. 쑗
It is still a young company, having been
established for only four years. 왍 to establish oneself in business to become
successful in a new business

establishment
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evaluation of training

/stblʃmənt/
noun the number of people working in a
company 왍 to be on the establishment
to be a full-time employee 왍 office with
an establishment of fifteen an office
with a budgeted staff of fifteen
establishment
charges
/stblʃmənt tʃɑd"z/ plural noun
the costs of people and property in a
company’s accounts
ethic /eθk/ noun the general rules of
conduct in society
ethnic /eθnk/ adjective belonging to
a certain racial group

guaranteed standards of living both for
the working population as well as for retired people, etc. (There is no machinery
for enforcing the Social Charter.)
European
Union / jυərəpiən
junjən/ noun (formerly, the European
Economic Community (EEC), the Common Market) a group of European countries linked together by the Treaty of
Rome in such a way that trade is more
free, people can move from one country
to another more freely and people can
work more freely in other countries of
the group

COMMENT: In a recent British survey,

was set up in 1957 and changed its name
to the European Union when it adopted
the Single Market. It has now grown to include fifteen member states. These are:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom;
other countries are negotiating to join.
The member states of the EU are linked
together by the Treaty of Rome in such a
way that trade is more free, money can be
moved from one country to another freely,
people can move from one country to another more freely and people can work
more freely in other countries of the
group.

establishment

the main ethnic groups were defined
as: White, Black-Caribbean, Black-African, Black-Other, Indian, Pakistani,
Bangladeshi, Chinese and Other.

ethnic minority / eθnk manɒrti/

noun a section of the population from a
certain racial group, which does not
make up the majority of the population
ethnic
monitoring
/ eθnk
mɒnt(ə)rŋ/ noun the recording of the
racial origins of employees or customers
in order to ensure that all parts of the
population are represented
ethos /iθɒs/ noun a characteristic
way of working and thinking
EU abbr European Union 쑗 EU ministers met today in Brussels. 쑗 The USA is
increasing its trade with the EU.
EU national / i ju nʃ(ə)n(ə)l/
noun a person who is a citizen of a
country which is a member of the EU

European

Commission

/ jυərəpiən

kəmʃ(ə)n/ noun the
main executive body of the EU, made
up of members nominated by each
member state (NOTE: also called the

Commission
Community)

of

the

European

Social

European

Charter

/ jυərəpiən səυʃ(ə)l tʃɑtə/ noun a

charter for employees, drawn up by
the EU in 1989, by which employees
have the right to a fair wage, to equal
treatment for men and women, a safe
work environment, training, freedom of
association and collective bargaining,
provision for disabled workers, freedom
of movement from country to country,

COMMENT: The European Community

evacuate /vkjuet/ verb to get

people to leave a dangerous building, an
aircraft on fire etc. 쑗 They evacuated the
premises when fire broke out in the
basement.
evacuation / vkjueʃ(ə)n/ noun
the action of getting people out of a dangerous building or aircraft, etc.
evaluate /vljuet/ verb to calculate a value 쑗 to evaluate costs 쑗 We
will evaluate jobs on the basis of their
contribution to the organisation as a
whole. 쑗 We need to evaluate the experience and qualifications of all the
candidates.
evaluation / vljueʃ(ə)n/ noun the
calculation of value
evaluation of training /vljueʃ(ə)n əv trenŋ/ noun a continuous
process of analysis that evaluates the
training carried out by an organisation,
defining its aims, assessing the need for
it, finding out how people react to it and

evaluator
measuring its effects of the organisation’s financial performance

evaluator /vljuetə/ noun a person who carries out an evaluation

evening class /ivnŋ klɑs/ noun

a course of study, usually for adults,
organised in the evening
evening shift /ivnŋ ʃft/ noun a
shift which works from 6.00 p.m. to
10.00 or 11.00 p.m. (usually manned by
part-timers)
evict /vkt/ verb to force someone to
leave premises which they are occupying 쑗 They had to call in the police to
evict the squatters. 쑗 The company obtained an injunction to evict the striking
workers from the factory.
eviction /vkʃən/ noun the act of
forcing someone to leave premises
which they are occupying
evidence /evd(ə)ns/ noun 1. written
or spoken information 쑗 What evidence
is there that the new employee is causing all the trouble? 2. a written or spoken report produced in a court of law to
prove a fact 왍 the secretary gave evidence against her former employer
the secretary was a witness, and her report suggested that her former employer
was guilty 왍 the secretary gave evidence for her former employer the
secretary was a witness, and her report
suggested that her former employer was
not guilty
ex- /eks/ prefix former 쑗 an ex-director
of the company
examination
/ zmneʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. looking at something very carefully to see if it is acceptable 2. a written
or oral test to see if someone has passed
a course 쑗 He passed his accountancy
examinations. 쑗 She came first in the final examination for the course. 쑗 He
failed his proficiency examination. 쑗
Examinations are given to candidates to
test their mathematical ability. 왍 to sit
or to take an examination to write the
answers to an examination test
examine / zmn/ verb to look at
someone or something very carefully 쑗
Customs officials asked to examine the
inside of the car. 쑗 The police are exam-
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exclude
ining the papers from the managing
director’s safe.
example / zɑmpəl/ noun something chosen to show how things should
be done 쑗 Her sales success in Europe
is an example of what can be achieved
by determination. 왍 to follow someone’s example to do what someone else
has done earlier 왍 to set a good or bad
example to someone to work well or
badly, and show others how the work
should or should not be done 쑗 The
foreman worked hard to set a good example to the others.
exceed /ksid/ verb to be more than
쑗 a discount not exceeding 15% 쑗 Last
year costs exceeded 20% of income for
the first time. 왍 she exceeded his target
she did more than she aimed to do 왍 he
exceeded his powers he acted in a way
which was not allowed
excellent /eksələnt/ adjective very
good 쑗 The quality of the firm’s products is excellent, but its sales force is not
large enough.
except /ksept/ preposition, conjunction not including 쑗 VAT is levied on all
goods and services except books, newspapers and children’s clothes. 쑗 Sales
are rising in all markets except the Far
East.
excepted /kseptd/ adverb not
including
excess /kses, ekses/ noun, adjective (an amount) which is more than
what is allowed 쑗 an excess of expenditure over revenue 쑗 Excess costs have
caused us considerable problems. 왍 in
excess of above, more than 쑗 quantities
in excess of twenty-five kilos
‘…most airlines give business class the same
baggage allowance as first class, which can save
large
sums
in
excess
baggage’
[Business Traveller]
‘…control of materials provides manufacturers
with an opportunity to reduce the amount of
money tied up in excess materials’
[Duns Business Month]

excess plan /ekses pln/ noun a

pension plan providing higher pensions
for higher wages
exclude /ksklud/ verb to keep out
or not to include 쑗 The interest charges
have been excluded from the document.

excluding
쑗 Damage by fire is excluded from the
policy.
excluding /kskludŋ/ preposition
not including 쑗 All sales staff, excluding
those living in London, can claim expenses for attending the sales
conference.
exclusion /ksklu"(ə)n/ noun 1. the
act of not including something 2. cutting
people off from being full members of
society, because of lack of education, alcoholism or drug abuse, unemployment,
etc.
exclusive /ksklusv/ adjective 왍
exclusive of not including 쑗 All payments are exclusive of tax. 쑗 The invoice is exclusive of VAT.
exclusive of tax /k sklusv əv
tks/ noun not including tax
excuse noun /kskjus/ a reason for
doing something wrong 쑗 His excuse
for not coming to the meeting was that
he had been told about it only the day
before. 왍 the managing director refused to accept the sales manager’s
excuses for the poor sales she refused
to believe that there was a good reason
for the poor sales 쐽 verb /kskjuz/ to
forgive a small mistake 쑗 She can be excused for not knowing the French for
‘photocopier’.
execute /ekskjut/ verb to carry out
an order 쑗 Failure to execute orders
may lead to dismissal. 쑗 There were
many practical difficulties in executing
the managing director’s instructions.
execution / ekskjuʃ(ə)n/ noun the
carrying out of a commercial order or
contract
executive / zekjυtv/ adjective
which puts decisions into action 쐽 noun
a person in a business who takes decisions, a manager or director 쑗 a sales
executive 쑗 a senior or junior executive
‘…one in ten students commented on the long
hours
which
executives
worked’
[Employment Gazette]
‘…our executives are motivated by a desire to
carry out a project to the best of their ability’
[British Business]

executive board / zekjυtv bɔd/

noun a board of directors which deals
with the day-to-day running of the company (as opposed to a supervisory
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exempt
board, which deals with policy and
planning)
executive chairman / zekjυtv
tʃeəmən/ noun a title sometimes given
to the most senior executive in an
organisation
executive coaching / zekjυtv
kəυtʃŋ/ noun regular one-to-one
teaching or feedback sessions, designed
to provide managers with knowledge
and skills in a particular area as part of a
management development programme
executive director / zekjυtv
darektə/ noun a senior employee of
an organisation who is usually in charge
of one or other of its main functions, e.g.
sales or human relations, and is usually,
but not always, a member of the board
of directors
executive officer / zekjυtv
ɒfsə/ noun same as executive
executive pension plan / zekjυtv penʃən pln/ noun a special pension plan for managers and directors of a company
executive search / zekjυtv
stʃ/ noun the process of looking for
new managers for organisations, usually
by approaching managers in their existing jobs and asking them if they want to
work for different companies (NOTE: a
more polite term for headhunting)

executive share option scheme
/ zekjυtv ʃeər ɒpʃən skim/ noun

a special scheme for senior managers,
by which they can buy shares in the
company they work for at a fixed price
at a later date
exemplary / zempləri/ adjective
excellent, so good it can be used as an
example 쑗 Her behaviour has been
exemplary.
exempt / zempt/ adjective not covered by a law, or not forced to obey a
law 쑗 Anyone over 65 is exempt from
charges 쑗 He was exempt from military
service in his country. 왍 exempt from
tax not required to pay tax 쑗 As a
non-profit-making organisation we are
exempt from tax. 쐽 verb 1. to free something from having tax paid on it 쑗
Non-profit-making organisations are
exempted from tax. 2. to free someone

exemption
from having to pay tax 쑗 Food is exempted from sales tax. 3. to free someone from having to do a task 쑗 I hope to
be exempted from taking these tests. 쑗
She was exempted from fire duty.
‘Companies with sales under $500,000 a year
will be exempt from the minimum-wage
requirements’ [Nation’s Business]

exemption / zempʃ(ə)n/ noun the

act of exempting something from a contract or from a tax 왍 exemption from
tax, tax exemption the fact of being
free from having to pay tax 쑗 As a
non-profit-making organisation you can
claim tax exemption.
exempt
personnel / zempt
psənel/ noun personnel who do not
receive payment for overtime or whose
wages are not affected by minimum
wage legislation
exercise /eksəsaz/ noun a use of
something 왍 exercise of a right the using of a right 쐽 verb to use 쑗 The chairwoman exercised her veto to block the
motion. 왍 to exercise a right to put a
right into action 쑗 He exercised his
right to refuse to do tasks not listed on
his employment contract.
ex gratia /eks  reʃə/ adjective done
as a favour
ex gratia payment /eks reʃə
pemənt/ noun a payment made as a
gift, with no other obligations
exhaust / zɔst/ verb to use up totally 쑗 We will go on negotiating until
all possible solutions have been
exhausted.
exit /e zt/ noun 1. the way out of a
building 쑗 The customers all rushed towards the exits. 2. leaving a job
exit interview /e zt ntəvju/
noun an interview with an employee
when they are leaving an organisation to
find out their views on how the organisation is run and reasons for leaving 쑗
Only at his exit interview did he admit
how much he had disliked working for
the company.
ex officio /eks əfʃiəυ/ adjective,
adverb because of an office held 쑗 The
treasurer is ex officio a member or an ex
officio member of the finance
committee.
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expenses

ex parte /eks pɑti/ Latin phrase
meaning ‘on behalf of’ 왍 an ex parte

application application made to a court
where only one side is represented and
no notice is given to the other side (often where the application is for an injunction). 쏡 inter partes
expatriate /eksptriət/ noun, adjective a person, who lives and works in a
country which is not their own 쑗 Expatriate staff are paid higher rates than locally recruited staff. 쑗 All expatriates in
the organisation have two months’ leave
a year.
expect /kspekt/ verb to hope that
something is going to happen 쑗 We are
expecting him to arrive at 10.45. 쑗 They
are expecting a cheque from their agent
next week. 쑗 The house was sold for
more than the expected price.
‘…he observed that he expected exports to grow
faster than imports in the coming year’
[Sydney Morning Herald]
‘American business as a whole has seen profits
well above the levels normally expected at this
stage of the cycle’ [Sunday Times]

expectancy theory /kspektənsi

θəri/ noun a theory that employees
will only be motivated to produce if
they expect that higher performance will
lead to greater personal satisfaction
expectations
/ ekspekteʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun hopes of what is to come 쑗
She has great expectations of her new
job, and I hope she won’t be
disappointed.
expel /kspel/ verb to throw someone
out of an organisation 쑗 The worker was
expelled from the union for embezzlement. (NOTE: expelling-expelled)
expense account /kspens əkaυnt/ noun an allowance of money
which a business pays for an employee
to spend on travelling and entertaining
clients in connection with that business
쑗 I’ll put this lunch on my expense
account.
expenses /kspensz/ plural noun
money paid to cover the costs incurred
by someone when doing something 쑗
The salary offered is £10,000 plus expenses. 쑗 He has a high salary and all
his travel expenses are paid by the company. 왍 all expenses paid with all costs

experience
paid by the company 쑗 The company
sent him to San Francisco all expenses
paid.
/kspəriəns/
noun
knowledge or skill that comes from having had to deal with many different situations 쑗 She has a lot of experience of
dealing with German companies. 쑗 I
gained most of my experience abroad. 쑗
Considerable experience is required for
this job. 쑗 The applicant was pleasant,
but did not have any relevant
experience.
experienced /kspəriənst/ adjective referring to a person who has lived
through many situations and has learnt
from them 쑗 You are the most experienced negotiator I know. 쑗 We have appointed a very experienced candidate as
sales director. 쑗 Our more experienced
staff will have dealt with a crisis like
this before.
experience rating /kspəriəns
retŋ/ noun the evaluation of a person
to decide on their eligibility for insurance coverage
experiential
learning
/kspərienʃəl lnŋ/ noun the process
of learning skills through practice
expert /ekspt/ noun a person who
knows a lot about something 쑗 an expert in the field of electronics or an electronics expert 쑗 The company asked a
financial expert for advice or asked for
expert financial advice. 왍 expert’s report a report written by an expert
expertise / ekspətiz/ noun specialist knowledge or skill in a particular
field 쑗 We hired Mr Smith because of
his financial expertise or because of his
expertise in finance. 쑗 With years of experience in the industry, we have plenty
of expertise to draw on. 쑗 Lack of marketing expertise led to low sales figures.
expert system /ekspt sstəm/
noun software that applies the knowledge, advice and rules defined by experts in a particular field to a user’s data
to help solve a problem
expiration / ekspəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of coming to an end 쑗 the expiration
of an insurance policy 쑗 to repay before
the expiration of the stated period 왍 on

experience
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extension
expiration of the lease when the lease
comes to an end
expire /kspaə/ verb to come to an
end 쑗 The lease expires in 2010.
expiry /kspaəri/ noun the act of
coming to an end 쑗 the expiry of an insurance policy
explain /ksplen/ verb to give reasons for something 쑗 The sales director
tried to explain the sudden drop in unit
sales.
explanation / ekspləneʃ(ə)n/ noun
a reason for something 쑗 The human resources department did not accept her
explanation for being late.
exploding bonus /k spləυdŋ
bəυnəs/ noun a bonus, offered to recent graduates who take a job with an
organisation, that encourages them to
make a decision as quickly as possible
because it reduces in value with every
day of delay (informal )
exploit /ksplɔt/ verb to use something to make a profit 쑗 The directors
exploit their employees, who have to
work hard for very little pay.
exploitation / eksplɔteʃ(ə)n/ noun
the unfair use of cheap labour to get
work done 쑗 The exploitation of migrant farm workers was only stopped
when they became unionised.
express letter /k spres letə/ noun
a letter sent very fast
expulsion /ksp$lʃən/ noun the act
of being thrown out of an organisation 쑗
What is the chance of expulsion for
breaking house rules?
extend /kstend/ verb 1. to offer 쑗 to
extend credit to a customer 2. to make
longer 쑗 Her contract of employment
was extended for two years. 쑗 We have
extended the deadline for making the
appointment by two weeks.
extension /kstenʃən/ noun 1. allowing a longer time for something than
was originally agreed 왍 extension of a
contract of employment the act of continuing a contract for a further period 2.
(in an office) an individual telephone
linked to the main switchboard 쑗 The
sales manager is on extension 53. 쑗 Can
you get me extension 21? Extension 21
is engaged.
.

extensive
‘…the White House refusal to ask for an
extension of the auto import quotas’
[Duns Business Month]

extensive /kstensv/ adjective very

large or covering a wide area 쑗 an extensive network of sales outlets 쑗 an extensive recruitment drive
external /kstn(ə)l/ adjective outside a company
external audit /k stn(ə)l ɔdt/
noun an audit carried out by an independent auditor (who is not employed
by the company)
external
auditor
/k stn(ə)l
ɔdtə/ noun an independent person
who audits the company’s accounts
externally /kstn(ə)li/ adverb from
outside an organisation 쑗 The new sales
director was recruited externally.
(NOTE: the opposite is internally)
external recruitment /k stn(ə)l
rkrutmənt/ noun the recruitment of

employees from outside an organisation
Internal recruitment is normally attempted before resorting to external
recruitment.
external workers /k stn(ə)l
wkəz/ plural noun workers who are
쑗
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eye service
outside the company such as casual
workers, freelancers or contract workers

extra /ekstrə/ adjective which is

added or which is more than usual 쑗 to
charge 10% extra for postage 쑗 There
is no extra charge for heating. 쑗 Service
is extra. 쑗 We get £25 extra pay for
working on Sunday.
extra hours / ekstrə aυəz/ noun
working more hours than are normal 쑗
She worked three hours extra. 쑗 He
claimed for extra hours.
extraordinary /kstrɔdn(ə)ri/ adjective different from normal
extremely /kstrimli/ adverb very
much 쑗 It is extremely difficult to break
into the US market. 쑗 Their management team is extremely efficient.
extrinsic reward /ekstrnsk rwɔd/ noun a financial or material reward for work 쑗 Extrinsic rewards can
be measured, whereas intrinsic rewards
cannot. Compare intrinsic reward
eye service /a svs/ noun the
practice of working only when a supervisor is present and able to see you
(slang)

F2F
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factory inspector

F
F2F abbr face-to-face (slang)
face time /fes tam/ noun time

spent communicating with other people
face-to-face as opposed to time spent
communicating with them electronically
(informal )
face validity /fes və ldti/ noun
the degree to which a test seems to be
valid
face value / fes vlju/ noun the
value written on a coin, banknote or
share certificate 왍 to take something at
face value to believe something to be
true or genuine
.

‘…travellers cheques cost 1% of their face value
– some banks charge more for small amounts’
[Sunday Times]

facilitation /fə slteʃ(ə)n/ noun the

process of helping people to do something, e.g. to learn or to find a solution
to a problem, without dictating how they
do it
facilitator /fəsltetə/ noun a person
who actively encourages discussion,
new initiatives, etc.
facilities /fəsltiz/ plural noun services, equipment or buildings which
make it possible to do something 쑗
There are no facilities for disabled visitors. 쑗 There are very good sports facilities on the company premises.
fact /fkt/ noun 1. a piece of information 쑗 The chairman asked to see all the
facts on the income tax claim. 쑗 The
sales director can give you the facts and
figures about the African operation. 2. 왍
the fact of the matter is what is true is
that
fact-finding /fkt fandŋ/ noun
the process of looking for information
fact-finding commission /fkt
fandŋ kə mʃ(ə)n/ noun a committee
set up by a third party to carry out an

impartial review of issues in a labour
dispute 쑗 A fact-finding commission
was set up to look into the reasons for
the pay dispute.

factor /fktə/ noun something which

is important or which is taken into account when making a decision 쑗 The
drop in sales is an important factor in
the company’s lower profits. 쑗 Motivation was an important factor in drawing
up the new pay scheme.
factor comparison /fktə kəmprs(ə)n/ noun a method of comparing jobs in relation to factors such as
training or effort
factor evaluation /fktər vljueʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of evaluating
or assessing jobs in relation to factors
such as training or effort
Factories Act /fkt(ə)riz kt/
noun an Act of Parliament which governs the conditions in which employees
work (such as heating, lighting or toilet
facilities)
factor ranking /fktə rŋkŋ/
noun a method of grading jobs in relation to factors such as training or effort
factory /fkt(ə)ri/ noun a building
where products are manufactured 쑗 a
car factory 쑗 a shoe factory 쑗 The company is proposing to close three of its
factories with the loss of 200 jobs.
factory floor / fkt(ə)ri flɔ/ noun
the main works of a factory
factory hand /fkt(ə)ri hnd/
noun a person who works in a factory
factory inspector /fkt(ə)ri nspektə/ noun a government official
who inspects factories to see if they are
well run

factory inspectorate
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factory inspectorate /fkt(ə)ri

n spekt(ə)rət/ noun all inspectors of
factories
factory work /fkt(ə)ri wk/ noun
work on the production line in a factory
factory worker /fkt(ə)ri wkə/
noun a person who works in a factory
fail /fel/ verb not to do something
which you were trying to do 쑗 They
failed to agree on an agenda for the
meeting. 쑗 Negotiations continued until
midnight but the two sides failed to
come to an agreement.
failure /feljə/ noun 1. an act of
breaking down or stopping 쑗 the failure
of the negotiations 2. not doing something which you promised to do
fair /feə/ noun same as trade fair 쑗
The computer fair runs from April 1st to
6th.
fair deal /feə dil/ noun an arrangement where both parties are treated
equally 쑗 The employees feel they did
not get a fair deal from the
management.
fair dismissal /feə dsms(ə)l/ noun
the dismissal of an employee for reasons
such as the employee’s bad conduct, e.g.
theft or drunkenness, failure of the employee to work capably, or redundancy,
which are regarded as valid causes
fair
employment /feər mplɔmənt/ noun employment where no
racial, religious or sex discrimination
takes place 쑗 The company has a strong
policy of fair employment. 쑗 The recruitment of twice as many men as
women was a denial of the principle of
fair employment.
fairly /feəli/ adverb 1. quite 쑗 She is a
fairly fast keyboarder. 쑗 The company
is fairly close to breaking even. 2. reasonably or equally 쑗 The union representatives put the employees’ side of the
case fairly and without argument.
fair representation /feə reprzenteʃ(ə)n/ noun representation of all
members of a bargaining unit fairly and
without discrimination
fair share agreement /feə ʃeər ərimənt/ noun an arrangement where
both management and unions agree that
employees are not obliged to join a un-

falsify

ion, but that all employees pay the union
a share of bargaining costs as a condition of employment 쑗 A fair share
agreement was reached, since even employees who were not union members
benefited from bargains struck between
union and management.
fair trading /feə tredŋ/ noun a way
of doing business which is reasonable
and does not harm the consumer
fair wear and tear / feə weər ən
teə/ noun acceptable damage caused
by normal use 쑗 The insurance policy
covers most damage but not fair wear
and tear to the machine.
faith /feθ/ noun 왍 to have faith in
something or someone to believe that
something or a person is good or will
work well 쑗 The sales teams do not
have much faith in their manager. 쑗 The
board has faith in the managing director’s judgement. 왍 to buy something in
good faith to buy something thinking
that is of good quality, that it has not
been stolen or that it is not an imitation
faith validity /feθ və ldti/ noun
same as face validity
fall behind / fɔl bhand/ verb to be
in a worse position than 왍 we have
fallen behind our rivals we have fewer
sales or make less profit than our rivals
falling unemployment / fɔlŋ
$nmplɔmənt/ noun unemployment
rates which are falling because more
people are finding jobs
false /fɔls/ adjective not true or not
correct 쑗 to make a false claim for a
product
false negative /fɔls ne ətv/ noun
the exclusion of a suitable candidate by
a screening process
false positive /fɔls pɒztv/ noun
the inclusion of an unsuitable candidate
by a screening process 쑗 False positive
results from recruitment tests can end in
the selection of very unsuitable
candidates.
falsification of accounts /fɔlsfkeʃ(ə)n əv əkaυnts/ noun the act of
making false entries in a record or of destroying a record
falsify /fɔlsfa/ verb to change
something to make it wrong 쑗 They

family allowance
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were accused of falsifying the accounts.
왍 to falsify accounts to change or destroy a record
family allowance / fm(ə)li əlaυəns/ noun a payment to a mother, in
addition to regular wages, based on the
number of dependent children in the
family 쑗 Family allowances were increased since the government had put a
limit on basic wage increases.
family
company
/fm(ə)li
k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a company where
most of the shares are owned by members of a family
family-friendly policy / fm(ə)li
frendli pɒlsi/ noun a policy that is
designed to help employees to combine
their work with their family responsibilities in a satisfactory way, e.g. by enabling them to work flexible hours or by
helping them with childcare
farm out / fɑm aυt/ verb 왍 to farm
out work to hand over work for another
person or company to do for you 쑗 She
farms out the office typing to various local bureaux.
fast track /fɑst trk/, fast tracking
/fɑst trkŋ/ noun rapid promotion
for able employees 쑗 He entered the
company at 21, and by 25 he was on the
fast track.
fatigue /fəti / noun great tiredness
fatigue curve /fəti kv/ noun a
curve on a chart showing how output
varies depending on how long an employer has been working 쑗 The fatigue
curve helps to determine when rest periods should be allowed. 쑗 The fatigue
curve shows a sharp slump in output after three hours’ work.
fat work /ft wk/ noun (in the
printing industry) a job that offers the
same money for less effort than another
similar job 쑗 Workers were moving to
more prosperous areas of the country in
search of fat work.
fault /fɔlt/ noun 1. the fact of being to
blame for something which is wrong 쑗
It is the stock controller’s fault if the
warehouse runs out of stock. 쑗 The
chairman said the lower sales figures
were the fault of a badly motivated sales
force. 2. an act of not working properly

feather-bedding

The technicians are trying to correct
a programming fault. 쑗 We think there
is a basic fault in the product design.
faulty /fɔlti/ adjective which does
not work properly 쑗 Faulty equipment
was to blame for the defective products.
쑗 They installed faulty computer
programs.
favour /fevə/ noun 왍 as a favour to
help or to be kind to someone 쑗 He
asked me for a loan as a favour. 쐽 verb
to agree that something is right or suitable 쑗 The board members all favour
Smith Ltd as partners in the project.
쑗

(NOTE: the usual US spelling is favor)
favourable /fev(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjective

which gives an advantage 왍 on favourable terms on specially good terms 쑗
The shop is let on very favourable terms.
(NOTE: the
favorable)

favourable

usual

US

balance

spelling

of

is

trade

/ fev(ə)rəb(ə)l bləns əv tred/,
favourable
trade
balance
/ fev(ə)rəb(ə)l tred bləns/ noun a

situation where a country’s exports are
larger than its imports
favourite /fev(ə)rət/ noun, adjective (something) which is liked best 쑗
This brand of chocolate is a favourite
with the children’s market. (NOTE: the
usual US spelling is favorite)
favouritism /fev(ə)rətz(ə)m/ noun

the practice of treating one subordinate
better than the others 쑗 The promotion
of an inexperienced keyboarder to supervisor was seen as favouritism by the
rest of the workforce. (NOTE: the usual
US spelling is favoritism)

feasibility / fizəblti/ noun the

ability to be done 쑗 to report on the feasibility of a project
feasibility
study
/ fizəblti
st$di/ noun the careful investigation of
a project to see whether it is worth undertaking 쑗 We will carry out a feasibility study to decide whether it is worth
setting up an agency in North America.
feather-bedding / feðə bedŋ/
noun 1. the heavy subsidising of unprofitable industry by government 2. the
practice of employing more staff than
necessary, usually as a result of union

fee
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pressure 쑗 Feather-bedding has raised
the cost of labour. 쑗 Management complained that feather-bedding was holding up the introduction of new
technology.
fee /fi/ noun 1. money paid for work
carried out by a professional person
(such as an accountant, a doctor or a
lawyer) 쑗 We charge a small fee for our
services. 쑗 The consultant’s fee was
much higher than we expected. 2.
money paid for something 쑗 an entrance fee or admission fee 쑗 a registration fee
feedback /fidbk/ noun information, especially about the result of an activity which allows adjustments to be
made to the way it is done in future 쑗
The management received a lot of feedback on how popular the new pay
scheme was proving.
feeling /filŋ/ noun the way in which
someone reacts to something 쑗 The
board’s insensitive attitude has created
bad feelings or ill-feeling between the
managers and the junior staff. 왍 feelings are running high people are getting angry
fellow- /feləυ/ prefix meaning ‘person
working with’
fellow-director / feləυ darektə/
noun one of the other directors
fellow-servant doctrine / feləυ
svənt/ noun a common law concept
that removes responsibility from an employee for an accident to another employee, if the accident was caused by
negligence
fellow-worker / feləυ wkə/ noun
one of the other workers
fiddle /fdl/ (informal ) noun an act of
cheating 쑗 It’s all a fiddle. 왍 he’s on
the fiddle he is trying to cheat 쐽 verb to
cheat 쑗 He tried to fiddle his tax returns. 쑗 The salesman was caught fiddling his expense account.
field /fild/ noun 1. an area of study or
interest 2. 왍 in the field outside the office, among the customers 쑗 We have
sixteen reps in the field. 쐽 verb 왍 field a
call to answer a telephone call from
someone who is likely to cause problems or make a complaint (informal )
.

.

file

field of research / fild əv rstʃ/

noun an area of research interest
field of work / fild əv wk/ noun
the type of work a person does 쑗 What’s
his field?
field research /fild r stʃ/, field
work /fild wk/ noun looking for information that is not yet published and
must be obtained in surveys 쑗 They had
to do a lot of fieldwork before they
found the right market for the product.
쑗 Field research is carried out to gauge
potential demand.
field review /fild r vju/ noun a
form of employee appraisal whereby the
employee’s work performance is assessed at the place of work (and not in
the manager’s office)
field sales manager /fild selz
mnd"ə/ noun the manager in charge
of a group of salespeople
field staff /fild stɑf/ noun employees who work outside the organisation’s
offices
field work /fild wk/ noun 쒁 field
research 쑗 They had to do a lot of field
work to find the right market for the
product.
FIFO /fafəυ/ abbr first in first out
fight /fat/ verb 왍 to fight against
something to struggle to try to
overcome something 쑗 The unions
are fighting (against) the proposed
redundancies.
file /fal/ noun 1. a cardboard holder
for documents, which can fit in the
drawer of a filing cabinet 쑗 Put these
letters in the customer file. 쑗 Look in the
file marked ‘Scottish sales’. 2. documents kept for reference 왍 to place
something on file to keep a record of
something 왍 to keep someone’s name
on file to keep someone’s name on a list
for reference 3. a section of data on a
computer (such as payroll, address list,
customer accounts) 쑗 How can we protect our computer files? 쐽 verb to store
information so that it can be found easily 쑗 You will find the salary scales filed
by department. 쑗 The correspondence is
filed under ‘complaints’. 앳 to file a petition in bankruptcy, to file for bankruptcy 1. to ask officially to be made

file copy
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bankrupt 2. to ask officially for someone else to be made bankrupt

file copy /fal kɒpi/ noun a copy of a

document which is kept for reference in
an office
filing /falŋ/ noun documents which
have to be put in order 쑗 There is a lot
of filing to do at the end of the week. 쑗
The manager looked through the week’s
filing to see what letters had been sent.
filing basket /falŋ bɑskt/ noun
same as filing tray
filing card /falŋ kɑd/ noun a card
with information written on it, used to
classify information into the correct
order
filing system /falŋ sstəm/ noun
a way of putting documents in order for
easy reference
filing tray /falŋ tre/ noun a container kept on a desk for documents
which have to be filed
fill /fl/ verb 1. to make something full
쑗 We have filled our order book with
orders for Africa. 쑗 The production department has filled the warehouse with
unsellable products. 2. 왍 to fill a gap to
provide a product or service which is
needed, but which no one has provided
before 쑗 The new range of small cars
fills a gap in the market.
fill in / fl n/ verb 1. to write the required information in the blank spaces
on a form 쑗 Fill in your name and address in block capitals. 2. 왍 to fill in for
someone to do someone else’s job temporarily 쑗 I’ll fill in for him while he is
away at his brother’s wedding.
fill out / fl aυt/ verb to write the required information in the blank spaces
on a form 쑗 To get customs clearance
you must fill out three forms.
fill up / fl $p/ verb 1. to make something completely full 쑗 He filled up the
car with petrol. 쑗 My appointments
book is completely filled up. 2. to finish
writing on a form 쑗 He filled up the
form and sent it to the bank.
final /fan(ə)l/ adjective last, coming
at the end of a period 쑗 to pay the final
instalment 쑗 to make the final payment
쑗 to put the final details on a document

fire alarm

final average monthly salary
/ fan(ə)l v(ə)rd" m$nθli sləri/
noun US the earnings on which most

defined benefit pensions are based
final demand / fan(ə)l dmɑnd/
noun the last reminder from a supplier,
after which they will sue for payment
final salary / fan(ə)l sləri/ noun
the salary earned by an employee on the
date of leaving or retiring
finance
company
/fanns
k$mp(ə)ni/, finance corporation
/ fanns kɔpəreʃ(ə)n/, finance
house noun a company, usually part of
a commercial bank, which provides
money for hire-purchase
financial assistance /fa nnʃəl əsstəns/ noun help in the form of
money
financial incentive scheme /fannʃəl nsentv skim/ noun a
scheme that offers share options or a
cash bonus as a reward if employees improve their performance
financial participation /fa nnʃəl
pɑtspeʃ(ə)n/ noun the holding by
employees of shares in the company
they work for
financial
penalty
/fa nnʃəl
pen(ə)lti/ noun a penalty in the form of
a fine or money deducted from wages
fine-tune /fan tjun/ verb to make
small adjustments to a plan or the economy so that it works better
fine-tuning /fan tjunŋ/ noun 1.
the making of small adjustments in areas such as interest rates, tax bands or
the money supply, to improve a nation’s
economy 2. the making of small adjustments so that something works better
finished goods / fnʃt  υdz/ noun
manufactured goods which are ready to
be sold
fink /fŋk/ noun US a worker hired to
replace a worker who is on strike (informal )
fire /faə/ noun something which burns
왍 to catch fire to start to burn 쑗 The papers in the waste paper basket caught
fire.
fire alarm /faər ə lɑm/ noun a bell
which rings if there is a fire
.

fire certificate
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fire certificate /faə sə tfkət/

noun a document from the local fire brigade stating that a building meets official requirements as regards fire safety

fire door /faə dɔ/ noun a special
door to prevent fire going from one part
of a building to another
fire drill /faə drl/ noun a procedure
to be carried out to help people to escape from a burning building
fire exit /faər e zt/ noun a door
which leads to a way out of a building if
there is a fire
fire extinguisher /faər kstŋ wʃə/ noun a portable device,
usually painted red, for putting out fires
fire hazard /faə hzəd/, fire risk
/faə rsk/ noun a situation or goods
which could start a fire 쑗 That warehouse full of paper is a fire hazard.
fire insurance /faər n ʃυərəns/
noun insurance against damage by fire
fire precautions /faə prkɔʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun care taken to
avoid damage or casualties by fire
fire risk /faə rsk/ noun 쒁 fire
hazard

fire safety officer /faə sefti

ɒfsə/ noun a person responsible for
fire safety in a building
firm /fm/ noun a company, business
or partnership 쑗 a manufacturing firm 쑗
an important publishing firm 쑗 She is a
partner in a law firm.
firm up /fm $p/ verb to agree on final details 쑗 We expect to firm up the
deal at the next trade fair.
first /fst/ noun a person or thing that
is there at the beginning or earlier than
others 쑗 Our company was one of the
first to sell into the European market.
first aid /fst ed/ noun help given
by an ordinary person to someone who
is suddenly ill or injured, given until
full-scale medical treatment can be
given
first aid kit /fst ed kt/, first aid
box /fst ed bɒks/ noun a box with
bandages and dressings kept ready to be
used in an emergency

fixed benefit retirement plan

first aid post /fst ed pəυst/ noun

a special place where injured people can
be taken for immediate attention
first-class / fst klɑs/ adjective,
noun 1. top quality or most expensive 쑗
he is a first-class accountant 2. (a type
of travel or type of hotel which is) most
expensive and comfortable 쑗 I always
travel first-class. 쑗 First-class travel
provides the best service. 쑗 A first-class
ticket to New York costs more than I can
afford. 쑗 The MD prefers to stay in
first-class hotels.
first-class mail / fst klɑs mel/
noun a more expensive mail service, designed to be faster 쑗 A first-class letter
should get to Scotland in a day.
first half /fst hɑf/ noun a period of
six months from January to the end of
June
first half-year / fst hɑf jə/ noun
the first six months or the second six
months of a company’s accounting year
first-line supervisor / fst lan
supəvazə/ noun a supervisor who is
in direct control of production workers
쑗 The HR department will liaise with
first-line supervisors with regard to individual workers.
first quarter /fst kwɔtə/ noun the
period of three months from January to
the end of March 쑗 The first quarter’s
rent is payable in advance.
five-fold system /fav fəυld
sstəm/, five-point system /fav
pɔnt sstəm/ noun a system of grading an employee or a candidate for a job
fix /fks/ verb 1. to arrange or to agree
쑗 to fix a budget 쑗 to fix a meeting for 3
p.m. 쑗 The date has still to be fixed. 2.
to mend 쑗 The technicians are coming
to fix the phone system. 쑗 Can you fix
the photocopier?
fixed /fkst/ adjective unable to be
changed or removed
fixed automation / fkst ɔtəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun the practice of using
machines in a way which does not allow
any change in their operation

fixed benefit retirement plan

/fkst benft rtaəmənt pln/ noun

a pension plan where the benefits are
not related to earnings

fixed contract worker

fixed(-term)

contract
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worker

/ fkst tm kɒntrkt wkə/ noun a

worker who has a fixed-term contract
for a period of time (e.g. one year)
fixed day rate /fkst de ret/, fixed
day work a pay scheme where pay for
the day’s work does not vary with the
amount of output
fixed shift /fkst ʃft/ noun a period
of work assigned to an employee for an
indefinite length of time 쑗 Some workers complain that fixed shifts make for
monotony.
fixed shift system /fkst ʃft
sstəm/ noun a system where employees are given fixed hours of work under
a shift system
fixed-term contract / fkst tm
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract of employment valid for a fixed period of time 쑗 I
have a fixed-term contract with the company, and no guarantee of an extension
when it ends in May.
flag /fl / noun 1. a piece of cloth
with a design on it which shows which
country it belongs to 쑗 a ship flying a
British flag 왍 ship sailing under a flag
of convenience a ship flying the flag of
a country which may have no ships of
its own, but allows ships from other
countries to be registered in its ports 2. a
mark which is attached to information in
a computer so that the information can
be found easily 쐽 verb to insert marks
on information in a computer so that the
information can be found easily (NOTE:

Flexible Work Regulations

worked flat out to complete the order on
time.

flat rate /flt ret/ noun a charge

which always stays the same 쑗 a
flat-rate increase of 10% 쑗 We pay a
flat rate for electricity each quarter. 쑗
He is paid a flat rate of £2 per thousand.
flexecutive /fleksekjυtv/ noun an
executive with many different skills
who is able to switch jobs or tasks easily
(slang)
flexibility / fleksblti/ noun the
ability to be easily changed 쑗 There is
no flexibility in the company’s pricing
policy.
flexible /fleksb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be altered or changed 쑗 We try to be
flexible where the advertising budget is
concerned. 쑗 The company has adopted
a flexible pricing policy.
flexible automation / fleksb(ə)l
ɔtəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun the practice of using machines in a way which allows the
operator to change the operation of the
machine and so improve productivity

flexible manufacturing system
/ fleksb(ə)l
mnjυfktʃərŋ
sstəm/ noun a way of manufacturing

using computerised systems to allow
certain quantities of the product to be
made to a specific order. Abbr FMS

flexible

retirement

scheme

/ fleksb(ə)l rtaəmənt skim/ noun

flagging – flagged)

a scheme where employees can choose
the age at which they retire (between
certain age limits, e.g. 55 and 65)

flagged rate /fl d ret/ noun a

flexible

special pay rate paid to employees
whose positions warrant lower rates of
pay 쑗 Flagged rates helped to reduce
the pay differentials in the organisation.
flat /flt/ adjective not changing in response to different conditions
flat organisation /flt ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation with
few grades in the hierarchical structure
쑗 A flat organisation does not appeal to
those who like traditional bureaucratic
organisations.
flat out /flt aυt/ adverb working
hard or at full speed 쑗 The factory

working

hours

/ fleksb(ə)l wkŋ aυəz/, flexible
work / fleksb(ə)l wk/ plural
noun a system where employees can

start or stop work at different hours
of the morning or evening provided
that they work a certain number of
hours per day or week

Flexible

Work

Regulations

/ fleksb(ə)l wk re jυ leʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun (in the UK) the legal right

for a parent with a child under the age of
6, or with a disabled child under the age
of 18, to ask that their working hours
should be arranged to help them with
their responsibilities

flexilagger
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flexilagger /fleksi l ə/ noun a

company or organisation that puts too
little emphasis on flexibility in its employment practices (slang)
flexileader /fleksi lidə/ noun a
company or organisation that puts a
great deal of emphasis on flexibility in
its employment practices (slang)
flexitime /fleksitam/ noun a system
where employees can start or stop work
at different hours of the morning or evening, provided that they work a certain
number of hours per day or week 쑗 We
work flexitime. 쑗 The company introduced flexitime working two years ago.
쑗 Flexitime should mean that employees
work when they feel most productive.
Same as flexible working hours
(NOTE: American English also uses
flextime)
flight risk /flat rsk/ noun an em-

ployee who may be planning to leave a
company in the near future (slang)
flipchart /flptʃɑt/ noun a way of
showing information to a group of people by writing on large sheets of paper
which can then be turned over to show
the next sheet
floor /flɔ/ noun 1. the part of the room
which you walk on 2. all the rooms on
one level in a building 쑗 Her office is on
the 26th floor. (NOTE: In Britain the floor
at street level is the ground floor, but
in the USA it is the first floor. Each
floor in the USA is one number higher
than the same floor in Britain.) 3. a bot-

tom limit 쑗 The government will impose
a floor on wages to protect the low-paid.
(NOTE: the opposite is ceiling)
floorwalker /flɔwɔkə/ noun an em-

ployee of a department store who advises customers, and supervises the shop
assistants in a department
floppy disk / flɒpi dsk/ noun a
small disk for storing information
through a computer
flow /fləυ/ noun a movement 쑗 the
flow of capital into a country 쑗 the flow
of investments into Japan 쐽 verb to
move smoothly 쑗 Production is now
flowing normally after the strike.
flow chart /fləυtʃɑt/, flow diagram
/fləυ daə rm/ noun a chart which

forecast

shows the arrangement of work processes in a series

flowcharting /fləυ tʃɑtŋ/ noun

setting out the arrangement of work processes in the form of a chart
flow diagram /fləυ daə rm/
noun same as flow chart
fluidity /fludti/ noun ease of movement or change
flying picket / flaŋ pkt/ noun a
picket who travels round the country to
try to stop workers going to work
FMS abbr flexible manufacturing
system
follow up /fɒləυ $p/ verb to examine
something further 쑗 I’ll follow up your
idea of targeting our address list with a
special mailing. 왍 to follow up an initiative to take action once someone else
has decided to do something
forbid /fəbd/ verb to tell someone
not to do something or to say that something must not be done 쑗 Smoking is
forbidden in our offices. 쑗 The contract
forbids resale of the goods to the USA.
쑗 Staff are forbidden to speak directly
to the press. (NOTE: forbidding – forbade – forbidden)

force /fɔs/ noun 1. strength 왍 to be in

force to be operating or working 쑗 The
rules have been in force since 1986. 왍 to
come into force to start to operate or
work 쑗 The new regulations will come
into force on January 1st. 2. a group of
people 쐽 verb to make someone do
something 쑗 Competition has forced the
company to lower its prices. 쑗 After the
takeover several of the managers were
forced to take early retirement.

forced

distribution

method

/ fɔst dstrbjuʃ(ə)n meθəd/ noun

a performance appraisal technique
where certain percentages of workers
are put in various categories in advance
forecast /fɔkɑst/ noun a description or calculation of what will probably
happen in the future 쑗 The chairman did
not believe the sales director’s forecast
of higher turnover. 쐽 verb to calculate
or to say what will probably happen in
the future 쑗 She is forecasting sales of
£2m. 쑗 Economists have forecast a fall

forecasting
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in the exchange rate. (NOTE: forecasting – forecast)

forecasting /fɔkɑstŋ/ noun the

process of calculating what will probably happen in the future 쑗 Manpower
planning will depend on forecasting the
future levels of production.
foreign
national
/ fɒrn
nʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ noun a person who is a
citizen of another country, not this one
foreign worker / fɒrn wkə/ noun
a worker who comes from another
country
foreman /fɔmən/, forewoman
/fɔwυmən/ noun a skilled worker in
charge of several other workers (NOTE:
plural is foremen or forewomen)
for hire contract /fə haə
kɒntrkt/ noun US a freelance
contract
form /fɔm/ noun 1. 왍 form of words
words correctly laid out for a legal document 2. an official printed paper with
blank spaces which have to be filled in
with information 쑗 a pad of order forms
쑗 The reps carry pads of order forms. 쐽
verb to start to organise 쑗 The brothers
have formed a new company.
formal /fɔm(ə)l/ adjective clearly
and legally written 쑗 to make a formal
application 쑗 to send a formal order 쑗
Is this a formal job offer? 쑗 The factory
is prepared for the formal inspection by
the government inspector.
formality /fɔmlti/ noun something which has to be done to obey the
law
formally /fɔməli/ adverb in a formal
way 쑗 We have formally applied for
planning permission for the new shopping precinct.
formal procedures / fɔm(ə)l prəsid"əz/ plural noun agreed written
rules for dealing with matters such as
grievances and dismissals
formal warning / fɔm(ə)l wɔnŋ/
noun a warning to an employee according to formal procedures. 쏡 informal
warning

formation /fɔmeʃ(ə)n/, forming

/fɔmŋ/ noun the act of organising 쑗

the formation of a new company

fraudulent

formative assessment / fɔmətv

əsesmənt/ noun the appraisal of an
employee, where the employee is given
notes on what is wrong and what they
should do to improve their performance
former /fɔmə/ adjective before or at
an earlier time 쑗 The former chairman
has taken a job with a rival company. 쑗
She got a reference from her former
employer.
formerly /fɔməli/ adverb at an earlier time 쑗 He is currently managing director of Smith Ltd, but formerly he
worked for Jones Brothers.
formica parachute /fɔ makə
prəʃut/ noun unemployment insurance (slang)
forward /fɔwəd/ adverb 왍 to date a
cheque forward to put a later date than
the present one on a cheque

forwarding

instructions

/fɔwədŋ n str$kʃənz/ plural noun

instructions showing how the goods are
to be shipped and delivered
four-fifths rule /fɔ ffθs rul/ noun
US same as eighty per cent rule
fourth quarter /fɔθ kwɔtə/ noun a
period of three months from 1st October
to the end of the year

framework

agreement

/fremwk ə rimənt/ noun the draft

of the main points of an agreement, with
further details to be added later

franchising

operation

/frntʃazŋ ɒpə reʃ(ə)n/ noun an

operation involving selling licences to
trade as a franchise
fraud /frɔd/ noun an act of making
money by making people believe something which is not true 쑗 He got possession of the property by fraud. 쑗 She was
accused of frauds relating to foreign
currency. 왍 to obtain money by fraud
to obtain money by saying or doing
something to cheat someone
fraud squad /frɔd skwɒd/ noun the
special police department which investigates frauds
fraudulent /frɔdjυlənt/ adjective
not honest, or aiming to cheat people 쑗
a fraudulent transaction

fraudulent conversion

fraudulent
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conversion

/ frɔdjυlənt kənvʃ(ə)n/ noun the

act of using money which does not
belong to you for a purpose for which it
is not supposed to be used
fraudulently /frɔdjυləntli/ adverb
not honestly 쑗 goods imported
fraudulently
free /fri/ adjective, adverb 1. not costing any money 쑗 I have been given a
free ticket to the exhibition. 쑗 A catalogue will be sent free on request. 왍 free
of charge with no payment to be made
2. with no restrictions 3. not busy or not
occupied 쑗 I shall be free in a few minutes. 쐽 verb to make something available or easy 쑗 The government’s
decision has freed millions of pounds
for investment.
‘American business as a whole is increasingly
free from heavy dependence on manufacturing’
[Sunday Times]

free agent /fri ed"ənt/ noun a freelance worker who can offer their skills
and expertise to companies anywhere in
the world
free collective bargaining / fri
kə lektv bɑ nŋ/ noun negotiations
between management and trade unions
about wage increases and working
conditions
free competition / fri kɒmpətʃ(ə)n/ noun the fact of being free
to compete without government
interference
freedom /fridəm/ noun the state of
being free to do anything
freedom of association / fridəm
əv əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability to
join together in a group with other people without being afraid of prosecution
freedom of movement / fridəm
əv muvmənt/ noun the ability of
workers in the EU to move from country
to country and obtain work without any
restrictions
free enterprise / fri entəpraz/
noun a system of business free from
government interference
free gift /fri  ft/ noun a present
given by a shop to a customer who buys
a specific amount of goods 쑗 There is a

free worker

free gift worth £25 to any customer buying a washing machine.

freelance /frilɑns/ adjective, noun

(an independent worker) who works for
several different companies but is not
employed by any of them 쑗 We have
about twenty freelances working for us
or about twenty people working for us
on a freelance basis. 쑗 She is a freelance journalist. 쐽 adverb selling your
work to various firms, but not being employed by any of them 쑗 He works freelance as a designer. 쐽 verb 1. to do
work for several firms but not be employed by any of them 쑗 She freelances
for the local newspapers. 2. to send
work out to be done by a freelancer 쑗
We freelance work out to several
specialists.
freelancer /frilɑnsə/ noun a freelance worker
freelance worker /frilɑns wkə/
noun a self-employed worker
freely /frili/ adverb with no restrictions 쑗 Money should circulate freely
within the EU.
free market economy /fri mɑkt
kɒnəmi/ noun a system where the
government does not interfere in business activity in any way
free-rider /fri radə/ noun a person
who receives benefits which have been
negotiated by a union for its members,
even if they have not joined the union 쑗
Many union members resent free-riders
who benefit from the recent pay increase negotiated by the union.
free sample /fri sɑmpəl/ noun a
sample given free to advertise a product
free trade /fri tred/ noun a system
where goods can go from one country to
another without any restrictions
free trade area /fri tred eəriə/
noun a group of countries practising
free trade
free worker /fri wkə/ noun a person who moves frequently from one job
or project to another, because they have
skills and ideas that many organisations
value and prefer to work on a short-term
contract rather than to build a career
within a single organisation

freeze
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freeze /friz/ verb to keep something
such as money or costs at their present
level and not allow them to rise 쑗 to
freeze wages and prices 쑗 to freeze
credits 쑗 We have frozen expenditure at
last year’s level. (NOTE: freezing –
froze – frozen)

frequent /frikwənt/ adjective which

comes, goes or takes place often 쑗
There is a frequent ferry service to
France. 쑗 We send frequent faxes to
New York. 쑗 How frequent are the
planes to Birmingham? 쑗 We send frequent telexes to New York.
frequently /frikwəntli/ adverb often 쑗 The photocopier is frequently out
of use. 쑗 We email our New York office
very frequently – at least four times a
day.
fresh blood /freʃ bl$d/ noun new
younger staff, employed because the
company feels it needs to have new
ideas (NOTE: also called new blood)
friction /frkʃən/ noun small disagreements between people in the same
office 쑗 There was a lot of friction between the sales and accounts staff.

frictional

unemployment

/ frkʃ(ə)n(ə)l $nmplɔmənt/ noun

unemployment due to unforeseen circumstances, such as changes in technology, lack of labour mobility or
variations in the demand and supply of
certain products
Friday /frade/ noun the fifth and
last day of the normal working week in
an office 쑗 The hours of work are 9.30
to 5.30, Monday to Friday.
Friday afternoon / frade ɑftənun/ noun the period after lunch on
Fridays, when some companies stop
work
Friday afternoon car / frade
ɑftənun kɑ/ noun a new car with
numerous defects, presumably because
it was made on a Friday afternoon
fringe benefit /frnd" benft/
noun an extra item such as a company
car or private health insurance given by
a company to employees in addition to a
salary 쑗 The fringe benefits make up for
the poor pay. 쑗 Use of the company rec-

full day

reation facilities is one of the fringe
benefits of the job.

front /fr$nt/ noun 1. a part of some-

thing which faces away from the back 쑗
The front of the office building is on the
High Street. 쑗 There is a photograph of
the managing director on the front page
of the company report. 2. 왍 in front of
before or on the front side of something
쑗 The chairman’s name is in front of all
the others on the staff list. 3. a business
or person used to hide an illegal trade 쑗
His restaurant is a front for a drugs
organisation.
front-line management / fr$nt
lan mnd"mənt/ noun managers
who have immediate contact with the
employees
front man /fr$nt mn/ noun a person who seems honest but is hiding an
illegal trade
frozen /frəυz(ə)n/ adjective not allowed to be changed or used 쑗 Wages
have been frozen at last year’s rates.
fulfil /fυlfl/ verb to complete something in a satisfactory way 쑗 The clause
regarding payments has not been fulfilled. (NOTE: the usual US spelling is
fulfill) 왍 to fulfil an order to supply the
items which have been ordered 쑗 We
are so understaffed that we cannot fulfil
any more orders before Christmas.
fulfilment /fυlflmənt/ noun the act
of carrying something out in a satisfactory way (NOTE: the usual US spelling
is fulfillment)

full /fυl/ adjective 1. with as much in-

side it as possible 쑗 The train was full of
commuters. 쑗 When the disk is full,
don’t forget to make a backup copy. 2.
complete, including everything 왍 we
are working at full capacity we are doing as much work as possible 3. 왍 in
full completely 쑗 a full refund or a refund paid in full 쑗 Give your full
name and address or your name and
address in full. 쑗 He accepted all our
conditions in full.
full day /fυl de/, full working day
/fυl wkŋ de/, a full day’s work /ə
fυl dez wk/ noun a period when a
worker works all the hours stipulated

full employment
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full employment /fυl mplɔmənt/

noun a situation where all the people
who can work have jobs
full payment /fυl pemənt/ noun the
paying of all money owed
full pension /fυl penʃən/ noun the
maximum pension allowed
full rate /fυl ret/ noun the full
charge, with no reductions
full-scale /fυl skel/ adjective complete or very thorough 쑗 The MD ordered a full-scale review of credit terms.
쑗 The HR department will start a
full-scale review of the present pay
structure.
‘…the administration launched a full-scale
investigation into maintenance procedures’
[Fortune]

full-time /fυl tam/ adjective, adverb

working all the normal working time,
i.e. about eight hours a day, five days a
week 쑗 She’s in full-time work or She
works full-time or She’s in full-time
employment. 쑗 He is one of our full-time
staff.
full-time employee / fυl tam mplɔi/, full-time worker / fυl tam
wkə/ noun an employee who works
more than 16 hours per week for a
company
full-time employment / fυl tam
mplɔmənt/ noun work for all of a
working day 쑗 to be in full-time
employment
full-time equivalent / fυl tam kwvələnt/ noun a notional employee
earning the full-time wage, used as a
comparison to part-time employees
full-time job / fυl tam d"ɒb/ noun
a job that occupies all someone’s normal working hours
full-timer /fυl tamə/ noun a person
who works full-time
fully /fυli/ adverb completely 왍 fully
insured pension scheme a pension
scheme where each contributor is insured to receive the full pension to
which they are entitled
‘…issued and fully paid capital is $100 million’
[Hongkong Standard]

function /f$ŋkʃən/ noun a duty or

job 쐽 verb to work 쑗 The advertising
campaign is functioning smoothly. 쑗

funds

The new management structure does not
seem to be functioning very well.
functional /f$ŋkʃən(ə)l/ adjective 1.
which can function properly 2. referring
to a job
functional authority / f$ŋkʃən(ə)l
ɔθɒrti/ noun the authority which is
associated with a job

functional

job

analysis

/ f$ŋkʃən(ə)l d"ɒb ə nləss/ noun

an assessment of the specific requirements of a job 쑗 Functional job analysis
is used to identify what type of person
should be appointed to fill the vacancy.
functionary /f$ŋkʃənəri/ noun a
civil servant (slightly derogatory)
fund /f$nd/ noun money set aside for a
special purpose 쐽 verb to provide
money for a purpose 쑗 The company
does not have enough resources to fund
its expansion programme. 왍 to fund a
company to provide money for a company to operate
‘…the S&L funded all borrowers’ development
costs, including accrued interest’ [Barrons]

funded /f$ndd/ adjective backed by

long-term loans 쑗 long-term funded
capital
funded pension plan / f$ndd
penʃən pln/, funded pension
scheme / f$ndd penʃən skim/ noun
a pension plan where money is set aside
annually to fund employees’ pensions
funding /f$ndŋ/ noun money for
spending 쑗 The bank is providing the
funding for the new product launch.
funding rate /f$ndŋ ret/ noun the
employer’s contributions to a pension
fund shown as a percentage of the total
pensionable salaries of the employees
fund-raising /f$nd rezŋ/ noun the
process of trying to get money for a
charity, etc. 쑗 a fund-raising sale
funds /f$ndz/ plural noun money
which is available for spending 쑗 The
company has no funds to pay for the research programme. 왍 the company
called for extra funds the company
asked for more money 왍 to run out of
funds to come to the end of the money
available 왍 to convert funds to another
purpose to use money for a wrong purpose 왍 to convert funds to your own

furlough
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use to use someone else’s money for
yourself.
‘…small innovative companies have been
hampered for lack of funds’ [Sunday Times]
‘…the company was set up with funds totalling
NorKr 145m’ [Lloyd’s List]

furlough /fləυ/ noun a period of
unpaid leave or absence from work, es-

FYI

pecially for military personnel, government employees or expatriates 쑗 Many
employees resent being contacted by
head office when on furlough.
further education / fðər edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun education after ending
full-time education in school
FYI abbr for your information

gain
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general manager

G
gain / en/ noun an increase or act of
becoming larger 왍 gain in experience
the act of getting more experience 왍
gain in profitability the act of becoming more profitable 쐽 verb to get or to
obtain 쑗 He gained some useful experience working in a bank.

employment / enf(ə)l
mplɔmənt/ noun employment which
pays money
gainful

gainfully / enf(ə)li/ adverb 왍 gain-

fully employed working and earning
money

gainsharing / en ʃeərŋ/ noun a

payment scheme where all the
members of a group of employees are
paid extra for increased productivity
쑗 Gainsharing will be instituted to
increase motivation. 쑗 Gainsharing has
allowed employees to identify with the
company’s successful performance.

galloping inflation / ləpŋ n-

fleʃ(ə)n/ noun very rapid inflation
which is almost impossible to reduce

Gantt chart / nt tʃɑt/

noun
a type of chart used in project management to plan and schedule work,
setting out tasks and the time periods
within which they should be completed
(NOTE: A Gantt chart looks like a bar
chart in which the bars extend sideways.)

gardening leave / ɑd(ə)nŋ liv/

noun a period of leave stipulated in a
contract of employment, during which
an employee is not allowed into the
company offices and cannot take up another job (informal )
.

garnishment / ɑnʃmənt/ noun
a procedure by which wages or salary
are withheld to pay off a debt 쑗 The
company had to resort to garnishment

to ensure that the worker paid for the
damage he caused to machinery.

gatekeeper / et kipə/ noun a per-

son who acts as a screen between a
group and people outside the group
(such as an interviewer in the human resources department who screens job
applicants)
gear / ə/ verb to link to or to connect
with 왍 salary geared to the cost of living salary which rises as the cost of living increases
geared scheme / əd skim/ noun
a system by which payment by results
increases in stages rather than in direct
proportion to increase in output
gear up / ər $p/ verb to get ready 쑗
The company is gearing itself up for expansion into the African market.
general /d"en(ə)rəl/ adjective ordinary or not special
general audit / d"en(ə)rəl ɔdt/
noun a process of examining all the
books and accounts of a company
generally /d"en(ə)rəli/ adverb normally or usually 쑗 The office is generally closed between Christmas and the
New Year. 쑗 We generally give a 25%
discount for bulk purchases.
general manager / d"en(ə)rəl
mnd"ə/ noun a manager in charge of
the administration of a company

General National
Qualifications

Vocational

/ d"en(ə)rəl
nʃ(ə)n(ə)l vəυkeʃ(ə)n(ə)l kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)nz/ noun a system of examinations and qualifications in vocational
subjects for young people who are
in full-time education, giving a
broard-based training in vocational subjects (run alongside traditional academic

general office
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studies and of equal value to them).
Abbr GNVQs

general office /d"en(ə)rəl ɒfs/

noun the main administrative office of a
company
general secretary / d"en(ə)rəl
sekrt(ə)ri/, General Secretary noun
the head official of a trade union
general store /d"en(ə)rəl stɔ/
noun a small country shop which sells a
large range of goods
general strike / d"en(ə)rəl strak/
noun a strike of all the workers in a
country
general
trading
/ d"en(ə)rəl
tredŋ/ noun dealing in all types of
goods
general
union
/ d"en(ə)rəl
junjən/ noun a union which recruits
usually semi-skilled workers in all
industries
generic /d"ənerk/ adjective which
is shared by a group, and does not refer
to one individual
generic skills /d"ə nerk sklz/
plural noun skills which are applicable
in various types of work and can be
transferred from one job to another
generous /d"en(ə)rəs/ adjective referring to an amount that is larger than
usual or expected 쑗 She received a generous redundancy payment. 쑗 The staff
contributed a generous sum for the
manager’s retirement present.
genuine /d"enjun/ adjective true or
real 쑗 a genuine Picasso 쑗 a genuine
leather purse

genuine

material

/ d"enjun mətəriəl

factor

fktə/ noun
an acceptable reason for a difference
in salary between a male and a female
employee (such as longer experience)

genuine occupational qualifications / d"enjun ɒkjυ peʃ(ə)n(ə)l

kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a situation where a person of a certain sex or
racial background is needed for a job,
and this can be stated in the job advertisement. Abbr GOQs
geographical mobility /d"iərfk(ə)l məυblti/ noun the ability

Girl Friday

of workers to move from place to place
to find work
get / et/ verb 1. to receive 쑗 We got a
letter from the solicitor this morning. 쑗
He gets £250 a week for doing nothing.
쑗 She got £5,000 for her car. 2. to arrive
at a place 쑗 She finally got to the office
at 10.30. (NOTE: getting – got)
get across / et əkrɒs/ verb to make
someone understand something 쑗 The
manager tried to get across to the
workforce why some people were being
made redundant.
get ahead / et əhed/ verb to advance in your career
get along / et əlɒŋ/ verb 1. to manage 쑗 We are getting along quite well
with only half the staff we had before. 2.
to be friendly or to work well with
someone 쑗 She does not get along very
well with her new boss.
get back / et bk/ verb to receive
something which you had before 쑗 I got
my money back after I had complained
to the manager. 쑗 He got his initial investment back in two months.
get on / et ɒn/ verb 1. to work or
manage 쑗 How is your new assistant
getting on? 2. to succeed 쑗 My son is
getting on well – he has just been
promoted.
get on with / et ɒn wð/ verb 1. to
be friendly or work well with someone
쑗 She does not get on with her new boss.
2. to go on doing work 쑗 The staff got
on with the work and finished the order
on time.
get out / et aυt/ verb to produce
something 쑗 The accounts department
got out the draft accounts in time for the
meeting.
get through / et θru/ verb 1. to
speak to someone on the phone 쑗 I tried
to get through to the complaints department. 2. to be successful 쑗 She got
through her exams, so she is now a
qualified engineer. 3. to try to make
someone understand 쑗 I could not get
through to her that I had to be at the airport by 2.15.
Girl Friday / l frade/ noun a female employee who does various tasks
in an office. 쏡 Man Friday (NOTE:

Girobank
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Sometimes Person Friday is used in
job advertisements to avoid sexism.)
Girobank /d"arəυbŋk/ noun a

bank in a giro system 쑗 a National
Girobank account 쑗 She has her salary
paid into her National Girobank
account.
giro system /d"arəυ sstəm/ noun
a banking system in which money can
be transferred from one account to another without writing a cheque (the
money is first removed from the payer’s
account and then credited to the payee’s
account; as opposed to a cheque payment, which is credited to the payee’s
account first and then claimed from the
payer’s account)
give / v/ verb 1. to pass something to
someone as a present 쑗 The office gave
him a clock when he retired. 2. to pass
something to someone 쑗 She gave the
documents to the accountant. 쑗 Do not
give anybody personal details about
staff members. 쑗 Can you give me some
information about the new computer
system? 3. to organise 쑗 The company
gave a party on a boat to say goodbye to
the retiring sales director. (NOTE: giving – gave – given)

give back / v bk/ verb to hand

something back to someone
give-back / v bk/ noun US a demand by management that the employees accept less favourable terms of
employment 쑗 The give-back was insisted on by management because of the
high costs of labour.
give in to / v n tu/ verb to yield
or to surrender 쑗 to give in to pressure
from the strikers
give up / v $p/ verb to hand something over to someone 쑗 Workers refused to give up any of their rights.
give way to / v we tu/ verb to
make concessions or to agree to demands 쑗 to give way to the union’s
wage demands
glad-hand / ld hnd/ verb to
shake hands with and greet people at a
business party or meeting
glass ceiling / lɑs silŋ/ noun a
mysteriously invisible barrier to promotion 쑗 Women managers complain that

going concern

they find it difficult to break through the
glass ceiling and become members of
the board.
GMP abbr guaranteed minimum
pension
GNVQs abbr General National Vocational Qualifications
go / əυ/ verb 1. to move from one
place to another 쑗 The cheque went to
your bank yesterday. 쑗 The plane goes
to Frankfurt, then to Rome. 쑗 He is going to our Lagos office. 쑗 She went on a
management course. 2. to be placed 쑗
The date goes at the top of the letter.
(NOTE: going – went – gone)
go-ahead / əυ əhed/ noun 왍 to give

something the go-ahead to approve
something or to say that something can
be done 쑗 My project got a government
go-ahead. 쑗 The board refused to give
the go-ahead to the expansion plan. 쐽
adjective energetic or keen to do well 쑗
He is a very go-ahead type. 쑗 She works
for a go-ahead clothing company.
goal / əυl/ noun something which you
try to achieve 쑗 Our goal is to break
even within twelve months. 쑗 The company achieved all its goals. 왍 to achieve
your goal to do what you set out to do 왍
to set someone goals to give someone
objectives to aim at 쑗 Bonus payments
are motivating employees to achieve
company goals. 쑗 One of the HR manager’s goals was a fair payment scheme.
쑗 Our goal is to break even within
twelve months.
go back on / əυ bk ɒn/ verb not
to do what has been promised 쑗 Two
months later they went back on the
agreement.
go-between / əυ b twin/ noun a
person who acts as an intermediary in
the negotiations between two others 쑗
The head of the workers’ committee was
the effective go-between in the dispute.
gofer / əυfə/ noun US same as
gopher
going / əυŋ/ adjective active or busy
going concern / əυŋ kənsn/
noun a company that is actively trading

(and making a profit) 왍 sold as a going
concern sold as an actively trading
company

go into business
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go into business / əυ ntə
bzns/ verb to start in business 쑗 He
went into business as a car dealer. 쑗
She went into business in partnership
with her son.
goldbricker / əυldbrkə/ noun US a
lazy employee who attempts to get away
with doing the least possible amount of
work (slang)
gold-bricking / əυld brkŋ/ noun
the practice of regulating production by
not claiming production achieved on
some days so as to be able to carry it
over and so allow employees to take
time off work on other days 쑗
Gold-bricking has reduced production
by half.
gold-circle rate / əυld sk(ə)l
ret/ noun US a rate of pay that exceeds
the maximum rate of an employee’s
evaluated pay level 쑗 The gold-circle
rate is resented by some employees who
see it as an unmerited bonus.
golden / əυld(ə)n/ adjective made of
gold or like gold
golden
formula
/ əυld(ə)n
fɔmjυlə/ noun the rule that unions are
immune from prosecution if their action
is taken in pursuance of a trade dispute
golden handcuffs / əυld(ə)n
hndk$fs/ plural noun a contractual
arrangement to make sure that a valued
member of staff stays in their job, by
which they are offered special financial
advantages if they stay and heavy penalties if they leave
golden hello / əυld(ə)n hələυ/
noun a cash inducement paid to someone to encourage them to change jobs
and move to another company
golden parachute / əυld(ə)n
prəʃut/,
golden
umbrella
/ əυld(ə)n $mbrelə/ noun a large,
usually tax-free sum of money given to
an executive who retires from a company before the end of their service
contract
good / υd/ adjective 1. not bad 2. 왍 a
good deal (of) a large amount (of) 쑗 We
wasted a good deal of time discussing
the arrangements for the meeting. 왍 a
good many very many 쑗 A good many
staff members have joined the union.

government organisation

good industrial relations / υd n-

d$striəl rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a situation where management and employees understand each others’ problems
and work together for the good of the
company
goods / υdz/ plural noun items which
can be moved and are for sale
goodwill / υdwl/ noun 1. good feeling towards someone 쑗 To show goodwill, the management increased the
terms of the offer. 2. the good reputation
of a business, which can be calculated as
part of a company’s asset value, though
separate from its tangible asset value
(the goodwill can include the trading
reputation, the patents, the trade names
used, the value of a ‘good site’, etc., and
is very difficult to establish accurately)
쑗 He paid £10,000 for the goodwill of
the shop and £4,000 for the stock.
goon / un/ noun US a person who
deliberately provokes disputes between
employers and employees (slang)
go out of business / əυ aυt əv
bzns/ verb to stop trading 쑗 The firm
went out of business last week.
gopher / əυfə/ noun an employee
who carries out simple menial duties
such as fetching and carrying things for
a manager or another employee (NOTE:
the usual US spelling is gofer)

GOQs abbr genuine occupational
qualifications

go-slow / əυ sləυ/ noun the slowing

down of production by workers as a protest against the management 쑗 A series
of go-slows reduced production.
go up / əυ $p/ verb to rise 쑗 NI contributions are going up 3% next month.

government

contractor

/ $v(ə)nmənt kəntrktə/ noun a

company which supplies the government with goods by contract

government economic indica/ $v(ə)nmənt
ikə nɒmk
tors

ndketəz/ plural noun statistics
which show how the country’s economy
is going to perform in the short or long
term

government

/ $v(ə)nmənt

organisation

ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/

government pension
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noun an official body run by the
government

government

pension

/ $v(ə)nmənt penʃən/ noun a pen-

sion paid by the state

grade / red/ noun a level or rank

to reach the top grade in the civil
service 쐽 verb to make something rise
in steps according to quantity
graded hourly rate / redd aυəli
ret/ noun a pay scale where pieceworkers receive different rates per piece
completed according to their appraisal
ratings
grading / redŋ/ noun an assessment of an employee’s performance by
giving a certain grade or mark 쑗 The
company has adopted a new grading
system for appraisals.
gradual / rd"uəl/ adjective slow
and regular 쑗 The company saw a gradual return to profits. 쑗 Her CV describes her gradual rise to the position
of company chairman.
gradually
/ rd"uəli/
adverb
slowly and steadily 쑗 The company has
gradually become more profitable. 쑗
She gradually learnt the details of the
import-export business.
gradual retirement / rd"uəl rtaəmənt/ noun same as phased
쑗

retirement

graduate / rd"uət/ noun a person

who has obtained a degree
graduated / rd"uetd/ adjective
changing in small regular stages

graduated

income

tax

/ rd"uetd nk$m tks/ noun a

tax which rises in steps (each level of income is taxed at a higher percentage)

graduated

pension

plan

/ rd"uetd penʃən pln/, graduated pension scheme / rd"uetd
penʃən skim/ noun a pension scheme

where the contributions are calculated
on the salary of each person in the
scheme
graduated wages / rd"uetd
wed"z/ plural noun wages which increase in accordance with established
pay levels

graph

graduate entry / rd"uət entri/

noun the entry of graduates into employment with a company 쑗 the graduate entry into the civil service
graduate recruitment / rd"uət
r krutmənt/ noun the recruitment of
graduates for traineeships in a company
graduate trainee / rd"uət treni/ noun a person in a graduate training scheme

graduate

training

scheme

/ rd"uət trenŋ skim/ noun a

training scheme for graduates

grand / rnd/ adjective important 왍

grand plan, grand strategy a major
plan 쑗 They explained their grand plan
for redeveloping the factory site. 쐽
noun one thousand pounds or dollars
(informal ) 쑗 They offered him fifty
grand for the information. 쑗 She’s earning fifty grand plus car and expenses.
grandfather clause / rnfɑðə
klɔz/ noun a clause in an insurance
policy that exempts a category of insured employee from meeting new standards 쑗 The grandfather clause exempts
the older employees from the retraining
scheme.
grandfather system / rnfɑðə
sstəm/ noun an appraisal system
where the manager’s appraisals of employees are sent for review to the manager’s superior
grand total / rnd təυt(ə)l/ noun
the final total made by adding several
subtotals
grant / rɑnt/ noun money given by
the government to help pay for something 쑗 The government has allocated
grants towards the costs of the scheme.
쐽 verb to agree to give someone something 쑗 to grant someone three weeks’
leave of absence
grant-aided scheme / rɑnt edd
skim/ noun a scheme which is funded
by a government grant
grapevine / repvan/ noun an unofficial communications network in an
organisation 쑗 I heard on the grapevine
that the managing director has been
sacked.
graph / rɑf/ noun a diagram which
shows the relationship between two sets
.

graphologist
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of quantities or values, each of which is
represented on an axis 쑗 A graph was
used to show salary increases in relation to increases in output. 쑗 According
to the graph, as average salaries have
risen so has absenteeism. 쑗 We need to
set out the results of the questionnaire in
a graph.
graphologist / rfɒləd"st/ noun a
person who studies handwriting, and
can identify the writer’s characteristics
from it 쑗 Some companies ask for job
applications to be handwritten, so that
they can be shown to a consultant
graphologist.
graphology / rfɒləd"i/ noun the
study of handwriting, which is believed
to show the writer’s characteristics
graph paper / rɑf pepə/ noun a
special type of paper with many little
squares, used for drawing graphs
grass ceiling / rɑs silŋ/ noun the
social and cultural factors that make it
difficult for women to use games of golf
as an opportunity to do business (slang)
grassroots / rɑsruts/ plural noun
the basic ordinary members of a union,
political party or of society in general

gratia 쒁 ex gratia
gratuity / rətjuti/ noun a tip,

money given to someone who has
helped you 쑗 The staff are instructed
not to accept gratuities.
graveyard shift / revjɑd ʃft/
noun a night shift in a continuous shift
system, starting around midnight (informal )
gravy / revi/ noun something which
does not involve effort (informal )
gravy job / revi d"ɒb/ noun US a
job which that offers the same money
for less effort than another similar job 쑗
Workers were moving to more prosperous areas of the country in search of
gravy jobs. (NOTE: in British English
.

.

also called cushy number)
gravy train / revi tren/ noun

means of getting money easily
great man theory / ret mn
θəri/ noun the idea that leaders are
people who are born with special qualities that distinguish them from others

gross

and enable them to inspire their followers and win their loyalty
green ban / rin bn/ noun a ban
imposed by unions on work that they
consider to be a threat to the natural environment or to an area of historical
significance
green card / rin kɑd/ noun 1. a
special British insurance certificate to
prove that a car is insured for travel
abroad 2. an identity card and work permit for a person going to live in the
USA
green circle rate / rin sk(ə)l
ret/ noun US a rate of pay which is below the minimum rate
grid / rd/ noun a system of numbered
squares
grid method / rd meθəd/ noun a
two-dimensional method of job evaluation based on breadth and depth of responsibility 쑗 Some jobs score high on
the grid method since they involve many
different tasks and a lot of
decision-making.
grid structure / rd str$ktʃə/
noun a structure based on a grid
grievance / riv(ə)ns/ noun a complaint made by an employee or trade union to the management
‘ACAS has a legal obligation to try and resolve
industrial grievances before they reach
industrial tribunals’ [Personnel Today]

grievance interview / riv(ə)ns

ntəvju/ noun a meeting between
management and an employee or group
of employees where the managers listen
to the employee’s complaints and try to
find a solution to the problem
grievance procedure / riv(ə)ns
prə sid"ə/ noun a way of presenting
and settling complaints from a trade union to the management
gross / rəυs/ adjective 1. total or with
no deductions 2. very serious 쑗 gross
negligence 쐽 adverb with no deductions 쑗 My salary is paid gross. 쐽 verb
to make a gross profit 쑗 He grosses
£500 a week. 쑗 The group grossed
£25m in 1999.
‘…gross wool receipts for the selling season to
end June appear likely to top $2 billion’
[Australian Financial Review]

gross earnings
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gross earnings / rəυs nŋz/ plural noun total earnings before tax and
other deductions
gross income / rəυs nk$m/ noun
salary before tax is deducted
gross misconduct / rəυs mskɒnd$kt/ noun very bad behaviour by
an employeer, which is a fair reason for
dismissal (such as drunkenness or theft)
쑗 He was dismissed for gross
misconduct.
gross
negligence
/ rəυs
ne ld"əns/ noun the act of showing
very serious neglect of duty towards
other people
gross salary / rəυs sləri/ noun
salary before tax is deducted
ground / raυnd/ noun 왍 to gain
ground to start to win against an opponent 왍 to give ground to give way
against an opponent
groundless / raυndləs/ adjective
with no real reason 쑗 The complaint
was proved to be groundless.
grounds / raυndz/ plural noun basic
reasons 쑗 Does she have good grounds
for complaint? 쑗 There are no grounds
on which we can be sued. 쑗 What are
the grounds for the demand for a pay
rise?
group / rup/ noun 1. several things
or people together 쑗 A group of managers has sent a memo to the chairman
complaining about noise in the office. 쑗
The respondents were interviewed in
groups of three or four, and then singly.
2. several companies linked together in
the same organisation 쑗 the group
chairman or the chairman of the group
쑗 group turnover or turnover for the
group 쑗 the Granada Group
group appraisal / rup əprez(ə)l/
noun the appraisal of an employee by a
group of other employees
group

capacity

assessment

/ rup kəpsti ə sesmənt/ noun the

use of work measurement techniques
such as activity sampling to assess the
work done by clerical, administrative
and other employees not directly involved in the production process as a
group and to establish optimum performance levels for them

group pension plan

group certificate / rup sə tfkət/

noun (in Australia and New Zealand ) a
document provided by an employer that
records an employee’s income, income
tax payments and contributions to a pension fund during the previous financial
year
group discussion / rup dsk$ʃ(ə)n/ noun a survey method in
which a focus group is brought together
to discuss informally a market-research
question 쑗 The group discussion was
taken over by one or two strong personalities. 쑗 A sample of young people took
part in a group discussion on the new
shampoo.
group dynamics / rup danmks/ plural noun the behaviour
patterns typical of groups, including the
effects that members of a group have on
each other, the personal relationships
that they form and the ways that groups
form, function and break up (NOTE:
Takes a singular verb. Group dynamics is an important aspect of successful
teamwork and can influence the outcome of any group activity, for example a training course.)
group incentive / rup nsentv/
noun an incentive payment made to a
group, rather than to an individual
worker
group incentive scheme / rup
nsentv skim/, group incentive
plan / rup nsentv pln/ noun a
scheme whereby payment by results is
based on the output of all the employees
in an organisation
group insurance / rup nʃυərəns/ noun an insurance scheme
where a group of employees is covered
by one policy
group life assurance / rup laf
n ʃυərəns/ noun a life assurance policy that covers a number of people, e.g.,
the members of an association or club,
or a group of employees at a company
group
outplacement
/ rup
aυtplesmənt/ noun a situation where
several employees are dealt with together in being given help to find other
jobs after being made redundant
group pension plan / rup
penʃən pln/, group pension
.

group results
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scheme / rup penʃən skim/ noun a

life insurance plan which provides a
number of employees with a retirement
pension
group results / rup rz$lts/ plural
noun the results of a group of companies taken together
group selection / rup slekʃən/
noun a method of recruitment in which
candidates are assessed in groups rather
than individually (NOTE: Group selection should not be confused with a
panel interview.)
group selection methods / rup
slekʃən
meθədz/ plural noun

methods of assessing the ability of
individuals to work with others 쑗 Group
selection methods are being introduced
to complement individual intelligence
and personality tests.
group training / rup trenŋ/
noun a training method where a group
trains together and so learns from each
other
growth / rəυθ/ noun an increase in
size
growth industry / rəυθ ndəstri/
noun an industry that is expanding or
has the potential to expand faster than
other industries
growth rate / rəυθ ret/ noun the
speed at which something grows
guarantee / rənti/ noun a legal
document in which the producer agrees
to compensate the buyer if the product is
faulty or becomes faulty before a specific date after purchase 쑗 a certificate
of guarantee or a guarantee certificate
쑗 The guarantee lasts for two years. 쑗 It
is sold with a twelve-month guarantee.
왍 the car is still under guarantee the
car is still covered by the maker’s guarantee 쐽 verb 1. to give a promise that
something will happen 왍 to guarantee a
debt to promise that you will pay a debt
made by someone else 2. 왍 the product
is guaranteed for twelve months the
manufacturer says that the product will

guilty

work well for twelve months, and will
mend it free of charge if it breaks down
guaranteed annuity / rəntid
ənjuti/ noun an arrangement in a
pension scheme by which a final lump
sum is used to purchase a fixed annuity

guaranteed

employment

/ rəntid mplɔmənt/ noun an

arrangement that protects employees in
situations where there is a shortage of
work, by guaranteeing that they will be
paid a minimum wage for a specified
number of days or hours during which
they have no work (NOTE: also called

guaranteed week)

guaranteed minimum pension
/ rəntid mnməm penʃən/ noun

a minimum pension which must be provided by an occupational pension
scheme. Abbr GMP
guaranteed week / rəntid
wik/ noun same as guaranteed
employment

guard / ɑd/ noun a person who protects someone or a building

interview
/ add
ntəvju/ noun same as directed

guided

interview

guideline / adlan/ noun an unoffi-

cial suggestion from the government as
to how something should be done 쑗 The
government has issued guidelines on increases in salaries and prices.
guideline
method
/ adlan
meθəd/ noun a job evaluation technique which takes into account attitudes
to the job in the industry as a whole 쑗
The HR manager justified the guideline
method as adapting to the laws of supply and demand.
guild / ld/ noun an association of
merchants or shopkeepers 쑗 a trade
guild 쑗 the guild of master bakers
guilty / lti/ adjective referring to a
person who has done something wrong
쑗 He was found guilty of libel. 쑗 The
company was guilty of not reporting the
sales to the auditors.

hack
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handover

H
hack /hk/ noun an ordinary worker
(informal ) 쑗 a hack copywriter
haggle /h (ə)l/ verb to discuss
.

prices and terms and try to reduce them
to haggle about or over the details of
a contract 쑗 After two days’ haggling
the contract was signed.
half pay /hɑf pe/ noun half your
normal salary
halo effect /heləυ  fekt/ noun a
crude and over-simple classification of
employees into ‘good’ and ‘bad’ on the
basis of superficial characteristics such
as personal rapport or a pleasant manner
halo error /heləυ erə/ noun a mistake made by promoting the wrong person because of the halo effect
hand /hnd/ noun 1. the part of the
body at the end of each arm 왍 to shake
hands to hold someone’s hand when
meeting to show you are pleased to meet
them, or to show that an agreement has
been reached 쑗 The two negotiating
teams shook hands and sat down at the
conference table. 왍 to shake hands on
a deal to shake hands to show that a
deal has been agreed 2. 왍 by hand using
the hands, not a machine 쑗 These shoes
are made by hand. 왍 to send a letter by
hand to ask someone to carry and deliver a letter personally, not sending it
through the post 3. a worker 쑗 to take
on ten more hands
handbook /hndbυk/ noun a book
which gives instructions on how to use
something 쑗 The handbook does not say
how you open the photocopier.
handcuffs /hn(d) k$fs/ plural
noun 쒁 golden handcuffs
hand-hold /hnd həυld/ verb to reassure a nervous client or colleague
(slang) (NOTE: hand-holding – hand –
쑗

held)

/hndikp/ noun 1.
something which prevents someone
from doing something 쑗 She found that
her lack of qualifications was a great
handicap to getting her first job. 2. 쒁

handicap

disability (NOTE: term now generally
unacceptable in sense 2 and replaced
by disability)

handicapped /hndikpt/ adjec-

tive without the advantage of something
She is handicapped by not having a
recognised qualification.

쑗

handicapped person / hndikpt

ps(ə)n/ noun a person with a disability (NOTE: term now generally unacceptable and replaced by disabled
person)

hand in / hnd n/ verb to deliver a
letter by hand 왍 he handed in his notice
or resignation he resigned
handle /hnd(ə)l/ verb to deal with
something or to organise something 쑗
The accounts department handles all the
cash. 쑗 We can handle orders for up to
15,000 units. 쑗 They handle all our
overseas orders.
hand-operated /hnd ɒpəretd/

adjective worked by hand, not automatically 쑗 a hand-operated machine

hand over / hnd əυvə/ verb to pass

something to someone 쑗 She handed
over the documents to the lawyer. 왍 she
handed over to her deputy she passed
her responsibilities to her deputy

handover /hndəυvə/ noun the

passing of responsibilities to someone
else 쑗 The handover from the old chairman to the new went very smoothly. 쑗
When the ownership of a company
changes, the handover period is always
difficult. 쑗 There was a smooth handover to the new management team.

hand-picked
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hand-picked / hnd pkt/ adjective

carefully selected 쑗 a hand-picked sales
team
hands-on / hndz ɒn/ adjective involving direct contact with the working
of a system or organisation 쑗 We need a
hands-on manager who will supervise
operations closely. 쑗 More hands-on
management means we will have to increase the technical input in our management training schemes.
hands-on experience / hndz ɒn
kspəriəns/ noun the direct experience of a system
handwriting /hndratŋ/ noun
writing done by hand 왍 send a letter of
application in your own handwriting
send a letter of application written by
you with a pen, and not typed
handwritten / hndrtn/ adjective
written by hand, not typed 쑗 It is more
professional to send in a typed rather
than a handwritten letter of application.
happy /hpi/ adjective very pleased
쑗 The human resources director was
not at all happy to receive the union’s
new demands. 쑗 We will be happy to
supply you at 25% discount. 쑗 The MD
was not at all happy when the sales figures came in. 쑗 The workforce seems
quite happy with the new offer from the
management.
happy camper / hpi kmpə/
noun a person who has no grievances
against their employer (slang)
harass /hrəs, hərs/ verb to
worry or to bother someone, especially
by continually checking on them or
making sexual approaches
harassment /hrəsmənt, hərsmənt/ noun the act of harassing
someone
‘EEC legislation should formally recognize that
sexual harassment is discrimination on grounds
of sex’ [Personnel Management]

harassment

procedure

/hrəsmənt prə sid"ə/ noun written

and agreed rules as to how cases of
harassment should be dealt with in a
company
hard /hɑd/ adjective 1. strong, not
weak 왍 to take a hard line in trade union negotiations to refuse to compro-

hazardous

mise with the other side 2. difficult 쑗 It
is hard to get good people to work on
low salaries. 3. solid 4. 왍 after weeks
of hard bargaining after weeks of difficult discussions 쐽 adverb with a lot of
effort 쑗 The sales team sold the new
product range hard into the supermarkets. 쑗 If all the workforce works hard,
the order should be completed on time.
hard bargain /hɑd bɑ n/ noun a
bargain with difficult terms 왍 to drive a
hard bargain to be a difficult negotiator 왍 to strike a hard bargain to agree
a deal where the terms are favourable to
you
hard disk /hɑd dsk/ noun a computer disk which has a sealed case and
can store large quantities of information
‘…hard disks help computers function more
speedily and allow them to store more
information’ [Australian Financial Review]

hard drive noun same as hard disk
harden /hɑdn/ verb to become more

fixed or more inflexible 쑗 The union’s
attitude to the management has hardened since the lockout.
hardship /hɑdʃp/ noun bad conditions which make someone suffer
hardship allowance /hɑdʃp əlaυəns/ noun additional pay for an employee who accepts an assignment in
difficult conditions
hardware /hɑdweə/ noun machines
used in data processing, including the
computers and printers, but not the
programs
hard-working / hɑd wkŋ/ adjective referring to a person who works
hard
hassle /hs(ə)l/ noun bother or trouble (informal ) 쑗 Dealing with these people is too much of a hassle.
hatchet man /htʃt mn/ noun a
recently appointed manager, whose job
is to make staff redundant and reduce
expenditure (informal )
haulage contractor /hɔld" kəntrktə/ noun a company which transports goods by contract
hazard /hzəd/ noun danger
hazardous /hzədəs/ adjective dangerous 쑗 hazardous equipment 쑗 hazardous occupations
.

.

hazard pay
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hazard pay /hzəd pe/ noun addi-

tional pay for dangerous work 쑗 All the
construction workers received hazard
pay. 쑗 Hazard pay has to be pretty high
to attract workers to this type of work.
head /hed/ adjective most important or
main 쑗 Ask the head waiter for a table.
쐽 noun 1. the most important person 2.
a person 쑗 Representatives cost on average £25,000 per head per annum. 3.
the top part or first part 쑗 Write the
name of the company at the head of the
list. 쐽 verb to be the manager, to be the
most important person 쑗 We are looking
for someone to head our sales department. 쑗 He is heading a buying mission
to China.
head clerk /hed klɑk/ noun the
most important clerk
headcount /hedkaυnt/ noun the total number of employees who work for
an organisation
headed paper / hedd pepə/ noun
notepaper with the name of the company and its address printed on it (NOTE:
American English is letterhead)

headhunt /hedh$nt/ verb to look for

managers and offer them jobs in other
companies 왍 she was headhunted she
was approached by a headhunter and offered a new job
headhunter /hedh$ntə/ noun a person or company whose job is to find
suitable top managers to fill jobs in
companies
headhunting /hedh$ntŋ/ noun
same as executive search
heading /hedŋ/ noun the words at
the top of a piece of text 쑗 Items are
listed under several headings. 쑗 Look at
the figure under the heading ‘Costs
2001–02’.
head of department / hed əv dpɑtmənt/ noun a person in charge of a
department
headquarters /hedkwɔtəz/ plural
noun the main office, where the board
of directors meets and works 쑗 The
company’s headquarters are in New
York. Abbr HQ 왍 to reduce headquarters staff to have fewer people working
in the main office

health insurance

head up / hed $p/ verb to be in
charge of 쑗 He has been appointed to
head up our European organisation.
‘…reporting to the deputy managing director,
the successful candidate will be responsible for
heading up a team which provides a full
personnel service’ [Times]

headway /hedwe/ noun progress in
a difficult situation 왍 to make headway
to go forward or make progress 쑗 We
are not making any headway in our
negotiations.
health /helθ/ noun being fit and well,
not ill
‘…the main US banks have been forced to pull
back from international lending as nervousness
continues about their financial health’
[Financial Times]
‘…financial health, along with a dose of
independence, has largely sheltered Japan’s
pharmaceutical companies from a global wave
of consolidation. Those assets, however, are
expected to soon lure foreign suitors too
powerful to resist’ [Nikkei Weekly]

health and safety / helθ ən sefti/

noun the area of policy and the law that
deals with the well-being of employees
at work and is intended to protect them
against accidents and risks to their
health (NOTE: Health and safety within
an organisation is often co-ordinated
by a particular person, but it is the responsibility of all employees.)

Health and Safety at Work Act
(1974) / helθ ən sefti ət wk kt/

noun an Act of Parliament which rules
how the health of employees should be
protected by the companies they work
for

Health and Safety Commission

/ helθ ən sefti kə mʃ(ə)n/ noun a

government body set up to see that the
provisions of the Health and Safety at
Work Act are obeyed, e.g. employers
must report fatal accidents or
work-related diseases. Abbr HSC

Health and Safety Executive

/ helθ ən sefti  zekjυtv/ noun

the executive committee of the Health
and Safety Commission
health hazard /helθ hzəd/ noun a
danger to the health of a person
health insurance /helθ n ʃυərəns/
noun insurance which pays the cost of
treatment for illness, especially when
travelling abroad

Health Register
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Health Register /helθ red"stə/

noun a list kept by a company of medical examinations given to employees
who handle hazardous substances
(NOTE: no plural)
health screening /helθ skrinŋ/
noun the checking of employees’ health
to ensure that they are fit for work
(NOTE: Health screening can take
place after a new employee has been
appointed, but before they start work,
but it may also be a regular procedure
especially where the work people do
involves hazardous substances or difficult conditions.)
hearing /hərŋ/ noun a case which is
being heard by a committee or tribunal
or court of law, or by an official body
heavy hitter / hevi htə/ noun an executive or company that performs extremely well (slang)
heavy industry / hevi ndəstri/
noun an industry which deals in heavy
raw materials such as coal or makes
large products such as ships or engines
helicopter view /helkɒptə vju/
noun a general or broad view of a problem as a whole, which does not go into
details (slang)
help /help/ noun a thing which makes
it easy to do something 쑗 The company
was set up with financial help from the
government. 쑗 Her assistant is not much
help – he can’t type or drive. 쐽 verb to
make it easy for something to be done
(NOTE: you help someone or something to do something)
helping interview / helpŋ ntəvju/ noun an interview which uses a
sympathetic approach to achieve its
ends 쑗 Helping interviews are effective
in getting nervous candidates to relax. 쑗
The management finds regular helping
interviews with employees improves
relations.
helpline /helplan/ noun a telephone
number which links people to services
that can give them specialist advice, or a
similar service offered by shops to their
customers. Also called careline
hesitate /heztet/ verb not to be sure
what to do next 쑗 The company is hesitating about starting up a new computer

highly

factory. 쑗 She hesitated for some time
before accepting the job.

hidden agenda / hdn əd"endə/

noun a secret plan which one party to
discussions has, which the other party
does not know about
hierarchical /haərɑkk(ə)l/ adjective referring to an organisation which
has several levels 쑗 The company has a
very traditional hierarchical structure.
hierarchy /haərɑki/ noun an organisational structure with several levels of responsibility or authority 쑗 At
the bottom of the hierarchy are the unskilled workers.
high /ha/ adjective 1. tall 쑗 The
shelves are 30 cm high. 쑗 The door is
not high enough to let us get the machines into the building. 쑗 They are
planning a 30-storey-high office block.
2. large, not low 쑗 High overhead costs
increase the unit price. 쑗 They are budgeting for a high level of expenditure. 쑗
High interest rates are crippling small
businesses. 왍 high taxation taxation
which imposes large taxes on incomes
or profits 왍 highest tax bracket the
group which pays the most tax
high achiever /ha ətʃivə/ noun a
person who achieves more than they
expect
high day rate /ha de ret/ noun a
payment system where high rates of pay
are paid to skilled employees for time
worked
higher education / haər edjυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun education at university
high-grade /ha red/ adjective of
very good quality 쑗 high-grade petrol 왍
high-grade trade delegation a delegation made up of very important people
high-level /ha lev(ə)l/ adjective
very important 왍 high-level decision a
decision taken by the most important
person or group 왍 high-level meeting
or delegation a meeting or delegation of
the most important people (such as minister or managing directors)
highly /hali/ adverb very 왍 she is
highly thought of by the managing director the managing director thinks she
is very competent

highly-paid
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highly-paid / hali ped/ adjective
earning a large salary

/ hali
plest/
adjective occupying an important post
쑗 The delegation met a highly-placed
official in the Trade Ministry.
high official / ha əfʃ(ə)l/,
high-ranking official / ha rŋkŋ
əfʃ(ə)l/ noun an important person in a
government department
high-powered / ha paυəd/ adjective very capable and intelligent, and at
the same time very energetic and
forceful
high pressure /ha preʃə/ noun a
strong insistence that somebody should
do something 왍 working under high
pressure working with a manager telling you what to do and to do it quickly,
or with customers asking for supplies
urgently
high season /ha siz(ə)n/ noun the
period when there are most travellers
and tourists
high unemployment / ha $nmplɔmənt/ noun a level of unemployment which is high compared to previous figures
hike /hak/ US noun an increase 쐽
verb to increase 쑗 The union hiked its
demand to $5 an hour.
hip shooter /hp ʃutə/ noun an executive who follows their immediate instinct when responding to a question or
problem rather than considering it rationally (slang)
hire /haə/ noun 왍 to work for hire to
work freelance 쐽 verb 1. to employ
someone new to work for you 2. 왍 to
hire out cars, to hire out equipment,
to hire out workers to lend cars, equipment or workers to customers who pay
for their use
hire car /haə kɑ/ noun a car which
has been rented 쑗 He was driving a hire
car when the accident happened.
hired gun / haəd  $n/ noun US a
person, often with special expertise,
who works freelance and is brought in
on a short-term contract to do a particular job or work on a particular project
(slang)

highly-placed

holding company

hiring /haərŋ/ noun the act of employing new staff 쑗 Hiring of new personnel has been stopped.
hiring and firing / haərŋ ən
faərŋ/ noun the practice of hiring
new employees and dismissing them in
quick succession
hiring rate /haərŋ ret/ noun the
rate of pay for employees when first
hired 쑗 Though the hiring rate is low,
pay goes up rapidly during the first
year. 쑗 The hiring rate depends on
whether the entrants are skilled or not.
histogram /hstə rm/ noun a chart
or diagram with bars set on a base-line,
the length of each bar expressing the
quantity of an item or unit
hold /həυld/ verb 1. to own or to keep
쑗 They hold 10% of the company’s
shares. 왍 you should hold these shares
– they look likely to rise you should
keep these shares and not sell them 2. to
contain 쑗 Each box holds 250 sheets of
paper. 3. to make something happen 쑗
to hold a meeting or a discussion 쑗 The
receiver will hold an auction of the company’s assets. 쑗 Board meetings are
held in the boardroom. 4. 왍 hold the
line please (on the telephone) please
wait 쑗 The chairman is on the other line
– will you hold? 5. to have a certain job
or status 쑗 He holds the position of
chairman. (NOTE: holding- held)
‘…as of last night, the bank’s shareholders no
longer hold any rights to the bank’s shares’
[South China Morning Post]

hold back / həυld bk/ verb to wait,
not to go forward 왍 payment will be
held back until the contract has been
signed payment will not be made until
the contract has been signed 왍 she held
back from signing the contract until
she had checked the details she delayed signing the contract until she had
checked the details
hold down / həυld daυn/ verb 1. to
keep at a low level 쑗 We are cutting
margins to hold our prices down. 2. 왍 to
hold down a job to manage to do a difficult job
‘…real wages have been held down; they have
risen at an annual rate of only 1% in the last two
years’ [Sunday Times]

company
/həυldŋ
k$mp(ə)ni/ noun 1. a company which

holding

hold out for
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owns more than 50% of the shares in another company 2. a company which exists only or mainly to own shares in
subsidiary companies (NOTE: the American English for this is a proprietary
company)

hold out for / həυld aυt fɔ/ verb to
wait and ask for 왍 you should hold out

for a 10% pay rise do not agree to a
pay rise of less than 10%
hold over / həυld əυvə/ verb to postpone or put back to a later date 쑗 Discussion of item 4 was held over until the
next meeting.
hold to /həυld tu/ verb not to allow
something to change 왍 we will try to
hold him to the contract we will try to
stop him going against the contract 왍
the government hopes to hold wage
increases to 5% the government hopes
that wage increases will not be more
than 5%
hold up / həυld $p/ verb 1. to stay at
a high level 쑗 Sales held up during the
tourist season. 2. to delay 쑗 Payment
will be held up until the contract has
been signed. 쑗 The strike will hold up
dispatch for some weeks. 쑗 The workers
are holding up production as a form of
protest against poor conditions.
hold-up /həυld $p/ noun a delay 쑗
The bad weather caused hold-ups in the
dispatch of goods.
holiday /hɒlde/ noun a period when
an employee does not work, but rests,
goes away and does things for pleasure
쑗 When is the manager taking his holidays? 쑗 My assistant is off on holiday
tomorrow. 쑗 He is going away on holiday for two weeks. 왍 the job carries
five weeks’ holiday one of the conditions of the job is that you have five
weeks’ holiday (NOTE: American English is vacation)

holiday entitlement /hɒlde n-

tat(ə)lmənt/ noun the number of
days’ paid holiday which an employee
has the right to take 쑗 She has not used
up all her holiday entitlement.
holiday pay /hɒlde pe/ noun a
salary which is still paid during the
holiday

horizontal job enlargement

home /həυm/ noun the place where a

person lives 쑗 Please send the letter to
my home address, not my office.
home address /həυm ədres/ noun
the address of a house or flat where a
person lives 쑗 Please send the documents to my home address.
home run /həυm r$n/ noun the journey home at the end of the working day
(informal )
homeworker /həυmwkə/ noun a
person who works at home for a
company
homeworking /həυmwkŋ/ noun
a working method where employees
work at home on computer terminals,
and send the finished material back to
the central office by modem. Also called
.

networking, teleworking
hon abbr honorary
honorarium / ɒnəreəriəm/

noun
money paid to a professional person
such as an accountant or a lawyer when
a specific fee has not been requested
(NOTE: plural is honoraria)
honorary /ɒnərəri/ adjective not

paid a salary for the work done for an
organisation 쑗 She is honorary secretary of the tennis club. 쑗 He is honorary
president of the translators’ association.
honorary
member
/ ɒnərəri
membə/ noun a member who does not
have to pay a subscription
hooking /hυkŋ/ noun US the practice of persuading an employee to watch
what other union members are doing or
saying and to report back to
management
horizontal / hɒrzɒnt(ə)l/ adjective
at the same level or with the same status
쑗 Her new job is a horizontal move into
a different branch of the business.

horizontal

job

enlargement

/ hɒrzɒnt(ə)l d"ɒb n lɑd"mənt/,
horizontal
job
enrichment
/ hɒrzɒnt(ə)l d"ɒb n rtʃmənt/
noun the process of expanding a job

to include new activities, skills or
responsibilities, but still at the same
level in the organisation 쑗 We have
implemented horizontal job enlargement to increase individual workloads
while at the same time making the work

horizontal organisation
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more interesting. Compare vertical job
enlargement

organisation /hɒrzɒnt(ə)l ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ noun same
as flat organisation
horse trading /hɔs tredŋ/ noun
hard bargaining which ends with someone giving something in return for a
concession from the other side
hostile /hɒstal/ adjective unfriendly,
showing dislike 왍 hostile work environment working surroundings which
are unfriendly
hot /hɒt/ adjective 1. very warm 쑗
Switch off the machine if it gets too hot.
쑗 The staff complain that the office is
too hot in summer and too cold in winter. 2. not safe, very bad 왍 to make
things hot for someone to make it difficult for someone to work or to trade 쑗
Customs officials are making things hot
for drug smugglers. 왍 she is in the hot
seat her job involves making many difficult decisions
hot cargo provision /hɒt kɑ əυ
prə v"(ə)n/ noun a clause in a contract
that allows employees to refuse to handle products from another factory where
there is an industrial dispute in progress
hot-desking /hɒt deskŋ/ noun a
flexible working practice that enables
employees to occupy any vacant
workspace instead of sitting at a desk
that they think of as their own (NOTE:
horizontal

Organisations that use a hot-desking
system usually have standardised
workspaces all equipped with information and communications technologies,
and though employees may have limited personal storage space in the form
of a filing cabinet or locker, most of
their work and information will be
stored electronically. The system is
usually adopted on the grounds that
conventional offices are only full for a
fraction of the time they are open, because of sickness, holidays or
teleworking, and hot-desking enables
expensive office space to be fully utilised.)
hour /aυə/ noun 1. a period of time

lasting sixty minutes 왍 to work a
thirty-five hour week to work seven
hours a day each weekday 왍 we work

HRIS

an eight-hour day we work for eight
hours a day, e.g. from 8.30 to 5.30 with
one hour for lunch 2. sixty minutes of
work 쑗 He earns £14 an hour. 쑗 We pay
£16 an hour. 왍 to pay by the hour to
pay people a fixed amount of money for
each hour worked 3. 왍 outside hours,
out of hours when the office is not open
쑗 He worked on the accounts out of
hours.
hourly /aυəli/ adjective, adverb per
hour
‘…despite the Fed’s long-standing fears that
low unemployment will raise wage costs,
average hourly earnings grew by just 3.6 per
cent
in
the
year
to
November’
[Investors Chronicle]

hourly-paid / aυəli ped/ adjective

paid at a fixed rate for each hour worked
hourly rate / aυəli ret/, hourly
wage / aυəli wed"/ noun the amount
of money paid for an hour worked
hours of work / aυəz əv wk/
plural noun the time when the staff
of an office are working 쑗 Our hours of
work are 9.30 to 5.30, with an hour off
for lunch.
house /haυs/ noun a company 쑗 the
largest London finance house 쑗 a broking house 쑗 a publishing house
house journal /haυs d"n(ə)l/,
house magazine /haυs m ə zin/
noun a magazine produced for the employees or shareholders in a company to
give them news about the company
house party /haυs pɑti/ noun a
method of interviewing candidates in
which they are invited to spend a few
days in a hotel or other centre, where
they are given tests and monitored for
interpersonal relations
house union /haυs junjən/ noun a
union representing employees in one
company only
housing /haυzŋ/ noun houses and
flats for living in 쑗 The company provides housing for senior staff.
housing benefit /haυzŋ benft/
noun a local government benefit paid to
people who cannot pay their rent
HR abbr human resources
HRIS abbr human resource information
system

HRM
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human resources manager

abbr
human
resources
management
HRP abbr human resource planning
HR service centre / etʃ ɑ svs
sentə/ noun a central office that deals
with routine administration and answers
inquiries from managers and staff
throughout an organisation on matters
relating to human resources
HSC abbr Health and Safety
Commission
human /hjumən/ adjective referring
to people
humanagement
/hjumnd"mənt/ noun a style of
management that emphasises the empowerment of employees

that deals with social relations in the
workplace and gave rise to a philosophy
and style of management that stresses
teamwork and the importance of motivating employees, communicating with
them and giving them opportunities for
personal growth and development in
their work (NOTE: takes a singular verb)

human

meʃ(ə)n sstəm/ noun an information system, usually a computerised one,
which assists managers in making strategic and operational decisions in the
field of human resources management.
Abbr HRIS

HRM

asset

accounting

/ hjumən set ə kaυntŋ/
noun
same as human capital accounting
human
capital
/ hjumən
kpt(ə)l/ noun the employees of an

organisation, and their skills, knowledge
and experience, considered one of the
organisation’s assets

human

capital

accounting

human relations management

/ hjumən rleʃ(ə)nz mnd"mənt/
noun management based on the im-

portance of ensuring good relations and
cooperation in an organisation

human

resource

accounting

/ hjumən rzɔs ə kaυntŋ/ noun
same as human capital accounting

human resource information
system / hjumən r zɔs nfə-

human

resource(s)

planning

/ hjumən rzɔsz plnŋ/ noun the

mistake made by a person, not by a
machine

planning of the future needs of a company as regards employees, arranging
for interviews for candidates, organising
training, etc. Abbr HRP
human resources / hjumən rsɔsz/ plural noun the employees
which an organisation has available 쑗
Our human resources must be looked
after and developed if we are to raise
productivity successfully. Abbr HR

human

(NOTE: also called personnel)

/ hjumən kpt(ə)l ə kaυntŋ/ noun

an attempt to place a financial value on
the knowledge and skills possessed by
the employees of an organisation (NOTE:
also called human asset accounting,
human resource accounting)
human error / hjumən erə/ noun a

factors

engineering

/ hjumən fktəz end" nərŋ/, human factor engineering / hjumən
fktər end" nərŋ/ noun the work

of designing workplace activities, facilities and systems on the basis of an analysis of human capabilities and needs so
that the workplace can be fitted to the
worker and employee performance optimised (NOTE: Human factors engineering also tries to reduce risk by raising
safety levels.)

human-machine

interface

/ hjumən mə ʃin ntəfes/ noun a

point of contact between a person and a
machine such as a computer
human relations / hjumən rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a field of study

‘…effective use and management of human
resources hold the key to future business
development and success’ [Management Today]

human resources department
/ hjumən rzɔsz d pɑtmənt/
noun a section of the company which

deals with the staff

human resources management

/ hjumən rzɔsz mnd"mənt/
noun responsibility for an organisa-

tion’s productive use of and constructive dealings with its employees.
Abbr HRM

human

resources

manager

/ hjumən rzɔsz mnd"ə/ noun a

person who is responsible for an organisation’s productive use of its employees

human resources officer
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쑗 She was appointed human resources
manager because of her experience in
manpower planning and recruitment.

human

resources

/ hjumən rzɔsz

officer

ɒfsə/ noun a
person who deals with the staff in
a company especially interviewing candidates for new posts
human rights / hjumən rats/
plural noun the rights of individual men
and women to basic freedoms, such as
freedom of speech and freedom of
association

Human Rights
Opportunities

and Equal
Commission

/ hjumən rats ənd ikwəl ɒpətjuntiz kə mʃ(ə)n/ noun a body

set up by the Australian federal government in 1986 to administer the

hygienic management

laws relating to human rights,
anti-discrimination, privacy and social
justice
hurry sickness /h$ri sknəs/ noun
a state of anxiety caused by the feeling
that you do not have enough time in the
day to achieve everything that is
required
hygiene /had"in/ noun the quality of being clean or being careful
that everything is clean and conditions
are healthy
hygienic /had"ink/ adjective clean
and healthy
hygienic
management
/had"ink mnd"mənt/ noun a management theory that good working conditions encourage hard work and
productivity

Icarus factor
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immediate

I
Icarus factor /kərəs fktə/ noun

the tendency of managers or executives
to embark on projects which are too ambitious and consequently fail (NOTE: In
Greek mythology, Icarus tried to escape from Crete using wings made of
wax and feathers, but flew too near the
sun and drowned in the sea after the
wax melted.)

ID card /a di kɑd/, identity card

/adentti kɑd/ noun a plastic card
which carries details of the person it belongs to
idea hamster /adə hmstə/ noun
someone who appears to have an endless supply of new ideas (slang)
identification /a dentfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of showing who someone
is 왍 visitors must produce proof of
identification they must prove who
they are
idle /adl/ adjective 1. not working 쑗
2,000 employees were made idle by the
recession. 2. 왍 idle machinery, machines lying idle machinery not being
used
idle capital / adl kpt(ə)l/ noun
capital not being used productively
idle time /adl tam/ noun the time
for which employees are paid although
they are unable to work because of factors beyond their control 쑗 Idle time in
January was attributed to the temporary
closing down of one of the company’s
factories. 쑗 Workers were laid off to
avoid excessive idle time.
illegal /li (ə)l/ adjective not legal or
against the law
illegal
immigrant
/ li (ə)l
m rənt/, illegal alien / li (ə)l
eliən/ noun a person who enters a
country to live permanently without

having the permission of the government to do so

illegality / li lti/ noun the fact of
being illegal

illegally /li əli/ adverb against the

law 쑗 He was accused of illegally importing arms into the country.
illegal strike / li (ə)l strak/ noun
a strike which violates an existing law
or that violates an agreement between
employers and unions
ill-feeling /l filŋ/ noun bad feeling
or a feeling of being upset 쑗 The management’s attitude created a lot of
ill-feeling among the junior employees.
illness /lnəs/ noun the state of being
ill or of not being well
ILM abbr internal labour market
ILO abbr International Labour
Organisation
image /md"/ noun the general idea
that the public has of a product, brand or
company 쑗 They are spending a lot of
advertising money to improve the company’s image. 쑗 The company has
adopted a down-market image. 왍 to
promote a corporate image to publicise a company so that its reputation is
improved
imaginisation
/ md"nazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an approach to creativity originated by Gareth Morgan in
1993, that is concerned with improving
people’s ability to see and understand
situations, with finding new ways of organising, with creating shared understanding and personal empowerment,
and with developing a capability for
continuing self-organisation
immediate /midiət/ adjective happening at once 쑗 We wrote an immedi-

immediate dismissal
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ate letter of complaint. 쑗 Your order
will receive immediate attention.
immediate dismissal / midiət
dsms(ə)l/, summary dismissal
/ s$məri dsms(ə)l/ noun a dismissal
without giving the employee any notice
(usually caused by a crime committed
by the employee, or drunkenness or violent
behaviour
towards
other
employees)
immigrant /m rənt/ noun a person
who enters a country to live and work 쑗
There is a large immigrant population
working without work permits. 쑗 The influx of immigrants is due to high unemployment in their own countries. 쏡
emigrant

worker / m rənt
wkə/ noun a worker who has entered
the country as a potential immigrant, before finding work
immigration / m reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of coming to live and work in a
country 2. an office at an airport or port
of entry, where government officials inspect the papers of people entering the
country 쑗 She was held up at Immigration, because her visa was not in order.
immigrant

쏡 emigration

Immigration Laws / m reʃ(ə)n

lɔz/ plural noun legislation regarding
immigration into a country
Immigration
Service
/ m reʃ(ə)n svs/ noun a government
department which deals with allowing
immigrants to enter and settle in a country 쑗 The Immigration Service is trying
to cope with thousands of applications
from potential immigrants.
immobility /məblti/ noun not
moving from one place to another
immobility of labour /mə blti əv
lebə/, immobility of the workforce
/mə blti əv ðə wkfɔs/ noun little
movement of workers from one area of
the country to another
immunity /mjunti/ noun protection against arrest 왍 immunity from
prosecution not being liable to be prosecuted 왍 immunity from legal action
not being liable to be sued (e.g. employees who strike cannot be sued for breach
of their contract of employment)

important

impaired /mpeəd/ adjective refer-

ring to a sense or function harmed in
such a way that it does not work
properly
impaired vision /m peəd v"(ə)n/
noun eyesight which is not fully clear
impairment /mpeəmənt/ noun a
condition in which a sense or function is
harmed so that it does not work properly
쑗 His hearing impairment does not affect his work.
impartial /mpɑʃ(ə)l/ adjective not
biased or not prejudiced 쑗 The arbitration board’s decision is completely
impartial.
impersonal /mps(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective without any personal touch or as if
done by machines 쑗 an impersonal style
of management
impingement pay /mpnd"mənt
pe/ noun extra pay paid to an employee
for working when they should be on
holiday
implement noun /mplmənt/ a tool
or instrument used to do some work 쑗
We don’t have the right implements for
this type of work. 쐽 verb to put into action 쑗 to implement an agreement 쑗 to
implement a decision
implementation
/ mplmenteʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of putting
into action 쑗 the implementation of new
rules
implicit knowledge /m plst
nɒld"/ noun knowledge that is kept in
a person’s mind without necessarily being expressed in words and is often
acted on instinctively
implied /mplad/ adjective which is
presumed to exist 왍 implied terms and
conditions terms and conditions which
are not written in a contract, but which
are legally taken to be present in the
contract
importance /mpɔtns/ noun considerable value or significance 쑗 The
bank attaches great importance to the
deal.
important /mpɔtnt/ adjective
which matters a lot 쑗 He left a pile of
important papers in the taxi. 쑗 She has
an important meeting at 10.30. 쑗 I was
promoted to a more important job.

impossible
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‘…each of the major issues on the agenda at this
week’s meeting is important to the
government’s success in overall economic
management’ [Australian Financial Review]

impossible /mpɒsb(ə)l/ adjective

which cannot be done 쑗 Getting skilled
staff is becoming impossible. 쑗 Government regulations make it impossible for
us to export.
improve /mpruv/ verb to make
something better or to become better 쑗
We are trying to improve our image
with a series of TV commercials. 쑗 They
hope to improve the company’s market
share. 쑗 We hope the cash flow position
will improve or we will have difficulty in
paying our bills.
‘…we also invest in companies whose growth
and profitability could be improved by a
management buyout’ [Times]

/mpruvd/ adjective
better 쑗 an improved offer
improvement /mpruvmənt/ noun
1. the process of getting better 쑗 There
is no improvement in the cash flow situation. 쑗 Sales are showing a sharp improvement over last year. 쑗 Employees
have noticed an improvement in the
working environment. 2. something
which is better 왍 an improvement on
an offer an act of making a better offer

improved

‘…the management says the rate of loss-making
has come down and it expects further
improvement in the next few years’
[Financial Times]

improvement

notice

/m-

pruvmənt nəυts/ noun an order
from the Health and Safety Executive,
requiring a company to do something to
improve working conditions where
there has been a breach of the Health
and Safety at Work Act
improve on /mpruv ɒn/ verb to do
better than 왍 she refused to improve on
her previous offer she refused to make
a better offer
improver /mpruvə/ noun an employee working for very low wages in
return for learning by work experience
쑗 The management has a policy of employing improvers where possible so as
to cut down on salaries. 쑗 Three months
as an improver gave me the necessary
confidence to find a better paid position.

incentive drift

in-basket test /n bɑskt test/,
in-tray test /n tre test/ noun a

method of testing management potential
by asking the candidate to deal with a
set of problems 쑗 The candidates for the
management post had to pass a series of
in-basket tests.
incapability /n kepəblti/ noun
the fact of being incapable of working
properly because of illness or
incompetence
COMMENT: In the case of incompetence,

if the employee’s work does not improve
after they have been given time to improve, incapability can be a reason for
dismissal.

incapacity / nkəpsti/ noun 1. the
fact of not being able to do something 왍
one’s incapacity for the job where one
is shown to be too incompetent or too
ill, or one does not have the right skills,
to do a job 2. the fact of being unable to
work because of illness or disability
incapacity benefit / nkəpsti
benft/ noun a benefit paid to people
who are unable to work because of illness or disability
incentive /nsentv/ noun something
which encourages a customer to buy or
employees to work better
‘…some further profit-taking was seen
yesterday as investors continued to lack fresh
incentives
to
renew buying
activity’
[Financial Times]
‘…a well-designed plan can help companies
retain talented employees and offer enticing
performance incentives – all at an affordable
cost’ [Fortune]
‘…the right incentives can work when used
strategically’ [Management Today]
‘…an additional incentive is that the Japanese
are prepared to give rewards where they are due’
[Management Today]

incentive ceiling /nsentv silŋ/

noun a limit on how much can be paid
on the basis of results 쑗 An incentive
ceiling was introduced to limit bonuses
and the possibility of resentment among
workers.
incentive drift /nsentv drft/
noun a decrease in the gap between effort and output in production 쑗 Short
cuts were found to increase productivity
and thus cause incentive drift.

incentive plan
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incentive plan /nsentv pln/,

incentive scheme /nsentv skim/,
incentive programme /nsentv
prəυ rm/ noun a scheme which

encourages better work by paying
higher commission or bonuses 쑗 Incentive schemes are boosting production. 쑗 The new bonus scheme gives
the workers more incentive to achieve
production targets.
incentive stock option /n sentv
stɒk ɒpʃən/ noun (in the United
States) a plan that gives each qualifying
employee the right to purchase a specific number of the corporation’s shares
at a set price during a specific time period (NOTE: Tax is only payable when
the shares are sold.)

incentivize /nsentvaz/ verb US

same as motivate
incidental / nsdent(ə)l/ adjective
which is not important, but connected
with something else
incidental expenses / nsdent(ə)l
kspensz/ plural noun small amounts
of money spent at various times in addition to larger amounts
incidentals / nsdent(ə)lz/ plural
noun same as incidental expenses
include /nklud/ verb to count something along with other things 쑗 The
charge includes VAT. 쑗 The account
covers services up to and including the
month of June.
inclusive /nklusv/ adjective which
counts something in with other things 쑗
inclusive of tax 쑗 not inclusive of VAT 왍
the conference runs from the 12th to
the 16th inclusive it starts on the morning of the 12th and ends on the evening
of the 16th
inclusive
charge
/n klusv
tʃɑd"/, inclusive sum /n klusv
s$m/ noun a charge which includes all
items or costs
income /nk$m/ noun money which
a person receives as salary or dividends
왍 lower income bracket, upper income bracket the groups of people who
earn low or high salaries considered for
tax purposes

in-company training

income before tax / nk$m bfɔ

tks/ noun gross income before tax
has been deducted
income bracket /nk$m brkt/
noun a group of people earning roughly
the same income
incomes policy /nk$mz pɒlsi/
noun the government’s ideas on how incomes should be controlled
income
statement
/nk$m
stetmənt/ noun US a statement of
company expenditure and sales which
shows whether the company has made a
profit or loss (NOTE: the British equivalent is profit and loss account)
income support /nk$m sə pɔt/
noun a government benefit paid to

low-income earners who are working
less than 16 hours per week, provided
they can show that they are actively
looking for jobs. Abbr IS
income tax /nk$m tks/ noun 1.
the tax on a person’s income (both
earned and unearned) 2. the tax on the
profits of a corporation
‘…there is no risk-free way of taking regular
income from your money much higher than the
rate of inflation’ [Guardian]

income tax allowance /nk$m

tks ə laυəns/ noun an amount of income that a person does not have to pay
income tax on
income tax form /nk$m tks
fɔm/ noun a form to be completed
which declares all income to the tax
office
income tax return /nk$m tks rtn/ noun a form used for reporting
how much income you have earned and
working out how much tax you have to
pay on it
incoming /nk$mŋ/ adjective 1. 왍
incoming call a phone call coming into
the office from someone outside 왍 incoming mail mail which comes into an
office 2. referring to someone who has
recently been elected or appointed 쑗 the
incoming chairman 왍 the incoming
board of directors the new board
which is about to start working
in-company
training
/ n
k$mp(ə)ni trenŋ/ noun training provided by an external organisation which

incompatible
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specialises in running training courses
for the employees of a particular company only, and which is usually specially adapted to the company’s needs. 쏡
public training programme (NOTE:
See also public training programmes)
/ nkəmptb(ə)l/
adjective not able to live or work together 쑗 Her views and those of the department manager were incompatible. 쑗
The manager’s paternalistic approach
was incompatible with the company’s
more democratic approach.

incompatible

/nkɒmpt(ə)ns/
noun the fact of being unable to do a job
well 쑗 The clerk was fired for gross incompetence. 쑗 Much of the sales team’s
incompetence is due to lack of training.

incompetence

incompetent /nkɒmpt(ə)nt/ ad-

jective unable to work effectively 쑗 The
sales manager is incompetent. 쑗 The
company has an incompetent sales
director.
/ nkərekt/
adjective
wrong 쑗 The minutes of the meeting
were incorrect and had to be changed.
incorrectly / nkərektli/ adverb
wrongly 쑗 The package was incorrectly
addressed.
increase noun /nkris/ 1. an act of
becoming larger 쑗 There have been several increases in tax or tax increases in
the last few years. 쑗 There is an automatic 5% increase in price or price increase on January 1st. 쑗 Profits showed
a 10% increase or an increase of 10%
on last year. 왍 increase in the cost of
living a rise in the annual cost of living
2. a higher salary 쑗 increase in pay or
pay increase 쑗 The government hopes
to hold salary increases to 3%. 왍 she
had two increases last year her salary
went up twice 쐽 verb /nkris/ 1. to
grow bigger or higher 쑗 Profits have increased faster than the increase in the
rate of inflation. 쑗 Exports to Africa
have increased by more than 25%. 쑗
The price of oil has increased twice in
the past week. 왍 to increase in price to
cost more 왍 to increase in size or in
value to become larger or more valuable
2. 왍 the company increased her salary
to £20,000 the company gave her a rise
in salary to £20,000

incorrect

indentures
‘…turnover has the potential to be increased to
over 1 million dollars with energetic
management
and
very
little
capital’
[Australian Financial Review]
‘…competition is steadily increasing and could
affect profit margins as the company tries to
retain its market share’ [Citizen (Ottawa)]

increment /ŋkrmənt/ noun a regu-

lar automatic increase in salary 쑗 an annual increment 왍 salary which rises in
annual increments of £1000 each year
the salary is increased by £1000
incremental / ŋkrment(ə)l/ adjective which rises automatically in stages

incremental

increase

/ ŋkrment(ə)l nkris/ noun an in-

crease in salary according to an agreed
annual increment

incremental

salary

scale

/ ŋkrment(ə)l sləri skel/ noun a

salary scale with regular annual salary
increases
incremental scale / ŋkrment(ə)l
skel/ noun a salary scale with regular
annual salary increases
incumbent /nk$mbənt/ noun a
person currently filling a position
incur /nk/ verb to make yourself
liable to 왍 to incur the risk of a
penalty to make it possible that you risk
paying a penalty
‘…the company blames fiercely competitive
market conditions in Europe for a £14m
operating loss last year, incurred despite a
record turnover’ [Financial Times]

indecision / nds"(ə)n/ noun the

fact of not being able to decide 쑗 The
employees protested to the management
about the indecision over relocation.
indecisive / ndsasv/ adjective
not able to make up one’s mind or to decide on something important 쑗 He is too
indecisive to be a good manager.
indecisiveness
/ ndsasvnəs/
noun the quality of being indecisive
indenture /ndentʃə/ verb to contract with an apprentice who will work
for some years to learn a trade 쑗 He was
indentured to a builder.
indentures /ndentʃəz/ plural noun
a contract by which an apprentice works
for a master for some years to learn a
trade

independent
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independent / ndpendənt/ adjective not under the control or authority of
anyone else
independent audit / ndpendənt
ɔdt/ noun an audit carried out by an
auditor who is independent and not employed by the company

individualism

indirect / ndarekt/ adjective not
direct

indirect compensation / ndarekt

company which is not controlled by another company

kɒmpənseʃ(ə)n/ noun a non-financial
benefit given by a company to its employees (such as sports facilities, a company car or health insurance)
indirect costs / ndarekt kɒsts/
plural noun costs which are not directly
related to the making of a product (such
as cleaning, rent or administration)

independent

indirect

independent

company

/ ndpendənt k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a

contractor

/ ndpendənt kɒntrktə/ noun a

self-employed person who works for a
company, and is paid a fee for providing
a service, but is not paid a salary
independent trader / ndpendənt
tredə/,
independent
shop
/ ndpendənt ʃɒp/ noun a shop which
is owned by an individual proprietor,
not by a chain
in-depth study / n depθ st$di/
noun a thorough painstaking study
index /ndeks/ noun 1. a list of
items classified into groups or put in
alphabetical order 2. a regular statistical
report which shows rises and falls in
prices, values or levels 쐽 verb to link a
payment to an index 쑗 salaries indexed
to the cost of living
indexation / ndekseʃ(ə)n/ noun
the linking of something to an index

indexation of wage increases
/ ndekseʃ(ə)n əv wed" nkrisz/
noun the linking of wage increases to

the percentage rise in the cost of living

index-linked / ndeks lŋkt/ adjec-

tive which rises automatically by the
percentage increase in the cost of living
쑗 index-linked government bonds 쑗 Inflation did not affect her as she has an
index-linked pension.
‘…two-year index-linked savings certificates
now pay 3 per cent a year tax free, in addition to
index-linking’ [Financial Times]

indicator /ndketə/ noun something which indicates

‘…we may expect the US leading economic
indicators for April to show faster economic
growth’ [Australian Financial Review]

indifference /ndf(ə)rəns/
of indifference

쒁 range

discrimination

/ ndarekt dskrmneʃ(ə)n/ noun

discrimination that takes place when,
although people seem to be being
treated equally, there is actually some
special condition attached to getting a
job, which rules out some of the people
who are qualified to apply for it and
which cannot be justified under
anti-discrimination laws
indirect labour / ndarekt lebə/
noun employees who are not directly related to the production of the product
indirect labour costs / ndarekt
lebə kɒsts/ plural noun the cost of
paying employees not directly involved
in making a product such as cleaners or
canteen staff. Such costs cannot be allocated to a cost centre.
indirect taxation / ndarekt tkseʃ(ə)n/ noun taxes (such as sales tax)
which are not paid direct to the government 쑗 The government raises more
money by indirect taxation than by
direct.
individual / ndvd"uəl/ noun one
single person 쑗 a savings plan tailored
to the requirements of the private individual 쐽 adjective single or belonging
to one person 쑗 a pension plan designed
to meet each person’s individual
requirements

individual

incentive

scheme

/ ndvd"uəl nsentv skim/ noun a

payment scheme whereby an individual
is rewarded for improvements in their
work
individualism / ndvd"uəlz(ə)m/
noun the belief that society flourishes if
each individual is responsible only for
themselves and their family (NOTE: the
opposite is collectivism)
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individual relations / ndvd"uəl

rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun relations between employers and individual
employees
inducement /ndjusmənt/ noun
something which helps to persuade
someone to do something 쑗 They offered her a company car as an inducement to stay.
COMMENT: Inducement can be a tort, if,

say, a union official induces members to
take industrial action in contravention of
their contracts of employment.

induction /nd$kʃən/ noun an intro-

duction to a new organisation or a new
job
induction course /nd$kʃən kɔs/,
induction
training
/nd$kʃən
trenŋ/ noun a programme intended to
help a person entering an organisation
or starting a new job 쑗 The company is
organising a two-day induction course
for new employees. 쑗 The induction
course spelt out the main objectives and
procedures of the organisation.
industrial /nd$striəl/ adjective referring to manufacturing work 왍 to take
industrial action to go on strike or
go-slow
‘…indications of renewed weakness in the US
economy were contained in figures on industrial
production for April’ [Financial Times]

accident /n d$striəl
ksd(ə)nt/ noun an accident which
takes place at work
industrial
action
/n d$striəl
kʃən/ noun steps taken by employees
to strengthen their position in making
demands on employers
Industrial Arbitration Court /nd$striəl ɑbtreʃ(ə)n kɔt/ noun a
special court that is responsible for settling industrial disputes
industrial arbitration tribunal /nd$striəl ɑbtreʃ(ə)n tra bjun(ə)l/
noun a court which decides in industrial
disputes
industrial court /n d$striəl kɔt/
noun a court which can decide in industrial disputes if both parties agree to ask
it to judge between them
industrial democracy /n d$striəl
dmɒkrəsi/ noun a concept where
power is shared by employees in an orindustrial

industrial psychology

ganisation or industry, in particular,
where the employees have a role in the
decision-making processes, and can
veto proposals by the management 쑗 Industrial democracy was part of the political party’s manifesto.
industrial
development
/nd$striəl dveləpmənt/ noun the planning and building of new industries in
special areas
industrial disease /nd$striəl dziz/, occupational disease /ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)n(ə)l d ziz/ noun a disease
which is caused by the type of work or
the conditions in which someone works
(such as disease caused by dust or
chemicals in a factory)
industrial dispute /n d$striəl dspjut/ noun an argument between
management and employees
industrial espionage /n d$striəl
espiənɑ"/ noun the practice of trying
to find out the secrets of a competitor’s
work or products, usually by illegal
means
industrial health /n d$striəl helθ/,
industrial
hygiene
/n d$striəl
had"in/ noun a branch of medicine
dealing with the health of people at
work 쑗 Standards of industrial hygiene
are improving in line with developments
in general medicine. 쑗 The development
of industrial health has meant better
protection against lung disease in the
mining industry.

industrial injuries disablement
benefit /n d$striəl nd"əriz ds-

eb(ə)lmənt benft/ noun a benefit
paid to a worker who has been injured
or disabled at work
industrial injuries insurance /nd$striəl nd"əriz n ʃυərəns/ noun a
government insurance scheme for workers who have accidents at work
industrial practices /n d$striəl
prktsz/ plural noun ways of managing or working in business, industry
or trade (NOTE: also called trade
practices)

industrial psychology /n d$striəl

sakɒləd"i/ noun a study of human behaviour and mental health in the
workplace

industrial relations
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relations /n d$striəl
rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun relations
between management and employees 쑗
The company has a history of bad
labour relations.
industrial

‘Britain’s industrial relations
changing’ [Personnel Today]

climate

is

industrial relations audit /n-

d$striəl rleʃ(ə)nz ɔdt/ noun a review of all relations between management and employees in a company

Industrial Relations Court of
Australia /n d$striəl r leʃ(ə)nz

kɔt əv ɒstreliə/ noun a superior
court in Australia which is responsible
for enforcing decisions made by a court
of arbitration, deciding on claims for unfair dismissal and ruling on points of industrial law
industrial sociology /n d$striəl
səυsiɒləd"i/ noun the study of employees and their attitudes to work and
management
Industrial Training Board /nd$striəl trenŋ bɔd/ noun a
regional
government
organisation
whose responsibility is to provide
training facilities for industry
industrial tribunal /n d$striəl trabjun(ə)l/ noun a court which can decide in disputes about employment
‘ACAS has a legal obligation to try and solve
industrial grievances before they reach
industrial tribunals’ [Personnel Today]

industrial unrest /n d$striəl $n-

rest/ noun action by employees (such
as protest meetings, strikes or
walk-outs) against pay or working
conditions
industry /ndəstri/ noun 1. all factories, companies or processes involved in
the manufacturing of products 쑗 All sectors of industry have shown rises in output. 2. a group of companies making the
same type of product or offering the
same type of service 쑗 the aircraft industry 쑗 the food-processing industry 쑗
the petroleum industry 쑗 the advertising
industry
‘…with the present overcapacity in the airline
industry, discounting of tickets is widespread’
[Business Traveller]

/ndəstri
wad/
adjective affecting all companies in
one industry 쑗 We are expecting

industry-wide

in flagrante delicto

industry-wide wage increases for machinists of 10%.

strike / ndəstri
wad strak/ noun a strike which affects a whole industry and not just individual firms
ineffective time / nfektv tam/
noun the time spent by an operator
which does not contribute to production
쑗 The dramatic fall in productivity was
due to an increase in ineffective time. 쑗
The poor profit figures can be put down
to too much ineffective time and wastage of raw materials.
inefficiency / nfʃ(ə)nsi/ noun the
fact of not being able to work quickly
and correctly 쑗 The report criticised the
inefficiency of the sales staff.
inefficient / nfʃ(ə)nt/ adjective
not doing a job well or unable to work
efficiently and correctly 쑗 an inefficient
sales director 쑗 Inefficient workers
waste raw materials and fail to complete tasks on schedule.
ineligibility /n eld"blti/ noun
the fact of being ineligible
ineligible /neld"b(ə)l/ adjective
not eligible
inequality / nkwɒlti/ noun the
state of not being equal 쑗 The workforce
has complained about the inequalities of
the pension scheme.
inequity /nekwti/ noun unfairness
of treatment, e.g. unequal pay for the
same type of job 쑗 Inequity has caused
much resentment in the organisation,
especially when younger staff are being
paid more than their seniors for the
same type of work.
inexperienced
/ nkspəriənst/
adjective referring to a person who does
not have much experience 쑗 The negotiating team was quite inexperienced in
dealing with management negotiators.
쑗 They have appointed an inexperienced young man as workshop
manager.
in flagrante delicto /n flə rnti
dlktəυ/ Latin phrase meaning ‘in the
act of doing something’ 쑗 The clerk was
caught in flagrante delicto pocketing the
petty cash.
industry-wide

inflated salary
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inflated salary /n fletd sləri/

noun a salary which is increased without any reason
inflation /nfleʃ(ə)n/ noun a greater
increase in the supply of money or
credit than in the production of goods
and services, resulting in higher prices
and a fall in the purchasing power of
money 왍 we have 3% inflation, inflation is running at 3% prices are 3%
higher than at the same time last year 쑗
to take measures to reduce inflation 쑗
High interest rates tend to increase
inflation.
‘…the decision by the government to tighten
monetary policy will push the annual inflation
rate above the year’s previous high’
[Financial Times]
‘…the retail prices index rose 0.4 per cent in the
month, taking the annual headline inflation rate
to 1.7 per cent. The underlying inflation rate,
which excludes mortgage interest payments,
increased to an annual rate of 3.1 per cent’
[Times]
COMMENT: The inflation rate in the UK is

calculated on a series of figures, including
prices of consumer items; petrol, gas and
electricity; interest rates, etc. This gives
the ‘underlying’ inflation rate which can be
compared to that of other countries. The
calculation can also include mortgage interest and local taxes which give the
‘headline’ inflation figure; this is higher
than in other countries because of these
extra items. Inflation affects businesses,
in that as their costs rise, so their profits
may fall and it is necessary to take this
into account when pricing products.

inflation accounting /nfleʃ(ə)n

ə kaυntŋ/ noun an accounting system,
where inflation is taken into account
when calculating the value of assets and
the preparation of accounts
inflationary /nfleʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective which tends to increase inflation 쑗
inflationary trends in the economy 왍 the
economy is in an inflationary spiral
the economy is in a situation where
price rises encourage higher wage demands which in turn make prices rise
‘…inflationary expectations fell somewhat this
month, but remained a long way above the
actual inflation rate, according to figures
released yesterday. The annual rate of inflation
measured by the consumer price index has been
below 2 per cent for over 18 months’
[Australian Financial Review]

information overload

infoholic / nfəυhɒlk/ noun a person who is obsessed with obtaining information, especially on the Internet
(slang)
inform /nfɔm/ verb to tell someone
officially 쑗 We are pleased to inform
you that you have been selected for interview. 쑗 We have been informed by
the Department that new regulations
are coming into force.
informal /nfɔm(ə)l/ adjective not
official or not formal
informally
/nfɔməli/
adverb
unofficially
informal warning /n fɔm(ə)l
wɔnŋ/ noun a spoken warning to an
employee, which is not recorded and
cannot be taken into account if the
worker is disciplined later. 쏡 formal
warning

information / nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun

details which explain something 쑗 to
disclose a piece of information 쑗 to answer a request for information 쑗 I enclose this leaflet for your information. 쑗
For further information, please write to
Department 27. 왍 disclosure of confidential information the act of telling
someone information which should be
secret
information agreement /nfəmeʃ(ə)n ə rimənt/ noun an agreement between management and a union
regarding the information about the
company which management agrees to
pass to the union on a regular basis
information management /nfəmeʃ(ə)n mnd"mənt/ noun the
task of controlling information and the
flow of information within an organisation, which involves acquiring, recording, organising, storing, distributing and
retrieving it (NOTE: Good information
management has been described as
getting the right information to the right
person in the right format at the right
time.)
information
overload
/nfəmeʃ(ə)n əυvələυd/ noun the act of

burdening someone with too much
information

information retrieval
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retrieval
/nfəmeʃ(ə)n rtriv(ə)l/ noun the finding
of stored data in a computer
information system /nfəmeʃ(ə)n
sstəm/ noun a system of storing information either manually or by computer
쑗 The information system is so bad that
details on staff cannot be found easily.
information technology /nfəmeʃ(ə)n teknɒləd"i/ noun working
with data stored on computers (IT).
Abbr IT
infringement /nfrnd"mənt/ noun
an act of breaking a law or a rule 쑗 infringement of the company’s rules
in-house /n haυs/ adverb, adjective
done by someone employed by a company on their premises, not by an outside contractor 쑗 the in-house staff 쑗
We do all our data processing in-house.
in-house training / n haυs
trenŋ/ noun training given to employees at their place of work
initiative /nʃətv/ noun the decision
to start something 왍 to take the initiative to decide to do something 왍 to lack
initiative not to be enterprising or
go-ahead 쑗 The manager will have to be
replaced – she lacks initiative.
injunction /nd"$ŋkʃən/ noun a
court order telling someone not to do
something 쑗 He got an injunction preventing the company from selling his
car.
injure /nd"ə/ verb to hurt someone 쑗
Two workers were injured in the fire.
injury /nd"əri/ noun hurt caused to a
person
injury benefit /nd"əri benft/
noun money paid to an employee who
has been hurt at work
inland /nlənd/ adjective inside a
country
innovation / nəveʃ(ə)n/ noun the
development of new products or new
ways of selling
input /npυt/ noun what is contributed to an activity or project 쑗 The
amount of staff input in the company
magazine is small. 왍 input of information, computer input data fed into a
information

insolvency

computer 쐽 verb 왍 to input information to put data into a computer
inquire /nkwaə/ verb to ask questions about something 쑗 He inquired if
anything was wrong. 쑗 She inquired
about the mortgage rate. 왍 ‘inquire
within’ ask for more details inside the
office or shop
inquire into /nkwaər ntu/ verb
to investigate or try to find out about
something 쑗 We are inquiring into the
background of the new supplier.
inquiry /nkwaəri/ noun 1. an official question 쑗 I refer to your inquiry of
May 25th. 쑗 All inquiries should be addressed to this department. 2. an official
investigation 쑗 a government inquiry
into trading practices (NOTE: plural is
inquiries)

training / n svs
trenŋ/ noun the training of staff
while they are employed by an organisation 쑗 Management trainees will draw
full salaries during the period of their
in-service training. Abbr INSET
inside /nsad/ adjective, adverb in,
especially in a company’s office or
building 쑗 We do all our design work
inside. 쐽 preposition in 쑗 There was
nothing inside the container. 쑗 We have
a contact inside our rival’s production
department who gives us very useful
information.
insider /nsadə/ noun a person who
works in an organisation and therefore
knows its secrets
insider buying /n sadə baŋ/, insider dealing /n sadə tredŋ/, insider trading /n sadə tredŋ/ noun
the illegal buying or selling of shares by
staff of a company or other persons who
have secret information about the company’s plans
inside work /nsad wk/, internal
work /ntn(ə)l wk/ noun the work
that an operator can do within the period
that the machine is working
inside worker /nsad wkə/ noun
an employee who works in an office or
factory (not someone who works in the
open air or visits customers)
insolvency /nsɒlvənsi/ noun the
fact of not being able to pay debts 왍 the
in-service

insolvency practitioner
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company was in a state of insolvency
it could not pay its debts
‘…hundreds of thrifts found themselves on the
brink of insolvency after a deregulation
programme prompted them to enter dangerous
financial waters’ [Times]

insolvency

practitioner

/n-

sɒlvənsi prk tʃ(ə)nə/ noun a person
who advises insolvent companies
insolvent /nsɒlvənt/ adjective not
able to pay debts 쑗 The company was
declared insolvent. (NOTE: see note at
insolvency)
COMMENT: A company is insolvent when

its liabilities are higher than its assets; if
this happens it must cease trading.

insourcing /nsɔsŋ/ noun the use
of an organisation’s or a department’s
own employees and resources to meet
its need for specific services (NOTE:
compare outsourcing)

inspect /nspekt/ verb to examine in

detail 쑗 to inspect a machine or an installation 쑗 The gas board is sending an
engineer to inspect the central heating
system. 쑗 Inspectors from the DTI have
come to inspect the accounts. 왍 to inspect products for defects to look at
products in detail to see if they have any
defects
inspection /nspekʃən/ noun the
close examination of something 쑗 to
make an inspection or to carry out an
inspection of a machine or an installation 쑗 the inspection of a product for
defects 왍 to issue an inspection order
to order an official inspection
inspector /nspektə/ noun an official who inspects 쑗 The inspectors will
soon be round to make sure the building
is safe.
inspectorate /nspekt(ə)rət/ noun
all inspectors
inspector of factories /n spektər
əv fkt(ə)riz/ noun a government official who inspects factories to see if
they are safely run
inspector of taxes /n spektər əv
tksz/ noun an official of the Inland
Revenue who examines tax returns and
decides how much tax people should
pay

inspector of weights and measures /n spektər əv wets ən

instruct

me"əz/ noun a government official
who inspects weighing machines and
goods sold in shops to see if the quantities and weights are correct

install /nstɔl/ verb 1. to put a ma-

chine into an office or into a factory 쑗
We are planning to install the new machinery over the weekend. 쑗 They must
install a new data processing system because the old one cannot cope with the
mass of work involved. 2. to set up a
new computer system so that it fits the
user’s requirements 3. to configure a
new computer program to the existing
system requirements
installation / nstəleʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of putting new machines into an
office or a factory 쑗 to supervise the installation of new equipment 2. machines, equipment and buildings 쑗
Harbour installations were picketed by
striking dockers. 쑗 The fire seriously
damaged the oil installations. 3. setting
up a new computer system
instalment /nstɔlmənt/ noun a
part of a payment which is paid regularly until the total amount is paid 쑗 The
first instalment is payable on signature
of the agreement. (NOTE: the usual US
spelling is installment) 왍 the final instalment is now due the last of a series
of payments should be paid now 왍 to
pay £25 down and monthly instalments of £20 to pay a first payment of
£25 and the rest in payments of £20
each month 왍 to miss an instalment not
to pay an instalment at the right time
institute /nsttjut/ noun a society
or organisation which represents a particular profession or activity 쑗 the Institute of Chartered Accountants 쑗 the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development 쐽 verb to start a new custom or procedure 쑗 to institute a new
staff payment scheme
institution / nsttjuʃ(ə)n/ noun an
organisation or society set up for a particular purpose
instruct /nstr$kt/ verb 1. to give an
order to someone 왍 to instruct someone to do something to tell someone officially to do something 쑗 He instructed
the credit controller to take action. 쑗

instruction
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intelligence test

The foreman will instruct the men to
stop working. 2. to teach

surance scheme should be provided for
the employees?

instruction /nstr$kʃən/ noun an or-

policy
/nʃυərəns
pɒlsi/ noun a document which shows
the conditions of an insurance contract
insure /nʃυə/ verb to have a contract
with a company where, if regular small
payments are made, the company will
pay compensation for loss, damage, injury or death 쑗 to insure someone’s life
쑗 He was insured for £100,000. 쑗 to insure against loss of earnings
insurer /nʃυərə/ noun a company
which insures (NOTE: for life insurance,

der which tells what should be done or
how something is to be used 쑗 He gave
instructions to his stockbroker to sell the
shares immediately. 왍 to await instructions to wait for someone to tell you
what to do 왍 to issue instructions to tell
everyone what to do 왍 in accordance
with, according to instructions as the
instructions show
instructor /nstr$ktə/ noun a person
who shows how something is to be done
쑗 Two new instructors are needed for
the training courses. 쑗 Distance learning can be carried out without
instructors.
insubordination
/ nsəbɔdneʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of refusing to do
what a person in authority tells you to
do
insurable /nʃυərəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be insured
insurance /nʃυərəns/ noun an
agreement that in return for regular payments (called ‘premiums’), a company
will pay compensation for loss, damage,
injury or death 쑗 to take out insurance
쑗 Repairs will be paid for by the insurance. 왍 the damage is covered by the
insurance the insurance company will
pay for the damage 쑗 Repairs will be
paid for by the insurance.
insurance
agent
/nʃυərəns
ed"ənt/, insurance broker /nʃυərəns brəυkə/ noun a person who
arranges insurance for clients
insurance company /nʃυərəns
k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a company whose
business is insurance
insurance contract /nʃυərəns
kɒntrkt/ noun an agreement by an
insurance company to insure
insurance cover /nʃυərəns k$və/
noun protection guaranteed by an insurance policy 쑗 Do you have cover
against theft?
insurance plan /nʃυərəns pln/,
insurance scheme /nʃυərəns skim/
noun a set of conditions which make up
an insurance package 쑗 What type of in-

insurance

British English prefers to use assurer)
intangible /ntnd"b(ə)l/ adjective

which cannot be touched

fixed assets /ntnd"b(ə)l fkst sets/ plural noun
assets which have a value, but which
cannot be seen (such as goodwill, copyrights, patents or trademarks)
integrate /nt ret/ verb to link
things together to form one whole group
integration / nt reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of bringing several businesses together under a central control
intangible

COMMENT: In a case of horizontal inte-

gration, a large supermarket might take
over another smaller supermarket chain;
on the other hand, if a supermarket takes
over a food packaging company the integration would be vertical.

test / nt reʃ(ə)n
test/ noun a test to show if a person is
an employee or a freelancer (by seeing
if the work done is an integral part of the
company’s operations or simply an additional help to the company)

integration

integrative

bargaining

/ nt retv bɑ nŋ/, integrative
negotiation / nt retv n əυʃieʃ(ə)n/ noun bargaining to reach a so-

lution which is beneficial to both sides

intelligence quotient /nteld"əns

kwəυʃ(ə)nt/ noun a measure of mental
ability according to a comparative scale
쑗 The intelligence test showed he had
only an average IQ. Abbr IQ
intelligence test /nteld"əns test/
noun a test to assess someone’s intellectual ability

inter-
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/ntə/ prefix between 왍
inter-company dealings dealings between two companies in the same group
왍 inter-company comparisons comparing the results of one company with
those of another in the same product
area
interaction / ntərkʃən/ noun a
contact between individuals or groups 쑗
There is very little interaction between
office staff and manual workers.
interactive learning / ntərktv
lnŋ/ noun learning through a computer teaching package, where the student is helped by the course and is
taught by making responses to the
course
interactive skills / ntərktv
sklz/ plural noun skills used when
communicating with other people (such
as passing information, giving orders or
discussing problems)
inter-bank loan / ntə bŋk ləυn/
noun a loan from one bank to another
interest group /ntrəst rup/ noun
a group of people who share the same
interests (such as sport, animal welfare
or owning shares in the same company)
interface /ntəfes/ noun 1. the link
between two different computer systems
or pieces of hardware 2. a point where
two groups of people come into contact
쐽 verb to meet and act with 쑗 The office
PCs interface with the computer at head
office.
interfere /ntəfə/ verb to get involved in or try to change something
which is not your concern
interference /ntəfərəns/ noun the
act of interfering 쑗 The sales department complained of continual interference from the accounts department.
interference pay /ntəfərəns pe/
noun pay made to pieceworkers who
have not had enough work because
other workers making parts have been
moved to other jobs
interference time /ntəfərəns
tam/ noun the time during which a machine is waiting for the operator’s attention while they are doing something else
쑗 The production manager will calculate how much time is lost through inter-

inter-

internal alignment

ference time. 쑗 Interference time was
caused by having a lot of machines
worked by one machinist.
interim /ntərm/ noun statement of
interim profits or dividends
‘…the company plans to keep its annual
dividend unchanged at 7.5 per share, which
includes
a
3.75
interim
payout’
[Financial Times]

interim agreement / ntərm ə-

 rimənt/ noun an agreement in collective bargaining, which is designed to
keep a strike off while a more long-term
agreement is being worked out 쑗 The
interim agreement helped provide
breathing space while the two sides reconsidered their positions.
interim
manager
/ ntərm
mnd"ə/ noun an experienced manager who is brought in to work temporarily for an organisation, usually to fill
a vacancy or to coordinate a particular
project
interim
payment
/ ntərm
pemənt/ noun a payment of part of a
dividend
interim relief / ntərm rlif/ noun
an order from an industrial tribunal telling an employer to continue an employee’s contract of employment (or to
re-employ them) until a decision has
been made on a complaint for unfair
dismissal
intermediary / ntəmidiəri/ noun a
person who is the link between parties
who do not agree or who are negotiating
쑗 He refused to act as an intermediary
between the two directors.
COMMENT: Banks, building societies and

hire purchase companies are all types of
financial intermediaries.

intern /ntn/ noun a person who is
undergoing on-the-job training

internal /ntn(ə)l/ adjective 1. inside a company 왍 we decided to make

an internal appointment we decided to
appoint an existing member of staff to
the post, and not bring someone in from
outside the company 2. inside a country
or a region
internal alignment /n tn(ə)l əlanmənt/ noun the relationship between positions in an organisation in
terms of rank and pay

internal audit
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internal audit /n tn(ə)l ɔdt/

noun an audit carried out by a department inside the company

internal audit department /n-

tn(ə)l ɔdt d pɑtmənt/ noun
a department of a company which
examines the internal accounting controls of that company 쑗 She is the
manager of the internal audit
department.
internal auditor /n tn(ə)l ɔdtə/
noun a member of staff who audits a
company’s accounts
internal communication /ntn(ə)l kə mjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun
communication between employees or
departments of the same organisation
(NOTE: Internal communication can
take various forms such as team briefings, interviewing, employee or works
councils, meetings, memos, an
intranet,
newsletters,
suggestion
schemes, the grapevine, and reports.)

consultant /n tn(ə)l
kəns$ltənt/ noun an employee with
special knowledge and expertise who
offers advice or business solutions to
another department within the same
organisation
internal consulting /n tn(ə)l
kəns$ltŋ/ noun the work done by an
internal consultant
internal growth /n tn(ə)l  rəυθ/
noun the development of a company by
growing its existing business with its
own finances, as opposed to acquiring
other businesses (called ‘external
growth’)
internal labour market /n tn(ə)l
lebə mɑkt/ noun the workforce
already employed in a group, which can
be redeployed to other jobs inside the
group. Abbr ILM
internally /ntn(ə)l/ adverb inside
a company 쑗 The job was advertised
internally.
internal
market
/n tn(ə)l
mɑkt/ noun a way of operating a
large organisation, where each manager
becomes a separate entrepreneurial unit
which is run as if totally independent
from the rest of the group
internal

Internet

promotion /n tn(ə)l
prəməυʃ(ə)n/ noun the promotion of
someone working in the company already (as opposed to bringing in a new
employee from outside)
internal recruitment /n tn(ə)l rkrutmənt/ noun the process of filling
vacancies by recruiting staff from inside
the company
Internal Revenue Service /ntn(ə)l revənju svs/ noun US
a government department which deals
with tax. Abbr IRS
internal telephone /n tn(ə)l
telfəυn/ noun a telephone which is
linked to other telephones in an office
international / ntənʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective working between countries
international call / ntənʃ(ə)nəl
kɔl/ noun a telephone call to another
country
internal

international

(dialling)

code

/ ntənʃ(ə)nəl daəlŋ kəυd/ noun

the part of a telephone number used for
dialling to another country

International Labour Organisation (ILO) / ntənʃ(ə)nəl lebər

ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ a section of the
United Nations which tries to improve
working conditions and workers’ pay in
member countries

international

union

/ ntənʃ(ə)nəl junjən/ noun US a

parent union composed of affiliated unions, known as ‘locals’
Internet /ntənet/ noun 1. international network linking thousands of
computers using telephone links 쑗
Much of our business is done on the
Internet. 쑗 Internet sales form an important part of our turnover. 쑗 He
searched the Internet for information on
cheap tickets to the USA. 2. the global,
public network of computers and telephone links that houses websites, allows
email to be sent and is accessed with the
aid of a modem (NOTE: The Internet
uses the Internet Protocol (IP) as a
communication standard.)
‘…they predict a tenfold increase in sales via
internet or TV between 1999 and 2004’
[Investors Chronicle]
‘…in two significant decisions, the Securities
and Exchange Board of India today allowed

internship
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trading of shares through the Internet and set a
deadline for companies to conform to norms for
good corporate governance’ [The Hindu]

internship /ntnʃp/ noun US a

probationary period of on-the-job training for newly qualified employees under
the guidance of experts 쑗 During his internship he learnt the practical aspects
of the job.
interpersonal
/ ntəps(ə)n(ə)l/
adjective between people

interpersonal

communication

/ ntəps(ə)n(ə)l kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/
noun any kind of communication that

takes place between individual people
or between the members of a group

interpersonal

relations

/ ntəps(ə)n(ə)l rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun relations, communications and

dealing with people

interpersonal

skills

/ ntəps(ə)n(ə)l sklz/ plural noun

skills used when communicating with
other
people,
especially
when
negotiating
intervene / ntəvin/ verb to try to
make a change in a system 왍 to intervene in a dispute to try to settle a
dispute
intervention / ntəvenʃən/ noun 1.
acting to make a change in a system 쑗
the government’s intervention in the labour dispute 2. an action taken by an
outside agent to change the structure of
a large company
interview /ntəvju/ noun 1. a meeting in order to talk to a person who is
applying for a job to find out whether
they are suitable for it 쑗 We called six
people for interview. 쑗 I have an interview next week or I am going for an interview next week. 2. a meeting in order
to ask a person questions as part of an
opinion poll 3. a meeting in order to talk
to an employee about matters related to
their job 쑗 During my appraisal interview my boss and I agreed some targets
for the next few months. 쐽 verb to talk
to a person applying for a job to see if
they are suitable 쑗 We interviewed ten
candidates, but found no one suitable.
interviewee / ntəvjui/ noun the
person who is being interviewed 쑗 The
interviewer did everything to put the in-

introduce

terviewee at ease. 쑗 The interviewees
were all nervous as they waited to be
called into the interview room.

interviewer /ntəvjuə/ noun the
person who is conducting an interview

interviewing /ntəvjuŋ/ noun the

practice of asking other people questions in order to gain information from
or about them, or to assess their abilities
or to decide on their suitability for a particular job or position
intimidation /n tmdeʃ(ə)n/ noun
a threat to harm someone if they do not
do what you want
intranet /ntrənet/ noun a network of
computers and telephone links that uses
Internet technology but is accessible
only to the employees of a particular organisation (NOTE: An intranet that is extended beyond the employees of an
organisation to include, for example,
suppliers, customers or distributors, it
is called an extranet.)

in tray /n tre/ noun a basket on a
desk for letters or memos which have
been received and are waiting to be
dealt with
in-tray learning /n tre lnŋ/
noun a training exercise in which the
trainee plays the role of a manager and
has to deal with the contents of an in
tray within a set period of time
in-tray test /n tre test/, in-tray exercise /n tre eksəsaz/ noun a
method of testing management potential
by asking the candidate to deal with a
set of problems
intrinsic motivation /n trnsk
məυtveʃ(ə)n/ noun the motivation of
staff by satisfying their deepest personal
needs
intrinsic reward /n trnsk rwɔd/
noun a non-material reward of working
in a job (such as status, job satisfaction
or human interest) 쑗 The intrinsic rewards of the job more than compensated
for the low pay. 쑗 Comradeship is one
of the intrinsic rewards in this job.
Compare extrinsic reward
introduce / ntrədjus/ verb to make
someone get to know somebody or
something 왍 to introduce a client to

introduction
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bring in a new client and make them
known to someone

introduction / ntrəd$kʃən/ noun
the act of bringing into use 왍 the intro-

duction of new technology putting new
machines (usually computers) into a
business or industry
invalidity / nvəldti/ noun the condition of being disabled
invalidity
benefit / nvəldti
benft/ noun money paid by the government to someone who is permanently
disabled
inventory /nvənt(ə)ri/ noun 1. (especially US) all the stock or goods in a
warehouse or shop 쑗 to carry a high inventory 쑗 to aim to reduce inventory 2.
US a comprehensive list of particular
items 쑗 The human resources inventory
helped decide how many new employees
were needed.
‘…a warehouse needs to tie up less capital in
inventory and with its huge volume spreads out
costs over bigger sales’ [Duns Business Month]

inverse seniority / nvs sini-

ɒrti/ noun a scheme which allows for
longest-serving employees to be laid off
before those most recently recruited
inverted appraisal /n vtd əprez(ə)l/ noun an appraisal where a
subordinate appraises their manager
investigate /nvest et/ verb to examine something which may be wrong
쑗 The Serious Fraud Office has been
asked to investigate his share dealings.
investigation
/n vest eʃ(ə)n/
noun an examination to find out what is
wrong 쑗 They conducted an investigation into petty theft in the office.
Investor in People /n vestə n
pip(ə)l/ noun a national programme
for employee development sponsored
by the UK government (NOTE: Organisations that meet the required standards in helping their employees to
improve their existing skills or learn
new ones are awarded the status of an
‘Investor in People’.)
invitation / nvteʃ(ə)n/ noun an act

of asking someone to do something 쑗 to
issue an invitation to someone to join
the board 쑗 They advertised the invitation to tender for a contract.

itinerant worker

invite /nvat/ verb to ask someone to

do something or to ask for something 쑗
to invite someone to an interview 쑗 to
invite someone to join the board 쑗 to invite tenders for a contract
IOU noun ‘I owe you’; a signed document promising that you will pay back
money borrowed 쑗 to pay a pile of
IOUs 쑗 I have a pile of IOUs which
need paying.
ipsative test /psətv test/ noun a
test where the candidate has to choose
between various alternative answers (as
in a multiple-choice test)
IRA /arə/ abbr US Individual Retirement Account
irrecoverable
/ rk$v(ə)rəb(ə)l/
adjective which cannot be recovered
irrecoverable
debt
/rk$v(ə)rəb(ə)l det/ noun a debt which
will never be paid
irregular /re jυlə/ adjective not correct or not done in the correct way 쑗
This procedure is highly irregular.
irregularities / re jυlrtiz/ plural
noun things which are not done in the
correct way and which are possibly
illegal
‘…the group, which asked for its shares to be
suspended last week after the discovery of
accounting irregularities, is expected to update
investors about its financial predicament by the
end of this week’ [Times]

irregularity / re jυlrti/ noun not

being regular 쑗 the irregularity of the
postal deliveries
IRS abbr US Internal Revenue Service
issue /ʃu/ noun a problem being discussed 쑗 To bring up the question of
VAT will only confuse the issue. 왍 to
have issues around to be concerned
about something (informal )
IT abbr information technology
item validity /atəm və ldti/ noun
the extent to which a test item measures
what it is supposed to test
itinerant worker / tnərənt wkə/
noun a worker who moves from place to
place, looking for work 쑗 Most of the
workers hired during the summer are
itinerant workers. 쑗 Much of the seasonal work on farms is done by itinerant
workers.
.
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janitor /d"ntə/ noun US a person

who looks after a building, making sure
it is clean and that the rubbish is cleared
away (NOTE: British English is
caretaker)

Japanese

management

/ d"pəniz mnd"mənt/ noun a

combination of management styles that
emphasises human relations and
teamworking and advanced manufacturing techniques such as just-in-time production and total quality management
which is credited with bringing about
the Japanese economic miracle that began in the 1960s (NOTE: Japanese management practices were studied in the
rest of the world in the hope that other
countries could imitate Japan’s economic success, but the downturn in the
Japanese economy that began in the
1990s has forced the Japanese themselves to reassess them.)

JIT production abbr just-in-time
production

job /d"ɒb/ noun 1. a piece of work 왍 to

do a job of work to be given a job of
work to do 왍 to do odd jobs to do various pieces of work 쑗 He does odd jobs
for us around the house. 왍 to be paid by
the job to be paid for each piece of
work done 2. an order being worked on
쑗 We are working on six jobs at the moment. 쑗 The shipyard has a big job
starting in August. 3. regular paid work
쑗 He is looking for a job in the computer industry. 쑗 He lost his job when
the factory closed. 쑗 She got a job in a
factory. 쑗 He is going to apply for a job
in an office. 쑗 Thousands of jobs will be
lost if the factories close down. 왍 to
look for a job to try to find work 왍 to
be out of a job to have no work 왍 to
change jobs to resign from one job and
take another 왍 to apply for a job to ask

to be considered for a job, usually in
writing 왍 to give up your job to resign
from your work 왍 to lose your job to be
sacked or made redundant 왍 to retire
from your job to leave work and take a
pension 왍 to have a steady job to be in
a good job, with no chance of being
made redundant
‘…he insisted that the tax advantages he
directed toward small businesses will help
create jobs’ [Toronto Star]

application /d"ɒb plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun asking for a job in
writing
job application form /d"ɒb plkeʃ(ə)n fɔm/ noun a form to be filled
in when applying for a job 쑗 You have
to fill in a job application form.
jobbing /d"ɒbŋ/ noun the practice of
doing small pieces of work
jobbing printer /d"ɒbŋ prntə/
noun a person who does small printing
jobs
job ceiling /d"ɒb silŋ/ noun the
maximum number of employees employed at a given time 쑗 The recession
has lowered the job ceilings in many
companies in this area. 쑗 Raising the
job ceiling will enable many less qualified workers to find jobs.
job centre /d"ɒb sentə/ noun a
government office which lists jobs
which are vacant 쑗 There was a long
queue of unemployed people waiting at
the job centre.
job classification /d"ɒb klsfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of describing jobs listed in various groups
jobclub /d"ɒbkl$b/ noun an organisation which helps its members to find
jobs 쑗 Since joining the jobclub she has
improved her interview techniques and
gained self-confidence.
job

job cuts
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job cuts /d"ɒb k$ts/ plural noun re-

ductions in the number of jobs
job cycle /d"ɒb sak(ə)l/ noun the
time taken to complete a particular job
job description /d"ɒb d skrpʃən/
noun a description of what a job consists of and what skills are needed for it
쑗 The letter enclosed an application
form and a job description.
job design /d"ɒb d zan/ noun a
decision on what a job should consist of
job dissatisfaction /d"ɒb dstsfkʃən/ noun an employee’s feeling of
not being satisfied with their job
job enlargement /d"ɒb nlɑd"mənt/ noun the expansion of a
job by adding further tasks or
responsibilities
job enrichment /d"ɒb n rtʃmənt/
noun the process of making a job more
satisfying for the person doing it
job factor /d"ɒb fktə/ noun an aspect of a job which can be examined and
to which scores can be given in job evaluation 쑗 One of the most significant job
factors considered in the evaluation was
the danger involved.
job family /d"ɒb fm(ə)li/ noun a
group of jobs having similar requirements in terms of personnel
job freeze /d"ɒb friz/ noun an act
of stopping the recruitment of staff in an
organisation 쑗 The recession has led to
a general job freeze in the area.
job grading /d"ɒb redŋ/ noun
the process of arranging jobs in a certain
order of importance 쑗 Job grading resulted in certain jobs being relegated to
a lower grade.
job holder /d"ɒb həυldə/ noun a
person who has a certain job
job hopper /d"ɒb hɒpə/ noun a person who changes jobs often
job hunting /d"ɒb h$ntŋ/ noun the
process of looking for employment 쑗
He bought a guide to job hunting showing how to write a good CV.
jobless /d"ɒbləs/ plural noun people
with no jobs, the unemployed (NOTE:
takes a plural verb)
‘…the contradiction between the jobless figures
and latest economic review’ [Sunday Times]

jobseeker

job loading /d"ɒb ləυdŋ/ noun the

act of assigning a job a greater degree of
responsibility 쑗 Job loading increases
the self-esteem of workers whose jobs
had seemed unimportant before.
job
measurement
/d"ɒb
me"əmənt/ noun the act of establishing the time necessary for the performance of tasks by a skilled employee
job offer /d"ɒb ɒfə/, offer of a job
/ ɒfər əv ə d"ɒb/ noun a letter from an
employer, offering a job
job opening /d"ɒb əυp(ə)nŋ/
noun a job which is empty and needs
filling 쑗 We have job openings for office
staff.
job opportunities /d"ɒb ɒpətjuntiz/ plural noun new jobs being
available 쑗 The increase in export orders has created hundreds of job opportunities.
(NOTE:
also
called
employment opportunites)
job performance /d"ɒb pəfɔməns/ noun the degree to which a

job is done well or badly

job posting /d"ɒb pəυstŋ/ noun a

system of advertising posts internally allowing employees to apply for other
jobs within the same organisation
job production /d"ɒb prə d$kʃən/,
jobbing production /d"ɒbŋ prəd$kʃən/ noun a production system
where different articles are produced
each to individual specifications
job profile /d"ɒb prəυfal/ noun a
description of a job
job ranking /d"ɒb rŋkŋ/ noun a
method of assessment where jobs to be
assessed are each compared with all the
others and a final score for each obtained (NOTE: also called paired
comparisons)

requirement /d"ɒb rkwaəmənt/ noun the qualifications or
experience needed to start a job
job rotation /d"ɒb rəυ teʃ(ə)n/
noun the moving of workers from one
job to another systematically 쑗 Job rotation was instituted to make the work
less monotonous.
jobseeker /d"ɒbsikə/ noun a person
who is looking for a job
job

job-share
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job-share /d"ɒb ʃeə/ noun a form of
employment in which two or more people share a single job, each person working part-time and being paid an amount
proportionate to the number of hours
they work
job simulation exercise / d"ɒb
smjυleʃ(ə)n eksəsaz/ noun a test
where candidates are put through a simulation of the real job
jobs market /d"ɒbz mɑkt/ noun
the number of jobs available
job specification /d"ɒb spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a very detailed description of what is involved in a job
job squeeze /d"ɒb skwiz/ noun a
process of reducing the numbers of people employed, because of financial
restrictions
job study /d"ɒb st$di/ noun an
analysis of all aspects of a job which
may affect performance
job ticket /d"ɒb tkt/ noun a document which records when a particular
job was started (it is passed from worker
to worker as the job progresses)
job title /d"ɒb tat(ə)l/ noun the
name given to a person in a certain job
쑗 Her job title is ‘Chief Buyer’.
job vacancy /d"ɒb vekənsi/ noun
a job which is empty and needs
someone to do it
Johari
window
/d"əυ hɑri
wndəυ/ noun a technique used to analyse how someone gives and receives
information and how interpersonal communication works (NOTE: The Johari
window is usually represented by a
square divided into four sections by a
cross, each section representing a
type of communication in which a person has differing degrees of awareness of the impact they are making on
the other person and of the impact the
other person is making on them)
join /d"ɔn/ verb 왍 to join a firm to

start work with a company 왍 she joined
on January 1st she started work on January 1st
joinder /d"ɔndə/ noun a situation
where a union or person is brought in as
a party to unfair dismissal proceedings
if such a party has been instrumental in

judge

the dismissal through some sort of
pressure
joint /d"ɔnt/ adjective 1. carried out
or produced together with others 쑗 a
joint undertaking 2. one of two or more
people who work together or who are
linked 쑗 She and her brother are joint
managing directors.
joint and several liability / d"ɔnt
ən sev(ə)rəl laəblti/ noun a situation where someone who has a claim
against a group of people can sue them
separately or together as a group
joint commission /d"ɔnt kəmʃ(ə)n/ noun a group with equal numbers of members from two or more
groups 쑗 They set up a joint management/union commission.

joint

commission

of

inquiry

/d"ɔnt kə mʃ(ə)n əv nkwaəri/
noun a commission or committee with

representatives of various organisations
on it
joint consultation / d"ɔnt kɒnsəlteʃ(ə)n/ noun established channels for
discussion between management and
employees where management keeps
control by disclosing plans to the employee representatives and then asking
them to help put them into practice 쑗
Joint consultation helps to reduce the
possibility of industrial action.
joint discussions /d"ɔnt dsk$ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun discussions between management and employees
joint ownership /d"ɔnt əυnəʃp/
noun the owning of a property by several owners
joint venture /d"ɔnt ventʃə/ noun
a situtation where two or more companies join together for one specific large
business project
journal /d"n(ə)l/ noun 1. a book
with the account of sales and purchases
made each day 2. a magazine
journeyman /d"nimən/ noun US
a skilled craftsman who has completed
his apprenticeship
judge /d"$d"/ noun a person who decides in a legal case 쑗 The judge sent
him to prison for embezzlement. 쐽 verb
to make an assessment about someone
or something 쑗 to judge an employee’s

judgement
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managerial potential 쑗 He judged it
was time to call an end to the
discussions.
judgement /d"$d"mənt/, judgment
noun a legal decision or official decision of a court 왍 to pronounce judgement, to give your judgement on
something to give an official or legal
decision about something
judgment debtor /d"$d"mənt
detə/ noun a debtor who has been ordered by a court to pay a debt
judicial /d"udʃ(ə)l/ adjective referring to the law
judicial processes /d"u dʃ(ə)l
prəυsesz/ plural noun the ways in
which the law works
junior /d"uniə/ adjective younger or
lower in rank
junior clerk / d"uniə klɑk/ noun a
clerk, usually young, who has lower status than a senior clerk
junior management / d"uniə
mnd"mənt/ noun the managers of
small departments or deputies to departmental managers
junior partner / d"uniə pɑtnə/
noun a person who has a small part of
the shares in a partnership
junior staff /d"uniə stɑf/ noun 1.
younger members of staff (NOTE: staff
refers to a group of people and so is
often followed by a verb in the plural)

juvenile labour

2. people in less important positions in a

company

just /d"$st/ adjective fair and reason-

able 쑗 The employees don’t expect miracles, but they do want a just settlement
of the dispute. 쑗 Everyone respected the
foreman for his just handling of the
affair.
justice /d"$sts/ noun 1. fair treatment in law 쑗 The employee lost her
case for unfair dismissal and felt that
justice had not been done. 2. fairness
and reasonableness 쑗 The union negotiators impressed on the management the
justice of their demands.
justify /d"$stfa/ verb to give an excuse for or to give a reason for 쑗 The
employees’ representatives produced a
mass of documents to justify their wage
claim. 쑗 The HR manager was asked to
justify the dismissal before the industrial tribunal. (NOTE: justifies – justifying – justified)

just-in-time production / d"$st n

tam prəd$kʃən/ noun the practice of
making goods to order just before they
are needed, so as to avoid having too
many goods in stock. Abbr JIT
juvenile /d"uvənal/ adjective,
noun young (person)
juvenile labour / d"uvənal lebə/
noun children and other young people
employed under special conditions (e.g.
in films)

K
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knowledge worker

K
K abbr one thousand 왍 ‘salary: £20K+’

salary more than £20,000 per annum
keen /kin/ adjective eager or active 왍
keen competition strong competition 쑗
We are facing some keen competition
from European manufacturers.
Keogh plan /kiəυ pln/ noun US a
private pension system allowing
self-employed businesspeople and professionals to set up pension and retirement plans for themselves
key /ki/ adjective important 쑗 a key
factor 쑗 key industries 쑗 key personnel
쑗 a key member of our management
team 쑗 She has a key post in the organisation. 쑗 We don’t want to lose any key
staff in the reorganisation. 쐽 verb 왍 to
key in data to put information into a
computer
‘…he gave up the finance job in September to
devote more time to his global responsibilities
as chairman and to work more closely with key
clients’ [Times]

key job /ki d"ɒb/ noun a very important job

insurance
/ki
ps(ə)n n ʃυərəns/ noun an insurance
policy taken out to cover the costs of replacing an employee who is particularly
important to an organisation if they die
or are ill for a long time
kickback /kkbk/ noun an illegal
commission paid to someone, especially
a government official, who helps in a
business deal
kiss up to /ks $p tυ/ verb US to attempt to win the favour of someone who
is in a position of power by flattering
and being very attentive to them (informal )
key-person

.

knock off / nɒk ɒf/ verb to stop work
쑗

We knocked off at 3p.m. on Friday.

knock-on effect /nɒk ɒn  fekt/

noun the effect which an action will
have on other situations 쑗 The strike by
customs officers has had a knock-on effect on car production by slowing down
exports of cars.
know /nəυ/ verb 1. to learn or to have
information about something 쑗 Does
she know how long it takes to get to the
airport? 쑗 The managing director’s
secretary does not know where he is. 쑗
He knows the African market very well.
쑗 I don’t know how a computer works.
2. to have met someone 쑗 Do you know
Ms Jones, our new sales director?
(NOTE: knowing – knew – known)

know-how /nəυ haυ/ noun knowl-

edge or skill in a particular field 쑗 to acquire computer know-how 쑗 If we
cannot recruit staff with the right
know-how, we will have to initiate an
ambitious training programme.
knowledge /nɒld"/ noun what is
known

knowledge-based

assessment

/ nɒld" best əsesmənt/ noun the

appraisal of an employee based on
how much they know as opposed to
the ability they have to put their
knowledge into practice. Compare per-

formance-based assessment
worker
/nɒld"
wkə/ noun an employee whose value

knowledge

to an organisation lies in the information, ideas and expertise that they
possess

laboratory
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labour grading

L
laboratory /ləbɒrət(ə)ri/ noun a

place where scientific research is carried
out 쑗 The product was developed in the
company’s laboratories. 쑗 All products
are tested in our own laboratories.
(NOTE: plural is laboratories)

technician
/ləbɒrət(ə)ri teknʃ(ə)n/ noun a person
who deals with practical work in a
laboratory
laboratory training /ləbɒrət(ə)ri
trenŋ/ noun a form of group training
method for management trainees, designed to improve social skills and
self-confidence through counselling,
role-playing and simulation exercises 쑗
Laboratory training has been important
in improving self-confidence in future
sales staff. 쑗 Laboratory training will
be used to complement our training in
accountancy and marketing.
Labor Day /lebə de/ noun an
American national holiday celebrated on
the first Monday in September
labor union /lebə jυnjən/ noun
US an organisation which represents
employees who are its members in discussions about wages and conditions of
work with management (NOTE: British
laboratory

English is trade union)

labour /lebə/ noun 1. heavy work 왍

to charge for materials and labour to
charge for both the materials used in a
job and also the hours of work involved
왍 labour is charged at £5 an hour each
hour of work costs £5 2. workers, the
workforce 쑗 We will need to employ
more labour if production is to be increased. 쑗 The costs of labour are rising in line with inflation. 왍 labour
shortage, shortage of labour a situation where there are not enough workers
to fill jobs 3. 왍 labour laws, labour leg-

islation laws relating to the employment
of workers (NOTE: the American spelling is labor)

agreement /lebər ərimənt/, labour contract /lebə
kɒntrkt/ noun a legal document
which is negotiated between the union
and the employer 쑗 After intensive bargaining a labour agreement was drawn
up. 쑗 The new labour contract allows
for a higher rate of pay.
labour charges /lebə tʃɑd"z/
plural noun the cost of the workers employed to make a product (not including
materials or overheads)
labour dispute /lebə d spjut/
noun a conflict or disagreement between employer and employees or between the groups who represent them
labourer /lebərə/ noun a person who
does heavy work
labour force /lebə fɔs/ noun all
the workers in a company or in an area
쑗 We are opening a new factory in the
Far East because of the cheap local labour force.
labour

‘70 per cent of Australia’s labour force is
employed in service activity’ [Australian
Financial Review]

labour force participation rate
/ lebə fɔs pɑtspeʃ(ə)n ret/ noun

the proportion of people in the labour
force who are working
labour force survey /lebə fɔs
sve/ noun a survey carried out four
times a year in the United Kingdom to
gain information about such topics as
unemployment and hours of work
labour grading /lebə redŋ/, labour ranking /lebə rŋkŋ/ noun
the process of arranging jobs in order of
importance in an organisation, and
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therefore the pay which is suitable for
each job
labour injunction /lebər nd"$ŋkʃən/ noun a court order requiring an individual or group in an industry
to stop certain actions considered damaging to another
labour-intensive / lebər ntensv/
adjective referring to an industry which
needs large numbers of employees or
where labour costs are high in relation
to turnover 쑗 As the business became
more labour-intensive, so human resources management became more important. 쑗 With computerisation, the
business has become much less
labour-intensive.
labour laws /lebə lɔz/ plural noun
laws concerning the employment of
workers
labour market /lebə mɑkt/ noun
the number of people who are available
for work 쑗 25,000 school-leavers have
just come on to the labour market.
‘European economies are being held back by
rigid labor markets and wage structures’
[Duns Business Month]

labour mobility / lebə məυblti/,

mobility of labour /məυ blti əv
lebə/ noun a situation in which people

agree to move from one place to another
to get work, or change skills within the
same organisation 쑗 Acute unemployment dramatically increased mobility of
labour.
labour relations /lebə r leʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun relations between management and employees 쑗 The company
has a history of bad labour relations.
labour reserve /lebə r zv/ noun
the people in the labour force who are
not working
labour-saving /lebə sevŋ/ adjective avoiding the need for work by
someone 쑗 Costs will be cut by the introduction of labour-saving devices.
labour stability index / lebə stəblti ndeks/ noun an index showing
the percentage of employees who have
been in their jobs for more than one year
labour tourist /lebə tυərst/ noun
someone who lives in one country but
works in another

last in first out

labour turnover /lebə tnəυvə/,

turnover of labour / tnəυvə əv
lebə / noun the movement of employ-

ees with some leaving their jobs and
others joining
labour wastage /lebə westd"/
noun the loss of employees over a period of time 쑗 Labour wastage in the
last five years has been rising owing to
an increase in people taking early
retirement.
lack /lk/ noun the fact of not having
enough 쐽 verb not to have enough of
something 쑗 The industry lacks skilled
staff.
lack of incentive / lk əv nsentv/ noun not having enough
incentive
ladder /ldə/ noun 1. a series of steps
made of wood or metal which can be
moved about, and which you can climb
쑗 You will need a ladder to look into the
machine. 2. a series of different levels
through which an employee may
progress
large /lɑd"/ adjective very big or important 쑗 Our company is one of the
largest suppliers of computers to the
government. 쑗 Why has she got an office which is larger than mine?
largely /lɑd"li/ adverb mainly or
mostly 쑗 Our sales are largely in the
home market. 쑗 They have largely
pulled out of the American market.
large-scale /lɑd" skel/ adjective
involving large numbers of people or
large amounts of money 쑗 large-scale
investment in new technology 쑗
large-scale redundancies in the construction industry
last /lɑst/ adjective, adverb 1. coming
at the end of a series 쑗 Out of a queue of
twenty people, I was served last. 쑗 This
is our last board meeting before we
move to our new offices. 쑗 We finished
the last items in the order just two days
before the promised delivery date. 2.
most recent or most recently 쑗 Where is
the last batch of invoices? 쑗 The last ten
orders were only for small quantities.
last in first out /lɑst n fst aυt/
noun a redundancy policy using the
principle that the people who have been
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most recently appointed are the first to
be made redundant. Abbr LIFO
last quarter /lɑst kwɔtə/ noun a
period of three months at the end of the
financial year
last week /lɑst wik/, last month
/lɑst m$nθ/, last year /lɑst jə/
noun the week or month or year before
this one 쑗 Last week’s sales were the
best we have ever had. 쑗 The sales managers have been asked to report on last
month’s drop in unit sales. 쑗 Last year’s
accounts have to be ready in time for the
AGM.
lateral /lt(ə)rəl/ adjective at the
same level or with the same status 쑗
Her transfer to Marketing was something of a lateral move.
lateral relations / lt(ə)rəl rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun relations
between people of the same grade in
an organisation 쑗 The struggle for
promotion has soured lateral relations.
lateral
transfer
/ lt(ə)rəl
trnsf/ noun an act of moving an
employee to another job at the same
level in the organisation 쑗 I was pleased
with my new job, even though it was a
lateral transfer and not a promotion.
law /lɔ/ noun 1. 왍 the law all the laws
of a country taken together 왍 to take
someone to law to tell someone to appear in court to settle an argument 왍 inside or within the law obeying the laws
of a country 왍 against or outside the
law not according to the laws of a country 쑗 The company is possibly operating
outside the law. 왍 to break the law to
do something which is not allowed by
law 쑗 He is breaking the law by trading
without a licence. 2. a general rule
law courts /lɔ kɔts/ plural noun a
place where a judge listens to cases and
decides who is right legally
law of diminishing returns / lɔr
əv d mnʃŋ rtnz/ noun a general
rule that as more factors of production
such as land, labour and capital are
added to the existing factors, so the
amount they produce is proportionately
smaller
law of effect / lɔ əv fekt/ noun the
principle that behaviour which is re-
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warded will be repeated 쑗 Payment by
results was designed to put the law of effect into practice.
law of supply and demand / lɔr
əv sə pla ən dmɑnd/ noun a general
rule that the amount of a product which
is available is related to the needs of potential customers
lawsuit /lɔsut/ noun a case brought
to a court 왍 to bring a lawsuit against
someone to tell someone to appear in
court to settle an argument 왍 to defend
a lawsuit to appear in court to state your
case
lawyer /lɔjə/ noun a person who has
studied law and practises law as a
profession
lay /le/ verb to put 왍 to lay an embargo on trade with a country to forbid trade with a country (NOTE: laying –
laid)

lay off / le ɒf/ verb to dismiss em-

ployees for a time (until more work is
available) 쑗 The factory laid off half its
workers because of lack of orders.
‘…the company lost $52 million last year, and
has laid off close to 2,000 employees’
[Toronto Star]

lay-off /le ɒf/ noun 1. an act of tem-

porarily dismissing an employee for a
period of more than four weeks 쑗 The
recession has caused hundreds of
lay-offs in the car industry. 2. US same
as redundancy
lazy /lezi/ adjective referring to a person who does not want to work 쑗 She is
too lazy to do any overtime. 쑗 He is so
lazy he does not even send in his expense claims on time.
leader /lidə/ noun a person who
manages or directs others 쑗 the leader
of the construction workers’ union or
the construction workers’ leader
leaderless discussion / lidələs
dsk$ʃ(ə)n/ noun a way of assessing
candidates for a post, by putting them
together in a group and asking them to
discuss a problem, without appointing
one of them as chairman
leadership /lidəʃp/ noun 1. a quality that enables a person to manage or
administer others 쑗 Employees showing
leadership potential will be chosen for
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management training. 2. a group of people who manage or administer an organisation 쑗 The elections have
changed the composition of the union
leadership. (NOTE: no plural)
leading /lidŋ/ adjective most important 쑗 Leading industrialists feel the end
of the recession is near. 쑗 They are the
leading company in the field.
leading
indicator
/ lidŋ
ndketə/ noun an indicator (such as
manufacturing order books) which
shows a change in economic trends earlier than other indicators
lead partner /lid pɑtnə/ noun the
organisation that takes the leading role
in an alliance
lead time /lid tam/ noun 1. the time
between deciding to place an order and
receiving the product 쑗 The lead time
on this item is more than six weeks. 2.
the time between the start of a task and
its completion
leak /lik/ verb to pass on secret information 쑗 Information on the contract
was leaked to the press. 쑗 They discovered an employee was leaking information to a rival company.
leaky reply / liki rpla/ noun a reply by email that is accidentally sent to
the wrong person and causes embarrassment to the sender (slang)
lean /lin/ adjective slim and efficient
쑗 After the cutbacks in staff, the company is leaner and hungrier.
lean
management
/lin
mnd"mənt/ noun a style of management, where few managers are employed, allowing decisions to be taken
rapidly
lean production /lin prəd$kʃən/,
lean operation /lin ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun a production method which reduces excessive expenditure on staff
and concentrates on efficient low-cost
manufacturing
leap-frogging /lip frɒ ŋ/ adjective 왍 leap-frogging pay demands
pay demands where each section of
employee asks for higher pay to do
better than another section, which then
asks for further increases in turn 쐽
noun communication which by-passes
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the official chain of command 쑗
Leap-frogging caused much resentment
among middle managers who felt left
out of decisions.
learning /lnŋ/ noun the process of
receiving and assimilating information
or skills 쑗 The learning of new skills is
hard for our senior employees who are
nearing retirement. 쑗 The trainees all
had different learning potentials.

Learning and Skills Council

/ lnŋ ən sklz kaυnsəl/ noun a

governement organisation responsible
for the education and training of people
over the age of 16
learning by doing / lnŋ ba
duŋ/ noun the gaining of knowledge
or skills through direct experience of
carrying out tasks, usually under supervision and as part of a training or induction process
learning curve /lnŋ kv/ noun
1. a diagram or graph that represents the
way in which people gain knowledge or
experience over time (NOTE: A steep
learning curve represents a situation
where people learn a great deal in a
short time; a shallow curve represents
a slower learning process. The curve
eventually levels out, representing the
time when the knowledge gained is being consolidated.) 2. the decrease in the

effort required to produce each single
item when the total number of items
produced is doubled (NOTE: The concept of the learning curve has its origin
in productivity research in the aircraft
industry of the 1930s, when it was discovered that the time and effort
needed to assemble an aircraft decreased by 20% each time the total
number produced doubled.)
learning
difficulty
/lnŋ
dfk(ə)lti/ noun a condiiton which

prevents someone from learning basic
skills or assimilating information as easily as other people (NOTE: plural is

learning difficulties)

organisation /lnŋ
ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
whose employees are willing and eager
to share information with each other, to
learn from each other, and to work as a
team to achieve their goals

learning
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learning relationship /lnŋ r-

leʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun a relationship between a supplier and a customer in
which the supplier changes and adapts a
product as it learns more about the customer’s requirements
learning style /lnŋ stal/ noun
the way in which someone approaches
the task of acquiring knowledge and
skills (NOTE: There are commonly
thought to be four main types of
learner: the activist, who likes to get involved in new experiences and enjoys
change; the theorist, who likes to question established assumptions and
methods and learns best when there is
time to explore links between ideas
and situations; the pragmatist, who
learns best when there is a link between the subject matter and the job in
hand and they can try out in practice
what they have learned; and the reflector, who likes to take time and think
things through, and who learns best
from activities where they can observe
how tasks are carried out.)
leave /liv/ noun permission to be

away from work 왍 six weeks’ annual
leave six weeks’ holiday each year 왍 to
go or be on leave to be away from work
쑗 She is away on sick leave or on maternity leave. 쐽 verb 1. to go away from 쑗
He left his office early to go to the meeting. 쑗 The next plane leaves at 10.20. 2.
to resign 쑗 He left his job and bought a
farm. (NOTE: leaving – left)
leave of absence / liv əv bsəns/
noun permission to be absent from work
쑗 He asked for leave of absence to visit
his mother in hospital.
leaver /livə/ noun a person who has
left
leaver’s
statement
/livəz
stetmənt/ noun an official document
given to someone who is leaving a company and has recently received statutory
sick pay
ledger /led"ə/ noun a book in which
accounts are written
legal /li (ə)l/ adjective 1. according
to the law or allowed by the law 쑗 The
company’s action in sacking the accountant was completely legal. 2. referring to the law 왍 to take legal advice to

leisure

ask a lawyer to advise about a legal
problem

legal adviser / li (ə)l ədvazə/

noun a person who advises clients about
the law
Legal Aid /li (ə)l ed/, Legal Aid
scheme / li (ə)l ed skim/ noun a
British government scheme where a person with very little money can have legal representation and advice paid for
by the state
Legal Aid Centre / li (ə)l ed
sentə/ noun a local office giving advice to clients about applications for Legal Aid and recommending clients to
solicitors
legal costs /li (ə)l kɒsts/, legal
charges /li (ə)l tʃɑd"z/, legal expenses /li (ə)l k spensz/ plural
noun money spent on fees to lawyers 쑗
The clerk could not afford the legal expenses involved in suing his boss.
legally /li əli/ adverb according to
the law 왍 directors are legally responsible the law says that the directors are
responsible
legal profession /li (ə)l prəfeʃ(ə)n/ noun all qualified lawyers
legislation / led"sleʃ(ə)n/ noun
laws
legitimate /ld"tmət/ adjective allowed by law 쑗 He has a legitimate
claim to the property.
legitimate grievance /l d"tmət
 riv(ə)ns/ noun an employee’s grievance based on an actual violation of a
contract of employment 쑗 The employee
received no compensation since he had
no legitimate grievance. 쑗 The human
resources department considered that
the treatment of employees should be
such that no legitimate grievance could
be claimed.
leisure /le"ə/ noun time free from
work or other obligations 쑗 The organisation is trying to encourage constructive leisure pursuits. 쑗 The company
provides many leisure facilities such as
tennis courts and a swimming pool. 쑗
Too much work and not enough leisure
had an adverse effect on his family life.
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leisure activities /le"ər k tvtiz/

plural noun what you do in your spare
time
leisure time /le"ə tam/ noun a time
when you are not at work, used for
amusement, hobbies, etc. (NOTE: also
called spare time)
length /leŋθ/ noun a measurement of
how long something is
length of service / leŋθ əv svs/
noun the number of years someone has
worked
leniency /liniənsi/ noun the quality
of not being strict in dealing with subordinates 쑗 Given the employee’s good
work record, she was treated with leniency by her superior.
leniency bias /liniənsi baəs/
noun an unjustifiably high rating of an
employee’s job performance 쑗 Leniency
bias works against objectivity in performance appraisal.
let go /let  əυ/ verb to make someone redundant or to sack someone (euphemism) (NOTE: letting – let)
letter /letə/ noun 1. a piece of writing
sent from one person or company to another to ask for or to give information 2.
왍 to acknowledge receipt by letter to
write a letter to say that something has
been received 3. a written or printed
sign (such as A, B, C, etc.) 쑗 Write your
name and address in block letters or in
capital letters.
letter box /letə bɒks/ noun a place
where incoming mail is put
letter heading /letə hedŋ/ noun
the name and address of a company
printed at the top of a piece of notepaper
letter of acknowledgement / letər
əv əknɒld"mənt/ noun a letter which
says that something has been received
letter of application / letər əv
plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a letter in which
someone applies for a job
letter of appointment / letər əv əpɔntmənt/ noun a letter in which
someone is appointed to a job
letter of attorney / letər əv ətni/
noun a document showing that someone
has power of attorney

leveraged buyout

letter of complaint / letər əv kəmplent/ noun a letter in which someone
complains
letter of dismissal / letər əv dsms(ə)l/ noun an official letter notifying someone that they have been
dismissed
letter of introduction / letər əv
ntrəd$kʃən/ noun a letter making
someone get to know another person 쑗
I’ll give you an introduction to the MD –
he’s an old friend of mine.
letter of offer / letər əv ɒfə/ noun a
letter which offers someone a job
letter of recommendation / letər
əv rekəmendeʃ(ə)n/ noun a letter in
which the writer recommends someone
for a job
letter of reference / letər əv
ref(ə)rəns/ noun a letter in which an
employer recommends someone for a
new job
letter of resignation / letər əv
rez neʃ(ə)n/ noun a letter in which
an employee resigns from their job
level /lev(ə)l/ noun the position of
something compared to others 쑗 to raise
the level of employee benefits 왍 a decision taken at the highest level a decision taken by the most important person
or group 왍 low-level not very important
쑗 a low-level delegation 왍 high-level
very important 쑗 a high-level meeting

‘…employers having got their staff back up to a
reasonable level are waiting until the scope for
overtime working is exhausted before hiring’
[Sydney Morning Herald]

level playing field / lev(ə)l pleŋ
fild/ noun a situation in which the same
rules apply for all competitors and none
of them has any special advantage over
the others
leverage /livərd"/ noun 1. an influence which you can use to achieve an
aim 쑗 He has no leverage over the
chairman. 2. borrowing money at fixed
interest which is then used to produce
more money than the interest paid
leveraged buyout / livərd"d
baaυt/,
leveraged
takeover
/ livərd"d tekəυvə/ noun an act of
buying all the shares in a company by
borrowing money against the security of
the shares to be bought. Abbr LBO
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‘…the offer came after management had offered
to take the company private through a leveraged
buyout for $825 million’ [Fortune]

levy /levi/ noun money which is de-

manded and collected by the government 쐽 verb to demand payment of a
tax or an extra payment and to collect it
쑗 to levy a duty on the import of luxury
items 쑗 The government has decided to
levy a tax on imported cars.
‘…royalties have been levied at a rate of 12.5%
of full production’ [Lloyd’s List]

liability / laəblti/ noun 1. a legal
responsibility for damage, loss or harm
쑗 The two partners took out insurance
to cover employers’ liability. 왍 to accept liability for something to agree
that you are responsible for something 왍
to refuse liability for something to refuse to agree that you are responsible for
something 2. someone or something
which represents a loss to a person or
organisation 쑗 The sales director is an
alcoholic and has become a liability to
the company.
liability insurance / laəblti nʃυərəns/ noun insurance that protects a
person or organisation against the financial consequences of being held legally
responsible for something, e.g. for causing an accident
liable /laəb(ə)l/ adjective 왍 liable
for legally responsible for 쑗 The chairman was personally liable for the company’s debts. 쑗 The garage is liable for
damage to customers’ cars.
liaison /liez(ə)n/ noun the process of
keeping someone informed of what is
happening
liaison officer /liez(ə)n ɒfsə/
noun a person whose job it is to keep
someone else informed of what is happening 쑗 The human resources manager was appointed liaison officer with
the unions over relocation.
licence /las(ə)ns/ noun 1. an official
document which allows someone to do
something 2. 왍 goods manufactured
under licence goods made with the permission of the owner of the copyright or
patent (NOTE: the American spelling is
license)

licence agreement /las(ə)ns ərimənt/ noun a contractual agree-

lifelong learning

ment by which a patent owner or copyright owner allows a company to manufacture something and pay a fee for this
license /las(ə)ns/ noun US spelling
of licence 쐽 verb to give someone official permission to do something for a
fee, e.g. when a company allows another
company to manufacture its products
abroad 쑗 licensed to sell beers, wines
and spirits 쑗 to license a company to
manufacture spare parts 쑗 She is licensed to run an employment agency.
lieu /lju/ noun 왍 in lieu of instead of 왍
she was given two months’ salary in
lieu of notice she was given two
months’ salary and asked to leave
immediately
life /laf/ noun 1. the period of time for
which something or someone exists 왍
for life for as long as someone is alive 쑗
His pension gives him a comfortable income for life. 2. being alive
life annuity /laf ə njuti/ noun annual payments made to someone as long
as they are alive
life assurance /laf ə ʃυərəns/
noun insurance which pays a sum of
money when someone dies, or at a certain date if they are still alive
life assured /laf əʃυəd/ noun the
person whose life has been covered by
the life assurance
life cover /laf k$və/ noun same as
life assurance

life expectancy /laf kspektənsi/

noun the number of years a person is
likely to live
life insurance /laf nʃυərəns/
noun same as life assurance
life insured /laf nʃυəd/ noun same
as life assured
life-long employment / laf lɒŋ
mplɔmənt/ noun the concept
(common in Japan) that an employee
who enters a company when young will
be guaranteed employment by that company for the rest of their working life
lifelong learning / laf lɒŋ lnŋ/
noun a process of gaining knowledge
and skills which continues throughout a
person’s life (NOTE: Lifelong learning
occurs through formal and informal education systems, both within and out-
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side the workplace, and is seen as a
key element in CPD and an important
tool in maintaining a person’s employability in a rapidly changing business
environment.)
life policy /laf pɒlsi/ noun a life

assurance contract
life skills /laf sklz/ plural noun
skills used in dealing with other people
LIFO /lafəυ/ abbr last in first out
light industry / lat ndəstri/ noun
an industry making small products such
as clothes, books or calculators
lightning strike /latnŋ strak/
noun a strike which is called suddenly
and only lasts a short time
limit /lmt/ noun the point at
which something ends or the point
where you can go no further 왍 to set
limits to imports, to impose import
limits to allow only a specific amount of
imports 쐽 verb to restrict the number or
amount of something
limited /lmtd/ adjective restricted
limited
company
/ lmtd
k$mp(ə)ni/, limited liability company / lmtd laəblti k$mp(ə)ni/
noun a company where each shareholder is responsible for repaying the
company’s debts only to the face value
of the shares they own (NOTE: shortened to Ltd)

limited liability / lmtd laəblti/

noun a situation where someone’s liability for debt is limited by law
limited
partnership
/ lmtd
pɑtnəʃp/ noun a registered business
where the liability of the partners is limited to the amount of capital they have
each provided to the business and where
the partners may not take part in the running of the business
line /lan/ noun 1. a row of letters or
figures on a page 2. a series of things,
one after another 왍 to be in line for
promotion to be the next to be promoted 왍 to bring someone into line to
make someone do the same as the others
3. US a row of people waiting one after
the other (NOTE: British English is
queue) 왍 to be on the breadline, on
the poverty line to be so poor as to have
hardly enough to live on 4. a short letter
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왍 to drop someone a line to send
someone a note 5. 왍 the line is bad it is
difficult to hear clearly what someone is
saying 왍 the line is engaged the person
is already speaking on the phone 왍 to be
on the line to someone to be telephoning someone
line authority /lan ɔ θɒrəti/ noun

the power to direct others and make decisions regarding the operations of the
organisation
line
management
/lan
mnd"mənt/, line organisation
/lan ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ noun the
organisation of a company where each
manager is responsible for doing what
their superior tells them to do
line manager /lan mnd"ə/ noun
a manager responsible to a superior, but
with authority to give orders to other
employees
line of business / lan əv bzns/
noun a type of business or work
line organisation /lan ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun same as line
management

liquidation / lkwdeʃ(ə)n/ noun

the winding up or closing of a company
and selling of its assets
list /lst/ noun several items written
one after the other 쑗 They have an attractive list of products or product list.
쑗 I can’t find that item on our stock list.
쑗 Please add this item to the list. 쑗 She
crossed the item off her list.
listed company / lstd k$mp(ə)ni/
noun a company whose shares can be
bought or sold on the Stock Exchange
litigant /lt ənt/ noun a person who
brings a lawsuit against someone
litigate /lt et/ verb to go to law or
to bring a lawsuit against someone to
have a dispute settled
litigation / lt eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
bringing of a lawsuit against someone
litigious /ltd"əs/ adjective referring
to a person who likes to bring lawsuits
against other people
livery /lvəri/ noun a company’s own
special design and colours, used e.g. on
uniforms, office decoration and vehicles

living
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living /lvŋ/ noun 왍 she does not

earn a living wage she does not earn
enough to pay for essentials such as
food, heat and rent 왍 to make a living
to earn enough to pay for your living expenses 쑗 He makes a good living from
selling secondhand cars.
living expenses /lvŋ k spensz/
plural noun money spent on rent, food,
etc., which may be paid by the company
if the worker has been asked to live
away from home
loading /ləυdŋ/ noun the process of
assigning work to workers or machines
쑗 The production manager has to ensure that careful loading makes the best
use of human resources.
lobby /lɒbi/ noun a group of people
who try to influence MPs, members of
town councils, etc. 왍 the energy-saving
lobby people who try to persuade MPs
to pass laws to save energy
local adjective /ləυk(ə)l/ located in or
providing a service for a restricted area
쐽 noun US a branch of a national trade
union
local authority / ləυk(ə)l ɔθɒrti/
noun an elected section of government
which runs a small area of the country

local

collective

bargaining

/ ləυk(ə)l kə lektv bɑ nŋ/ noun

collective bargaining which takes place
in the factory or office, and not at national level
Local Commissioner / ləυk(ə)l kəmʃ(ə)nə/, Local Government Ombudsman
/ ləυk(ə)l
$vənmənt
ɒmbυdzmən/ noun an official who investigates complaints against local
authorities
local labour / ləυk(ə)l lebə/ noun
workers who are recruited near a factory, and are not brought there from a
distance
locally /ləυk(ə)li/ adverb in the area
near where an office or factory is based
쑗 We recruit all our staff locally.
lock /lɒk/ noun a device for closing a
door or box so that it can be opened only
with a key 쑗 The lock is broken on the
petty cash box. 쑗 I have forgotten the
combination of the lock on my briefcase.
쐽 verb to close a door with a key, so that
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it cannot be opened 쑗 The manager forgot to lock the door of the computer
room. 쑗 The petty cash box was not
locked.
lock out / lɒk aυt/ verb 왍 to lock out
workers to shut the factory door so that
workers cannot get in and so force them
not to work until the conditions imposed
by the management are met
lockout /lɒkaυt/ noun an industrial
dispute where the management will not
let the workers into the factory until
they have agreed to the management’s
conditions
lodge /lɒd"/ verb 왍 to lodge a complaint against someone to make an official complaint about someone
log of claims / lɒ əv klemz/ noun
a type of document used in industrial
negotiations that lists the demands made
by employees on an employer or by an
employer on employees
long /lɒŋ/ adjective for a large period
of time 왍 in the long term over a long
period of time
long-distance call / lɒŋ dstəns
kɔl/ noun a telephone call to a number
which is not near
longhand /lɒŋhnd/ noun handwriting where the words are written out in
full and not typed or in shorthand 쑗 Applications should be written in longhand
and sent to the human resources
manager.
long-range / lɒŋ rend"/ adjective
for a long period of time in the future 왍
long-range economic forecast a forecast which covers a period of several
years
long service award /lɒŋ svs
ə wɔd/, award for long service
/ə wɔd fə lɒŋ svs/ noun a gift or
some other form of recognition given to
an employee who has worked for the
same organisation for a great many
years
long-service leave /lɒŋ svs liv/
noun a period of paid leave given by
some employers to staff who have completed several years of service
long-standing / lɒŋ stndŋ/ adjective which has been arranged for a
long time 쑗 a long-standing agreement

long-term
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long-term / lɒŋ tm/ adjective for a
long time ahead 쑗 The management
plans are made on a long-term basis. 쑗
Sound long-term planning will give the
company more direction. 쑗 It is in the
company’s long-term interests to have a
contented staff. 왍 long-term objectives
aims which will take years to achieve
long-term disability / lɒŋ tm
dsəblti/ noun a disability which lasts
or is likely to last a very long time
Long-Term Disability Plan / lɒŋ
tm dsəblti pln/ noun an insurance scheme that pays insured employees a proportion of their wages in the
event of disablement
long-term planning / lɒŋ tm
plnŋ/ noun planning for a long time
in advance (such as in five years)
loose /lus/ adjective not packed
together
loose rate /lus ret/ noun a rate applied to an employee earning above the
rate earned by other employees in similar jobs requiring similar skills
lose /luz/ verb 1. not to have something any more 왍 to lose one’s job to be
made redundant or to be sacked 쑗 He
lost his job in the reorganisation. 쑗 She
lost her job when the factory closed. 왍
number of days lost through strikes
the number of days which are not
worked when employees are on strike 2.
to have less money 쑗 He lost £25,000 in
his father’s computer company. (NOTE:
losing – lost)

loss /lɒs/ noun not having something
any more 왍 loss of an order not getting
an order which was expected 왍 loss of
one’s job being made redundant

lost time /lɒst tam/ noun the time

during which an employee does not
work, through no fault of their own 쑗
Better logistics will help cut down lost
time.
low /ləυ/ adjective not high or not
much 쑗 We try to keep our wages bill
low.
low achiever /ləυ ətʃivə/ noun a
person who does not do as well as
expected

lying time

lower /laυə/ adjective smaller or less

high 쑗 a lower rate of interest 쑗 Sales
were lower in June than in May.
lower earnings limit / ləυər nŋz
lmt/ noun a minimum earnings level
at which an employee has to pay National Insurance contributions
lower limit / ləυə lmt/ noun the
bottom limit
lower-paid staff / ləυə ped stɑf/
noun staff who are paid less than others
lower ranks /ləυə rŋks/ plural
noun employees in less important jobs
low-level / ləυ lev(ə)l/ adjective not
very important 쑗 A low-level meeting
decided to put off making a decision.
low-paid staff / ləυ ped stɑf/
noun staff on low salaries
loyal /lɔəl/ adjective 1. always buying the same brand or using the same
shop 쑗 The aim of the advertising is to
keep the customers loyal. 2. referring to
an employee who supports the company
they work for (NOTE: you are loyal to
someone or something)

loyalty /lɔəlt/ noun being faithful
Ltd abbr limited company
lump /l$mp/ noun 왍 the Lump, Lump

labour self-employed workers who are
paid a lump sum for a day’s work or for
the amount of work completed (often
with a view to avoiding tax)
lump sum /l$mp s$m/ noun money
paid in one single amount, not in several
small sums 쑗 a lump-sum bonus 쑗 She
sold her house and invested the money
as a lump sum.
luncheon
voucher
/l$nʃtən
vaυtʃə/ noun a ticket given by an employer to an employee in addition to
their wages, which can be exchanged for
food in a restaurant
lunch time /l$ntʃ tam/ noun a time
in the middle of the day when people
have lunch (for most British offices,
from about 12.30 to 1.30pm, or from 1
to 2 p.m.)
lying time /laŋ tam/ noun the time
between the end of a period of work and
the date on which you are paid for it

MA
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maintenance factors

M
MA abbr maternity allowance
Maastricht Treaty /mɑstrxt

triti/ noun a treaty signed in 1992
which sets out the principles for a European Union and the convergence criteria
for states wishing to join the EMU
machine /məʃin/ noun a device
which works with power from a motor 왍
copying machine a machine which
makes copies of documents, a
photocopier
machinery /məʃinəri/ noun 1. machines 2. an organisation or a system 쑗
the administrative machinery of a university 쑗 the machinery for awarding
government contracts
machinery
guard
/məʃinəri
ɑdz/ noun a piece of metal to prevent
workers from getting hurt by the moving parts of a machine
machine shop /məʃin ʃɒp/ noun a
place where working machines are
placed
machine tool /məʃin tulz/ noun a
tool worked by a motor, used to work on
wood or metal
machinist /məʃinst/ noun a person
who operates a machine
Madam
Chairman
/ mdəm
tʃeəmən/, Madam Chairwoman
/ mdəm tʃeəwυmən/ noun a way of
speaking to the female chairman of a
committee or meeting
magazine /m əzin/ noun a paper,
usually with pictures and printed on
glossy paper, which comes out regularly, every month or every week
mail box /mel bɒks/ noun 1. one of
several boxes where incoming mail is
put in a large building 2. a box for putting letters

main /men/ adjective most important

Our main office is in Birmingham. 쑗
The main building houses our admin
and finance departments. 쑗 One of our
main customers has gone into
receivership.
main office /men ɒfs/ noun an office building where the board of directors works and meets
maintain /menten/ verb 1. to keep
something going or working 쑗 We try to
maintain good relations with the employees’ representatives 2. to keep
something working at the same level 쑗
The company has maintained the same
volume of business in spite of the recession. 왍 to maintain a dividend to pay
the same dividend as the previous year
maintenance /mentənəns/ noun 1.
the process of keeping things going or
working 쑗 Maintenance of contacts is
important for a sales rep 쑗 It is essential to ensure the maintenance of supplies to the factory. 2. the process of
keeping a machine in good working order 쑗 We offer a full maintenance
service.
쑗

‘…responsibilities include the maintenance of
large computerized databases’ [Times]
‘…the federal administration launched a
full-scale investigation into the airline’s
maintenance procedures’ [Fortune]

maintenance

contract

/mentənəns kɒntrkt/ noun a con-

tract by which a company keeps a piece
of equipment in good working order

maintenance
/mentənəns

factors

fktəz/ plural noun
elements at work which create employee dissatisfaction when they are not
adequately provided 쑗 The reason for
the strike was the lack of maintenance
factors such as decent rest periods.

maintenance of membership

maintenance

of
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membership

/ mentənəns əv membəʃp/ noun
US a requirement that employees who

are union members must remain so for
the full duration of their employment in
an organisation
major /med"ə/ adjective important 쑗
There is a major risk of fire.
‘…a client base which includes many major
commercial organizations and nationalized
industries’ [Times]

majority /məd"ɒrti/ noun 1. more
than half of a group 왍 the board ac-

cepted the proposal by a majority of
three to two three members of the
board voted to accept and two voted
against 2. the number of votes by which
a person wins an election 쑗 He was
elected shop steward with a majority of
three hundred.
majority vote /məd"ɒrti vəυt/,
majority decision /məd"ɒrti ds"(ə)n/ noun a decision made after a
vote according to the wishes of the largest group
make /mek/ noun a brand or type of
product manufactured 쑗 Japanese
makes of cars 쑗 a standard make of
equipment 쑗 What make is the new computer system or What’s the make of the
new computer system? 쐽 verb 1. to produce or to manufacture 쑗 The workers
spent ten weeks making the table. 쑗 The
factory makes three hundred cars a day.
2. to do an action 왍 to make a bid for
something to offer to buy something 왍
to make a payment to pay 왍 to make a
deposit to pay money as a deposit 3. to
earn 쑗 he makes £50,000 a year or £25
an hour 4. to increase in value 쑗 The
shares made $2.92 in today’s trading.
make good / mek  υd/ verb 1. to
repair 쑗 The company will make good
the damage. 2. to be a success 3. to
compensate for something 쑗 to make
good a loss
make up / mek $p/ verb to compensate for something 왍 to make up a loss
or difference to pay extra so that the
loss or difference is covered
make-whole remedy / mek həυl
remədi/ noun a way of compensating
an employee for their bad treatment in
violation of employment legislation 쑗

management accountant

Make-whole remedies are often considered insufficient by aggrieved workers.
make-work practices /mek wk
prktsz/ plural noun methods of creating work for people who would otherwise have no work 쑗 Make-work
practices are boosting morale in areas
badly hit by the recession. 쑗 Make-work
practices at least provide practical work
experience.
man /mn/ noun a male worker, especially a manual worker without special
skills or qualifications 쑗 All the men
went back to work yesterday. 쐽 verb to
provide the workforce for something 쑗
It takes six workers to man a shift. 쑗 We
need volunteers to man the exhibition on
Sunday. 쑗 The exhibition stand was
manned by three salesgirls. (NOTE:
manning – manned. Note also to
man does not mean only using men)
manage /mnd"/ verb 1. to direct

or to be in charge of 쑗 to manage a department 쑗 to manage a branch office 쑗
A competent and motivated person is required to manage an important department in the company. 2. 왍 to manage to
to be able to do something 쑗 Did you
manage to see the head buyer? 쑗 She
managed to write six orders and take
three phone calls all in two minutes.
‘…the research director will manage and direct
a team of graduate business analysts reporting
on consumer behaviour throughout the UK’
[Times]

management /mnd"mənt/ noun

1. the process of directing or running a
business 쑗 She studied management at
university. 쑗 Good management or efficient management is essential in a large
organisation. 쑗 a management graduate
or a graduate in management 쑗 Bad
management or inefficient management
can ruin a business. 2. a group of managers or directors 쑗 The management
has decided to give everyone a pay increase. (NOTE: Where management
refers to a group of people it is sometimes followed by a plural verb.)
‘…the management says that the rate of
loss-making has come down and it expects
further improvement in the next few years’
[Financial Times]

management

accountant

/mnd"mənt ə kaυntənt/ noun an

management audit
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accountant who prepares financial information for managers so that they can
take decisions
management audit /mnd"mənt
ɔdt/ noun a listing of all the managers
in an organisation with information
about their skills and experience 쑗 The
management audit helped determine
how many more managers needed to be
recruited.
management buyin / mnd"mənt
ban/ noun the purchase of a subsidiary company by a group of outside directors. Abbr MBI

management

buyout

/ mnd"mənt

baaυt/ noun the
takeover of a company by a group of
employees, usually senior managers and
directors. Abbr MBO

management

by

objectives

/ mnd"mənt ba əbd"ektvz/ noun

a way of managing a business by planning work for the managers to do and
testing if it is completed correctly and
on time

management by walking around
/ mnd"mənt ba wɔkŋ əraυnd/
noun a way of managing where the

manager moves round the office or shop
floor, discusses problems with the staff
and learns from them. Abbr MBWA

management

committee

/mnd"mənt kə mti/ noun a com-

mittee which manages something such
as a club or a pension fund

management

course

/mnd"mənt kɔs/ noun a training

course for managers

management

development

/mnd"mənt d veləpmənt/ noun

the selection and training of potential
managers

management

education

/mnd"mənt edjυ keʃ(ə)n/ noun

formal education in the principles and
techniques of management and related
subjects that leads to a qualification

management
/mnd"mənt

function

f$ŋkʃən/ noun the
duties of being a manager
management game /mnd"mənt
em/ noun a problem which is given to
trainee managers to solve as part of a

manager

training course 쑗 The management
game run on a computer, demanded decisions in marketing strategy.

management

of

change

/ mnd"mənt əv tʃend"/ noun the

process of managing the way changes in
the working environment are implemented and how they affect the
workforce
management ratio /mnd"mənt
reʃiəυ/ noun the number of managers for every hundred employees in
an organisation 쑗 There was a very
high management ratio since there was
more planning and less manual work
than in most companies.

management

science

/mnd"mənt saəns/ noun the study

of the skill and knowledge which can be
applied to management 쑗 He studied
management science at a university.
management style /mnd"mənt
stal/, style of management / stal əv
mnd"mənt/ the way in which managers work, in particular the way in
which they treat their employees
management team /mnd"mənt
tim/ noun a group of all the managers
working in the same company

management

technique

/mnd"mənt tek niks/ noun a way

of managing a business

management

trainee

/ mnd"mənt treni/ noun a young

member of staff being trained to be a
manager

management
/ mnd"mənt

training

trenŋ/ noun the
process of training staff to be managers,
by making them study problems and
work out solutions
manager /mnd"ə/ noun 1. the
head of a department in a company 쑗
She’s a department manager in an engineering company. 쑗 Go and see the human resources manager if you have a
problem. 쑗 The production manager
has been with the company for only two
weeks. 쑗 Our sales manager started as
a rep in London. 쑗 All new trainees
must report to the departmental manager. 2. the person in charge of a branch
or shop 쑗 Mr Smith is the manager of

manageress
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our local Lloyds Bank. 쑗 The manager
of our Lagos branch is in London for a
series of meetings.
‘…the No. 1 managerial productivity problem in
America is managers who are out of touch with
their people and out of touch with their
customers’ [Fortune]

manageress / mnd"əres/ noun a
woman who runs a shop or a department

managerial / mnəd"əriəl/ adjec-

tive referring to managers 쑗 All the
managerial staff are sent for training
every year. 쑗 Managerial staff have a
special canteen. 왍 to be appointed to a
managerial position to be appointed a
manager 왍 decisions taken at managerial level decisions taken by managers
managerial grid /mn d"əriəl
 rd/ noun a type of management training in which trainees attempt to solve a
number of problems in groups, and
thereby discover their individual
strengths and weaknesses
managerial obsolescence /mnd"əriəl ɒbsəles(ə)ns/ noun a situation where managers cannot keep up
with the latest technology or are not as
well-qualified as more junior staff
managership /mnd"əʃp/ noun
the job of being a manager 쑗 After six
years, she was offered the managership
of a branch in Scotland.
managing change / mnd"ŋ
tʃend"/ noun the process of managing
the way changes in the working environment are implemented and how they
affect the workforce
managing director / mnəd"ŋ
darektə/ noun the director who is in
charge of a whole company. Abbr MD
mandate /mndet/ verb to give instructions to someone who will represent you in negotiations
mandating /mndetŋ/ noun the
act of giving instructions to a
representative
mandatory /mndət(ə)ri/ adjective
which everyone must obey 쑗 Wearing a
suit is mandatory for all managerial
staff. 왍 mandatory meeting a meeting
which all staff have to attend
‘…the wage talks are focusing on employment
issues such as sharing of work among
employees and extension of employment

manpower
beyond the mandatory retirement age of 60
years’ [Nikkei Weekly]

mandatory

injunction

/ mndət(ə)ri nd"$ŋkʃən/ noun an

order from a court which compels someone to do something
mandatory issues / mndət(ə)ri
ʃuz/ plural noun bargaining issues
that directly affect employees’ jobs
Man Friday /mn frade/ noun a
male employee who does a variety of
tasks in an office. 쏡 Girl Friday (NOTE:
Sometimes person Friday is used in
job advertisements to avoid sexism.)
man-hour /mn aυə/ noun work

done by one employee in one hour 쑗
One million man-hours were lost
through industrial action. 쑗 There are
two hundred man-hours of work still to
be done, which will take ten workers
twenty hours to complete.
manifest /mnfest/ noun a list of
goods in a shipment 쐽 adjective obvious or apparent
manifest
content
/ mnfest
kɒntent/ noun an apparent meaning of
words used by one person to another 쑗
The manifest content of the director’s
talk to us was congratulatory, but reading between the lines, we could tell she
was angry.
manned /mnd/ adjective with someone working on it 쑗 The switchboard is
manned twenty-four hours a day. 쑗 The
stand was manned by our sales staff.
(NOTE: manned does not mean only
using men)
manning /mnŋ/ noun people who
are needed to do a work process (NOTE:
manning does not mean only men)
manning agreement /mnŋ ərimənt/ noun an agreement between

the company and the employees about
how many employees are needed for a
certain job
manning levels /mnŋ lev(ə)lz/
plural noun the number of people required in each department of a company
to do the work efficiently
manpower /mnpaυə/ noun the
number of employees in an organisation, industry or country (NOTE: manpower does not mean only men)

manpower audit
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audit /mnpaυər
ɔdt/ noun a listing of all the employees in an organisation with details of
their skills and experience 쑗 A complete
manpower audit was needed to decide
what recruitment or training should be
carried out to meet future requirements.
manpower

manpower

forecasting

manpower

requirements

/mnpaυə

fɔkɑstŋ/ noun the
process of calculating how many employees will be needed in the future, and
how many will actually be available
manpower planning /mnpaυə
plnŋ/ noun the process of planning
to obtain the right number of employees
in each job
manpower reductions /mnpaυə
r d$kʃənz/ plural noun reductions in
the number of employees
/mnpaυə r kwaəmənts/, manpower needs /mnpaυə nidz/ plural
noun the number of employees needed
manpower shortage /mnpaυə
ʃɔtd"/ noun a lack of employees
man-to-man ranking / mn tə
mn rŋkŋ/ noun the arrangement of

employees in order according to their
skills or other criteria (NOTE: does not

only refer to men)
manual /mnjυəl/ adjective done by
hand or done using the hands 쐽 noun a

book of instructions, showing what procedures to follow
manual labour / mnjυəl lebə/,
manual work /mnjυəl wk/ noun
heavy work done by hand
manual
labourer
/ mnjυəl
lebərə/ noun a person who does heavy
work with their hands
manufacture /mnjυfktʃə/ verb
to make a product for sale, using machines 쑗 The company manufactures
spare parts for cars. 쐽 noun the making
of a product for sale, using machines
manufactured goods / mnjufktʃəd υdz/ plural noun items
which are made by machine
margin /mɑd"n/ noun 1. the difference between the money received when
selling a product and the money paid for
it 2. extra space or time allowed

marzipan
‘…profit margins in the industries most exposed
to foreign competition – machinery,
transportation equipment and electrical goods –
are
significantly
worse
than
usual’
[Australian Financial Review]

/mɑd"n(ə)l/ adjective
hardly worth the money paid
marginal cost / mɑd"n(ə)l kɒst/
noun the cost of making a single extra
unit above the number already planned
marital status / mrt(ə)l stetəs/
noun the condition of being married or
not
market /mɑkt/ noun 1. a place, often in the open air where farm produce
and household goods are sold 쑗 The fish
market is held every Thursday. 쑗 The
open-air market is held in the central
square. 쑗 Here are this week’s market
prices for sheep. 2. the possible sales of
a specific product or demand for a specific product 쑗 There’s no market for
word processors 쑗 The market for home
computers has fallen sharply. 쑗 We
have 20% of the British car market.

marginal

‘…market analysts described the falls in the
second half of last week as a technical
correction to a market which had been pushed
by demand to over the 900 index level’
[Australian Financial Review]
‘…market leaders may benefit from scale
economies or other cost advantages; they may
enjoy a reputation for quality simply by being at
the top, or they may actually produce a superior
product that gives them both a large market
share and high profits’ [Accountancy]

manager /mɑktŋ
mnd"ə/ noun a person in charge of a
marketing department 쑗 The marketing
manager has decided to start a new advertising campaign.
market rate /mɑkt ret/ noun the
normal price in the market 쑗 We pay the
market rate for secretaries or We pay
secretaries the market rate.
marketing

‘…after the prime rate cut yesterday, there was a
further fall in short-term market rates’
[Financial Times]

married /mrid/ adjective joined as
husband and wife

married couple / mrid k$p(ə)l/

noun a husband and wife
married staff / mrid stɑf/ noun
staff who have wives or husbands
marzipan / mɑzpn/ adjective belonging to the level of management im-

mass
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mediately below the top executives
(slang)
mass /ms/ noun 1. a large group of
people 2. a large number 쑗 We have a
mass of letters or masses of letters to
write.
mass meeting /ms mitŋ/ noun a
meeting attended by most or all of the
members of a trade union at a particular
workplace at which they reach decisions
on important issues, e.g. whether or not
to take industrial action
mass-produce / ms prədjus/
verb to manufacture identical products
in large quantities 쑗 to mass-produce
cars
mass production /ms prəd$kʃən/ noun the manufacture of large
quantities of identical products
mass redundancies /ms rd$ndənsiz/ plural noun many jobs being lost and a large number of employees being made redundant at the same
time
mass unemployment / ms $nmplɔmənt/ noun unemployment of
large numbers of people
master /mɑstə/ adjective main or
original 왍 master budget a budget prepared by amalgamating budgets from
various profit and cost centres such as
sales, production, marketing or administration in order to provide a main budget
for the whole company 왍 the master
copy of a file the main copy of a computer file, kept for security purposes 왍
the law of master and servant employment law 쐽 noun 1. a skilled worker,
qualified to train apprentices 쑗 a master
craftsman 2. further university degree
master and servant / mɑstər ən
svənt/ noun an employer and
employee
master
contract
/mɑstə
kɒntrkt/ noun an industry-wide contract between a group of employers and
the relevant unions
mastermind /mɑstəmand/ verb 1.
to have the main ideas behind a scheme
2. to be in charge of a project
masterminding /mɑstəmandŋ/
noun a type of interview where the interviewer influences the interviewee

maturity curve

who accepts their views 쑗 Masterminding resulted in interviews revealing
little of the real discontent on the shop
floor.

Master of Business Administration / mɑstər əv bzns ədmnstreʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of MBA

maternity /mətnti/ noun the act of

becoming a mother

maternity allowance /mətnti ə-

laυəns/ noun a government benefit
paid to women on maternity leave who
are not eligible for statutory maternity
pay. Abbr MA
maternity leave /mətnti liv/
noun a period when a woman is away
from work to have a baby but is often
still paid
maternity pay period /mətnti
pe pəriəd/ noun a period of eighteen
weeks when statutory maternity pay is
paid. Abbr MPP
matrix management /metrks
mnd"mənt/ noun management that
operates both through the hierarchical
chain of command within the organisation, and through relationships at the
same level with other managers working
in other locations or on different products or projects
matrix organisation /metrks
ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a flexible organisation structure where authority depends on the expertise needed for a
particular task and overall responsibility
is shared between several people
matters arising / mtəz ərazŋ/
plural noun the business of a meeting
which refers back to items discussed at a
previous meeting
maturity /mətʃυərti/ noun the third
stage in a product life cycle when a
product is well established in the market
though no longer enjoying increasing
sales, after which sooner or later it will
start to decline 왍 amount payable on
maturity amount received by the insured person when the policy becomes
mature
maturity curve /mətʃυərti kv/
noun a rate of pay increases based on
age and length of service 쑗 Maturity
curves are not a feature of our pay

maximisation
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structure since seniority is no guarantee
of real contribution.
maximisation
/ mksmazeʃ(ə)n/, maximization noun the process of making something as large as
possible 쑗 profit maximisation or maximisation of profit
maximise /mksmaz/, maximize
verb to make as large as possible 쑗 Our
aim is to maximise profits. 쑗 The
co-operation of the workforce will be
needed if we are to maximise production. 쑗 He is paid on results, and so has
to work flat out to maximise his
earnings.
maximum /mksməm/ noun the
largest possible number, price or quantity 쑗 It is the maximum the insurance
company will pay. 왍 up to a maximum
of £10 no more than £10 쐽 adjective
largest possible 쑗 40% is the maximum
income tax rate or the maximum rate of
tax. 쑗 The maximum load for the truck
is one ton. 쑗 Maximum production levels were reached last week.
MBA / em bi e/ noun a degree
awarded to graduates who have completed a further course in business studies. Full form Master of Business
Administration
MBO abbr management buyout
MBWA abbr management by walking

around
MD abbr managing director 쑗 She was
appointed MD of a property company.
means /minz/ noun a way of doing
something 쑗 Do we have any means of
copying all these documents quickly? 쑗
Bank transfer is the easiest means of
payment. 쐽 plural noun money or resources 쑗 The company has the means
to launch the new product. 쑗 Such a
level of investment is beyond the means
of a small private company. (NOTE: plural is means)

means test /minz test/ verb to find
out how much money someone has in
savings and assets 쑗 All applicants will
be means-tested.
measure /me"ə/ noun 1. a way of
calculating size or quantity 왍 as a measure of the manager’s performance as
a way of judging if the manager’s per-

mediation

formance is good or bad 2. a type of action 왍 to take measures to prevent
something happening to act to stop
something happening 왍 to take crisis,
emergency measures to act rapidly to
stop a crisis developing 쐽 verb 1. to find
out the size or quantity of something or
to be of a certain size or quantity 쑗 to
measure the size of a package 쑗 a package which measures 10cm by 25cm or a
package measuring 10cm by 25cm 2. 왍
to measure the department’s performance to judge how well the department has done

measured day work / me"əd de

wk/ noun a payment scheme where
payment for a day’s work depends on a
specified level of output being achieved
measured performance / me"əd
pəfɔməns/ noun work performance
which is measured in quantitative terms
mechanic /mknk/ noun a person
who works with engines or machines 쑗
He got a job as a car mechanic before
going to college.
mechanical /mknk(ə)l/ adjective
worked by a machine 쑗 a mechanical
pump
mechanism /mekənz(ə)m/ noun 1.
the way in which something works 쑗
the company’s salary review mechanism
2. the action of a machine or system 쑗 a
mechanism to slow down inflation
mechanistic / mekənstk/ adjective very formal and structured 쑗 It is a
typical mechanistic organisation with
rigid rules and procedures.
mediate /midiet/ verb to try to
make the two sides in an argument come
to an agreement 쑗 The human resources
director said she would try to mediate
between the manager and his staff. 쑗
The government offered to mediate in
the dispute.
mediation / mideʃ(ə)n/ noun an
attempt by a third party to make the two
sides in an argument agree 쑗 The employers refused an offer of government
mediation. 쑗 The dispute was ended
through the mediation of union officials.
쑗 Mediation by some third party is the
only hope for ending the dispute.
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medical /medk(ə)l/ adjective referring to the study or treatment of illness 왍

he resigned for medical reasons he resigned because he was too ill to work
medical certificate /medk(ə)l sətfkət/ noun a certificate from a doctor to show that an employee has been
ill
medical cover /medk(ə)l k$və/
noun same as medical insurance
medical examination /medk(ə)l
 zm neʃ(ə)n/ noun an examination
of a person by a doctor to find out their
state of health 쑗 All members of staff
have to have an annual medical
examination.
medical insurance /medk(ə)l nʃυərəns/ noun insurance which pays
the cost of medical treatment especially
when travelling abroad
medical profession /medk(ə)l
prə feʃ(ə)n/ noun all doctors
medical report /medk(ə)l r pɔt/
noun a report by a doctor on the medical
condition of an employee
medium-term /midiəm tm/ adjective referring to a point between short
term and long term
meet /mit/ verb 1. to come together
with someone 쑗 Union leaders came to
meet the negotiating committee. 쑗 We
met the agent at his hotel. 쑗 The two
sides met in the lawyer’s office. 2. to be
satisfactory for 쑗 We must have a product which meets our requirements. 왍 to
meet the demand for a new product to
fill the demand for a product 왍 to meet
the conditions of an agreement to fulfil the conditions of an agreement 왍 to
meet the union’s demands to agree to
what the union is asking for 3. to pay for
쑗 The company will meet your expenses.
(NOTE: meeting – met)
meeting /mitŋ/ noun 1. the coming
together of a group of people 2. 왍 to

hold a meeting to organise a meeting of
a group of people 쑗 The meeting will be
held in the committee room. 왍 to open a
meeting to start a meeting 왍 to conduct
a meeting to be in the chair for a meeting 왍 to close a meeting to end a meeting 왍 to address a meeting to speak to a
meeting

memorandum of association

meetings room /mitŋz rum/

noun a special room in which meetings
are held
member /membə/ noun 1. a person
who belongs to a group, society or organisation 쑗 Committee members voted
on the proposal. 쑗 They were elected
members of the board. 쑗 Every employer is a member of the employers’
federation. 2. an organisation which belongs to a society 쑗 the member companies of a trade association
‘…it will be the first opportunity for party
members and trade union members to express
their
views
on
the
tax
package’
[Australian Financial Review]

membership /membəʃp/ noun 1.

the fact of belonging to a group, society
or organisation 쑗 membership qualifications 쑗 conditions of membership 쑗
membership card 쑗 to pay your membership or your membership fees 쑗
Membership of a trade union is not
compulsory, but is strongly encouraged
on the shop floor. 왍 membership of a
pension scheme the fact of belonging to
a pension scheme 2. all the members of
a group 쑗 The union membership was
asked to vote for the new president.
‘…the bargaining committee will recommend
that its membership ratify the agreement at a
meeting called for June’ [Toronto Star]

membership group /membəʃp

rup/ noun a group of which a certain
person is a member
memo /meməυ/ noun a short message sent from one person to another in
the same organisation 쑗 She wrote a
memo to the finance director. 쑗 The
sales manager is going to send a memo
to all the sales representatives. 쑗 I sent
the managing director a memo about
your complaint.
memo pad /meməυ pd/ noun a
pad of paper for writing short notes
memorandum
/memərndəm/
noun same as memo

memorandum (and articles) of
association /memə rndəm ənd

ɑtik(ə)lz əv əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun legal documents setting up a limited company and giving details of its name,
aims, authorised share capital, conduct
of meetings, appointment of directors
and registered office

mental handicap
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handicap
/ ment(ə)l
hndikp/ noun same as learning

mental

difficulty (NOTE: term now generally
unacceptable)
mentally handicapped / ment(ə)li
hndikpt/ noun having a learning
difficulty (NOTE: term now generally
unacceptable)
mentee /menti/ noun a less experi-

enced employee who is offered special
guidance and support by a respected and
trusted person with more experience
mentor /mentɔ/ noun a person who
is respected and trusted by a less experienced employee and offers special guidance and support to them
mentoring /mentərŋ/ noun a form
of training or employee development in
which a trusted and respected person
with a lot experience—the mentor—offers special guidance, encouragement
and support to a less experienced
employee
merit /mert/ noun a quality which
deserves reward
merit award /mert ə wɔd/, merit
bonus /mert bəυnəs/ noun extra
money given to an employee because
they have worked well 쑗 A merit bonus
can encourage the better workers, but
will discourage those who feel they cannot reach the required level.
meritocracy / mertɒkrəsi/ noun a
society or organisation where advancement is based on a person’s natural ability rather than on their background
method /meθəd/ noun a way of doing something 쑗 They devised a new
method of sending data. 쑗 What is the
best method of payment? 쑗 His organising methods are out of date.
method study /meθəd st$di/ noun
a study of the way in which something
is done
mid- /md/ prefix middle 왍 from mid
2001 from the middle of 2001 쑗 The
factory is closed until mid-July.
mid-career crisis / md kə rə
krass/ noun a point in the middle of
someone’s career when they have to decide what to do in the future
middle /md(ə)l/ adjective in the centre or between two points

minimum

manager
/ md(ə)l
mnd"ə/ noun a manager of a department in a company, answerable to a senior manager or director
mid-month /md m$nθ/ adjective
which happens in the middle of the
month 쑗 mid-month accounts
mid-week /md wik/ adjective
which happens in the middle of a week
쑗 the mid-week lull in sales
migrant /ma rənt/ noun a person
who moves from one place or country to
another, usually to work
migrant worker / ma rənt wkə/
noun a worker who moves from place to
place looking for work 쑗 Migrant workers were working illegally without work
permits. 쑗 During the summer thousands of migrant workers cross the border to work on the harvest.
migration /ma reʃ(ə)n/ noun moving from one place or country to another, usually to work
military leave / mlt(ə)ri liv/ noun
US unpaid leave or absence from work
by employees who are in the armed
forces or who have to do their military
service
milk round /mlk raυnd/ noun the
visiting of universities and colleges by
employers, in order to find promising
new employees
middle

‘…as the annual milk round gets under way,
many students are more interested in final
exams
than
in
job
hunting’
[Personnel Management]

minimal /mnm(ə)l/ adjective the

smallest possible 쑗 There was a minimal quantity of imperfections in the
batch. 쑗 The head office exercises minimal control over the branch offices.
minimise /mnmaz/, minimize
verb 1. to make something seem to be
very small and not very important 2. to
make something as small as possible 쑗
The company is attempting to minimise
its labour costs by only hiring workers
when they are needed. 쑗 Unemployment
was minimised by giving more people
part-time work.
minimum /mnməm/ noun smallest
possible quantity, price or number 쑗 to
keep expenses to a minimum 쑗 to reduce
the risk of a loss to a minimum (NOTE:

minimum age
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plural is minima or minimums) 쐽 adjective smallest possible 왍 minimum
payment
the
smallest
payment
necessary

minimum age / mnməm ed"/

noun the lowest age at which someone
can be employed (13 in a few types of
employment, but 16 is the legal
minimum)
minimum pay / mnməm pe/,
minimum wage / mnməm wed"/
noun the lowest hourly wage which a
company can legally pay its employees
minimum
salary
/ mnməm
sləri/ noun the lowest amount of
money that an employee is guaranteed
to earn, i.e. their basic pay, which may
be increased if an employee qualifies for
a bonus by performing well
minor /manə/ adjective less important 쑗 Items of minor expenditure are
not listed separately. 쑗 The minor
shareholders voted against the proposal. 왍 minor official a person in a
low position in a government
department
minority /manɒrti/ noun 1. a number or quantity which is less than half of
the total 쑗 A minority of board members
opposed the chairman. 쑗 A minority of
the union members opposed the motion.
왍 to be in the minority to be one of a
group that is a small part of a larger
group 2. a section of the population
from a specific racial group, which does
nor make up the majority of the
population
minutes /mnts/ plural noun notes
of what happened at a meeting, written
by the secretary 왍 to take the minutes
to write notes of what happened at a
meeting
misappropriate / msəprəυpriet/
verb to use illegally money which is not
yours, but with which you have been
trusted
misappropriation / msəprəυprieʃ(ə)n/ noun the illegal use of money
by someone who is not the owner but
who has been trusted to look after it

miscarriage

of

justice

/ mskrd" əv d"$sts/ noun a deci-

sion wrongly or unjustly reached by a

mobile phone

court or decision which goes against the
rights of a party in a case, in such a way
that the decision may be reversed on
appeal
misconduct /mskɒnd$kt/ noun an
illegal action by an employee, or an action which can harm someone, e.g. disobeying instructions
misdemeanour / msdminə/ noun
a minor crime 쑗 to commit a misdemeanour (NOTE: the usual US spelling
is misdemeanor)

mismanage /msmnd"/ verb to

manage badly 쑗 The company had been
badly mismanaged under the previous
MD.
mismanagement
/msmnd"mənt/ noun bad management
쑗 The company failed because of the
chairman’s mismanagement.
misrepresentation / msreprzenteʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the act of making a
wrong statement in order to persuade
someone to enter into a contract such as
one for buying a product or service 2.
the act of wrongly reporting facts
mistake /mstek/ noun an act or decision which is wrong 왍 to make a mistake to do something wrong 쑗 The shop
made a mistake and sent the wrong
items. 쑗 There was a mistake in the address. 쑗 He made a mistake in addressing the letter.
misunderstanding
/ ms$ndəstndŋ/ noun an act of not understanding something correctly 쑗 There
was a misunderstanding over the pay
deal.
misuse noun /msjus/ a wrong use
쑗 the misuse of funds or of assets 쐽 verb
왍 to misuse funds to use funds in a
wrong way (especially funds which do
not belong to you)
misuse of authority /ms jus əv
ɔθɒrti/ noun the use of one’s authority in a wrong way
mobile /məυbal/ adjective which
can move about 왍 mobile workforce
employees who move from place to
place to get work
mobile phone /məυbal fəυn/
noun a small portable phone which can
be used away from home or the office

mobile worker
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mobile worker / məυbal wkə/

noun an employee who does not have
one fixed place of work (NOTE: Mobile
workers, such as teleworkers, are usually linked to a central base by telephone and computer)

mobility /məυblti/ noun the ability
to move from one place to another
mobility allowance /məυblti əlaυəns/ noun an addition to normal salary paid to an employee who is willing
to travel to different places of work
model /mɒd(ə)l/ noun 1. a small copy
of something made to show what it will
look like when finished 쑗 They showed
us a model of the new office building. 2.
something which can be copied 쑗 the
Swedish model of industrial relations 쐽
adjective which is a perfect example to
be copied 쑗 a model agreement
moderate adjective /mɒd(ə)rət/ 1.
not too large 쑗 The trade union made a
moderate claim. 쑗 The government proposed a moderate increase in the tax
rate. 2. not holding very extreme views
쑗 a moderate trade union leader 쐽 verb
/mɒdəret/ to make less strong or less
large 쑗 The union was forced to moderate its claim.
modification
/ mɒdfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun a change 쑗 The board wanted to
make or to carry out modifications to
the plan. 쑗 The client pressed for modifications to the contract.
modify /mɒdfa/ verb to change or
to make something fit a different use 쑗
The management modified its proposals.
쑗 This is the new modified agreement.
(NOTE: modifies
modified)

–

modifying

–

momentum /məυmentəm/ noun a
movement forwards 왍 to gain or lose

momentum to move faster or more
slowly

Monday

morning

feeling

/ m$nde mɔnŋ filŋ/ noun a feel-

ing of being slightly ill or miserable on
going to work on Monday morning
money purchase pension /m$ni
ptʃs penʃən/ noun a pension plan
to which both employer and employee
make contributions

morale

money
purchase
pension
scheme / m$ni ptʃs penʃən

skim/ noun (in the United Kingdom) a
pension plan in which the fund that is
built up from a person’s contributions is
used to buy an annuity, and the retirement income that the beneficiary receives depends on the amount of their
contributions, the performance of the investments bought with those contributions, the annuity rates and the type of
annuity purchased at retirement
monitor /mɒntə/ noun a screen on a
computer 쑗 He brought up the information on the monitor. 쐽 verb to check or
to examine how something is working 쑗
How do you monitor the performance of
the sales reps?
month /m$nθ/ noun one of twelve periods which make a year 쑗 bills due at
the end of the current month 쑗 She
earns £2,000 a month. 왍 paid by the
month paid once each month 왍 to give
a customer two months’ credit to allow a customer to pay not immediately,
but after two months
month end /m$nθ end/ noun the end
of a calendar month, when accounts
have to be drawn up 쑗 The accounts department are working on the month-end
accounts.
monthly /m$nθli/ adjective happening every month or which is received
every month 쑗 We get a monthly statement from the bank. 쑗 She makes
monthly payments to the credit card
company. 쑗 My monthly salary cheque
is late. 쐽 adverb every month 쑗 He
asked if he could pay monthly by direct
debit. 쑗 The account is credited
monthly.
moonlight /munlat/ verb to do a
second job for cash (often in the evening) as well as a regular job (informal )
moonlighter /munlatə/ noun a
person who moonlights
moonlighting /munlatŋ/ noun
the practice of doing a second job 쑗 He
makes thousands a year from
moonlighting.
morale /mərɑl/ noun a feeling of
confidence or satisfaction 쑗 Employee
morale is low due to the threat of unem.
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ployment. 왍 to boost morale to increase
the employees’ feelings of confidence
morning shift /mɔnŋ ʃft/ noun a
shift which works during the morning
(typically from 7.00 or 8.00 a.m. to
lunchtime)
motion /məυʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the act of
moving about 2. a proposal which will
be put to a meeting to be voted on 쑗 to
speak against or for a motion 쑗 Mr
Brown will propose or move a motion
congratulating the board on the results.
쑗 The meeting voted on the motion. 쑗
The motion was carried or was defeated
by 220 votes to 196.
motion study /məυʃ(ə)n st$di/
noun a study of the movements of employees performing tasks in order to improve efficiency
motivate /məυtvet/ verb to encourage someone to do something, especially to work or to sell 왍 highly
motivated sales staff sales staff who
are very eager to sell
‘…creative people aren’t necessarily motivated
by money or titles, they may not want a larger
office or more work, they don’t often want more
responsibility. They want to see their ideas
implemented’ [Nation’s Business]

motivation / məυtveʃ(ə)n/ noun

1. an encouragement to staff 2. eager-

ness to work well or sell large quantities
of a product 왍 the sales staff lack motivation the sales staff are not eager
enough to sell
motivational / məυtveʃ(ə)n(ə)l/
adjective referring to motivation
motivational
factor
/ məυtveʃ(ə)n(ə)l fktə/ noun an aspect of
a job or an organisation which encourages employees to work hard 쑗 A bonus
system based on production targets was
a strong motivational factor. 쑗 A high
commission should be a strong motivational factor for the sales force.
mouse /maυs/ noun small moveable
device attached to a personal computer
and used to move or select items on the
screen (NOTE: plural is mouses or
mice)
‘…you can use a mouse to access pop-up menus
and a keyboard for a word-processor’ [Byte]

movement /muvmənt/ noun 1. an

act of changing position or going up or

multiple hurdle selection

down 쑗 movements in the money markets 쑗 cyclical movements of trade 왍
free movement of labour within the
EU the principle that workers from any
country of the EU can move to another
country to obtain work 2. a group of
people working towards the same aim 쑗
the labour movement 쑗 the free trade
movement 쑗 the trade union movement
mover and shaker / muvər ən
ʃekə/ noun an influential and dynamic
person within an organisation or group
of people who makes things happen (informal )
MPP abbr maternity pay period
Mr Chairman / mstə tʃeəmən/
noun a way of speaking to the male
chairman of a committee meeting
.

multi-employer

bargaining

/ m$lti m plɔə bɑ nŋ/ noun cen-

tralised bargaining about pay, usually
between employer’s associations representing all the employers in a particular
industry in a country or region and the
relevant trade unions

multinational

corporation

/ m$ltinʃ(ə)n(ə)l
kɔpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun a company which has branches or

subsidiary
countries

companies

in

several

multiple /m$ltp(ə)l/ adjective many
noun a company with stores in several different towns

쐽

‘…many independents took advantage of the
bank holiday period when the big multiples
were closed’ [The Grocer]
‘…the multiple brought the price down to £2.49
in some stores. We had not agreed to this deal
and they sold out very rapidly. When they
reordered we would not give it to them. This
kind of activity is bad for the brand and we
cannot afford it’ [The Grocer]

multiple chain promotion plan

/ m$ltp(ə)l tʃen prəməυʃ(ə)n pln/

a system of linking each position in an
organisation to several others from
which promotion may be made, or to
which employees may be promoted

multiple-employer

bargaining

/ m$ltp(ə)l m plɔə bɑ nŋ/ noun
same as multi-employer bargaining

multiple

hurdle

selection

/ m$ltp(ə)l hd(ə)l s lekʃən/, multiple hurdle system / m$ltp(ə)l
hd(ə)l sstəm/ noun a method of se-
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lecting candidates for a job by requiring
that they should pass a series of tests 쑗
The multiple hurdle system very efficiently eliminates a large number of
candidates.
multiple management / m$ltp(ə)l
mnd"mənt/ noun a management
system where committees of middle
managers advise top management on
company policy
multiskilling /m$lti sklŋ/ noun a
system of working where employees are
trained to work in various types of job,
and none are kept on the same type of
work for very long, so as to allow flexibility in the deployment of the
workforce
multitasking /m$lti tɑskŋ/ noun
1. performing several different tasks at
the same time 2. running several different software programs at the same time
Murphy’s law / mfiz lɔ/ noun
law, based on wide experience, which
says that in commercial life if something can go wrong it will go wrong, or
that when you are thinking that things

MYOB

are going right, they will inevitably start
to go wrong

mushroom job /m$ʃrum d"ɒb/

noun US a job which is unpleasant
(slang)
mutuality / mjutʃulti/ noun the
right of a trade union to bargain on behalf of its members and so take a part in
the running of the company
mutuality agreement / mjutʃulti ə rimənt/ noun an agreement
between management and union, by
which the management agrees not to
make changes to the conditions of work
without consulting the union

Myers-Briggs

type

indicator

/ maəz br z tap ndketə/ noun a

test designed to indicate what type of
personality a person has on the basis of
the preferences they show with regard to
four paired opposites: extraversion and
introversion; sensing and intuition;
thinking and feeling; judging and
perceiving
MYOB abbr mind your own business

narrative
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natural

N
narrative /nrətv/ noun a description of something as a story
narrative appraisal /nrətv əprez(ə)l/ noun a type of performance
appraisal where the employee’s performance is described with illustrations of
specific points about it
nation /neʃ(ə)n/ noun a country and
the people living in it
national /nʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective referring to the whole of a particular country
쐽 noun a person who is a citizen of a
state
national agreement / nʃ(ə)nəl ə rimənt/ noun an agreement between
employers and a union at national level
(i.e. covering the whole country)
National Council for Vocational Qualifications / nʃ(ə)nəl

kaυnsəl fə vəυ keʃ(ə)n(ə)l kwɒləfkeʃənz/ noun full form of NCVQ

national executive (committee)
/ nʃ(ə)nəl  zekjυtv kə mti/ noun

the main committee running a trade
union
National Insurance / nʃ(ə)nəl nʃυərəns/ noun state insurance in the
United Kingdom, organised by the government, which pays for medical care,
hospitals, unemployment benefits, etc.
Abbr NI

national

insurance

benefits

/ nʃ(ə)nəl
nʃυərəns benfts/
plural noun various benefits which are

dependent on having paid NI contributions (such as retirement pension)

National Insurance contributions / nʃ(ə)nəl nʃυərəns kɒntr-

bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a proportion of
income paid each month by an employee and the employee’s company to
the National Insurance. Abbr NIC

nationality /nʃənlti/ noun the

state of being a citizen of a particular
country 왍 he is of British nationality
he is a British citizen

National Occupational Health
and
Safety
Commission

/ nʃ(ə)nəl ɒkjυ peʃ(ə)n(ə)l helθ ən
sefti kə mʃ(ə)n/ noun a government
agency in Australia that is responsible
for coordinating efforts to prevent injury, disease, and deaths occurring in
the workplace
national
union
/ nʃ(ə)nəl
junjən/ noun a central union organisation which coordinates local branches

National Vocational Qualification / nʃ(ə)n(ə)l vəυ keʃ(ə)nəl

kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a qualification
awarded in the United Kingdom when a
person successfully completes a course
vocational training. Abbr NVQ (NOTE:
National Vocational Qualifications are
based on standards developed by
leading organisations in the industrial
and commercial sectors, defining the
skills or competences required in particular occupations.)

national

wage

agreement

/ nʃ(ə)nəl wed" ə rimənt/ noun

an agreement reached through collective
bargaining between trade unions and
employers, which sets national rates of
pay within particular industries or for
particular jobs
nationwide /neʃənwad/ adjective
all over a country 쑗 We offer a nationwide delivery service. 쑗 The new car is
being launched with a nationwide sales
campaign.
natural /ntʃ(ə)rəl/ adjective 1.
found in the earth 쑗 The offices are
heated by natural gas. 2. normal 쑗 It
was only natural that the shopkeeper

natural wastage
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negotiation

should feel annoyed when the hypermarket was built close to his shop. 쑗 It
was natural for the workers to feel aggrieved when production methods were
changed without consultation.
natural
wastage
/ ntʃ(ə)rəl
westd"/ noun the process of losing
employees because they resign or retire,
not because they are made redundant or
are sacked 쑗 The company is hoping to
avoid redundancies and reduce its staff
by natural wastage.
NAV abbr net asset value
NCVQ noun a government body set up
to validate the system of national qualifications in vocational subjects. Abbr of

from an employer which could mislead
another employer about an employee
negligible /ne ld"b(ə)l/ adjective
very small
negotiable /n əυʃiəb(ə)l/ adjective
1. which can be transferred from one
person to another or exchanged for cash
2. which can be discussed so that an
agreement is reached 쑗 The employer’s
offer was not negotiable, so when it was
turned down a strike seemed inevitable.
쑗 All parts of the offers are negotiable,
with the exception of the new manning
levels. 쑗 The salary for the job is
negotiable.

National Council for Vocational
Qualifications
needs /nidz/ plural noun things that

negotiate /n əυʃiet/ verb 왍 to negotiate with someone to discuss a problem or issue formally with someone, so
as to reach an agreement 왍 to negotiate
terms and conditions or a contract to
discuss and agree the terms of a contract
왍 to go back to the negotiating table to
start negotiations again after a break 쑗
The two sides discussed the proposals,
and, a week later, the management negotiators returned to the negotiating table with improved proposals.

are necessary

assessment /nidz əsesmənt/, assessment of needs /əsesmənt əv nidz/ noun an analysis
of an organisation’s manpower requirements which can form the basis of training plans 쑗 Needs assessment pointed to
a level of manpower requirements
which the company could not finance.
negative /ne ətv/ adjective meaning ‘no’
neglect /n lekt/ noun the act of not
doing a duty 쐽 verb 왍 to neglect to do
something to forget or omit to do something which has to be done 쑗 He neglected to return his income tax form.
neglected /n lektd/ adjective not
well looked after
neglected business /n lektd
bzns/ noun a company which has not
been actively run by its owners and
could therefore do better
negligence /ne ld"əns/ noun 1. a
lack of proper care or not doing a duty
(with the result that a person or property
is harmed) 2. the act of not doing a job
properly when one is capable of doing it
negligent /ne ld"ənt/ adjective not
taking appropriate care
negligently /ne ld"ənt(ə)li/ adverb in a way which shows negligence
negligent reference / ne ld"ənt
ref(ə)rəns/ noun a written reference
needs

‘…initial salary is negotiable around $45,000
per annum’ [Australian Financial Review]

‘…many of the large travel agency chains are
able to negotiate even greater discounts’
[Duns Business Month]

committee
/n əυʃietŋ kə mti/ noun a group of
representatives of management and unions who negotiate a wage settlement
negotiating team /n əυʃietŋ
tim/ noun a group which negotiates for
one party in negotiations 쑗 The union
negotiating team asked for further time
to
consider
the
management’s
proposals.
negotiation /n əυʃieʃ(ə)n/ noun
the discussion of terms and conditions
in order to reach an agreement 왍 contract under negotiation a contract
which is being discussed 왍 a matter for
negotiation something which must be
discussed before a decision is reached 왍
to enter into or to start negotiations to
start discussing a problem 왍 to resume
negotiations to start discussing a problem again, after talks have stopped for a
time 왍 to break off negotiations to stop
discussing a problem 왍 to conduct nenegotiating

negotiator
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gotiations to negotiate 왍 negotiations
broke down after six hours discussions stopped because no agreement
was possible 왍 breakdown in negotiations a halt in talking because no agreement has been reached, after
negotiations have been in progress for
some time 왍 resumption of negotiations a restarting of negotiations, after
talks have stopped for a time
‘…after three days of tough negotiations, the
company reached agreement with its 1,200
unionized workers’ [Toronto Star]

negotiator /n əυʃietə/ noun a per-

son who discusses a problem with the
aim of achieving agreement between
different people or groups of people 왍
experienced union negotiator a member of a union who has a lot of experience of discussing terms of employment
with management
nepotism /nepətz(ə)m/ noun the
practice of giving preferential treatment
to someone who is a relative or friend
(especially giving a job to a member of
the family who is less well qualified
than other candidates) 쑗 The staff talked
about nepotism when the training officer selected her nephew for management training.
net /net/ adjective referring to a price,
weight, pay, etc., after all deductions
have been made 왍 net profit before tax
the profit of a company after expenses
have been deducted but before tax has
been paid 쐽 verb to make a true profit 쑗
to net a profit of £10,000 (NOTE: netting
– netted) 쐽 adverb after deductions
have been made 쑗 His salary is paid
net.
‘…out of its earnings a company will pay a
dividend. When shareholders receive this it will
be net, that is it will have had tax deducted at 30
per cent’ [Investors Chronicle]

net asset value /net set vlju/

noun the total value of a company after
deducting the money owed by it (it is
the value of shareholders’ capital plus
reserves and any money retained from
profits). Abbr NAV
nethead /nethed/ noun somebody
who is obsessed with the Internet
(slang)
netiquette /netket/ noun the rules
for proper procedure and good manners

news agency

that are usually observed when communicating on the Internet (NOTE: The term
derives from the word ‘etiquette’.)

netizen /netz(ə)n/ noun a regular
user of the Internet (slang)

net margin /net mɑd"n/ noun the

percentage difference between received
price and all costs, including overheads
net pay /net pe/ noun same as
take-home pay
net salary /net sləri/ noun the sal-

ary which is left after deducting tax and
National Insurance contributions
network /netwk/ noun a system
which links different points together 쐽
verb to link together in a network
networking /netwkŋ/ noun 1. a
working method where employees work
at home on computer terminals, and
send the finished material back to the
central office by email 2. the practice of
keeping in contact with former colleagues, school friends, etc., so that all
the members of the group can help each
other in their careers

neurolinguistic

programming

/njurəυlŋ wstk
prəυ rmŋ/
noun a theory of behaviour and commu-

nication based on how people avoid
change and how to help them to change.
Abbr NLP
neutrality laws /njutrlti lɔz/
plural noun US laws relating to discrimination which must be observed by
organisations
new /nju/ adjective recent or not old 왍
under new management with a new
owner
newbie /njubi/ noun a person who is
new to using the Internet (slang)
new blood /nju bl$d/ same as fresh
blood

new broom /nju brum/ noun a

manager or director brought into a company to change existing practices and
possibly remove old-established staff
news /njuz/ noun information about
things which have happened
news agency /njuz ed"ənsi/
noun an office which distributes news to
newspapers and television stations

newsletter
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newsletter /njuzletə/ noun 왍 com-

pany newsletter a printed sheet or
small newspaper giving news about a
company
newssheet /njuzʃit/ noun a leaflet
distributed by an organisation, giving
the latest news about itself
next of kin / nekst əv kn/ noun the
nearest member of the family (to be
contacted if an employee dies or is involved in an accident)
NI abbr National Insurance
NIC
abbr
National
Insurance
contributions
nice guys finish last / nas az
fnʃ lɑst/ phrase a saying used in
business to suggest that people should
think about themselves first
nice-to-haves / nas tə hvz/ noun
the benefits of a job, such as free parking or subsidised meals, which are good
to have but not essential (informal )
night /nat/ noun a period of time from
evening to morning
night duty /nat djuti/ noun a period of work during the night
night shift /nat ʃft/ noun a shift
which works at night 쑗 There are thirty
men on the night shift.
nightwork /natwk/ noun work
done at night
NLP abbr neurolinguistic programming
No., No abbr number
no-attention job /nəυ ətenʃən
d"ɒb/ noun a job that can be done with
minimal concentration 쑗 No-attention
jobs create stress because of the boredom they produce.
no-claims bonus /nəυ klemz
bəυnəs/ noun 1. a reduction of premiums on an insurance policy because no
claims have been made 2. a lower premium paid because no claims have been
made against the insurance policy
nomadic
worker /nəυ mdk
wkə/ noun same as mobile worker
nominal /nɒmn(ə)l/ adjective (of a
payment) very small 쑗 They are paying
a nominal rent. 쑗 The employment
agency makes a nominal charge for its
services.
.

non-directive counselling

nominal

group

technique

/ nɒmn(ə)l  rup tek nik/ noun a

group method of drawing out ideas from
people on a specific topic 쑗 Nominal
group methods are used when representatives from all the sales and production
departments are considering new product ideas.
nominate /nɒmnet/ verb to suggest
someone for a job 왍 to nominate someone to a post to appoint someone to a
post without an election
nomination / nɒmneʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of nominating someone for a
position
nominee / nɒmni/ noun 1. a person
who is nominated, especially someone
who is appointed to deal with financial
matters on your behalf 2. a person who
is nominated for a job (NOTE: a person
may be nominated to a position without
any other candidates being considered, or without the post being advertised; the word implies a personal
choice, rather than selection by a committee. In other cases, it is better to
use the words appoint, appointment,
appointee)
COMMENT: Shares can be purchased

and held in nominee accounts so that the
identity of the owner of the shares cannot
be discovered easily.

non- /nɒn/ prefix not
non-analytical job
/nɒn

evaluation

nə ltk(ə)l d"ɒb vljueʃ(ə)n/ noun a way of evaluating a
job, by giving each job a rank within the
organisation (as opposed to the analytical system, where each job is evaluated
according to a points system)
non-conformance
/nɒn
kənfɔməns/ noun the act of not conforming 쑗 He was criticised for
non-conformance with the regulations.

non-contributory pension plan
/nɒn kən trbjυt(ə)ri penʃən pln/,
non-contributory pension scheme /
/nɒn kən trbjυt(ə)ri penʃən skim/
noun a pension scheme where a com-

pany, not the employee, pays all contributions 쑗 The company pension scheme
is non-contributory.
non-directive counselling /nɒn
da rektv kaυns(ə)lŋ/ noun the giv-

non-directive interview
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ing of professional advice to others on
personal matters, without following a
fixed form, but rather through open discussion of problems
non-directive interview /nɒn darektv ntəvju/, non-directed interview /nɒn darektd ntəvju/ noun
an interview in which the questions are
not set in advance and no fixed pattern
is followed 쑗 Non-directed interviews
give candidates a good chance to show
their creative potential.
non-disclosure agreement /nɒn
dskləυ"ər ə rimənt/ noun a legally
enforceable agreement that stops present
or past employees from revealing commercially sensitive information belonging to their employer to anybody else

non-disparagement agreement

/nɒn dsprd"mənt ə rimənt/
noun an agreement intended to stop

present or past employees from
criticising their employers in public
(NOTE: Non-disparagement agreements are relatively new and it is not
yet clear whether the courts will accept
them as legally binding.)
non-executive director /nɒn  zekjυtv darektə/ noun a director

who attends board meetings and gives
advice, but does not work full-time for
the company
non-exempt employee /nɒn  zempt mplɔi/ noun a person whose
wages are subject to minimum wage
legislation

non-financial incentive scheme

/nɒn fa nnʃəl nsentv skim/ noun

a scheme that provides an incentive to
employees to work harder or perform
better that takes some other form than
money

non-profit-making organisation
/nɒn

prɒft
mekŋ ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/, non-profit organisation
/nɒn prɒft ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)n/ noun
an organisation (such as a club) which is
not allowed by law to make a profit 쑗
Non-profit-making organisations are
exempted from tax. (NOTE: Non-profit
organisations include charities, professional associations, trade unions,
and religious, arts, community, research, and campaigning bodies. The

American English
corporation.)

normal working
is

non-profit

non-resident /nɒnrezdənt/ noun a

person who is not considered a resident
of a country for tax purposes 쑗 He has a
non-resident bank account.
non-taxable /nɒn tksəb(ə)l/ adjective which is not subject to tax 쑗
non-taxable income 쑗 Lottery prizes are
non-taxable.
non-union labour /nɒn junjən
lebə/ noun employees who do not belong to trade unions employed by a
company
non-union member /nɒn junjən
membə/ noun a person who does not
belong to a trade union
non-verbal communication /nɒn
vb(ə)l kə mjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the communicating of a message using
facial expressions or body language, but
without speaking 쑗 In negotiations, interpreting non-verbal communication is
just as important as listening to what
people say. 2. any form of communication that is not expressed in words
(NOTE: Non-verbal communication,
which includes, for example, body language, silence, failure or slowness to
respond to a message and lateness in
arriving for a meeting, is estimated to
make up 65–90% of all communication.)

norm /nɔm/ noun the usual quantity

or the usual rate 쑗 The output from this
factory is well above the norm for the
industry or well above the industry
norm.
normal /nɔm(ə)l/ adjective usual or
which happens regularly 쑗 Normal deliveries are made on Tuesdays and Fridays. 쑗 Now that supply difficulties
have been resolved we hope to resume
normal service as soon as possible.
normally /nɔm(ə)li/ adverb in the
usual way 쑗 The production line is
working normally again after the
stoppage.
normal working / nɔm(ə)l wkŋ/
noun working in the usual way 쑗 Normal working will be resumed as soon as
the men return to work on Monday.

normal working week
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normal working week / nɔm(ə)l

wkŋ wik/ noun the usual number
of hours worked per week 쑗 Even
though she is a freelance, she works a
normal working week.
normative /nɔmətv/ adjective believing that everything should be agreed
in writing and should then be binding on
all parties
norms /nɔmz/ plural noun the values
of an organisation or of society 쑗 The
induction period will familiarise workers with the norms of the organisation.
no-smoking office /nəυ sməυkŋ
ɒfs/ noun an office where smoking is
not allowed
no-strike agreement /nəυ strak
ə rimənt/, no-strike clause /nəυ
strak klɔz/ noun (a clause in) an
agreement where the employees say that
they will never strike
notary public / nəυtəri p$blk/
noun a lawyer who has the authority to
witness documents and spoken statements, making them official (NOTE: plural is notaries public)

notch /nɒtʃ/ noun an increment on a
salary scale

notice /nəυts/ noun 1. a piece of

written information 쑗 The company secretary pinned up a notice about the pension scheme. 2. an official warning that
a contract is going to end or that terms
are going to be changed 왍 until further
notice until different instructions are
given 쑗 You must pay £200 on the 30th
of each month until further notice. 왍
without notice with no warning 왍 without prior notice with no advance warning 왍 to give advance notice of to
inform someone officially that something will happen several weeks in the
future 3. official written information
that an employee is leaving their job on
a certain date 왍 she gave in or handed
in her notice she resigned 4. the time
allowed before something takes place 쑗
We require three months’ notice 왍 at
short notice with very little warning 쑗

NVQ

The bank manager will not see anyone
at short notice.
noticeboard /nəυtsbɔd/ noun a
board fixed to a wall where notices can
be put up 쑗 Did you see the new list of
prices on the noticeboard?
notice of appearance / nəυts əv
əpərəns/ noun the lodging by an employer of a document to confirm their
intention to defend an application by an
employee to an industrial tribunal

notice of maternity absence

/ nəυts əv mətnti bsəns/ noun

a statutory notice given by an employee
that she is going to be absent from work
to have a baby
notice period /nəυts pəriəd/,
period of notice / pəriəd əv nəυts/
noun the time stated in the contract of
employment which the employee or
company has to allow between resigning or being fired and the employee actually leaving their job (an employee
has to give at least one week’s notice
and an employer has to give between
one week and twelve weeks’ notice, depending on the employee’s length of
service)
notification / nəυtfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of informing someone of
something
notify /nəυtfa/ verb 왍 to notify
someone of something to tell someone
something formally 쑗 The management
were notified of the union’s decision.
nuisance /njus(ə)ns/ noun something which causes harm or inconvenience to someone or to property
numerical order /nju merk(ə)l
ɔdə/ noun an arrangement by numbers
쑗 Put these invoices in numerical order.
nursery /ns(ə)ri/ noun a special
room or building where babies and
small children can be looked after (not
necessarily on the company’s premises)
쑗 The company offers nursery provision
to its staff. Compare crèche
NVQ abbr National Vocational
Qualification

O&M
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obsolete

O
O & M abbr organisation and methods
OAP abbr old age pensioner
object /əbd"ekt/ verb to refuse to do
something or to say that you do not accept something (NOTE: you object to

something)

objection /əbd"ekʃən/ noun 왍 to
raise an objection to something to object to something 쑗 The union delegates
raised an objection to the wording of the
agreement.

objective /əbd"ektv/ noun some-

thing which you hope to achieve 쑗 The
company has achieved its objectives. 쑗
We set the sales forces specific objectives. 쑗 Our recruitment objectives are
to have well-qualified and well-placed
staff. 왍 long-term or short-term objective an aim which you hope to achieve
within a few years or a few months 왍 to
achieve one’s objectives to do what
you set out to do 쑗 The company has
achieved almost all its objectives. 쐽 adjective considered from a general point
of view rather than from that of the person involved 쑗 You must be objective in
assessing the performance of the staff. 쑗
They have been asked to carry out an
objective survey of the market. (NOTE:
the opposite is subjective)

setting /əbd"ektv
setŋ/ noun the process of planning targets (e.g. for negotiations). 쏡 manage-

objective

ment by objectives

objective test /əb d"ektv test/
noun a test where each question has
only one possible answer (NOTE: the opposite is subjective test)

obligation / ɒbl eʃ(ə)n/ noun a

duty to do something 쑗 There is no obligation to help out in another department
왍 to be under an obligation to do

something to feel it is your duty to do
something
obligatory /əbl ət(ə)ri/ adjective
necessary according to the law or rules
쑗 Each member of the sales staff has to
pass
an
obligatory
medical
examination.
observance /əbzv(ə)ns/ noun doing what is required by a law 쑗 The
company’s observance of the law concerning discrimination.
observation / ɒbzəveʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of noticing what is happening
observational method /ɒbzəveʃ(ə)n(ə)l meθəd/ noun a way of
evaluating the performance of employees, by watching them work and observing their conduct with others
observe /əbzv/ verb 1. to obey a
rule or law 쑗 Failure to observe the correct procedure will be punished. 쑗 Restaurants are obliged to observe the local
fire regulations. 2. to watch or to notice
what is happening 쑗 Officials have been
instructed to observe the conduct of the
ballot for union president.
observer /əbzvə/ noun a person
who observes 쑗 Two official observers
attended the election meeting.
obsolescence / ɒbsəles(ə)ns/ noun
the process of a product going out of
date because of progress in design or
technology, and therefore becoming less
useful or valuable
obsolescent / ɒbsəles(ə)nt/ adjective becoming out of date
obsolete /ɒbsəlit/ adjective no longer used 쑗 Computer technology
changes so fast that hardware soon becomes obsolete.
COMMENT: A product or asset may be-

come obsolete because it is worn out, or

obstacle
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because new products have been developed to replace it.

obstacle /ɒbstək(ə)l/ noun some-

thing which prevents you from doing
something
obstruct /əbstr$kt/ verb to get in the
way or to stop something progressing
occupation / ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of living or staying in a place 2. a
job or type of work 쑗 What is her occupation? 쑗 His main occupation is house
building. 쑗 It is not a well paid
occupation.
‘…the share of white-collar occupations in total
employment rose from 44 per cent to 49 per
cent’ [Sydney Morning Herald]

occupational / ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective referring to a job
occupational

accident

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl ksd(ə)nt/ noun an

accident which takes place at work
occupational association /ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an
organisation which represents people
doing a certain type of work and defends their interests

occupational

deafness

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl defnəs/ noun deaf-

ness caused by noise at work (as by
someone using a pneumatic drill)
occupational disease /ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl d ziz/ noun a disease
which affects people in certain jobs

occupational

family

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl fm(ə)li/ noun a

group of jobs having the same personnel
requirements 쑗 For jobs in certain occupational families, finding qualified
staff is going to be difficult.

occupational

group

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl  rup/ noun a cate-

gory of job or profession

occupational

hazard

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl hzəd/ noun a dan-

ger which applies to certain jobs 쑗
Heart attacks are one of the occupational hazards of directors.

occupational

health

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl helθ/, occupational
hygiene / ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl had"in/
noun a branch of medicine dealing with
the health of people at work (NOTE: also
called industrial health)

odd jobs

occupational

illness

occupational

injury

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl lnəs/ noun an illness
associated with a particular job (NOTE:
Occupational illnesses include lung
disease, which can affect miners, repetitive strain injury, which can affect
keyboard users, and asbestosis, which
is caused by working with asbestos.)
/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl nd"əri/ noun an in-

jury which is caused by a certain type of
work

occupational

mobility

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl məυblti/ noun the

extent to which people can move from
one type of occupation to another 쑗 Occupational mobility is increasing because of rising unemployment in some
areas.

Occupational Pensions Board

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl penʃənz bɔd/ noun

a government body set up to oversee
and validate occupational pension
schemes. Abbr OPB

occupational pension scheme

/ ɒkjυ peʃ(ə)nəl penʃən skim/ noun

pension scheme where the worker gets a
pension from a fund set up by the company he or she has worked for, which is
related to the salary he or she was earning (NOTE: also called company pension scheme)

occupational

psychology

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl sakɒləd"i/ noun the

study of the behaviour of people at work

occupational

sick

pay

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl sk pe/ noun extra

payments made by an employer to a
member of staff who is sick, above the
statutory sick pay. Abbr OSP

occupational

therapy

/ ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)nəl θerəpi/ noun light

work or hobbies used as a means of
treatment for an illness, condition or
disability
occupy /ɒkjυpa/ verb 왍 to occupy a
post to be employed in a job
odd-job-man /ɒd d"ɒb mn/ noun
a person who does various pieces of
work
odd jobs /ɒd d"ɒbz/ plural noun
small pieces of work, not connected to
each other and paid for individually 쑗

odd number
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We have a number of odd jobs needing
doing, but nothing adding up to full-time
employment.

odd number /ɒd n$mbə/ noun a

number which cannot be divided by
two, e.g. 17 or 33 쑗 Buildings with odd
numbers are on the south side of the
street
off /ɒf/ adverb not working or not in
operation 쑗 The agreement is off. 쑗
They called the strike off. 쑗 It’s my day
off tomorrow. 쑗 to take three days off 쑗
We give the staff four days off at Christmas. 쐽 preposition away from work 쑗
to take time off work
offence /əfens/ noun a crime or act
which is against the law 왍 to be
charged with an offence to be accused
formally of having committed a crime 쑗
The manager was charged with three
serious offences. 왍 to commit an offence to carry out a crime (NOTE: the
usual US spelling is offense)

offender /əfendə/ noun a person who

breaks a law or regulation 쑗 When we
investigated who was making private
calls during the working hours, the
worst offender was the human resources
manager.
offer /ɒfə/ noun a statement that you
are willing to give or do something, especially to pay a specific amount of
money to buy something 쑗 to make an
offer for a company 쑗 We made an offer
of £10 a share. 쑗 £1,000 is the best offer
I can make. 왍 to make someone an offer to propose something to someone 쑗
The management made the union an improved offer. 왍 to make someone an offer they can’t refuse to make an offer
to someone which is so attractive that
they cannot turn it down 왍 to accept or
take up an offer to say ‘yes’ or to agree
to an offer 왍 to turn down an offer to
refuse something which has been offered 쐽 verb to say that you are willing
to do something 왍 to offer someone a
job to tell someone that they can have a
job in your company 쑗 She was offered
a directorship with Smith Ltd. 왍 offer of
employment, offer of a job a letter
from an employer saying that someone
can have a job with them

official

office /ɒfs/ noun 1. a set of rooms
where a company works or where business is done 2. a room where someone
works and does business 쑗 Come into
my office. 쑗 The human resources manager’s office is on the third floor. 3. a
post or position 쑗 She holds or performs
the office of treasurer 왍 to take office to
start to work in a certain position
office-bearer /ɒfs beərə/ noun a
person who holds an office, especially
on a union council
office block /ɒfs blɒk/ noun a
building which contains only offices
office boy /ɒfs bɔ/ noun a young
man who works in an office, usually
taking messages from one department to
another 쑗 He worked his way up from
office boy to general manager in ten
years.
office-free / ɒfs fri/ adjective referring to an employee whose job does not
require them to work in an office
office hours /ɒfs aυəz/ plural noun
the time when an office is open 쑗 Do
not make private phone calls during office hours.
office job /ɒfs d"ɒb/ noun a job in
an office
office junior / ɒfs d"uniə/ noun a
young man or woman who does all
types of work in an office
Office of Fair Trading / ɒfs əv feə
tredŋ/ noun a government department which protects consumers against
unfair or illegal business. Abbr OFT
officer /ɒfsə/ noun 1. a person who
has an official position, especially an
unpaid one in a club or other association
쑗 The election of officers takes place
next week. 2. someone holding an official position, usually unpaid, of a club
or society, etc. 쑗 the election of officers
of the association takes place next week
office staff /ɒfs stɑf/ noun people
who work in offices
office work /ɒfs wk/ noun work
done in an office
office worker /ɒfs wkə/ noun a
person who works in an office
official /əfʃ(ə)l/ adjective 1. from a
government department or organisation

official dispute
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She went to France on official business. 쑗 He left official documents in his
car. 쑗 She received an official letter of
explanation. 왍 speaking in an official
capacity speaking officially 왍 to go
through official channels to deal with
officials, especially when making a request 2. done or approved by a director
or by a person in authority 쑗 This must
be an official order – it is written on the
company’s headed paper. 쑗 This is the
union’s official policy. 쐽 noun a person
working in a government department 쑗
Government officials stopped the import
licence. 왍 minor official person in a
low position in a government department 쑗 Some minor official tried to stop
my request for building permission.
official dispute /ə fʃ(ə)l dspjut/
noun an industrial action approved by a
trade union
officialese /ə fʃəliz/ noun the language used in government documents
which can be difficult to understand
officially /əfʃ(ə)li/ adverb according
to what is said in public 쑗 Officially he
knows nothing about the problem, but
unofficially he has given us a lot of advice about it.
official
mediator
/ə fʃ(ə)l
midietə/ noun a government official
who tries to make the two sides in an industrial dispute agree
official receiver /ə fʃ(ə)l rsivə/
noun a government official who is appointed to run a company which is in financial difficulties, to pay off its debts
as far as possible and to close it down 쑗
The company is in the hands of the
offical receiver.
off the books / ɒf ðə bυks/ adjective US not declared to the tax authorities 쑗 Some of the staff are paid off the
books.
off-the-job training / ɒf ðə d"ɒb
trenŋ/ noun training given to employees away from their place of work
(such as at a college or school)
off-topic /ɒf tɒpk/ noun irrelevant
or off the subject
old /əυld/ adjective having existed for
a long time 쑗 The company is 125 years
old next year. 쑗 We have decided to get
쑗

on

rid of our old computer system and install a new one.
old age /əυld ed"/ noun a period
when a person is old
old age pensioner / əυld ed"
penʃ(ə)nə/ noun a person who receives
the retirement pension. Abbr OAP
old boy network /əυld bɔ
netwk/ noun the practice of using
long-standing key contacts to appoint
people to jobs or to get a job or to do
business. 쏡 networking
older worker / əυldə wkə/ noun
an employee who is above a particular
age, usually the age of 50
old-fashioned / əυld fʃ(ə)nd/ adjective out of date or not modern 쑗 He
still uses an old-fashioned typewriter.
ombudsman /ɒmbυdzmən/ noun 1.
a management employee who is given
the freedom to move around the workplace to locate and remedy unfair practices (NOTE: plural is ombudsmen) 2.
an official who investigates complaints
by the public against government departments or other large organisations
‘…radical changes to the disciplinary system,
including appointing an ombudsman to review
cases where complainants are not satisfied with
the outcome, are proposed in a consultative
paper the Institute of Chartered Accountants
issued last month’ [Accountancy]
COMMENT: There are several ombuds-

men: the main one is the Parliamentary
Commissioner, who is a civil servant and
investigates complaints against government departments. The Banking Ombudsman, the Investment Ombudsman, the
Building Societies Ombudsman, the Pensions Ombudsman and the Insurance
Ombudsman are independent officials
who investigate complaints by the public
against banks, financial advisers, building
societies, pension funds or insurance
companies. They are all regulated by the
Financial Services Authority.

omnibus agreement /ɒmnbəs ə-

rimənt/ noun an agreement which
covers many different items
omnibus test /ɒmnbəs test/ noun
a test which covers various subjects
on /ɒn/ preposition 1. being a member
of a group 쑗 to sit on a committee 쑗 She
is on the boards of two companies. 쑗 We
have 250 people on the payroll. 쑗 She is

on call
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on our full-time staff. 2. in a certain way
쑗 on a commercial basis 쑗 He is still on
probation. 쑗 She is employed on very
generous terms. 3. at a time 쑗 We work
7 hours a day on weekdays. 쑗 The whole
staff has the day off on May 24th. 4. doing something 쑗 The director is on holiday. 쑗 She is in the States on business.
쑗 The switchboard operator is on duty
from 6 to 9.
on call /ɒn kɔl/ adverb ready to be
called to work at any time 쑗 We must
have an engineer on call twenty-four
hours a day.
on-call pay /ɒn kɔl pe/ noun pay
for being on call outside normal working hours 쑗 The on-call pay was not
enough to compensate for being on call
all night.
on-call time /ɒn kɔl tam/ noun
time outside normal working hours
when an employee is standing by, ready
for work
one-man business / w$n mn
bzns/, one-man firm / w$n mn
fm/, one-man company / w$n
mn k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a business run
by one person alone with no staff or
partners
one-off / w$n ɒf/ adjective done or
made only once 쑗 one-off item 쑗 one-off
deal 쑗 one-off payment 왍 a one-off payment a single payment, made once only
and not repeated
one-off
payment
/ w$n
ɒf
pemənt/ noun a single payment, made
once only and not repeated
onerous /əυnərəs/ adjective heavy,
needing a lot of effort or money
one-sided /w$n sadd/ adjective
which favours one side and not the other
in a negotiation
on-going /ɒn  əυŋ/ adjective which
is continuing 쑗 on-going discussions
online /ɒnlan/ adjective, adverb
linked directly to a mainframe computer
쑗 The sales office is online to the warehouse. 쑗 We get our data online from
the stock control department.
‘…there may be a silver lining for
‘clicks-and-mortar’ stores that have both an
online and a high street presence. Many of these
are accepting returns of goods purchased online
at their traditional stores. This is a service that

open
may make them more popular as consumers
become more experienced online shoppers’
[Financial Times]
‘…a survey found that even among experienced
users – those who shop online at least once a
month – about 10% abandoned a planned
purchase because of annoying online delays and
procedures’ [Financial Times]
‘…some online brokers failed to foresee the
huge increase in private dealing and had
problems coping with the rising volume. It has
been the year when private investors were able
to trade online quickly, cheaply, and on the
whole, with little bother’ [Financial Times]

online training / ɒnlan trenŋ/

noun computer-based training that is delivered over the Internet or through a
company intranet
o.n.o. abbr or near offer
on-target earnings /ɒn tɑ t
nŋz/ plural noun the amount earned
by people who work on commission
when they achieve the targets set for
them. Abbr OTE
on-the-job training / ɒn ðə d"ɒb
trenŋ/ noun training given to employees at their place of work
on the side /ɒn ðə sad/ adverb separate from your normal work, and hidden from your employer 쑗 He works in
an accountant’s office, but he runs a
construction company on the side. 쑗
Her salary is too small to live on, so the
family lives on what she can make on
the side.
on the understanding that /ɒn ðə
$ndəstndŋ ðət/ conjunction on condition that, provided that 쑗 We accept
the terms of the contract, on the understanding that it has to be ratified by our
main board.
OPB abbr Occupational Pensions
Board
open /əυpən/ adjective 1. at work or
not closed 쑗 The store is open on
Sunday mornings. 쑗 Our offices are
open from 9 to 6. 쑗 They are open for
business every day of the week. 2. ready
to accept something 왍 we will keep the
job open for a month we will not give
the job to anyone else for a month 왍 job
is open to all applicants anyone can apply for the job 쐽 verb 1. to start a new
business 쑗 She has opened a shop in the
High Street. 쑗 We have opened a
branch in London. 2. to start work or to

open ad
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be at work 쑗 The office opens at 9 a.m.
쑗 We open for business on Sundays. 3.
to begin 왍 to open negotiations to begin negotiating 쑗 She opened the discussions with a description of the
product. 쑗 The chairman opened the
meeting at 10.30.
‘…after opening at 79.1 the index touched a
peak of 79.2 and then drifted to a low of 78.8’
[Financial Times]

open ad /əυpən d/ noun an adver-

tisement for a job where the applicant
can apply to the employer directly, without having to go through a third party
such as an agency 쑗 Open ads can be
used for recruitment when additional
staff are required urgently.
open-collar worker / əυpən kɒlə
wkə/ noun a person who works from
home (slang)
open communication / əυpən
kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun freedom of
people to communicate what they like to
whoever they like within an organisation 쑗 The policy of open communication is an aid to decision-making as it
creates a wider source of expertise to be
tapped.
open day /əυpən de/ noun a day
when an organisation is open to interested candidates who may wish to inspect the organisation and discuss career
possibilities 쑗 I went to the charity’s
open day to see what training they demanded for fund-raising work. 쑗 At the
open day last week, preliminary interviews were held with candidates to see if
their backgrounds were right for the
company.
open-door system / əυpən dɔ
sstəm/ noun a system in which supervisors are always available at work to
talk to employees
open-ended / əυpən endd/ adjective with no fixed limit or with some
items not specified 쑗 They signed an
open-ended agreement. 쑗 The candidate
was offered an open-ended contract
with a good career plan. (NOTE: American English is open-end)

interview / əυpən
endd ntəvju/ an interview where the
candidate is asked general questions,

open-ended

operation

which make them give reasons for actions, show their feelings, etc.
opening /əυp(ə)nŋ/ noun 1. the act
of starting a new business 쑗 the opening
of a new branch 2. an opportunity to do
something
open learning / əυpən lnŋ/ noun
a system of flexible training courses
which a trainee can start at any time, and
which do not require a teacher 쑗 Open
learning can be fitted round the employee’s work schedule.
openness /əυpənəs/ noun the quality of being honest and not hiding anything 쑗 openness in discussing company
problems with staff
open-plan office / əυpən pln
ɒfs/ noun a large room divided into
smaller working spaces with no fixed
divisions between them
open shop / əυpən ʃɒp/ noun a
workplace where employees can be employed whether they are members of a
union or not
open system /əυpən sstəm/ noun
a flexible type of organisation, which allows employees freedom to work in
their own way 쑗 An open system can allow employees to choose their own
working hours.
open union / əυpən junjən/ noun a
union which accepts members from a
wide range of jobs
operate /ɒpəret/ verb 1. to be in
force 쑗 The new terms of service will
operate from January 1st. 쑗 The rules
operate on inland postal services only.
2. to make something work or function
왍 to operate a machine to make a machine work 쑗 He is learning to operate
the new telephone switchboard. 3. to do
business
‘…the company gets valuable restaurant
locations which will be converted to the
family-style restaurant chain that it operates and
franchises throughout most parts of the US’
[Fortune]

operation / ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a

business organisation and work 쑗 the
company’s operations in West Africa 2.
왍 to put a plan into operation to start a
plan working
‘…a leading manufacturer of business,
industrial and commercial products requires a

operational
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branch manager to head up its mid-western
Canada operations based in Winnipeg’
[Globe and Mail (Toronto)]

operational / ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective 1. referring to how something
works 2. working or in operation 왍 the
system became operational on June
1st the system began working on June
1st
operational budget / ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl
b$d"t/ noun a forecast of expenditure
on running a business
operations review / ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz
rvju/ noun an act of examining the
way in which a company or department
works to see how it can be made more
efficient and profitable
operative /ɒp(ə)rətv/ adjective operating or working 쑗 The new system
has been operative since June 1st 왍 to
become operative to start working 쐽
noun a person who operates a machine
which makes a product 쑗 A skilled operative can produce 250 units per hour.
operator /ɒpəretə/ noun 1. a person
who works a machine 쑗 a keyboard operator 쑗 a computer operator 2. a person who works a telephone switchboard
쑗 switchboard operator 쑗 to call the
operator or to dial the operator 쑗 to
place a call through or via the operator
3. a person who runs a business
opinion-leader /əpnjən lidə/
noun a person or organisation whose
opinions influence others in society 쑗 A
pop-star is the ideal opinion-leader if
the product is aimed at the teenage
market.
opportunistic / ɒpətjunstk/ adjective done when the opportunity arises
왍 opportunistic thefts in offices thefts
committed when valuables are left lying
around
opportunity /ɒpətjunti/ noun a
chance to do something successfully 왍
to seize an opportunity to take advantage of an opportunity as soon as it appears 왍 to miss out on an opportunity
not to be able to take advantage of an
opportunity. 쏡 equal opportunities
‘…the group is currently undergoing a period of
rapid expansion and this has created an exciting
opportunity for a qualified accountant’
[Financial Times]

ordinary

oppose /əpəυz/ verb to try to stop
something happening; to vote against
something 쑗 A minority of board members opposed the motion. 쑗 We are all
opposed to the takeover. 쑗 A minority of
union members opposed the deal.
opposite number / ɒpəzt n$mbə/
noun a person who has a similar job in
another company 왍 John is my opposite number in Smith’s John has the
same job in Smith’s as I have here
optional /ɒpʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective not
necessary according to rules 쑗 Attendance at staff meetings is optional, although the management encourages
employees to attend.
opt out / ɒpt aυt/ verb to decide not
to do something
oral /ɔrəl/ adjective referring to
speech, as opposed to writing
oral warning / ɔrəl wɔnŋ/ noun
the first stage of disciplinary measures,
where an employee is told by the supervisor that their work is unsatisfactory
and must be improved 쑗 After being
given his second oral warning he knew
he would be fired for absenteeism. 쑗 After an oral warning from her supervisor,
she received a written warning from the
human resources director.
order /ɔdə/ noun 1. an arrangement
of records such as filing cards or invoices 왍 in order of merit the placing
of employees in order according to their
qualities 2. working arrangement 왍 machine in full working order a machine
which is ready and able to work properly 왍 the telephone is out of order the
telephone is not working 왍 is all the
documentation in order? are all the
documents valid and correct? 3. an instruction 쐽 verb 1. to instruct 쑗 to order
twenty filing cabinets to be delivered to
the warehouse 2. to put in a certain way
쑗 The address list is ordered by country.
쑗 That filing cabinet contains invoices
ordered by date.
order fulfilment /ɔdə fυl flmənt/
noun the process of supplying items
which have been ordered
ordinary /ɔd(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective not
special

organ
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organ /ɔ ən/ noun a journal or

magazine

organic organisation /ɔ nk

ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun a type of organisation with little formality in its
structure and procedures

organigram /ɔ n rm/ noun
same as organisational chart

/ ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/,
organization noun 1. a way of arrang-

organisation

ing something so that it works efficiently 쑗 the organisation of the head
office into departments 쑗 The chairman
handles the organisation of the AGM. 쑗
The organisation of the group is too
centralised to be efficient. 2. a group or
institution which is arranged for efficient work 왍 employers’ or trade union organisation a group of employers
or trade unions with similar interests
‘…working with a client base which includes
many major commercial organizations and
nationalized industries’ [Times]

organisational
/ ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)nəl/, organizational adjective
referring to the way in which something
is organised 쑗 The paper gives a diagram of the company’s organisational
structure.
organisational analysis / ɔ əna-

zeʃ(ə)nəl ənləss/ noun a type of
analysis carried out by an organisation
that is intended to identify areas where it
is inefficient and ways in which it can
be restructured so as to become more
efficient

organisational change / ɔ əna-

zeʃ(ə)nəl tʃend"/ noun a change in
the way something is organised

chart / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)nəl tʃɑt/ noun a chart showing the hierarchical relationships between employees in a company
organisational climate / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)nəl klamət/ noun the general
feeling in an organisation 쑗 The organisational climate will improve as soon as
employees are allowed to take part in
decision-making.
organisational

organisational culture / ɔ əna-

zeʃ(ə)nəl k$ltʃə/ noun same as

corporate culture

orientation

organisational

development

/ ɔ əna zeʃ(ə)nəl
dveləpmənt/
noun a form of management training

designed to affect the whole organisation as well as the individual employees
organisational iceberg / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)nəl asb / noun an official
or apparent system of an organisation,
as opposed to the way the organisation
is really run
organisational learning / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)nəl lnŋ/ noun activities
within an organisation that are aimed at
the further training and personal development of employees and are intended
to create a willing acceptance of
changes and improvements and high
levels of enthusiasm, energy, creativity
and innovation among them (NOTE: The
concept of organisational learning was
further developed as the learning organisation.)
organisation pyramid / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n prəmd/ noun a structure of

an organisation with many employees at
lower levels and fewer at the top
organisation theory / ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n θəri/ noun the study of the
structure and function of organisations
organise /ɔ ənaz/, organize verb
to set up a system for doing something
쑗 The company is organised into six
profit centres. 쑗 The group is organised
by sales areas.
‘…we organize a rate with importers who have
large orders and guarantee them space at a fixed
rate so that they can plan their costs’
[Lloyd’s List]

labour / ɔ ənazd
lebə/ noun employees who are members of trade unions
organised

‘…governments are coming under increasing
pressure from politicians, organized labour and
business to stimulate economic growth’
[Duns Business Month]

organogram /ɔ nə rm/ noun

same as organisational chart
orientation / ɔriənteʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the main interest or type of activity 쑗
The company’s orientation is towards
production and it has little marketing
experience. 2. the introduction of new
employees into an organisation 쑗 The
orientation programme included a talk
by the chairman on the history of the

oriented
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company and its products. 쑗 Lack of
proper orientation can cause much distress in the first days of a new job.
oriented /ɔrientd/, orientated
/ɔriəntetd/ adjective working in a
certain direction 쑗 a market-orientated
approach
originating
application
/ərd"netŋ plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
form by which an employee begins the
process of complaint to an industrial
tribunal
ostracise /ɒstrəsaz/, ostracize
verb to reject and refuse to have anything to do with a member or members
of a group 쑗 Workers who carried on
working were ostracised after the strike
ended.
ostracism /ɒstrəsz(ə)m/ noun rejection of a member or members of a
group by others 쑗 The fate of
non-strikers was ostracism by their former colleagues.
OTE abbr on-target earnings
out /aυt/ adverb on strike 쑗 As soon as
the management made the offer, the staff
came out. 쑗 The shop stewards called
the workforce out.
out box /aυt bɒks/ noun US a box or
other container for documents and other
items that have been dealt with (NOTE:
Items are placed in the out box before
being filed or delivered to another person.)
outcome /aυtk$m/ noun a result 쑗

What was
discussion?

the

outcome

of

the

outdoor training / aυtdɔ trenŋ/

noun same as adventure training
outfit /aυtft/ noun a small, sometimes badly run company 쑗 They called
in a public relations outfit. 쑗 He works
for some finance outfit.
out-house /aυt haυs/ adjective, adverb working outside a company’s
buildings 쑗 the out-house staff 쑗 We do
all our data processing out-house.
outing /aυtŋ/ noun a trip away from
the place of work
outline /aυtlan/ noun a general description, without giving many details 쑗
They drew up the outline of a plan or an

output

outline plan. 쐽 verb to make a general
description 쑗 The chairman outlined the
company’s plans for the coming year.
outline agreement /aυt(ə)lan ərimənt/ noun the general draft of an
agreement, without giving any details
out of court / aυt əv kɔt/ adverb,
adjective 왍 a settlement was reached
out of court a dispute was settled between two parties privately without continuing a court case
out-of-court settlement / aυt əv
kɔt set(ə)lmənt/ noun an act of settling a dispute between two parties privately without continuing a court case
out-of-date / aυt əv det/ adjective,
adverb old-fashioned or no longer modern 쑗 Their computer system is years
out of date. 쑗 They’re still using
out-of-date equipment.
out of pocket / aυt əv pɒkt/ adjective, adverb having paid out money personally 쑗 The deal has left me out of
pocket.
out of the loop / aυt əv ðə lup/ adverb deliberately or accidentally excluded from decision-making processes
and the flow of information around an
organisation (informal ) (NOTE: A person
.

who is out of the loop is likely to feel
isolated and will be unable to contribute fully to the organisation.)
out of work / aυt əv wk/ adjective, adverb with no job 쑗 The reces-

sion has put millions out of work. 쑗 The
company was set up by three
out-of-work engineers.
outplacement
/aυt plesmənt/
noun help in finding another job, given
by an employer to an employee who has
been made redundant
output /aυtpυt/ noun 1. the amount
which a company, person or machine
produces 쑗 Output has increased by
10%. 쑗 25% of our output is exported.
2. information which is produced by a
computer (NOTE: the opposite is input)
쐽 verb to produce (by computer) 쑗 The
printer will output colour graphics. 쑗
That is the information outputted from
the computer. 쑗 The printer will output
colour graphs. (NOTE: outputting –
outputted)

output bonus
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‘…crude oil output plunged during the last
month and is likely to remain near its present
level for the near future’ [Wall Street Journal]

output bonus /aυtpυt bəυnəs/,

output-based bonus / aυtpυt best
bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment for increased production
output per hour / aυtpυt pər aυə/
noun the amount of something produced
in one hour
outside /aυtsad/ adjective, adverb
not in a company’s office or building 왍
to send work to be done outside to
send work to be done in other offices
outside director / aυtsad darektə/ noun a director who is not employed by the company, a non-executive
director
outside line / aυtsad lan/ noun a
line from an internal office telephone
system to the main telephone exchange
쑗 You dial 9 to get an outside line.
outside office hours / aυtsad
ɒfs aυəz/ adverb when the office is
not open
outside worker /aυtsad wkə/
noun an employee who does not work in
a company’s offices
outsourcing /aυtsɔsŋ/ noun the
practice of obtaining services from specialist bureaux or other companies,
rather than employing full-time members of staff to provide them
‘…organizations in the public and private
sectors are increasingly buying in specialist
services – or outsourcing – allowing them to cut
costs and concentrate on their core business
activities’ [Financial Times]

outstrip /aυtstrp/ verb to become
larger than something else 쑗 Wage increases are outstripping inflation.
(NOTE: outstripped – outstripping)

outvote /aυtvəυt/ verb to defeat in a
vote 왍 the chairman was outvoted the
majority voted against the chairman

outward bound training / aυtwəd

baυnd trenŋ/ noun same as adventure training

outwork /aυtwk/ noun work which

a company pays someone to do at home
outworker /aυtwkə/ noun a person
who works at home for a company

overmanning

over- /əυvə/ prefix more than 왍 shop

which caters to the over-60s a shop
which has goods which appeal to people
who are more than sixty years old
overachiever / əυvərətʃivə/ noun
a person who tries too hard and achieves
more than they are really capable of 쑗
Overachievers on the management
course were encouraged to slow down.
overall / əυvərɔl/ adjective covering
or including everything 왍 the company
reported an overall fall in profits the
company reported a general fall in profits 왍 overall plan a plan which covers
everything
overall performance / əυvərɔl pəfɔməns/ noun the performance of an
employee relating to the whole job, and
not simply to part of it
overcome / əυvək$m/ verb to beat
something after a struggle 쑗 to overcome obstacles on the way to reaching
agreement (NOTE: overcoming –
overcame)
/ əυvərmplɔmənt/ noun a situation where there
is a shortage of labour in a certain area
or industry
overhaul /əυvəhɔl/ verb to examine
something carefully and make changes
so that it works better 쑗 to overhaul the
company’s union agreements
overhead
budget
/ əυvəhed
b$d"t/ noun a plan of probable overhead costs
overheads /əυvəhedz/ plural noun
the costs of the day-to-day running of a
business 쑗 The sales revenue covers the
manufacturing costs but not the overheads. (NOTE: American English is usu-

overemployment

ally overhead.)

overlearning /əυvəlnŋ/ noun the

process of continuing the learning process beyond the level of skill needed 쑗
The training manager found that without overlearning, skills were easily lost.
overmanned / əυvəmnd/ adjective having more employees than
necessary
overmanning / əυvəmnŋ/ noun
the state of having more employees than
are needed to do a company’s work 쑗
The MD’s plan is to reduce overman-

overpaid
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ning. 쑗 The answer to our overmanning
problem must be redundancies.
overpaid / əυvəped/ adjective paid
too much 쑗 Our staff are overpaid and
underworked.
overproduce / əυvəprədjus/ verb
to produce too much of a product
overproduction / əυvəprəd$kʃən/
noun the manufacturing of too much of
a product
overqualified / əυvəkwɒlfad/ adjective having too many skills for a job
쑗 With a degree in business studies she
is overqualified to be an ordinary shop
floor worker.
overrated / əυvəretd/ adjective
valued more highly than it should be 쑗
The effect of the dollar on European
business cannot be overrated. 쑗 Their
‘first-class service’ is very overrated.
overrepresent
/ əυvəreprzent/
verb to give one group more representatives than another 쑗 This group of
workers are overrepresented on the
management committee.
override / əυvərad/ verb not to do
something which has been decided 쑗 to
override an order
overrule / əυvərul/ verb to decide
against something which has been decided 쑗 to overrule a decision
overrun / əυvər$n/ verb to go beyond a limit 쑗 The workers overran the
time limit set by the production manager. (NOTE: overrunning – overran –
overrun)

overseas /əυvəsiz/ adjective, ad-

verb across the sea or to foreign countries 쑗 Management trainees knew that
they would be sent overseas to learn
about the export markets. 쑗 Some workers are going overseas to find new jobs.

ownership

overseas call / əυvəsiz kɔl/ noun
a call to another country
oversee / əυvəsi/ verb to supervise

(NOTE: overseeing – oversaw –
overseen)
overseer /əυvəsə/ noun a person

who supervises other workers
overstaffed / əυvəstɑft/ adjective
with more employees than are needed to
do the work of the company
overtime /əυvətam/ noun hours
worked more than the normal working
time 쑗 to work six hours’ overtime 쑗
The overtime rate is one and a half
times normal pay. 쑗 He worked six
hours’ overtime last week. 쐽 adverb 왍
to work overtime to work longer hours
than stated in the contract of
employment
overtime ban /əυvətam bn/ noun
an order by a trade union which forbids
overtime work by its members
overtime pay /əυvətam pe/ noun
pay for extra time worked
overtime rate /əυvətam ret/ noun
the rate of pay for extra time worked
overturn / əυvətn/ verb 왍 to overturn a decision of a tribunal to cancel
a decision made previously
overwork / əυvəwk/ noun 왍 she is
suffering from overwork she has too
much work and this is making her ill
overworked / əυvəwkt/ adjective
having too much work to do 쑗 Our staff
complain of being underpaid and
overworked.
own /əυn/ verb to have or to possess 쑗
He owns 50% of the shares.
owner /əυnə/ noun a person who
owns something
ownership /əυnəʃp/ noun the fact
of owning something

P11
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paired comparisons

P
P11 / pi lev(ə)n/ noun a working

sheet, showing the employer’s calculations in deducting tax from an employee’s pay
P11D / pi lev(ə)n di/ noun a form
showing expenses paid to directors
P14 / pi fɔtin/ noun a form sent by
an employer to the Inland Revenue at
the end of a tax year, giving a summary
of pay and deductions of an individual
employee
P2P / pi tə pi/ adjective referring to
direct communications or dealings between one computer to another without
a central server being involved (NOTE:
Full form peer-to-peer)
P35 / pi θti fav/ noun an annual

declaration of pay, tax and other deductions for all employees, sent by the employer to the Inland Revenue
P45 / pi fɔti fav/ noun a form
given to an employee who leaves a
company, showing how much tax has
been deducted from their salary
P60 /pi sksti/ noun a certificate
showing pay and tax deducted for each
individual employee, sent to each employee at the end of the tax year
PA abbr personal assistant
p.a. abbr per annum
pacemaker /pesmekə/ noun an organisation which helps another to
change by giving advice or offering
support
package /pkd"/ noun 1. a box
or bag in which goods are sold 쑗 Instructions for use are printed on the
package. 2. a group of different items
joined together in one deal 3. a different
items of software sold together 쑗 a payroll package 쑗 The computer is sold
with accounting and word-processing

packages. 쑗 The company’s area of specialisation is accounts packages for
small businesses.
‘…airlines offer special stopover rates and hotel
packages to attract customers to certain routes’
[Business Traveller]
‘…the remuneration package will include an
attractive salary, profit sharing and a company
car’ [Times]
‘…airlines will book not only tickets but also
hotels and car hire to provide a complete
package’ [Business Traveller]
‘…in today’s fast-growing packaged goods area
many companies are discovering that a
well-recognized brand name can be a priceless
asset’ [Duns Business Month]

package deal /pkd" dil/ noun an

agreement where several different items
are agreed at the same time 쑗 They
agreed a package deal which involves
the construction of the factory, training
of staff and purchase of the product.
paid /ped/ adjective for which money
has been given
paid assistant /ped əsst(ə)nt/
noun an assistant who receives a salary
paid educational leave / ped
edjυ keʃ(ə)n(ə)l liv/ noun time away
from work for an employee to study
paid holiday /ped hɒlde/, paid
leave /ped liv/ noun a holiday or
time away from work when the employee’s wages are still paid even
though they are not working 쑗 I was entitled to paid holiday three months after
joining the company.
paid-up / ped $p/ adjective paid in
full
paid-up policy / ped $p pɒlsi/
noun a life insurance policy based on
premiums which have already been paid
paired comparisons /peəd kəmprs(ə)nz/ noun a method of assessment where jobs to be assessed are each
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compared with all others and a final
score for each obtained (also called ‘job
ranking’) 쑗 Having observed the work
performance of ten employees, the supervisor used paired comparisons to
rank performance. (NOTE: also called
job ranking)

palmtop /pɑm tɒp/ noun a very

small computer which can be held in
your hand and which usually has a character recognition screen instead of a
keyboard
panel /pn(ə)l/ noun 1. a flat surface
standing upright 2. a group of people
who give advice on a problem 쑗 a panel
of experts
panel interview /pn(ə)l ntəvju/
noun an interview conducted by a group
of people, not just by a single
interviewer
paperwork /pepəwk/ noun office
work, especially writing memos and filling in forms 쑗 Exporting to Russia involves a large amount of paperwork.
parental leave /pə rent(ə)l liv/
noun a period away from work that is
allowed to a parent to care for a newborn or newly adopted child
parity /prti/ noun being equal 왍 female staff want parity with men they
want to have the same rates of pay and
perks as the men 쑗 The company
showed it did not believe in parity by always assigning women to lower positions than men.
‘…the draft report on changes in the
international monetary system casts doubt about
any return to fixed exchange-rate parities’
[Wall Street Journal]

Parkinson’s law /pɑknsənz lɔ/
noun a law, based on wide experience,
that in business the amount of work increases to fill the time available for it

Parliamentary
for

Commissioner
Administration

/ pɑləment(ə)ri
kə mʃ(ə)nə fər
ədmnstreʃ(ə)n/ noun the ombudsman who investigates complaints by the
public against government departments

parte 쒁 ex parte
partial /pɑʃ(ə)l/
complete

adjective

not

partnership

partial disability / pɑʃ(ə)l dsə-

blti/ noun a situation where an employee is partly disabled, as so is eligible for less benefit
partial disablement / pɑʃ(ə)l dseb(ə)lmənt/ noun the condition of being disabled to such an extent that you
can only do part of your normal work
partial retirement / pɑʃ(ə)l rtaəmənt/ noun same as phased
retirement

participate /pɑtspet/ verb to take

part in an activity or enterprise 쑗 The
staff are encouraged to participate actively in the company’s decision-making
processes.
participation
/pɑ tspeʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of taking part 쑗 Employees
are demanding more participation in
the company’s affairs. 쑗 Participation
helps to make an employee feel part of
the organisation.
participation rate /pɑ tspeʃ(ə)n
ret/ noun the proportion of a group that
is active in some way 쑗 What is the participation rate in this department’s
fund-raising efforts?
participative /pɑtspətv/ adjective where both sides take part 쑗 We do
not treat management-worker relations
as a participative process.
participative management /pɑtspətv mnd"mənt/ noun management of an organisation or department with the active participation of the
staff
partner /pɑtnə/ noun a person who
works in a business and has an equal
share in it with other partners 쑗 I became a partner in a firm of solicitors.
partnership /pɑtnəʃp/ noun an unregistered business where two or more
people (but not more than twenty) share
the risks and profits according to a partnership agreement 쑗 to go into partnership with someone 쑗 to join with
someone to form a partnership 왍 to offer someone a partnership, to take
someone into partnership with you to
have a working business and bring
someone in to share it with you 왍 to dissolve a partnership to bring a partnership to an end 왍 to go into partnership

part-owner
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with someone to join with someone to

form a partnership
part-owner /pɑt əυnə/ noun a person who owns something jointly with
one or more other people 쑗 I am
part-owner of the restaurant.
part-time / pɑt tam/ adjective, adverb not working for the whole working
week 쑗 a part-time worker 쑗 It is a
part-time job that involves. 쑗 He is trying to find part-time work when the children are in school. 쑗 We are looking for
part-time staff to work our computers. 쑗
She only works part-time as she has
small children to look after.
part-time director / pɑt tam darektə/ noun same as non-executive
director

part-time employee / pɑt tam

mplɔi/, part-time worker / pɑt
tam wkə/ noun an employee who
works for part of a working week (officially between 8 and 16 hours per week)
part-timer /pɑt tamə/ noun a person who works part-time
part-time work / pɑt tam wk/,
part-time employment / pɑt tam
mplɔmənt/ noun work for part of a
working week (officially, between 8 and
16 hours per week)
party /pɑti/ noun a person or organisation involved in a legal dispute or legal agreement 쑗 How many parties are
there to the contract? 쑗 The company is
not a party to the agreement.
pass /pɑs/ noun a permit to allow
someone to go into a building 쑗 You
need a pass to enter the ministry offices.
쑗 All members of staff must show a
pass. 쐽 verb 1. to move something on to
someone else 왍 to pass the buck to
move a problem or responsibility on to
someone else to deal with 쑗 It has got to
the point that there is so much
buck-passing that none of the problems
get solved. 2. to be successful 쑗 He
passed his typing test. 쑗 She has passed
all her exams and now is a qualified
accountant.
passive
interview
/ psv
ntəvju/ noun an interview where the
interviewee only answers the questions
(as in a closed interview)

pay as you earn

password /pɑswd/ noun a word
or character which identifies a user and
allows them access to a computer
system
paternalism
/pətn(ə)lz(ə)m/
noun used to describe a style of management where the employer is overprotective towards their employees
paternalistic /pə tnəlstk/ adjective being overprotective towards the
employees
paternalistic management style

/pə tnəlstk mnd"mənt stal/
noun a way of managing, where the em-

ployer takes all the decisions and tries to
keep the loyalty of the workforce by
giving them special treatment
paternity leave /pətnti liv/
noun a short period of leave given to a
father to be away from work when his
partner has a baby
pattern
bargaining
/pt(ə)n
bɑ nŋ/ noun bargaining between
unions and an employer, in which the
unions refer to past collective agreements made with employers
pay /pe/ noun a salary or wages,
money given to someone for regular
work 왍 holiday with pay holiday which
an employee can take by contract and
for which they are paid 쐽 verb 1. to give
money to buy an item or a service 쑗
How much did you pay to have the office
cleaned? 2. to give an employee money
for work done 쑗 The workforce has not
been paid for three weeks. 쑗 We pay
good wages for skilled workers. 쑗 How
much do they pay you per hour? 왍 to be
paid by the hour to get money for each
hour worked 왍 to be paid at piecework
rates to get money for each piece of
work finished
‘…recession encourages communication not
because it makes redundancies easier, but
because it makes low or zero pay increases
easier to accept’ [Economist]

payable /peəb(ə)l/ adjective which
is due to be paid 왍 payable on demand

which must be paid when payment is
asked for
pay as you earn / pe əz ju n/ a
tax system, where income tax is deducted from the salary before it is paid
to the worker. Abbr PAYE

pay-as-you-go
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pay-as-you-go / pe əz ju  əυ/ US

same as pay as you earn
pay-cheque /pe tʃek/ noun 1. a salary cheque given to an employee 2. a
monthly cheque by which an employee
is paid (NOTE: the American spelling is
paycheck)

comparability
/pe
kɒmp(ə)rə blti/ noun a similar pay
system in two different companies
pay day /pe de/ noun a day on
which wages are paid to employees
(usually Friday for employees paid once
a week, and during the last week of the
month for employees who are paid once
a month)
pay differentials /pe dfə renʃəlz/
plural noun differences between one
employee’s pay and another’s in similar
types of jobs (NOTE: also called salary
pay

differentials or wage differentials)

PAYE abbr pay as you earn
pay freeze /pe friz/ noun a period

when wages are not allowed to be
increased
pay hike /pe hak/ noun an increase
in salary
pay levels /pe lev(ə)lz/ plural noun
rates of pay for different types of work
(NOTE: also called wage levels)

payment /pemənt/ noun 1. the act

of giving money in exchange for goods
or a service 쑗 We always ask for payment in cash or cash payment and not
payment by cheque. 쑗 The payment of
interest or the interest payment should
be made on the 22nd of each month. 왍
payment by results money given which
increases with the amount of work done
or goods produced 2. money paid
payment-in-kind / pemənt n
kand/ noun an alternative form of pay,
given to employees in place of money
but considered to be of equivalent value
(NOTE: A payment in kind may take the
form, for example, of use of a car or an
opportunity to purchase goods at cost
price.)

payment-in-lieu / pemənt n lju/

noun a payment given in place of something such as a holiday which an employee is entitled to but is unable to take

payroll

scheme
/pemənt
skim/, payment system /pemənt
sstəm/ noun a method used by an organisation to pay staff 쑗 The human resources manager has devised a payment
scheme which is both fair and
motivating.
payment structure /pemənt
str$ktʃə/ noun wage or salary levels in
an organisation
pay negotiations /pe n əυʃieʃ(ə)nz/, pay talks /pe tɔks/ plural
noun discussions between management
and employees about pay increases
pay off / pe ɒf/ verb 1. to finish paying money which is owed 쑗 He won the
lottery and paid off his mortgage. 쑗 She
is trying to pay off the loan by monthly
instalments. 2. to terminate somebody’s
employment and pay all wages that are
due 쑗 When the company was taken
over the factory was closed and all the
workers were paid off.
pay package /pe pkd"/ noun
the salary and other benefits offered
with a job 쑗 The job carries an attractive pay package. (NOTE: also called
payment

salary package)

pay packet /pe pkt/ noun an en-

velope containing the pay slip and the
cash pay
pay parity /pe prti/ noun earning
the same pay for the same job (NOTE:
also called wage parity)

pay review /pe r vju/ noun a

re-examination by the employer of an
employee’s pay 쑗 I’m soon due for a
pay review and hope to get a rise.

(NOTE: also called salary review or
wage review)
Pay Review Board /pe rvju
bɔd/ noun an official body which ex-

amines pay scales in a nationalised industry
or
public
service
and
recommends changes
pay review body /pe rvju bɒdi/
noun an independent organisation
which examines pay scales of groups of
employees and recommends increases
pay rise /pe raz/ noun an increase
in pay
payroll /perəυl/ noun 1. the list of
people employed and paid by a com-

payroll administration
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pany 쑗 The company has 250 on the
payroll. 2. the money paid by a company in salaries 쑗 The office has a
weekly payroll of £10,000.
payroll administration /perəυl
ədmn streʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
administering the salaries and NIC payments for employees and claims for
their expenses
payroll clerk /perəυl klɑk/ noun a
person employed to administer the payment of employees (NOTE: also called
wages clerk)

payroll costs /perəυl kɒsts/ plural

noun the running costs of payroll
administration, as well as the actual
salaries themselves
payroll ledger /perəυl led"ə/
noun a list of staff and their salaries
pay round /pe raυnd/ noun an annual series of wage bargaining negotiations in various industries
pay scale /pe skel/ noun a table
that sets out the range of pay offered for
each grade of job in an organisation
(NOTE: also called salary scale or
wage scale)
pay slip /pe slp/, pay statement
/pe stetmənt/ noun a piece of paper
showing the full amount of an employee’s pay, and the money deducted
as tax, pension and National Insurance
contributions
pay threshold /pe θreʃhəυld/
noun a point at which pay increases because of a threshold agreement
PBR abbr payment by results
peak /pik/ noun the highest point 쑗
The shares reached their peak in January. 쑗 The share index has fallen 10%
since the peak in January. 쑗 Withdrawals from bank accounts reached a
peak in the week before Christmas. 쑗
He has reached the peak of his career. 쐽
verb to reach the highest point 쑗 Productivity peaked in January. 쑗 Shares
have peaked and are beginning to slip
back. 쑗 He peaked early and never
achieved his ambition of becoming managing director. 쑗 Demand peaks in August, after which sales usually decline.
peak hour /pik aυə/ noun a time
when traffic is worst or when everyone

pendulum arbitration

is trying to travel to work or from work
back home 쑗 The taxi was delayed in
the rush hour traffic.
peak season /pik siz(ə)n/ noun a
period when a company is busiest
peak unemployment / pik $nmplɔmənt/ noun a period when unemployment is as its highest level
peer /pə/ noun a person who is the
same age or at the same level as someone else 쑗 The human resources director and her peers believed in a strict
chain of authority, but the younger managers wanted a more flexible approach.
peer group appraisal /pə rup
ə prez(ə)l/ noun an appraisal of an employee by their peer group
peer-to-peer / pə tə pə/ adjective
full form of P2P
peg /pe / verb to maintain or fix something at a specific level 왍 to peg wage
increases to the cost-of-living index to
limit increases in wages to the increases
in the cost-of-living index
penalise /pinəlaz/, penalize verb
to punish or fine 쑗 They were penalised
for bad time-keeping.
penalty /pen(ə)lti/ noun a punishment, often a fine, which is imposed if
something is not done or is done incorrectly or illegally 왍 to impose a penalty
on someone to make someone pay a
fine, to suspend someone, etc., as a
punishment
penalty clause /pen(ə)lti klɔz/
noun a clause which lists the penalties
which will be imposed if the terms of
the contract are not fulfilled 쑗 The contract contains a penalty clause which
fines the company 1% for every week
the completion date is late.
penalty rate /pen(ə)lti ret/ noun a
higher than normal rate of pay given to
employees for work they do outside normal working hours
pencil-whip /pensəl wp/ verb
to criticise somebody in writing
(slang) (NOTE: pencil-whipping –
pencil-whipped)

pendulum arbitration /pendjυləm

ɑb treʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of arbitration where each side makes a proposal and the arbitrator chooses one of

pension
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them, which then becomes binding on
both parties

pension /penʃən/ noun money paid

regularly to someone who no longer
works 왍 to draw a pension to receive a
pension 쐽 verb 왍 to pension someone
off to ask someone to retire and take a
pension
pensionable /penʃənəb(ə)l/ adjective able to receive a pension

pensionable

earnings

/ penʃənəb(ə)l nŋz/ plural noun

earnings being received at the moment
of retirement, on which the pension is
calculated
pension book /penʃən bυk/ noun a
book with vouchers entitling the bearer
to be paid a weekly pension
pension contributions /penʃən
kɒntr bjuʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun payments made by a company or employee
into a pension fund
pension entitlement /penʃən ntat(ə)lmənt/ noun an amount of pension which someone has the right to receive when they retire
pensioner /penʃənə/ noun a person
who receives a pension
pension fund /penʃən f$nd/ noun
money which provides pensions for retired employees
pension plan /penʃən pln/, pension scheme /penʃən skim/ noun a
plan worked out by an insurance company which arranges for an employee to
pay part of their salary over many years
and receive a regular payment when
they retire
Pensions Ombudsman /penʃənz
ɒmbυdzmən/ noun a government official who arbitrates in disputes over pensions and the administration of pension
funds
people churner /pip(ə)l tʃnə/
noun a bad employer with a reputation
for losing talented staff (slang)
people skills /pip(ə)l sklz/ plural
noun the techniques used in forming relationships and dealing with other people 쑗 Good people skills are essential
for anyone working in customer service.

performance indicator

per /p, pə/ preposition 1. at a rate of
왍 we pay £10 per hour we pay £10 for
each hour worked 2. out of 쑗 The rate of
imperfect items is about twenty-five per
thousand.
‘…a 100,000 square-foot warehouse generates
$600 in sales per square foot of space’
[Duns Business Month]

per annum /pər nəm/ adverb in a

year 쑗 What is their turnover per annum? 쑗 What is his total income per annum? 쑗 She earns over £100,000 per
annum.
per capita /pə kptə/ adjective, adverb for each person
per-capita
expenditure
/pə
kptə kspendtʃə/ noun the total
money spent divided by the number of
people involved
per capita income /pə kptə
nk$m/ noun the average income of
one person
per day /pə de/, per diem /pə
diem/ adverb for each day
perform /pəfɔm/ verb to do well or
badly 왍 how did she perform at the interview? did she do well or badly at the
interview?
performance /pəfɔməns/ noun the
way in which someone or something
acts 왍 performance of staff against objectives how staff have worked, measured against the objectives set
performance
appraisal
/pəfɔməns ə prez(ə)l/, performance
assessment /pəfɔməns ə sesmənt/
an assessment of the quality of a person’s work in a job

performance-based assessment
/pəfɔməns best ə sesmənt/ an as-

sessment of an employee’s knowledge
and skills as shown in their work. Compare knowledge-based assessment
performance
indicator
/pəfɔməns ndketə/ noun a figure or
measurement that acts as a guide to how
well an organisation is performing, as a
whole or in some aspect of its activities,
and what its strengths and weaknesses
are (NOTE: Performance indicators can
relate, for example, to the quality or
quantity of its output or to the turnover
rate amongst its staff.)

performance-related pay
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pay /pəfɔməns r letd pe/, performance
pay /pəfɔməns pe/ noun pay which
is linked to the employee’s performance
of their duties. Abbr PRP
performance
standard
/pəfɔməns stndəd/ noun a measure of
performance needed to reach a certain
level, as in the NVQ system
per head /pə hed/ adverb for each
person 쑗 Allow £15 per head for expenses. 쑗 Representatives cost on average £50,000 per head per annum.
period /pəriəd/ noun a length of time
쑗 for a period of time or for a period of
months or for a six-year period 쑗 sales
over the holiday period
periodic / pəriɒdk/ adjective from
time to time 쑗 a periodic review of staff
salaries
performance-related

period

of

disqualification

/ pəriəd əv dskwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun

a period during which a pregnant
woman cannot claim statutory sick pay
(11 weeks before giving birth)
period of entitlement / pəriəd əv
ntat(ə)lmənt/ noun a period during
which an employee can claim statutory
sick pay

period of incapacity for work
/ pəriəd əv nkə psti fə wk/
noun a period when an employee has

been away from work because of sickness for four consecutive days (and then
becomes eligible for SSP). Abbr PIW
period of qualification / pəriəd əv
kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the time which
has to pass before someone qualifies for
something
peripheral workers /pərf(ə)rəl
wkəz/ plural noun workers who are
hired as necessary (part-timers or workers on short-term contracts) as opposed
to ‘core’ workers who are permanent
perk /pk/ noun an extra item given
by a company to employees in addition
to their salaries (such as company cars
or private health insurance) 쑗 She earns
a good salary and in addition has all
sorts of perks.
permalancer /pməlɑnsə/ noun
someone who is officially a freelance
but has worked for the same company

per procurationem

for so long that they are regarded almost
as a permanent member of its staff
(slang)

permanency /pmənənsi/ noun the
fact of being permanent 쑗 There is a
lack of permanency about the company.
permanent /pmənənt/ adjective
which will last for a long time or for
ever 쑗 the permanent staff and
part-timers 쑗 She has found a permanent job. 쑗 She is in permanent
employment.
permanent

health

insurance

/ pmənənt helθ n ʃυərəns/ noun

long-term insurance which gives an income during periods of disability. Abbr
PHI

permanently /pmənəntli/ adverb
always or for ever 쑗 The company is
permanently in debt.

permanent

night

shift

/ pmənənt nat ʃft/ noun a shift

which only works at night (as opposed
to the alternating system)
permission /pəmʃ(ə)n/ noun being
allowed to do something 왍 to give
someone permission to do something
to allow someone to do something 왍 to
ask for permission to do something to
ask someone in authority to allow you to
do something 쑗 He asked the manager’s
permission to take a day off.
permit noun /pmt/ an official document which allows someone to do
something 쐽 verb /pəmt/ to allow
someone to do something 쑗 This document permits you to export twenty-five
computer systems. 쑗 The ticket permits
three people to go into the exhibition. 쑗
Will we be permitted to use her name in
the advertising copy? 쑗 Smoking is not
permitted in the design studio. (NOTE:
permitting – permitted)

per month /pə m$nθ/ adverb for

each month 쑗 He makes about £250 per
month.
per pro /pə prəυ/ same as per
procurationem 쑗 The secretary signed
per pro the manager.
per
procurationem
/pə
prɒkjυrsəυnəm/ Latin phrase
meaning ‘with the authority of’

perquisite
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perquisite /pkwzt/ noun same as

personal pension plan

perk

generally, to develop your own talents
and fulfil your own potential (NOTE:

persistent unemployment /pə-

also called self-development)

sstənt $nmplɔmənt/ noun unemployment which is constant, owing to
lack of skills or lack of jobs
person /ps(ə)n/ noun 1. someone
(a man or a woman) 쑗 an insurance policy which covers a named person 왍 the
persons named in the contract the
people whose names are given in the
contract 왍 the document should be
witnessed by a third person someone
who is not named in the document
should witness it 2. 왍 in person by doing something or going somewhere
yourself, not through another person or
means 왍 she came to see me in person
she came to see me
personal /ps(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective 1.
referring to one person 왍 apart from
the family shares, she has a personal
shareholding in the company apart
from shares belonging to her family as a
group, she has shares which she owns
herself 왍 the car is for his personal use
the car is for him to use himself 2. private 쑗 The envelope was marked ‘Personal’. 쑗 I want to see the director on a
personal matter.
personal allowance / ps(ə)n(ə)l
əlaυənsz/ noun a part of a person’s income which is not taxed
personal assets / ps(ə)n(ə)l
sets/ plural noun moveable assets
which belong to a person
personal assistant / ps(ə)n(ə)l əsstənt/ noun a person who performs
various secretarial and administrative
tasks for someone in authority such as a
director
personal contract / ps(ə)n(ə)l
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract negotiated
between an employer and a single employee (as opposed to a collective contract, negotiated with a group of
employees)

personal

development

/ ps(ə)n(ə)l dveləpmənt/ noun the

process of gaining additional knowledge, skills and experience in order to
improve the way you do your present
job and your prospects of future employment and promotion, and, more

personal effects / ps(ə)n(ə)l fekts/ plural noun things which belong
to someone

Personal Identification Number
/ ps(ə)n(ə)l
adentfkeʃ(ə)n
n$mbə/ noun a unique number allo-

cated to the holder of a cash card or
credit card, by which he or she can enter
an automatic banking system, e.g., to
withdraw cash from a cash machine or
to pay in a store. Abbr PIN
personal income / ps(ə)n(ə)l
nk$m/ noun the income received by
an individual person before tax is paid
personal inventory / ps(ə)n(ə)l
nvənt(ə)ri/, personality inventory
/psə nlti nvəntəri/ noun a list
of strengths and weaknesses in an
employee’s personality 쑗 When considering candidates for a post the
human resources manager drew up a
personality inventory for each one.
personality / psənlti/ noun 1. a
famous person, usually connected with
television or sport 2. a person’s character or general nature
personality clash / psənlti
klʃ/ noun a situation where two members of staff with strong personalities
cannot work together
personality test / psənlti test/
noun a test to assess a person’s character 쑗 We give all the sales staff a personality test to see how they can
communicate with potential customers.
쑗 His personality test showed he was a
particularly aggressive individual.
personal letter / ps(ə)n(ə)l letə/
noun a letter which deals with personal
matters (NOTE: also called private
letter)

personally /ps(ə)n(ə)li/ adverb in
person 쑗 He personally opened the envelope. 쑗 She wrote to me personally.

personal

pension

plan

/ ps(ə)n(ə)l penʃən pln/ noun a

pension plan which applies to one employee only, usually a self-employed
person, not to a group. Abbr PPP

personal property
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personal property / ps(ə)n(ə)l

prɒpəti/ noun things which belong to a
person 쑗 The fire caused considerable
damage to personal property.
personnel / psənel/ noun all the
people who work for an organisation or
at a particular location 쑗 The personnel
of the warehouse or the warehouse personnel have changed their shift system.
쑗 The company is famous for the way it
looks after its personnel. (NOTE: now replaced in some cases by human
resources)
personnel changes / psənel
tʃend"z/, staff changes /stɑf
tʃend"z/ plural noun arrivals and de-

partures of members of staff of a
company
personnel department / psənel
d pɑtmənt/ noun same as human
resources department

personnel development / psə-

nel dveləpmənt/ noun the selection
and training of employees for particular
jobs in an organisation
personnel manager / psənel
mnd"ə/ noun same as human
resources manager

personnel

officer

personnel

planning

ɒfsə/

noun same
resources officer

plnŋ/

noun same
resource(s) planning

as

/ psənel
human
/ psənel
human

as

policy
/ psənel
pɒlsi/ noun a set of rules or guidelines
that define the way in which an organisation deals with matters relating to
staff, or a particular rule or guideline relating to a particular issue affecting staff
personnel records /psə nel
rekɔdz/ plural noun details of members of staff
person specification /ps(ə)n
spesf keʃ(ə)n/ noun a form of job
description which gives the ideal personal qualities needed for the job and a
description of the ideal candidate for the
job
person-to-person call / ps(ə)n
tə ps(ə)n kɔl/ noun a telephone call
where you ask the operator to connect
you with a named person
personnel

physical

PERT abbr programme evaluation and
review technique

per week /pə wik/ adverb for each

week

per year /pə jə/ adverb same as per
annum

PEST noun an analysis of the envi-

ronment in which a company works,
under the heading of political economic,
social, technical. Full form political,
economic, social, technical

Peter principle /pitə prnsp(ə)l/

noun a law, based on wide experience,
that people are promoted until they occupy positions for which they are
incompetent
petty /peti/ adjective not important
petty cash / peti kʃ/ noun a small
amount of money kept in an office to
pay small debts
petty theft / peti θeft/ noun the
stealing of small items (as in an office: it
can be the reason for summary
dismissal)
phase /fez/ noun a period or part of
something which takes place 쑗 the first
phase of the expansion programme
phased retirement / fezd rtaəmənt/ noun a gradual reduction in
the number of hours someone works as
they approach the age of retirement, typically to a three- or four-day week in the
last six months
phase in / fez n/ verb to bring
something in gradually 쑗 The new system of pension contributions will be
phased in over the next two months.
‘…the budget grants a tax exemption for
$500,000 in capital gains, phased in over the
next six years’ [Toronto Star]

phase out / fez aυt/ verb to remove

something gradually 쑗 Smith Ltd will be
phased out as a supplier of spare parts.
PHI abbr permanent health insurance
phone book /fəυn bυk/ noun a book
which lists names of people or companies with their addresses and telephone
numbers
physical (examination) / fzk(ə)l
 zmneʃ(ə)n/ noun a medical examination 쑗 All the candidates have to
pass a physical examination. 쑗 Though

physically handicapped
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his qualifications for the job were good,
he was rejected after failing the
physical.

physically handicapped / fzkli

hndikpt/ adjective having a physical disability (NOTE: now generally unacceptable and replaced by disabled)

physical

working

conditions

/ fzk(ə)l wkŋ kən dʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun the surroundings in which some-

one works, taking into account aspects
such as temperature, air quality, lighting, safety, cleanliness and noise
pick and shovel work / pk ən
ʃ$v(ə)l wk/ noun boring and detailed
work such as the examination of documents for mistakes
picket /pkt/ noun a striking employee who stands at the entrance to a
place of work to try to persuade other
employees not to go to work 왍 to cross
a picket line to go into a place to work,
even though pickets are trying to prevent employees from going in 쐽 verb 왍
to picket a factory to stand at the entrance of a place of work to try to prevent other employees from going to
work
picketing /pktŋ/ noun the act of
standing at the entrance of a place of
work to try to prevent other employees
going to work 왍 lawful picketing picketing which is allowed by law 왍 peaceful picketing picketing which does not
involve aggression
picket line /pkt lan/ noun a line of
pickets at the entrance of a place of
work 쑗 to man a picket line or to be on
the picket line
piece /pis/ noun a small part of something 쑗 to sell something by the piece 쑗
The price is 25p the piece.
piece rate /pis ret/ noun a rate of
pay for a product produced or for a
piece of work done and not paid for at
an hourly rate 쑗 to earn piece rates
piece-rate system /pis ret
sstəm/ noun a system of payment in
which an employee is paid a particular
amount of money for each unit that they
produce

placement service

rate wages /pis ret
wed"z/ plural noun payments based
on the number of units produced
piecework /piswk/ noun work for
which employees are paid for the products produced or the piece of work done
and not at an hourly rate
pieceworker /piswkə/ noun a
person who is employed at a piece rate
pie chart /pa tʃɑt/ noun a diagram
where information is shown as a circle
cut up into sections of different sizes
pilferage /plfərd"/, pilfering
/plfərŋ/ noun the stealing of small
amounts of money or small items from
an office or shop
pilot fish /palət fʃ/ noun a junior
executive who acts as an assistant to a
more senior executive and often walks
close behind them, as a pilot fish follows a shark (slang)
PIN abbr Personal Identification
Number
pin-drop syndrome /pn drɒp
sndrəυm/ noun stress caused when a
working environment is extremely quiet
(slang)
pink-collar job /pŋk kɒlə d"ɒb/
noun a sexist term for a job that is normally done by a woman, especially a
young one (slang)
pink slip /pŋk slp/ noun US an official letter of dismissal given to an employee (in place of a final interview)
pink slipper /pŋk slpə/ noun US a
person who has been dismissed from
employment
PIW abbr period of incapacity for work
place /ples/ noun where something is
or where something happens 왍 to take
place to happen 쑗 The meeting will take
place in our offices. 쐽 verb 왍 to place
staff to find jobs for staff 왍 how are
you placed for work? have you enough
work to do?
placement /plesmənt/ noun the
act of finding work for someone 쑗 The
bureau specialises in the placement of
former executives.
placement service /plesmənt
svs/ noun an office which specialpiece
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ises in finding jobs (such as for students
leaving college)

place of birth / ples əv bθ/ noun

the place where someone was born
plaintiff /plentf/ noun a person who
starts an action against someone in the
civil courts (NOTE: since April 1999,
this term has been replaced by
claimant)

plan /pln/ noun 1. an organised way

of doing something 쑗 an investment
plan 쑗 a pension plan 쑗 a savings plan
2. a way of saving or investing money 쐽
verb to organise carefully how something should be done in the future 왍 to
plan for an increase in staff costs to
change a way of doing things because
you think there will be an increase in
staff costs
‘…the benefits package is attractive and the
compensation plan includes base, incentive and
car
allowance
totalling
$50,000+’
[Globe and Mail (Toronto)]

planning /plnŋ/ noun the process
of organising how something should be
done in the future 쑗 Setting up a new incentive scheme with insufficient planning could be a disaster. 쑗 The
long-term planning or short-term planning of the project has been completed.
plant /plɑnt/ noun 1. industrial machinery and equipment 2. a large factory
쑗 to set up a new plant 쑗 They closed
down six plants in the north of the country. 쑗 He was appointed plant manager.
plant-hire firm / plɑnt haə fm/
noun a company which lends large machines (such as cranes and tractors) to
building companies
plateauing /pltəυŋ/ noun the process of entering a phase where performance remains the same or your
position neither gets better nor gets
worse over a long period (NOTE: Employees may experience plateauing if
they are not very ambitious or if there
are few opportunities for promotion in
their organisation.)

Plc, PLC, plc abbr public limited

company

plug and play / pl$ ən ple/ adjective used to describe a new member of
staff who does not need training (slang)

police record

pluralism /plυərəlz(ə)m/ noun the

belief that the way to achieve good industrial relations is to acknowledge that
various groups of employees have different requirements and make different
demands, and that compromises have to
be reached 쑗 Pluralism is making more
employees feel they are part of the organisation. (NOTE: the opposite is
unitarism)

plus /pl$s/ preposition 1. added to

쑗

Her salary plus commission comes to
more than £45,000. 쑗 Production costs
plus overheads are higher than revenue.
2. more than 왍 salary of £100,000 plus
a salary of more than £100,000 쐽 noun
a good or favourable point 쑗 To have
achieved £1m in new sales in less than
six months is certainly a plus for the
sales team.
poaching /pəυtʃŋ/ noun the practice of enticing employees to work for
another organisation or enticing members of one union to join another union
쑗 The company was accused of poaching staff from its rival. (NOTE: also
called raiding)
pocket /pɒkt/ noun 왍 to be £25 in

pocket to have made a profit of £25 왍 to
be £25 out of pocket to have lost £25
pocket
calculator
/ pɒkt
klkjυletə/ noun a calculator which
can be carried in the pocket
pocket diary / pɒkt daəri/ noun a
diary which can be carried in the pocket
point /pɔnt/ noun 1. a place or position 2. a unit for calculations
points
plan
/pɔnts
pln/,
point-factor system /pɔnt fktə
sstəm/ noun a method of assessing the
value of different jobs that uses a scale
of points to rate each particular job according to a range of criteria (NOTE: also
called point-factor system)
points system /pɔnts sstəm/
noun a system whereby points are given

to items in order to evaluate them 쑗 The
human resources department uses a
points system for performance appraisals. 쑗 A points system can be used in
evaluating candidates for a job.
police record /pə lis rekɔd/ noun
a note of previous crimes for which

policy
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someone has been convicted 쑗 He did
not say that he had a police record.
(NOTE: also called criminal record)

policy /pɒlsi/ noun 1. a course of action or set of principles 2. a contract for
insurance
policyholder /pɒlsi həυldə/ noun
a person who is insured by an insurance
company
polite /pəlat/ adjective behaving in a
pleasant way 쑗 We insist on our sales
staff being polite to customers. 쑗 We
had a polite letter from the MD.
politely /pəlatli/ adverb in a pleasant
way 쑗 She politely answered the customers’ questions.
polygraph /pɒli rɑf/ noun a lie detector, a machine which tells if a person
is lying by recording physiological
changes which take place while the person is being interviewed
polygraphy /pəl rəfi/ noun the
practice of using a polygraph to check
members of staff
pool /pul/ noun an unused supply 쑗 a
pool of unemployed labour or of
expertise
poor /pɔ/ adjective 1. without much
money 쑗 The company tries to help the
poorest members of staff with loans. 쑗 It
is one of the poorest countries in the
world. 2. not very good 쑗 poor quality
쑗 poor service 쑗 poor performance by
office staff 쑗 poor organisation of working methods
poorly /pɔli/ adverb badly 쑗 The offices are poorly laid out. 쑗 The plan was
poorly presented. 왍 poorly-paid staff
staff with low wages
population / pɒpjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the number of people who live in a
country or in a town 쑗 Population statistics show a rise in the 18–25 age
group. 쑗 Population trends have to be
taken into account when drawing up
economic plans. 쑗 The working population of the country is getting older. 2.
the group of items or people in a survey
or study
population growth / pɒpjυleʃ(ə)n
rəυθ/ noun an increase in the
population

post

population trends / pɒpjυleʃ(ə)n

trendz/ plural noun developments in
the size and make-up of the population
쑗 To assess the future employment market, the human resources department
studied population trends. 쑗 Judging by
present population trends, there will be
a labour shortage in five years’ time.
portable /pɔtəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be carried 쑗 a portable computer
portable pension / pɔtəb(ə)l
penʃən/, portable pension plan
/ pɔtəb(ə)l penʃən pln/ noun a pension entitlement which can be moved
from one company to another without
loss (as an employee changes jobs)
portfolio working /pɔtfəυliəυ
wkŋ/ noun a way of organising your
working life in which, instead of working full-time for one employer and pursuing a single career, you work for
several different employers, do several
different jobs and follow several different career paths all at the same time
position /pəzʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a point
of view 쑗 What is the union’s position
on the issue of the closed shop? 2. a job
or paid work in a company 쑗 to apply
for a position as manager 쑗 We have
several positions vacant. 쑗 All the vacant positions have been filled. 쑗 She
retired from her position in the accounts
department.
position of authority /pə zʃ(ə)n
əv ɔθɒrti/ noun a job where the employee has authority over other
employees
positive /pɒztv/ adjective meaning
‘yes’ 쑗 The board gave a positive reply.
positive discrimination / pɒztv
dskrmneʃ(ə)n/ the practice of giving more favourable treatment to a minority to help them be more equal 쑗 The
company’s policy of positive discrimination is to enable more women to
reach senior management posts.
positive vetting / pɒztv vetŋ/
noun the close examination of a person
working with secret information who
may not be reliable
post /pəυst/ noun 1. a system of sending letters and parcels from one place to
another 쑗 to send an invoice by post 쑗

post-
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He put the letter in the post. 쑗 The
cheque was lost in the post. 2. letters
sent or received 쑗 Has the post arrived
yet? 쑗 The first thing I do is open the
post. 쑗 The receipt was in this morning’s post. 쑗 The letter didn’t arrive by
the first post this morning. (NOTE: British English uses both mail and post
but American English only uses mail)
3. job, paid work in a company 쑗 to ap-

ply for a post as cashier 쑗 we have three
posts vacant 쑗 All our posts have been
filled. 쑗 We advertised three posts in the
‘Times’. 쐽 verb 1. to send something by
post 쑗 to post a letter or to post a parcel
2. 왍 to post up a notice to put a notice
on a wall or on a noticeboard

‘Toronto stocks closed at an all-time high,
posting their fifth day of advances in heavy
trading’ [Financial Times]

post- /pəυst/ prefix after
postal ballot /pəυst(ə)l

blət/,
postal vote /pəυst(ə)l vəυt/ noun an

election where the voters send their ballot papers by post
postcode /pəυstkəυd/ noun a set of
letters and numbers used to indicate a
town or street in an address on an
envelope
post-entry closed shop /pəυst
entri kləυzd ʃɒp/ noun a closed shop
which applies to employees after they
have joined a company
post-industrial experience /pəυst
n d$striəl kspəriəns/ noun experience after working in industry
posting /pəυstŋ/ noun an appointment to a job 쑗 He has been offered an
overseas posting.
posting and bidding / pəυstŋ ən
bdŋ/ noun the act of advertising a job
internally so that employees can apply
for it
potential /pətenʃəl/ adjective possible 왍 she is a potential managing director she is the sort of person who
could become managing director 쐽
noun the possibility of becoming
something
‘…career prospects are excellent for someone
with growth potential’ [Australian Financial
Review]
‘…for sale: established general cleaning
business; has potential to be increased to over 1

precautions
million dollar turnover’ [Australian Financial
Review]

potential review /pətenʃəl r vju/

noun a study of an employee’s performance to determine what direction their
career should take in the organisation
power /paυə/ noun 1. strength or
ability 2. a force or legal right

power and influence theory of
leadership / paυər ənd nfluəns

θəri əv lidəʃp/ noun the theory that
leadership is based on the nature of the
relationships between leaders and the
people who follow them, which are
shaped by the power and influence exerted by the leaders, rather than on the
exceptional abilities that leaders as individuals are supposed to possess
power lunch /paυə l$ntʃ/ noun
same as working lunch
power of attorney / paυər əv ətni/ noun a legal document which
gives someone the right to act on someone’s behalf in legal matters
power structure /paυə str$ktʃə/
noun the way in which power is distributed among different groups or individuals in an organisation
power struggle /paυə str$ (ə)l/
noun a fight between people or groups
to obtain control of something 쑗 There
was a power struggle in the boardroom,
and the finance director had to resign.
p.p. abbr per procurationem 쐽 verb 왍
to p.p. a letter to sign a letter on behalf
of someone 쑗 Her assistant p.p.’d the
letter while the manager was at lunch.
PR abbr public relations 쑗 A PR firm is
handling all our publicity. 쑗 She works
in PR. 쑗 The PR people gave away
100,000 balloons.
practice /prkts/ noun a way of doing things 쑗 His practice was to arrive
at work at 7.30 and start counting the
cash.
precautionary measure /prkɔʃ(ə)n(ə)ri me"ə/ noun an action
taken to prevent something unwanted
taking place
precautions /prkɔʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun measures taken to avoid something unpleasant 쑗 We intend to take
precautions to prevent thefts in the of-
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fice. 쑗 The company did not take proper
fire precautions.
precondition
/ prikəndʃ(ə)n/
noun a condition set before something
happens, e.g. a condition set by one side
before joining negotiations 쑗 Management has agreed to talks without
preconditions.
predecessor /pridsesə/ noun a
person who had a job or position before
someone else 쑗 He took over from his
predecessor last May. 쑗 She is using the
same office as her predecessor.
predictive validity /pr dktv vəldti/ noun the process of assessing the
validity of selection tests, by comparing
the employee’s performance in tests
with their subsequent job performance
pre-employment screening / pri
m plɔmənt skrinŋ/ noun health
screening that takes place after a person
has been appointed to a job but before
they start work
preferential / prefərenʃəl/ adjective
showing that something is preferred
more than another
preferential shop /prefərenʃəl
ʃɒp/ noun an agreement with a union
that management will give first chance
of new jobs to members of the union 쑗
A preferential shop system is resented
by applicants who do not wish to become members of the union.

preferential

treatment

/ prefərenʃəl tritmənt/ noun good

treatment given to someone in power or
to someone who is a friend of the person
giving the treatment 쑗 He gets preferential treatment because he’s the MD’s
nephew.
prejudice /pred"υds/ noun 1. bias
or unjust feelings against someone 2.
harm done to someone 왍 without prejudice without harming any interests (a
phrase spoken or written in letters when
trying to negotiate a settlement, meaning that the negotiations cannot be referred to in court or relied upon by the
other party if the discussions fail) 쐽
verb to harm 쑗 to prejudice someone’s
claim
prejudiced /pred"υdst/ adjective
biased or with unjust feelings against

president

someone 쑗 The company was accused
of being prejudiced against women.
preliminary /prlmn(ə)ri/ adjective
early, happening before anything else
preliminary hearing /pr lmn(ə)ri
hərŋ/ noun the first meeting of an industrial tribunal where the tribunal decides if it is competent to hear the case
premature retirement / premətʃυə
rtaəmənt/ noun same as early
retirement

bonus
/primiəm
bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment to an
employee for taking less than the standard time for a task
premium pay /primiəm pe/, premium rate /primiəm ret/ noun a rate
of payment for overtime work
premium pay plan /primiəm pe
pln/ noun an improved pay scale for
employees who perform particularly
well, often used to motivate employees
and reward such achievements as high
productivity, long service or completion
of training
present adjective /prez(ə)nt/ 1. happening now 쑗 What is the present address of the company? 2. being there
when something happens 쑗 Only six directors were present at the board meeting. 쐽 verb /przent/ to give a talk
about or demonstration of something 쑗
I’ve been asked to present at the sales
conference. 쑗 The HR director will
present the new staff structure to the
Board.
presentation
/ prez(ə)nteʃ(ə)n/
noun a demonstration or exhibition of a
proposed plan
presenteeism / prez(ə)ntiz(ə)m/
noun the practice of spending more
hours at work or in the workplace than
is healthy, necessary or productive, e.g.
when an employee comes to work when
sick for fear of losing their job or letting
the company down
preside /przad/ verb to be chairman
쑗 The MD will preside over the meeting.
쑗 The meeting was held in the committee room, Mr Smith presiding.
president /prezd(ə)nt/ noun the
head of a company, society or club 쑗
She was elected president of the sports
premium

press cutting agency
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club. 쑗 After many years on the board,
A.B. Smith has been appointed president
of the company.
COMMENT: In the UK, president is some-

times a title given to a non-executive former chairman of a company; in the USA,
the president is the main executive director of a company.

press cutting agency /pres k$tŋ

ed"ənsi/ noun a company which cuts
out references to clients from newspapers and magazines and sends them on
to them
press the flesh / pres ðə fleʃ/ verb
to shake hands with people at a business
function (informal )
pressure /preʃə/ noun something
which forces you to do something 왍 to
put pressure on someone to do something to try to force someone to do
something 쑗 The banks put pressure on
the company to reduce its borrowings.
prevention /prvenʃən/ noun steps
to prevent something happening
preventive measure /pr ventv
me"ə/ noun an action taken to prevent
something from taking place
previous /priviəs/ adjective which
happens earlier or which existed before
쑗 List all previous positions with the
salaries earned.
price /pras/ noun money which has to
be paid to buy something 쐽 verb to give
a price to a product 쑗 We have two used
cars for sale, both priced at £5,000. 왍 to
price oneself out of the market to ask
for such a high salary that you cannot
get a job
.

‘…that British goods will price themselves back
into world markets is doubtful as long as sterling
labour costs continue to rise’ [Sunday Times]

price ceiling /pras silŋ/ noun the
highest price which can be reached

price cutting /pras k$tŋ/ noun a
sudden lowering of prices

price structure /pras str$ktʃə/

noun a way in which prices are arranged
for a series of products
pricing policy /prasŋ pɒlisi/
noun a company’s policy in giving
prices to its products 쑗 Our pricing policy aims at producing a 35% gross
margin.

private

primary /praməri/ adjective basic

‘…farmers are convinced that primary industry
no longer has the capacity to meet new capital
taxes
or
charges
on
farm
inputs’
[Australian Financial Review]

boycott
/ praməri
bɔkɒt/ noun US pressure put on an
employer by workers directly involved
in an industrial dispute. 쏡 secondary

primary

boycott

primary group /praməri

rup/
noun a group which is small enough to
allow the members to interact
informally
primary
industry
/ praməri
ndəstri/ noun an industry dealing with
basic raw materials such as coal, wood
or farm produce
primary labour market / praməri
lebə mɑkt/ noun a market for
workers with specific skills

primary negotiating demands

/ praməri nə əυʃietŋ d mɑndz/
plural noun initial demands made by

one side in a negotiation, which are in
fact not negotiable
primary sector /praməri sektə/
noun industries dealing with basic raw
materials (such as coal, wood or farm
produce)
principal /prnsp(ə)l/ noun 1. a person or company that is represented by
an agent 2. money invested or borrowed
on which interest is paid 쑗 to repay
principal and interest 쑗 We try to repay
part of principal each month. (NOTE: do
not confuse with principle) 쐽 adjective
most important 쑗 The company’s principal asset is its design staff.
‘…the company was set up with funds totalling
NorKr 145m with the principal aim of making
capital gains on the secondhand market’
[Lloyd’s List]

principle /prnsp(ə)l/ noun a basic
point or general rule 왍 in principle in
agreement with a general rule 왍 agree-

ment in principle agreement with the
basic conditions of a proposal
priority /praɒrti/ noun 왍 to have
priority to have the right to be first
private /pravət/ adjective 1. belonging to a single person, not to a company
or the state 왍 a letter marked ‘private
and confidential’ a letter which must

private enterprise
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not be opened by anyone other than the
person it is addressed to 2. 왍 in private
away from other people 쑗 In public the
union said it would never go back to the
negotiating table, but in private they
were already having discussions with
the company representatives. 쑗 He
asked to see the managing director in
private. 쑗 In public he said the company
would break even soon, but in private he
was less optimistic.
‘…in the private sector the total number of new
house starts was 3 per cent higher than in the
corresponding period last year, while public
sector starts were 23 per cent lower’
[Financial Times]

enterprise
/ pravət
entəpraz/ noun businesses which are
owned privately, not nationalised 쑗 The
project is completely funded by private
enterprise.
private health insurance / pravət
helθ n ʃυərəns/, private health
scheme / pravət helθ skim/ noun
insurance which will pay for the cost of
treatment in a private hospital, not a
state one
privately /pravətli/ adverb away
from other people 쑗 The deal was negotiated privately.
private means / pravət minz/ plural noun income from dividends, interest or rent which is not part of
someone’s salary
private
ownership
/ pravət
əυnəʃp/ noun a situation where a
company is owned by private
shareholders
private
secretary
/ pravət
sekrt(ə)ri/ noun a secretary who
works for one manager or director only,
and deals with personal and confidential
matters
private sector /pravət sektə/
noun all companies which are owned by
private shareholders, not by the state 쑗
The expansion is completely funded by
the private sector. 쑗 Salaries in the private sector have increased faster than in
the public sector.
privilege /prvld"/ noun an advantage associated with a certain position or
situation 쑗 Using the company jet is a
privilege given only to top management.
private

problem-solving

proactive /prəυktv/ adjective tak-

ing the initiative in doing something (as
opposed to reacting to events)
probation /prəbeʃ(ə)n/ noun a period when a new employee is being
tested before getting a permanent job 쑗
We will take her on probation. 쑗 The
accountant was appointed on three
months’ probation at the end of which
he was not found to be satisfactory.
probationary /prəbeʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective while someone is being tested 쑗
We will take her for a probationary period of three months. 쑗 After the probationary period the company decided to
offer him a full-time contract.
probationary employee /prəbeʃ(ə)n(ə)ri mplɔi/ noun an employee who is still on probation
probationary
period
/prəbeʃ(ə)n(ə)ri pəriəd/ noun a period
during which a new employee is on probation 쑗 During the probationary period the employee may be dismissed
without notice. 쑗 The probationary period is three months, after which the
management may decide not to keep the
worker, or alternatively, may offer an
employment contract.
probationer /prəbeʃ(ə)nə/ noun a
person who is on probation
problem /prɒbləm/ noun something
to which it is difficult to find an answer
쑗 The company suffers from staff
problems.
problem area /prɒbləm eəriə/
noun an area of a company’s work
which is difficult to run 쑗 Overseas
sales is one of our biggest problem
areas.
problem-solving /prɒbləm sɒlvŋ/
noun the task of dealing with problems
that occur within an organisation and
the methods that managers use to solve
them (NOTE: The most widely used
method of problem-solving proceeds
through the following stages: recognising that a problem exists and defining
it; generating a range of solutions;
evaluating the possible solutions and
choosing the best one; implementing
the solution and evaluating its effectiveness in solving the problem.)

procedural
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procedural /prəsid"ərəl/ adjective
referring to procedure

‘…the procedural ‘gentleman’s agreement’
approach was not sufficient to sustain individual
employees against workplace industrial action’
[Personnel Management]

agreement
/prəsid"ərəl ə rimənt/ noun an agreement between a trade union and management on procedure to be followed
during negotiations or bargaining
procedure /prəsid"ə/ noun a way in
which something is done 쑗 The inquiry
found that the company had not followed the approved procedures. 쑗 The
management complained that the unions
did not follow the proper procedure. 왍
this procedure is very irregular this is
not the proper way to do something
procedural

‘…this was a serious breach of disciplinary
procedure and the dismissal was unfair’
[Personnel Management]

manual /prəsid"ə
mnjuəl/ noun a document in which
the step-by-step instructions that govern
the way in which an organisation conducts particular activities are written
down (NOTE: Procedure manuals are

procedure

often used in the induction and training
of new recruits.)
proceedings /prəsidŋz/ plural
noun 왍 to take or to institute proceed-

ings against someone to start a legal action against someone
process /prəυses/ noun the series of
steps or stages that make up an activity
왍 decision-making processes ways in
which decisions are reached 쐽 verb 1. 왍
to process figures to sort out information to make it easily understood 쑗 The
sales figures are being processed by our
accounts department. 2. to deal with
something in the usual routine way 쑗 It
usually takes at least two weeks to process an insurance claim. 쑗 Orders are
processed in our warehouse.
process chart /prəυses tʃɑt/ noun
a diagram which shows all the stages involved in a job or project in the correct
order
process skills /prəυses sklz/ plural noun skills in organising, problem-solving, decision-making, etc.
production /prəd$kʃən/ noun 1. the
act of showing something 왍 on produc-

productivity drive

tion of when something is shown 쑗
Goods can be exchanged only on production of the sales slip. 2. the making
or manufacturing of goods for sale 쑗 We
are hoping to speed up production by
installing new machinery. 쑗 Higher
production is rewarded with higher pay.
production bonus /prəd$kʃən
bəυnəs/ noun an extra payment made
for each job or task completed after a
certain production target has been
reached
production curve /prəd$kʃən
kv/ noun the extent to which output
varies according to how long the employee has been working

production

management

/prəd$kʃən mnd"mənt/ noun the

process of supervising a factory or a
production process
production
standards
/prəd$kʃən stndədz/ plural noun the
quality levels relating of production
production target /prəd$kʃən
tɑ t/ noun the amount of units a factory is expected to produce
production transfer /prəd$kʃən
trnsf/ noun the transferring of employees from jobs in which manpower
requirements are declining to jobs
where manpower requirements are on
the increase
productivity / prɒd$ktvti/ noun
the rate of output per employee or per
machine in a factory 쑗 Bonus payments
are linked to productivity. 쑗 The company is aiming to increase productivity.
‘…though there has been productivity growth,
the absolute productivity gap between many
British firms and their foreign rivals remains’
[Sunday Times]

productivity audit / prɒd$ktvti

ɔdt/ noun a review of a company’s
productivity and its relationship with its
employees
productivity bargaining / prɒd$ktvti bɑ nŋ/ noun bargaining between a union and management to agree
on the level of productivity to be
achieved
productivity drive / prɒd$ktvti
drav/ noun an extra effort to increase
productivity

productivity measurement

productivity

/ prɒd$ktvti
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measurement

me"əmənt/ noun a
measurement of the efficiency of
production
product management / prɒd$kt
mnd"mənt/ noun the process of directing the making and selling of a product as an independent item
profession /prəfeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
occupation for which official qualifications are needed and which is often
made a lifelong career 쑗 The managing
director is an accountant by profession.
쑗 HR management is now more widely
recognised as a profession. 2. a group of
specialised employees 쑗 the accounting
profession 쑗 the legal profession
professional /prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective 1. referring to one of the professions
쑗 We had to ask our lawyer for professional advice on the contract. 쑗 The
professional institute awards diplomas.
왍 professional man, professional
woman a man or woman who works in
one of the professions (such as a lawyer,
doctor or accountant) 2. expert or
skilled 쑗 Her work is very professional.
쑗 They did a very professional job in
designing the new office. 3. doing work
for money 쑗 a professional tennis
player 4. fully qualified in a profession
쑗 She’s a professional photographer. 쐽
noun a skilled person or a person who
does skilled work for money
professional body /prə feʃ(ə)n(ə)l
bɒdi/ noun an organisation which
trains, validates and organises examinations for its members
professional indemnity /prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l ndemnti/ noun insurance against claims taken out by companies providing professional services
such as accountancy
professionalism
/prəfeʃ(ə)nəlz(ə)m/ noun the quality of
showing a professional attitude 쑗 His
sales reports show a lack of professionalism which could be remedied by a period of in-house training.
professional misconduct /prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l mskɒnd$kt/ noun behaviour by a member of a profession (such
as a lawyer, accountant or doctor) which

profit-related

the body regulating that profession considers to be wrong
professional
mobility
/prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l məυblti/ noun the ability
of employees to move from one type of
job to another within the same organisation (NOTE: also called skills mobility)
professional negligence /prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l ne ld"əns/ noun the act
of failing to carry out one’s duties properly (on the part of a professional
person)
professional qualification /prəfeʃ(ə)n(ə)l kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
document which shows that someone
has successfully finished a course of
study which allows them to work in one
of the professions
professional traits /prə feʃ(ə)n(ə)l
trets/ plural noun characteristics
(such as skills, knowledge or agreement
with the aims of a professional organisation) which mark the true professional
proficiency /prəfʃ(ə)nsi/ noun skill
in doing something at more than a basic
level 쑗 Her proficiency in languages
should help in the export department. 쑗
To get the job he had to pass a proficiency test.
proficient /prəfʃ(ə)nt/ adjective
capable of doing something well 쑗 She
is quite proficient in Spanish.
profile /prəυfal/ noun a brief description of the characteristics of something or someone 쑗 They asked for a
profile of the possible partners in the
joint venture. 쑗 Her CV provided a profile of her education and career to date.
profile method /prəυfal meθəd/
noun an analytical method of job evaluation used by management consultants
profit /prɒft/ noun money gained
from a sale which is more than the
money spent on making the item sold or
on providing the service offered
profit centre /prɒft sentə/ noun a
person or department that is considered
separately for the purposes of calculating a profit 쑗 We count the kitchen
equipment division as a single profit
centre.
profit-related /prɒft r letd/ adjective linked to profit

profit-related pay
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profit-related pay / prɒft r letd

pe/ noun pay (including bonuses)
which is linked to profit
profit-sharing /prɒft ʃeərŋ/ noun
the practice of dividing profits among
employees
profit-sharing scheme /prɒft
ʃeərŋ skim/ noun a scheme by
which employees (either all of them, or
only certain selected categories) are entitled to get a share of the profits of the
organisation they work for 쑗
Profit-sharing schemes encourage employees to identify more closely with the
company.
program /prəυ rm/ noun 1. a set
of instructions telling a computer to perform some task 2. US same as
programme 쐽 verb to write a program
for a computer 왍 to program a computer to install a program in a computer
쑗 The computer is programmed to print
labels.
programme /prəυ rm/ noun a
plan of things which will be done 쑗 to
draw up a programme of investment or
an investment programme 쑗 The training programme sends all managers for
retraining every year. 쑗 We are initiating a new recruitment programme.
(NOTE: the
program)

usual

programmed

US

spelling

is

instruction

/ prəυ rmd
nstr$kʃən/,
programmed learning / prəυ rmd
lnŋ/ noun a course of instruction

carried out by each trainee at their own
speed

programme evaluation and review
technique
(PERT) /-

prəυ rm vlju eʃ(ə)n ən rvju
tek nik/ noun a way of planning and
controlling a large project, concentrating on scheduling and completion on
time. Abbr PERT
progress noun /prəυ res/ the movement of work forward 쑗 to report on the
progress of the work or of the negotiations 왍 in progress which is being done
but is not finished 쑗 negotiations in
progress 쑗 work in progress 왍 to make
progress to move forward in your work
쐽 verb /prəυ res/ to move forward or

promotion

go ahead 쑗 The contract is progressing
through various departments.
progress
chaser
/prəυ res
tʃesə/ noun a person whose job is to
check that work is being carried out on
schedule, that orders are being fulfilled
on time, etc.
progression /prəυ reʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of moving forward in stages
progressive /prəυ resv/ adjective
which moves forward in stages
progress report /prəυ res r pɔt/
noun a document which describes what
progress has been made
prohibition / prəυbʃ(ə)n/ noun an
act of forbidding something
prohibition notice / prəυbʃ(ə)n
nəυts/ noun a notice from the Health
and Safety Executive telling a company
to stop doing something which is
dangerous
prohibitory
injunction
/prəhbt(ə)ri nd"$ŋkʃən/ noun an injunction which prevents someone from
doing an illegal act
projective listening /prə d"ektv
ls(ə)nŋ/ noun the act of imagining the
effects of one’s own words on other
people in order to improve direct communication skills 쑗 The sales manager
trained the new sales reps in projective
listening.
projective test /prə d"ektv test/
noun a test of personality, where a candidate is asked to describe what they see
in certain shapes
project management /prɒd"ekt
mnd"mənt/ noun the coordination
of the financial, material and human resources needed to complete a project
and the organisation of the work that the
project involves
promote /prəməυt/ verb to give
someone a more important job or to
move someone to a higher grade 쑗 He
was promoted from salesman to sales
manager.
promotion /prəməυʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of moving up to a more important
job 쑗 I ruined my chances of promotion
when I argued with the managing director. 쑗 The job offers good promotion
chances or promotion prospects. 왍 to

promotion ladder
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earn promotion to work hard and efficiently and so be promoted 왍 to get promotion to be promoted 왍 to be passed
over for promotion not to be promoted
when other employees on the same level
are promoted
promotion ladder /prəməυʃ(ə)n
ldə/ noun a series of steps by which
employees can be promoted 쑗 By being
appointed sales manager, she moved
several steps up the promotion ladder.

proposal under consideration

/prə pəυz(ə)l $ndə kən sdəreʃ(ə)n/
noun the proposal which is being con-

sidered at the moment

proprietor /prəpraətə/ noun the

owner of a business, especially in the
hospitality industry 쑗 She is the proprietor of a hotel or a hotel proprietor. 쑗
The restaurant has a new proprietor.
proprietress /prəpraətrəs/ noun a
woman owner 쑗 She is the proprietress
of an advertising consultancy.
prosecute /prɒskjut/ verb to bring
someone to court to answer a criminal
charge 쑗 He was prosecuted for
embezzlement.
prosecution / prɒskjuʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the act of bringing someone to court
to answer a charge 쑗 his prosecution for
embezzlement 2. a party who brings a
criminal charge against someone 쑗 The
costs of the case will be borne by the
prosecution. 3. lawyers representing the
party bringing a criminal charge against
someone
prosecution counsel / prɒskjuʃ(ə)n kaυnsəl/ noun a lawyer acting for the prosecution
prospect noun 1. 왍 her job prospects are good she is very likely to find
a job 2. the possibility that something
will happen 쑗 There is no prospect of
negotiations coming to an end soon. 쐽
verb to look for 쑗 to prospect customers
prospective /prəspektv/ adjective
1. which may happen in the future 2. referring to a person who could be appointed to a job 쑗 We are interviewing
prospective candidates next week.
protect /prətekt/ verb to defend
something against harm 쑗 Employees
are protected from unfair dismissal by

provident

government legislation. 쑗 The cover is
supposed to protect the machine from
dust.

protected class /prə tektd klɑs/

noun an employee who has skills that
are currently in short supply (slang)
protection /prətekʃən/ noun 1.
something or a legislation which protects 쑗 The legislation offers no protection to part-time workers. 쑗 The new
legislation offers some protection
against unscrupulous employers. 2. the
act of protecting
protective /prətektv/ adjective
which protects
protective award /prətektv əwɔd/ noun an award made to an employee who was made redundant without the company following the normal
consultation procedures or the normal
notice period
protective clothing /prə tektv
kləυðŋ/ noun clothes (such as hats,
gloves or goggles) which protect a
worker from dangerous substances
protest noun /prəυtest/ a statement
or action to show that you do not approve of something 쑗 to make a protest
against high prices 왍 in protest at
showing that you do not approve of
something 쑗 The staff occupied the offices in protest at the low pay offer. 왍 to
do something under protest to do
something, but say that you do not approve of it 쐽 verb /prətest/ 왍 to protest against something to say that you
do not approve of something
protest strike /prəυtest strak/
noun a strike in protest at a particular
grievance
protocol /prəυtəkɒl/ noun a set of
rules that govern and regulate a process
proven /pruv(ə)n/ adjective which
has been proved by time 쑗 a candidate
of proven experience
proven experience / pruv(ə)n kspəriəns/ noun experience showing
that someone has been successful
provident /prɒvd(ə)nt/ adjective
providing benefits in case of illness, old
age or other cases of need 쑗 a provident
fund 쑗 a provident society

provision
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provision /prəv"(ə)n/ noun the act
of providing something 왍 to make provision for to see that something is allowed for in the future 왍 there is no
provision for or no provision has been
made for car parking in the plans for
the office block the plans do not include
space for cars to park
provisional /prəv"(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective temporary, not final or permanent 쑗
He was given a provisional posting to
see if he could manage a larger department 쑗 The provisional budget has been
drawn up for each department. 쑗 They
faxed their provisional acceptance of
the contract.
provisionally /prəv"(ə)nəli/ adverb not finally 쑗 The contract has been
accepted provisionally.
proviso /prəvazəυ/ noun a condition 쑗 We are signing the contract with
the proviso that the terms can be discussed again after six months. (NOTE:
plural is provisos or provisoes)

proximate cause /prɒksmət kɔz/

noun the direct cause (of an accident)
proxy /prɒksi/ noun 1. a document
which gives someone the power to act
on behalf of someone else 쑗 to sign by
proxy 2. a person who acts on behalf of
someone else 쑗 She asked the chairman
to act as proxy for her.
PRP abbr performance-related pay
psychic income / sakk nk$m/
noun the amount of personal psychological satisfaction that someone gets from
a job, as opposed to the salary that they
earn by doing it

psychological

contract

/ sakəlɒd"k(ə)l kɒntrkt/ noun the

expectations that an employee and an
employer have of what each will do for
the other, which are not written down in
the actual contract of employment but
nevertheless form an important of their
relationship (NOTE: The psychological

contract involves such things as levels
of employee commitment on the one
side and job satisfaction and the quality of working life on the other.)

psychological

test

/ sakəlɒd"k(ə)l test/ noun a way of

assessing the principal traits of a per-

public limited company

son’s character 쑗 The result of the psychological test showed that he was
prone to depression.

psychologist /sakɒləd"st/ noun a

doctor who specialies in the study of the
mind and its processes 쑗 Studies by psychologists have shown the influence of
work stress on production-line workers.
psychology /sakɒləd"i/ noun the
study of the mind and its processes
psychometric / sakəmetrk/ adjective referring to psychometrics
psychometrics
/ sakəmetrks/
noun a way of measuring ability and
personality where the result is shown as
a number on a scale 쑗 Psychometrics
can be successfully applied to recruitment processes. (NOTE: takes a singular
verb)

psychometric test / sakəmetrk

tests/ noun a test to measure psychological traits in candidates
psychosometric
/ sakəυsəmetrk/
adjective
same
as
psychometric

psychosometric

test

/ sakəυsəmetrk test/ noun same as
psychometric test

public /p$blk/ adjective referring to
all the people in general 쐽 noun 왍 the
public, the general public the people 왍
in public in front of everyone 쑗 In public he said that the company would soon
be in profit, but in private he was less
optimistic.
public funds / p$blk f$ndz/ plural
noun government money available for
expenditure
public health inspector / p$blk
helθ n spektə/ noun same as Environmental Health Officer

public holiday / p$blk hɒlde/

noun a day when all employees are entitled to take a holiday
public liability insurance / p$blk
laəblti n ʃυərəns/ noun insurance
against claims by members of the public
public limited company / p$blk
lmtd k$mp(ə)ni/ noun a company
whose shares can be bought on the
Stock Exchange. Abbr Plc, PLC, plc

public ownership
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ownership
/ p$blk
əυnəʃp/ noun a situation where the
government owns a business, i.e. where
an industry is nationalised
public relations / p$blk rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the practice of
building up and keeping good relations
between an organisation and the public,
or an organisation and its employees, so
that people know and think well of what
the organisation is doing 쑗 She works in
public relations. 쑗 A public relations
firm handles all our publicity. 쑗 The
company’s internal public relations
were improved by setting up the house
journal. Abbr PR (NOTE: takes a
public

singular verb)

public

relations

department

/ p$blk rleʃ(ə)nz d pɑtmənt/
noun the section of a company which

deals with relations with the public.
Abbr PR department
public relations exercise / p$blk
rleʃ(ə)nz eksəsaz/ noun a campaign to improve public relations
public servant / p$blk svənt/
noun a person employed by a government department or agency
public service /p$blk svs/
noun the various departments and agencies that carry out government policies
and provide the services that are funded
by the government

public

training

/ p$blk trenŋ

programme

prəυ rm/ noun
a training programme that has a set
syllabus and is open to the employees of
any organisation
pull /pυl/ verb 왍 pull the plug on
something to bring something such as a
business project to an end, especially by
cutting off its financial support (informal )
pull out / pυl aυt/ verb to stop being
part of a deal or agreement 쑗 Our Australian partners pulled out of the
contract.
punctual /p$ŋktʃuəl/ adjective tending to arrive at a place at the right time
.

pyramid

punctuality / p$ŋktʃulti/ noun

the tendency to arrive at a place at the
right time
punitive /pjuntv/ adjective which
punishes
punitive damages / pjuntv
dmd"z/ damages which punish the
defendant for the loss or harm caused to
the plaintiff; heavy damages awarded to
show that the court feels the defendant
has behaved badly towards the plaintiff
punitive
measure
/ pjuntv
me"ə/ noun a measure to punish
someone
purchase book /ptʃs bυk/ noun
a book in which purchases are recorded
push /pυʃ/ noun the action of making
something move forward 앳 push the
envelope / pυʃ ði envələυp/ to go beyond normal limits and try to do something that is new and sometimes risky
(slang)
put back / pυt bk/ verb to change
to a later time 쑗 We had to put back the
meeting because the leader of the management team was ill.
put in / pυt n/ verb 왍 to put an ad in
a paper to have an ad printed in a newspaper 왍 the union put in a 6% wage
claim the union asked for a 6% increase
in wages
put off / pυt ɒf/ verb to arrange for
something to take place later than
planned 쑗 The meeting was put off for
two weeks. 쑗 She asked if we could put
the visit off until tomorrow.
put out / pυt aυt/ verb to send out 쑗
We are planning to put out most of the
work to freelancers. 왍 to put work out
to contract to decide that work should
be done by a company on a contract,
rather than employ members of staff to
do it
pyramid /prəmd/ noun 1. a shape
like a triangle with a wide bottom rising
to a point at the top 2. a hierarchical
staff structure in an organisation, with
few employees at the top and many
more at the bottom

quadruplicate
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quantifiable

Q
quadruplicate
/kwɒdruplkət/
noun 왍 in quadruplicate with the origi-

nal and three copies 쑗 The invoices are
printed in quadruplicate. 쑗 The application form should be completed in
quadruplicate.
qualification
/ kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun formal proof of the fact that someone has successfully completed a specialised course of study or has acquired
a skill 쑗 You must have the right qualifications for the job. 쑗 Job-hunting is difficult if you have no qualifications.
‘…personnel management is not an activity that
can ever have just one set of qualifications as a
requirement
for
entry
into
it’
[Personnel Management]

qualified /kwɒlfad/ adjective hav-

ing passed special examinations in a
subject 쑗 She is a qualified accountant.
쑗 We have appointed a qualified designer to supervise the decorating of the
new reception area. 왍 highly qualified
with very good results in examinations
쑗 All our staff are highly qualified. 쑗
They employ twenty-six highly qualified
engineers.
‘…applicants will be professionally qualified
and ideally have a degree in Commerce and
postgraduate
management
qualifications’
[Australian Financial Review]

qualify /kwɒlfa/ verb 왍 to qualify

as to follow a specialised course of
study and pass examinations so that you
can do a certain job 쑗 She has qualified
as an accountant. 쑗 He will qualify as a
solicitor next year.
‘…federal examiners will also determine which
of the privately insured savings and loans
qualify
for
federal
insurance’
[Wall Street Journal]

qualifying day /kwɒlfaŋ de/

noun a working day for which an employee is eligible to receive statutory
sick pay

qualifying earnings /kwɒlfaŋ

nŋz/ plural noun earnings on which
National Insurance contributions have
been paid and which qualify an employee for incapacity benefit
quality /kwɒlti/ noun what something is like or how good or bad something is 쑗 The poor quality of the
service led to many complaints. 쑗 There
is a market for good-quality secondhand
computers.

quality

assurance

standards

/ kwɒlti əʃυərəns stndədz/ plural
noun guaranteed levels of product qual-

ity which can be checked by the
company
quality circle /kwɒlti sk(ə)l/
noun a group of employees in a company who meet to discuss quality controls and working practices. Abbr QC
quality control /kwɒlti kən trəυl/
noun the process of making sure that the
quality of a product is good
quality controller /kwɒlti kəntrəυlə/ noun a person who checks the
quality of a product
quality of life / kwɒlti əv laf/
noun the general feeling of wellbeing in
your life
quality of working life / kwɒlti əv
wkŋ laf/ noun the general satisfaction with your life at work, including the
environment, career structure and pay.
Abbr QWL
quality time /kwɒlti tam/ noun
time during which you can devote yourself fully and without distractions to an
activity that you consider important, e.g.
to building a strong relationship with
your family
quantifiable /kwɒntfaəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be quantified 쑗 The

quantifiable objective
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effect of the change in the discount
structure is not quantifiable.

quantifiable

objective

/ kwɒntfaəb(ə)l əbd"ektv/ noun an

objective for which it is possible to give
a measure to gauge if it has been
reached
quarter /kwɔtə/ noun a period of
three months 쑗 The instalments are payable at the end of each quarter.
quarterly /kwɔtəli/ adjective, adverb happening once every three months
쑗 There is a quarterly charge for electricity. 쑗 The bank sends us a quarterly
statement. 쑗 We agreed to pay the rent
quarterly or on a quarterly basis.

quarterly statement of contributions / kwɔtəli stetmənt əv

kɒntrbjuʃ(ə)nz/ noun a statement
issued by a pension company which
shows how much has been paid into a
pensions scheme over the last quarter
question /kwestʃən/ noun 1. words
which need an answer 쑗 The managing
director refused to answer questions
about redundancies. 쑗 The training
manager prepared a series of questions
to test the trainees’ reactions in different sales situations. 2. a problem 쑗 The
board discussed the question of redundancy payments. 쑗 The main question is
that of the cost of the training
programme. 왍 to raise a question to
mention a problem and expect it to be
discussed 쑗 She raised the question of
moving to less expensive offices. 쐽 verb
1. to ask questions 쑗 She questioned the
chairman on the company’s investment
policy. 2. to show doubt about some-

QWL

thing or suggest that something may be
wrong 쑗 We all question how accurate
the data is.
questionnaire /kwestʃəneə/ noun a
printed list of questions aiming at collecting data in an unbiased way, especially used in market research 쑗 We’ll
send out a questionnaire to test the
opinions of users of the system. 쑗 Questionnaires were handed to the staff asking them about their attitudes to work
conditions.
queue /kju/ noun 1. a line of people
waiting one behind the other 쑗 to form a
queue or to join a queue 2. a series of
documents (such as orders or application forms) which are dealt with in order
왍 his case went to the end of the queue
his case was dealt with last 쐽 verb to
form a line one after the other for something 쑗 The candidates queued outside
the interviewing room.
quid pro quo / kwd prəυ kwəυ/
noun money paid or an action carried
out in return for something 쑗 He agreed
to repay the loan early, and as a quid
pro quo the bank released the collateral.
quit /kwt/ verb to resign or leave a job
쑗 He quit after an argument with the
managing director. 쑗 Several of the
managers are quitting to set up their
own company. (NOTE: quitting – quit)
quorum /kwɔrəm/ noun a minimum
number of people who have to be present at a meeting to make it valid 왍 to
have a quorum to have enough people
present for a meeting to go ahead 쑗 Do
we have a quorum?
QWL abbr quality of working life

race
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range

R
race /res/ noun a group of people who
are different because of skin colour,
hair, eyes, etc.
Race Relations Act 1976 / res rleʃ(ə)nz kt nantin sev(ə)nti
sks/ noun an Act of Parliament which
makes racial discrimination in employment an offence
racial /reʃ(ə)l/ adjective of or referring to a person’s race
racial discrimination / reʃ(ə)l
dskrmneʃ(ə)n/ noun the practice of
treating a person differently (usually
worse) because of their race 쑗 The organisation was accused of racial discrimination in selecting managers.
racial
prejudice
/ reʃ(ə)l
pred"υds/ noun feelings against
someone because of their race 쑗 They
investigated claims of racial prejudice
in hiring staff. 쑗 The immigrant felt
forced to give up his job because of
racial prejudice on the shop floor.
racism /resz(ə)m/, racialism
/reʃəlz(ə)m/ noun the belief in racist
ideas or actions based on racist ideas 쑗
She accused the company of racism in
their appointments to the management
committee.
racist /resst/ noun, adjective (a person) believing that people of certain racial or ethnic groups are inferior
raiding /redŋ/ noun same as
poaching

rainmaker /renmekə/ noun a per-

son, especially a lawyer, who wins clients who spend a lot of money doing
business with their firm (slang)
raise /rez/ noun US an increase in salary 쑗 He asked the boss for a raise. 쑗
She is pleased – she has had her raise. 쑗
She got her raise last month. (NOTE:

British English is rise) 쐽 verb 1. to ask

a meeting to discuss a question 쑗 The
chairman tried to prevent the question
of redundancies being raised. 2. to increase or to make higher 쑗 The government has raised the tax levels. 쑗 The
organisation will raise wages if inflation gets worse.
R&D abbr research and development
random /rndəm/ adjective done
without making any special selection 왍
at random without special selection 쑗
The director picked out two sales reports at random.
random check / rndəm tʃek/
noun a check on items taken from a
group without any special selection
random inspection / rndəm nspekʃən/ noun an inspection carried
out without any particular choice and
without warning
random
sampling
/ rndəm
sɑmplŋ/ noun the choosing of samples for testing without any special
selection
range /rend"/ noun 1. a series of
items 쑗 There are a whole range of alternatives for the new salary scheme. 2.
a spread of sizes or amounts within
fixed limits 쑗 The company’s salary
scale ranges from £5,000 for a trainee
to £50,000 for the managing director. 왍
range of salaries, salary range a list of
salaries paid, from the lowest to the
highest 쑗 The salary range is £10,000 –
£14,000. 쐽 verb to be within a group of
sizes or amounts falling within fixed
limits 쑗 The company sells products
ranging from cheap downmarket pens to
imported luxury items. 쑗 The company’s
salary scale ranges from £10,000 for a
trainee to £150,000 for the managing
director. 쑗 Our activities range from

range of indifference
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mining in the USA to computer services
in Scotland.
range of indifference / rend" əv
ndf(ə)rəns/ noun the top area of a
salary scale, where the salaries are so
high that salary increases are no longer
an incentive to perform better
rank /rŋk/ noun a position in a company or an organisation 쑗 All managers
are of equal rank. 쑗 Promotion means
moving up from a lower rank. 왍 in rank
order in order according to position of
importance 쐽 verb 1. to classify in order
of importance 쑗 Candidates are ranked
in order of appearance. 쑗 Candidates
are ranked in order of their test results.
2. to be in a certain position 왍 all managers rank equally all managers have
the same status in the company
rank and file / rŋk ən fal/ noun
the ordinary members of a trade union
or other association 쑗 The decision was
not liked by the rank and file. 왍
rank-and-file
members
ordinary
members
ranking /rŋkŋ/ adjective in a
certain position 쑗 a high-ranking official 왍 she is the top-ranking or the
senior-ranking official in the delegation she is the member of the delegation
who occupies the highest official post 쐽
noun the act of arranging into a list in
order of quality, importance or quantity
쑗 Job ranking was carried out according to the relative importance of each
job in the organisation.
ranking system /rŋkŋ sstəm/
noun a way of calculating the value of
jobs and sorting them into different
levels
rate /ret/ noun 1. the money charged
for time worked or work completed 2.
an amount of money paid (shown as a
percentage) 3. an amount, number or
speed compared with something else 쑗
the rate of increase in redundancies 쑗
The rate of absenteeism or the absenteeism rate always increases in fine
weather. 쐽 verb 왍 to rate someone
highly to value someone, to think someone is very good
‘…the unions had argued that public sector pay
rates had slipped behind rates applying in
private
sector
employment’
[Australian Financial Review]

rationalisation

rate of inflation / ret əv nfleʃ(ə)n/ noun the percentage increase
in prices over a twelve-month period
(NOTE: also called rate of inflation)
rate of taxation / ret əv tkseʃ(ə)n/ noun the proportion of a

particular sum of money (such as a
salary) which must be paid in tax 쑗 He
pays income tax at the highest rate.
(NOTE: also called tax rate)

rate of unemployment / ret əv
$nnplɔmənt/ noun number of people
out of work, shown as a percentage of
the total number of people available for
work (NOTE: also called unemployment rate)

ratification / rtfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun

official approval 쑗 The agreement has
to go to the board for ratification.
ratify /rtfa/ verb to approve officially 쑗 The agreement has to be ratified by the board. (NOTE: ratifies –
ratifying – ratified)

rating /retŋ/ noun the act of giving

something a value, or the value given
rating scale /retŋ skel/ noun a series of grades used in performance
rating
rating standard /retŋ stndəd/
noun an international standard of work
efficiency for pieceworkers
ratio /reʃiəυ/ noun 1. a proportion or
quantity of something compared to
something else 쑗 the ratio of successes
to failures 쑗 With less manual work
available, the ratio of employees to
managers is decreasing. 2. a mathematical expression that shows the relationship between two amounts 쑗 The ratio
of junior staff to senior staff is 5:1. 쑗
Our product outsells theirs by a ratio of
two to one.
rationalisation
/ rʃ(ə)nəlazeʃ(ə)n/, rationalization noun a process designed to make an organisation
efficient and profitable again when its
performance or results have been poor,
which usually involves changes in organisation structure, redundancies, plant
closures and cutbacks in supplies and
resources (NOTE: The term is also used
in a cynical way as a euphemism for
mass redundancies.)

rationalise
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rationalise /rʃ(ə)nəlaz/, rationalize verb to make something more effi-

cient 쑗 The rail company is trying to
rationalise its freight services. 쑗 The organisation is trying to rationalise its
salary scales.
rat race /rt res/ noun competition
for success in business or in a career 쑗
He decided to get out of the rat race and
buy a small farm.
raw /rɔ/ adjective in the original state
or not processed
raw data /rɔ detə/ noun data as it is
put into a computer, without being
analysed
raw deal /rɔ dil/ noun a bad arrangement or bad treatment 쑗 She got a
raw deal from her manager.
raw labour /rɔ lebə/ noun unskilled workers 쑗 Because too high a
proportion of the local workforce was
raw labour, the company had to recruit
from further afield.
RDO noun (in Australia and New Zealand) a day of leave granted to staff under certain employment agreements
when they have accumulated a particular amount of overtime (NOTE: Full form
rostered day off)
reach /ritʃ/ verb to get to something 왍

to reach an agreement to agree 왍 to
reach a decision to decide 쑗 The two
parties reached an agreement over the
terms for the contract. 쑗 The board
reached a decision about closing the
factory.
readjust / riəd"$st/ verb to adjust
again 쑗 to readjust salary scales
readvertise /ridvətaz/ verb to
advertise again 쑗 All the candidates
failed the test so we will just have to readvertise. 왍 to readvertise a post to put
in a second advertisement for a vacant
post
readvertisement
/ riədvtsmənt/ noun a second advertisement for a vacant post 쑗 The
readvertisement attracted only two new
applicants.
real /rəl/ adjective (of prices or
amounts) shown in terms of money adjusted for inflation 왍 in real terms actually or really 쑗 Salaries have gone up by

reasonable

3% but with inflation running at 5% that
is a fall in real terms.
‘…real wages have been held down
dramatically: they have risen as an annual rate
of only 1% in the last two years’ [Sunday Times]

real earnings /rəl nŋz/, real
wages /rəl wed"z/ plural noun in-

come which is available for spending after tax and other contributions have
been deducted, corrected for inflation
real time /rəl tam/ noun the time
when a computer is working on the processing of data while the problem to
which the data refers is actually taking
place 쑗 The website allows you to check
share prices in real time or gives real
time information on share prices.
real-time system /rəl tam
sstəm/ noun a computer system where
data is inputted directly into the computer which automatically processes it
to produce information which can be
used immediately
reapplication
/ riplkeʃ(ə)n/
noun a second or subsequent application
for a job
reapply / riəpla/ verb to apply again
쑗 When he saw that the job had still not
been filled, he reapplied for it. (NOTE:
reapplies – reapplying – reapplied)

reappoint / riəpɔnt/ verb to ap-

point someone again 쑗 She was reappointed chairman for a further
three-year period.
reappointment
/ riəpɔntmənt/
noun the act of being reappointed 쑗 On
her reappointment as chairman, she
thanked the board for their support. 쑗
The board decided to offer him reappointment for a further two years at the
end of his fixed-term contract.
reason /riz(ə)n/ noun an explanation
as to why something has happened 쑗
The chairman was asked for his reasons
for cancelling the meeting. 쑗 The company gave no reason for the sudden closure of the factory.
reasonable /riz(ə)nəb(ə)l/ adjective 1. sensible or not annoyed 쑗 The
manager of the shop was very reasonable when I tried to explain that I had
left my credit cards at home. 2. moderate or not expensive 쑗 The union has

reasonable behaviour
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decided to put in a reasonable wage
claim.

reasonable

behaviour

/ riz(ə)nəb(ə)l bhevjə/ noun a way
of approach by an employer when making employees redundant
reassess / riəses/ verb to assess
again 쑗 The manager was asked to reassess the department staff, after the assessments were badly done by the
supervisors.
reassessment / riəsesmənt/ noun
a new assessment
reassign / riəsan/ verb to assign
something again or to assign someone to
a new position
reassignment / riəsanmənt/ noun
a new assignment
reassure / riəʃυə/ verb to make
someone calm or less worried 쑗 The
manager tried to reassure her that she
would not lose her job.
rebuke /rbjuk/ noun an act of
criticising someone for doing something
receipt /rsit/ noun 1. a piece of paper showing that money has been paid
or that something has been received 쑗
She lost her taxi receipt. 쑗 Keep the receipt for items purchased in case you
need to change them later. 쑗 Please
produce your receipt if you want to exchange items. 2. the act of receiving
something 쑗 Goods will be supplied
within thirty days of receipt of order 왍
to acknowledge receipt of a letter to
write to say that you have received a letter 쑗 We acknowledge receipt of your
letter of the 15th. 쑗 Invoices are payable within thirty days of receipt. 쑗 On
receipt of the notification, the company
lodged an appeal.
reception /rsepʃən/ noun a place in
a hotel or office where visitors register
or say who they have come to see
receptionist /rsepʃənst/ noun a
person in a hotel or office who meets
guests or clients, answers the phone, etc.
recession /rseʃ(ə)n/ noun a fall in
trade or in the economy 쑗 The recession
has reduced profits in many companies.
쑗 Several firms have closed factories
because of the recession.

reconcile
COMMENT: There are various ways of de-

ciding if a recession is taking place: the
usual one is when the GNP falls for three
consecutive quarters.

recipient /rspiənt/ noun a person
who receives something 쑗 She was the
recipient of an allowance from the company. 쑗 A registered letter must be
signed for by the recipient.
reckonable year / rekənəb(ə)l jə/
noun a year in which full National Insurance Contributions have been paid
(used to calculate the state retirement
pension)
recognise /rekə naz/, recognize
verb 1. to know someone or something
because you have seen or heard them
before 쑗 I recognised his voice before
he said who he was. 쑗 Do you recognise
the handwriting on the application
form? 2. 왍 to recognise a union to
agree that a union can act on behalf of
employees in a company 쑗 Although
more than half the staff had joined the
union, the management refused to recognise it.
recognition / rekə nʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of recognising something or
somebody 왍 recognition of a trade union, union recognition the act of agreeing that a union can act on behalf of
employees in a company
recognition agreement / rekə nʃ(ə)n ə rimənt/ noun a document
which sets out the terms under which a
union is recognised, and the ways in
which management and union will work
together in the future
recommend /rekəmend/ verb 1. to
suggest that something should be done
쑗 The management consultant recommended a different form of pay structure. 2. to say that someone or
something is good 쑗 I certainly would
not recommend Miss Smith for the job.
recommendation
/ rekəmendeʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of saying that
someone or something is good 쑗 We appointed him on the recommendation of
his former employer. 왍 to make a recommendation to suggest that something should be done
reconcile /rekənsal/ verb 1. to
make two financial accounts or state-
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ments agree 쑗 She is trying to reconcile
one account with another or to reconcile
the two accounts. 2. to make two things
agree 쑗 Their manager tried to reconcile the different points of view.
reconsider / rikənsdə/ verb to
think again about a decision which has
already been made 쑗 The interim agreement will provide a breathing space
while both sides reconsider their
positions.
record noun /rekɔd/ 1. a report of
something which has happened 쑗 The
chairman signed the minutes as a true
record of the last meeting. 왍 for the record, to keep the record straight to
note something which has been done 쑗
For the record, I would like these sales
figures to be noted in the minutes. 왍 on
record correctly reported 쑗 The chairman is on record as saying that profits
are set to rise. 왍 to go on record as
stating to state emphatically, so that it
can be noted 2. a description of what has
happened in the past 쑗 the salesperson’s
record of service or service record 쑗 the
company’s record in industrial relations
쑗 He has a very poor timekeeping record. 쐽 verb /rkɔd/ to note or report
왍 to record a complaint to listen to a
complaint and make a note of it 쑗 Your
complaint has been recorded and will
be investigated.
record of achievement / rekɔd əv
ətʃivmənt/ noun a document given to
someone who has finished a course of
instruction, showing their achievement
in class, exam results, etc.
records /rekɔdz/ plural noun documents which give information 쑗 The
names of customers are kept in the company’s records. 쑗 We find from our records that our invoice number 1234 has
not been paid.
recreation / rekrieʃ(ə)n/ noun leisure time 쑗 Giving the shift workers half
an hour recreation in the middle of the
morning has resulted in improved
productivity.
recreational / rekrieʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective referring to recreation
recreational facilities / rekrieʃ(ə)n(ə)l fə sltiz/ plural noun
sports centres, football pitches, gyms,

red tape

etc., provided by a company for the
employees
recruit /rkrut/ verb 왍 to recruit
new staff to search for and appoint new
staff to join a company 쑗 We are recruiting staff for our new store. 쐽 noun
a new member of staff 쑗 The induction
programme for recruits begins on
Wednesday.
recruitment /rkrutmənt/, recruiting /rkrutŋ/ noun 왍 recruitment of
new staff the process of searching for
and appointing new staff to join a company 쑗 Which section in HR deals with
recruitment and selection?
recruitment
consultant
/rkrutmənt kən s$ltənt/ noun an
agency which recruits staff for a company (usually interviewing and drawing
up a shortlist of candidates for a final
decision by the management)
recruitment fair /rkrutmənt feə/
noun an exhibition where employers try
to recruit college graduates as new
members of staff
recruitment ratio /rkrutmənt
reʃiəυ/ noun a ratio of the number of
people appointed to jobs to the number
of candidates applying 쑗 The recruitment ratio is low in departments where
a high level of skills is required. 쑗 The
sudden demand for a large number of
new employees has led to the lowering
of the recruitment ratio.
red circle rate /red sk(ə)l ret/
noun a pay rate which is above the minimum rate for an employee’s evaluated
level
red circling /red sklŋ/ noun the
practice of paying staff at a higher rate,
even if their jobs have been downgraded
redeploy / ridplɔ/ verb to move
employees from one place to another or
from one type of job to another 쑗 We
closed the design department and redeployed the workforce in the publicity
and sales departments.
redeployment
/ ridplɔmənt/
noun the act of moving employees from
one place of work to another or from
one type of job to another
red tape /red tep/ noun official paperwork which takes a long time to

reduce
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refreshment time

complete 쑗 The appointment of the new
manager has been held up by red tape in
the HR department.

redundant staff /r d$ndənt stɑf/

reduce /rdjus/ verb to make smaller
or lower 쑗 We must reduce expenditure
if we want to stay in business. 쑗 We
have made some staff redundant to reduce overmanning. 쑗 The company reduced output because of a fall in
demand. 쑗 The government’s policy is
to reduce inflation to 5%. 왍 to reduce
staff to make employees redundant in
order to have a smaller number of staff
왍 to reduce salaries to lower the level
of salaries
reduction /rd$kʃən/ noun an act
of making something smaller or less 쑗
Reduction in demand has led to the
cancellation of several new projects. 쑗
The company was forced to make job
reductions. 쑗 We expect the new government to introduce tax reductions. 쑗
The new MD has proposed a series of
staff reductions. 쑗 Working only
part-time will mean a significant reduction in take-home pay. 왍 reduction of
manning levels an act of reducing the
number of employees needed in certain
jobs 왍 reduction of working hours the
act of reducing the number of hours
worked
redundancy /rd$ndənsi/ noun 1.
the dismissal of a person whose job no
longer needs to be done 2. a person who
has lost a job because they are not
needed any more 쑗 The takeover caused
250 redundancies.
redundancy pay /rd$ndənsi pe/,
redundancy payment /rd$ndənsi
pemənt/ noun payment made to an
employee to compensate for losing their
job
redundant /rd$ndənt/ adjective 1.
(ability or skill) which is no longer
needed or is useless 쑗 redundant clause
in a contract 쑗 The new legislation has
made clause 6 redundant. 쑗 Retraining
can help workers whose old skills have
become redundant. 2. (person) who
loses their job because their skills are no
longer needed 왍 to make someone redundant to dismiss an employee who is
not needed any more

re-employ / rimplɔ/ verb to employ someone again 쑗 He came back to
the factory hoping to be re-employed.
re-employment / rimplɔmənt/
noun the act of employing someone
again
re-engage / rin ed"/ verb to
re-employ someone, but not necessarily
in the same job
re-engagement / rin ed"mənt/
noun the act of employing someone
again, but not necessarily in the same
job
referee / refəri/ noun a person such
as a former employer or teacher who
can give a report on someone’s character, ability or job performance 쑗 She
gave the name of her boss as a referee.
쑗 When applying please give the names
of three referees. 쑗 He chose his former
headmaster as referee.
reference /ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. the
process of mentioning or dealing with 쑗
with reference to your letter of May 25th
2. a person such as a former employer or
teacher who can give a report on someone’s character, ability or job performance 쑗 He gave the name of his
former manager as a reference. 쑗
Please use me as a reference if you
wish.
reference
period
/ref(ə)rəns
pəriəd/ noun a period which is used as
a base for comparisons
refresher course /rfreʃə kɔs/
noun a course of study designed to bring
existing skills or knowledge up to date
쑗 Refresher courses were given to anyone who had not used this machinery for
some time. 쑗 She went on a refresher
course in bookkeeping.
refreshment /rfreʃmənt/ noun
food and drink
refreshment time /rfreʃmənt
tam/, refreshment break /rfreʃmənt brek/ noun a rest time during work when employees can have
something to eat or drink. 쏡 coffee

noun staff who have lost their jobs because they are not needed any more

break, tea break

region
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region /rid"ən/ noun 1. a large area
of a country 쑗 Her territory consists of
all the eastern region of the country. 2.
왍 in the region of about or approximately 쑗 She was earning a salary in
the region of £35,000.
register /red"stə/ noun an official
list 쑗 to enter something in a register 쑗
to keep a register up to date 왍 to be on
the unemployment register to be officially classified as unemployed 쐽 verb
to write something in an official list 쑗
After he was made redundant he registered at the unemployment office.
registered

disabled

person

/ red"stəd ds eb(ə)ld ps(ə)n/
noun a person who is registered with the

Department for Employment as having
a disability
registered letter / red"stəd letə/,
registered parcel / red"stəd pɑsəl/
noun a letter or parcel which is noted by
the post office before it is sent, so that
the sender can claim compensation if it
is lost
registered office / red"stəd ɒfs/
noun the office address of a company
which is officially registered with the
Companies’ Registrar

registered

unemployed

/ red"stəd əz $nmplɔd/ noun a

person who has not got a job, has registered for unemployment benefit and is
actively looking for work
registrar / red"strɑ/ noun a person
who keeps official records
regular /re jυlə/ adjective which
happens or comes at the same time each
day, each week, each month or each
year 쑗 His regular train is the 12.45. 쑗
The regular flight to Athens leaves at
06.00.
regular income / re jυlər nk$m/
noun an income which comes in every
week or month 쑗 She works freelance
so she does not have a regular income.
regular staff /re jυlə stɑf/ noun
the full-time staff
rehabilitation
/ riəblteʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of making someone fit
for work again (after illness, a period in
prison, etc.)

relations
COMMENT: By the Rehabilitation of Of-

fenders Act, 1974, a person who is convicted of an offence, and then spends a
period of time without committing any
other offence, is not required to reveal
that they have a previous conviction.

centre / riəblteʃ(ə)n sentə/ noun a centre where
people who have not been working for
some time (such as because of illness or
unemployment) can be trained to
re-enter the work environment
rehire /rihaə/ verb to take back an
employee after they have been made redundant or have left the company 쑗 I
don’t think it was a good idea to rehire
those two workers.
reimburse / rimbs/ verb 왍 to reimburse someone their expenses to
pay someone back for money which
they have spent 쑗 You will be reimbursed for your expenses or your expenses will be reimbursed.
reimbursement / rimbsmənt/
noun the act of paying back money 쑗
reimbursement of expenses
reinstate / rinstet/ verb to allow
someone to return to a job from which
they were dismissed 쑗 The union demanded that the sacked workers should
be reinstated.
reinstatement
/ rinstetmənt/
noun the act of putting someone back
into a job from which they were
dismissed
reinstatement
order
/ rinstetmənt ɔdə/ noun an order by a
tribunal to an employer to give a dismissed person their job back
reject /rd"ekt/ verb to refuse to accept, or to say that something is not satisfactory 쑗 The union rejected the
management’s proposals.
rejection /rd"ekʃən/ noun a refusal
to accept, such as the refusal to give a
customer credit 쑗 After the union’s rejection of the offer, management came
back with new redundancy terms.
relations /rleʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun relationships with other people, companies or countries 쑗 Relations between
the management and the workforce have
been strained recently. 왍 to break off
rehabilitation

release
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relations with someone to stop dealing
with someone
release /rlis/ noun the act of setting
free 쑗 release from a contract 쑗 He was
offered early release so that he could
take up his new job. 쐽 verb to end an
employee’s contract early
relevant /reləv(ə)nt/ adjective which
has to do with what is being discussed
or the current situation 쑗 Can you give
me the relevant papers? 쑗 The new assistant does not have any relevant
experience.
reliability /r laəblti/ noun the fact
of being reliable
reliable /rlaəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be trusted 쑗 We are looking for a
reliable bookkeeper to deal with the
payroll. 쑗 The sales manager is completely reliable.
reliable test /r laəb(ə)l test/ noun
a test which always gives correct results
relief /rlif/ noun 1. help 2. a person
who takes the place of someone who is
sick or on holiday 쑗 A relief manager
has been sent from headquarters. 쑗 The
bus carrying relief workers was late.
relief shift /rlif ʃft/ noun a shift
which comes to take the place of another shift, usually the shift between the
day shift and the night shift
relieve /rliv/ verb to come to work
to take the place of another employee at
the end of a shift 쑗 The shift will be relieved at 06.30.
relocate / riləυket/ verb to establish an organisation in a new place, or to
be established in a new place 쑗 The
board decided to relocate the company
in Scotland. 쑗 When the company
moved its headquarters, 1500 people
had to be relocated. 쑗 If the company
moves down south, all the managerial
staff will have to relocate.
relocation / riləυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of moving to a different place 쑗 We
will pay all the staff relocation costs.
relocation allowance / riləυkeʃ(ə)n ə laυəns/ noun a special payment given to an employee who agrees
to move to another town to work
relocation expenses / riləυkeʃ(ə)n k spensz/ plural noun ex-

remunerative

penses involved when an employee has
to move house because their place of
work has changed, or when a new employee has to move house to join the
company, paid by the company

transfer
/r midiəl
trnsf/ noun an act of transferring
an employee to a more suitable job after
they have not performed well in their
present position 쑗 The HR manager and
the supervisor discussed the possibility
of a remedial transfer.
removal /rmuv(ə)l/ noun 1. the act
of moving to a new house or office 쑗
Staff are allowed removal expenses on
joining the company. 2. the act of sacking someone (usually a director) from a
job 쑗 The removal of the managing director is going to be very difficult.
remunerate /rmjunəret/ verb to
pay someone for doing something 쑗 The
company refused to remunerate them
for their services.
remuneration /r mjunəreʃ(ə)n/
noun payment for services 쑗 She has a
monthly remuneration of £4800. 쑗 The
job is interesting but the remuneration
is low. 쑗 She receives a small remuneration of £400 a month. 쑗 No one will
work hard for such poor remuneration.
remedial

COMMENT: Remuneration can take sev-

eral forms: the regular monthly salary
cheque, a cheque or cash payment for
hours worked or for work completed, etc.

package
/rmjunəreʃ(ə)n pkd"/ noun the
salary, pension contributions, bonuses
and other forms of payment or benefit
that make up an employee’s total
remuneration
remunerations committee /rmjunəreʃ(ə)nz kə mti/ noun a
committee of senior executives or
non-executive directors who decide on
directors’ salaries
remunerations consultant /rmjunəreʃ(ə)nz kən s$ltənt/ noun
an adviser who gives advice on wage
and salary structures
remunerative /rmjunərətv/ adjective referring to a job which pays
well 쑗 She is in a highly remunerative
job.
remuneration

renew
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renew /rnju/ verb to continue some-

thing for a further period of time 쑗 His
contract was renewed for a further three
years.
renewal /rnjuəl/ noun the act of renewing 쑗 His contract is up for renewal
in January.
reopen /riəυpən/ verb to open again
쑗 The office will reopen soon after its
refit. 쑗 The management agreed to reopen discussions with the union.
reopening /riəυp(ə)nŋ/ noun
opening again 쑗 the reopening of the
store after refitting
reopening clause /riəυp(ə)nŋ
klɔz/ noun a clause in an agreement
between a union and an employer which
allows the union to reopen discussions
on a particular issue during the term of
the agreement
reorganisation
/ri ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/, reorganization noun the
act of organising something in a new
way 쑗 His job was downgraded in the
office reorganisation or in the reorganisation of the office.
reorganise /riɔ ənaz/, reorganize verb to organise in a new way 쑗
We have reorganised all our reps’
territories.
repair shop /rpeə ʃɒp/ noun a
small factory where machines are
repaired
repeat /rpit/ verb to do or say something again 쑗 He repeated his address
slowly so that the saleswoman could
write it down. 쑗 When asked what the
company planned to do, the chairman
repeated ‘Nothing’. 쑗 We’ll have to repeat the survey next year. 왍 repeated
absences from work the act of being
absent from work again and again
repetitive /rpettv/ adjective which
happens again and again
repetitive strain injury /r pettv
stren nd"əri/, repetitive stress
injury /r pettv stres nd"əri/ noun
a pain in the arm felt by someone who
performs the same movement many
times over a certain period, such as
when keyboarding. Abbr RSI
repetitive work /rpettv wk/
noun work which involves repeating the

report

same task over and over again 쑗 Supervisors try to introduce some variation
into the work pattern since repetitive
work leads to boredom. 쑗 Psychologists
claim that repetitive work can be just as
stressful as more demanding but varied
work.

replace /rples/ verb to put someone

or something in the place of someone or
something else 쑗 They replaced the
foreman with a younger man. 쑗 We are
replacing all our salaried staff with
freelancers.
replacement /rplesmənt/ noun 1.
an item which replaces something 쑗 We
are out of stock and are waiting for replacements. 2. a person who replaces
someone 쑗 My assistant leaves us next
week, so we are advertising for a
replacement.
replacement rate /rplesmənt
ret/ noun the proportion of an organisation’s workforce that is replaced every
year 쑗 The high replacement rate can
be put down to dissatisfaction with
working conditions.
report /rpɔt/ noun a statement describing what has happened or describing a state of affairs 쑗 The accountants
are drafting a report on salary scales. 쑗
The sales manager reads all the reports
from the sales team. 쐽 verb 1. to make a
statement describing something 쑗 Each
manager reports on the progress made
in their departments over the last six
weeks. 2. 왍 to report to someone to be
responsible to or to be under someone 쑗
She reports direct to the managing director. 쑗 The salesforce reports to the
sales director. 3. to go to a place or to
attend 쑗 She has been asked to report
for an interview. 쑗 Please report to our
London office for training. 왍 to report
sick to state officially that you are sick
and so cannot work
‘…responsibilities include the production of
premium quality business reports’ [Times]
‘…the research director will manage a team of
business analysts monitoring and reporting on
the latest development in retail distribution’
[Times]
‘…the successful candidate will report to the
area director for profit responsibility for sales of
leading brands’ [Times]

reportable accident
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reportable accident /r pɔtəb(ə)l

ksd(ə)nt/ noun an accident which
causes death, or which makes an employee stay away from work for more
than three days
reporting pay /rpɔtŋ pe/ noun
guaranteed pay for employees who report for work whether there is work for
them to do or not 쑗 The reporting pay
system can be a drain on the company’s
resources when the order book is low.
represent / reprzent/ verb 1. to
work for a company, showing goods or
services to possible buyers 쑗 He represents an American car firm in Europe. 쑗
Our French distributor represents several other competing firms. 쑗 Which
sector of the workforce does she represent on the committee? 2. to act on behalf of someone 쑗 He sent his solicitor
and accountant to represent him at the
meeting. 쑗 Three managers represent
the workforce in discussions with the
directors.
representation / reprzenteʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the act of selling goods for a
company 쑗 We offered them exclusive
representation in Europe. 쑗 They have
no representation in the USA. 2. the fact
of having someone to act on your behalf
쑗 The minority shareholders want representation on the board. 쑗 The ordinary shop floor workers want
representation on the committee. 3. a
complaint made on behalf of someone 쑗
The managers made representations to
the board on behalf of the hourly-paid
members of staff.
representative
/ reprzentətv/
noun 1. a person who acts on someone’s
behalf 쑗 He sent his solicitor and accountant to act as his representatives at
the meeting. 쑗 The board refused to
meet the representatives of the
workforce. 2. same as sales
representative

reprimand /reprmɑnd/ noun offi-

cial criticism given to an employee 쑗
After receiving one reprimand he knew
he would be sacked for further absenteeism. 쐽 verb to criticise someone officially 쑗 He was reprimanded by the
manager.

resentment

repudiate /rpjudiet/ verb to refuse
to accept something 왍 to repudiate an
agreement or a contract to refuse to
perform one’s obligations under an
agreement or contract
repudiation /r pjudieʃ(ə)n/ noun
a refusal to accept something
request /rkwest/ noun an act of asking for something 쑗 They put in a request for a government subsidy. 쑗 His
request for a loan was turned down by
the bank. 왍 on request if asked for 쑗
We will send samples on request or
‘samples available on request.’
requirement /rkwaəmənt/ noun
what is needed 왍 to meet the requirements of a job to have the right qualifications or experience for a job
requisition / rekwzʃ(ə)n/ noun an
official order for something 쑗 What is
the reference number of your latest
requisition?
requisition form / rekwzʃ(ə)n
fɔm/ noun a form sent to the human resources department from a department
in an organisation asking for a new employee to be found to fill a vacancy 쑗
The requisition form should contain all
details of the job specification and terms
of employment offered.
research /rstʃ/ noun the process
of trying to find out facts or information
research and development /rstʃ ən dveləpmənt/ noun scientific investigation which leads to making new products or improving existing
products 쑗 The company spends millions on research and development.
Abbr R&D
resent /rzent/ verb to feel annoyed
about something 쑗 The rest of the office
resented his promotion to manager.
resentful /rzentf(ə)l/ adjective feeling annoyed about something 쑗 The junior members of staff feel resentful that
the managers have a separate dining
room.
resentment /rzentmənt/ noun a
feeling of annoyance at something 쑗
The resentment of the unions at their
treatment by management ended in a series of one-day strikes.
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residence /rezd(ə)ns/ noun 1. a

house or flat where someone lives 쑗 He
has a country residence where he
spends his weekends. 2. the act of living
or operating officially in a country
residence permit /rezd(ə)ns
pmt/ noun an official document allowing a foreigner to live in a country 쑗
She was granted a residence permit for
one year or a one-year residence permit.
쑗 He has applied for a residence permit.
resident /rezd(ə)nt/ noun a person
or company considered to be living or
operating in a country for official or tax
purposes 쑗 The company is resident in
France.
residual /rzdjuəl/ adjective remaining after everything else has gone
residual
unemployment
/rzdjuəl $nmplɔmənt/ noun unemployment amongst people who are not
capable of doing the work available
resign /rzan/ verb to give up a job 쑗
He resigned from his post as treasurer.
쑗 He has resigned with effect from July
1st. 쑗 She resigned as finance director.
resignation / rez neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of giving up a job 쑗 He wrote his
letter of resignation to the chairman. 왍
to hand in or to give in or to send in
your resignation to resign from your
job
resizing /risazŋ/ noun same as
upsizing

resolution / rezəluʃ(ə)n/ noun a

decision to be reached at a meeting 쑗
The meeting rejected the resolution or
the resolution was defeated by ten votes
to twenty. 쑗 The meeting carried or
adopted a resolution to go on strike. 쑗 A
resolution was passed to raise salaries
by six per cent.왍 to put a resolution to
a meeting to ask a meeting to vote on a
proposal
resolve /rzɒlv/ verb to decide to do
something 쑗 The meeting resolved that
a strike ballot should be held.
resources /rsɔsz/ plural noun 1. a
source of supply of something 2. the
money available for doing something 왍
the cost of the new project is easily
within our resources we have quite

respresentational rights

enough money to pay for the new
project

respondent /rspɒndənt/ noun an

employer who is defending a case
brought before the industrial tribunal by
an employee
responsibilities /r spɒnsbltiz/
plural noun duties 쑗 He finds the responsibilities of being managing director too heavy.
responsibility
/r spɒnsblti/
noun the fact of being responsible 쑗 The
manager has overall responsibility for
the welfare of the staff in her
department.
responsible /rspɒnsb(ə)l/ adjective 1. 왍 responsible to someone being
under someone’s authority 쑗 She is directly responsible to the managing director. 왍 responsible for directing or
being in charge of doing a certain job 쑗
He is responsible for all sales. 쑗 He is
responsible for the staff in his department. 2. (person) who is sensible or who
can be trusted 왍 a responsible job job
where important decisions have to be
taken or where the employee has many
responsibilities 쑗 He is looking for a responsible job in marketing.
responsible job /rspɒnsəb(ə)l
d"ɒb/ noun a job where important decisions have to be taken or where the employee has many responsibilities 쑗 She
is looking for a responsible job in
marketing.
responsibly /rspɒnsbli/ adverb in
a responsible way 쑗 The staff acted very
responsibly when the fire broke out.
responsive /rspɒnsv/ adjective referring to a person who listens and does
what someone asks 쑗 The human resources manager was responsive to her
request for compassionate leave.
responsive listening /r spɒnsv
ls(ə)nŋ/ noun the act of listening
carefully and responding to what another person says 쑗 The HR manager’s
responsive listening made the trainee
feel that she understood her problems.

respresentational

rights

/ reprzen teʃ(ə)n(ə)l rats/ plural
noun the rights of a union to represent

restart
employees
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restart /rstɑt/ verb to start some-

thing again 쑗 Negotiations will restart
tomorrow.
restart
interview
/ristɑt
ntəvju/ noun an interview given to
someone who is unemployed, with the
aim of advising them on means of getting back to work
rest break /rest brek/ noun a period
of time during the working day when an
employee is allowed to be away from
their workstation for a rest or meal
break (NOTE: Many countries have laws
governing how often employees are allowed rest breaks and how long those
rest breaks should be, depending on
the number of hours the employee
works in a day.)

rest period /rest pəriəd/ noun the

length of time between periods of work
that an employee is entitled to have for
rest (NOTE: Many countries have laws
governing the rights of employees to
have a particular number of periods of
rest per day, per week, and, sometimes, per month.)

restraint /rstrent/ noun control
restrict /rstrkt/ verb to limit or to

impose controls on 쑗 We are restricted
to twenty staff by the size of our offices.
restrictive /rstrktv/ adjective
which limits
restrictive covenant /r strktv
k$vənənt/ noun a clause in a contract
which prevents someone from doing
something
restrictive practices /r strktv
prktsz/, restrictive trade practices /r strktv tred prktsz/
plural noun ways of working which
make people less free (such as trade unions stopping workers from doing certain jobs or companies not allowing
customers a free choice of product) 쑗 As
part of a policy of restrictive practices
he refused to do anything which was not
laid down in his contract of employment. 쑗 Restrictive practices in industry
mean that employers will not be able to
afford to take on more labour.

retainer

restructuring /ristr$ktʃərŋ/ noun

the process of reorganising the financial
basis of a company
result /rz$lt/ noun something which
happens because of something else 쑗
What was the result of the price investigation? 쑗 The company doubled its
sales force with the result that the sales
rose by 26%. 쐽 verb 왍 to result in to
produce as a result 쑗 The doubling of
the sales force resulted in increased
sales. 쑗 The extra orders resulted in
overtime work for all the factory staff. 쑗
We have to fill several vacancies resulting from the recent internal promotions.
result-driven /rz$lt drv(ə)n/ adjective used to describe a strategy or organisation that focuses mainly on results
and achievements (NOTE: A result-driven organisation concentrates
on achieving its aims, and delivering
products at the required time, cost, and
quality, and considers performance to
be more important than procedures.)
resume /rzjum/ verb to start again

쑗 The discussions resumed after a two
hour break.
résumé /rezju me/, resume noun
US a summary of a person’s work experience and qualifications sent to a prospective employer by someone applying
for a job (NOTE: British English is cur-

riculum vitae)

resumption /rz$mpʃən/ noun an
act of starting again 왍 we expect an

early resumption of negotiations we
expect negotiations will start again soon
retail price(s) index / ritel
prasz ndeks/ noun an index which
shows how prices of consumer goods
have increased or decreased over a period of time. Abbr RPI
retain /rten/ verb 1. to keep 쑗 measures to retain experienced staff 쑗 Out
of the profits, the company has retained
£50,000 as provision against bad debts.
2. 왍 to retain a lawyer to act for a
company to agree with a lawyer that
they will act for you (and pay them a fee
in advance)
retainer /rtenə/ noun money paid in
advance to someone so that they will
work for you, and not for someone else
쑗 We pay them a retainer of £1,000.

retention
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retention /rtenʃən/ the process of
keeping the loyalty of existing employees and persuading them not to work for
another company
‘…a systematic approach to human resource
planning can play a significant part in reducing
recruitment
and
retention
problems’
[Personnel Management]

bonus
/rtenʃən
bəυnəs/ noun a bonus payment paid to
employees who are obliged to stay on to
close down a business, where their colleagues will have been eligible for redundancy payments
retention
profile
/rtenʃən
prəυfal/ noun the analysis of all employees who join at the same date,
showing how many leave each year, expressed as a percentage of the original
total
retiral /rtaərəl/ noun US same as
retention

retirement
retire /rtaə/ verb 1. to stop work and

take a pension 쑗 She retired with a
£15,000 pension. 쑗 The founder of the
company retired at the age of 85. 쑗 The
shop is owned by a retired policeman. 2.
to make an employee stop work and
take a pension 쑗 They decided to retire
all staff over 50.
retiree /r taəri/ noun a person who
has retired or is about to retire
retirement /rtaəmənt/ noun 1. the
act of retiring from work 쑗 I am looking
forward to my retirement. 쑗 Older staff
are planning what they will do in retirement. 2. the period when a person is
retired
retirement annuity /rtaəmənt ənjuti/ noun an annuity bought when
someone retires, using part of the sum
put into a personal pension plan
retirement date /rtaəmənt det/
noun the date on which someone retires
and takes a pension
retirement pension /rtaəmənt
penʃən/ noun a state pension given in
the UK to a man who is over 65 and
woman who is over 60. Women’s pension age is gradually being adjusted to
65.
retrain /ritren/ verb to train someone for a new job, or to do the same job

reward

in a more efficient way 쑗 She went back
to college to be retrained.
retraining /ritrenŋ/ noun the act
of training again 쑗 The shop is closed
for staff retraining. 쑗 He had to attend a
retraining session. 쑗 Retraining is necessary to keep up with new production
methods.
retroactive / retrəυktv/ adjective
which takes effect from a time in the
past 쑗 The union is asking for a retroactive pay rise. 쑗 They got a pay rise retroactive to last January.
‘The salary increases, retroactive from April of
the current year, reflect the marginal rise in
private sector salaries’ [Nikkei Weekly]

retroactively / retrəυktvli/ adverb going back to a time in the past

returner /rtnə/ noun a person who

goes back to work after being away for a
time
reverse charge call /r vs tʃɑd"
kɔl/ noun a telephone call where the
person receiving the call agrees to pay
for it
reversionary
annuity
/rvʃ(ə)n(ə)ri ənjuti/ noun an annuity paid to someone on the death of another person
review /rvju/ noun a general examination 쑗 to conduct a review of distributors 왍 she had a salary review last
April her salary was examined (and increased) in April 쐽 verb to examine
something generally 왍 to review salaries to look at all salaries in a company
to decide on increases 쑗 His salary will
be reviewed at the end of the year. 쑗
The company has decided to review
freelance payments in the light of the
rising cost of living.
revoke /rvəυk/ verb to cancel 쑗 to
revoke a decision or a clause in an
agreement
reward /rwɔd/ noun money or other
gains from effort 쑗 The present given to
the retiring manager was a reward for
many years loyal service to the company. 쑗 Although the job is very demanding, the rewards are considerable.
쐽 verb to give a person something in return for effort or achievement 쑗 The
work is hard and not very rewarding
financially.

reward management
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management /rwɔd
mnd"mənt/ noun the creation and
running of a system that rewards the
work done by employees (NOTE: Rereward

ward management deals not only with
basic pay, but also with the whole remuneration package offered to employees including such things as
incentive schemes and fringe benefits.)
reward package /rwɔd pkd"/
noun the total of all money and benefits

given to an employee (including salary,
bonuses, company car, pension plans,
medical insurance, etc.)
reward review /rwɔd r vju/
noun a study of an employee’s performance to determine their correct pay
level
right /rat/ noun a legal title to something 쑗 The staff have a right to know
how the company is doing.
rightful
claimant
/ ratf(ə)l
klemənt/ noun a person who has a legal claim to something (NOTE: this term
has now replaced plaintiff. The other
side in a case is the defendant)
right-hand man /rat hnd mn/
noun a man who is the main assistant to

someone

right of appeal / rat əv əpil/ noun

the right to challenge a decision of a
tribunal
right of association / rat əv
əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun the right of employees to join a union (as opposed to
the right to dissociate, i.e. the right to refuse to join a union)
right to dissociate / rat tə dsəυsiet/ noun the right of employees
to refuse to join a union (as opposed to
the right of association, i.e. the right to
join a union)
right to manage / rat tə mnd"/
noun a right which a management has to
take decisions without necessarily taking the opinions of the employees into
account
right to strike / rat tə strak/ noun
a legal title for workers to stop working
if they have a good reason for it
right to work / rat tə wk/ noun
the right of an adult person to find work

role conflict

rigid /rd"d/ adjective not flexible or
which cannot be changed 쑗 The economy is being held back by rigid labour
laws. 쑗 The employees complained that
the management was too rigid in interpreting the rule book.
rise /raz/ noun 1. an increase 쑗 There
needs to be an increase in salaries to
keep up with the rise in the cost of living. 2. an increase in pay 쑗 She asked
her boss for a rise. 쑗 He had a 6% rise
in January. (NOTE: American English is
raise) 쐽 verb to move upwards or to become higher 쑗 Salaries are rising faster
than inflation. (NOTE: rising – rose –
risen)

unemployment / razŋ
$nmplɔmənt/ noun unemployment
rates which are rising because more
people are being made redundant
risk-averse / rsk əvs/ adjective
not wanting to take risks
roadshow /rəυdʃəυ/ noun a travelling exhibition where companies have
stands to show what they do in order to
attract potential trainees
rock bottom /rɒk bɒtəm/ noun 왍
sales have reached rock bottom sales
have reached the lowest point possible
role /rəυl/ noun a part played by someone in a workplace or organisation 쑗
The manager is more effective in his
role as employer than as salesman. 쑗 It
is easier for an outsider to play the role
of mediator in the dispute.
role ambiguity /rəυl mb juti/
noun uncertainty on the part of an employee about what their role within an
organisation actually is and what colleagues expect of them (NOTE: Role amrising

biguity often occurs in newly created
posts or in positions that are undergoing change.)
role conflict /rəυl kɒnflkt/ noun a

situation in which two or more requirements in a job are, or seem to be, incompatible with each other (NOTE: Role

conflict can occur when colleagues
have different expectations of what the
priorities of the person doing a particular job should be, or when someone’s
loyalties are divided between a particular department and the organisation as
a whole, or between personal profes-
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sional ethics and the demands of the
organisation.)

role culture /rəυl k$ltʃə/ noun a

type of corporate culture that assumes
that employees are rational and that
roles can be defined and discharged using clearly defined procedures (NOTE:
An organisation with a role culture is
believed to be very stable but bad at
implementing change management.)

role model /rəυl mɒd(ə)l/ noun

someone whose behaviour is copied
role play /rəυl ple/, role playing
/rəυl pleŋ/ noun a training technique
where trainees play different roles
(salesperson, customer, manager, junior,
etc.) in order to get a better understanding of people and to improve their powers of communication 쑗 Role-playing
was used as part of the management
training programme.
‘…role playing designed to simulate work
situations: for example, candidates may be
asked to stand in for a fictional manager who
has been taken sick’ [Sunday Times]

roll call /rəυl kɔl/ noun the calling

out of the names of employees to see if
they are present (as during a fire in an
office or factory)
rolling budget / rəυlŋ b$d"t/
noun a budget which moves forward on
a regular basis (such as a budget covering a twelve-month period, which
moves forward each month or quarter)
rota /rəυtə/, roster /rɒstə/ noun a
list showing when different members of
staff will do certain duties 쑗 We are
drawing up a new roster for Saturday
afternoon work.
rotate /rəυtet/ verb to do tasks in
turns 쑗 The shifts are rotated every
fortnight.
rotating shifts /rəυ tetŋ ʃfts/
noun a system where employees take
turns in working different shifts 쑗 Rotating shifts can be unpopular with
workers who do not want to break their
routine.
rotation /rəυteʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
taking turns 왍 to fill the post of chairman by rotation each member of the
group is chairman for a period then
gives the post to another member

run with

round table discussions / raυnd

teb(ə)l dsk$ʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun discussions involving several parties who
sit round the same table
routine /rutin/ noun a normal or
regular way of doing something 쑗 Refitting the conference room has disturbed the office routine. 쐽 adjective
normal or which happens regularly 쑗
routine work 쑗 a routine call 쑗 They
carried out a routine check of the fire
equipment.
RSI abbr repetitive strain injury
rule /rul/ noun 1. a general way of
conduct 쑗 It is a company rule that
smoking is not allowed in the offices. 쑗
The rules of the organisation are explained during the induction sessions. 왍
as a rule usually 쑗 As a rule, we do not
give discounts over 20%. 2. 왍 to work
to rule to work strictly according to the
rules agreed by the company and union,
and therefore to work very slowly 쐽
verb 1. to give an official decision 쑗
The commission of inquiry ruled that the
company was in breach of contract. 2.
to be in force or to be current 쑗 The
current ruling agreement is being
redrafted.
rulebook /rulbυk/ noun a book
which lists the rules by which the members of a union or self-regulatory organisation must operate
ruling /rulŋ/ noun a decision 쑗 The
inquiry gave a ruling on the case. 쑗 According to the ruling of the court, the
contract was illegal.
rumour clinic /rumə klnk/ noun
US an information service for employees which corrects false rumours which
might be circulating in an organisation
쑗 Installing a rumour clinic is an important part of the management’s internal public relations.
run /r$n/ verb to manage or to organise
쑗 She runs a mail-order business from
home. 쑗 They run a staff sports club.
(NOTE: running – ran – run)
runaway inflation / r$nəwe nfleʃ(ə)n/ noun very rapid inflation,

which is almost impossible to reduce
run with /r$n wð/ verb to decide to
carry out an idea or project (informal )
.

sabbatical
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salary ceiling

S
sabbatical /səbtk(ə)l/ noun, adjective (referring to) paid or unpaid time
off, for the purposes of research or study
or travel 쑗 The union claimed sabbatical leave for every six years worked. 쑗
She is due for a sabbatical next year.
sack /sk/ noun 왍 to get the sack to

be dismissed from a job 쐽 verb to dismiss someone from a job 쑗 He was
sacked after being late for work.
sackable offence / skəb(ə)l əfens/ noun behaviour which automatically means dismissal 쑗 Being drunk in
the office is a sackable offence here.
sacking /skŋ/ noun a dismissal
from a job 쑗 The union protested
against the sackings.
s.a.e. abbr stamped addressed envelope 쑗 Send your application form to
the Human Resources manager, with an
s.a.e. for reply.
safeguard /sef ɑd/ verb to protect
쑗 The duty of the directors is to safeguard the interests of the shareholders.
safety /sefti/ noun the fact of being
free from danger or risk 왍 to take safety
precautions or safety measures to act
to make sure something is safe
safety audit /sefti ɔdt/ noun a
check of the workplace to see how
safety
regulations
are
being
implemented
safety committee /sefti kə mti/
noun a committee set up to examine the
health and safety policy of a particular
company
safety measures /sefti me"əz/
plural noun actions to make sure that
something is safe
safety offence /sefti ə fens/ noun
behaviour which can cause a hazard

safety officer /sefti ɒfsə/ noun an
official who inspects places of work and
work methods to make sure that they are
safe
safety precautions /sefti pr-

kɔʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun actions to try to
make sure that something is safe

safety regulations /sefti re jυ-

leʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun rules to make a
place of work safe for the employees

representative /sefti
repr zentətv/ noun a trade union representative for health and safety
problems
safety

salaried partner / slərid pɑtnə/

noun a partner, often a junior one, who
receives a regular salary in accordance
with the partnership agreement

salaried staff /slərid stɑf/ noun

staff earning salaries, as opposed to
those paid on different terms

salary /sləri/ noun 1. a regular payment for work done, made to an employee usually as a cheque at the end of
each month 쑗 The company froze all
salaries for a six-month period. 쑗 If I
get promoted, my salary will go up. 쑗
The salary may be low, but the fringe
benefits attached to the job are good. 쑗
She got a salary increase in June. 왍 salary bands all salaries at certain levels 쑗
The pay structure is made up five salary
bands. 2. an amount paid to an employee, shown as a monthly, quarterly
or yearly total (NOTE: plural is salaries)
salary ceiling /sləri silŋ/ noun

1. the maximum amount which can be

earned for a particular job or by a particular class of employee, as set by a government or by an agreement between a
trade union and an employer 2. the highest level on a pay scale that a particular
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employee can achieve under his or her
contract
salary cheque /sləri tʃek/ noun a
monthly cheque by which an employee
is paid
salary club /sləri kl$b/ noun a
meeting of representatives from various
companies to discuss the salary structure in an industry
salary cut /sləri k$t/ noun a sudden reduction in salary
salary deductions /sləri dd$kʃənz/ plural noun money which a
company removes from salaries to pay
to the government as tax, National Insurance contributions, etc.
salary differentials /sləri dfərenʃəlz/ plural noun same as pay
differentials

salary drift /sləri drft/ noun same
as earnings drift

salary

expectations

/sləri
noun the

ekspek teʃ(ə)nz/ plural
hopes of an employee that their salary
will increase
salary package /sləri pkd"/
noun same as pay package

salary-related pension scheme
/ sləri r letd penʃən skim/ noun

a pension scheme where the pension received is based on the final salary of the
contributor
salary review /sləri r vju/ noun
same as pay review 쑗 She had a salary
review last April or her salary was reviewed last April.
salary rise /sləri raz/ noun same
as pay rise (NOTE: American English is
raise in this meaning)

salary scale /sləri skel/ noun

same as pay scale 쑗 He was appointed
at the top end of the salary scale.
salary structure /sləri str$ktʃə/
noun the organisation of salaries in a
company with different rates of pay for
different types of job
‘…the union of hotel and personal service
workers has demanded a new salary structure
and uniform conditions of service for workers in
the
hotel
and
catering
industry’
[Business Times (Lagos)]

sales representative

sales /selz/ plural noun money re-

ceived for selling something 쑗 Sales
have risen over the first quarter.
sales analysis /selz ə nləss/
noun an examination of the reports of
sales to see why items have or have not
sold well
sales assistant /selz ə sstənt/
noun a person in a shop who sells goods
to customers
sales budget /selz b$d"t/ noun a
plan of probable sales
sales campaign /selz km pen/
noun a series of planned activities to
achieve higher sales
sales chart /selz tʃɑt/ noun a diagram showing how sales vary from
month to month
sales clerk /selz klɑk/ noun US a
person who sells goods to customers in
a store
‘…the wage agreement includes sales clerks and
commission sales people in stores in Toronto’
[Toronto Star]

department /selz dpɑtmənt/ noun the section of a company which deals in selling the company’s products or services
sales drive /selz drav/ noun a vigorous effort to increase sales
sales executive /selz  zekjυtv/
noun a person in a company or department in charge of sales
sales force /selz fɔs/ noun a group
of salespeople or sales representatives
responsible for the sales of either a single product or the entire range of an organisation’s products
salesman /selzmən/ noun a man
who sells an organisation’s products or
services to customers 쑗 Salesmen are
paid a basic salary plus commission.
sales manager /selz mnd"ə/
noun a person in charge of a sales
department
salesmanship /selzmənʃp/ noun
the art of selling or of persuading customers to buy
sales representative /selz reprzentətv/, sales rep /selz rep/ noun
a person who sells an organisation’s
sales
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products or services to customers 쑗 We
have six sales representatives in Europe. 쑗 They have vacancies for sales
representatives to call on accounts in
the north of the country.

sales target /selz tɑ t/ noun the

amount of sales a sales representative is
expected to achieve
saleswoman /selzwυmən/ noun 1.
a woman who sells an organisation’s
products or services to customers 2. a
woman in a shop who sells goods to
customers
(NOTE:
plural
is
saleswomen)

sandwich course /sndwtʃ kɔs/

noun a course of study where students at
a college or institute spend a period of
time working in a factory, office or
other organisation as part of gaining
their qualification
satisfaction / stsfkʃən/ noun a
good feeling of happiness and contentment 쑗 He finds great satisfaction in the
job even though the pay is bad.
satisfy /stsfa/ verb 1. to give satisfaction or to please 왍 to satisfy a client to make a client pleased with what
they have purchased 2. to fill the requirements for a job (NOTE: satisfies –
satisfying – satisfied)
save-as-you-earn / sev əz ju
n/ noun a scheme where employees
can save money regularly by having it
deducted automatically from their
wages and invested in National Savings.
Abbr SAYE
savings account /sevŋz ə kaυnt/
noun an account where you put money
in regularly and which pays interest, often at a higher rate than a deposit
account

savings and loan (association)
/sevŋz ən ləυn əsəυseʃən/ noun
US a financial association which ac-

cepts and pays interest on deposits from
investors and lends money to people
who are buying property. The loans are
in the form of mortgages on the security
of the property being bought. S&Ls are
regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision and are protected by the Savings
Association Insurance Fund. Abbr S&L

(NOTE: the S&Ls are also called thrifts;

schedule

the British equivalents are the building
societies)
COMMENT: Because of deregulation of

interest rates in 1980, many S&Ls found
that they were forced to raise interest on
deposits to current market rates in order
to secure funds, while at the same time
they still were charging low fixed-interest
rates on the mortgages granted to borrowers. This created considerable problems and many S&Ls had to be rescued
by the Federal government.

SAYE abbr save-as-you-earn
scab /skb/ noun an employee who

goes on working when there is a strike

(informal )
scalar /skelə/ adjective working ac.

cording to a scale

principle
/skelə
prnsp(ə)l/ noun the principle that
employees should only communicate
with their seniors through the established hierarchy
scale /skel/ noun a system which is
graded into various levels 왍 scale of
salaries a list of salaries showing
different levels of pay in different jobs
in the same company
scale down /skel daυn/ verb to
lower in proportion
scale up /skel $p/ verb to increase
in proportion
Scanlon plan /sknlən pln/ noun
a type of gain sharing plan that pays a
bonus to employees when they improve
their performance or productivity by a
certain amount as measured against a
previously established standard
schedule /ʃedjul/ noun 1. a timetable, a plan of time drawn up in advance
쑗 The managing director has a busy
schedule of appointments. 쑗 Her secretary tried to fit me into her schedule. 왍
on schedule at the time or stage set
down in the schedule 쑗 The launch took
place on schedule. 왍 to be ahead of
schedule to be early 쑗 The building was
completed ahead of schedule. 왍 to be on
schedule to be on time 쑗 The project is
on schedule. 왍 to be behind schedule to
be late 쑗 I am sorry to say that we are
three months behind schedule. 왍 to
have a heavy schedule of meetings to
have a large number of meetings arscalar
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ranged 2. a list, especially additional
documents attached to a contract 쑗 the
schedule of territories to which a contract applies 쑗 See the attached schedule or as per the attached schedule. 쑗
Please find enclosed our schedule of
charges. 3. a list of items 쐽 verb 1. to
list officially 쑗 We offer a 10% reduction on scheduled prices or scheduled
charges to selected customers. 2. to plan
the time when something will happen 쑗
The building is scheduled for completion in May.
Schedule A / ʃedjul e/ noun a
schedule under which tax is charged on
income from land or buildings
Schedule B / ʃedjul bi/ noun a
schedule under which tax was formerly
charged on income from woodlands
Schedule C / ʃedjul si/ noun a
schedule under which tax is charged on
profits from government stock
Schedule D / ʃedjul di/ noun a
schedule under which tax is charged on
income from trades or professions, interest and other earnings not derived
from being employed
Schedule E / ʃedjul i/ noun a
schedule under which tax is charged on
income from salaries, wages or pensions
Schedule F / ʃedjul ef/ noun a
schedule under which tax is charged on
income from dividends
scheme /skim/ noun a plan, arrangement or way of working 쑗 Under the
bonus scheme all employees get 10% of
their annual pay as a Christmas bonus.
쑗 He has joined the company pension
scheme. 쑗 We operate a profit-sharing
scheme for managers. 쑗 The new payment scheme is based on reward for individual effort.
school-leaver /skul livə/ noun a
person who has just left school

scientific

management

/ saəntfk mnd"mənt/ noun a

theory of management which believes in
the rational use of resources in order to
maximise output, thus motivating workers to earn more money
scope /skəυp/ noun a range of subjects being dealt with 쑗 the scope of an
agreement

secondary action

screen /skrin/ verb to examine something carefully to evaluate or assess it 왍
to screen candidates to examine candidates to see if they are completely
suitable
screening /skrinŋ/ noun 왍 the
screening of candidates the examining
of candidates to see if they are suitable
seagull
manager
/si $l
mnd"ə/ noun a manager who is
brought in to deal with a project, makes
a lot of fuss, achieves nothing, and then
leaves (slang)
search /stʃ/ verb 1. to look for
something 쑗 The company is searching
for a formula which will be acceptable
to the unions. 2. to examine thoroughly
쑗 Members of staff were searched as
they left the building.
season /siz(ə)n/ noun 1. one of four
parts into which a year is divided, i.e.
spring, summer, autumn and winter 2. a
period of time when some activity usually takes place 쑗 the selling season
seasonal /siz(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
which lasts for a season or which only
happens during a particular season 쑗
seasonal variations in sales patterns 쑗
The demand for this item is very
seasonal.
seasonal

employment

/siz(ə)n(ə)l m plɔmənt/, seasonal
work /siz(ə)n(ə)l wk/ noun a job

which is available at certain times of the
year only (such as in a ski resort)
seasonal worker /siz(ə)n(ə)l
wkə/ noun a worker who is employed for a few months during the high
season
second /skɒnd/ verb to lend a member of staff to another company, organisation or department for a fixed period
of time 쑗 He was seconded to the Department of Trade for two years.
secondary /sekənd(ə)ri/ adjective
second in importance
secondary action / sekənd(ə)ri
kʃən/,
secondary
strike
/ sekənd(ə)ri strak/, secondary
picketing / sekənd(ə)ri pktŋ/ noun
industrial action aimed at a company
which is not a party to an industrial dispute, to prevent it from supplying a
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striking factory or receiving supplies
from it
secondary boycott / sekənd(ə)ri
bɔkɒt/ noun US pressure put on an
employer by those not directly involved
in an industrial dispute. 쏡 primary
boycott

group /sekənd(ə)ri
rup/ noun a group which is small
enough to allow its members to interact
informally
secondary industry /sekənd(ə)ri
ndəstri/ noun an industry which uses
basic raw materials to produce manufactured goods
secondary picketing / sekənd(ə)ri
pktŋ/ noun same as secondary
secondary

action

sector /sekənd(ə)ri
sektə/ noun industries which use basic
raw materials to make manufactured
goods
secondary strike / sekənd(ə)ri
strak/ noun same as secondary
secondary

action

second-class mail / sekənd klɑs

mel/ noun a less expensive, slower
mail service 쑗 The letter took three days
to arrive because he sent it
second-class.
secondee /s kɒndi/ noun a person
who is seconded to another job
secondment /skɒndmənt/ noun
the act or period of being seconded to
another job for a period 쑗 He is on three
years’ secondment to an Australian
college.
second quarter / sekənd kwɔtə/
noun a period of three months from
April to the end of June
secret /sikrət/ adjective which is not
known by many people 쑗 The MD kept
the contract secret from the rest of the
board. 쑗 The management signed a secret deal with a foreign supplier. 쐽
noun something which is hidden or
which is not known by many people 왍
to keep a secret not to tell secret information which you have been told
secretarial / sekrteəriəl/ adjective
referring to the work of a secretary 쑗
Secretarial work is seen as a step towards management positions. 쑗 He is

security

looking for secretarial work. 쑗 We need
extra secretarial help to deal with the
mailings. 쑗 Their secretarial duties are
not onerous, just boring.
secretarial course / sekrteəriəl
kɔs/ noun a course of study for secretaries 쑗 She is taking a secretarial
course.
secretary /sekrət(ə)ri/ noun 1. a
person who helps to organise work,
types letters, files documents, arranges
meetings, etc., for someone 쑗 My secretary deals with incoming orders. 쑗 Her
secretary phoned to say she would be
late. 2. an official of a company or society 3. a member of the government in
charge of a department 쑗 the Trade Secretary 쑗 the Foreign Secretary 쑗 the
Education Secretary

secretary and personal assistant / sekrət(ə)ri ən ps(ə)n(ə)l ə-

sst(ə)nt/ noun a secretary to a
top-level member of an organisation,
such as director, or senior manager
Secretary of State / sekrət(ə)ri əv
stet/ noun 1. GB a member of the
government in charge of a department 쑗
the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 2. US a senior member of the
government in charge of foreign affairs
(NOTE: the British equivalent is the Foreign Secretary)

Secretary

of

the

Treasury

/ sekrət(ə)ri əv ðə tre"əri/ noun US a

senior member of the government in
charge of financial affairs
secret ballot / sikrət blət/ noun
an election where the voters vote in
secret
sector /sektə/ noun a part of the
economy or the business organisation of
a country 쑗 All sectors of the economy
suffered from the fall in the exchange
rate. 쑗 Technology is a booming sector
of the economy.
‘…government services form a large part of the
tertiary or service sector’ [Sydney Morning
Herald]

secure /skjυə/ adjective safe, which
cannot change 왍 secure job a job from

which you are not likely to be made
redundant
security /skjυərti/ noun the fact of
being protected against attack 왍 office

security of employment
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security the act of protecting an office
against theft
security of employment /skjυərti əv mplɔmənt/ noun a feeling by an employee that they have the
right to keep their job until they retire
select /slekt/ verb to choose 쑗 The
board will meet to select three candidates for a second interview.
selection /slekʃən/ noun 1. a choice
2. the process of choosing someone for
a job 쑗 Assessment of candidates for final selection will depend on tests and
interviews.
selection instrument /slekʃən
nstrυmənt/ noun a psychometric test
used as a method of selecting people for
a job or for training
selection interviewing /slekʃən
ntəvjuŋ/ noun the interviewing of a
number of candidates in order to select
one or more for a job or for training
selection of personnel /s lekʃən
əv psənel/ noun same as
recruitment

procedure /slekʃən
prə sid"ə/ noun the general method of
choosing a candidate for a job
selection test /slekʃən test/ noun
a test to assess whether someone should
be selected for a job or for training
self- /self/ prefix referring to yourself
self-actualisation / self ktʃuəlazeʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of developing your skills and talents to the fullest
possible extent or to the point where
they are most beneficial to you (NOTE:
selection

also called self-fulfilment)

self-administered
pension
scheme / self əd mnstəd penʃən

skim/ noun a scheme where the trustees actively administer the funds and are
responsible for its performance
self-appraisal /self əprez(ə)l/
noun a person’s own assessment of their
capabilities and character 쑗 The application forms contain room for a short
self-appraisal.
self-assessment /self əsesmənt/
noun 1. the process of calculating how
much tax you should pay and reporting
it to the Inland Revenue on time 쑗

self-employment

Self-assessment forms should be returned to the tax office by 31st January.
2. a systematic and regular review of its
own activities carried out by an organisation, which compares the results
against a model of excellence (NOTE:
Self-assessment allows an organisation to identify its strengths and weaknesses and to plan improvement
activities.) 3. same as self-appraisal 쑗

Candidates are asked to write a
two-page self-assessment as part of the
job application. 쑗 Self-assessment can
be an embarrassing process for many
applicants.
self-certification / self sətfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a procedure that allows
an employee who takes sick leave for
seven days or less to avoid loss of earnings by filling in a form when they return to work, indicating the nature of the
illness and how long it lasted, and by
having the form countersigned by a
manager
self-confidence /self kɒnfdəns/
noun the quality of feeling confident in
your own ability 쑗 After a month of successful sales, my self-confidence improved dramatically. 쑗 Her lack of
self-confidence was obvious at the
interview.
self-confident /self kɒnfdənt/ adjective referring a person who is confident in their own ability 쑗 The trainee
was self-confident to the point of
arrogance.
self-development
/ self
dveləpmənt/ noun same as personal
development

self-directed team /self drektd

tim/ noun same as autonomous
teamworking
self-employed / self mplɔd/ adjective working for yourself or not on

the payroll of a company 쑗 a
self-employed engineer 쑗 He worked for
a bank for ten years but is now
self-employed.
self-employment
/ self
mplɔmənt/ noun the business or activity
of someone who is not an employee of
somebody else under a contract of employment, but either works as a freelance or owns a business (NOTE:

self-fulfilment
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Self-employment has an important effect on how a person’s earnings are
treated for tax purposes and on the degree of employment protection they
have.)
self-fulfilment / self fυlflmənt/
noun same as self-actualisation
(NOTE: the usual US spelling is
self-fulfillment)
self-image /self md"/ noun an idea

that a person has about their own character and abilities
self-instruction / self nstr$kʃən/
noun the process of teaching oneself 쑗
He learnt the language at home, entirely
through self-instruction.
self-made man / self med mn/
noun a man who is rich and successful
because of his own work, not because he
inherited money or position
self-made woman / self med
wυmən/ noun a woman who is rich
and successful because of her own
work, not because she inherited money
or position
self-managed (work) team / self
mnd"d wk tim/, self-managing
(work) team / self mnd"ŋ wk
tim/ noun same as autonomous
teamworking

self-regulation /self re jυleʃ(ə)n/

noun the regulation of an industry by itself, through a committee which issues a
rulebook and makes sure that members
of the industry follow the rules (NOTE:
For example, the Stock Exchange is
regulated by the Stock Exchange
Council.)
self-starter /self stɑtə/ noun a per-

son who can be relied on to take the initiative in a new situation without asking
for instructions
self-taught /self tɔt/ adjective referring to a person who has taught
themselves
sellout /selaυt/ noun the act of giving
in to demands in exchange for financial
concessions 쑗 a sellout to the
management
semi- /semi/ prefix half or part
seminar /semnɑ/ noun the teaching
of a small class of advanced students 쑗
He attended a seminar on direct selling.

separation

She is running a seminar for senior
managers.
semi-retired / semi rtaəd/ adjective having retired on a pension, but still
working part-time
semi-skilled / semi skld/ adjective
having had or involving some training
senior /siniə/ adjective 1. referring
to an employee who is more important 왍
decision taken at senior level a decision taken by directors or senior managers 2. referring to an employee who is
older or who has been employed longer
than another
seniority / siniɒrti/ noun 1. the fact
of being more important 쑗 in order of
seniority 2. the fact of being being older
or being an employee of the company
longer
seniority
system
/ siniɒrti
sstəm/ noun a way in which employees can gain seniority in an organisation
senior
management
/ siniə
mnd"mənt/ noun the main directors
of a company
senior manager / siniə mnd"ə/,
senior
executive
/ siniər
 zekjυtv/ noun a manager or director
who has a higher rank than others
senior partner / siniə pɑtnə/
noun the most important partner in a
firm of solicitors or accountants
senior staff /siniə stɑf/ noun 1.
older members of staff 2. people in
more important positions in a company
senior vice-president / siniə vas
prezd(ə)nt/ noun one of a few main
executive directors of a company
sensitivity training / senstvti
trenŋ/ noun the development of character and awareness by social interaction in small groups 쑗 Sensitivity
training has helped him to be forceful
without offending others in the
department.
separation / sepəreʃ(ə)n/ noun US
the act of leaving a job (resigning, retiring or being fired or made redundant) 쑗
The interviewer asked the candidate
whether the separation mentioned in his
CV was due to resignation, redundancy
or dismissal. 쑗 The exit interviews at쑗

sequester
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tempted to find out what employees really felt about separation.
sequester /skwestə/, sequestrate
/sikwstret, skwestret/ verb to
take and keep a bank account or property because a court has ordered it 쑗 The
union was fined for contempt of court
and its funds have been sequestrated.
sequestration / sikwestreʃ(ə)n/
noun the taking and keeping of property
on the order of a court, especially seizing property from someone who is in
contempt of court
sequestrator /sikwstretə, skwestretə/ noun a person who takes
and keeps property on the order of a
court
SERPS /sps/ abbr state earnings-related pension scheme
serve /sv/ verb 1. to deal with a customer 왍 to serve an apprenticeship to
work with a skilled worker for a legally
agreed period in order to learn from
them 2. 왍 to serve someone with a
writ, to serve a writ on someone to
give someone a writ officially, so that
they have to receive it 3. to work 쑗 She
served ten years as an accounts clerk.
service /svs/ noun 1. the work
done by an employee for his or her employer of company 쑗 After a lifetime’s
service to the company he was rewarded
with a generous golden handshake. 2.
the business of providing help in some
form when it is needed
service agreement /svs ərimənt/, service contract /svs
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract between a
company and a director showing all
conditions of work 쑗 The service agreement says very little about hours of
work.
service job /svs d"ɒb/ noun a job
in an industry which does not make
products, but offers a service (such as
banking, insurance or transport)
session /seʃ(ə)n/ noun a period of
time spent on a specific activity, especially as part of a larger event 쑗 The
morning session or the afternoon session will be held in the conference room.
set /set/ noun a group of items which
go together, which are used together or

sex

which are sold together 쑗 a set of tools
쐽 adjective fixed or which cannot be
changed 쑗 There is a set fee for all our
consultants. 쐽 verb to fix or to arrange
쑗 We have to set a price for the new
computer. 쑗 The price of the calculator
has been set low, so as to achieve maximum unit sales. (NOTE: setting – set) 왍
set the bar to motivate staff by setting
targets that are above their current level
of achievement
settle /set(ə)l/ verb to solve a problem or dispute 왍 to settle a claim to
agree to pay what is asked for 쑗 The insurance company refused to settle his
claim for storm damage.
settlement /set(ə)lmənt/ noun an
agreement after an argument or negotiations 쑗 a wage settlement 왍 to effect a
settlement between two parties to
bring two parties together to make them
agree
‘…he emphasised that prompt settlement of all
forms of industrial disputes would guarantee
industrial peace in the country and ensure
increased productivity’ [Business Times
(Lagos)]

settlement day /set(ə)lmənt de/

noun the day on which shares which
have been bought must be paid for (on
the London Stock Exchange the account
period is three business days from the
day of trade) (NOTE: also called account day)
set up / set $p/ verb to begin some-

thing or to organise something new 쑗 to
set up an inquiry or a working party 왍 to
set up a company to start a company
legally
seven-point plan / sev(ə)n pɔnt
pln/ noun a list of items used in assessing the potential of job candidates
COMMENT: The seven points are: physi-

cal appearance, educational qualifications, general intelligence level, special
skills (not necessarily connected to their
current employment), outside interests,
mental and emotional disposition, personal and family circumstances.

severance pay /sev(ə)rəns pe/

noun money paid as compensation to an
employee whose job is no longer needed
sex /seks/ noun one of two groups
(male and female) into which people
can be divided
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Sex Discrimination Act 1975,
1986 / seks dskrmneʃ(ə)n kt

nantin sev(ə)nti fav, nantin
eti sks/ noun Acts of Parliament
which ban discrimination on grounds of
sex
sexism /seksz(ə)m/ noun the belief
that one sex is superior to the other
sexist /seksst/ adjective showing a
belief that one sex is superior to the
other 쑗 He was reprimanded for making
sexist remarks about her.
sexual /sekʃuəl/ adjective relating to
sex
sexual discrimination / sekʃuəl
dskrmneʃ(ə)n/, sex discrimination / seks dskrmneʃ(ə)n/ noun
the practice of treating men and women
in different ways (usually favouring
men) 쑗 The company was accused of
sex discrimination in its appointment of
managers. 쑗 Sex discrimination has
made it difficult for women to reach
managerial posts in the organisation.
sexual harassment / sekʃuəl
hrəsmənt, hərsmənt/ noun the
practice of making unpleasant sexual
gestures, comments or approaches to
someone 쑗 She complained of sexual
harassment by the manager.
shakeout /ʃekaυt/ noun a complete
change, where weak or inefficient people or companies are removed 쑗 Only
three companies were left after the
shakeout in the computer market.
shakeup /ʃek$p/ noun a total reorganisation 쑗 The managing director ordered a shakeup of the sales
departments.
shape up or ship out / ʃep $p ɔ
ʃp aυt/ interjection an order to improve your performance at work because if you do not you will be fired
share /ʃeə/ noun 1. a part of something that has been divided up among
several peoole or groups 2. an one of
many equal parts into which a company’s capital is divided (the owners of
shares are shareholders or, more formally, ‘members’) 쑗 He bought a block
of shares in Marks and Spencer. 쑗
Shares fell on the London market. 쑗 The
company offered 1.8m shares on the

shift differential

market. 쐽 verb 1. to own or use something together with someone else 쑗 It is
very awkward having to share a telephone. 쑗 I don’t want to share an office
with her because she smokes. 2. to divide something up among several people or groups 쑗 Three companies share
the market.

shareholder /ʃeəhəυldə/ noun a

person who owns shares in a company 쑗
to call a shareholders’ meeting (NOTE:
Formally called a ‘member’.)
‘…as of last night the bank’s shareholders no
longer hold any rights to the bank’s shares’
[South China Morning Post]

share issue /ʃeər ʃu/ noun an act

of selling new shares in a company to
the public
share option scheme /ʃeər ɒpʃən
skim/ noun an arrangement where an
employee has regular deductions made
against their pay against the right to buy
shares in the company at a fixed low
price at a later date
share ownership scheme / ʃeər
əυnəʃp skim/, share incentive
scheme / ʃeər nsentv skim/ noun
a scheme whereby employees in a company can buy shares in it and so share in
the profits 쑗 Share ownership schemes
help employees to identify more closely
with the company they work for.
shed /ʃed/ verb to lose (NOTE: shedding – shed) 왍 to shed staff to lose
staff by making them redundant
sheet /ʃit/ noun 왍 sheet of paper a
piece of paper
shelve /ʃelv/ verb to postpone or to
put back to another date 쑗 The project
was shelved. 쑗 Discussion of the problem has been shelved.
shift /ʃft/ noun 1. a group of employees who work for a period, and then are
replaced by another group 왍 to work
double shifts to work with two shifts of
workers on duty 2. a period of time
worked by a group of employees
shift differential /ʃft dfə renʃəl/
noun a payment made to employees in
addition to their basic pay to compensate them for the inconvenience of the
pattern of shift work

shift transfer
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shift transfer /ʃft trnsf/ noun

the act of changing an employee’s shift
or working hours
shift work /ʃft wk/ noun a system
of work with shifts
shoddy /ʃɒdi/ adjective of bad quality 쑗 shoddy workmanship
shop /ʃɒp/ noun 1. a place where
goods are stored and sold 쑗 a computer
shop 쑗 an electrical goods shop 2. the
place in a factory where goods are made
shop assistant /ʃɒp ə sstənt/
noun a person who serves the customers
in a shop
shop floor /ʃɒp flɔ/ noun 1. the
space in a shop given to the display of
goods for sale 2. 왍 on the shop floor in
the factory, in the works or among the
ordinary workers 쑗 The feeling on the
shop floor is that the manager does not
know his job.
shop floor workers /ʃɒp flɔ
wkəz/ plural noun manual workers
and technical workers as opposed to office workers
shopping centre /ʃɒpŋ sentə/
noun a group of shops linked together
with car parks and restaurants
shop steward /ʃɒp stjuəd/ noun
an elected trade union official who represents employees in day-to-day negotiations with the management
short /ʃɔt/ adjective, adverb for a
small period of time 왍 in the short
term, in the short run in the near future
or quite soon
shortage /ʃɔtd"/ noun a lack or
low availability of something 쑗 a shortage of skilled staff 쑗 We employ
part-timers to make up for staff
shortages.
shorthanded / ʃɔthndd/ adjective without enough staff 쑗 We’re
rather shorthanded at the moment.
shortlist /ʃɔtlst/ noun a list of candidates who can be asked to come for a
test or interview (drawn up after all applications have been examined and the
most obviously unsuitable candidates
have been rejected) 쑗 to draw up a
shortlist 쑗 She is on the shortlist for the
job. 쐽 verb to make a shortlist 쑗 Four
candidates have been shortlisted. 쑗

sick

Shortlisted candidates will be asked for
an interview.

short-range forecast / ʃɔt rend"

fɔkɑst/ noun a forecast which covers
a period of a few months
short-staffed / ʃɔt stɑft/ adjective
with not enough staff 쑗 We’re rather
short-staffed at the moment.
short-term / ʃɔt tm/ adjective 1.
for a period of weeks or months 쑗 She is
employed on a short-term contract. 왍 on
a short-term basis for a short period 2.
for a short period in the future 쑗 We
need to recruit at once to cover our
short-term manpower requirements.
short-term contract / ʃɔt tm
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract of employment for a short period (such as six
months)
short-term forecast / ʃɔt tm
fɔkɑst/ noun a forecast which covers
a period of a few months
short time / ʃɔt tam/ noun reduced
working hours resulting in less than half
a normal week’s pay 쑗 Several machinists will be on short time as long as the
shortage of orders lasts. 쑗 The company
has had to introduce short-time working
because of lack of orders.
show of hands / ʃəυ əv hndz/
noun a vote where people show how
they vote by raising their hands 쑗 The
motion was carried on a show of hands.
shut /ʃ$t/ adjective not open for business 쑗 The office is shut on Saturdays. 쐽
verb to close 쑗 to shut a shop or a warehouse (NOTE: shutting – shut)
shut down / ʃ$t daυn/ verb to make
a factory or office stop working for a
time 쑗 The offices will shut down for
Christmas. 쑗 Six factories have shut
down this month.
shutdown /ʃ$tdaυn/ noun the shutting of a factory or office
shutout /ʃ$taυt/ noun the locking of
the door of a factory or office to stop the
staff getting in
sick /sk/ adjective ill 왍 to be off sick
to be away from work because you are
ill 왍 to report sick to say officially that
you are ill and cannot work

sick building syndrome
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building syndrome /sk
bldŋ sndrəυm/ noun a condition
where many people working in a building feel ill or have headaches, caused by
blocked air-conditioning ducts in which
stale air is recycled round the building,
often carrying allergenic substances or
bacteria
sickie /ski/ noun a day of sick leave,
usually one taken when the employee is
only pretending to be ill (slang)
sickness /sknəs/ noun the condition
of being ill
sick

sickness and accident insurance / sknəs ənd ksd(ə)nt n-

ʃυərəns/ noun a form of health insurance that may be sold to a person who
takes a loan or uses a credit card, so that,
if the borrower is unable to work because of accident or illness, the policy
covers the regular payments to the
lender or the credit card company
sickness benefit /sknəs benft/
noun a payment made by the government or private insurance to someone
who is ill and cannot work 쑗 The sickness benefit is paid monthly.
sickout /skaυt/ noun a form of protest in which a group of employees try
to achieve their demands by not going to
work and claiming that they are ill
(slang)
sideline /sadlan/ noun a business
which is extra to your normal work 쑗
He runs a profitable sideline selling
postcards to tourists.
sign /san/ verb to write your name in
a special way on a document to show
that you have written it or approved it 쑗
The letter is signed by the managing director. 쑗 The new recruit was asked to
sign the contract of employment.
signature /s ntʃə/ noun a person’s
name written by themselves on a
cheque, document, etc. 쑗 All our company’s cheques need two signatures. 쑗
The contract of employment had the HR
director’s signature at the bottom.
sign on / san ɒn/ verb 1. to start
work, by signing your name in the human resources office 왍 to sign on for
the dole to register as unemployed 2. to
give someone a job by offering a signed

sit-down protest

contract of employment 쑗 We are signing on more admin staff next month.
silver circle rate / slvə sk(ə)l
ret/ noun US a system whereby pay increases are based on length of service 쑗
The silver circle rate is partly designed
to encourage employees to stay with
firm a long time.
similar work / smlə wk/ noun
work done by men and women in the
same organisation which has equal
value
simulation / smjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun an
imitation of a real-life situation for
training purposes 쑗 The simulation exercises for trainee air hostesses include
applying
first-aid
treatment
to
passengers.
sinecure /sn kjυə/ noun a job
which is well-paid but involves very little work 쑗 His job in his father’s firm
was little more than a sinecure.
single /sŋ (ə)l/ adjective 1. one
alone 2. not married 쑗 marital status:
single 쐽 noun a person who is not
married
single door policy / sŋ (ə)l dɔ
pɒlsi/ noun the organisation of a human resources department, where various managers are of equal rank and can
each deal with any problem that arises

single-employer

bargaining

/ sŋ (ə)l mplɔə bɑ nŋ/ noun ne-

gotiations, especially on pay and conditions, between trade unions and a single
employer
single industry union / sŋ (ə)l
ndəstri junjən/ noun a union whose
members work in only one industry
(such as the mineworkers’ union)
single status / sŋ (ə)l stetəs/
noun an arrangement where managers
and ordinary staff all enjoy the same
conditions of work, pay structures, recreational facilities, etc., with no extra
perks for anyone
single table bargaining / sŋ (ə)l
teb(ə)l bɑ nŋ/ noun bargaining at
one table, with several unions taking
part on behalf of all employees employed by a company. Abbr STB
sit-down protest /st daυn
prəυtest/, sit-down strike /st daυn

site
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strak/ noun a strike where the employees stay in their place of work and refuse to work or to leave 쑗 They staged a
sit-down strike but were forced to leave
the premises by the police.
site /sat/ noun 1. the place where
something is located 쑗 We have chosen
a site for the new factory. 쑗 The supermarket is to be built on a site near the
station. 2. a website which is created by
a company, organisation or individual,
and which anyone can visit 쑗 How
many hits did we have on our site last
week? 쐽 verb to place or position 왍 to
be sited to be placed 쑗 The factory will
be sited near the motorway.
site engineer /sat end" nə/ noun
an engineer in charge of a building being constructed
site foreman /sat fɔmən/ noun a
foreman in charge of workers on a
building site
sit-in /st n/ noun a strike where the
employees stay in their place of work
and refuse to work or leave (NOTE: plural is sit-ins)
sitting /stŋ/ noun 왍 sitting next to

Nellie a training method, where a new
employee learns a manual process by
sitting beside an experienced worker
who shows how the work is done (informal )
situation / stʃueʃ(ə)n/ noun a job
situational / stʃueʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective referring to a situation
situational
interview
/stʃueʃ(ə)n(ə)l
ntəvju/,
situation-based interview /stʃu eʃ(ə)n
best ntəvju/ noun an interview
where a candidate is asked specific
questions about situations which may
occur in a job
situational test /stʃu eʃ(ə)n(ə)l
test/ noun a test where a candidate is
placed in certain imaginary situations
and is asked to react to them
situations vacant / stʃueʃ(ə)nz
vekənt/ noun a list in a newspaper of
jobs which are available
situations wanted / stʃueʃ(ə)nz
wɒntd/ noun a section of a newspaper
where workers advertise for jobs or offer services
.

slack

skeleton service /skeltn svs/

noun a service provided by skeleton
staff
skeleton staff /skeltn stɑf/ noun
a small number of staff who are left to
carry on essential work while most of
the workforce is away
skill /skl/ noun an ability to do something because you have been trained 쑗
We are badly in need of technical skills
now that we have computerised the production line. 쑗 She has acquired some
very useful office management skills. 쑗
He was not appointed because he didn’t
have the skills required for the job.
‘Britain’s skills crisis has now reached such
proportions that it is affecting the nation’s
economic growth’ [Personnel Today]
‘…we aim to add the sensitivity of a new
European to the broad skills of the new
professional manager’ [Management Today]

skill centre /skl sentə/ noun a centre which gives adults accelerated vocational training
skilled /skld/ adjective having learnt
certain skills
skilled job /skld d"ɒb/ noun a job
for which certain skills are needed
skilled workers /skld wkəz/,
skilled labour /skld lebə/ noun
workers who have special skills or who
have had long training
skills analysis /sklz ə nləss/
noun the process of obtaining information about the technical and behavioural
skills that employees possess or that are
required in a particular job
skills inventory /sklz nvənt(ə)ri/
noun a list of all the skills, qualifications, etc., of each member of staff, so
that they can be redeployed rather than
be made redundant if their job ceases to
exist
skills mapping /sklz mpŋ/
noun same as skills analysis
skills mobility /sklz məυblti/
noun same as professional mobility
skills shortage /sklz ʃɔtd"/
noun a lack of employees with certain
skills
slack /slk/ adjective not busy 쑗
Business is slack at the end of the week.
쑗 January is always a slack period. 쑗

slacken off
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The foreman decided to tighten up on
slack workers.
slacken off / slkən ɒf/ verb to become less busy 쑗 Trade has slackened
off.
slackness /slknəs/ noun the quality of being lazy 쑗 She got fired for general slackness and unpunctuality.
slack period /slk pəriəd/ noun
the time between finishing a job and
starting another one
slack season /slk siz(ə)n/ noun
a period when a company is not very
busy
slave labour /slev lebə/ noun
workers who are owned and exploited
by their employers
sleeping partner / slipŋ pɑtnə/
noun a partner who has a share in the
business but does not work in it
sliding /sladŋ/ adjective which rises
in steps
slip /slp/ noun a small piece of paper
slow down / sləυ daυn/ verb to stop
rising, moving or falling
slowdown /sləυdaυn/ noun a reduction in business activity
small
businessman
/smɔl
bznəsmn/ noun a man who owns a
small business
small change /smɔl tʃend"/ noun
coins
small-scale enterprise / smɔl
skel entəpraz/ noun a small business
smartsizing /smɑtsazŋ/ noun the
process of reducing the size of a company by making incompetent and inefficient employees redundant
smoking /sməυkŋ/ noun the action
of smoking cigarettes, pipes or cigars 쑗
Smoking is forbidden in the computer
room.
SMP abbr statutory maternity pay
social /səυʃ(ə)l/ adjective referring to
society in general
Social Chapter /səυʃ(ə)l tʃptə/
noun an additional section of the
Maastricht Treaty which commits signatory states to the promotion of employment, improved working conditions,
dialogue between management and la-

socio-technical system

bour, development of human resources
and the fight against exclusion

Social Charter / səυʃ(ə)l tʃɑtə/
noun 쒁 European Social Charter

social dumping / səυʃ(ə)l d$mpŋ/

noun the practice of making a company
competitive in the international field by
reducing pay and living standards for its
employees

social fund /səυʃ(ə)l f$nd/ noun a

government fund which provides
one-off grants to low-income families
social partners / səυʃ(ə)l pɑtnəz/
plural noun employers and trade unions,
working together
social security / səυʃ(ə)l skjυərti/, social insurance / səυʃ(ə)l
nʃυərəns/ noun a government scheme
where employers, employees and the
self-employed make regular contributions to a fund which provides unemployment pay, sickness pay and
retirement pensions 쑗 He gets weekly
social security payments. 쑗 She never
worked but lived on social security for
years.

Social

Security

Act

1975

/ səυʃ(ə)l skjυərti kt nantin
sev(ə)nti fav/ noun an Act of Parlia-

ment creating benefits for victims of industrial accidents and diseases, and
disablement benefits
socio-economic / səυʃiəυ ikənɒmk/ adjective referring to social
and economic conditions, social classes
and income groups 쑗 We have commissioned a thorough socio-economic analysis of our potential market.
COMMENT: The British socio-economic

groups are: A: upper middle class: senior managers, administrators, civil servants and professional people; B: middle
class: middle-ranking managers, administrators, civil servants and professional
people; C1: lower middle class: junior
managers and clerical staff; C2: skilled
workers: workers with special skills and
qualifications; D: working class: unskilled workers and manual workers; E:
subsistence level: pensioners, the unemployed and casual manual workers.

socio-technical system / səυʃiəυ
teknk(ə)l sstəm/ noun a system that

soft benefits
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studies the interaction of people and machines, in order to improve efficiency
soft benefits / sɒft benfts/ plural
noun benefits offered to employees that
do not take the form of money (slang)
software /sɒftweə/ noun computer
programs
sole /səυl/ adjective only
sole agent /səυl ed"ənt/ noun a
person who has the sole agency for a
company in an area 쑗 She is the sole
agent for Ford cars in the locality.
solemn /sɒləm/ adjective 왍 solemn
and binding agreement an agreement
which is not legally binding, but which
all parties are supposed to obey
solidarity / sɒldrti/ noun the loyalty of members of a group to each other
쑗 Union solidarity meant that members
of other unions were unwilling to cross
picket lines.
solution /səluʃ(ə)n/ noun the answer to a problem 쑗 We think we have
found a solution to the problem of getting skilled staff.
solve /sɒlv/ verb to find an answer to a
problem 쑗 The new rates of pay should
solve some of our short-term recruitment problems.
sort out / sɔt aυt/ verb 1. to put into
order 쑗 Did you sort out the accounts
problem with the auditors? 2. to settle a
problem
sought after /sɔt ɑftə/ adjective
which everyone wants to have 쑗 Her
skills are widely sought after.
sour /saυə/ verb to make things
become unpleasant 쑗 The struggle for
promotion has soured relations in the
department.
source /sɔs/ noun the place where
something comes from 쑗 What is the
source of her income? 쑗 You must declare income from all sources to the tax
office. 왍 income which is taxed at
source income where the tax is removed
and paid to the government by the employer before the income is paid to the
employee
span of control / spn əv kəntrəυl/ noun the number of subordinates
whom a person supervises or adminis-

special leave

ters at the workplace 쑗 The job has a
large amount of responsibility with a
wide span of control. 쑗 Too wide a span
of control can lead to inefficient
supervision.
spare /speə/ adjective extra, not being
used 쑗 He has invested his spare capital
in a computer shop. 왍 to use up spare
capacity to make use of time or space
which has not been fully used
spare time /speə tam/ noun time
when you are not at work 쑗 He built
himself a car in his spare time.
spate /spet/ noun a sudden rush 쑗 a
spate of dismissals or of resignations
spear carrier /spə kriə/ noun
somebody at the second level in an organisation’s hierarchy who is responsible for carrying out commands and
communicating messages from the
top-level executives (slang)
special award / speʃ(ə)l əwɔd/
noun an award in cases of unfair dismissal, where the employee was sacked
either for joining or for refusing to join a
trade union. 쏡 additional award
specialise /speʃəlaz/, specialize
verb to deal with one particular type of
skill, product or service 쑗 The company
specialises in electronic components. 쑗
They have a specialised product line. 쑗
He sells very specialised equipment for
the electronics industry. 쑗 After working in all the departments, he finally decided to specialise in distribution.
specialism /speʃəlz(ə)m/, specialisation / speʃəlazeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the study of one particular subject or
concentration on one particular type of
work
specialist /speʃəlst/ noun a person
or company that deals with one particular type of product or one subject 쑗 You
should go to a specialist in computers or
to a computer specialist for advice. 쑗
We need a manager who can grasp the
overall picture rather than a narrow
specialist.
special leave / speʃ(ə)l liv/ noun
leave that may be granted to an employee in certain special circumstances
(NOTE: Special leave includes leave
granted for study, for jury service, for

specification
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trade union duties, or to candidates in
local or national elections.)
specification
/ spesfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun detailed information about what or

who is needed or about a product to be
supplied
specify /spesfa/ verb to state
clearly what is needed 쑗 Candidates are
asked to specify which of the three posts
they are applying for. (NOTE: specifiesspecifying- specified)
spelling mistake /spelŋ m stek/
noun a mistake in spelling a word
spiral /spaərəl/ verb to twist round

and round, getting higher all the time 쑗
a period of spiralling prices 왍 spiralling inflation inflation where price rises
make employees ask for higher wages
which then increase prices again
spirit /sprt/ noun a general mood
split /splt/ adjective which is divided
into parts
split shift /splt ʃft/ noun a form of
shift working where shifts are split into
two shorter periods
split vote /splt vəυt/ noun a vote
where part of a group votes in one way,
and another part votes in a different
way, so dividing a block vote
sponsor /spɒnsə/ noun 1. a person
who recommends another person for a
job 2. a company which pays part of the
cost of making a TV programme by taking advertising time on the programme
쐽 verb 1. to act as a sponsor for something 쑗 The company has sponsored the
football match. 2. to recommend someone for a job 3. to pay for someone to go
on a training course 쑗 Six of the management trainees have been sponsored
by their companies.
sponsorship /spɒnsəʃp/ noun the
act of sponsoring 쑗 The training course
could not be run without the sponsorship of several major companies.
spouse /spaυs/ noun a husband or
wife 쑗 All employees and their spouses
are invited to the staff party.
squeeze /skwiz/ noun government
control carried out by reducing the
availability of something
‘…the real estate boom of the past three years
has been based on the availability of easy credit.

staff management
Today, money is tighter, so property should bear
the
brunt
of
the
credit
squeeze’
[Money Observer]

SSP abbr statutory sick pay
SSP1 noun a form given to workers

who are not eligible for statutory sick
pay, so that they can claim sickness
benefits
staff /stɑf/ noun people who work for
a company or organisation 쑗 The office
staff have complained about the lack of
heating. (NOTE: staff refers to a group
of people and so is often followed by a
plural verb) 왍 to be on the staff or a

member of staff or a staff member to
be employed permanently by a company
쐽 verb to employ workers 쑗 The department is staffed by skilled
part-timers.
staff agency /stɑf ed"ənsi/ noun
an agency which looks for office staff
for companies
staff appointment /stɑf əpɔntmənt/ noun a job on the staff
staff association /stɑf əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a society formed by
members of staff of a company to represent them to the management and to organise entertainments
staff canteen /stɑf kntin/ noun
a restaurant which belongs to a factory
or office, where the staff can eat
staff club /stɑf kl$b/ noun a club
for the staff of a company, which organises staff parties, sports and meetings
staffer /stɑfə/ noun US a member of
the permanent staff
staff function /stɑf f$ŋkʃən/ noun
work in an organisation which is not directly linked to production of goods or
services for sale
staff incentives /stɑf nsentvz/
plural noun pay and better conditions
offered to employees to make them
work better
staffing /stɑfŋ/ noun the provision
of staff for a company
staffing levels /stɑfŋ lev(ə)lz/
plural noun the numbers of employees
required in a department of a company
for it to work efficiently
staff
management
/stɑf
mnd"mənt/ noun management or

staff outing
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administration of the employees of an
organisation
staff outing /stɑf aυtŋ/ noun a trip
by the staff to celebrate something away
from the office
staff representative /stɑf reprzentətv/ noun a person who represents the staff on a committee
staff status /stɑf stetəs/ noun the
fact of enjoying special perks which are
given to some members of staff and not
to others
staff turnover /stɑf tnəυvə/
noun changes in staff, when some leave
and others join 쑗 The lack of any clear
career prospects is the reason for our
high staff turnover.
staggered /st əd/ adjective referring to holidays or working hours which
are arranged so that they do not all begin
and end at the same time 쑗 We have a
staggered lunch hour so that there is always someone on the switchboard.
staggered day work / st əd de
wk/ noun a working arrangement
where groups of employees start and
finish work at intervals of 30 minutes or
one hour
stakeholder /stekhəυldə/ noun a
person such as a shareholder, employee
or supplier who has a stake in a business

stakeholder

pension

/stekhəυldə penʃən/ noun a pension,

provided through a private company, in
which the income a person has after retirement depends on the amount of contributions made during their working
life (NOTE: Stakeholder pensions are

designed for people without access to
an occupational pension scheme.)
stamp /stmp/ noun a device for

making marks on documents; mark
made in this way 쑗 The invoice has the
stamp ‘Received with thanks’ on it. 쑗
The customs officer looked at the stamps
in his passport. 쐽 verb 1. to mark a document with a stamp 쑗 to stamp an invoice ‘Paid’ 쑗 The documents were
stamped by the customs officials. 2. to
put a postage stamp on (an envelope,
etc.)

stamped addressed envelope
/stmpt ədrest envələυp/ noun an

standby duty

envelope with your own address written
on it and a stamp stuck on it to pay for
return postage 쑗 Please send a stamped
addressed envelope for further details
and our latest catalogue. Abbr s.a.e.
standard /stndəd/ noun the normal
quality or normal conditions which
other things are judged against 왍 up to
standard of acceptable quality 쑗 This
batch is not up to standard or does not
meet our standards. 쐽 adjective normal
or usual 쑗 a standard model car 쑗 We
have a standard charge of £25 for a
thirty-minute session. 왍 standard rate
of taxation the basic rate of income tax
which rises as income moves above a
certain level
standard hour / stndəd aυə/
noun a unit of time used to establish the
normal time which a job or task is expected to take, and used later to compare
with the actual time taken

Standard Industrial Classification / stndəd n d$striəl klsf-

keʃ(ə)n/ noun an international scheme
for classifying industries into groups for
statistical purposes
standard letter / stndəd letə/
noun a letter which is sent without
change to various correspondents
standard of living / stndəd əv
lvŋ/ noun the quality of personal
home life (such as amount of food or
clothes bought, size of family car, etc.)
standard performance / stndəd
pəfɔməns/ noun the average output
which is achieved by an experienced
employee
standard
practice
/ stndəd
prkts/ noun the usual way of doing
things 쑗 It’s standard practice to pass
an envelope with money in it to the director’s secretary.
standard time system / stndəd
tam sstəm/ noun a method of payment whereby an employee is paid on
the basis of units of work performed,
each of which has an agreed standard
time which is established after work
study
standby duty /stndba djuti/
noun waiting to see if you are needed or
if an emergency happens

standby pay
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standby pay /stndba pe/ noun

wages paid when an employee is on
standby duty
stand in for / stnd n fɔ/ verb to
take someone’s place 쑗 Mr Smith is
standing in for the chairman, who is ill.
(NOTE: standing – stood)

standing committee /stndŋ kə-

mti/ noun a permanent committee
which deals with matters not given to
other committees
standing order / stndŋ ɔdə/
noun an order written by a customer
asking a bank to pay money regularly to
an account 쑗 I pay my subscription by
standing order.
standing orders / stndŋ ɔdəz/
plural noun rules or regulations which
regulate the conduct of any body, such
as a council
stand off / stnd ɒf/ verb to reduce
employees’ hours of work because of
shortage of work (NOTE: standing –
stood)

standstill /stndstl/ noun a situation where work has stopped 쑗 Production is at a standstill. 쑗 The strike
brought the factory to a standstill.
start /stɑt/ noun the beginning 쐽 verb
to begin to do something 왍 to start legal
proceedings against someone to start
begin legal proceedings
starter /stɑtə/ noun a young person
who is starting in a job for the first time.
쏡 self-starter

starting /stɑtŋ/ noun the act of

beginning

starting date /stɑtŋ det/ noun a
date on which something starts

starting point /stɑtŋ pɔnt/ noun

the place where something starts
starting salary /stɑtŋ sləri/
noun a salary for an employee when
they start work with a company
start-up /stɑt $p/ noun 1. the beginning of a new company or new product
쑗 We went into the red for the first time
because of the start-up costs of the new
subsidiary in the USA. 2. a new, usually
small business that is just beginning its
operations, especially a new business

status quo clause

supported by venture capital and in a
sector where new technologies are used
state /stet/ noun 1. an independent
country 2. a semi-independent section
of a federal country (such as the USA)
3. the government of a country
‘…the unions had argued that public sector pay
rates had slipped behind rates applying in state
and
local
government
areas’
[Australian Financial Review]

state earnings-related pension
scheme /stet nŋz r letd

penʃən skim/ noun a state pension
which is additional to the basic retirement pension and is based on average
earnings over an employee’s career.
Abbr SERPS
state enterprise / stet entəpraz/
noun a company run by the state
state-owned industry / stet əυnd
ndəstri/ noun an industry which is
nationalised
state ownership /stet əυnəʃp/
noun a situation where an industry is
nationalised
state pension /stet penʃən/ noun
a pension paid by the state
state sickness benefit /stet
sknəs benft/ noun sick pay for
self-employed people or others who are
not eligible to receive statutory sick pay
statistics /stətstks/ plural noun
facts or information in the form of figures 쑗 to examine the sales statistics for
the previous six months 쑗 Government
trade statistics show an increase in imports. 쑗 The statistics on unemployment
did not take school-leavers into account.
status /stetəs/ noun importance, position in society 왍 loss of status the act
of becoming less important in a group
status agreement /stetəs ərimənt/ noun part of a collective
agreement which defines the rights and
obligations of each of the parties
involved
status quo / stetəs kwəυ/ noun the
existing structure and procedures in an
organisation 쑗 The contract does not alter the status quo.
status quo clause / stetəs kwəυ
klɔz/ noun a clause in an agreement by
which the management guarantees that
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employees will not be worse off under
any new working conditions proposed

status symbol /stetəs smbəl/

noun something which shows how important its owner is 쑗 The chairman’s
Rolls Royce is simply a status symbol.
statute /sttʃut/, statute law
/ sttʃut lɔ/ noun an established
written law, especially an Act of
Parliament
statutory /sttʃυt(ə)ri/ adjective
fixed by law 쑗 There is a statutory period of probation of thirteen weeks. 쑗
Are all the employees aware of their
statutory rights?
statutory holiday / sttʃυt(ə)ri
hɒlde/ noun a holiday which is fixed
by law 쑗 The office is closed for the
statutory Christmas holiday.

statutory

instrument

/ sttʃυt(ə)ri nstrυmənt/ noun an

order (which has the force of law) made
under authority granted to a minister by
an Act of Parliament

statutory

maternity

pay

/ sttʃυt(ə)ri mətnti pe/ noun

payment made by an employer to an
employee who is on maternity leave.
Abbr SMP

statutory

notice

period

/ sttʃυt(ə)ri nəυts pəriəd/ noun

the time stated in the contract of
employment which the employee or
employer has to allow between resigning or being fired and the employee actually leaving their job (an employee
has to give at least one week’s notice
and an employer has to give between
one week and twelve weeks' notice, depending on the employee's length of
service)
statutory sick pay / sttʃυt(ə)ri
sk pe/ noun payment made each
week by an employer to an employee
who is away from work because of sickness. Abbr SSP
STB abbr single table bargaining
steady /stedi/ adjective continuing in
a regular way 쑗 The company can point
to a steady increase in profits. 쑗 There
is a steady demand for computers. 쑗 He
has a steady job in the supermarket.

stock level

step /step/ noun 1. a type of action

쑗

The first step taken by the new MD was
to analyse all the expenses. 왍 to take
steps to prevent something happening
to act to stop something happening 2. a
movement forward 쑗 Becoming assistant to the MD is a step up the promotion ladder.
stepped /stept/ adjective rising in
steps according to quantity
stepped pay system / stept pe
sstəm/ noun a system of payment for
work according to rising levels of performance 쑗 The civil service has a
stepped pay system divided into various
grades.
step up / step $p/ verb to increase 쑗
The company has stepped up production
of the latest models. (NOTE: stepping –
stepped)

stiff /stf/ adjective harsh or difficult 쑗

They are facing stiff competition from
the American chain. 쑗 He had to take a
stiff test before he qualified. 쑗 There are
stiff penalties for not complying with the
law.
stipend /stapend/ noun a regular
salary or allowance paid to the person
holding a particular office
stipulate /stpjυlet/ verb to demand
that a condition be put into a contract 쑗
The company failed to pay on the date
stipulated in the contract. 쑗 The new
manager stipulated that the contract run
for five years.
stipulation / stpjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun a
condition in a contract 쑗 The contract
has a stipulation that the new manager
has to serve a three-month probationary
period.
stock /stɒk/ noun 1. the quantity of
goods for sale in a warehouse or retail
outlet 2. shares in a company
‘US crude oil stocks fell last week by nearly
2.5m barrels’ [Financial Times]
‘…the stock rose to over $20 a share, higher
than the $18 bid’ [Fortune]

stock controller /stɒk kən trəυlə/

noun a person who notes movements of
stock
stock level /stɒk lev(ə)l/ noun the
quantity of goods kept in stock 쑗 We try

stock option
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to keep stock levels low during the
summer.

stock option /stɒk ɒpʃən/ noun an

opportunity for senior managers to buy
shares in the company they work for at a
later date and at a cheap price
stocks and shares / stɒks ən
ʃeəz/ plural noun shares in ordinary
companies
stock valuation / stɒl vljueʃ(ə)n/ noun an estimation of the
value of stock at the end of an accounting period
stop /stɒp/ noun the end of an action 쑗
The new finance director put a stop to
the reps’ inflated expense claims. 쐽
verb 1. to make something not move or
happen any more 쑗 The shipment was
stopped by customs. 쑗 The government
has stopped the import of luxury items.
왍 to stop a cheque, to stop payment on
a cheque to ask a bank not to pay a
cheque you have written 2. not to do
anything any more 쑗 The work force
stopped work when the company could
not pay their wages. 쑗 The office staff
stop work at 5.30. 쑗 We have stopped
supplying Smith & Co. 3. 왍 to stop
someone’s wages to take money out of
someone’s wages 쑗 We stopped £25
from his pay because he was late.
stoppage /stɒpd"/ noun money
taken regularly from an employee’s
wages for insurance, tax, etc.
‘…the commission noted that in the early 1960s
there was an average of 203 stoppages each year
arising out of dismissals’ [Employment Gazette]

stop-work meeting / stɒp wk

mitŋ/ noun (in Australia and New
Zealand) a meeting held by employees
during working hours to discuss issues
such as wage claims and working conditions with union representatives or
management

storage capacity /stɔrd" kə-

psti/ noun the space available for
storage
strategic /strətid"k/ adjective
based on a plan of action
strategic planning /strətid"k
plnŋ/ noun the process of planning
the future work of a company

strike

strategy /strtəd"i/ noun a plan of

future action 쑗 What is the strategy of
the HR department to deal with
long-term manpower requirements?

(NOTE: plural is strategies)
streamline /strimlan/ verb to make

something more efficient or more simple 쑗 to streamline the accounting system 쑗 to streamline distribution services
streamlined /strimland/ adjective
efficient or rapid 쑗 We need a more
streamlined payroll system.
streamlining /strimlanŋ/ noun
the process of making something
efficient
stress /stres/ noun nervous tension or
worry, caused by overwork, difficulty
with managers, etc. 쑗 People in positions of responsibility suffer from
stress-related illnesses. 쑗 The new work
schedules caused too much stress on the
shop floor.
‘…manual and clerical workers are more likely
to suffer from stress-related diseases. Causes of
stress include the introduction of new
technology, job dissatisfaction, fear of job loss,
poor working relations with the boss and
colleagues, and bad working conditions’
[Personnel Management]

stressful /stresf(ə)l/ adjective which

causes stress 쑗 Psychologists claim that
repetitive work can be just as stressful
as more demanding but varied work.
stress
management
/stres
mnd"mənt/ noun a way of coping
with stress-related problems at work
stress puppy /stres p$pi/ noun
someone who complains a lot about being stressed but actually seems to enjoy
it (slang)
stretch /stretʃ/ verb to pull out or to
make longer 쑗 The investment
programme has stretched the company’s resources. 왍 he is not fully
stretched his job does not make him
work as hard as he could
strike /strak/ noun 1. stopping of
work by the workers (because of lack of
agreement with management or because
of orders from a union) 2. 왍 to take
strike action to go on strike 왍 to try to
avert a strike to try to prevent a strike
from taking place 쐽 verb 1. to stop
working because there is no agreement

strike ballot
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with management 쑗 to strike for higher
wages or for shorter working hours 쑗 to
strike in protest against bad working
conditions 2. 왍 to strike a bargain with
someone to come to an agreement

strike ballot /strak blət/, strike

vote /strak vəυt/ noun a vote by em-

ployees to decide if a strike should be
held
strikebound /strakbaυnd/ adjective not able to work or to move because
of a strike 쑗 Six ships are strikebound in
the docks.
strikebreaker /strakbrekə/ noun
an employee who goes on working
while everyone else is on strike
strike call /strak kɔl/ noun a demand by a union for a strike
strike committee /strak kə mti/
noun a group of employees representing
various parts of an organisation formed
to organise a strike
strike fund /strak f$nd/ noun
money collected by a trade union from
its members, used to pay strike pay
strike notice /strak nəυts/ noun
advance notice that a strike will take
place on a certain date
strike pay /strak pe/ noun wages
paid to striking employees by their trade
union
striker /strakə/ noun an employee
who is on strike 쑗 Strikers marched to
the company headquarters.
structural /str$ktʃərəl/ adjective referring to a structure 쑗 to make structural changes in a company
structure /str$ktʃə/ noun the way in
which something is organised 쑗 the career structure within a corporation 쑗
The paper gives a diagram of the company’s organisational structure. 쐽 verb
to arrange in a specific way 쑗 to structure a meeting
structured interview / str$ktʃəd
ntəvju/ noun an interview using preset questions and following a fixed pattern. Compare unstructured interview
structuring /str$ktʃərŋ/ noun the
act of bringing order into an
organisation

subjective test

student apprenticeship / stjudnt

əprentsʃp/ noun a scheme where a
student at a college is sponsored by a
commercial company and is apprenticed
to that company
study /st$di/ noun 1. an act of examining something carefully 쑗 The company has asked the consultants to
prepare a study of new production techniques. 쑗 He has read the government
study on sales opportunities. 2. learning
something from books or from attending
classes 쐽 verb 1. to examine something
carefully 쑗 We are studying the possibility of setting up an office in New
York. 2. to learn something from books
or from classes 쑗 He is studying the
principles
of
human
resource
management.
study leave /st$di liv/ noun time
off work to allow a employee to follow
a course
style /stal/ noun a way of doing or
making something 쑗 a new style of
product 쑗 old-style management
techniques
sub /s$b/ noun wages paid in advance
sub- /s$b/ prefix under or less
important
subcontract noun /s$bkɒntrkt/ a
contract between the main contractor for
a whole project and another firm who
will do part of the work 쑗 They have
been awarded the subcontract for all the
electrical work in the new building. 쑗
We will put the electrical work out to
subcontract. 쐽 verb / s$bkəntrkt/
(of a main contractor ) to agree with a
company that they will do part of the
work for a project 쑗 The electrical work
has been subcontracted to Smith Ltd.
subcontractor
/ s$bkəntrktə/
noun a company which has a contract to
do work for a main contractor
subjective /səbd"ektv/ adjective
considered from the point of view of the
person involved, and not from any general point of view 쑗 Her assessments of
the performance of her staff are quite
subjective. (NOTE: the opposite is
.

objective)

subjective test /səbd"ektv test/
noun a test where the examiner evalu-

subject to
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ates the answers according to their own
judgement (as opposed to an objective
test) (NOTE: the opposite is objective
test)

subject to /s$bd"kt tu/ adjective
depending on 왍 the contract is subject

to government approval the contract
will be valid only if it is approved by the
government
submit /səbmt/ verb to put something forward to be examined 쑗 The
reps are asked to submit their expenses
claims once a month. 쑗 The union has
submitted a claim for a ten per cent
wage increase. (NOTE: submitting –
submitted)

subordinate /səbɔdnət/ noun a

person in a lower position in an organisation 쑗 Her subordinates find her difficult to work with. 쑗 Part of the
manager’s job is to supervise the training of their subordinates.
subsidise /s$bsdaz/, subsidize
verb to help by giving money 쑗 The
government has refused to subsidise the
car industry.
subsistence /səbsstəns/ noun a
minimum amount of food, money, housing, etc., which a person needs
subsistence allowance /səbsstəns əlaυəns/ noun money paid by
a company to cover the cost of hotels,
meals, etc., for an employee who is travelling on business
substandard /s$bstndəd/ adjective not of the necessary quality or quantity to meet a standard 쑗 The workers
were criticised for substandard
performance.
substantive agreement /səbstntv ə rimənt/ noun an agreement between management and unions
relating to pay, working hours, etc.
substitute /s$bsttjut/ noun a person or thing that takes the place of
someone or something else 쐽 verb to
take the place of someone or something
else
succeed /səksid/ verb 1. to do well,
to be profitable 쑗 The company has succeeded best in the overseas markets. 쑗
His business has succeeded more than
he had expected. 2. to do what was

sum

planned 쑗 She succeeded in passing her
computing test. 쑗 They succeeded in
putting their rivals out of business. 3. to
take over from someone in a post 쑗 Mr
Smith was succeeded as chairman by
Mrs Jones.
success /səkses/ noun 1. an act of
doing something well 쑗 The launch of
the new model was a great success. 쑗
The company has had great success in
the Japanese market. 2. the act of getting a good result or getting the desired
result 쑗 He has been looking for a job
for six months, but with no success.
successful /səksesf(ə)l/ adjective
having got the desired result 쑗 The successful candidates will be advised by
letter.
successfully /səksesf(ə)li/ adverb
well or getting the desired result 쑗 She
successfully negotiated a new contract
with the unions. 쑗 The new model was
successfully launched last month.
successor /səksesə/ noun a person
who takes over from someone 쑗 Mr
Smith’s successor as chairman will be
Mrs Jones.
suggestion /səd"estʃən/ noun an
idea which is put forward
suggestion
box
/səd"estʃən
bɒks/,
suggestions
box
/səd"estʃənz bɒks/ noun a place in a
company where employees can put forward their ideas for making the company more efficient and profitable
suggestion scheme /səd"estʃən
skim/ noun a system whereby employees can make suggestions on how the
organisation should be run more efficiently or profitably 쑗 The suggestions
scheme takes the form of a monthly
meeting where employees can offer
ideas for improvement of production
techniques.
suitable /sutəb(ə)l/ adjective convenient or which fits 쑗 Wednesday is the
most suitable day for board meetings. 쑗
We had to readvertise the job because
there were no suitable candidates.
sum /s$m/ noun a quantity of money 쑗
A sum of money was stolen from the human resources office. 쑗 She received the
sum of £5000 in compensation.
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sum insured /s$m nʃυəd/ noun the
largest amount of money that an insurer
will pay under an insurance policy
summarily /s$mərli/ adverb done
rapidly, without notice 쑗 She was summarily dismissed.
summary /s$məri/ noun a short account of what has happened or of what
has been written 쑗 The MD gave a summary of her discussions with the German trade delegation. 쑗 The sales
department has given a summary of
sales in Europe for the first six months.
쐽 adjective done rapidly, without notice
summary dismissal / s$məri dsms(ə)l/ noun a dismissal without giving the employee any notice (usually because of a crime committed by the
employee or drunkenness or violent behaviour towards other employees)
summer holidays / s$mə hɒldez/
plural noun holidays taken by the workers in the summer when the weather is
good and children are not at school
Sunday closing / s$nde kləυzŋ/
noun the practice of not opening a shop
on Sundays
Sunday trading laws / s$nde
tredŋ lɔz/ plural noun regulations
which govern business activities on
Sundays (NOTE: the American equivalent is Blue Laws)
/ supərnjueʃ(ə)n/ noun a pension paid to someone who is too old or ill to work any
more

superannuation

superannuation

plan

/ supərnjueʃ(ə)n pln/, superannuation
scheme
/ supərnjueʃ(ə)n skim/ noun a pension plan or

scheme

superior /sυpəriə/ noun a more im-

portant person 쑗 Each manager is responsible to their superior for accurate
reporting of sales.
supervise /supəvaz/ verb to monitor work carefully to see that it is being
done well 쑗 She supervises six people in
the accounts department.
supervision / supəv"(ə)n/ noun
the fact of being supervised 쑗 New staff
work under supervision for the first
three months. 쑗 She is very experienced

suspend

and can be left to work without any
supervision.
supervisor /supəvazə/ noun a person who supervises 쑗 The supervisor
was asked to write a report on the workers’ performance.
supervisory /supəvazəri/ adjective as a supervisor 쑗 Supervisory staff
checked the trainees’ work. 쑗 He works
in a supervisory capacity.
supervisory board /supəvazəri
bɔd/ noun a board of directors which
deals with general policy and planning
(as opposed to the executive board,
which deals with the day-to-day running
of the company in a two-tier system)

supervisory
/supəvazəri

management

mnd"mənt/ noun
the most junior level of management
within an organisation (NOTE: The activities involved in supervisory management
include
staff
recruitment,
handling day-to-day grievances and
staff discipline, and ensuring that quality and production targets are met.)
supplement noun something which

is added 쑗 The company gives him a
supplement to his pension. 쐽 verb to
add 쑗 We will supplement the warehouse staff with six part-timers during
the Christmas rush.
supplementary / s$plment(ə)ri/
adjective in addition to

supplementary

training

/ s$plment(ə)ri trenŋ/ noun train-

ing to increase employees’ efficiency 쑗
Supplementary training is needed to
sharpen up performance.
supply and demand /sə pla ən dmɑnd/ noun the amount of a product
which is available and the amount
which is wanted by customers
surplus /spləs/ noun more of
something than is needed 쑗 We are proposing to put our surplus staff on short
time. 쐽 adjective more than is needed 왍
surplus to requirements not needed
any more
suspend /səspend/ verb 1. to stop
doing something for a time 쑗 We have
suspended payments while we are waiting for news from our agent. 쑗 They
agreed to suspend the discussions for a
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week. 2. to stop someone working for a
time 쑗 He was suspended on full pay
while the police investigations were going on.
suspension /səspenʃən/ noun 1. an
act of stopping something for a time 쑗 a
suspension of negotiations 2. the act of
stopping someone working for a time
sweated labour / swetd lebə/
noun 1. people who work hard for very
little money 쑗 Of course the firm makes
a profit – it employs sweated labour. 쑗
Most of the immigrant farmworkers are
sweated labour. 2. hard work which is
very badly paid
sweatshop /swetʃɒp/ noun a factory using sweated labour
sweetener /swit(ə)nə/ noun an incentive offered to help persuade somebody to take a particular course of
action (informal )
sweetheart agreement /swithɑt
ə rimənt/ noun (in Australia and
New Zealand ) an agreement reached
between employees and their employer
without the need for arbitration
SWOT analysis /swɒt ə nləss/
noun a method of assessing a person,
company or product by considering
their Strengths, Weaknesses and external factors which may provide Opportunities or Threats to their development.
.

.

systems analyst

Full form Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats

sympathetic / smpəθetk/ adjective showing sympathy

sympathetic strike / smpəθetk

strak/ noun a strike undertaken to
show agreement with another group of
employees on strike
sympathy /smpəθi/ noun feeling
sorry because someone else has problems 쑗 The manager had no sympathy
for her staff who complained of being
overworked. 왍 to strike or to come out
in sympathy to stop work to show that
you agree with another group of workers who are on strike 쑗 The postal workers went on strike and the telephone
engineers came out in sympathy.
system /sstəm/ noun an arrangement or organisation of things which
work together 쑗 Our accounting system
has worked well in spite of the large increase in orders. 쑗 What system is being
used for filing data on personnel?
systems analysis /sstəmz ənləss/ noun the process of using a
computer to suggest how a company can
work more efficiently by analysing the
way in which it works at present
systems
analyst
/sstəmz
nəlst/ noun a person who specialises
in systems analysis

table
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task

T
table /teb(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of fur-

niture with a flat top and legs 2. a diagram or chart 쐽 verb to put items of
information on the table before a meeting 쑗 The report of the finance committee was tabled. 왍 to table a motion to
put forward a proposal for discussion at
a meeting
table of organisation / teb(ə)l əv
ɔ ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun a diagram
showing a list of people working in various departments, with their areas of responsibility and relationships between
personnel
tactic /tktk/ noun a way of doing
things so as to be at an advantage 쑗
Concentrating our sales force in that
area could be a good tactic. 쑗 The directors planned their tactics before going into the meeting.
take /tek/ verb 1. to receive or to get
왍 the shop takes £2,000 a week the
shop receives £2,000 a week in cash
sales 왍 she takes home £250 a week
her salary, after deductions for tax etc. is
£250 a week 2. to do a certain action 왍
to take action to do something 쑗 You
must take immediate action if you want
to stop thefts. 왍 to take a call to answer
the telephone
take back / tek bk/ verb 왍 to take
back employees to re-employ former
employees
take-home pay /tek həυm pe/
noun pay received, after tax, etc., has
been deducted 쑗 After all the deductions, his take-home pay is only £300 a
week.
take on / tek ɒn/ verb to agree to
employ someone 쑗 to take on more staff
take over / tek əυvə/ verb 1. to start
to do something in place of someone
else 쑗 Miss Black took over from Mr

Jones on May 1st. 2. 왍 to take over a
company to buy a business by offering
to buy most of its shares 쑗 The company
was taken over by a large multinational.
takeover /tekəυvə/ noun 1. an act
of buying a controlling interest in a
business by buying more than 50% of its
shares 왍 the take-over period is always
difficult the period when one person is
taking over work from another 2. the act
of starting to do something in place of
someone else
takeover bid /tekəυvə bd/ noun
an offer to buy all or a majority of the
shares in a company so as to control it 쑗
They made a takeover bid for the
company.
take up / tek $p/ verb to accept 왍 to
take up a new post to start a new job
talent /tlənt/ noun people with exceptional abilities, especially the employees that the company values most
talks /tɔks/ plural noun discussions 쑗
The talks broke down late last night. 왍
to hold talks with someone to discuss
with someone
tardiness /tɑdinəs/ noun the fact of
being late or unpunctual (formal ) 쑗 Tardiness and poor performance were both
responsible for this year’s bad profit
figures.
target /tɑ t/ noun something to aim
for 쑗 performance targets 쐽 verb 1. to
aim to sell to somebody 쑗 I’ll follow up
your idea of targeting our address list
with a special mailing. 2. to aim at
task noun /tɑsk/ work which has to be
done 쑗 The job involves some tasks
which are unpleasant and others which
are more rewarding. 쑗 The candidates
are given a series of tasks to complete
within a time limit. 쐽 verb to give someone a task to do
.
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task analysis /tɑsk ə nləss/

noun a method used to identify and examine the tasks performed by people
when they are working with computerised or non-computerised systems
(NOTE: the purpose of task analysis is
to find the most efficient way of integrating the human element into automated systems)
task bonus /tɑsk bəυnəs/ noun an
extra payment for a task completed on
time 쑗 Task bonuses are paid to motivate workers to complete vital jobs on
schedule.
task group /tɑsk rup/ noun a
group of employees who are brought together temporarily in order to complete
a specific project or task
task payment system /tɑsk
pemənt sstəm/, task system of
pay / tɑsk sstəm əv pe/ a payment
system where employees are paid for
each task completed on time 쑗 Slower
workers dislike the introduction of a
task payment system.
tax /tks/ noun 1. money taken by the
government or by an official body to
pay for government services 2. an
amount of money charged by government as part of a person’s income or on
goods bought 왍 basic tax income tax
paid at the normal rate 왍 to levy or to
impose a tax to make a tax payable 쑗
The government has imposed a 15% tax
on petrol. 왍 to lift a tax to remove a tax
쑗 The tax on company profits has been
lifted. 왍 tax deducted at source tax
which is removed from a salary or interest before the money is paid out 쐽 verb
to make someone pay a tax, to impose a
tax on something 쑗 businesses are taxed
at 40% 쑗 income is taxed at 35% 쑗 luxury items are heavily taxed
tax abatement /tks ə betmənt/
noun a reduction of tax
taxable /tksəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be taxed
taxable
income
/ tksəb(ə)l
nk$m/ noun income on which a person has to pay tax
taxable items /tksəb(ə)l atəmz/
plural noun items on which a tax has to
be paid

tax evasion

adjustments
/tks
əd"$stmənts/ plural noun changes
made to tax
tax adviser /tks əd vazə/, tax
consultant /tks kən s$ltənt/ noun a
person who gives advice on tax
problems
tax allowance /tks ə laυəns/ noun
a part of the income which a person is
allowed to earn and not pay tax on
taxation /tkseʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of taxing
tax avoidance /tks ə vɔd(ə)ns/
noun the practice of legally trying to
pay as little tax as possible
tax bracket /tks brkt/ noun a
section of people paying a particular
level of income tax
tax burden /tks bdn/ noun a
heavy tax charge (as a percentage of a
company’s profits) 쑗 The burden of
business taxes on small companies.
tax code /tks kəυd/ noun a number
given to indicate the amount of tax allowance a person has
tax collector /tks kə lektə/ noun a
person who collects taxes which are
owed
tax concession /tks kən seʃ(ə)n/
noun an act of allowing less tax to be
paid
tax credit /tks kredt/ noun a part
of a dividend on which the company has
already paid advance corporation tax
which is deducted from the shareholder’s income tax charge
tax declaration /tks dekləreʃ(ə)n/ noun a statement made to the
tax authorities about money earned, expenses and allowances claimed, etc.
tax-deductible / tks dd$ktb(ə)l/
adjective which can be deducted from
an income before tax is calculated 왍
these expenses are not tax-deductible
tax has to be paid on these expenses
tax deductions /tks d d$kʃənz/
plural noun US 1. money removed from
a salary to pay tax 2. business expenses
which can be claimed against tax
tax evasion /tks  ve"(ə)n/ noun
the practice of illegally trying not to pay
tax
tax
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tax-exempt /tks  zempt/ adjective 1. not required to pay tax 2. (of income or goods) which are not subject to
tax
tax exemption /tks  zempʃən/
noun US 1. the fact of being free from
payment of tax 2. the part of income
which a person is allowed to earn and
not pay tax on
tax form /tks fɔm/ noun a blank
form to be filled in with details of income and allowances and sent to the tax
office each year
tax-free /tksfri/ adjective with no
tax having to be paid 쑗 tax-free goods
tax inspector /tks n spektə/
noun an official of the Inland Revenue
who examines tax returns and decides
how much tax someone should pay
tax loophole /tks luphəυl/ noun
a legal means of not paying tax
taxpayer /tkspeə/ noun a person
or company that has to pay tax 쑗 basic
taxpayer or taxpayer at the basic rate 쑗
Corporate taxpayers are being targeted
by the government.
tax relief /tks r lif/ noun an allowance to pay less tax on certain parts
of someone’s income
tax return /tks r tn/ noun a
completed tax form, with details of income and allowances
tax shelter /tks ʃeltə/ noun a financial arrangement (such as a pension
scheme) where investments can be
made without tax
tax threshold /tks θreʃhəυld/
noun a point at which another percentage of tax is payable 쑗 The government
has raised the minimum tax threshold
from £4,000 to £4,500.
tax year /tks jə/ noun a twelve
month period on which taxes are calculated (in the UK, 6th April to 5th April
of the following year)
tea break /ti brek/ noun a rest time
during work when the employees can
drink coffee or tea
teaching machine /titʃŋ mə ʃin/
noun a machine (usually a specially programmed computer) which can be used
to teach skills without an instructor

technological

team /tim/ noun a group of people

who work together and co-operate to
share work and responsibility
team briefing /tim brifŋ/ noun a
regular briefing session by a manager
for a team, useful for the rapid communication of information to all the members of the team, and also for keeping
the manager aware of the feelings and
problems of the team
team-building /tim bldŋ/ noun a
set of training sessions designed to instil
co-operation and solidarity in a group of
employees who work together as a team
team player /tim pleə/ noun somebody who works well as a member of a
team
team rate /tim ret/ noun the pay
rate for a group of people working
together
team spirit /tim sprt/ noun the
general mood of a team, expressed as
loyalty to the team and with motivation
coming from working in a team
teamwork /timwk/ noun a group
effort applied to work
TEC /tek/ abbr Training and Enterprise
Council
technical /teknk(ə)l/ adjective referring to a particular machine or process 쑗 The document gives all the
technical details on the new computer.
technical college /teknk(ə)l
kɒld"/ noun a college which offers
courses of further education in technical
subjects 쑗 Some of our management
trainees study business courses at the
local technical college. 쑗 The technical
college runs a foundation course in
product management.
technician /teknʃ(ə)n/ noun a person who is specialised in industrial work
쑗 Computer technicians worked to install the new system.
technique /teknik/ noun a skilled
way of doing a job 쑗 The company has
developed a new technique for processing steel. 쑗 We have a special technique
for answering complaints from customers. 왍 marketing techniques skill in
marketing a product
technological / teknəlɒd"k(ə)l/
adjective referring to technology 왍 the
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technological revolution the changing
of industry by introducing new
technology

technology /teknɒləd"i/ noun ap-

plying scientific knowledge to industrial
processes 왍 the introduction of new
technology putting new electronic
equipment into a business or industry
telecentre /teli sentə/ noun a building with office space and facilities so
that people can work outside their
homes but away from their workplace
telecommute /telikəmjut/ verb to
work without leaving home, using a
computer linked by modem to the employer’s central office
telecommuter /telikəmjutə/ noun
same as teleworker
telecommuting
/telikəmjutŋ/
noun same as teleworking
teleconferencing
/telikɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use of telephone or television channels to connect
people in different locations in order to
conduct group discussions, meetings,
conferences or courses
telecottage /telikɒtd"/ noun same
as telecentre
telephone book /telfəυn bυk/
noun a book which lists all people and
businesses in alphabetical order with
their telephone numbers 쑗 He looked up
the number of the company in the telephone book.
telephone line /telfəυn lan/ noun
a wire along which telephone messages
travel

telephone

number

salary

/telfəυn n$mbə sləri/ noun a very

high salary amounting to millions or
more (slang)
teleworker /teliwkə/ noun a person who works at home, especially one
using a computer linked to the central
office
teleworking /teliwkŋ/ noun a
working method where an employee
works at home on computer, and sends
the finished material back to the central
office by modem. Also called
homeworking, networking

tender

temp /temp/ noun a temporary office
worker 쑗 We have had two temps working in the office this week to clear the
backlog of letters. 쐽 verb to work as a
temporary office worker
temperature /temprtʃə/ noun a
measurement of heat in degrees
COMMENT: Acceptable working tempera-

tures vary with the type of work involved.
Heavy work can be done at lower temperatures than sedentary office work, where
the recommended ambient temperature
should not be lower than 19°.

temping /tempŋ/ noun the practice

of working as a temporary office worker
He can earn more money from
temping than from a full-time job.
temporarily /temp(ə)rərəli/ adverb
lasting only for a short time
temporary /temp(ə)rəri/ adjective
which only lasts a short time 쑗 He has a
temporary job as a filing clerk or he has
a job as a temporary filing clerk. 쑗 She
has a temporary post with a construction company.
temporary contract / temp(ə)rəri
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract of employment for a short period only
쑗

temporary

disablement

/ temp(ə)rəri dseb(ə)lmənt/ noun

the fact of being unable to work for a
period because of illness or an accident

temporary

employment

/ temp(ə)rəri mplɔmənt/, temporary work /temp(ə)rəri wk/ noun

full-time work which does not last for
more than a few days or months
temporary
staff
/temp(ə)rəri
stɑf/,
temporary
employees
/ temp(ə)rəri mplɔiz/, temporary
workers /temp(ə)rəri wkəz/ plural
noun members of staff who are appointed for a short time 쑗 We need to
recruit temporary staff for the busy summer season. 쑗 He is a temporary employee and has no chance of a
permanent position.
tender /tendə/ noun an offer to do
something for a specific price 쑗 a successful tender 쑗 an unsuccessful tender
왍 to put a project out to tender, to ask
for or invite tenders for a project to
ask contractors to give written estimates
for a job 왍 to put in or submit a tender
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to make an estimate for a job 쐽 verb 왍
to tender one’s resignation to give in
one’s resignation

tentative /tentətv/ adjective not

certain 쑗 They reached a tentative
agreement over the proposal. 쑗 We suggested Wednesday May 10th as a tentative date for the next meeting.
tentatively /tentətvli/ adverb without being sure 쑗 We tentatively suggested Wednesday as the date for our
next negotiating meeting.
tenure /tenjə/ noun 1. the right to
hold property or a position 왍 he has tenure he has a permanent job, from which
he cannot be sacked or made redundant
2. the time when a position is held 쑗
during his tenure of the office of
chairman
term /tm/ noun 1. a period of time
when something is legally valid 쑗 the
term of a lease 쑗 We have renewed her
contract for a term of six months. 쑗 The
term of the loan is fifteen years. 2. a period of time
‘…companies
have
been
improving
communications, often as part of deals to cut
down demarcation and to give everybody the
same terms of employment’ [Economist]

terminal /tmn(ə)l/ noun the building where you end a journey 쐽 adjective
at the end
terminal assessment / tmn(ə)l
əsesmənt/ noun an assessment of a
trainee at the end of the course (as opposed to continuous assessment which
is carried out during the course)
terminal gratuity / tmn(ə)l rətjuti/ noun a bonus given to someone
at the end of a fixed term contract of
employment
terminal illness / tmn(ə)l lnəs/
noun an illness where the patient is not
likely to live more than six months
terminal leave / tmn(ə)l liv/
noun leave at the end of a fixed contract
of employment
terminate /tmnet/ verb 1. to end
something or to bring something to an
end 쑗 His employment was terminated.
2. to dismiss someone 쑗 His employment was terminated.

tertiary industry

termination / tmneʃ(ə)n/ noun

1. bringing to an end 2. US the end of a

contract of employment; leaving a job
(resigning, retiring, or being fired or
made redundant) 쑗 Both employer and
employee areed that termination was
the only way to solve the problem.
termination allowance / tmneʃ(ə)n ə laυəns/, termination pay
/ tmneʃ(ə)n pe/ noun a payment
to an employee who loses a job through
no fault of their own
termination
clause
/ tmneʃ(ə)n klɔz/ noun a clause which
explains how and when a contract can
be terminated
termination interview / tmneʃ(ə)n ntəvju/ noun a meeting between a management representative and
an employee who is to be dismissed,
usually explaining the reasons for the
dismissal, stating whether a notice period must be worked and, especially in
the case of redundancy, giving details of
any assistance the employee can expect
from the employer
termination of service /tmneʃ(ə)n əv svs/ noun the ending
of an employee’s contract of employment for a reason such as redundancy,
employer insolvency or dismissal
term of office / tm əv ɒfs/ noun
a period when someone holds an office
쑗 during his term of office as chairman
terms /tmz/ plural noun the conditions or duties which have to be carried
out as part of a contract, or the arrangements which have to be agreed before a
contract is valid 쑗 By or Under the
terms of the contract, the company is responsible for all damage to the property
쑗 to negotiate for better terms 쑗 He refused to agree to some of the terms of
the contract. 왍 terms (and conditions)
of employment the conditions set out in
a contract of employment 쑗 After their
interviews for the job, the candidates
considered the terms of employment
offered.
tertiary industry / tʃəri ndəstri/
noun an industry which does not produce raw materials or manufacture products but offers a service such as
banking, retailing or accountancy
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tertiary sector /tʃəri sektə/ noun

the section of the economy containing
the service industries
test /test/ noun 1. an examination to
see if something works well or is possible 2. an examination to assess someone
쑗 Candidates have to take a battery of
tests. 쐽 verb 1. to examine something to
see if it is working well 쑗 We are still
testing the new computer system. 2. to
examine someone to assess their ability
to do a job
test battery /test bt(ə)ri/ noun a
number of different tests, especially
psychometric tests, used together to assess someone
testee /testi/ noun a person who is
being tested
tester /testə/ noun a person who tests
someone
testimonial / testməυniəl/ noun a
written report about someone’s character or ability 쑗 She has asked me to
write her a testimonial.
testing /testŋ/ noun the act of examining a person to assess their ability to
do a job
theft /θeft/ noun the act of stealing 쑗
We have brought in security guards to
protect the store against theft. 쑗 They
are trying to cut their losses by theft.
COMMENT: Theft from other employees is

a reason for dismissal, but theft of office
property may be less serious.

think tank /θŋk tŋk/ noun a group
of experts who advise or put forward
plans
third party insurance / θd pɑti
nʃυərəns/ noun insurance to cover
damage to any person who is not one of
the people named in the insurance contract (that is, not the insured person nor
the insurance company)
third quarter /θd kwɔtə/ noun a
period of three months from July to
September
third sector /θd sektə/ noun the
sector of an economy that is made up of
non-profit organisations
three martini lunch /θri mɑtini
l$ntʃ/ noun a business lunch at which a
lot of alcohol is drunk to relax the client
(informal )
.

time-card

three shift system /θri ʃft

sstəm/ noun a system of working with
three shifts (morning, afternoon and
evening or night shifts)
360 degree appraisal / θri
h$ndrəd ən sksti d ri əprez(ə)l/
noun an assessment of the performance
of a person working for an organisation,
to which colleagues ranking above, below and of equal rank contribute
threshold /θreʃ həυld/ noun the
point at which something changes
throw out / θrəυ aυt/ verb 1. to reject or to refuse to accept 쑗 The proposal was thrown out by the planning
committee. 쑗 The board threw out the
draft contract submitted by the union. 2.
to get rid of something which is not
wanted 쑗 The AGM threw out the old
board of directors. 쑗 He was thrown out
of the company for disobedience. (NOTE:
throwing – threw – thrown)

time /tam/ noun 1. a period during

which something takes place, e.g. one
hour, two days, fifty minutes, etc. 2. a
hour of the day (such as 9.00, 12.15, ten
o’clock at night, etc.) 쑗 the time of arrival or the arrival time is indicated on
the screen 쑗 Departure times are delayed by up to fifteen minutes because of
the volume of traffic. 3. a system of
hours on the clock 4. hours worked
time and a half / tam ənd ə hɑf/
noun the normal rate of pay plus 50%
extra
time and method study / tam ən
meθəd st$di/ noun a process of examining the way in which something is
done to see if a cheaper or quicker way
can be found
time and motion expert / tam ən
məυʃ(ə)n ekspt/ noun a person
who analyses time and motion studies
and suggests changes in the way work is
done
time and motion study / tam ən
məυʃ(ə)n st$di/ noun a study in an
office or factory of the time taken to do
certain jobs and the movements employees have to make to do them
time-card /tam kɑd/, time-clock
card /tam klɒk kɑd/ noun a card
which is put into a timing machine when
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an employee clocks in or clocks out, and
records the time when they start and
stop work
time clock /tam klɒk/ noun a machine which records when an employee
arrives at or leaves work
time-keeping /tam kipŋ/ noun
the fact of being on time for work 쑗 He
was warned for bad time-keeping.
time limit /tam lmt/ noun the
maximum time which can be taken to do
something 쑗 The work was finished
within the time limit allowed. 쑗 The time
limit on applications to the industrial
tribunal is three months. 왍 to keep
within the agreed time limits to complete work by the time agreed
time
management
/tam
mnd"mənt/ noun conscious control
of the amount of time you spend on various work activities in order to maximise your personal efficiency (NOTE:
Time management involves analysing
how you spend your time, deciding
how important each of your different
work tasks is and reorganising your activities so that you spend most time on
the tasks that are most important.)
time off /tam ɒf/ noun time away

from work granted to an employee to attend to private affairs 쑗 The sales manager was given time off to settle the
details of his divorce. 쑗 We only give
people time off in very deserving cases,
because we have so much work going
through. 쑗 The management offered her
time off in lieu of overtime pay. 왍 time
off in lieu time away from work instead
of pay 왍 time off for union work an
agreed amount of time which an employer can allow a union official to
work on union duties during normal
working hours
time rate /tam ret/ noun a rate for
work which is calculated as money per
hour or per week, and not money for
work completed
time-saving /tam sevŋ/ adjective
which saves time 쑗 a time-saving device
쐽 noun the practice of trying to save
time 쑗 The management is keen on
time-saving.
timescale /tamskel/ noun the time
which will be taken to complete work 쑗

top

Our timescale is that all work should be
completed by the end of August. 쑗 He is
working to a strict timescale.
time sheet /tam ʃit/ noun a record
of when an employee arrives at and
leaves work, or one which shows how
much time a person spends on different
jobs each day
time span /tam spn/ noun the
amount of time from when something
starts to when it ends 왍 time span of
discretion a way of showing the amount
of responsibility given to an employee,
by only checking their work at long intervals (checking at shorter intervals
would indicate a lack of confidence)
time study /tam st$di/ noun a
study of the time taken to finish a certain piece of work
time work /tam wk/ noun work
which is paid for at a rate per hour or per
day, not per piece of work completed
tip /tp/ noun money given to someone
who has helped you 쑗 The staff are not
allowed to accept tips. 쐽 verb to give
money to someone who has helped you
쑗 She tipped the receptionist £5. (NOTE:
tipping – tipped)

title inflation /tat(ə)l n fleʃ(ə)n/

noun the practice of giving an employee
a new and important-sounding job title,
which suggests that they now have a
higher status in the organisation, without changing the nature of the work he
or she actually does
TNA abbr training needs analysis
TOIL /tɔl/ noun time off in lieu
token /təυkən/ noun something
which acts as a sign or symbol
token strike /təυkən strak/ noun a
short strike to show that workers have a
grievance
token woman / təυkən wυmən/
noun a woman who is a member of a
committee to show that women are being represented
tool /tul/ noun an instrument used for
doing manual work (such as a hammer
or screwdriver)
top /tɒp/ noun 1. the upper surface or
upper part 쑗 Do not put coffee cups on
top of the computer. 2. the highest point
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or most important place 쑗 She rose to
the top of her profession. 쐽 adjective at
the highest point or most important
place 쑗 top management 쑗 The company is one of the top six exporters.
top-down approach /tɒp daυn əprəυtʃ/ noun a style of leadership in
which the senior management makes
plans and decides what should be done
and then communicates its plans and decisions to employees at lower levels in
the organisation (NOTE: the opposite is
bottom-up approach)

top-down information /tɒp daυn/

noun a system of passing information
down from management to the
workforce
top-down planning /tɒp daυn
plnŋ/ noun methods of planning,
where decisions are taken at executive
level, and passed down to the workforce
without any consultation
top executive /tɒp  zekjυtv/, top
manager /tɒp mnd"ə/ noun a main
director
top-flight / tɒp flat/, top-ranking
/ tɒp rŋkŋ/ adjective in the most important position 쑗 Top-flight managers
can earn very high salaries. 쑗 He is the
top-ranking official in the delegation.
top-hat pension plan /tɒp ht
penʃ(ə)n pln/ noun a special extra
pension scheme for senior managers
top
management
/tɒp
mnd"mənt/ noun the main directors
of a company
top official /tɒp əfʃ(ə)l/ noun a
very important person in a government
department
top-ranking / tɒp rŋkŋ/ adjective
same as top-flight
tort /tɔt/ noun harm done to a person
or property which can be the basis of a
civil lawsuit
total /təυt(ə)l/ adjective complete or
with everything added together 쑗 The
company has total assets of over £1bn.
쑗 The total cost was much more than
expected. 쑗 Our total income from exports rose last year.
total disability / təυt(ə)l dsəbləti/
noun a situation where an employee is

trade dispute

completely disabled, and so can receive
maximum benefit

total

quality

management

/ təυt(ə)l
kwɒlti mnd"mənt/
noun a management style which de-

mands commitment to maintain and improve quality throughout the workforce
(with control of systems, quality, inspection of working practices, etc.)
Abbr TQM
total systems approach / təυt(ə)l
sstəmz ə prəυtʃ/ noun a way of organising a large company, in which the
systems in each section are all seen as
part of the total corporate system
total wage bill / təυt(ə)l wed" bl/
noun all the money paid by a company
in salaries and wages
touch /t$tʃ/ verb 왍 to touch base to
make contact with someone to see how
things are going
toxic employee / tɒksk mplɔi/
noun an employee who is angry or discontented and spreads discontent in the
company or department where they
work (slang)
TQM abbr total quality management
track record /trk rekɔd/ noun
success or failure of a company or salesperson in the past 쑗 We are looking for
someone with a track record in the computer market.
trade /tred/ noun 1. the business of
buying and selling 2. a particular type of
business, or people or companies dealing in the same type of product 쑗 She’s
very well known in the clothing trade.
trade association /tred əsəυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a group which links together companies in the same trade
trade bureau /tred bjυərəυ/ noun
an office which specialises in commercial inquiries
trade cycle /tred sak(ə)l/ noun a
period during which trade expands, then
slows down, then expands again
trade description /tred dskrpʃən/ noun a description of a product to attract customers
trade dispute /tred d spjut/
noun a dispute between employers and
employees or between the groups that
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represent them 쑗 Lower rates for overtime than last year will almost certainly
provoke a trade dispute.
trade fair /tred feə/ noun a large exhibition and meeting for advertising and
selling a specific type of product 쑗
There are two trade fairs running in
London at the same time – the carpet
manufacturers’
and
the
mobile
telephones.
trade magazine /tred m ə zin/
noun a magazine aimed at working people in a specific industry
trade off /tred ɒf/ verb to give up
one demand made in negotiating against
a concession from the other side
trade-off /tred ɒf/ noun an act of exchanging one thing for another as part of
a business deal (NOTE: plural is
trade-offs)

trade practices /tred prktsz/
plural noun
practices

same

as

industrial

trade press /tred pres/ noun all
magazines produced for people working
in a certain trade

trades

and

labour

council

/ tredz ən lebə kaυnsəl/ noun (in
Australia and New Zealand ) an or.

ganisation that represents all the trade
unions in a particular state or territory
Trades Council /tredz kaυnsəl/
noun a regional body which brings together representatives of several trade
unions in a particular area to discuss
possible joint action
Trades Union Congress /tredz
junjən kɒŋ res/ noun an organisation linking all British trade unions.
Abbr TUC (NOTE: although Trades Union Congress is the official name for
the organisation, trade union is commoner than trades union in British
English. American English is labor
union)
trade test /tred test/ test designed

to assess someone’s ability to do a certain job 쑗 In assessing candidates we
use both trade tests and personality
tests.
trade union /tred junjən/, trades
union /tredz junjən/ noun an employees’ organisation which represents

training

its members in discussions with employers about wages and conditions of
employment 쑗 He has applied for trade
union membership or he has applied to
join a trade union. 쑗 Both the trade union representatives and the management
side hope to be able to avert a strike. 쑗
The trade union is negotiating with the
management for a shorter working
week.
trade unionist /tred junjənst/
noun a member of a trade union
trade union law /tred junjən lɔ/
noun laws concerning the running of
trade unions
trade union recognition /tred
junjən rekə nʃ(ə)n/ noun the acceptance by an employer of the right of
a trade union to conduct collective bargaining on behalf of their employees
train /tren/ verb 1. to teach someone
to do something 쑗 He trained as an accountant. 쑗 The company has appointed
a trained lawyer as its managing director. 2. to learn how to do something
trainee /treni/ noun a person who is
learning how to do something 쑗 We take
five graduates as trainees each year. 쑗
Office staff with leadership potential are
selected for courses as trainee managers. 쑗 We employ an additional trainee
accountant at peak periods.
trainee-centred learning / treni
sentəd lnŋ/ noun a training process
where the trainee is expected to do research and carry out group projects,
rather than listen to lectures
trainee
manager
/ treni
mnd"ə/ noun an employee being
trained to be a manager
traineeship /treniʃp/ noun the
post of trainee
trainer /trenə/ noun a person who
trains staff
training /trenŋ/ noun the process of
being taught how to do something 쑗
There is a ten-week training period for
new staff. 쑗 The shop is closed for staff
training. 쑗 After six months’ training he
thought of himself as a professional
salesman. 왍 on-the-job training training given to employees at their place of
work 왍 off-the-job training training
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given to employees away from their
place of work (such as at a college or
school)

Training,
Enterprise
and
Education Directorate / trenŋ

entəpraz
ənd
edjυkeʃ(ə)n
da rekt(ə)rət/ a British government
organisation which is responsible for
training schemes for workers
training centre /trenŋ sentə/
noun a government-run organisation
which trains adults in job skills 쑗 Several of our workers are at a training
centre to learn how to operate the new
machinery.
training college /trenŋ kɒld"/
noun a college which provides training
for particular professions 쑗 She did a
six-month computing course at a training college.
training credit scheme / trenŋ
kredt skim/ noun a scheme by which
young people get vouchers to pay for
training
training group /trenŋ rup/
noun a group of usually seven to twelve
people who meet regularly over a period
of about two weeks for sensitivity
training
training levy /trenŋ levi/ noun a
tax to be paid by companies to fund the
government’s training schemes
training needs /trenŋ nidz/ plural noun the amount or type of training
that needs to be given to the employees
of an organisation in order to make up
for a shortage of skills or abilities that is
preventing the organisation from fulfilling its aims and operating effectively
training needs analysis /trenŋ
nidz ə nləss/ noun analysis designed to identify the training needs of a
department or organisation, or of particular employees. Abbr TNA
training officer /trenŋ ɒfsə/
noun a person who deals with the training of staff in a company
training session /trenŋ seʃ(ə)n/
noun a meeting where staff are trained
transactional analysis /trnzkʃ(ə)nəl ənləss/ noun a method
of developing new attitudes and behaviour with reference to certain uncon-

trial

scious rules adopted by people while
communicating
with
others
쑗
Transactional analysis sessions have
helped many of our managers deal more
effectively with subordinates.
transfer noun /trnsf/ an act of
moving an employee to another job in
the same organisation 쑗 She applied for
a transfer to our branch in Scotland 쐽
verb /trnsf/ 1. to move someone or
something to a new place 쑗 The accountant was transferred to our Scottish
branch. 쑗 He transferred his shares to a
family trust. 쑗 She transferred her
money to a deposit account. 2. to move
an employee to another job in the same
organisation
transfer of training / trnsf əv
trenŋ/ noun the use of skills learned
during a training course in a person’s
actual workplace to improve the way
they do a job
transferred charge call /trnsfd tʃɑd" kɔl/ noun a phone call
where the person receiving the call
agrees to pay for it

transitional

unemployment

/trn zʃ(ə)nəl $nmplɔmənt/ noun

a period where someone is out of work
for a short time between two jobs
trashcan hypothesis /trʃkn
ha pɒθəss/ noun US a tendency to
assign any miscellaneous job to the
human resources department (informal )
travel /trv(ə)l/ noun the moving of
people from one place to another or
from one country to another 쑗 Overseas
travel is a very important part of the job.
travel agency /trv(ə)l ed"ənsi/
noun an office which arranges travel for
customers
travel expenses /trv(ə)l kspensz/ plural noun money spent on
travelling and hotels for business
purposes
trial noun /traəl/ 1. a court case to
judge a person accused of a crime 쑗 He
is on trial or is standing trial for embezzlement. 2. a test to see if something is
good 왍 on trial in the process of being
tested 쑗 The product is on trial in our
laboratories. 왍 to take someone on a
trial basis to take on a new member of
.

tribunal
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staff for a short time, to see if they are
acceptable 쐽 verb to test a product to
see how good it is (NOTE: trialling –
trialled)

tribunal /trabjun(ə)l/ noun an official court which examines special problems and makes judgements
trim /trm/ verb to cut short 쑗 Staff
costs have been trimmed. (NOTE: trimming – trimmed)

triplicate /trplkət/ noun 왍 in tripli-

cate with an original and two copies 쑗
The application form should be completed in triplicate.
trouble /tr$b(ə)l/ noun a problem or
difficult situation 쑗 There was some
trouble in the warehouse after the manager was fired.
troublemaker /tr$b(ə)lmekə/ noun
a difficult employee, who is always
causing problems for management
troubleshooter
/tr$b(ə)lʃutə/
noun a person whose job is to solve
problems in a company 쑗 They brought
in a troubleshooter to try to sort out the
management problems.
trunk call /tr$ŋk kɔl/ noun a call to
a number in a different zone or area
trust /tr$st/ noun 1. the fact of being
confident that something is correct, will
work, etc. 2. the duty of looking after
goods, money or property which someone has passed to you as trustee
trustee /tr$sti/ noun a person who
has charge of money in trust 쑗 the trustees of the pension fund
TUC abbr Trades Union Congress
turkey trot /tki trɒt/ noun the
practice of transferring a difficult, incompetent, or nonessential employee
from one department to another (slang)

typist

turn down / tn daυn/ verb to refuse 쑗 He turned down the job he was
offered. 왍 she was turned down for the
post she was not offered the post
turnkey operation /tnki ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a deal where a company
takes all responsibility for constructing,
fitting and staffing a building (such as a
school, hospital or factory) so that it is
completely ready for the purchaser to
take over
turn round / tn raυnd/ verb to
make a company change from making a
loss to become profitable 왍 they turned
the company round in less than a year
they made the company profitable in
less than a year
twilight shift /twalat ʃft/ noun
the evening shift, just before it gets dark
24/7 / twenti fɔ sev(ə)n/ adverb
twenty-four hours a day, every day of
the week (NOTE: Businesses often advertise themselves as being ‘open
24/7’.)
two-tier board / tu tə bɔd/ noun

a system where a company has two
boards of directors, an executive board
which runs the company on a
day-to-day basis, and a supervisory
board which monitors the results and
deals with long-term planning
type /tap/ verb to key words using a
computer keyboard, word processor or
typewriter 쑗 He can type quite fast.
typewritten /taprt(ə)n/ adjective
written on a computer keyboard, not
handwritten 쑗 He sent in a typewritten
job application.
typist /tapst/ noun a person whose
job is to write letters using a computer
keyboard 쑗 The HR department needs
more typists to deal with all the
correspondence.

ultimatum
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undergo

U
ultimatum / $ltmetəm/ noun a

statement to someone that unless they
do something within a period of time,
action will be taken against them 쑗 The
union officials argued among themselves over the best way to deal with the
ultimatum from the management. 쑗 The
management has given the union an ultimatum. (NOTE: plural is ultimatums

or ultimata)

ultra vires / $ltrə variz/ Latin
phrase ‘beyond powers’

ultra vires contract / $ltrə variz

kɒntrkt/ noun a contract which the
parties are not competent to sign
umpire /$mpaə/ noun an independent person who is asked to decide in a
dispute in cases where the adjudicators
cannot come to a decision
unacceptable
/ $nəkseptəb(ə)l/
adjective which cannot be accepted 쑗
The terms of the contract are quite
unacceptable.
unanimous /junnməs/ adjective
where everyone votes in the same way
쑗 There was a unanimous vote against
the proposal. 쑗 They reached unanimous agreement.
unanimously /junmməsli/ adverb with everyone agreeing 쑗 The proposals were adopted unanimously.
unauthorised /$nɔθərazd/, unauthorized adjective not permitted 쑗
unauthorised access to the company’s
records 쑗 unauthorised expenditure 쑗
No unauthorised persons are allowed
into the laboratory. 왍 unauthorised
absence from work or absence without leave the fact of being away from
work without permission and without a
good reason
unauthorised
person
/$nɔθərazd ps(ə)n/ noun a person

who has not received permission to do
something 쑗 No unauthorised persons
are allowed into the laboratory.

uncommitted / $nkəmtd/ adjec-

tive referring to an employee who is not
happy and does not feel involved in the
organisation they work for 쑗 There is a
drive on to weed out employees who are
uncommitted to the objectives of the
company.
unconditional
/ $nkəndʃ(ə)nəl/
adjective with no conditions or provisions attached 쑗 unconditional acceptance of the offer by the board 쑗 After
the interview he got an unconditional
offer of a job.
unconditionally
/ $nkəndʃ(ə)n(ə)li/ adverb without imposing
any conditions 쑗 The offer was accepted
unconditionally by the trade union.

unconditional

offer

/ $nkəndʃ(ə)nəl ɒfə/ noun a job offer

with no
attached

conditions

or

provisions

/ $ndərətʃivə/
noun a person who achieves less than
they are capable of
underemployed / $ndərmplɔd/
adjective with not enough work 쑗 The
staff is underemployed because of the
cutback in production.
underemployment
/ $ndərmplɔmənt/ noun 1. situation where
workers in a company do not have
enough work to do 2. a situation where
there is not enough work for all the
workers in a country
undergo / $ndə əυ/ verb to go
through or to take 쑗 The managers have
to undergo a period of retraining. 쑗 She
has to undergo a fitness test. (NOTE: undergoing – underwent – undergone)

underachiever

undermanned
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undermanned / $ndəmnd/ adjective with not enough staff to do the work
쑗 The department will be undermanned
during the Christmas period.
undermanning /$ndəmnŋ/ noun
a situation of having too few staff than
are needed to do the company’s work 쑗
The company’s production is affected by
undermanning on the assembly line. 쑗
Undermanning is caused by lack of
available skilled workers in the area.
undermine / $ndəman/ verb to
make something less strong 쑗 The leaking of the secret report has undermined
confidence in the management.
underpaid / $ndəped/ adjective not
paid enough 쑗 Our staff say that they
are underpaid and overworked.
underrepresent / $ndəreprzent/
verb to give one group fewer representatives than another 쑗 Women are
underrepresented at senior management
level.
under review / $ndə rvju/ adverb
in a state of being examined 쑗 Our
wage and salary structure is currently
under review.
understaffed / $ndəstɑft/ adjective with not enough staff to do the company’s work
understanding
/$ndəstndŋ/
noun a private agreement 왍 to come to
or to reach an understanding to agree
쑗 The management and union came to
an understanding about the demarcation problems.
understudy /$ndəst$di/ noun a
person who is learning how to do a
job which is currently being done by
someone else, so as to be able to
take over the job if the present incumbent retires or is ill 쑗 They have planned
to put understudies into each of the key
managements posts. 쑗 The production
manager made sure his understudy
could run the factory if called upon
to do so. (NOTE: plural is understudies) 쐽 verb to learn how to do a job by
working alongside the present incumbent, so as to be able to take over if he
retires or is ill 쑗 He is understudying the
production manager. (NOTE: understudies
–
understudying
–
understudied)

unemployment pay

undertake / $ndətek/ verb 1. to

agree to do something 쑗 The union has
undertaken not to call a strike without
further negotiation with the management. (NOTE: undertaking – undertook – undertaken) 2. to carry out 쑗
They are undertaking a study on employee reactions to pay restraint.
undertaking /$ndə tekŋ/ noun 1.
a business 쑗 He is the MD of a large
commercial undertaking. 2. a (legally
binding) promise 쑗 They have given us
a written undertaking not to strike before negotiations have been completed.
underutilisation
/ $ndəjutlazeʃ(ə)n/, underutilization noun a situation where members of a social group
are underrepresented in a particular job
category 쑗 the underutilisation of
women in top management posts
underutilised
/ $ndəjutlazd/,
underutilized adjective not used
enough
underworked / $ndəwkt/ adjective not given enough work to do 쑗 The
directors think our staff are overpaid
and underworked.

undischarged

bankrupt

/ $ndstʃɑd"d bŋkr$pt/ noun a

person who has been declared bankrupt
and has not been released from that state
unemployed / $nmplɔd/ adjective
not having any paid work 쐽 noun 왍 the
unemployed the people without any
jobs

unemployed

office

workers

/ $nmplɔd ɒfs wkəz/ plural noun

office workers with no jobs
unemployment / $nmplɔmənt/
noun 1. the state of not having any work
2. a situation where a person is willing
to work but cannot find a job 3. the
number of people in a country or region
who are willing to work but cannot find
jobs
unemployment benefit / $nmplɔmənt benft/ noun a payment
from the government made to someone
who is unemployed
unemployment
pay
/ $nmplɔmənt pe/ noun money given by
the government to someone who is
unemployed

unemployment rate
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rate
/ $nmplɔmənt ret/ same as rate of

unemployment
unemployment

unequal value jobs /$n ikwəl

vlju d"ɒbz/ plural noun jobs done
by men and women which are not equal
in value
unfair /$nfeə/ adjective not just or
reasonable
unfair contract term / $nfeə
kɒntrkt tm/ noun a term in a contract which a court holds to be unjust
unfair dismissal / $nfeə dsms(ə)l/ noun the act of removing
someone from a job for reasons which
are not fair
COMMENT: Unfair dismissal cannot be

claimed where a worker is dismissed for
incapability, gross misconduct or in cases
of genuine redundancy.

unfair labour practices / $nfeə

lebə prktsz/ plural noun illegal
activities by workers or employers
unfairly /$nfeəli/ adverb in an unfair
way 쑗 She complained that she was
treated unfairly by her manager.
unfilled /$nfld/ adjective referring to
a vacancy which has not been filled 쑗
There are still six unfilled places on the
training course. 쑗 Many specialised
jobs remain unfilled because of a lack of
qualified candidates.
unfreezing /$nfrizŋ/ noun the process of getting accustomed to a new organisation and its procedures 쑗
Unfreezing can be stressful in new employees who are used to more bureaucratic organisations.
unhappy
camper
/$n hpi
kmpə/ noun someone who has a
grievance against their employer (slang)
unilateral / junlt(ə)rəl/ adjective
on one side only or done by one party
only
unilateral decision / junlt(ə)rəl
ds"(ə)n/ noun a decision taken by
one party alone 쑗 They took the unilateral decision to cancel the contract.
unilaterally / junlt(ə)rəli/ adverb by one party only 쑗 The decision
was taken to cancel the contract
unilaterally.

unit

uninstalled / $nnstɔld/ adjective

dismissed from employment (slang)
union /junjən/ noun same as trade
union
‘…the blue-collar unions are the people who
stand to lose most in terms of employment
growth’ [Sydney Morning Herald]

agreement /junjən ərimənt/ noun an agreement between
management and a trade union over
wages and conditions of work
union card /junjən kɑd/ noun a
card showing that the holder is a member of a trade union
union dues / junjən djuz/, union
subscriptions
/junjən
səbskrpʃənz/ plural noun payment made
by workers to belong to a union
unionised /junjənazd/, unionized
adjective referring to a company where
the members of staff belong to a trade
union
union

‘…after three days of tough negotiations, the
company reached agreement with its 1,200
unionized workers’ [Toronto Star]

unionism /junjənz(ə)m/ noun 1.

the fact of having trade unions 2. the
fact of being a member of a trade union
unionist /junjənst/ noun a member
of a trade union
union leader / junjən lidə/ noun
the head official of a trade union
union member / junjən membə/
noun a person who belongs to a trade
union
union official / junjən əfʃ(ə)l/
noun a person holding an official position in a trade union
union
recognition
/ junjən
rekə nʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of agreeing that a trade union can act on behalf
of staff in a company
union representative / junjən
reprzentətv/ noun a person who represents a trade union on a committee
union shop /junjən ʃɒp/ noun US
a place of work where it is agreed that
all employees must be members of a
trade union
unit /junt/ noun 1. a single product
for sale 2. a group of people set up for a
special purpose

unitarism
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upgrade

unitarism /juntərz(ə)m/ noun the

Using unskilled labour will reduce
labour costs. 쑗 Nowadays there is relatively little work for an unskilled
workforce or for unskilled workers.

site is pluralism)

unskilled worker / $nskld wkə/

belief that the management and
workforce are working together for the
good of the company (NOTE: the oppo-

unite /junat/ verb to join together 쑗

The directors united with the managers
to reject the takeover bid. 쑗 The three
unions in the factory united to present
their wage claims to the management.
unjustified /$nd"$stfad/ adjective
which is not justified 쑗 The union
claimed the sackings were quite
unjustified.
unofficial / $nəfʃ(ə)l/ adjective
done without authority

unofficial

industrial

action

/ $nəfʃ(ə)l n d$striəl kʃən/ noun

an industrial action such as a strike or
go-slow taken by employees without the
approval of a trade union
unofficially /$nəfʃəli/ adverb not
officially 쑗 The HR manager told the
union negotiators unofficially that their
claim would be accepted.
unofficial sanctions / $nəfʃ(ə)l
sŋkʃ(ə)ns/ plural noun sanctions imposed by an employer on union members who are working to rule
unofficial strike / $nəfʃ(ə)l strak/
noun a strike by local employees which
has not been approved by the main trade
union
unpaid /$nped/ adjective not paid
unpaid holiday / $nped hɒlde/,
unpaid leave /$n ped liv/ noun
leave during which the employee does
not receive any pay
unpunctual /$np$ŋktʃuəl/ adjective referring to an employee who is not
punctual or who does not arrive on time
for work
unpunctuality /$n p$ŋktʃulti/
noun the practice of not arriving on time
for work or for an appointment 쑗 He
was warned that he would be sacked for
further unpunctuality.
unrest /$nrest/ noun a state of protest
because
of
dissatisfaction
with
conditions
unskilled /$nskld/ adjective not
having specific skills or training 쑗

noun a worker who has had no particular training
unsocial /$nsəυʃ(ə)l/ adjective 왍 to
work unsocial hours to work at times
such as in the evening, at night or during
public holidays when most people are
not at work
unstructured
interview
/$nstr$ktʃəd ntəvju/ noun an interview which is not based on a series of
fixed questions and which encourages
open discussion 쑗 Shy respondents often perform well in unstructured interviews where they have more freedom of
expression.
Compare
structured
interview

unsuccessful / $nsəksesf(ə)l/ ad-

jective not successful 쑗 He made six unsuccessful job applications before he
finally got a job.
unsuccessfully / $nsəksesf(ə)li/
adverb with no success 쑗 He unsuccessfully applied for the job of marketing
manager.
unsuitable /$nsutəb(ə)l/ adjective
not suitable 쑗 We send all candidates a
short written test, so as to weed out
those who are clearly unsuitable for the
job.
untrained /$ntrend/ adjective referring to a person who has had no training
쑗 She came into the office straight from
school, and completely untrained. 쑗 The
company has a policy of not recruiting
untrained staff.
unwaged /$nwed"d/ noun 왍 the
unwaged people with no jobs
up /$p/ adverb, preposition in or to a
higher position 쑗 She worked her way
up to become sales director. 쐽 verb to
increase 쑗 Management upped their offer to 7%. (NOTE: upping – upped)
upgrade /$p red/ verb to increase
the importance of someone or of a job 쑗
Her job has been upgraded to senior
manager level.

upgrading
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upgrading /$p redŋ/ noun the act

of increasing the importance of someone or of a job

uphold /$phəυld/ verb 왍 to uphold a
decision to reject an appeal against a
decision
upper /$pə/ adjective higher
upper age limit / $pər ed" lmt/
noun the highest age limit

upper earnings limit / $pə´ nŋz

lmt/ noun the top level of earnings
above which tax or other financial levies
do not apply

upsizing /$psazŋ/ noun the process
of increasing the number of staff employed by an organisation
up-to-date / $p tə det/ adjective,

adverb current, recent or modern 쑗 an
up-to-date computer system 왍 to bring
something up to date to add the latest

utmost good faith

information or equipment to something
왍 to keep something up to date to keep
adding information to something so that
it always has the latest information in it
쑗 We spend a lot of time keeping our
mailing list up to date.
upward /$pwəd/ adjective towards a
higher position 쑗 an upward movement
upward communication / $pwəd
kəmjunkeʃ(ə)n/ noun communication between the lower level of staff in
an organisation and senior management
user’s guide /juzəz ad/, user’s
handbook /juzəz hndbυk/, user’s
manual /juzəz mnjυəl/ noun a
book showing someone how to use
something
utmost good faith / $tməυst υd
feθ/ noun a state which should exist
between parties to certain types of legal
relationship (such as partnerships or
insurance)

vacancy
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variance

V
vacancy /vekənsi/ noun a job which
is to be filled 쑗 There are two vacancies
in the human resources department. 쑗
We advertised the vacancy both internally and in the local press. 쑗 We have
been unable to fill the vacancy for a
skilled machinist. 쑗 They have a vacancy for a secretary.
vacant /vekənt/ adjective 1. empty,
not occupied 2. referring to a job which
needs to be filled
‘…the current vacancy rate in Tokyo stands at
7%. The supply of vacant office space, if new
buildings are built at the current rate, is expected
to take up to five years to absorb’
[Nikkei Weekly]

vacate /vəket/ verb 왍 to vacate a
post to leave a job
vacation /vəkeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a period when the law courts are closed 2.
US a holiday or period when people are
not working 쑗 The CEO is on vacation
in Montana. 쑗 He was given two weeks’
vacation after his wife’s death. 쑗 The
job comes with a month’s annual
vacation.
valence /veləns/ noun the degree to
which a person’s actions are important
to them, and therefore an important ingredient in motivation
valid /vld/ adjective 1. which is acceptable because it is true 쑗 That is not
a valid argument or excuse. 쑗 The intelligence test is not valid since it does not
accurately measure basic mental skills.
2. which can be used lawfully 쑗 The
contract is not valid if it has not been
witnessed.
validate /vldet/ verb 1. to check
to see if something is correct 쑗 The document was validated by the bank. 2. to
make something valid
validation / vldeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of making something valid 2.

confirmation of how valid or effective
something is 쑗 The validation of the intelligence test was based on the results
of research in the university psychology
department. 쑗 Validation of the interview techniques will help to determine
how useful they are in assessing candidates objectively.
validity /vəldti/ noun effectiveness
or usefulness 쑗 The validity of these
tests is questionable since applicants
have also managed to pass them who
have been unsatisfactory in subsequent
employment.
value /vlju/ noun the amount of
money which something is worth 쑗 the
fall in the value of sterling 쑗 He imported goods to the value of £2500.
value added evaluation / vlju
dd  vljueʃ(ə)n/ noun a process
of calculating the worth of a training
programme by measuring the difference
between the competence or skills of
trainees at the beginning and the end of
the programme
Value Added Tax / vlju dd
tks/ noun full form of VAT
value mesh /vlju meʃ/ noun a
way of representing the position and
value of a particular job in the overall
marketplace (NOTE: a value mesh can
help employees to identify what their
next career move should be and encourage them to consider all the opportunities available within their own
organisation and others)
variable costs / veəriəb(ə)l kɒsts/
plural noun production costs which in-

crease with the quantity of the product
made, e.g. wages or raw materials
variance /veəriəns/ noun the difference between what was expected and
the actual results

variation
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variation / veərieʃ(ə)n/ noun the
amount by which something changes 왍

seasonal variations variations which
take place at different times of the year
쑗 There are marked seasonal variations
in unemployment in the hotel industry.
VAT / vi e ti, vt/ noun a tax on
goods and services, added as a percentage to the invoiced sales price 쑗 The invoice includes VAT at 17.5%. 쑗 The
government is proposing to increase
VAT to 22%. 쑗 Some items (such as
books) are zero-rated for VAT. 쑗 He
does not charge VAT because he asks
for payment in cash. Full form Value
Added Tax
‘…the directive means that the services of
stockbrokers and managers of authorized unit
trusts are now exempt from VAT; previously
they were liable to VAT at the standard rate.
Zero-rating for stockbrokers’ services is still
available as before, but only where the recipient
of the service belongs outside the EC’
[Accountancy]
COMMENT: In the UK, VAT is organised

by the Customs and Excise Department,
and not by the Treasury. It is applied at
each stage in the process of making or
selling a product or service. Company ‘A’
charges VAT for their work, which is
bought by Company ‘B’, and pays the
VAT collected from ‘B’ to the Customs
and Excise; Company ‘B’ can reclaim the
VAT element in Company ‘A’’s invoice
from the Customs and Excise, but will
charge VAT on their work in their invoice
to Company ‘C’. Each company along the
line charges VAT and pays it to the Customs and Excise, but claims back any
VAT charged to them. The final consumer
pays a price which includes VAT, and
which is the final VAT revenue paid to the
Customs and Excise. Any company or individual should register for VAT if their annual turnover or income is above a certain
level

verbal /vb(ə)l/ adjective using spoken words, not writing
verbal agreement / vb(ə)l ə rimənt/ noun an agreement which is
spoken (such as over the telephone)
verbally /vbəli/ adverb using spoken words, not writing 쑗 They agreed to
the terms verbally, and then started to
draft the contract. 쑗 He was warned
verbally that his work was not up to
standard.

veteran

verbal permission / vb(ə)l pəmʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of telling someone that they are allowed to do
something
verbal warning / vb(ə)l wɔnŋ/
noun the first stage of disciplinary measures, where an employee is told by the
supervisor or manager that their work is
unsatisfactory and must be improved 쑗
After being given one verbal warning,
he knew he would be sacked if he was
absent from work again.
vertical /vtk(ə)l/ adjective upright,
straight up or down
vertical

job

enlargement

/ vtk(ə)l d"ɒb n lɑd"mənt/, vertical job enrichment / vtk(ə)l
d"ɒb n rtʃmənt/ noun the expansion

of a job to include new activities or
responsibilities
vertical staff meeting / vtk(ə)l
stɑf mitŋ/ noun a meeting between
managers and two or more levels of subordinate staff 쑗 Vertical staff meetings
can help management to understand
some of the grievances of workers on
the shop floor.
vested benefit / vestd benft/
noun a benefit attached to a pension
scheme to which the contributor has a
right
vested interest / vestd ntrəst/
noun a special interest in keeping an existing state of affairs
vested right / vestd rat/ noun a
right such as a benefit, retirement pension, etc., to which a pensioner is
entitled
vestibule training /vestbjul
trenŋ/ noun a form of in-service
training which takes place in special
rooms built to copy exactly the actual
place of work
vet /vet/ verb to examine something
carefully 쑗 All candidates have to be
vetted by the managing director. 쑗 The
contract has been sent to the legal department for vetting. (NOTE: vetting –
vetted)

veteran /vet(ə)rən/ noun an employee who has been in the same post
for many years 쑗 There are so many
veterans in some departments that it is

vicarious
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voluntary

working

the agreement which they had signed
with the union.

vicarious /vkeəriəs/ adjective not

virtual office / vtʃuəl ɒfs/ noun a
workplace that has no physical location
but is created when a number of employees use information and communications technologies to do their work
and collaborate with one another (NOTE:

difficult to
practices.

introduce

new

direct

vicarious liability /v keəriəs laəblti/ noun the legal responsibility of a
person for actions committed by someone else when they are officially under
that person’s control, especially the liability of an employer for acts committed
by an employee in the course of their
work
vice- /vas/ prefix deputy or second in
command 쑗 He is the vice-chairman of
an industrial group. 쑗 She was appointed to the vice-chairmanship of the
committee.
vice-president /vas prezd(ə)nt/
noun US one of the executive directors
of a company
victimisation / vktmazeʃ(ə)n/,
victimization noun the unfair or unreasonable treatment of one employee by
their employer or by other employees 쑗
Victimisation can come from senior employees’ fear of losing their jobs to juniors, or from racial and sexual
prejudice.
victimise /vktmaz/, victimize
verb to treat an employee unfairly 쑗 The
worker felt he was being victimised because of his religion.
‘…the Swedish model defines victimization at
work as ‘recurrent, reprehensible or distinctly
negative actions which are directed against
individual employees in an offensive manner’’
[People Management]

videoconferencing

/vdiəυ-

kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use of live
video links that enable people in different locations to see and hear one another
and so to discuss matters and hold meetings without being physically present
together in one place
violate /vaəlet/ verb to break a rule,
law or agreement 쑗 The union has violated the terms of the agreement.
violation / vaəleʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of breaking a rule 쑗 The strike is a violation of the no-strike agreement signed
last year. 왍 in violation of a rule which
breaks a rule 쑗 The management made
six managers redundant, in violation of

a virtual office is characterised by the
use of teleworkers, telecentres, mobile
workers, hot-desking and hotelling)

virtual team / vtʃuəl tim/ noun a

group of employees working in different
locations who use communications
technologies such as groupware, email,
an intranet or videoconferencing to collaborate with each other and work as a
team
visitors’ bureau /vztəz bjυərəυ/
noun an office which deals with visitors’ questions
vocation /vəυkeʃ(ə)n/ noun an occupation that you feel strongly you
should do and have the right skills for 쑗
He found his vocation as a special needs
teacher.
vocational /vəυkeʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective referring to a choice of career or occupation which a person wishes to
follow
vocational qualification /vəυkeʃ(ə)n(ə)l kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
qualification awarded after a person has
successfully completed a period of vocational training (NOTE: Vocational
qualifications prove that a person has
the knowledge and skills needed for a
particular trade or profession and may
lead to full membership of a professional association.)

vocational training /vəυkeʃ(ə)nəl
trenŋ/ noun training for a particular
job
voicemail /vɔs mel/ noun an electronic communications system which
stores digitised recordings of telephone
messages for later playback
voluntarily /vɒlənt(ə)rəl/ adverb
without being forced or paid
voluntary /vɒlənt(ə)ri/ adjective 1.
done freely without anyone forcing you
to act 2. done without being paid

voluntary redundancy

voluntary
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redundancy

/ vɒlənt(ə)ri rd$ndənsi/ noun a situa-

tion where the employee asks to be
made redundant, usually in return for a
large payment

voluntary

service

overseas

/ vɒlənt(ə)ri svs əυvəsiz/ noun

an organisation which sends volunteers
(both young people and older specialists) to work overseas, sharing skills and
experience with workers in developing
countries. Abbr VSO

voluntary

unemployment

/ vɒlənt(ə)ri $nmplɔmənt/ noun un-

employment because people do not
want to take existing work 쑗 Voluntary
unemployment can largely be put down
to the excessively low wages offered by
employers in the area.
voluntary work /vɒlənt(ə)ri wk/
noun unpaid work (such as work for a
charity or club)
voluntary worker /vɒlənt(ə)ri
wkə/ noun a person who does unpaid
work 쑗 We can use voluntary workers
to help in fund raising for charity.
volunteer / vɒləntə/ noun a person
who offers to do something 쑗 The shop
is run entirely by volunteers. 쐽 verb to

VSO

offer to do something 쑗 He volunteered
for redundancy because he wanted to
retire early.
‘British Executive Service Overseas’ register of
1,700 volunteers covers almost every type of
work’ [British Business]

vote /vəυt/ noun the act of marking a

paper or holding up your hand, to show
your opinion or to show who you want
to be elected 왍 to take a vote on a proposal, to put a proposal to the vote to
ask people present at a meeting to say if
they do or do not agree with the proposal 왍 one member one vote a system
where each member or delegate has
only one vote (so avoiding block votes)
쐽 verb to show an opinion by marking a
paper or by holding up your hand at a
meeting 쑗 The meeting voted to close
the factory. 쑗 52% of the members voted
for Mr Smith as chairman. 쑗 52% of the
staff voted for a strike. 왍 to vote for a
proposal, to vote against a proposal to
say that you agree or do not agree with a
proposal
vote of confidence / vəυt əv
kɒnfd(ə)ns/ noun a vote taken to
show that the meeting approves the actions of someone
VSO abbr voluntary service overseas

wage
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wage review

W
wage /wed"/ noun money paid to an
employee in return for work done, especially when it is paid weekly and in cash
쑗 She is earning a good wage or good
wages for a young person. (NOTE: the
plural wages is more usual when referring to the money earned, but wage is
used before other nouns)
‘European economies are being held back by
rigid labor markets and wage structures’
[Duns Business Month]
‘…real wages have been held down
dramatically: they have risen at an annual rate of
only 1% in the last two years’ [Sunday Times]
COMMENT: The term ‘wages’ refers to

weekly or hourly pay for workers, usually
paid in cash. For employees paid by a
monthly cheque, the term used is ‘salary’.

adjustments /wed" əd"$stmənts/ plural noun changes
made to wages
wage administration /wed"
ədmn streʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
planning a wage system and putting it
into practice 쑗 Wage administration has
been made much easier by the new computer system.
wage arrears /wed" ə rəz/ plural
noun unpaid wages which are owed
wage ceiling /wed" silŋ/ noun
the highest legal wage for a particular
class of employee
wage claim /wed" klem/ noun an
act of asking for an increase in wages
wage compression /wed" kəmpreʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of narrowing the
difference between the highest and lowest paid jobs 쑗 Wage compression has
been a key factor in reducing discontent
among lower-paid workers.
wage controls /wed" kən trəυlz/
plural noun statutory controls over wage
increases, by which governments try to
keep wage inflation low
wage

wage differentials /wed" dfə-

renʃəlz/ plural noun differences in salary between employees in similar types
of jobs. Same as pay differentials
wage drift /wed" drft/ noun same
as earnings drift
wage-earner /wed" nə/ noun a
person who earns a wage
wage-earning /wed" nŋ/ adjective 왍 the wage-earning population
people who have jobs and earn money
wage formula /wed" fɔmjυlə/
noun the basis on which an employee is
paid 쑗 The most common wage formula
for salespeople is a combination of a
basic salary plus commission.
wage freeze /wed" friz/ noun a
period when wages are not allowed to
increase
wage incentive /wed" n sentv/
noun a financial benefit offered as a reward to employees who perform well in
a specified area
wage levels /wed" lev(ə)lz/ plural
noun same as pay levels
wage
negotiations
/wed"
n əυʃieʃ(ə)ns/ plural noun same as
pay negotiations
wage packet /wed" pkt/ noun
same as pay packet
wage parity /wed" prti/ noun
same as pay parity
wage-price spiral / wed" pras
spaərəl/ noun a situation where price

rises encourage higher wage demands
which in turn make prices rise
wage restraint /wed" r strent/
noun the act of keeping increases in
wages under control
wage review /wed" r vju/ noun
the examination of salaries or wages in a

wage scale
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company to see if the employees should
earn more

wage scale /wed" skel/ noun same
as pay scale

wages clerk /wed"z klɑk/ noun

same as payroll clerk
wages council /wed"z kaυnsəl/
an organisations made up of employers
and employees’ representatives which
fixes basic employment conditions in
industries where places of work are too
small or too scattered for trade unions to
be established
wages floor /wed"z flɔ/ noun the
lowest legal wage for a particular class
of worker
wages inspector /wed"z nspektə/ noun an inspector employed
by a wages council to inspect businesses
and check on their wage levels
wages policy /wed"z pɒlsi/
noun a government policy on what percentage increases should be paid to
workers
wages sheet /wed"z ʃit/ noun a
list of employees with the wages they
are earning
wage survey /wed" sve/ noun
a study of wages paid by organisations
in the same industry to help determine
wage levels 쑗 The company had not
carried out a thorough wage survey and
so was found to be paying much lower
wages in some areas and above-average
wages in others.
waiting days /wetŋ dez/ plural
noun the first three days during which a
person is sick and cannot claim statutory
sick pay
waiting list /wetŋ lst/ noun a list
of people waiting for something such as
an interview or a job
waiting time /wetŋ tam/ noun
lost working time caused by a breakdown in machinery, lack of supplies,
etc.
waive /wev/ verb to give up a right 쑗
He waived his claim to the estate. 왍 to
waive a payment to say that payment is
not necessary

warn

waiver /wevə/ noun the giving up of

a right or removal of the conditions of a
rule 쑗 If you want to work without a
permit, you will have to apply for a
waiver. 왍 waiver of breach of contract
a situation where an employer dismisses
someone a long time after an offence
was committed
waiver clause /wevə klɔz/ noun a
clause in a contract giving the conditions under which the rights in the contract can be given up
walk-in /wɔk n/ noun a person
who approaches an organisation for a
job, without knowing if any jobs are
available (NOTE: plural is walk-ins)
walk off / wɔk ɒf/ verb to stop working and leave an office, factory or task
as a protest 쑗 The builders walked off
the job because they said the site was
too dangerous.
walk out / wɔk aυt/ verb to stop
working and leave an office or factory
as a protest 쑗 The whole workforce
walked out at the news of her dismissal.
walk-out /wɔk aυt/ noun a strike or
stopping work 쑗 Production has been
held up by the walk-out of the workers.
쑗 Production has been held up by a
workers’ walk-out. (NOTE: plural is
walk-outs)
want /wɒnt/ noun a need felt by a per-

son, which is formed by that person’s
education, culture and character
want ads /wɒnt dz/ plural noun
advertisements listed in a newspaper under special headings such as ‘property
for sale’ or ‘jobs wanted’
warehouse capacity /weəhaυs
kə psti/ noun a space available in a
warehouse
warm-up /wɔm $p/ noun the first
informal part of an interview where the
interviewer tries to put the interviewee
at ease 쑗 Every interview should start
with a warm-up.
warn /wɔn/ verb to say that there is a
possible danger 쑗 He was warned that
any further instances of absenteeism
would be punished by stopping his pay.
(NOTE: you warn someone of something or that something may happen)

watchdog body

watchdog body /wɒtʃdɒ
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bɒdi/
noun a body which watches something
(especially government departments or
commercial firms) to see that regulations are not being abused
web /web/ noun the thousands of
websites and webpages within the
Internet, which users can visit
webpage /webped"/ noun a single
file of text and graphics, forming part of
a website
website /websat/ noun a position on
the web, which is created by a company,
organisation or individual, and which
anyone can visit 쑗 How many hits did
we have on our website last week?
weed out / wid aυt/ verb to remove
unsuitable candidates or employees 쑗
The test is designed to weed out candidates who have low mathematical skills.
쑗 The new management has weeded out
some of the dead wood in the sales
department.
week /wik/ noun a period of seven
days (from Monday to Sunday) 왍 to be
paid by the week to be paid a certain
amount of money each week 쑗 He earns
£500 a week or per week. 쑗 She works
thirty-five hours per week or she works
a thirty-five-hour week.
weekday /wikde/ noun a normal
working day (not Saturday or Sunday)
weekly /wikli/ adjective done every
week 쑗 The weekly rate for the job is
£250.
weekly rate / wikli ret/ noun
money paid for one week’s work
weekly wage / wikli wed"/ noun
the amount of money paid per week 쑗
The weekly rate for the job is £250.
week’s pay /wiks pe/ noun total
gross earnings per week, including
bonuses
weighted
average
/ wetd
v(ə)rd"/ noun an average which is
calculated taking several factors into account, giving some more value than
others
weighted
checklist
/ wetd
tʃeklst/ noun a list of factors used for

well-qualified

evaluation, which each have a different
weighting or importance in the final
assessment

weighted index / wetd ndeks/

noun an index where some important
items are given more value than less important ones
weighting /wetŋ/ noun additional
salary or wages paid to compensate for
living in an expensive part of the country 쑗 The salary is £15,000 plus London
weighting.
welfare /welfeə/ noun 1. the practice
of looking after people 쑗 The chairman
is interested in the welfare of the workers’ families. 2. money paid by the government to people who need it 쑗 With
no job and no savings, he was forced to
live on welfare.
‘California become the latest state to enact a
program forcing welfare recipients to work for
their benefits’ [Fortune]

welfare services /welfeə svsz/

plural noun benefits and assistance provided by an employer to their staff (help
with funeral expenses, counselling, legal advice, health checkups, etc.)
welfare state / welfeə stet/ noun a
country which looks after the health, education, etc., of the people
wellness programme /welnəs
prəυ rm/
noun
a
company
programme that offers benefits, activities or training designed to improve employees’ health and fitness
well-paid / wel ped/ adjective earning a high salary 쑗 She has a well-paid
job in an accountancy firm.
well-paid job / wel ped d"ɒb/ noun
a job with a high salary
well pay /wel pe/ noun payment to
an employee for having been off sick
less often than a specified amount of
time 쑗 Well pay can be regarded as a
reward for good health.
well-qualified /wel kwɒlfad/ adjective referring to a person who has
good qualifications for a job 쑗 Six of the
candidates are very well-qualified,
which will make the choice difficult.

whistleblower
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whistleblower /ws(ə)l bləυə/ noun

a person who reveals dishonest practices
(informal )
white-collar / wat kɒlə/ adjective
referring to office workers
.

‘…the share of white-collar occupations in total
employment rose from 44 per cent to 49 per
cent’ [Sydney Morning Herald]

white-collar job /wat kɒlə d"ɒb/
noun a job in an office

white-collar worker /wat kɒlə

wkə/ noun a worker in an office, not
in a factory
whizz-kid /wz kd/ noun a brilliant
young person who quickly becomes
successful in business 쑗 She was a
whizz-kid who reached head of department in five years.
widow’s
pension
/ wdəυz
penʃən/ noun a state pension paid to a
widow aged 45 or older when her husband died
wildcat strike /waldkt strak/
noun a strike organised suddenly by
workers without the approval of the
main union office
wilful disobedience / wlf(ə)l dsəbidiəns/ noun the act of not obeying
lawful instructions issued by the management (as a means of antagonising
them)
wilful misconduct / wlf(ə)l mskɒnd$kt/ noun the act of doing something which harms someone while
knowing it is wrong
wilful neglect / wlf(ə)l n lekt/
noun the act of intentionally not doing
something which it is your duty to do
withdraw /wðdrɔ/ verb 1. to take
money out of an account 쑗 to withdraw
money from the bank or from your account 쑗 You can withdraw up to £50
from any cash machine by using your
card. 2. to take back an offer 쑗 When he
found out more about the candidate, the
HR manager withdrew the offer of a job.
쑗 When the workers went on strike, the
company withdrew its revised pay offer.
(NOTE: withdrawing – withdrew)
withdrawal /wðdrɔəl/ noun 1. the

act of removing money from an account
to give seven days’ notice of withdrawal 쑗 Withdrawals from bank ac-

쑗

work

counts reached a peak in the week before Christmas. 2. the act of taking back
쑗 withdrawal of an offer
withhold /wðhəυld/ verb to keep
back money or information 쑗 to withhold a percentage of wages (NOTE:
withholding – withheld)

tax /wðhəυldŋ
tks/ noun US 1. a tax which removes money from interest or dividends
before they are paid to the investor
(usually applied to non-resident investors) 2. an amount deducted from a
person’s income which is an advance
payment of tax owed (such as
PAYE) 3. income tax deducted from
the paycheque of an employee before
they are paid
without
prejudice
/wð aυt
pred"υds/ phrase a phrase spoken or
written in letters when attempting to negotiate a settlement, meaning that the
negotiations cannot be referred to in
court or relied upon by the other party if
the discussions fail 왍 without prejudice
communication written offer of compensation, which does not include or imply responsibility or admission of guilt
and which cannot be used in evidence in
court
women returners / wmn rtnəz/ plural noun women who return
to full-time work after having had
children
wording /wdŋ/ noun a series of
words 쑗 Did you read the wording on
the contract?
work /wk/ noun 1. things done using
the hands or brain 2. a job, something
done to earn money 쑗 He goes to work
by bus. 쑗 She never gets home from
work before 8 p.m. 쑗 His work involves
a lot of travelling. 쑗 He is still looking
for work. 쑗 She has been out of work for
six months. 쑗 It is not the work itself
that the employees are complaining
about, but the conditions in the workshop. 쐽 verb 1. to do things with your
hands or brain, for money 쑗 The factory
is working hard to complete the order. 쑗
She works better now that she has been
promoted. 왍 to work a machine to
make a machine function 왍 to work to
rule to work strictly according to rules
withholding

workaholic
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agreed between the company and the
trade union e.g. by not doing overtime,
as a protest 2. to have a paid job 쑗 She
works in an office. 쑗 He works at
Smith’s. 왍 to work in a particular occupation to have a paid job 쑗 He is
working as a cashier in a supermarket.
‘…the control of materials from purchased parts
through work in progress to finished goods
provides manufacturers with an opportunity to
reduce the amount of money tied up in
materials’ [Duns Business Month]
‘…the quality of the work environment
demanded by employers and employees alike’
[Lloyd’s List]

workaholic / wkəhɒlk/ noun a

person who works all the time, and is
unhappy when not working
work-based learning / wk best
lnŋ/ noun learning and the assessment of learning done at the place of
work
workday /wkde/ noun a day when
work is done, as opposed to a holiday
worker /wkə/ noun 1. a person who
is employed 왍 worker representation
on the board the fact of having a representative of the workers as a director of
the company 2. a person who works
hard 쑗 She’s a real worker. 쑗 She’s a
hard worker.
worker director / wkə darektə/
noun a director of a company who is a
representative of the workforce
worker instructor scale / wkər
nstr$ktə skel/ noun a chart which
lists the responsibilities of a job in terms
of both set procedures and use of personal judgement
worker participation / wkə
pɑtspeʃ(ə)n/ noun situation where
the workers take part in making management decisions. Same as employee
participation

worker’s compensation / wkəz

kɒmpənseʃ(ə)n/ noun the liability of
an employer to pay compensation to an
employee or their family, when the employee has been injured or killed while
working
work ethic /wk eθk/ noun a belief that work is morally good or that
people have a moral or religious duty to

working hours

work hard and try to better themselves
(NOTE: The work ethic originated
among Protestants, being central to
the views of Martin Luther and John
Calvin, and played an important role in
the achievements of the Industrial
Revolution.)

experience /wk kspəriəns/ noun the practice of a student working for a company to gain experience of how businesses work
workfare /wkfeə/ noun a system
where people have to do work for the
community in order to qualify for welfare payments
work flow /wk fləυ/ noun the sequence of jobs which results in a final
product or service 쑗 A flow chart on the
wall showed the work flow for the coming month.
workforce /wkfɔs/ noun the total
number of employees in an organisation, industry or country
work group /wk rup/ noun a
group of people who work together in a
formal way
working /wkŋ/ adjective 1. referring to a person who works or who performs tasks 2. referring to work
working conditions /wkŋ kəndʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the general state
of the place where people work (e.g.
whether it is hot, noisy, dark, dangerous,
etc.)
working day /wkŋ de/, working
week /wkŋ wik/ noun 1. the normal time which is worked during a day
or the normal number of hours worked
during a day or week 2. a day when
workers work (as opposed to a public
holiday)
working from home / wkŋ frəm
həυm/ noun a working method where
employees work at home on computer
terminals, and send the finished material
back to the central office by modem.
Also called networking, teleworking
working hours /wkŋ aυəz/ plural noun the hours for which an employee is paid to work agreed as part of
a contract
work

working lunch
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working lunch / wkŋ l$ntʃ/

noun a lunch where business matters are
discussed (NOTE: also called power
lunch)
working partner /wkŋ pɑtnə/
noun a partner who works in a
partnership
working population /wkŋ
pɒpjυ leʃ(ə)n/ noun the people who
are in paid employment
working
practices
/wkŋ
prktsz/ plural noun a way in which
work is done in an organisation 쑗
Working practices have been changed
in order to improve efficiency. 쑗 A survey of working practices in the whole industry led to radical changes in the
company.
working supervisor / wkŋ
supəvazə/ noun a worker who controls the work of others as well as doing
manual work themselves
work in progress / wk n
prəυ res/ noun the value of goods being manufactured which are not complete at the end of an accounting period
쑗 Our current assets are made up of
stock, goodwill and work-in-progress.
Abbr WIP (NOTE: American English is
work in process)
work-life balance / wk laf
bləns/ noun the balance between the
amount of time and effort someone devotes to work and the amount they devote to other aspects of life (NOTE:
Work-life balance is the subject of
widespread debate on how to allow
employees more control over their
working arrangements so that they
have more time for their outside activities and responsibilities, but in a way
that will still benefit the organisations
they work for.)
workload /wkləυd/ noun the
amount of work which a person has to
do 쑗 He has difficulty in coping with his
heavy workload.
workman /wkmən/ noun a man
who works with his hands (NOTE: plural
is workmen)
workmanship /wkmənʃp/ noun
the skill of a good workman 왍 bad or

work sampling

shoddy workmanship bad work done
by a workman
workmate /wkmet/ noun a person
who works with another
work
measurement
/wk
me"əmənt/ noun the process of establishing the time necessary for the performance of certain tasks by a trained
employee
work out / wk aυt/ verb 왍 he is
working out his notice he is working
during the time between resigning and
actually leaving the company
work overload / wk əυvələυd/
noun the fact of having too much work
(a frequent cause of stress)
work permit /wk pmt/ noun an
official document which allows someone who is not a citizen to work in a
country
workplace /wkples/ noun a place
where you work
‘…every house and workplace in Britain is to be
directly involved in an energy efficiency
campaign’ [Times]

bullying / wkples
bυliŋ/ noun persistent intimidation or
harassment at work which demoralises
and humiliates a person or group
work practices /wk prktsz/
noun same as working practices 쑗
Work practices have been changed in
order to improve efficiency. 쑗 A survey
of work practices in the whole industry
led to radical changes in the company.
work profiling /wk praυfalŋ/
noun same as profile method
work rage /wk red"/ noun actions
that express feelings of violent and irrational anger aroused in an employee by
something that happens in the workplace (informal )
works /wks/ noun a factory 쑗 There
is a small engineering works in the same
street as our office. 쑗 The steel works is
expanding. (NOTE: takes a singular or
workplace

.

plural verb)

work sampling /wk sɑmplŋ/

noun a random observation of work processes in order to improve efficiency
and economy

work schedule

work schedule /wk
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ʃed"ul/
noun a timetable of jobs to be done
works committee /wks kə mti/,
works council /wks kaυnsəl/ noun
a committee of employees and management which discusses the organisation
of work in a factory
work shadow /wk ʃdəυ/ noun
someone who observes an employee
while they are doing a job in order to
learn something about how that job is
done (NOTE: Work shadowing has traditionally been seen as a way of giving
work experience to school students or
graduates, but it is also a means of enabling employees to find out more
about other jobs within their organisation.)
work-sharing /wk ʃeərŋ/ noun
1. a system that allows two or more
part-timers to share one job, each doing
part of the work for part of the pay 2. a
system where employees agree to share
work when there is less work available,
so as to avoid redundancies
workshop /wkʃɒp/ noun a small
factory
workshy /wkʃa/ adjective lazy
work
simplification
/ wk
smplfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of removing unnecessary tasks in order to
make a job simpler 쑗 Work simplification can save time which will then be
used for other tasks.
works manager /wks mnd"ə/
noun a person in charge of a works
works outing /wks aυtŋ/ noun a
trip taken by the workers of a factory
workspace /wkspes/ noun the
memory or space available on a computer for temporary work
work standard /wk stndəd/
noun output which is considered normal
as the basis for a work study 쑗 The work
standard had to be lowered since very
few workers could meet it.
workstation /wk steʃ(ə)n/ noun
a desk with a computer terminal, printer,
telephone, etc., at which an employee in
an office works
work stoppage /wk stɒpd"z/
noun the act of stopping work because
of industrial action 쑗 Frequent stop-

written permission

pages are holding up the production
line.

structuring
/wk
str$ktʃərŋ/ noun the design of work
processes so that the factors such as
hours of work, tasks performed and degree of responsibility that affect employees’ jobs are organised in the most
efficient way
work study /wk st$di/ noun an
analysis of all aspects of a job affecting
efficiency or performance
work team /wk tim/ noun a group
of employees who perform tasks together 쑗 Work teams have led to much
greater flexibility and co-operation.
work-to-rule / wk tə rul/ noun an
act of working strictly according to the
rules agreed between the union and
management e.g. by not doing any overtime, as a protest
workweek /wkwik/ noun US the
usual number of hours worked per week
쑗 She works a normal 35-hour
workweek.
World Wide Web / wld wad
web/ noun same as web
writ (of summons) / rt əv
s$mənz/ noun a legal document which
begins an action in the High Court 쑗
The company obtained a writ to prevent
the trade union from going on strike.
write /rat/ verb to put words or figures
on to paper 쑗 She wrote a letter of complaint to the manager. 쑗 The telephone
number is written at the bottom of the
notepaper. (NOTE: writing – wrote –
work

written)

write-in /rat n/ noun a written enquiry from outside an organisation, asking if there are any jobs available 쑗 We
have received several write-ins about
jobs since it became known that we were
setting up a new factory and sales office.
(NOTE: plural is write-ins)
writing /ratŋ/ noun

something
which has been written 쑗 to put the
agreement in writing 쑗 He had difficulty
in reading the candidate’s writing.
written permission / rt(ə)n pəmʃ(ə)n/ noun a document which allows someone to do something

written warning
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written warning / rt(ə)n wɔnŋ/

noun a written message to an employee,
threatening punishment or dismissal if
performance or behaviour is not improved 쑗 Management must always give
both a verbal and written warning before dismissal.
wrong /rɒŋ/ adjective not right or not
correct 쑗 The total in the last column is
wrong. 쑗 The sales director reported
the wrong figures to the meeting. 쑗 I
tried to phone, but I got the wrong number. 쑗 The accounts department
checked his expenses claim and found it
was wrong.
wrongdoer /rɒŋduə/ noun a person
who commits an offence

wrongly

wrongdoing /rɒŋduŋ/ noun bad

behaviour or actions which are against
the law
wrongful
/rɒŋf(ə)l/
adjective
unlawful
wrongful dismissal / rɒŋf(ə)l dsms(ə)l/ noun the act of removing
someone from a job for reasons which
are wrong
COMMENT: An employee can complain of

wrongful dismissal to the County Court.

wrongfully /rɒŋf(ə)li/ adverb in an

unlawful way 쑗 He claimed he was
wrongfully dismissed.
wrongly /rɒŋli/ adverb not correctly,
or badly 쑗 He wrongly invoiced Smith
Ltd for £250, when he should have credited them with the same amount.

yakka
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zipper clause

YZ
yakka /jkə/ noun (in Australia and

New Zealand) work (informal )
YAPPY /jpi/ noun a young affluent
parent (slang)
year /jə/ noun a period of twelve
months
yearbook /jəbυk/ noun a reference
book which is published each year with
updated or new information
yearly /jəli/ adjective happening
once a year 쑗 For the past few years he
has had a yearly pay rise of 10%.
year to date / jə tə det/ noun the
period between the beginning of a calendar or financial year and the present
time
yellow dog contract / jeləυ dɒ
kɒntrkt/ noun US an agreement between an employer and employee that
the latter will not join a trade union or
engage in trade union activities
yes-man /jes mn/ noun a man who
always agrees with what his boss says
youth /juθ/ noun young people
Youth Employment Officer / juθ
mplɔmənt ɒfsə/ noun a government official who tries to find employment for young people 쑗 The Youth
Employment Officer was kept busy try.

ing to reduce unemployment among
school-leavers in his area.
Youth Training /juθ trenŋ/ noun
a scheme run by the Training and Enterprise Councils which aims to provide
young people with both off-the-job
training and work experience in a particular area. Abbr YT
zero /zərəυ/ noun nought, the number 0
zero-based budgeting / zərəυ
best b$d"tŋ/ noun the planning of
budgets on the basis that no funds are allocated automatically, and that every
piece of projected expenditure has to be
justified
zero-hours contract /zərəυ aυəz
kɒntrkt/ noun a contract of employment where the employee is not guaranteed any work, but must wait on standby
until required, and is only paid for hours
actually worked
ZIP code /zp kəυd/ noun US numbers in an address that indicate a postal
delivery area (NOTE: British English is
postcode)

zipper clause /zpə klɔz/ noun US

a clause in a contract of employment
which prevents any discussion of employment conditions during the term of
the contract

SUPPLEMENT

Job Description Template

Job Description
Job Title:

Production Manager

Location:

Ealing Branch

Reports to:

Production Manager, Head Office

Job Purpose Summary:

To supervise the work of the production
department

Key Responsibilities:

1. To agree product specifications with
sales departments and time schedules with
stock control department
2. To ensure product is manufactured
according to agreed specifications and
within time schedules
3. To ensure quality of finished product
4. To negotiate with suppliers
5. To supervise on-the-job training for staff
and trainees

Responsible for Managing:

1 sub-manager
10 machinists
3 trainees
2 cleaners
equipment valued at £2,000,000

Job Application Form Template
Job Application Form
Application for employment as:
Surname:
Address:

Other names:

Contact Details
Home Telephone:
Mobile:

Work Telephone:
Email:

Education and Training
Schools attended since age 11:
Examinations taken with results:

Diplomas, degrees, qualifications:

Employment History
Present employer:
Name:
Address:

Previous employers (most recent first):
Name:
Name:
Address:
Address:

Job title:
Duties:

Job title:
Duties:

Job Title:
Duties:

Pay/Salary:
Dates of employment:
From:
To:
Reason for leaving:

Pay/Salary:
Dates of employment:
From:
To:
Reason for leaving:

Pay/Salary:
Dates of employment:
From:
To:
Reason for leaving:

Referees
Please give the names of two people who can give an assessment of your suitability for
this job (one of whom should be your present employer).
Name:
Name:
Name of organisation:
Name of organisation:
Address:
Address:
Contact Tel No (work/mob):
Contact Tel No (work/mob):
Email:
Email:
No approach will be made to your present employer before an offer of employment is
made to you.
Sickness/Absence
If you have had an illness in the last two years which has caused you absence from
work, please give details with the number of days you were absent.
I confirm that the above information is correct to the best of my knowledge. I accept
that deliberately providing false information could result in my dismissal.
Signed:

Date:

Invitation to Interview Template

Mr A. Smith
30 Swallow Cottages
London
SW1 2AB
17th August, 200_
Dear Mr Smith,
PRODUCTION MANAGER
Thank you for your application for the above post.
We would like you to come for a preliminary interview with our Production Director.
The interviews will be held at our offices on 29th and 30th August. Can you phone me
to arrange a suitable time on one of those days? The interview should last about 30
minutes. If you have any special needs, especially concerning access, please let us
know in advance.
Yours sincerely

Andrea Black
HR Manager

Letter of Reference Template

A. Black
HR Manager
[Name of company]
[Town]
[Post code]
25th August, 2000_
Dear Ms Black,
Mr Alan John SMITH
I have known Alan Smith since 1999. He came to work for this company as a Trainee
in the Production Department, and rapidly moved up the scale to become Deputy
Production Manager three years ago.
He is a very able manager, and is particularly keen on keeping up to date with new
technology. He has been responsible for introducing new production techniques in
several areas of our work.
He has always got on well with other members of staff, although he is quick to point
out mistakes in his department’s work and is keen on good timekeeping. He is
particularly good with trainees, as a result of which he has over the past few years built
up a very efficient young workforce.
During his time with us, Alan has been an enthusiastic member of the Staff Sports
Club, of which he is treasurer.
We shall be sorry to see him leave us, but I know that he is looking for a more
challenging position.
Yours sincerely

J. Jones
Production Director
[NB It is becoming more common for employers simply to confirm dates of employment in a
letter of reference and to give very little other information]

Letter of Appointment Template

Mr A. Smith
30 Swallow Cottages
London
SW1 2AB
6th September, 200_
Dear Mr Smith,
Following your interview and our conversation yesterday, this letter is to confirm
your appointment as Production Manager.
This letter and the attached terms and conditions form the basis of your contract of
employment.
Congratulations on your appointment. You will, I am sure, find a very pleasant
working environment here, and we look forward to seeing you as a member of our
team.
When you arrive for work next week, please ask for Andrea Black in the HR
Department. In the meantime, if you have any queries please don’t hesitate to call
me on extension 2340.
Yours sincerely

John Brown
Production Director

Short Contract Template
Terms and Conditions of Employment
Name of Employer:
Name of Employee:
Job Title:
Job Description:
Job Location:
Salary:

£______per annum (payable 4 weekly in arrears)

Starting Date:
Hours of Work:

9.15am - 5.45pm Monday to Friday, 1hr lunch

Overtime:

You will/will not be paid overtime

Holiday Entitlement:

20 days per annum
For the year ending 31st December 200_ the holiday
entitlement is __ days (calculated at a rate of 1.7 days
per month worked)

Absence from work:

If for any reason you cannot come to work you should
telephone your manager as soon as possible on the first
day of absence

Pension Scheme

The company does/does not operate a pension
scheme. Details of the scheme are provided
separately

Disciplinary and
Grievance Prodedures

Information on these procedures are provided
in the Staff Handbook, together with information on all
company policies

Probation:

All appointments are subject to three months’
probation, during which time employment may be
terminated with one week’s notice on either side

Termination:

After successful completion of the probation period,
the notice period will be __months.

References:

All appointments are subject to satisfactory references.

Signed:

Date:

Staff Record Form Template
PERSONNEL RECORD FORM
Surname:
Address:

Other names:

Home Number:
Date of Birth:
National Insurance number:

Mobile Number:
Marital Status:

NEXT OF KIN:
Address:

Phone number:

OCCUPATION RECORD
Employment contract (date of issue):
Department:
Date joined:
Salary:
Appraisal Date:
Salary changes:
TRAINING RECEIVED
Type of training:

Date:

ABSENCE
From:

To:

Cause:

ACCIDENTS
Date:

Type of accident:

Action:

DISCIPLINARY ACTION:
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT:
Date:
Reasons:

NOTE: The Data Protection Act 1998 requires UK employers who hold personal data on computers to
register with the Data Protection Registrar. Computerised personal data must be available, so that, at
reasonable intervals and expense, individuals can be informed about their personal data and, where
appropriate, have it corrected or erased. ‘Personal data’ includes not just factual information but also opinions
expressed about employees.

Written Warning Template

Mr A. J. Smith
Production Department
15th July, 200_
Dear Mr Smith,
Following the disciplinary interview which you attended on 12th June, I am
writing to confirm the decision taken that you will be given a written warning
under the second stage of the Company’s Disciplinary Procedure.
This warning will be placed in your personal record file, but will be disregarded
for disciplinary purposes after a period of six months, provided your conduct
reaches a satisfactory level.
1)

The nature of the unsatisfactory conduct was:

2)

The improvement we expect is:

3)

The date by which improvement is required is:

The likely consequence of insufficient improvement is dismissal.
You have the right to appeal against this decision to the Production Director
within two weeks of receiving this letter, in writing, giving your reasons.
Yours sincerely
Manager
Production Department

Letter of Dismissal

Mr A. J. Smith
Production Department
2nd February, 200_
Dear Mr Smith
On 12th June last year, you were informed that you would be given a written
warning in accordance with the second stage of the Company’s Disciplinary
Procedure. In a letter of 15th July you were warned that unless your conduct
improved, you were likely to be dismissed.
At the disciplinary hearing held on 1st February, it was decided that your
performance was still unsatisfactory and that you would be dismissed.
I am therefore writing to confirm the decision that you be dismissed and that your
last day of service with the company will be 15th February.
The reasons for your dismissal are:
You have the right to appeal against this decision to the Production Director
within seven days of receiving this notice of dismissal, in writing, giving your
reasons.
Yours sincerely

Manager
Production Department

Letter of Resignation Template

30 Swallow Cottages
London
SW1 2AB
Mr J. Brown
Production Director
19th October, 200_
Dear John,
As I told you verbally yesterday, I have decided to leave the company and this
letter is to inform you of my resignation from the post of Production Manager.
The notice period indicated in my contract of employment is six weeks, but you
agreed during our conversation yesterday that in my case this could be reduced to
five weeks so as to enable me to take up the offer of another position. My date for
leaving the company will therefore be 23rd November inclusive of any days of
holiday still remaining.
As I explained to you I have been very happy working here, and shall be leaving
with many regrets. I have however been offered a post at a substantially higher
salary with another company, where the prospects of further advancement are
greater. It is an offer which I felt I simply could not turn down.
Yours sincerely

Alan Smith
Production Manager

Acknowledgement of Resignation Template

Alan Smith
Production Director
20th October, 200_
Dear Alan,
Thank you for your letter of the 19th October.
We are naturally most sorry that you should be leaving the company, but I quite
understand your reasons for doing so. The company you are joining has an
excellent reputation, and I am sure you will be as happy there as you have been
with us.
I have noted your date of resignation, and that your last day of service with us will
be 23rd November. This information has been passed to the HR Department to
deal with.
On a personal level, Alan, I shall be particularly sorry to see you go; you have
been an excellent manager as well as a friend, and I trust we will still keep in
touch.
With best wishes for the future
Yours sincerely

John Brown
Production Director

Email & Internet Usage Policy Template

1. Appropriate use:
Computer resources belong to the Company and have been supplied for business
use. Limited personal use of the email facility and Internet access is, however,
permitted provided that it does not interfere with work performance, that staff
remember that in all their own correspondence they are representing the
Company, and that Company funds are not misused.
2. Downloading Internet files:
Staff are advised that accessing or downloading material from Internet sites
containing unsuitable content, i.e. pornography or material that may cause offence
to others, is a serious breach of Internet policy and is likely to result in
disciplinary action, including summary dismissal.
No member of staff apart from the IT Manager is permitted to download or
distribute copyright information and/or software, including programme files (i.e.
those with an .exe extension). Staff must contact the IT Manager to download text
files that are not on the list of Internet sites recognised by the Company.
3. Employee privacy:
Employees cannot expect any email messages composed, received or sent on the
Company network, regardless of the use of personal email passwords, to be for
private viewing only. It may be necessary for the Company to monitor and view
email correspondence and the Company reserves the right to do so.
Employees similarly cannot expect any history of websites accessed via the
Company network, regardless of the use of personal passwords, to be for private
use only.
4. Complaints:
Employees who feel they have cause for complaint as a result of email
communication or Internet use should raise the matter initially with their
immediate manager and/or the IT manager.

Exit Interview Form Template
Name:

Department:

Current Position:
Start Date:

Leaving Date:

1.

What did you like most about your job and why?

2.

What did you like least about your job and why?

3.

How did you feel about your workload?

4.

Was the job described to you fairly when you took it on?

5.

Were your duties clearly defined?

6.

Is the current job description accurate?

7.

How do you feel about the training you received?

8.

Were there opportunites for advancement?

9.

Do you have any suggestions for improving your current job?

10. Do you think the company has a good reputation as an employer?
11. Would you recommend the company as an employer to others?
12. If you are going to another job, whom will you be working for?
13. What kind of work will you be doing?
14. What were your working relationships like with your colleagues?
15. What was morale like in your department?
16. Did you feel discipline was fair in your department? If not, why not?
Any other comments?

Exit Interview Form Template (continued)
17. Did your immediate manager:

Always Usually Seldom Never

Show fair treatment?
Give praise for work well done?
Deal promptly with complaints/problems?
Give encouragement and help when needed?
Explain the job properly?
Inform you of your progress?
Listen to suggestions/criticisms?

18. How do you feel about the pay and
benefits provided?

Very Good Good Fair

Poor

Very Good Good Fair

Poor

Pay for your job
Holiday/Sick pay
Pension Scheme
Health Insurance
Life Assurance
Loan Facilities
Educational Assistance
Other

19. How do you feel about other
facilities/services provided?
Office accommodation and equipment
Health and Safety provisions
First Aid
Security
Sports and social facilities
Refreshment facilities
HR services

Any comments?
Name:

Date:

